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SYLLABUS 

This Design Memorandum is in partial response to a 
resolution adopted by the House Committee on Public Works 
authorizing the Delaware River Comprehensive Navigation 
Study (2 December 1970) and a resolution by the Senate 
Committee on Public Works (20 September 1974) regarding 
disposal of dredged material. Additionally, the Memorandum 
is in response to Section 859 of the Water Resources 
Development Act 1986 (P.L. 99-662). The existing 12 foot 
MLW project was adopted in 1925 and provides for an 
entrance channel from the Delaware River to the fixed Route 
45 highway bridge in Salem, New Jersey; a distance of about 
five miles. The existing authorized dimensions are 150 
feet wide from the Delaware River through Salem Cove 
narrowing to 100 feet at the cutoff at Sinnickons Landing. 
The existing project does not provide adequate depths to 
permit efficient transit of vessels, necessitating costly 
shipping practices of lightloading, tidal delays and use of 
smaller ships than those which the terminal can 
accommodate. 

Channel depths of 14 feet MLW to 24 feet MLW and 
corresponding widths ranging from 160 feet to 280 feet were 
examined in the Interim Feasibility Report, dated July 
1990, as revised May 1991. Based on the findings of that 
report, the recommended plan of improvement included 
deepening the channel to 18 feet MLW, widening to 180 feet 
and providing for a turning basin. The recommended plan 
was then analyzed by use of a ship simulator model and 
coordination with the Sponsor and Pilots as part of 
Planning, Engineering and Design (P,E&D). The resulting 
recommendations were minor channel adjustments, with 
channel widths ranging from 150 feet to 250 feet and 
confirmation of the proposed turning basin. 

The fully-funded total cost of the project is $11,462,000 
of which $8,531,000 is Federal and $2,931,000 non-Federal. 
The figures are based on 90% Federal and 10% non-Federal 
cost sharing for the general navigation features 
($9,456,000 channel, turning basin, and mitigation) and 
additional provision of lands, easements, rights-of-way, 
relocations, and dredged material disposal areas (LERRD = 
$1,002,000) by the non-Federal sponsor. The sponsor is 
also responsible for associated project costs of $983,000 , 
which brings the total costs for the non-Federal sponsor to 
$2,931,000. An additional 10% of the cost of the general 
navigation features less credit for LERRD may be repaid by 
the non-Federal sponsor over a period of 30 years. However 
since the LERRD value exceeds 10% of the general navigation 
features, no additional payments are necessary. The 
Federal Government is responsible for the cost of 
navigation aids ($21,000). Based on average annual costs 
of $1,372,000 and average annual benefits of $2,380,000 the 
benefit to cost ratio is 1.7 to 1 (October 1992 Price 
Level). All operation and maintenance costs, exclusive of 
the berthing area costs would be borne by the Federal 
government. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. The Delaware River Comprehensive Navigation Study was 
established to address the problems of the Federal interest 
in the waterways within the Delaware River system. Because 
the current and projected commerce on the Salem River are 
not dependent on the other waterways of the Delaware River, 
the problems at this waterway and the recommended solution 
to the problems were considered separately. This Design 
Memorandum addresses the selected plan of improvements as 
recommended by the Interim Feasibility Report and 
Environmental Assessment, July 1990. The Division 
Engineer's Public Notice for that report was issued in 
September 1990. Upon issuance, the Preconstruction, 
Engineering, and Design (PED) studies were initiated. 
Thereafter, the July 1990 report was reviewed by the 
Washington Level Review Center (WLRC) . In response to 
comments raised during that review process, the Interim 
Feasibility Report was modified (report dated May 1991) to 
incorporate additional data. The modified report did not 
alter previous recommendations and is referred to hereafter 
in this report as the Interim Feasibility Report and 
Environmental Assessment. 

PERTINENT DATA 

2. This section presents pertinent physical and economic 
data for the selected plan based on the results of PED 
studies. 

Physical and Economic Data for the Selected Plan 

3. The Port of Salem is located in Salem County, New 
Jersey, on the tidal portion of the Salem River. The Salem 
River enters the Delaware River at Mile 60, about 45 miles 
south of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Refer to Plates 1 and 
2. 

4. The selected plan as shown on Plates 3,4, and 5 
consists of a five mile long navigation project extending 
about three miles up from the Delaware River main channel 
to the Salem Cove and then upstream to the Penns Neck 
highway bridge at Route 49, a distance of about two miles. 
The selected plan provides for a 150 to 250 foot wide 
one-way channel with an eighteen (18) foot MLW depth. 

5. Channel dimensions are based on a design vessel of 50 
feet wide by 330 feet long with a 21.5 foot draft, single 
screw propulsion thrusters and an accompanying tug with a 
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ten foot beam. Channel widths were originally based on EM 
1110-2-1613, "Hydraulic Design of Deep Draft Navigation 
Projects", dated 8 April 1983, for one-way traffic with 
good vessel maneuverability. Bank clearances of 60% beam 
width and a channel width of 180% beam width are required. 
This design was then analyzed by the Waterways Experiment 
Station (WES) by use of a ship simulator model in 
accordance with the regulations set forth in ER 
1110-2-1461, "Design of Navigation Channel Using Ship 
Simulation Technique" dated 31 October 1989. The resulting 
analysis indicated minor adjustments to the channel layout 
were required as documented in WES's letter report 
contained in Appendix B. Channel dimensions and alignment 
were further refined in consideration of input from the 
Sponsor and Pilots Association that resulted in the final 
selected plan. · 

6. Turning basin geometry was determined using EM 
1110-2-1613 which requires a turning basin diameter of 1.5 
times the design vessel length. The turning basin 
dimensions are based on a length of 495 feet in order to 
accommodate the design vessel. The resulting dimensions 
satisfy Corps criteria of 150% of the design vessel length 
for transit under design conditions. The dimensions were 
also confirmed by the simulator model and the Pilots. The 
selected plan incorporates a berth at Barber's Basin (Berth 
1) and three berths at the municipal Port with the access 
areas as shown on Plate 5. 

7. To widen the channel and construct the turning basin, 
it will be necessary to excavate shallows and wetlands. A 
mitigation site located within the Supawana Meadows 
Wildlife Refuge will be constructed. Using a combination 
of wetland creation and restoration techniques, a total of 
6.0 acres of wetlands will be created and 11.2 acres 
restored to fulfill the Corps Mitigation requirements. 
(See Plates 9 and 10 and Appendix E). 

8. Under improved conditions of an 18 foot channel 
depth, each of the berths would be deepened to 22 feet. 
The_ larger vessels in the fleet use high tide to navigate 
the Salem River Channel, and would require additional depth. 
at the berths for loading and unloading operations that 
take place over the full tidal cycle. The total 
fully-funded cost . of the project is $11,462,000 of which 
$8,531,000 is Federal and $2,931,000 is non-Federal. The 
figures are based on 90% Federal and 10% non-Federal cost 
sharing for the general navigation features ($9,456,000: 
channel, turning basin, and mitigation) and additional 
provision of lands, easements, rights-of-way, relocations, 
and dredge material disposal areas (LERRD = $1,002,000) by 
the non-Federal sponsor. The sponsor is also responsible 
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for associated project costs of $983,000, which brings the 
total costs for the non-Federal sponsor to $2,931,000. An 
additional 10% of the cost of the general navigation 
features less credit for LERRD may be repaid by the 
non-Federal sponsor over a period of 30 years. However 
since the LERRD value exceeds 10% of the general navigation 
features, no additional payments are necessary. The 
Federal government is responsible for the cost of aids to 
navigation ($21,000). Based on average annual costs of 
$1,372,000 and average annual benefits of $2,380,000 the 
benefit to cost ratio is 1.7 to 1 (October 1992 Price 
Level). All operation and maintenance costs, exclusive of 
the berthing area costs would be borne by the Federal 
government. Refer to Table 1, Summary of Physical Data for 
Selected Plan and Table 2, Summary of Economic Data for 
Selected Plan. 
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Channel Length 

TABLE 1 

SUMMARY OF PHYSICAL DATA 
FOR SELECTED PLAN 

5 miles 

Channel Width Variable (150 feet to 250 feet) 

Channel Depth 

Dredging Quantities: 

Federal - Project 
Initial Construction 
Annual Maintenance 
(or 180,600 c.y. with a three year cycle) 

Non-Federal - Associated Cost 
Initial Construction 
Annual Maintenance 
(or 7,500 c.y. with a three year cycle) 

Turning Basin Width 

Turning Basin Depth 

Mitigation 

Wetlands Created 
Wetlands Restored 

4 

-18 feet MLW 

936,600 c.y. 
60,200 c.y. 

97,200 c.y. 
2,500 c.y. 

495 ft. 

-18 feet MLW 

6.0 acres. 
11.2 acres. 
17.2 acres. 



TABLE 2 

SUMMARY OF ECONOMIC DATA 
FOR SELECTED PLAN 

(OCTOBER 1992 PRICE LEVEL, 8-1/2% DISCOUNT RATE) 

First Cost of Construction 

Federal Project: 

Associated Cost: 

Total 

Interest During Construction: 

Project Investment Cost 

Average Annual Cost 

First Costs 

Operation and Maintenance 

Total 

Average Annual Costs (Netting out 12 Ft. 
W/O Project Condition) 

Total Average Annual Benefits 

Net Benefits 

Benefit - Cost Ratio 

$ 9,535,000 

$ 877,000 

$10,412,000 

$ 362,000 

$10,774,000 

$ 932,000 

$ 770,000 

$ 1,702,000 

$ 1,372,000 

$ 2,380,000 

$ 1,008,000 

1.7 to 1 

Costs in October 1992 Price Level for BCR analysis (See 
Tables 5 & 6). 
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PROJECT AUTHORIZATION 

9. This Design Memorandum is in response to Section 859 
of the Water Resources Development Act of 1986 (P.L. 
99-662), which states: 

Subject to Section 903(b) of this Act, the project for 
navigation, Salem River, New Jersey, is modified to 
provide that the depth of such project shall be 20 
feet. 

Existing Project 

10. The existing Salem River navigation project provides 
for an entrance from the Delaware River at Elsinboro Point, 
New Jersey to the State Route 45 highway bridge in the City 
of Salem with dimensions and limits as shown in Plate 2. 
The 12 foot authorized depth of the Salem River was 
authorized in 1925 and constructed in 1928 from the mouth 
to Penns Neck Bridge (Route 49). However, the channel was 
not maintained between 1961 and 1984 due to an absence of 
commercial navigation. The Little Salem River (also known 
as Fenwick Creek) portion, has never been constructed to a 
12 foot depth. The Little Salem River was deauthorized in 
December 1989 under the provisions of Title X of the Water 
Resources Development Act of 1986. Under the provisions of 
the, Act the Little Salem River authorization reverts to 
the 9 foot depth constructed in 1907. 

Selected Plan 

11. In accordance with the May 1991 Interim Feasibility 
Report, economic development could not support the 20-foot 
project but optimized at 18-foot MLW. The selected plan 
deepens the existing project from 12-foot MLW to 18-foot 
MLW and widens the existing channel from 100 - 150 feet to 
150 250 feet. Towards the upstream end, a 495-foot 
turning basin will be constructed to a depth of 18 feet 
MLW. Mitigation for shallows and wetlands lost due to the 
proposed channel construction will be at Supawna Meadows 
Wildlife Refuge, a location near the project site which is 
under the jurisdiction of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service. 
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LOCAL COOPERATION 

12. Throughout the PED process, numerous coordination 
meetings were held to assure that the sponsor was aware of 
the progress of the project. As part of this coordination, 
they expressed their continued support for the project 
before the Board of Engineers for Rivers and Harbors in 
March 1991 and participated in the verification process of 
the Simulation Model. That model was developed by the 
Waterways Experiment Station to refine the design 
recommendations of the Feasibility Report. 

13. In order to implement the project as proposed in this 
report, the project related costs and responsibilities are 
shared in accordance with the Water Resources Act of 1986 
(PL 99-662). These are described in a Local Cooperation 
Agreement (LCA) which will be entered into by both the Port 
of Salem (the non-Federal sponsor for this project) and the 
Corps of Engineers (See Appendix F). 

14. These requirements include: 

Provision and maintenance at local expense such depths 
from the Federal channel line to and between the 
wharves at the terminal (berthing areas) as may be 
required for the accommodation of vessels at the 
terminal, consistent with the Federal project. 

Provision to the United States of all lands, easements, 
rights-of-way, and relocations necessary for the ( 
construction, and subsequent operation and maintenance ·. 
of the project including suitable areas, determined by 
the Chief of Engineers to be required in the general 
public interest for initial and subsequent disposal of 
dredged material and necessary retaining dikes, 
bulkheads, and embankments therefore, or the costs of 
such retaining works. 

Holding and saving the United States free from damages 
due to construction, operation, and maintenance, except 
for damages due to the fault or negligence of the 
United States or its contractors. 

Provision during the period of construction of 10 
percent of the cost of construction associated with 
general navigation features and an additional 10 
percent of the cost of the general navigation features 
of the project in cash over a period not to exceed 30 
years, at an interest rate determined pursuant to 
Section 106 of Public Law 99-662. The value of lands, 
easements, rights-of-way, relocations, and dredged 
material disposal areas provided shall be credited 
toward the additional 10 percent payment. 
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Accomplishment without cost to the United States of all 
alterations and relocations as required in sewer, water 
supply, drainage, and other utility facilities. 

Compliance with applicable provision of the Uniform 
Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition 
Policies Act of 1978 (P.L. 91-646) and implementing 
regulations. 

Compliance with Section 601 of the Civil Rights Act of 
1964 (P.L. 83-352). 

Establishment of regulations prohibiting discharge of 
untreated sewage, garbage, industrial waste, and other 
pollutants into the water of the port by users thereof, 
which regulations shall be in accordance with 
applicable laws or regulations of Federal, State, and 
local authorities responsible for pollution prevention 
control. 

Assumption of financial responsibility for cleanup of 
hazardous material located on project lands and covered 
under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA). 

15. The Port of Salem has been furnished a copy of the 
Draft Local Cooperation Agreement which follows the 
applicable guideline for navigation projects (refer to 
Appendix F) . The funding source for the non-Federal 
financing of the project is the State of New Jersey as 
indicated in a letter from Governor Florio dated 11 March 
1991. This was reiterated in a more recent letter from the 
Port of Salem dated 21 September 1992. Pertinent 
correspondence is included at Appendix A. 

INVESTIGATIONS 

16. All prior studies pertinent to the study project area 
are discussed in the following paragraphs: 

Salem River - Previous Studies 

17. The River and Harbor Act of July 11, 1870 provides for 
the first Federal surveys of the Salem River. 
Subsequently a nine foot MLW channel was adopted in 1907 
at an authorized width of 100 feet. The existing 12 foot 
project, adopted as HD 68-110 in 1925, is five miles long 
and provides for an entrance channel from the Delaware 
River to the Route 49 highway bridge in Salem, New Jersey, 
south of the Little Salem River. The improved draft from 9 
feet to 12 feet was recommended to accommodate vessels 
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utilizing the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal which was under 
reconstruction at the time. The Salem River dimensions are 
150 feet wide from the Delaware River through Salem Cove 
and 100 feet wide along the cutoff from the "Horseshoe 
Bend" near Sinnicksons Landing to the port. This cutoff, 
constructed as part of the 1925 authorization, saves 
vessels one mile traveling from Salem to deep water in the 
Delaware River. 

Salem River Port Redevelopment Plan 

18. The Salem River Housing Authority and Community 
Development Agency completed a plan in 1982 for 
redeveloping the Port of Salem prior to the formation of 
the Salem Port Authority. This plan examined existing 
zoning statutes, land use patterns, cultural/historic 
areas, and transportation and utility networks and made a 
series of recommendations for port redevelopment, many of 
which were subsequently accomplished. The recommendations 
were intended to provide a framework for industrial land 
use associated with the proposed port. 

Salem River Maintenance Dredging Environmental Assessment 

19. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers conducted an 
environmental assessment of the dredging and open water / 
disposal of dredged material prior to the 1984 maintenance \ 
dredging of 350,000 c.y. of material from the lower Salem 
River. That environmental assessment determined that the 
maintenance project was in full compliance with all 
environmental protection statutes and environmental review 
requirements. 
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HYDROLOGY AND HYDRAULICS 

General 

20. The Salem River navigation project is located in the 
Delaware River estuary between river miles 58 and 61 (above 
the mouth). The Delaware River at this point drains over 
11,000 square miles of New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, 
and Delaware. The study area is near the middle of the 
tidal zone of the Delaware estuary, with a mean tide range 
at the confluence of the Salem and Delaware Rivers of 5.6 
feet, and a spring tide range of 6.1 feet. 

21. Salem River discharges into Salem Cove, an embayment 
on the eastern side of the Delaware estuary. The total 
drainage area of Salem River above its mouth includes 117 
square miles, consisting of upland areas and the broad, 
shallow tide-influenced area referred to as Mannington 
Meadow, all within Salem County, New Jersey. 

22. The authorized navigation project occupies 
approximately two miles at the downstream end of the Salem 
River, and extends an additional three miles across Salem 
Cove to deep water in the Delaware River. Flows in the 
navigation project section of the Salem River are 
predominantly tidal, driven by the semi-diurnal tides of 
Delaware River. The National Ocean Service Tidal current 
Tables report the average maximum flood current speed at 
the entrance to Salem River as 1.5 knots, with an average 
maximum ebb current speed of 1.6 knots. Currents upstream 
of the entrance, where flow is confined between banks only 
slightly wider than the authorized channel width are 
reported by river pilots to attain 6 to 7 knots under some 
conditions. 

Salinity 

23. The salinity of the Salem River project area is 
controlled by the combined effects of the ambient salinity 
of the Delaware River and rainfall over the Salem River 
drainage area. Delaware River salinity has been monitored 
by the U.S. Geological Survey since 1963 at the Reedy 
Island dike, approximately three miles southwest of the 
Salem River entrance. The salinity is computed from 

. measurements of specific conductance and temperature of the 
river water, and daily minimum, maximum, and mean values 
are recorded. Although the long-term mean salinity at the 
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Reedy Island gage site is approximately 5 to 6 ppt 
(dissolved solids in parts per thousand by weight), 
variations in salinity occur due to semi-diurnal tidal 
effects on the Delaware River and Bay, as well as seasonal 
and flood/drought effects over the Salem and Delaware 
drainage basins. The maximum salinity observed at the gage 
over the period of record was approximately 23 ppt on 15 
November 1978 with a minimum salinity of less than 0.1 ppt 
occurring on a number of occasions in 1969 and 1970. 

24. Salinity in the navigation project area principally 
reflects ambient salinity of the adjacent Delaware River. 
The Mannington Meadow estuary lies above the upstream limit 
of the navigation project. Detailed salinity studies were 
conducted in Mannington Meadow by Rutgers University 
investigators in 1972 and 1973. Those salinity 
measurements reflect the dilution of ambient Delaware River 
water by freshwater inflow from the adjacent drainage 
area. Salinities in the Mannington Meadow area generally 
are in the range of 20 to 80 percent of the corresponding 
two-day mean salinities at the Reedy Island gage site. 

25. The proposed deepening of the Salem River navigation 
channel will not induce any changes on the salinity regime 
of the Mannington Meadows estuary. The controlling section 
channel zone and Mannington Meadows consist of a 
approximately 1000 feet of channel centered approximately 
on the Route 49 bridge. This section will not be enlarged 
by the proposed navigation channel deepening. The 
controlling cross-section is substantially smaller than the 
channel area upstream and downstream of the bridge and is 
armored with stone in the immediate vicinity of the bridge 
for scour protection. This zone presently acts as the 
control on tidal exchange into Mannington Meadows and will 
continue to act in this manner with the recommended channel 
deepening in place. 

Shoaling and Maintenance Dredging Analysis 

26. The channel bottom sediments along the navigation 
project consist primarily of fine sand and silt, with minor 
fractions of gravel and clay-size present. The earliest 
reported improvement to Salem River in the interest of 
navigation was dredging across the bar in Salem Cove in 
1878. Subsequent to that effort, the Salem River 
navigation project was enlarged in both width and depth. 
In 1928 the present authorized dimensions and new cut in 
the upstream reach of the project area were established. 
In 1934, 1937, and 1945, maintenance dredging was required 
in the uppermost portion of the project as authorized, in 
an area known as the Little Salem River. This is 
immediately upstream of the Route 49 bridge which serves as 
the upstream limit of the project as presently modified. 

11 
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27. Due to the absence of commercial navigation in the 
Little Salem River section since 1945, subsequent 
maintenance dredging has involved only the portion of river 
downstream of the Route 49 bridge. Within the presently 
operated project area, shoaling and resulting maintenance 
dredging have been confined to a zone approximately 12,000 
feet long where the channel transits Salem Cove. Upstream 
of the transition from Salem Cove into the Salem River 
proper, no maintenance dredging has been required since 
1946, as depths in this portion of the project upstream to 
the Route 49 bridge have naturally exceeded the authorized 
depth of 12 feet and have exhibited no trend towards 
shoaling. The average annual maintenance dredging quantity 
necessary for the existing 12 foot project was determined 
to be 22,500 cubic yards per year, with a maintenance 
interval of four years. 

28. The shoaling and maintenance dredging analysis 
performed for the Feasibility Study is considered to be 
valid for continuation into the Design Memorandum phase of 
this project. The analysis was based on procedures 
presented in ETL 1110-2-293, "ENTRANCE CHANNEL INFILL 
RATES" dated 15 March 1984. The specific technique adopted 
for this analysis is referred to as the "Volume of cut 
Method". This method is the only one of the several 
methods presented in the referenced ETL applicable to the 
Salem project, given the physical environment of the 
project and the types of data available for the existing 
and proposed channels. The historic data base for this 
project consists of dredging quantity summaries and 
hydrographic surveys for maintenance dredging performed in 
1946, 1960, 1984, and 1988. The most recent surveys 
performed between December 1990 and March 1991 were also 
obtained and analyzed. 

29. The "volume of cut" method is an empirical technique 
which requires some period of record of maintenance 
dredging for a project at a given set of depth and width 
dimensions. The method assumes that modifications which 
deepen and/or widen the channel increase the shoaling rate 
by a factor related to the increased "volume of cut" beyond 
the natural equilibrium dimensions for the channel. 
Shoaling rates were first developed for the existing, 
authorized 12 foot by 150 foot channel. Then the factors 
corresponding to the channel alternative were developed to 
estimate the "with project" shoaling rate. The estimated 
average annual maintenance dredging requirement for the 
selected plan is 37,700 cubic yards per year, with a total 
three-year dredging cycle amount of 180,600 cubic yards, 
assuming maintenance of the existing 12-foot project 
(22,500 c.y.) is performed concurrently. 
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Salem River Navigation (Ship Simulation) Analysis 

30. A ship simulator analysis was performed for the PED 
phase of this investigation in accordance with the 
requirements set forth in ER 1110-2-1461 dated 31 October 
1989. The study was scoped with participation of the 
Philadelphia District, CECW-EH, and CEWES-HR. 
Representatives of each of the three organizations 
participated in a site visit including a boat transit of 
the project channel in December 1990. A formal proposal of 
study was prepared by CEWES-HR and submitted to 
Philadelphia District in April 1991. The study was 
accepted by the District and funded in April 1991, and 
recommendations and a final report were provided by WES in 
January 1992. 

31. The ship simulator study consisted of the following 
principal tasks: 

{A) Existing and proposed channel data base 
development. 

{B) Ship model development. 

(C) Hydrodynamic modeling. 

(D) Radar based simulation testing. 

(E) Data analysis. 

{F) Letter report. 

32. The channel data base was developed from hydrographic 
surveys of the project obtained by the District between 
December 1990 and March 1991. The surveys were marked to 
indicate the existing channel alignment as well as the 
alignment, width, and depth proposed in the Feasibility 
Study {180 foot wide X 18 foot deep channel). 

33. Two ship models were developed for the study. The 
first represented the existing project design vessel (the 
Bermuda Islander), which is the most frequent user of the 
project. Its dimensions are length= 262 feet, beam= 43.3 
feet, and draft = 15.5 feet. The second model represented 
the design vessel for the proposed project, and the 
dimensions and propulsion of this vessel were based on 
those of the Tajo, with dimensions of length = 327 feet, 
beam = 49.9 feet, and draft = 21.5 feet. 
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34. The hydrodynamic modeling was performed using the WES 
TABS-2 model. This is a two-dimensional finite-element 
model which simulates currents and stages derived from 
user-input tidal and wind boundary conditions. The 
conditions simulated in the TABS-2 model runs represented 
the typical spring tide range in the Delaware River with 20 
knot winds from the south. As ship transits of the Salem 
channel are always accomplished on the flood tide, only 
flood conditions were applied in the ship simulations. 
Model verification data were obtained by the District under 
spring tide conditions in August 1991. 

35. The radar-based simulation testing was performed by 
the three pilots who presently handle all ship traffic on 
the Salem River. The first pilot performed the ship model 
verification, while the other two pilots performed the 
model test runs. A total of 24 test runs were made, 
consisting of: three channel options (existing - 100 to 150 
foot wide and 12 feet deep, proposed - 180 foot wide and 18 
feet deep, and existing deepened to 18 foot); two 
directions (inbound and outbound); and two ships (Bermuda 
Islander for the existing channel and Tajo for the proposed 
and existing-deepened channel). The test pilots made two 
runs on each combination of channel option and transit 
direction. (The 24 model runs were derived as follows: 3 
channel configurations X 2 directions X 2 pilots X 2 runs 
each test = 24). 

36. Based on analysis of the vessel tracks made on the 24 
test runs of the model, a number of minor adjustments were 
recommended to the channel dimensions of the Feasibility 
Study plan. The channel alignment and width 
recommendations resulting from this analysis are shown on 
Figure 25 of the WES report, included as Appendix B to this 
document. 

37. The principal modifications to the uniform 18 X 180 
foot plan from the Feasibility Study consisted of 
adjustments in channel width. At the southern limit of the 
proposed improvements in Salem Cove a widening to 280 feet 
was recommended, with the channel width reducing to 180 
feet over a distance of 2000 feet. The central portion of 
the channel across Salem Cove was recommended for a 
reduction in width to 150 feet, where the alignment of the 
channel and the prevailing current directions are 
essentially parallel. The channel bends located at and 
upstream of the transition from Salem cove into the Salem 
River proper were recommended for widening up to as much as 
350 feet total width, to allow sufficient bank clearance on 
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the turns. The channel through the land cut portion of the 
project was recommended for a width reduction from 180 to 
150 feet upstream to the turning basin. The modifications 
recommended by the WES ship simulation study are considered 
in total to have negligible net effect on the estimated 
maintenance dredging requirements, as the channel areas 
recommended for widening are approximately offset by the 
areas recommended for a narrower channel. 

38. The WES Ship Simulation study was then coordinated 
with the Pilots of Salem River and the Study Sponsor. In 
response to the results of the WES modeling, the Pilots' 
Association for the Bay and River Delaware recommended the 
channel design currently contained in the DM. Their 
recommendations were based upon their actual experience in 
navigating Salem River under current conditions and their 
simulated experience in operating the WES model. Their 
recommendations were for minor channel adjustments, with 
channel widths ranging from 150 feet to 250 feet and 
confirmation of the proposed turning basin. Refer to 
Plates 3, 4, and 5 for the selected channel layout. The 
principal effect of these recommendations on channel width 
and alignment is to improve the safety and efficiency with 
which the design vessel is able to transit the improved 
channel and reducing quantities for initial dredging of the 
channel and turning basin. WES then superimposed the 
Pilots' recommended channel on the ship tracking plots from 
the modeling and generally concluded that the two designs 
differed primarily in transition areas (bends) , and 
acknowledged that these were probably a function of 
differing pilot startegies for approaching turns, and could 
be avoided with modified navigation strategies and a 
clearly marked channel. The Pilot's Association believes, 
and the District concurs, that with proper aids to 
navigation (Channel buoys), the final design in the DM is a 
fully suitable, safe, and cost effective alignment for the 
recommended 18-foot channel. 

SURVEYING AND MAPPING 

39. Updated hydrographic surveys of the Salem River 
navigation channel, berthing area and turning basin and 
mapping for both the disposal area and mitigation site are 
required for plans and specifications. Previous dredging 
records will also be cited in the contract plans and 
specifications. 
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GEOLOGY AND SOILS 

General 

40. The project area lies entirely within the Atlantic 
Coastal Plain Physiographic Province. The geology of this 
province is characterized by a wedge of unconsolidated 
sediments which thicken and dip toward the Atlantic Ocean. 
These unconsolidated sediments, ranging in age from 
Cretaceous to Holocene, rest unconformably upon the 
crystalline basement of Precambrian schists and gneiss and 
consist of pervious and impervious materials which form a 
series of aquifers and aquicludes. 

Site Geology 

41. The Salem River Study area is underlain by roughly 
1,400 feet of unconsolidated Quaternary, Tertiary, and 
cretaceous sediments. These sediments overlie bedrock 
which consists of metamorphic and igneous rocks of the 
upper Precambrian age. The unconsolidated formations dip 
to the southeast and generally thicken oceanward. The 
older formations are at or near the surface in the vicinity 
of the Delaware River and are progressively deeper toward 
the Atlantic Ocean. 

42. The primary aquifer units within the vicinity of Salem 
River belong to the Wenonah Formation and Mount Laurel Sand 
of Cretaceous age, the Vincentown Formation of Tertiary 
age, and the Cape May Formation of Pleistocene age. The 
Wenonah Formation and Mount Laurel Sand and the Vincentown 
Formation outcrop in and around the Salem River in bands 
trending southwest to northeast while the Cape May deposits 
blanket areas of the older formations. In some locations 
in or adjacent to the Salem River, these aquifer units are 
mantled by recent alluvial deposits. 

43. The Wenonah Formation and overlaying Mount Laurel Sand 
function as a single hydrologic unit. They comprise a 
highly used aquifer and an important source of water for 
future development. The Wenonah Formation overlies the 
Cretaceous Marshalltown Formation, a leaky aquiclude 
composed of sandy clay. The Woodbury Clay, also a 
Cretaceous age, underlies the Marshalltown Formation and 
constitutes a widespread major aquiclude. 

44. The Mount Laurel Sand is overlain by the Navesink 
Formation of Cretaceous age, which is in turn overlain by 
the scarcely distinguishable Hornerstown Sand of Tertiary 
age. These deposits are composed of sand with varying 
amounts of silt and clay, and function together as a leaky 
confining unit for the underlying Mount Laurel aquifer The 
Vincentown Sand overlies the Hornerstown Sand and is an 
important local source of water supply. 
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45. The Cape May Formation is predominantly composed of 
sands and gravels. In areas where the Cape May deposits 
are not thick enough to function as an aquifer, their chief 
hydrologic function is to absorb precipitation and transmit 
it to underlying formations. If these formations are 
pervious, a hydraulic connection exists between the shallow 
water table aquifers in the Cape May Formation and the 
underlying materials. 

Groundwater Quality 

46. Groundwater in the vicinity of Salem Cove generally 
has natural total dissolved solids concentrations of less 
than 500 mg/l; this corresponds with New Jersey Department 
of Environmental Protection (NJDEP) Groundwater Class GW2. 
Designated uses and quality criteria for this class are: 

Suitable for potable, industrial, or agricultural water 
supply, after conventional water treatment (for 
hardness, ph, Fe, Mn, and chlorination) where 
necessary, or for the continual replenishment of 
surface waters to maintain the quantity and quality of 
the surf ace waters of the State and other reasonable 
uses (NJDEP 1978). 

47. Groundwater beneath the study area in the Cape May 
Formation, Mount Laurel Sand and Wenonah Formation, and 
Raritan Formation is influenced by the major recharge areas 
of the respective aquifers. The Cape May Formation 
receives induced recharge from the Delaware River between \ .. 
Wilmington and Trenton and is also recharged by rainwater 
infiltration. The formation's hydraulic gradient in the 
study area is generally toward the Delaware River. Tidal 
action and supply well pumpage can locally control or 
reverse groundwater gradients. The relatively impermeable 
Holocene alluvium acts as only a partial barrier to 
saltwater intrusion from the Delaware River. 

48. The groundwater recharge area of the Mount Laurel Sand 
and Wenonah Formation is approximately parallel to and 
midway between the Delaware River and the Atlantic Ocean. 
The major source of recharge is rainwater infiltration and 
leakage from the overlying Cape May Formation. The 
hydraulic gradient is generally toward the southwest; 
however, local reversals occur due to the effect of pumping 
wells for water supply and tidal action. Leakage from the 
Cape May Formation has introduced salt water into this 
aquifer. In addition, iron concentrations are extremely 
high in the formation. 
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49. Because of the overlying aquiclude, groundwater in the 
Raritan Formation aquifer is recharged mainly in outcrops 
in urbanized areas immediately west of the Delaware River, 
including the City of Philadelphia, and by the Delaware 
River reach extending from Wilmington to Trenton. The 
aquifer hitorically has provided good quality water. 
However, in recent years groundwater quality has been 
degraded in portions of the aquifer upgradient of the study 
area. Changes have occurred in concentrations of dissolved 
solids, chlorides, alkalinity, iron, and manganese. 
Concentrations of iron and manganese greatly exceed the New 
Jersey groundwater standards. The changes in groundwater 
quality can be attributed in part to conditions 
characteristic of an urban recharge area and can be 
expected to eventually affect groundwater quality in the 
study area. 

Subsurface Investigation 

50. A subsurface exploration program was conducted in the 
Spring of 1985 which consisted of 22 borings throughout the 
proposed project in order to determine the nature of the 
material to be dredged. Plates 6 through 8 form a boring 
location plan and Appendix D contain the boring logs from 
the program. The majority of the borings revealed the 
dredge material to be a low plasticity clay mixed with some 
sand, silt and gravel. As part of the archaeological 
investigation, a diver surveyed the bottom in the vicinity
of station 17+80. The report indicated that imbedded in 
the clay and silt of the river bottom were cobbles and 
boulders. The report describes the stone as "palm size to 
basketball size." These particular cobbles and boulders 
were discovered because they had a high iron content which 
showed up in the magnetometer survey. It is assumed that 
there will be occasional cobbles in parts of the excavated 
channel. The only appreciable granular material exists 
between stations 8+000 and 13+000 and consists of sand, 
gravel, intermixed with clays and silts. 

Geotechnical Analysis 

51. The implementation of the selected plan, to a depth of 
18 feet, means the removal of silt and clay deposits in the 
upper channel and cutting a wider and deeper channel into 
the Mt. Laurel-Wenonah formation in the lower channel. A 
large portion of the Mt. Laurel-Wenonah formation is 
directly exposed to the waters of the Salem and Delaware 
Rivers in the vicinity of the project. The boring program 
confirms what the existing literature states about a thin 
layer of Holocene alluvium providing limited cover in some 
places for this aquifer. The recharge for the Mt. 
Laurel-Wenonah formation is provided by groundwater in the 
midsection of the state of New Jersey as detailed above and 
from the leaky Cape May aquifer overlying the formation. 
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52. A review of available literature suggests that the Mt. 
Laurel-Wenonah aquifer has already suffered some limited 
salt water intrusion, by vertical leakage from the 
overlying water table aquifer from the Vincentown and Cape 
May formations. 

53. The hydraulic gradient of the aquifer runs from 
central New Jersey to the southwest and toward the Salem 
and Delaware Rivers. The potential for local reversal of 
this gradient exists due to overpumping, especially in 
times of drought. The selected plan will slightly increase 
the exposure of the Mt. Laurel-Wenonah aquifer especially 
in the lower channel by removing portions of the recent 
Holocene alluvium. 

54. The potential for salt water intrusion into the Mt. 
Laurel-Wenonah aquifer in the vicinity of the project 
exists regardless of whether, or not the selected plan is 
constructed. The additional exposure of the aquifer to the 
potentially brackish water of the Salem River is considered 
negligible. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT 

Selected Plan 

55. The selected plan as shown on Plates 3,4 and 5 
consists of a five mile long navigation project extending 
about three miles up from the Delaware River main channel 
to the Salem Cove and then upstream to the Penns Neck 
highway bridge at Route 49, a distance of about two miles. 
The selected plan provides for a one-way channel that 
varies in width from 150 feet to 250 feet (refer to Plates 
3,4 and 5). Channel depth provided is 18 feet MLW. 
Channel dimensions are based on a design vessel of 50 feet 
x 330 feet with a 21.5 foot draft, single screw propulsion 
thrusters and an accompanying tug with a 10 foot beam. The 
channel dimensions were determined considering a ship 
simulator model in accordance with ER 1110-2-1461, "Design 
of Navigation Channel using Ship Simulation Techniques", 
dated 31 October 1989 as modified in accordance with imput 
from the project sponsor and Salem River Pilots 
Association. The turning basin dimensions are based on a 
length of 495 feet in order to accommodate the design 
vessel and the largest anticipated vessel, with a 350 foot 
length. The resulting turning basin dimensions satisfy 
Corps criteria of 150% of the design vessel length for 
transit under design conditions and was confirmed by the 
ship simulator model, and pilot's recommendations. 
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56. To widen the channel and construct the turning basin, 
it will be necessary to excavate shallows and wetlands. A 
mitigation site located within the Supawana Meadows 
Wildlife Refuge will be constructed. (See Plates 9-10 and 
Appendix E) . 

57. The selected plan incorporates a berth at Barber's 
Basin (Berth 1) and three berths at the municipal Port as 
shown with the access areas on Plate 5. Berth dimensions 
are shown on Table 3. 

TABLE 3 

BERTH DIMENSIONS 

Berth Depth 

1. Barber's Basin 22 1 

2. Major's Wharf 22' 
3. Grain Elevator 22' 
4. Dry Storage Shed 22' 

Length 

270 1 

400' 
350 1 

350' 

Width 

70 1 

80' 
80 1 

80 1 

58. The initial dredging quantity necessary to increase 
channel depths from the currently authorized 12 foot 
channel has two components, initial and associated. The 
Federal project quantity refers to the materials from the 
channel and turning basin; the non-Federal or associated 
quantity refers to material from the berth areas. 
Quantities are listed below in Table 4. 

TABLE 4 

DREDGE QUANTITIES 

Initial Dredging - cubic yards 

Project Channel 936,600 

Associated 97,200 

Total 1,033,800 
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Dredge Material Disposal Plan 

59. Based on the disposal area formulation analysis as 
completed as part of the May 1991 Interim Feasibility 
Report, all initial and maintenance dredging material will 
b~ disposed at the Killcohook (Federal) disposal area 
throughout the 50 year project life. The Kilcohook 
(Federal) disposal site is located along the Delaware River 
approximately 4 miles north of the entrance to the Salem 
River channel (see Plate 9). The average annual 
maintenance quantities include 22,500 cubic yards annually 
for the existing 12-foot project and 37,700 cubic yards 
annually attributed to the 18-foot project for a total 
average annual maintenance dredging requirement of 60,200 
cubic yards. Maintenance is expected to be performed on a 
three-year cycle of 180,600 cubic yards. The total 
(initial and maintenance) quantity of project and 
associated dredging over the 50 year project life is about 
4.2 million cubic yards. 

CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURE 

60. Construction of the Federal project involves three 
elements: preparation of the disposal area to receive the 
material, dredging of the channel, and construction of the 
mitigation site. It was assumed that dredging and 
transport of the material from the channel will be done 
using hydraulic pipeline. Transportation of the material 
excavated from the mitigation site will be done using \ 
trucks. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Environmental Analysis 

61. The evaluation of environmental impacts associated with 
the proposed project included review of pertinent literature, 
preparation of a Planning Aid Report and 2(b) Report by the 
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, preparation of an 
Environmental Assessment and a Finding of No Significant Impact 
during the 1990 interim feasibility study, and coordination of 
these documents with appropriate Federal, state and local 
agencies, as well as interested members ofc the public. The 
evaluation included consideration of biological impacts, 
physical and chemical impacts, socioeconomic impacts, cultural 
resources impacts, and applicable mitigative measures. 

62. The proposed dredging will result in the destruction of 
benthic habitat, and the loss of the existing benthic community 
as well as the destruction of 8. 6 acres of shallow water 
habitat and 3 acres of estuarine intertidal emergent wetlands. 
This loss of shallow water habitat and wetlands will be 
mitigated through the creation and restoration of intertidal 
wetlands. The proposed mitigation plan is discussed in greater 
detail in the Wetland Mitigation section of this report and the 
Complete plan is found in Appendix E. The shallow water 
habitat previously mentioned is defined as the area between o 
feet and -10 feet at mean low water. Construction of a larger 
channel will remove existing bottom surface within this range. 
Some benthic organisms, such as worms, would not be able to 
leave the dredging area. These organisms would be removed with 
the sediments and would not be expected to survive. Typically, 
benthic organisms from adjacent areas begin to recolonize 
disturbed areas soon after completion of dredging operations. 
Because sediment type and depth would be similar before and 
after channel modification, the recreated shallow water habitat 
is expected to be similar to the existing shallows. Based on 
available data, the slope of the new channel side is projected 
to approximate the slope of the existing channel side. This 
would result in the creation of a nearly equivalent amount of 
channel side as currently exists, yet some area will be lost 
along the flatter surfaces where channel widening is taking 
place. This loss represents the 8.6 acres of shallow water 
habitat that was discussed above. 

63. Water quality may be temporarily affected in the vicinity 
of a working dredge by resuspension of sediment. Sediment 
resuspension can cause increased turbidity, increase 
biochemical oxygen demand with corresponding reductions in 
dissolved oxygen, nutrient enrichment and release of chemical 
contaminants. Appropriate planning and precautions have and 
will be taken to insure that the deepening of the Salem River 
navigation channel would not result in unacceptable water 
quality degradation. The hydraulic dredging techniques and the 
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upland disposal of dredged material, which will be used during 
this project, are considered to be the least disruptive to the 
existing water quality. These methods are not seasonally 
restricted within the Salem River project area. 

64. Disposal of sediments at the Federally owned Killcohook 
dredged material disposal site will not adversely affect fish 
and wildlife resources, nor will it adversely impact cultural 
resources since the site was and is currently used for disposal 
purposes. Upland disposal of dredged material minimizes 
impacts to the aquatic environment by permanently removing 
sediments from the aquatic system. During disposal operations, 
effluent flowing through the discharge weir can increase 
suspended sediment loads within the receiving body of water. 
Any water quality impacts associated with this increased 
turbidity will be minimized through the monitoring of effluent 
discharge and proper operation of the weir structure. 

65. Consul tat ion with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
indicates that except for occasional transient species (bald 
eagle and peregrine falcon), no Federally listed or proposed 
threatened or endangered species are known to occur within the 
Salem River project area. It has also been determined that the 
proposed project will not impact endangered or threatened 
species under the jurisdiction of the National Marine Fisheries 
Service. This is confirmed by a letter from the National 
Marine Fisheries Service, dated January 16, 1991. As required / 
under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act (87 Stat. 844, as 
amended; 16 u.s.c. 1531 et. seq.) no further consultation is 
necessary. 

Cultural Resources 

66. A remote sensing survey was conducted for the Corps (Cox 
1988) in selected project areas adjacent to the Salem River 
channel from Buoy 10 east to the Highway 49 Bridge in Salem, 
New Jersey and a proposed overboard disposal area in Salem 
cove. This study, utilizing both magnetometer and side-scan 
sonar, identified two targets suggestive of possibly 
significant cultural resources. One target, located in Salem 
Cove, will not be impacted since overboard disposal within the 
cove has not been selected. The other target yielded no sonar 
return, indicating that the material is buried in the bottom 
sediment. The magnetometer results for this target created a 
magnetic signature consistent with that derived from documented 
historically significant submerged sites. Further underwater 
investigations determined that the anomaly was not a 
significant cultural resource eligible for listing in the 
National Register of Historic Places. The results of the 
magnetometer survey and underwater investigation were 
coordinated with the Office of New Jersey Heritage (SHPO) . A 
comment letter dated July 26, 1991 has been received from the 
New Jersey SHPO which indicates their approval of the work done 
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and that the project will have no impact on significant 
cultural resources in the areas investigated. 

67. An additional remote sensing survey was conducted for the 
Corps (Greeley-Polhemus Group, Inc., August 1992) between July 
13-15, 1992, in project areas not previously investigated. 
These include linear areas immediately adjacent to the Salem 
River channel from Buoy 10 southwest to the Delaware River 
channel entrance in New Castle County, Delaware and a proposed 
turning basin area located in the abandoned Salem River channel 
west of Salem, New Jersey. This additional survey effort was 
coordinated with the Delaware Bureau of Archaeology and 
Historic Preservation (SHPO) in a letter dated June 16, 1992. 
The study recorded a total of six magnetic and four acoustic 
targets utilizing side-scan sonar and magnetometer remote 
sensing techniques. The report concluded that of the ten 
targets identified, nine have signature characteristics 
suggestive of modern debris, or single source isolated objects, 
and require no further archaeological investigation. However, 
one acoustic target (IV 22:9), located in the proposed turning 
basin, area could represent the remains of a wooden barge, or 
section of pier. Draft reports of this study were submitted to 
the.New Jersey and Delaware SHPO's August 26, 1992, for review 
and comment. A comment letter dated September 22, 1992 has 
been received from the Delaware SHPO which concurs with the 
reports findings that no significant submerged resources are 
present within the project area located in Delaware's 
jur.isdictional waters. 

68. An underwater diving investigation of target IV 22:9 was 
conducted for the Corps on September 5 1992 to identify the 
nature of the target and assess potential significance of the 
target. The investigation concluded that target IV 22:9 was a 
portion of a modern bridge tressle or pier structure and not 
eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic 
Places. A September 16, 1992 letter report detailing the 
results of this investigation was submitted to the New Jersey 
SHPO for review and comment on September 23, 1992. A comment 
letter from the New Jersey SHPO dated October 23, 1992 concurs 
with the letter report's findings that target IV 22:9 is not 
eligible for listing in the National Register and completes the 
review of submarine cultural resources for the project. 

69. A Phase 1 cultural resource investigation of the 15 acre 
wetlands mitigation site, located in the Supawna Meadows 
National Wildlife Refuge, Salem County, New Jersey, was 
coordinated with the Office of New Jersey Heritage (SHPO) in a 
letter dated August 14, 1992. Fieldwork was completed 
September 18, 1992. Three prehistoric archaeological sites 
were identified within the mitigation site boundaries. A draft 
report of this investigation was submitted to the New Jersey 
SHPO on November 18, 1992 for Section 106 review and comment. 
The archaeological sites identified during this study exhibit 
extremely light artifact densities within limited and well 
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defined areas. Wetland mitigation plans have been revised to 
avoid these archaeological locations. 

Mitigation Measures 

70. Based on an analysis of the potential impacts associated 
with the proposed project, the following mitigation measures 
have been incorporated into the selected plan. 

- To ensure that dredging activities do not adversely 
impact the water quality within the project area, 
hydraulic pipeline dredgingtechniques will be used 
throughout the project. Hydraulic pipeline dredging has 
been demonstrated to induce the lowest near- and 
far-field suspended material concentrations of the 
conventional dredging techniques. Correctly designed 
and conducted hydraulic dredging operations generally 
result in only temporary, localized impacts due to 
increased turbidity, and do not pose a significant 
long-term threat to the integrity of the aquatic 
environment. Hydraulic dredging is not seasonally 
restricted in the Salem River. 

- Upland disposal of dredged material minimizes impacts to 
the aquatic environment by permanently removing 
sediments from the aquatic system. Proper monitoring 
and control of effluent discharged from the Killcohook 
site will minimize suspended sediment loads to the 
Delaware River as a result of disposal operations. 

- To minimize the environmental effects that the loss of 
shallow water habitat and wetland habitat may have on 
the aquatic conununi ty and waterfowl population, 17. 2 
acres of wetland mitigation will be done in the Supawna 
Meadows National Wildlife Refuge. This mitigation will 
be a combination of wetland creation and restoration and 
will replace the valuable habitat that will be lost 
during the implementation of the project. 

Status of Finding of no Significant Impact and Final 
Environmental Assessment 

71. A review of the environmental impacts associated with the 
proposed widening and deepening of the Salem River was 
completed by preparation of a Final Environmental Assessment, 
and the signing of a Finding of No Significant Impact on May 
13, 1991. These documents were prepared as part of the Salem 
River Interim Feasibility Study to the Delaware River 
Comprehensive Navigation Study. Subsequent review of the Final 
Environmental Assessment conducted during this phase of 
investigations, with respect to the detailed design of the plan ~) 
of improvement, indicates that the environmental effects of the 
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plan as proposed have not changed significantly from that which 
was authorized, and that these effects were adequately and 
fully covered in the Final Environmental Assessment and Finding 
of No Significant Impact. As such, it has been determined that 
no further NEPA documentation is required. 

Wetland and Shallows Mitigation 

72. Wetland and aquatic habitats in the vicinity of the Salem 
River have been designated as a focus area for waterfowl 
habitat protection under the 1986 North American Waterfowl 
Management Plan. The Salem River is located on the Atlantic 
Flyway and provides a valuable stopover location for thousands 
of migratory waterfowl annually. The area is censused each 
year in early January to monitor waterfowl populations. Major 
species utilizing the area include Canada geese, black duck, 
mallard, American widgeon, scaup, bufflehead and tundra swan. 
The North American Waterfowl Management Plan targets 11,500 
acres of wetland habitats in the vicinity of the Salem River 
for protection. The plan states: "A diversified complex of 
high-quality freshwater and brackish wetlands composed of wild 
rice, arrow arum, and salt marsh cordgrass makes the area a 
high-priority ecosystem for black ducks, mallards, teal, 
widgeon, pintail, and Canada geese. Important wetlands in need 
of protection along the Salem River include: Mannington, Pine 
Island, Kate Creek, Stoney Island, Supawna, Mill Creek, 
Elsinboro, Money Island, Abbott's and Fenwick Marshes." 
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73. Investigations of the 3 acres of wetlands which will be 
impacted along the cut-off have led to the determination that 
the wetlands are not used by waterfowl for nesting purposes. 
The wetland banks along the river are steep, and the area is 
vegetated with dense stands of common reed (Phragmites 
australis). The site does however provide valuable cover 
habitat for resting and feeding waterfowl during migrations. 
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has classified this wetland 
habitat as category III habitat in accordance with the Fish and 
Wildlife Service Mitigation Policy (Federal Register Vol. 46, 
No. 15, January 23, 1981). category III habitat is defined as 
habitat of high to medium value for fish and wildlife resources 
that is relatively abundant on a National or State basis. The 
Service recommends that loss of this category of wetland be 
mitigated by in-kind or out-of-kind replacement with no net 
loss of habitat value. 

74. As previously stated, the proposed widening and deepening 
of the Salem River will result in the loss of 8.6 acres of 
shallow water habitat and 3 acres of estuarine intertidal 
emergent wetlands. The shallow water habitat is defined as the 
area between O feet and -10 feet at mean low water. Through 
coordination with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the 
National Marine Fisheries Service it was determined that the 
shallow water habitat which will be lost due to the proposed 
plan can be mitigated through either the creation of intertidal 
emergent wetlands based on a 1:1 replacement ratio or 
restoration of intertidal emergent wetlands based on a 2: 1 
replacement ratio. It was also determined that the 3 acres of 
wetlands will be replaced in-kind by the creation of wetlands 
based on a 1:1 replacement ratio. 

75. The original area proposed for the mitigation site, 
located in Supawna Meadows National Wildlife Refuge, has been 
rejected due to the fact that this location does not offer the 
characteristics needed to create an intertidal wetland system. 
As mentioned above, consultation with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service 
determined that the mitigation should consist of in-kind 
habitat replacement of intertidal wetlands. The selected 
mitigation site, also located in Supawna Meadows National 
Wildlife Refuge lands, is capable of supporting intertidal 
wetlands and is located north of Goose Pond off of Lighthouse 
Road (See Plate 9). This site currently consists of upland 
fields, a dry pond bed and intertidal emergent wetlands which 
are dominated by common reed (Phragmites australis). The U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service has found this new site to be 
suitable for mitigation purposes. 
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76. Using a combination of wetland creation and restoration 
techniques, a total of 6.0 acres of wetlands will be created 
and 11.2 acres will be restored to fulfill the Corps mitigation 
requirements. Some wetland restoration is a desirable aspect 
of the plan of action for this site because the area is heavily 
dominated by common reed. The restoration of the wetlands 
which have been overrun by common reed will increase the 
habitat value of these areas while helping to insure that the 
common reed is not present to encroach on the mitigation site. 
The restoration of the wetlands will be done on a 2:1 
replacement ratio and the creation will be done on a 1:1 ratio. 
By providing mitigation which will consist of 6. O acres of 
wetland creation and 11.2 acres of restoration, the Corps will 
have effectively mitigated for the 11.6 acres of wetland and 
shallow water habitat which will be lost as a result of the 
proposed modifications. 

77. The creation of intertidal wetlands at this site will 
require the excavation of approximately 41, 3 01 cubic yards ( cy) 
of material and the proper grading of the upland areas of the 
site to achieve an elevation of 2.9 feet n.g.v.d. In this area 
plantings of Scirpus pungens (common threesquare) and Scirpus 
validus (soft stemmed bulrush) will be done. The wetland 
restoration will require the excavation of approximately 30, 460 
cy of material to bring the elevation to 2.5 feet. This area 
is being graded to a lower elevation to help eliminate the 
presence of the common reed by eliminating the dense root mats 
which reach depths of at least 18 inches or more in this 
location. In addition, the lower grade will allow a greater 
inundation of water which should help to control the common 
reed once the mitigation is complete. This elevation is also 
within the middle growing range of Peltandra virginica (arrow 
arum) , which means that it should grow quite well under these 
conditions. Coordination was conducted with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service and 
they find the mitigation plan to be acceptable. Their comments 
have been incorporated into the present mitigation plan and 
there are no outstanding issues on this subject. The complete 
mitigation plan, along with the coordination letters from the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Marine 
Fisheries Service, can be found in the Environmental Appendix 
of this report. 

78. A transitional edge with a 4: 1 slope will be created 
between the emergent wetlands and the adjacent uplands. From 
the lower design grades to slightly above the mean high water 
line, species such as Spartina cynosuroides (big cordgrass), 
Acorus calamus (sweet flag), Scirpus validus (soft stemmed 
bulrush) , and Hibiscus Moscheutos (marsh hibiscus) will be 
planted. The abrupt slope along the wetland/upland 
transitional edge will help to limit the invasion of the 
Phragmi tes austral is. To further minimize this possible 
invasion, the herbicide "Rodeo" (glyphosate) , will be sprayed 
on the areas to be restored for two consecutive years prior to 
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excavation. Spraying will occur when there is maximum sugar 
transport through the leaves and stems into the rhizomes. This 
takes place when the plant is in full flower (late summer to 
early autumn). 

Water Quality Control 

79. Dredging activities result in increased levels of 
suspended sediment in the water column. This resuspension of 
material can degrade water quality and impact aquatic organisms 
by the release of chemical contaminants that were bound to 
sediment particles prior to bottom disturbance. Once 
contaminants are reintroduced to the oxygenated-water column a 
variety of chemical reactions may occur. Resulting adverse 
impacts to water quality may include oxygen depletion and the 
release of contaminants, making them more available to aquatic 
organisms through ingestion or respiration. In order to 
predict the potential for contaminant release, chemical testing 
of bottom sediments can be employed to evaluate potential 
impacts to aquatic biota prior to dredging operations. Various 
testing procedures have been developed to characterize the 
chemical content of sediments and to mimic dredging operations 
to predict contaminant movement. Testing to evaluate sediments 
in the Salem River navigation channel include bulk analysis and 
elutriate analysis. In addition, water quality has been 
monitored during maintenance dredging utilizing overboard r -
disposal to identify impacts that may be occurring. \ 

80. In 1983 five sediment samples were collected from the 
Salem River approach channel and analyzed for pesticides, 
PCB's, purgeable halocarbons, purgeable aromatics and heavy 
metals using bulk and elutriate procedures. Bulk analysis is 
a direct analysis of sediments to quantify total contaminant 
concentrations. The results of the bulk testing indicate 
relatively low concentrations of metals and the absence of most 
EPA priority pollutants. One exception to this was the 
purgeable aromatic group. Significant concentrations of these 
contaminants, particularly dichlorobenzenes, were found at 
three of the five sample sites. 

81. To predict short-term increases of contaminants in the 
water column during dredging, elutriate testing was also done 
on the sediments in the Salem River. Elutriate testing was 
completed on the five samples collected in 1983 and, like the 
bulk testing, the results show an absence of EPA priority 
pollutants. This is also true for the purgeable aromatics, 
which were detected in sediments with bulk testing results. 
Metals from the sediment elutriates were either not detected, 
or present at concentrations below the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency's marine acute and chronic criteria. 
Exceptions to this were lead and zinc, which met the marine 
acute criteria, but violated chronic criteria. Based on the \_) 
testing which has been done to date, it is not likely that the 
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proposed dredging will have an adverse impact on the water 
quality of the Salem River. This information has been 
coordinated with the New Jersey Department of Environmental 
Protection and Energy (NJDEPE) . Pursuant to Section 401 of the 
Clean water Act, a Water Quality Certificate was obtained from 
the NJDEPE on September 19, 1989. 

Hazardous, Toxic and Radioactive Waste 

82. Hazardous, Toxic and Radioactive Wastes (HTRW) include any 
hazardous substance regulated under the Comprehensive 
Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) . 
Hazardous substances regulated under CERCLA include "hazardous 
wastes" under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 
(RCRA), "hazardous substances" identified under Section 311, of 
the Clean Air Act, "toxic pollutants" designated under Section 
307 of the Clean Water Act, "hazardous air pollutants" 
designated under Section 112 of the Clean Air Act, and 
eminently hazardous chemical substances or mixtures that EPA 
has taken action under Section 7 of the Toxic Substance Control 
Act, but does not include petroleum, unless already included in 
the above categories, or natural gas. 

83. In accordance with the "Hazardous, Toxic, and Radioactive 
Waste (HTRW) Guidance for Civil Work Projects", dated June 26, 
1992, a literature survey was conducted for the Salem River 
project area (see Appendix E). This survey looked at the 
historical background of the project area in order to identify 
any potential sources that may be suspected of introducing 
hazardous contaminants into the study area. The focus of the 
research was to find information that indicated whether or not 
a potential source of pollution may once have been located in 
the project area and whether or not such sites may still be 
present. This information was gathered from such sources as 
historical records, NJDEPE records, RCRA lists, real estate 
records and aerial photographs. From these sources, the 
locations of any landfills, disposal sites, lagoons, wastewater 
treatment plants or industrial facilities which were present, 
or which still are present in the study area, was determined. 

84. The results of the literature survey indicated the 
presence of various commercial and industrial facilities during 
the initial visual inspection of the project area. Some of 
these facilities include a landfill, a warehouse, an electric 
substation, a wastewater treatment plant, the Salem Gas Light 
Co., the Anchor Glass Container Corp., and Gaynor Glass Works. 
The next phase of the study consisted of searching Federal and 
State databases such as the National Priorities List (NPL), 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and 
Liability Information System (CERCLIS), Toxic Release Inventory 
(TRI), Resource Conservation and Recovery Act Notifiers (RCRA), 
Leaking Underground Storage Tank (LUST) list, The New Jersey 
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NJPDES), and the 
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Hazardous Waste Sites list. From these sources a list of 
facilities sited on more than one of these database lists was 
compiled. This list contained the names of 18 facilities which 
were judged to have the greatest potential for adding 
contaminants to the Salem River. Of these 18 sites, only 6 
sites, Salem Coal Gas, Gaynor Glass Works, Anchor Hocking 
Corp., a gas station, Mid-Atlantic Shipping and stevedoring, 
and a landfill are within the immediate project vicinity. With 
respect to the proposed plan for the Salem River navigation 
channel, it is not believed that the proposed project will have 
any impact on these facilities, nor is it likely that the 
facilities will pose any threat to the project in terms of 
possible contamination. 

85. In addition to the investigations already mentioned, 
aerial photographs from 1940 to the present and Sanborn 
Insurance Maps for the project area from 1885, 1930, and 1947 
were reviewed in order to identify the past uses of the sites 
within the project area. This aspect of the investigation did 
not indicate that any past uses of the area would affect the 
project. 

Incremental Analysis of Fish and Wildlife Mitigation 

86. As discussed in the Mitigation section of this report, a 
total of 17.2 acres of wetland mitigation will compensate for 
the losses of estuarine intertidal emergent wetlands and 
shallow water habitat which will be incurred during the 
construction of the proposed project. The mitigation will be 
accomplished through a combination of wetland creation (6.0 
acres) and restoration (11.2 acres) at a site located on the 
Federally owned Supawna Meadows National Wildlife Refuge. The 
mitigation will be accomplished by grading and excavating 
existing land and planting wetland vegetation on the site (see 
Mitigation Plan in Appendix E). 

87. In order to choose a mitigation plan, three alternatives 
were investigated that would adequately fulfill the mitigation 
requirements for this project. The first plan consisted of 
doing all wetland creation, a total of 11.6 acres, and included 
excavation and grading, as well as the planting of several 
plant species. The second plan, which is the selected plan for 
this project, consists of doing a combination of wetland 
creation and restoration for a total of 17.2 acres of 
mitigation. The third plan consisted of doing 3 acres of 
wetland creation to compensate for the 3 acres lost and 17.2 
acres of wetland restoration as mitigation for the shallow 
water habitat being lost. Of these three plans, the first plan 
(creation of 11.6 acres of wetlands would be the cheapest to 
construct because it requires the least number of acres. This 
plan however would impact the cultural resources found in some ~) 
of the upland areas and would also require the destruction of -
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several acres of cultivated clover fields which are managed by 
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to benefit wildlife in the 
area. In addition, although this plan would result in 11.6 
acres of high quality wetlands, it would not address the issue 
of controlling the common reed. Without some control of the 
common reed on the site, it would eventually take over the 
newly created wetlands. The second plan ( 11. 2 acres of wetland 
restoration and 6.0 acres of wetland creation) would produce a 
total of 17.2 acres of high quality wetlands while at the same 
time ridding the site of some of the common reed which is 
present. This plan is slightly more expensive than the first 
plan but it is situated in such a way that no impacts to the 
clover fields or cultural resources will occur. The third plan 
( 3 acres of creation and 17. 2 acres of restoration) would 
produce 20.2 acres of high quality wetlands while destroying 
common reed on the site. This plan was not selected because 
it was felt that the more wetland creation that was 
accomplished the better it would be in terms of an overall 
increase of wetland acreage at the Supawna Meadows site. Based 
on these facts, plan number 2 was selected to mitigate wetland 
and shallow water habitat impacts that would result from 
implementing the proposed plan of improvement for the Salem 
River navigation channel. This plan will have the most 
environmental benefit since it will provide 17.2 acres of high 
quality wetlands without impacting either the cultural 
resources or the clover fields on the site. In addition, it 
will irradicate 11.2 acres of common reed from the site. The 
complete Incremental Analysis is located in Appendix E. 
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CORROSION MITIGATION 

88. Corrosion mitigation is not required for the selected 
plan. 

ACCESS ROADS 

89. Access roads are not required for the dredging work in 
the selected plan because all work will be accomplished by 
floating plant. Existing access roads are available at the 
Federal disposal area and at the proposed mitigation site. 

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL 

90. Construction materials are not required for the 
selected plan. Plantings required for the mitigation areas 
are as outlined in paragraphs 77 and 78. 

PROJECT SECURITY 

91. Project security is not required for the selected 
plan. 

AIDS TO NAVIGATION 

92. Existing aids to navigation for the existing 12-foot 
project are sufficient for the selected plan. However, one 
bouy will need to be moved to accommodate the width and 
alignment of the selected plan, and costs are included in 
initial project costs. 

REAL ESTATE REQUIREMENTS 

93. The Real Estate required for this project involves two 
separate areas. The first of these is the Real Estate 
required for the disposal of material excavated from the 
Federal project area. However, as fully explained and 
justified in the Interim Feasibility Report, disposal of 
this material is permitted to be placed in a Federal site 
provided that it is the most economical plan and full 
reimbursement for the use of such a site is made to the 
Federal Government. In the case of this project, the 
sponsor has opted to use the Federal site and will 
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reimburse the Federal Government as indicated in the Local 
Cooperation Agreement. The Federal site for this purpose, 
as previously indicated is Killcohook. The funds for the 
reimbursement will be borne by the sponsor in lieu of 
providing a site of their own choice. 

94. The second area involving Real Estate is the 
acquisition of lands (wetlands) for construction of the 
project, and the acquisition of land rights for the 
mitigation site. 

95. The Salem River Navigation Project was authorized in 
1925 and constructed to a twelve foot depth in 1928 from 
the Delaware River at Elsinboro Point to the City of Salem, 
New Jersey. See Plate 2 and paragraphs 8 and 9 of this 
report for a complete description. 

96. The real estate requirements for this project consist 
of the fee acquisition of approximately 3.12 acres of 
privately owned wetlands and the mitigation of 3 acres of 
wetlands. The mitigation area for this project is on 
Federally owned lands under the jurisdiction of the 
National Park Service, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
located at the Supawna Meadows National Wildlife Refuge. 
(See Plate 9 and paragraphs 71-77) 

Mitigation Area 
3 Acres ($ O/Acre; Federally-owned) 11.8 acres 

also required for shallows mitigation. 
See paragraph 73. 

97. The mitigation area consists of marginal uplands and 
low grade wetlands which are owned in fee by the Federal 
Government and presently under the control of the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service which has offered the land for wetland 
construction and rehabilitation. 

98. The wetlands to be acquired are for a turning basin 
enlargement and are within the navigational servitude for 
project. Upon the completion of construction of the 
project modification the acquisition area will be fully 
within the general navigation features of the project and 
the project navigational servitude will not be diminished. 

Wetlands Acquisition 
3.12 Acres @ $300/Acre in fee 

99. There are no PL 91-646 relocations for this project. 

100. The local sponsor, the Port of Salem, New Jersey, has 
sufficient experience and the ability to acquire the 
necessary real estate. (See Paragraph 15). 
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101. Baseline Cost Estimate is included in this report in 
Table 7 and under Appendix D. 

102. The selected plan is shown on Plates 3-5 and Plate 10 
of this report. 

103. There is no present or anticipated mineral activity 
contained within this project. 

104. There are no non-standard estates for this project. 

105. Real Estate acquisition will commence within thirty 
(30) days of the final execution of the LCA and should 
require no more than six (6) months to finalize. The 
underlying fee owner of the 3.12 acres of wetlands to be 
acquired has shown a very positive attitude in regard to 
selling the property. 

RELOCATIONS 

106. 
plan. 

Relocations are not required as part of the selected 

COST ESTIMATES 

Initial Project Cost 

107. Estimates were prepared for initial dredging of the 
Federal and Non-Federal associated portions of the 
recommended plan. The cost estimates assume that the 
dredging of the Federal and Non-Federal associated portions 
of the projects will be done simultaneously by the same 
dredging contractor. The estimates assume that the 
dredging of the Federal and Non-Federal associated portion 
of the recommended project will be done using a hydraulic 
dredge. Material will be pumped to the Killcohook disposal 
area. Cost estimates were also prepared for disposal area 
replacement. This was based on a diking cost which was 
based on a per cubic yard cost to reimburse the government 
for the cost of the existing dikes in the disposal area. A 
replacement cost (LERRD) to reimburse the Government for 
the accelerated usage and replacement of the Federal 
disposal site disposal area work consists of site clearing, 
dike raisings and construction of sluices. This type of 
LERRD reimbursement is not an interest in real property, 
and therefore not a part of any real estate credits. All 
disposal area work will be done prior to initial dredging. 
Costs also include navigation aids, and mitigation as 
described in Appendix E. 

108. Initial project costs reflect October 1992 price 
levels (for comparison to project benefits). Refer to 
Table 5, Initial Project Cost and Table 6, Initial 
Associated Cost. The fully-funded project cost 
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(Baseline Estimate) in October 1992 price level, escalated 
to the mid-point of construction (October 1994), is shown 
on Table 7. 

Maintenance Costs 

109. Estimates were prepared for maintenance dredging of 
the selected plan. The cost estimate assumes that dredging 
of the Federal project, including the existing 12 foot 
channel and the non-Federal berth areas, will be done 
simultaneously by the same dredging contractor. In order 
to develop incremental project cost, a separate estimate 
was also prepared for the existing project maintenance and 
this was annualized and deducted from the cumulative annual 
maintenance costs. 

110. Maintenance cost is based on dredging on a four-year 
cycle for the 12 foot project and a three-year cycle for 
the 18 foot depth. It was assumed that all maintenance 
dredging of the Federal channel will be done using a 
hydraulic dredge pumping all dredged material into 
Killcohook disposal area. Based on the shoaling analysis 
conducted for this study, it was concluded that 188,100 
cubic yards of material will be required to be dredged 
every three years (180,600 cy for the Federal project and 
7,500 cy for associated berth maintenance). Maintenance 
dredging costs reflect October 1992 price levels, and 
reflect maintenance of the existing 12-foot project and 
recommended 18-foot project being performed concurrently. 
However, only the incremental cost of maintaining the 
recommended 18-foot project is included in the economic 
ana.lysis. The summary of maintenance costs for the 
selected plan are shown in Tables 8 and 9. 

Disposal 

111. All initial and maintenance dredging material from 
the Federal channel will be disposed at Killcohook disposal 
area throughout the 50 year project life. 

Contingencies 

112. The estimated cost for each major subdivision or 
feature of the recommended plan includes an item for 
"contingencies". The item for "contingencies" is an 
allowance against some adverse or unanticipated condition 
not susceptible to exact evaluation from the data at hand 
but which must be expressed or represented in the cost 
estimate. The contingency allowances used in the 
development of the cost estimates for the recommended 
project were estimated as a lump sum amount The 
contingency allowances used in the following major features 
of the cost estimate reflect the following uncertainties 
and concerns: 
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TABL£ 5 

SALEM RIVER 

INITIAL PROJECT COSTS 
DEPTH: 18 FT 0/A: KILLCOHOOK ESTIMATOR: JOSE ALVAREZ 
PRICE LEVEL: OCT 1992 DATE: 24 NOV 1992 

TOTAL 
ACCOUNT ESTIMATED UNIT PROJECT 

CODE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UNIT PRICE AMOUNT CONTINGENCY COST 

06.·.·.· FISH AND WILDLIFE FACILITIES 
06.03.·.· WILDLIFE FACILITIES AND SANCTUARIES 17.2 AC $67,664.42 $991,666 $247,914 $1,239,670 

·-------·------------------------------------------------------------
06.·.·.· TOTAL, FISH AND WILDLIFE FACILITIES $991,666 $247,914 $1,239,570 

12.·.·.·. NAVIGATION, PORTS & HARBORS 
12.01.·.· PORTS 
12.01.01.· MOBILIZATION, DEMOBILIZATION ------------------- JOB L.S. $368,740 $73, 748 $442,488 

AND PREPARATORY WORK 
12.01.16.· PIPELINE DREDGING 936666 C.Y. $6.11 $4,786,847 $1, 196,462 $6,982.309 

··--·-------------·------------------------------------------------
12.01.·.· TOTAL, PORTS $6, 164,687 $1,270,210 $6,424.797 

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS $6,146,243 $1,618,124 $7,684,367 

30.-.·.· PLANNING, ENGINEERING AND DESIGN $626,000 to $626,000 

31.·.·.· CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT $400,000 to $400,000 
---·-------------------···---··---------···---------

SUBTOTAL $7,071,243 $1,518, 124 $8,689,367 

01.-.·.· LANDS AND DAMAGES 
01.02.·.· ACQUISITIONS ---·------··-- JOB L.S. $16,300 $2,296 $17,696 
01.03.·.· CONDEMNATION ................... ------- JOB L.S. $720 $108 $828 

" 01.06.·.· APPRAISALS ------------····- JOB LS. $2,666 $397 $3,062 
01.06.·.· RELOCATION ASSISTANCE ........................ ____ JOB L.S. $1, 110 $167 $1.277 
01.11.·.· WETLAND MITIGATION ........................................ JOB L.S. $4,936 $666 $6,600 
01.18.·.· REAL ESTATE PAYMENTS -·-·------------- JOB L.S. $936 $234 $1, 170 
01.19.-.· REAL ESTATE RECEIPTS --·-------······- JOB L.S. $739,874 $157,271 $897, 145 

-----·----------------------·----------------------------------------
01.·.·.· TOTAL, LANDS ANO DAMAGES $765,530 $161.138 $926,668 

09.·.·.· CHANNEL ANO CANALS 
09.01.·.·.· CHANNELS 
09.01.13.· TRAFFIC CONTROL 
09.01.13.02 NAVIGATION AIDS IN WATER ----·------------· JOB L.S. $16,000 $3,760 $18.760 

-----·-······--------·---.. -----------------······-· 
09.-.·.- TOTAL, CHANNELS AND CANALS $16,000 $3,760 $18,760 

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS $7,861,773 $1,683,012 $9,634,786 

(ROUNOEDI $7,862,000 $1,683,000 $9,536.000 
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SALEM RIVER 

INITIAL ASSOCIATED COSTS 

DEPTH: 18 FT D/A: KILLCOHOOK 
PRICE LEVEL: OCT 1992 

ACCOUNT 
CODE 

12.-.·.· 
12.01 .•.• 
12.01.01.· 

12.01. 16.-

12.01.·.· 

30.-.·.· 

31.-.-.· 

01.·.·.· 
01.19.·.· 

01.-.-.· 

DESCRIPTION 

NAVIGATION, PORTS & HARBORS 
PORTS 
MOBILIZATION, DEMOBILIZATION 
AND PREPARATORY WORK 

PIPELINE DREDGING 

TOT AL, PORTS 

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS 

PLANNING, ENGINEERING ANO DESIGN 

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT 

SUBTOTAL 

LANDS AND DAMAGES 
REAL ESTATE RECEIPTS 

TOTAL. LANDS ANO DAMAGES 

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS 

(ROUNDED) 

TABLES 

ESTIMATED 
QUANTITY 

·------------------

97178 

................... ____ ,. ___ 

ESTIMATOR: JOSE ALVAREZ 
DATE: 24 NOV 1992 

UNIT 

JOB 

C.Y. 

JOB 

UNIT 
PRICE 

L.S. 

$6.11 

L.S. 

38 

AMOUNT CONTINGENCY 

t38,260 t7,652 

$496,580 $124,146 

TOTAL 
PROJECT 

COST 

$46,912 

$620,725 
.............................................................. ______________ ,. ..................................... 

$634,840 $131,797 t666,637 

$634,840 $131,797 $666,637 

$80,226 $20,067 $100,283 

$63,484 $13,371 $66,866 
............. _ .......................................................................... _ ...... ________ 

$668,560 $166,225 t833,776 

$36,920 $7,837 $43,567 
--------------·-·····----.. -·--·---------· .. ·--·-----------

t35,920 t7,637 $43,557 

$704,470 $172,862 $877,332 

'704,000 $173,000 $877,000 



08.·.·.· FISH ANO WILDLIFE FACILITIES 
06.03.·.· WILDLIFE FACILITIES ANO SANCTUARIES 

08.·.·.· 

12.·.·.· 
12.01.·.· 
12.01.01.· 

12.01.01.· 

12.01.18.· 
12.01.16.· 

12.01.-.-

TOTAL, FISH ANO WILDLIFE FACILITIES 

NAVIGATION, PORTS & HARBORS 
PORTS 
MOBILIZATION, DEMOBILIZATION 
ANO PREPARATORY WORK (PROJECT) 
MOBILIZATION, DEMOBILIZATION 
AND PREPARATORY WORK (ASSOCIATED) 
PIPELINE DREDGING (PROJECT) 
PIPELINE DREDGING (ASSOCIATED) 

TOTAL, PORTS 

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS 

30.·.· PLANNING, ENGINEERING ANO DESIGN !PROJECT) 

TABLE 7 

SALEM RIVER, NEW JERSEY 
BASELINE COST ESTIMATE 
PROJECT COST SUMMARY 
PRICE LEVEL: OCTOBER 1994 

30.·.· PLANNING, ENGINEERING ANO DESIGN !ASSOCIATED) 

31.-.· CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT (PROJECT) 
31.-.· CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT (ASSOCIATED) 

01.·.· 
01.02.-
01.03.-
01.06.-
01.06.-
01.11.-
01.18.-
01.19.-
01.19.-

01.·.· 

SUBTOTAL 

LANDS ANO DAMAGES 
ACQUISITIONS 
CONDEMNATION 
APPRAISALS 
RELOCATION ASSISTANCE 
WETLAND MITIGATION 
REAL ESTATE PAYMENTS 
REAL ESTATE RECEIPTS (PROJECT) 
REAL ESTATE RECEIPTS (ASSOCIATED) 

TOTAL, LANDS AND DAMAGES 

09.·.· CHANNELS ANO CANALS 
09.01.· CHANNELS 
09.01.13.- TRAFFIC CONTROL 
09.01.13.02NAVIGATION AIDS IN WATER 

09.·.· TOTAL, CHANNELS AND CANALS 

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS 

(ROUNDED) 

39 

ESTIMATED 
COST 

•1.009,830 

•1.089,830 

*406,246 

*42,047 
•6,263,496 

•646, 140 

CONTINGENCY 

•272,468 

•272,468 

*81,049 

ts,409 
•1,316,874 

•136,636 

TOTAL 
COST 

•1,382,288 

•1.362,288 

•486,294 

$60,466 
•6,679,369 

•682,676 
·------·---- ------·------------

$6,266,927 •1.641,867 $7,798,794 

$7,346,767 $1,814,326 •9, 161,082 

$641, 126 •o $541,126 
$97,475 $24,369 •121,844 

•486,000 •o $486,000 
•64.983 •16,246 $81,229 

$8,536,340 •1.864,940 $10,391,280 

$16,815 •2.296 •19, 111 
•791 •108 *899 

$2,918 •397 $3,315 
•1.220 $167 •1.387 
$5,424 $885 $8,089 
$1,029 •234 $1,263 

•813, 122 •157,271 $970,393 
•39,476 $7,637 $47, 113 ---------------··----·- ·--------------------- _____ .. __________________ 

•880,795 $168,775 $1,049,570 

$16,485 •4.121 $20,606 

$16,485 *4,121 $20,606 

$9,433,620 $2,027,836 $11,461,466 

$9,434,000 $2,028,000 $11,462,000 



SALEM RIVER 

MAINTENANCE PROJECT COSTS 

DEPTH: 18 FT 
PRICE LEVEL: OCT 92 

DIA: KILLCOHOOK 
CYCLE: 3 YEARS 

ACCOUNT 
CODE 

12.·.·.· 
12.01.·.· 
12.01.01.-

12.01.16.-

12.01.·.· 

30.-.·.· 

31.·.·.· 

DESCRIPTION 

NAVIGATION. PORTS & HARBORS 
PORTS 
MOBILIZATION, DEMOBILIZATION 
AND PREPARATORY WORK 

PIPELINE DREDGING 

TOTAL, PORTS 

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS 

PLANNING, ENGINEERING AND DESIGN 

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT 

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS 

(ROUNDED) 

TABLE 8 

ESTIMATED 
QUANTITY 

180600 

ESTIMATOR: JOSE ALVAREZ 
DATE: 24 NOV 1992 

UNIT 

JOB 

C.Y. 

40 

UNIT 
PRICE 

L.S. 

$8.39 

AMOUNT CONTINGENCY 

t390,770 t97,893 

t1, 154,034 $288,509 

TOTAL 
PROJECT 

COST 

$488,463 

$1,442,543 
·------------------.. ·-------------···------·----------·------------

•1,544,804 $386,202 $1,931,006 

•1.544,804 $386,202 •1.931,006 

$231,721 $57,930 $289,651 

$154,480 $38,620 $193, 100 
.......................................................................................... __ .... ____ .......... __ 

•1,931,005 $482,752 $2,413,757 

$1,931,000 $483,000 $2,414,000 



SALEM RIVER 

MAINTENANCE ASSOCIATED COSTS 

DEPTH: 18 FT 
PRICE LEVEL: OCT 92 

D/A: KILLCOHOOK 
CYCLE: 3 YEARS 

ACCOUNT 
CODE 

12.·.·.· 
12.01.·.· 
12.01.01 .• 

12.01.16.· 

12.01.·.· 

30.·.·.· 

31.·.·.· 

DESCRIPTION 

NAVIGATION, PORTS & HARBORS 
PORTS 
MOBILIZATION, DEMOBILIZATION 
AND PREPARATORY WORK 

PIPELINE DREDGING 

TOTAL, PORTS 

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS 

PLANNING, ENGINEERING AND DESIGN 

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT 

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS 

(ROUNDED I 

TABLE 9 

ESTIMATED 
QUANTITY 

7600 

ESTIMATOR: JOSE ALVAREZ 
DATE: 24 NOV 1992 

UNIT 

JOB 

C.Y. 

41 

UNIT 
PRICE 

L.S. 

$6.39 

AMOUNT CONTINGENCY 

$16,230 $4,068 

$47,926 $11,981 

TOTAL 
PROJECT 

COST 

$20.288 

$69,906 
-------··------------------------------------------------------------

$64, 166 $16,039 $80, 194 

$64,166 $16,039 $80,194 

$9,623 $2,406 $12,029 

$6,416 $1,604 $8,020 
------------····-----------------.. -·--------------·--

$80, 194 $20,049 $100,243 

$80,000 $20,000 $100,000 
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a. Mitigation Costs: Contingencies in this line 
item reflect concerns about working in wet conditions and 
how it will affect the dragline crane's production rate. 

b. Mobilization, Demobilization and Preparatory 
Work: Contingencies in this line item reflect concerns 
about availability of dredges and probability of having to 
mobilize the dredge and attendant plant from a distance of 
more than 200 miles from the dredging site. 

c. Pipeline Dredging: Contingencies for this line 
item reflect concerns about encountering boulders, timber 
piles and any other miscellaneous objects as previously 
encountered during the maintenance dredging operations of 
the existing project. In addition contingencies reflect 
concerns about the fluctuation of fuel prices, surveys, 
labor costs and size of the digging banks. 

Planning, Engineering, and Design 

113. Planning, Engineering and Design (P,E&D) related 
costs for the selected plan during the initial dredging 
stage were estimated as a lump sum item based on similar 
Corps of Engineers projects. The related costs consisted 
of PED in the amount of $450,000, and E&D during 
construction in the amount of $ 75,000 for a total lump sum 
cost of $525,000 (October 1992 Price Level-). Planning, 
Engineering and Design (P,E&D) for the Non-Federal 
associated portion of the selected plan during the initial 
dredging stage were estimated at 15 percent of the direct 
construction cost. Planning, Engineering and Design 
(P,E&D) during the maintenance dredging stages for both the 
Federal and Non-Federal associated portions of the selected 
plan were estimated at 15 percent of the direct 
construction cost. 

Construction Management 

114. Construction Management (S&A) related costs for the 
selected plan during the initial dredging stage were 
estimated as a lump sum in the amount of $400,000 (October 
1992 Price Level). Non-Federal associated portions of the 
work during the initial dredging stage were estimated at 10 
percent. During the maintenance dredging stages, 
Construction Management (S&A) related costs for the Federal 
project and Non-Federal associated portions of the selected 
plan were estimated at 10 percent of the direct 
construction cost. 
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Real Estate Costs 

115. To determine the value of lands and damages, lands 
were inspected in the field and a determination of value 
was estimated by comparing similar properties located 
within the geographical area of the project. Adjustments 
were made for use requirements, size, and physical features 
to establish the fair market value of parcels being 
evaluated. These included potential disposal areas, 
wetlands required for excavation of the channel and turning 
basin, and uplands required for mitigation work. 
Administration costs for the local sponsor and the Federal 
Government are based on estimated values determined to be 
relevant to the work required. The value of lands and 
damages are based on real estate gross appraisals prepared 
by the Appraisal Branch of the Baltimore District Real 
Estate Division. Refer to Appendix G. 

116. The local sponsor's adminstrative cost was estimated 
from a previous navigation project and increased to the 
current price level. The Federal Government's computed 
value is based on past experience in performing required 
project tasks. 

SCHEDULE FOR DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 

117. Preparation of contract plans and specifications and 
subsequent review and approval by higher authority requires 
approximately five months. In addition, pre-contract 
actions (Advertisement and Award) will require two months. 
The initial dredging, disposal, and mitigation work will be 
accomplished in one contract, and requires a time period of 
one year for completion. The construction schedule is 
outlined on Plate 11. 

SURVEILLANCE PLAN 

118. The dredging and dredged material disposal will be 
accomplished by standard procedures set by the contract 
plans and specifications. These procedures and conditions 
will be the contractor's responsibility and routinely 
monitored and enforced by Government inspectors and field 
parties. 
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PROJECT BENEFITS 

OVERVIEW 

119. The complete, detailed economic analysis is presented in 
the Economic Appendix of this design memorandum. The economic 
analysis estimated the benefits that are anticipated to result 
from deepening the channel from 12 feet to the considered with
project condition alternative depths. Benefits will result 
from the decrease in the cost per ton of shipping commodities 
into or out of the port of Salem. These cost savings will 
occur in two ways: 1) a deeper channel depth will allow current 
vessels to carry more cargo, thus apportioning their operating 
costs over more tons, and 2) larger vessels with lower costs 
per ton will be able to call on the port. 

120. In accordance with ER 1105-2-100, Chapter 6, Section 7, 
the guideline procedure for the estimation of deep-draft 
navigation benefits has been followed in the economic analysis. 

121. The major commodities that moved through the port during 
its first ten years included general cargo/containers, grain, 
fertilizer, chemicals, peat moss, perishables, frozen food, 
scrap iron and steel, lumber, wastepaper, wire coils, and fish 
meal. During the first three years, barges were the primary 
vessel type; of particular significance were grain barge 
movements. Over the next seven years, only one barge shipment 
occurred, and the remainder of vessel trips have been by 
general cargo/container vessels and bulk vessels. 

122. The benefits calculated in this analysis were based on a 
projection and annualization of commodity flows over the 50-
year project life, defined to extend from 1994 through 2044. 
A number of different data sources were utilized (Salem Port 
Authority, Philadelphia Maritime Exchange, Mid-Atlantic and 
Salem Stevedoring (the two terminal operators), the Salem River 
pilot logs, Voigt Maritime, the shipping agent for the line 
using Mid-Atlantic's terminal, Waterborne Commerce statistics 
center, and PIERS, a computerized data base of import/export 
data). Data from the latest available complete calendar year, 
1991, has been selected to represent the baseline existing 
condition from which tonnage has been projected and benefits 
estimated. Growth in container traffic for Bermuda has been 
projected for the first 20 years of the project life (1994-
2014) and then held at a constant level for the remainder of 
the project life. Container traffic to the Azores has been 
held constant at the current contract level. Bulk movements 
are anticipated to grow at 2% per year for the first 20 years 
of the project life based on anticipated growth in income for 
the study area as reported by OBERS projection service. 
Commodity flows will not vary by channel depth. The FY 1992 
Federal discount rate of 8 1/2% was applied for the 
calculations. 
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123. Containers to Bermuda and the Azores are currently the 
most significant commodity and trade routes. The local port 
operator, Mid-Atlantic, in combination with its shipping agent, 
has carved out a successful niche market for moving an 
aggregation of tonnage to Bermuda. cargo is transported from 
inland origin points to Salem, mostly by truck and in small 
lots, for shipment on a weekly basis. Shipments originate 
predominantly from the local market radius in New Jersey, 
Delaware and Pennsylvania (al though shipments from further 
origin points such as the U. s. Midwest and Canada are not 
unusual) . Types of export cargo include transportation 
equipment, chemicals, electrical equipment, machinery, 
construction material, foodstuffs, consumer durable goods, and 
hotel products. For the Azores trade route, Salem acts as a 
load center for commerce from military installations such as 
Bayonne, N.J., Mechanicsburg, PA, and Norfolk, VA as well as 
cargo from the private sector. The tonnage is destined for the 
U.S. military base located on the Azores. Salem has achieved 
a niche to handle these small lots principally because it has 
successfully been able to make use of its capability to 
efficiently and quickly handle tonnage, no matter how 
relatively small the individual lots might be. Bulk tonnage is 
also an important commodity type moving through the port for 
various trade routes: specific examples in the years 1989-1991 
are exports of wastepaper to Guatemala and Ecuador, steel coil 
exports to Jamaica, the export of vehicles to Haiti, and the 
import of cocoa butter from Mexico. 

EXISTING VESSEL USE 

124. Barge movements predominated in 1982-1984. A significant 
change occurred during 1985-1986, in which there were 49 vessel 
trips, only two of which were by barge. In 1987 through 1991, 
there were 404 vessel trips through Salem, all of which were by 
ship. 

COMMODITY PROJECTIONS 

125. Estimates of future commodity movements through the Port 
of Salem were based on the historical data base of vessel 
movements and tonnage, interviews with the local users and the 
Salem Port Authority, and projections from an economic 
consulting firm. 
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Container Exports to Bermuda 

126. No single data source will capture traffic for a port in 
its entirety; errors in reporting and collection distort any 
data base. Also, different sources are interested in different 
measurements, for instance, one may focus on TEU's (twenty-foot 
equivalent units, the standard measure for container box size) 
while another is concerned with tonnage. Therefore, figures 
for Salem were collected from several sources. 

127. Data collected for Salem indicated that its prorated 
share of the North Atlantic-Bermuda trade was approximately 
20%, or 21,600 short tons in 1989, and 21%, or 22,900 short 
tons on 1990. 

128. Projected growth of container traffic was obtained from 
two sources. The ORI/TBS World Sea Trade Service has been used 
as the major source for the projections of export tonnage from 
the U.S. North Atlantic Coast to Bermuda from 1991 through the 
year 2000. In 1989, as noted above, Salem had an approximate 
20% share of the total U.S. North Atlantic market. However, 
Salem's market share increased to 21.2% for the full year of 
199 .. 0, with the market share in the second half of 1990 rising 
to.24.4%. Also, in late 1990, Lloyd Bermuda, one of the two 
North Atlantic competitors to the Mid-Atlantic/BISL/Voigt 
operation, ceased operations. The Mid-Atlantic market share 
has continued to increase, reaching 28.7% for 1991. 

129. By 1995, Mid-Atlantic is projected by the shipping agent, 
Voigt, to completely split the 25% market share vacated by 
Lloyd Bermuda with its one remaining competitor, Bermuda 
Container Lines (BCL), which operates out of the port of New 
York, and reach a 40% market share. This projection developed 
by Voigt is based on the reasonable expectation of Mid-Atlantic 
being able to capture half of the open market share as well as 
in-depth knowledge of the promising market conditions for the 
Bermuda market. The competitor operation, BCL, taking a 
naturally more conservative view of the growth potential for a 
competitor than Voigt, expects Mid-Atlantic's market share to 
remain at the 1991 level in the future. However, BCL did admit 
to the potential for Mid-Atlantic to show additional market 
share growth and capture as much as 32 percent of the total 
North Atlantic trade to Bermuda. The ORI 4. 7% per annum growth 
rate has been used to forecast Salem's TEUs. Average annual 
tonnage for this commodity and trade route is equal to 67,200 
tons. 
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Container Exports to the Azores 

130. For the computation of benefits, the tonnage will be held 
constant over the project life at the existing contracted 
tonnage per year level of 12,500. Tonnage growth is possible 
but uncertain at this point, so it has not been incorporated 
into the benefit analysis. 

Bulk Movements 

131. Average bulk tonnage per year through the port of Salem 
in 1989-1991 was equal to 16,400 tons. The major commodity 
moved was wastepaper to the Caribbean and Central America. 
Also important were cocoa butter from Central America, and 
cement blocks and construction equipment to the Caribbean. 
Growth in tonnage, applying OBERS, will be at 2% per annum 
(held constant after year 20 of the project life) . The OBERS 
projections for the region from the U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 
Bureau of Economic Analysis, 1985 OBERS Projections, Volume 2, 
"Metropolitan Statistical Area Projections to 2035", were 
applied. The most narrowly defined level of economic activity 
and population, the Wilmington, DE-NJ-MD PMSA, which includes 
Salem County, NJ, was used. Application of a linkage of bulk 
commodities with OBERS growth in personal income was utilized. 
This decision was made because total personal income was 
considered a reasonable indicator of bulk commodity growth at 
Salem. The bulk commodities moving through Salem are indirect 
goods that will ultimately be converted into consumer goods. 
Economic theory holds that consumption is a function of income. 
Thus, using personal income should give a reasonable indicator 
of growth for bulk commodities moving through Salem. Average 
annual bulk tonnage is equal to 21,500 tons. 

Commodity Projections Summary 

132. Commodity projections are anticipated to be the same for 
the without and with project condition channel depths. The 
port plans for additional berths to be available by the project 
base year will significantly increase the port's annual 
throughput capacity and assure that the growth in tonnage can 
be handled by the port users. The analysis of commodity 
projections for Salem was based only on existing commodities 
(with relevant trade routes) that have moved through the port 
historically. As stated, the commodity projections will be the 
same for all depths. No new commodities or di versions are 
included in the quantification of benefits, although a list of 
potential additional commodities were identified in the 
economic investigation. There will not be a throughput 
capacity constraint over the project life. This was determined 
by comparing projected tonnage to the capability of the port to 
handle this amount of tonnage over the project life. 
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FLEET CHARACTERISTICS, COSTS AND OPERATIONS 

133. A fleet is influenced by many factors. The criteria for 
selecting ship sizes include the volume of trade, distance of 
transport, controlling depths at both the loading and discharge 
ports, and cargo handling and storage facilities. Generally, 
the most efficient vessel size for any trade route tends to be 
one of the largest, if not the largest, ship that can be 
accomodated on that route. So, as the Salem River is deepened, 
a shift to a larger chartered vessel size is projected in order 
to take advantage of cost efficiencies provided by the deeper 
navigational channel. The selected vessel size per channel 
depth was based on transportation costs per ton as a criteria. 

134. As the channel becomes deeper, commodities would move by 
larger vessels. This assumption for the channel deepening is 
based on traditional navigational vessel operating decisions. 
As stated in Step 5 of ER 1105-2-100, Chapter 6, Section 7, 
"Transportation costs with a plan should reflect any 
efficiencies that can be reasonably expected such as use of 
larger vessels, increased load reductions in transit time and 
delays, etc." 

135. The primary sources for vessel information included the 
two· companies operating facilities on the Salem River, the 
Corps' Institute for Water Resources (and its consultant from 
the. University of Michigan, whose position paper is described 
below) , ORI/McGraw-Hill, Port of Salem officials, and the 
pilots association. The fleet distributions will not shift 
over the project life. 

136. The following presents a summary of the paper, An 
Evaluation of Vessel Characteristics and Operations for Salem 
River, NJ Navigation Project, developed for the Philadelphia 
District by Dr. A.N. Perakis, Associate Professor, Department 
of Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering, University of 
Michigan. Dr. Perakis was recommended as a consultant by the 
Institute for Water Resources ( IWR) based on the success of the 
August 1991 report that Dr. Perakis developed for that Corps 
office, An Evaluation of the Institute for Water Resources 
Vessel Cost Estimation Procedures. 

137. The position paper developed technical and cost data for 
eight vessel classes (1500, 2500, 3000, 3500, 4000, 4500, 5000, 
and 6000 DWT) for foreign flag and U.S. flag containerships. 

138. Dr. Perakis used two major sources to develop the paper: 
1) the FY 1992 IWR data developed for vessels greater than 
12,000 DWT, and 2) the Fairplay computerized world shipping 
database (1989 edition). The relevant vessels in the latter 
source were analyzed to obtain dimension, fuel cost, and 
newbuilding price information. Fairplay had two large general 
cargo files (each with more than 2000 vessels) and a smaller 
containership file. Dr. Perakis developed the database as 
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follows: 1) each general cargo file was separated into vessels 
with and without container carrying capability, and 2) the 
original container file was combined with the two general cargo 
files with container capability to finalize the overall 
container vessel file. 

139. The resulting large file was then separated into eight 
groups corresponding to the DWT classes of interest for Salem 
River. For example, the first group considered containerships 
from 1000-2000 DWT (centered at 1500 DWT), the second from 
2250-2750 DWT (focusing on 2500 DWT), etc, to the eighth and 
last from 5500-6500 DWT (keyed to the 6000 DWT vessel class). 
Statistical analyses were then performed for each group, 
deleting obvious outliers and developing average values for 
dimensions, newbuilding price, horsepower, and fuel consumption 
data, etc. The results were not always smooth functions of 
DWT, hence, smoothed values via regression were developed. 
Finally, Dr. Perakis applied a new formula for the TPI 
immersion factor, which in the opinion of his colleagues at the 
University of Michigan who specialize in ship design, gives 
superior results to the U.S. Maritime Administration-provided 
formula used to date by IWR. 

140. Regarding future trends in the small containership 
category, no major changes in the technical characteristics of 
ships are anticipated by Dr. Perakis. Fuel efficiency of new 
vessel power plants could be somewhat better as compared to 
current average fleet fuel consumption. Speeds could go up or 
down by small amounts as oil prices fluctuate. 

TRANSPORTATION COST AND SAVINGS ESTIMATION 

Container Benefits: Exports to Bermuda 

141. A transportation cost model was developed to analyze the 
actual operating practices of outbound container vessels to 
Bermuda (determined from the sailing drafts recorded in the 
Salem River pilot logs for the last fully available calendar 
year, 1991). Vessel movements on this trade route are port to 
port. The current Foreign Flag container vessel used on this 
trade route is the "Bermuda Islander", with a design draft of 
16.33 feet, design deadweight tonnage of 2650 short tons, 
length of 262 feet, and beam of 43 feet. Using 1991 data, 49% 
of vessel movements have operated making full channel use, 32% 
have operated 1.5 feet lightloaded, and 19% have operated 2.5 
feet lightloaded. The transportation cost model adjusted the 
design draft of lightloaded vessels to analyze the constraint 
of actual vessel operating practice versus channel depth on the 
cost of tonnage being moved. Thus, for example, 1.5 feet of 
lightloading is equivalent to a 1.5 foot reduction of vessel 
design draft, or a 1. 5 foot operational constraint in the 
transportation cost model. Vessel classes are estimated to 
load to 65.1% of the design TEU carrying capacity (including 
TEU box weight) applying the average per trip for 1991 for the 
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"Bermuda Islander". This percentage nets out carrying capacity 
tonnage that must be allocated for ballast, fuel, freshwater 
tanks, stores, and crew. Based on historical movements, the 
average weight per container box is estimated to be three tons, 
and the average cargo carried per box equal to a weight of 8.41 
tons. Taken together, the 65. 1% cargo capacity utilization and 
the cargo weight per box determine the cargo tonnage on board 
for given drafts. 

142. Vessel classes analyzed in the benefit analysis range 
from 1500 DWT to 5000 DWT. The tidal allowance is 5.5 feet 
with required underkeel clearance of 2 feet. Shut-out tonnage 
is determined by netting out constrained tonnage (based on the 
immersion factor) from the available channel depth in 
comparison to the average vessel carrying capacity utilization 
of 65.1%. cargo tonnage carried nets out from the calculation 
the weight of the TEU boxes that hold the commerce. Cruising 
speeds (in knots) used were provided by the Perakis paper. 
Loading, dockage, wharfage, and tug costs are based on 
coordination with representatives of the Salem River facility. 
Operating costs at sea and in port applied a regression model 
developed by the Perakis position paper. Tidal delays are 
defined based on the channel depth, vessel characteristics, 
range of tide, and underkeel clearance. Pilotage costs, 
obtained from coordination with the local pilots, are 
ca~culated applying vessel design characteristics for length, 
beam, and draft. The round trip trade route distance was taken 
from the publication, Distances Between Ports (Dept. of the 
Navy) . Total transportation costs are a summation of the total 
costs for a round-trip movement. Backhauling is a very 
insignificant part of the operations for this trade route. 
Ships to Bermuda are not always loaded to cubic capacity. 
Transportation costs per ton are determined by dividing total 
transportation costs by the amount of tons carried for each 
channel depth and vessel class. 
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143. The transportation savings models 
vessels incorporated the cost per ton data, 
chartered vessel size by channel depth, 
projections. 

Container Benefits: Exports to the Azores 

for the relevant 
the most efficient 
and the commodity 

144. A similar transportation cost model was developed to 
analyze the actual operating practice (based on the 1991 Salem 
River pilots logs) of outbound U.S. Flag container vessels to 
the Azores. The current vessel used on this trade route is the 
"Rainbow Hope", with a design draft of 16 feet, design 
deadweight tonnage of 2048 tons, length of 295 feet, and beam 
of 45 feet. The "Rainbow Hope" had a 1991 average TEU capacity 
utilization per trip of 64.6%, which has been applied in the 
transportation cost model for the range of vessel classes. The 
average cargo weight per box in 1991 was 8.62 tons, and 92% of 
vessel movements operated making full channel use, and the 
remaining 8% operated 1.5 feet lightloaded. 

Bulk Benefits 

145. This benefit estimation has applied, as a base, average 
tonnage at the 1989-1991 level for total bulk movements through 
the port of Salem (with 2% per annum growth for the first 
twenty years of the project life). The transportation savings 
model incorporates the most efficient vessel size per channel 
depth with the operating costs per ton for the bulk vessel 
classes. 

LEAST-COST PORT ANALYSIS FOR BERMUDA TRADE ROUTE 

Costs of Shipping out of the Port of Salem versus the Port of 
New York/New Jersey Under Existing Conditions (Bermuda Trade 
Route) 

146. The primary and most substantial cost differential 
between the ports is for stevedoring. Stevedoring costs were 
calculated from the annual reports of the two shipping agents 
that handle shipments from the U.S. North Atlantic region to 
Bermuda. In 1990, 7,043 boxes moved out of the Port of New 
York/New Jersey at the cost of $919 a box. In 1991, 7,649 
containers moved out of New York. During 1990, 2,489 boxes 
moved out of the Port of Salem at the cost of $540 a box. In 
1991, 3,062 containers moved out of Salem. The difference in 
stevedoring costs between the two ports continues to rise, as 
wage increases were built into labor contracts at the Port of 
New York/New Jersey. Stevedoring costs in Salem are among the 
lowest in the Northeast. 
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147. Dockage fees at Salem have both a tangible and intangible 
advantage over New York/New Jersey. The terminal fees in New 
York/New Jersey are set by the Port Authority and are 
inflexible. These fees and any other incremental charges from 
the terminals themselves are passed on to the shippers. In 
Salem, dockage fees, which average $200/day, are approximately 
$1300/day less expensive than in New York/New Jersey. 

148. Another incidental cost advantage of Salem over New 
York/New Jersey is line running charges. The charge for 
linemen in New York costs about $500, more than triple the cost 
per call over Salem at $150. Wharfage fees are marginally 
greater at the Port of New York/New Jersey than at the Port of 
Salem. 

149. Other costs such as fuel and provisions are virtually 
identical. Costs of customs and other federal agency 
inspections are identical at both ports. 

150. Another cost incurred originates from the costs of 
trucking into the ports. The shipping of goods to Bermuda is 
almost entirely a one way market - exporting to Bermuda. It is 
wel:l recognized in the industry that the costs of trucking 
goods into the ports can have substantial impacts on the 
quantity of goods being exported out pf a port. The best way 
to handle this problem is to find shippers near the port of 
ori_gination. Presently about half the goods going to Bermuda 
come from the New York/North Jersey area, and about half come 
from Philadelphia, Maryland, Delaware, and even farther south 
in Virginia and the Carolinas. Goods coming from the latter 
area can be trucked at lower cost into Salem, which is 8 miles 
from the Delaware Memorial Bridge, than into New York/New 
Jersey, which is an additional 125 miles from the bridge. The 
round trip differential is obviously even greater. Conversely, 
goods coming from the former area can be shipped into the Port 
of New York/New Jersey at lower cost than into Salem. A shift 
in suppliers and manufacturers of the exports could 
significantly impact the relative costs of operating out of the 
two ports, but at the present time the difference is minimal. 

151. The only real cost disadvantage at the port of Salem is 
the pilotage costs. Vessels are required to have a Salem River 
pilot and a Delaware River pilot. The costs of the pilots are 
$1300 in and out and $1900 in and out, respectively. The 
average number of trips for the vessels travelling to Bermuda, 
historically, has been 49 per year. The pilots operating out 
of the Port of New York/New Jersey charge $1, 570. The required 
use of tug boats at Salem is also a slight disadvantage of the 
Port of Salem versus the Port of New York/New Jersey. While 
the cost per tug is cheaper at Salem than New York/New Jersey, 
tugs are primarily used only during inclement weather for the 
latter. Due to the narrower channel at Salem, tugs must be 
used during each trip. 
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RESULTS OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FOR SELECTED PLAN 

152. Average annual benefits and costs have been developed, at 
an October 1992 price level, applying the 8 1/2% discount rate. 
Table 10 presents average annual benefits, average annual 
costs, and the benefit-cost ratio of 1. 7 for the 18 foot 
selected plan. 
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TABLE 10 
SALEM RIVER ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FOR 18 FOOT DEPTH SELECTED PLAN 

A) COST ANNUALIZATION 1) 
DISCOUNT RATE= 
PRICE LEVEL= 

FIRST COST: 
PROJECT 
ASSOC. COSTS 

SUBTOTAL 
INT DURING CONSTR 2) 
TOTAL 
CRF 

AVG ANN FIRST COSTS 
MAINTENANCE COSTS: 

DREDGING CYCLE-YEARS 
PROJECT 
ASSOC COSTS 

TOTAL 
SFF 

AVG ANN MAINT COSTS 3) 

8.500% 
OCT 1992 

12 FT 

so 
so 
so 
so 
so 

0.086463 
so 

4 
$1,496,000 

so 
S1,496,000 

0.220288 
S330,000 

CUMULATIVE AVG ANN COSTS (OCT 92) 
AVG ANN COSTS (NETTING OUT 12 FOOT W/0 PROJECT CONDITION) 

1) INCLUDES MITIGATION, REPLACEMENT, AND NAVIGATION AID COSTS 
2) NINE MONTH CONSTRUCTION PERICO;FIRST COST APPORTIONED UNIFORMLY 
3) W/0 PROJECT CONDITION MAINTENANCE COSTS FRC»I FEASIBILITY REPORT 

INTEREST DURING CONSTRUCTION CALCULATION 
MONTH 1- $1,156,889 1.06310 
MONTH 2· $1,156,889 1.05590 
MONTH 3- $1,156,889 1.04874 
MONTH 4- S1,156,889 1.04163 
MONTH 5- $1,156,889 1.03458 
MONTH 6- $1,156,889 1.02757 
MONTH 7· $1,156,889 1.02060 
MONTH 8- S1,156,889 1.01369 
MONTH 9- S1,156,889 1.00682 

( 18 FEET): 
S1,229,883 
S1,221,554 
S1,213,274 
S1,205,054 
$1,196,889 
$1I188, 780 
S1, 180,n6 
s1, 1n,n6 
$1I164,781 

F:SALCA92B 

18 FT 

S9,535,000 
ssn,ooo 

S10,412,000 
S361,668 

s10,m,668 
0.086463 
S931,524 

3 
S2,414,000 

S100,000 
S2,514,000 

0.306539 
sno,639 

S1,702,000 
s1,3n,ooo 

TOTAL $10,412,000 S10,m,668 TOTAL INV. COST 
$10,412,000 MINUS FIRST COST 

B) ECONC»IIC ANALYSIS 
AVG ANN BENEFITS (OCT 92) 
AVG ANN COSTS (OCT 92) 
BCR 
NET BENEFITS 

S2,380,000 
s1,3n,ooo 

1. 7 
$1,008,000 
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COST ALLOCATION 

153. All costs for the construction of the selected plan 
are allocated to commercial navigation. 

COST COMPARISON 

154. The project authorization in Section 859 of the Water 
Resources Development Act of 1986 (P.L. 99-662) did not 
cite a project cost (subject to Section 903 (b) of the 
Act). However, a comparison between the current, 
fully-funded cost estimate developed in this Design 
Memorandum, and the May 1991 Cost Estimate (Pb3, as last 
reported to Congress in the FY93 Budget Request) shows a 
decrease in project costs from $13,010,000 to $11,462,000 
(rounded). 

155. The decrease in costs (-$1,548,000) is attributable 
to price level rise($495,000), offset by a decrease due to 
refinement of design (-$1,187,000) and a decrease in 
recomputation of inflation through the construction period. 
(-$856,000). 

COST APPORTIONMENT 

156. Public Laws 99-662 (Water Resource Development Act of 
1986) has established the basis for the Federal and 
non-Federal sharing of responsibilities in the 
construction, operation and maintenance of Federal water 
resources projects. Under the terms of Public Law 99-662, 
the non-Federal interest would pay at the outset of 
construction, 10% of the total costs of construction of 
General Navigation Features (GNF) which consists of the 
access channel. In addition, the non-Federal interests are 
to provide any lands, easements, rights-of-way, relocations 
and dredged material disposal areas or the costs thereof. 
The non-Federal sponsor is responsible for an additional 
10% of the cost of GNF, less credit for lands, easements, 
rights-of-way, relocations and dredged material disposal 
areas (LERRD) which can be repaid with interest over a 
period not to exceed 30 years. 

157. The Federal government is responsible for 90 percent 
of the cost of GNF as well as the cost of navigation aids. 
Operation and maintenance costs for the access channel, and 
navigation aids are a Federal responsibility. 

158. Also, for this project replacement costs for the 
accelerated usage and replacement of the Federal property 
and diking costs for use of the existing dikes and 
provisions of the rights to develop the mitigation site at 
Supawna Meadows National Wildlife Refuge constitute the 
provision of LERRD. Cost sharing arrangements for the 
selected plan are displayed on Table 11. 
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159. The ultimate fully-funded project cost is $11,462,000 
of which $8,531,000 is Federal and $2,931,000 is 
non-Federal. The non-Federal sponsor is responsible for 
10% of the costs for general navigation features during 
construction ($946,000) and the costs of lands, easements, 
rights-of-way, relocations and dredged material disposal 
areas (LERRD) ($1,002,000). The Federal government is 
responsible for 90% of the GNF ($8,510,000) and Aids to 
Navigation ($21,000). The non-Federal sponsor is also 
responsible for an additional 10% of the GNF ($946,000) 
less credit for LERRD which may be repaid with interest 
over a period not to exceed 30 years. However since the 
LERRD value exceeds 10% of the GNF, no additional payments 
are necessary. The non-Federal sponsor will also be 
responsible for associated project costs of dredging berth 
areas, estimated at $983,000. 
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TABLE 11 

COST SHARING FOR THE SELECTED PIAN 
( 18 ft. channel) 

FEDERAL PROJECT COSTS (Rounded) 

General Navigation Features (GNF) : 

LERRD 

TOTAL FEDERAL CHANNEL COSTS 

Associated Dredging Costs (Non-Federal) 

Aids to Navigation 

TOTAL COSTS 

COST SHARING 

COSTS FEDERAL NON-FEDERAL 

GNF $ 8,510,000 $ 946,000 
Long Term 946,000 946,000 
Repayment 

LERRD N/A 1,002,000 

Credit of LERRD 946,000 - 946,000 

ULTIMATE COSTS $ 8,510,000 $1,948,000 

Associated Costs N/A $ 983,000 

Aids to 
Navigation $ 21, 000 N/A 

TOTAL COSTS $ 8,531,000 $ 2,931,000 

$ 9,456,000 

$ l, 002 ! 000 

$10,458,000 

$ 

$ 

983,000 

21. 000 

$11,462,000 

TOTAL 

$ 9,456,000 
0 

1,002,000 

0 

$10,458,000 

$ 983,000 

21, 000 

$11,462,000 

Discount Rate: 8 1/2% Price Level: October 1992, 
escalated to mid-point of 
construction (October 1994). 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

160. The modification of the Salem River, New Jersey 
Federal Navigation Project, as described in this Design 
Memorandum, is recommended to be constructed at an initial 
Federal cost of $8,531,000 and operation and maintenance 
cost of $1,512,000 (3 year cycle). This project consists 
of deepening of the existing Federal channel to a depth of 
18 feet MLW, including realignment at Sinnicksons Landing, 
to provide for a channel from deep water in the Delaware 
River to the Port of Salem. The channel width will vary 
from 150 feet to 250 feet with appropriate bend widening. 
Mitigation will also be provided for the loss of shallows 
and wetlands. Provision for a 495-foot turning basin 
adjacent to the Port of Salem will be provided with a depth 
of 18 feet MLW. As part of the project, the local sponsor 
will be required to maintain the area between the southern 
limit of the Federal navigation channel and the berthing 
areas of the Port of Salem. 

~. SLIWOSKI, P.E. 
Lieutenant Colonel, Corps of Engineers 
Commanding 
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JIM FL.ORIO 
GOVERNOR 

STATE OF NEW JERSEY 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

CN-001 

TRENTON 

08625 

March 11, 1991 

Lieutenant Colonel Kenneth H. Clow 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Philadelphia District 
U.S. Customs House 
2nd and Chestnut Streets 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106-2991 

Dear Lt. Colonel Clow: 

I am writing to you regarding the U.S. Army Corps Salem River 
Channel project in Salem City, New Jersey. 

I understand that proposed preconstruction and engineering and 
design costs for this project are $10,000,000 for the federal share 
and $2,700,000 for non-federal. 

At this time, I wish to assure the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
that the State of New Jersey supports this project, the Feasibility 
Study findings, and expresses an intent to fund the non-federal 
share of the above improvements at time of construction. 



United States Department of the Interior 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

IN REPLY REFER TO: 

FP-92/196 

Robert L. Callegari, Chief 
Planning Division 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Wanamaker Building 
100 Penn Square East 

Fish and Wildlife Enhancement 
927 North Main Street (Bldg. DI) 

Pleasantville, New Jersey 08232 

Tel: 609-646-9310 
FAX: 609-646-0352 

August 14, 1992 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107-3396 
ATTN: Environmental Resources Branch 

Dear Mr. Callegari: 

This responds to your letter of July 24, 1992, requesting Fish and Wildlife 
Service (Service) comments on the proposed mitigation plan for the Delaware 
River, Comprehensive Navigation Study, Salem River, New Jersey, 
Preconstruction, Engineering, and Design Project. The selected plan for 
improving navigation on the Salem River includes widening the existing 
navigation channel from the current width of 100 to 150 feet to a channel 150-
feet-wide over the entire 5-mile length of the channel. The channel would 
also be deepened from the current authorized depth of 12 feet below mean low 
water to 18 feet below mean low water. The selected plan also provides for a 
495-foot-wide turning basin opposite the berthing area at the Port of Salem, 
and bend widening. The proposed project would result in the loss of 3 acres 
of estuarine intertidal emergent wetlands, and 8.6 acres of shallow water 
habitat. 

To mitigate unavoidable adverse impacts to wetlands and shallow water habitat, 
the Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) proposes to create 8.4 acres of estuarine 
intertidal emergent wetlands from uplands, and to enhance 6.4 acres of 
degraded wetlands dominated by common reed (Phragmites communis). The 
proposed mitigation site is located on the Supawna Meadows National Wildlife 
Refuge. Service biologists visited the proposed project sjte and the proposed 
mitigation site on August 15, 1991. Additional visits to the proposed 
mitigation site occurred on August 20, 1991, and May 18, 1992. 

The following comments are provided as planning aid in accordance with a 
Fiscal Year-1991 scope-of-work agreement between the Service and the 
Philadelphia District, Corps of Engineers. This correspondence provides 
technical assistance only and is not the document required of the Secretary of 
the Interior pursuant to Section 2(b) of the Fish and Wildlife Coordination 
Act (48 Stat. 401, as amended; 16 u.s.c. 661 et seq.). 
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Pursuant to the National Wildlife Refuge System Administration Act of 1966 (SO 
CFR Part 29.21), the Corps' use of the proposed mitigation site will require a 
special use permit from the Service. The information submitted via this 
formal request for a special use permit will be used to determine whether the 
proposed use is compatible with the purposes for which the refuge was 
established. Application for the special use permit should be made to the 
refuge manager at the following address: 

Walter Ford, Assistant Refuge Manager 
Supawna Meadows National Wildlife Refuge 
R.D. #3, Box 540 
Salem, New Jersey 08079 
(609/935-1487) 

The mitigation plan submitted to .this off ice provides a narrative description 
of the proposed mitigation project. This description includes existing and 
proposed elevations on the mitigation site; existing and proposed vegetation 
on the mitigation site; the tidal range of the mitigation site; salinity of 
the water that would feed the proposed mitigation site; and, a proposed post
planting monitoring plan for the mitigation project. The mitigation plan also 
includes a site map showing the general boundaries of the mitigation site. 

The Service has reviewed this information and supports the conceptual design 
for the proposed mitigation site. The following reconunendations are provided 
to improve the chances of successfully implementing the proposed mitigation. 

1. Provide detailed site plans depicting at least the following: existing 
and proposed contours; mean high and mean low water lines; areas of 
proposed plantings, by species, including densities; locations of 
monitoring wells; and, locations of any tidal ditches. 

2. Revise the proposed monitoring plan to specify a goal of 85 percent 
areal coverage of planted herbaceous species, or other desirable 
hydrophytic vegetation, after five growing seasons. Specify that 
failure to achieve this goal will require an evaluation to determine the 
cause of the failure, and appropriate remedial action. 

3. Revise the proposed monitoring plan to include quantitative methods to 
document encroachment of conunon reed on the mitigation site, and to 
remove conunon reed should it occur. Specify that if conunon reed is 
determined to be a persistent problem after five years, it will be 
necessary to evaluate the cause of the problem and tak~ appropriate 
remedial action. 

4. Provide annual sununary reports of information obtained through the post
planting monitoring program to the Service for a period of five years 
following the completion of initial plantings. 

We appreciate the opportunity to conunent on this project and all efforts by 
the Corps to accept a shared responsibility to ensure adequate protection of 
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our Nation's living resources. Should you have any questions regarding these 
comments, or require further technical assistance, please contact Peter 
Benjamin of my staff. 
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08-14-1992 04:25PM FROM NORR SRNDY HOOK HPRD TO 8-2156566543 P.02 

Robert L. Callegari, ~ief 
Plannin9 Division 
Phi1adelphia District 
u.s. Army Corps of Engineers 
Wanamaker Building 
100 Penn Square East 
Philadelphia PA 19107-3390 

Dear Mr. Callegari: 

I 

I 
'UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMM&RCC 

Nation•I DcHnlc •nd A~het"ic Aclmini•~~ion 
NA 't'Qb NALt tMARINli FISHEJ:!IES SEml!CE Ha i a and Protected 

Resources Division 
Sandy Hook Laboratory 
Highlands, New Jersey 07732 

Auqust 14, 1992 

The National Marine Fisheries Service has reviewed the Salem 
River Mitigation Plan. The plan is designed to compensate for 
the loss of 3 acres of estuarine, intertidal, emergent wetlands 
and 8.6 acres of shallow water habitat that would result from the 
widening and deepening of the Salem River channel in Salem 
county, New Jersey. The mitiqation will consist of the 
construction ot 8.4 acres of estuarine, intertidal, emergent 
wetlands from uplands (1:1 ratio) and ~a ra~toration of 6.4 
acres of wetlands (2:1 ratio) which are presently dominated by 
monotypic stands of reed (Phragmites sp.) at the Supawna Meadows 
National Wildlife Refuge in Salem County, New Jersey. The 
mitigation plan appears to provide the necessary compensation for 
the habitat loss that will result trom the channel improvements. 
However, we request that a control plan for Phragmites, and 
additional information concerninq the post-planting monitoring of 
the mitigation site be provided as part of the mitigation plan. 

Accordinq to the excavation and gradinq section of the mitiqation 
plan, a 4:1 slope is planned for the transitional area between 
the uplands and the mitigation area. The purpose ot the steep 
slope is to help limit the invasion of Pbragmites into the 
mitigation site. we recommend that a control plan also be 
developed to eliminate any fll,ragmites that invades the site. 

The plan should also be more specific about the goals of the 
mitigation plantings. The monitorinq section of the plan st~tes 
that the site shall attain a "minim.um veqetative coverage 
survival" of 85\ of the disturbed area after one complete growing 
season. The phrase "minimwn vegetative coverage survival" is 
ambiguous. Is the goal o~ the planting to achieve sst Gurvival 
of tha planted species, or 85% coverage? We recommend that 85% 
coverage, including volunteer wetland species other than 
Phraqmitas, be required. 

• 
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08-14-1992 04:26PM FROM NOAA SANDY HOOK HPRD TO 8-2156566543 
. --

The Salem River Mitigation Plan appears to provide adequate 
compensation for the wetland and shallow water habitat loss 
associated the widening and deepening of thG Sa1em. River. 
However, we request that additional intormation detailing the 
post-plantin~ monitoring of the site and a Ph.ragm.ites control 
plan be prov1ded as part of the ~iti9ation plan. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. If you would like to 
discuss this project, please contact Karen wurst at (908) 872-
3015. 

cf: EPA, Region Ii 
FWS, Pleasantville 

Sincerely yours, 

~~~ 
stan18" w. Gorski 
Assistant Coordinator 
Habitat Program 

NJ Land Use Regulation Element 
NJ Div. Of Fish, Came ' Wildlife 

K.WUrst:908-872-3015:8/14/92:kmw 

P.03 

TOTAL P.03 



PORT 
(609) 935-6380 

Charles R. Sullivan 
Director of Operations 

P.O. Box 1001 
Salem, New Jersey 08079 

Lt. Colonel R.F. Sliwoski 
District Engineer 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
100 Penn Square East 
Philadelphia, PA 19107-3390 

Dear Lt. Colonel Sliwoski: 

SALEM 
FAX (609) 935-9113 

September 21, 1992 

This letter is in reference to the final Design Memorandum 
concerning the project for Salem River, New Jersey, changes since 
the Draft Design Memorandum (dated February 1992) and the District's 
proposed recommendations for the final report. This office con
tinues to be in support of the project. 

Our office has received a copy of the draft Local Cooperation 
Agreement (LCA) shown in the final report and is currently review
ing that document. I anticipate that the Port Authority would be 
prepared to execute the LCA at the proper time. 

Governor Florio of the State of New Jersey has indicated his 
support for the project and his intent to fund the non-Federal 
share of this much needed project in his letter dated March 11, 
1991. Since that time, I have continued to coordinate with his 
staff to work out the specific arrangements so that when the time 
comes, the funds will be available. 

JDB/bh 

City of Salem Port Authority 

cerely, 

/{).~ ~#' 
n D. Burke ~~ 

Port Liaison 
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Final Letter Report 

NAVIGATION STUDY OF PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS 
TO THE SALEM RIVER NAVIGATION CHANNEL, NEW JERSEY 

Hydraulics Laboratory 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
Waterways Experiment Station, Corps of Engineers 

3909 Halls Ferry Road, Vicksburg, Mississippi 39180-6199 

January 1992 



Introduction 

1. This report presents results and recommendations from the analysis of the 

radar-based navigation study of the Salem River. These tests involved all 

three professional pilots who operate on this waterway. 

Backiround 

Existing Condition 

2. The Salem River Study addresses a study area surrounding the Salem River 

in Salem County, New Jersey, a tidal stream entering the Delaware River at 

mile 60, about 45 miles south of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (see Figure 1). 

The present Salem River project provides an entrance channel from Delaware Bay 

to the fixed Route 49, Penn's Neck, highway bridge in Salem, a distance of 

about 5 miles. The existing authorized depth is 12 ft MLW with a width of 

150 ft from the Delaware River through Salem Cove narrowing to 100 ft at the 

cutoff at Sinnickson's Landing. The existing Salem River channel is shown on 

Figure 2. Since the 1984 maintenance dredging to authorized dimensions, the 

most common size ship using the river is a 50-ft x 270-ft general cargo vessel 

with a 14.5-ft draft and 5,000 dwt. The longest ship taken up the river was 

347 ft long with a beam of 60 ft. The widest vessel to use the port was 65 ft 

x 310 ft. The recommended draft restriction was adjusted by the pilots to 

15.S ft when maintenance dredging was completed in July 1988. Safe underkeel 

clearance is considered to be 2 ft. 

3. Traffic is one-way and all vessels arriving or departing from the port 

must be tug-assisted and consider tidal conditions. According to the pilots, 

vessels currently transiting the river use the tide for efficient operation 

with the tide range being 5-6 ft. Ships using the channel at high tide have 

approximately 17 ft of depth with which to work. Since normal transit time is 

about 45 minutes, when the tide is high enough for the vessels requiring a 

17-ft channel, the high tide window permits two vessels to move through the 

channel. General cargo and bulk vessels are navigated by Delaware River 

pilots to the Reedy Point Anchorage. Contract Salem River pilots take ships 

from Reedy Point to the Salem Port, turn, and dock the ships port-side-to. 



Three licensed pilots are available. 

4. Vessels normally encounter a 6- to 7-knot current and are subjected to 

wind forces which necessitate tug assistance. Tug service on the Salem River 

is presently provided by a 525-HP tug. Vessels over 330 ft in length or 

moving during adverse weather conditions sometimes require the use of two tugs 

or a larger tug (1,100 HP) unless the vessel has thrusters to enhance 

maneuverability. 

5. As noted above, vessel transits on the Salem River are normally made on 

flood tide depending on the draft requirement of the vessel. To allow for 

turning and maneuvering during favorable current conditions, transits are 

timed to arrive at the port area near slack water on the flood tide. 

Presently, there is no designated maneuvering area; however, the deep water 

located between Penn's Neck Bridge and the old Salem River channel near the 

Mid-Atlantic Shipping Terminal (see Figure 3) is used for this purpose. When 

turning, the tug is positioned on the starboard bow perpendicular to the keel 

to rotate the ship to the left 180 degrees until it is facing downstream. 

6. The U.S. Coast Guard has improved the navigation aids on the Salem River 

since the 1984 maintenance dredging. Two lights and 12 lighted navigation 

aids were added in 1989 to improve the system. 

7. Channel dimensions, both width and depth, present problems at Salem River. 

The primary problem area for maneuvering is the bend in Salem Cove where the 

channel turns southward toward the Delaware Bay. There are difficult 

hydraulic conditions and shoaling in this area that result in frequent minor 

groundings. However, no extensive damage has been reported as a result of 

groundings. The Port of Salem has considered the possibility of docking ships 

up to 450 ft in length. According to the pilots, maneuvering and turning a 

ship of that size would be difficult without channel improvements. The 

opportunity exists to increase vertical clearance under the utility cable and 

reduce dredging requirements by realigning the channel at Sinnickson's Landing 

to follow naturally deep water. The Coast Guard has made extensive modifi

cations to the marking of the existing channel to aid navigation in this area. 
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8. The selected plan (shown in Figure 3) consists of a 5-mile-long navigation 

project extending about 3 miles up from the Delaware River main channel to 

Salem Cove and then upstream to Penn's Neck Highway Bridge at Route 49, a 

distance of about 2 miles. The selected plan provides for a 180-ft, one-way 

channel with a 18-ft-MLW depth and an allowable dredging over-depth of 2 ft. 

Channel dimensions are based on a design vessel with a 50-ft beam, 330-ft 

length, 21.5-ft draft, and an accompanying tug with a 10-ft beam. This draft 

vessel will utilize a 5.5-ft tide with the recommended 2-ft underkeel 

clearance. The turning basin dimensions provide a width of 495 ft in order to 

accommodate the design vessel and the largest anticipated vessel, a 65-ft x 

350-ft ship with a 27-ft design draft. The turning basin width satisfies 

Corps criteria of 150 percent of the design vessel length. The tidal 

operations will continue to maximize economic benefits. 

Study Purpose 

9. The purpose of this study is to determine what effects the proposed 

changes to the Salem River navigation channel will have on navigation. The 

new channel alignment and dimensions may alter the current patterns in the 

area significantly enough to affect navigation, particularly in the bend and 

the intersections of the cutoff channel. The navigation study will also aid 

in the refinement of widths of the recommended channel improvements. The 

design ship draft is being increased significantly and the behavior of this 

ship in the proposed channel alignment should be determined. 

Test Conditions 

10. The three conditions tested were the existing condition, the proposed 

condition, and the existing condition deepened to 18.0 ft MLW. The existing 

condition and the proposed condition, insets A and B, respectively, shown on 

Figure 4, were tested as previously discussed. The pilots documented that 

they presently bring in ships of the size of the proposed design vessel. 

Therefore, it was felt that if the existing condition were deepened, transits 

of this size vessel could occur with no widening. All runs were made with 

flood tide and a 20-knot wind from the south. These conditions were selected 
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based on a discussion with the senior local pilot. Both the existing channel 

and the existing channel deepened to 18.0 ft MLW utilized a 500-HP tug while 

turning. When the proposed condition was run, a 1000-HP tug was available. 

11. Two ships were tested in the simulations. The Bermuda Islander was used 

to represent the existing traffic. This ship most frequently transits the 

Salem River. It is 262 ft long with a beam of 43.3 ft and the draft used was 

15.5 ft. This represents the adjusted draft restriction after the completion 

of the 1988 maintenance dredging. The proposed traffic was represented by a 

ship with dimensions of 327 ft x 49.9 ft with a draft of 21.S ft. The ship 

models were provided by BMT, International*. The Salem River pilots indicated 

that they bring ships larger than the proposed design ship into the existing 

channel. The District was notified of the pilots' opinions on this matter and 

it was decided to continue with the originally determined choice of design 

ship. 

12. Current data for the simulation were provided by the TABS-MD hydrodynamic 

numerical model (RMA-2) developed at WES. The model was primarily composed of 

two-dimensional elements except for one-dimensional elements from Kelly Point 

to Trenton (see Figure 5). Because prototype field measurements were not 

available until near the end of the hydrodynamic modeling schedule, several 

conservative precautions were made to ensure the success of the project. 

Boundary conditions were deliberately placed far away from the study area. 

The use of 1-D elements from Kelly Point to the head-of-tide at Trenton 

prevented the possibility of tidal reflection problems. Good bathymetry was 

provided by the District which allowed for accurate resolution within the 

study area. Data provided by the District permitted the large shallow tidal 

storage area called Mannington Meadows to be incorporated into the model. 

13. A mean discharge boundary condition of 18,000 cfs for Trenton was 

* Ankudinov, V. 1991 (Dec). "Hydrodynamic and Mathematical Models for Ship 
Maneuvering Simulations of Two Small Cargo Ships in Support of WES Salem River 
Navigation Study." Report No. 9292-002, prepared under Contract No. CACY 39-
91-D-006 by BMT, International, Incl, Columbia, Maryland, for the US Army 
Engineer Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Miss. 
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obtained from previous physical modeling work on the Delaware River conducted (--", 

at WES in the mid-70's*. The spring tide boundary condition was derived from 

predicted tide tables for 1 April 1991. Tidal phasing results within the 

model were checked between the ocean entrance and Trenton with data obtained 

from the work presented by Dr. Ippen**· A small computational time step, 

which varied between 15 and 30 minutes, was used in the numerical model. The 

model was run two tidal cycles to allow a full tidal cycle spin-up. 

14. Field measurements were collected by NAP at five water-level stations and 

three velocity stations within the immediate study area. Data were collected 

for 2.5 hours on 15 August 1991 corresponding with low tide. The numerical 

model results were compared with the field current data and found to be 

reasonable given that the boundary conditions for the two comparisons did not 

match. The data also provided guidance concerning the distribution of flow 

near Sinnickson's Landing. Although the Salem River hydrodynamic model was not 

verified to a field data set, the precautions listed above provide reasonable 

confidence in the results for the purposes of a ship simulation study. 

15. However, even with these precautions, velocity magnitudes and directions 

were adjusted during the validation to reflect the pilot's opinion of the 

current effects in the existing condition. The output of the TABS-2 model and 

the simulator input are shown on Figures 6 and 7, respectively. Changes had 

to be made in the current directions and magnitudes at the turn and through 

the cut during validation. The currents had to be increased in magnitude in 

both locations from that computed by TABS-2. 

16. As previously stated three conditions were tested. Twenty-four runs were 

made of six run combinations. Table 1 shows a list of the runs made. All 

three of the Salem River Pilots participated in the study. Pilot A validated 

* Letter, J. V., McAnally, W. H., 1975 (Jun). "Hydrodynamics of the Delaware 
River Estuary Model," Technical Report H-75-8, US Army Engineer Waterways 
Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Miss. 

** Ippen, A. Estuary and Coastline Hydrodynamics, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
Inc., New York, NY, pp 534-544. 
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the model and Pilots Band C made test runs. Pilot A's runs were not used in 

analysis; therefore, they are not shown on Table 1. 

17. The procedure followed was to have the pilots make several runs of the 

existing condition for familiarization with the simulator. When testing 

began, the pilot was shown a diagram of the channel to be tested and told of 

the water depth, ship draft, and any other necessary information. The 

conditions were tested in a random order. After the run was over, the pilot 

completed a questionnaire in which he was asked to rate the difficulty of the 

run and the accuracy of the simulator. When the testing period was over, a 

final questionnaire was given to the pilot which asked his opinion of the 

project. 

Test Results 

Inbound Runs 

18. Inbound runs began in the main Delaware River channel with a heading of 

16 degrees and an initial speed of 10.0 knots. The ship was piloted into the 

Salem River channel, around the turn, under the power cable, and through the 

cut. The ship was then turned in either the naturally deep water in the 

existing condition or in the proposed turning basin. It should be noted that 

presently most traffic is export and inbound ships are ballasted not loaded. 

Loaded ships were tested because limited funding did not allow the development 

of coefficients of a ballasted ship. The loaded ships represent a more 

difficult navigating condition and it is anticipated that some imports may 

develop with the improved channel. Ballasted ships will not have signif

icantly greater clearance. 

19. Existing. As expected, the pilots are able to transit into the existing 

Salem River channel without incident. Figure 8 shows a composite ship-track 

plot of the inbound runs of the Bermuda Islander in the existing channel. A 

track plot shows all runs illustrated by snapshots of the ship taken every 

twenty-five seconds, plotted one after the other. Since the channel is five 
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miles long, it is difficult to see detail in the plot of the entire channel. 

For this reason, the channel was broken into three areas, shown on Figure 9. 

The southern-most area is called the Entrance, followed by the Turn reach, and 

finally the Cut. On the Cut detail (see Figure 10), the reach just inbound of 

Sinnickson's Landing where the Salem River forks away from the cut is shown to 

be an area of difficulty in the existing channel. As shown on Figure 8, the 

other reaches are satisfactory for the existing navigating conditions and do 

not require any special attention. 

20. Proposed. The inbound runs of the proposed channel were made with a ship 

of dimensions 327 ft x 49.9 ft with a draft of 21.5 ft. These were the 

dimensions of a ship named the Tajo, which meet the criteria for the design 

ship. No maneuvering information was available on this ship so assumptions 

were made in developing input to represent it on the simulator. This could be 

done for this study since the ships that will call on this port during the 

project life are not known and this ship model is only required to be 

representative of this general class and size of ship. The pilots did 

indicate that, except when backing, the simulated ship represents a typical 

poor handling vessel that might enter Port Salem. 

21. In the ship track plots, shown on Figure 11, the pilots demonstrate that 

generally they are able to maneuver within the channel boundaries without 

problems. As shown on the enlarged drawing of the entrance into the Salem 

River (Figure 12), two of the four runs exceeded the channel on the north edge 

as they entered the proposed channel. Since there is naturally deep water in 

this area, the pilots know they can go in this area and not ground. They 

followed the same strategy on the simulator. The Cut detail (Figure 13) shows 

one run exceeding the channel limits to the south at the power line. Much 

less difficulty is encountered approaching the cut in the proposed channel 

than was experienced in the existing channel. The ships were turned easily in 

the proposed turning basin; however, one track shows the ship hitting the Mid

Atlantic Dock. It should be noted that several trial runs were required to 

develop a successful strategy for turning in this turning basin since the 

current pattern in the proposed condition is very different from the existing 
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condition current pattern. The unfamiliarity with the ship also caused 

problems. 

22. Existing Deepened. The ship-track plots of the inbound runs of the 

existing condition deepened to 18 ft MLW are shown on Figure 14. These runs 

were also made with the Tajo as the design vessel. The track plots are 

similar to the existing condition track plots in that successful transits are 

made except in the approach to the cut as shown on Figure 15. This figure 

also illustrates the difficulty encountered by the pilots when attempting to 

turn in the existing maneuvering area. 

Outbound Runs 

23. Outbound runs began at the Salem Port and proceeded through the cut, 

under the power cable, around the turn, and out to the Delaware River. 

Outbound runs began with a heading of 225 degrees and an initial speed of 4.1 

knots. Turning is normally accomplished on the inbound transit and therefore 

it was not te~ted as part of the outbound run. 

24. Existing. The ship track plots of the Bermuda Islander transiting 

outbound in the existing condition are shown on Figure 16. This track plot 

indicates a difficult run throughout the Cut area, shown on Figure 17, in 

spite of no significant excursion beyond the channel boundary. Figure 18 

shows groundings occurred in the turn out to the Delaware River. The pilots 

were not satisfied with the simulation in this area. They said that they 

normally made one sweeping turn around the two buoys. On the simulator, they 

made one turn, held course, and then proceeded with a second turn. One pilot 

suggested, "the turn at marker numbers 8 and 10 should be shortened to be more 

realistic." However, no justification could be made for this since the buoys 

were located at the exact state planar coordinates shown on the navigation 

charts. The validation pilot complained that the currents in this area were 

not acting properly. Many changes were attempted but it seems that these 

changes did not correct the problem. The lack of data to verify the current 

model could have allowed significant error in this region. Figure 19 shows 
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that less difficulty was encountered in the entrance reach. 

25. Proposed. The track plots of the proposed condition outbound runs with 

the Tajo are not as smooth as the existing condition. Groundings are seen on 

Figure 20 in the turning basin, at Sinnickson's Landing, just before the power 

line, and in the turn. 

26. Existing Deepened. With the existing condition deepened to 18 ft MLW, 

the groundings are not as severe as in the proposed condition, as shown on 

Figure 21. This indicates that the pilots' unfamiliarity with the channel 

limits, bank conditions, and new current patterns may have caused these 

groundings. Figure 22 shows one trackline exceeding the channel limits on the 

north side at Sinnickson's Landing. This area has already been identified as 

needing improvement. 

Pilot Questionnaires 

27. To determine the pilots' thoughts about the simulator and proposed 

deepening, two questionnaires were prepared to document their comments and 

rate the runs. One was given to the pilots after each run and a final 

debriefing questionnaire was given to the pilots upon completion of the test 

period. For each run, the pilots were asked to give a rating on the 

difficulty of the run, the effect of the current on the ship, the amount of 

attention required, and the danger of grounding or hitting an object. The 

general trend of the pilots' ratings was that the existing channel got the 

lowest rating, indicating the easiest channel to navigate. The proposed 

channel was given a rating slightly higher than that of the existing channel 

and the existing deepened to 18 ft MLW received a rating much higher than 

either the existing or proposed channels. 

28. Figure 23 shows the ratings for the inbound runs. Three of the four 

questions followed the expected pattern. The existing channel required more 

of the pilots' attention than the proposed channel. It seems the pilots felt 

they had more area in the proposed channel and did not have to concentrate on 
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staying in the channel. In this case, the existing channel rated more closely 

to the existing deepened channel then the proposed channel. 

29. The same pattern is shown in the outbound runs (see Figure 24). The 

normal trend is followed for the questions regarding difficulty of run, the 

effects of the current on the ship, and danger of grounding or hitting an 

object. The only question that does not follow this pattern is amount of 

attention required. In the outbound case, the proposed channel, not the 

existing, rates higher than expected. The pilots seem to have to concentrate 

more on the proposed channel because of their unfamiliarity with the turn. It 

could also be possible that the pilots interpreted this question differently 

than intended. In this case, the proposed channel rating is the same as the 

existing channel deepened. 

Discussion 

30. The pilots felt that the radar-based simulation done in this study was 

similar to entering the port with zero visibility, (i.e., during a heavy rain, 

or fog). They emphasized that this would not be attempted. Therefore, the 

simulation was more difficult than actual navigating conditions. For this 

reason, the channel design may be conservative, i.e., wider than optimum. 

31. The modeled existing condition was shown to be adequately represented for 

the present traffic into Port Salem. The need for improvement is recognized 

in the area of Sinnickson's Landing entering the cut when transiting inbound. 

Loaded inbound transits are not frequent in the existing channel. 

32. The proposed channel width of 180 ft is acceptable in most areas. This 

was confirmed by the pilots who stated on their final questionnaires that 

widening the channel to 180 ft and enlarging the turning basin would provide 

the margin of safety necessary to negotiate vessels of 21.5-ft draft. The 

180-ft channel is not adequate near Sinnickson's Landing between the power 

cable and the cut. Also, the turn outbound heading toward the Delaware River 

needs improvement. The existing channel deepened to 18 ft MLW illustrates the 
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ability of the pilots to navigate in a channel narrower than the proposed 

design. 

33. Two areas were apparently not simulated as accurately as desired based on 

pilot evaluation. The first area is in the turn. The pilots' opinion was 

that the model ship did not handle in this area as they expected it should. 

While the currents were adjusted, it is not clear what is causing the 

unexpected behavior. There could be different bottom conditions than 

indicated on the maps and outside the detailed survey data available to us. 

This could change the currents or the bank effects in this local area. The 

proposed turn wideners of approximately 265 ft fit into the design guidance 

range of a ship with good controllability. Since no data were available on 

the maneuverability of the design ship a more conservative design may be 

required. 

34. The second area where the simulation was not as accurate as planned is in 

the turning basin. No information on maneuvering was available on the Tajo so 

assumptions were made in developing a ship model for the simulator. The 

pilots felt this ship responded too efficiently to the rudder commands when 

backing. For this reason, it was much easier for the pilots to turn the ship. 

The proposed design, based on the Corps design criteria which is thought to be 

conservative, will not be modified. Despite these two areas the pilots rated 

the overall simulation 8.5 out of 10, 10 being the most accurate rating. 

35. Based on experience in working with pilots, it seems that they attempt to 

stay at the center of the two banks on each side. This has been illustrated 

again in these data even though the north bank was cut back on a 1-vertical on 

4-horizontal slope to show the added width. Therefore, the 80-ft widening to 

the north side of the cut is not efficient. A smaller widening symmetrical to 

the centerline between the banks would be more beneficial. 

36. Proposed Modifications. Based on this study, it is recommended that the 

navigation channel be modified as shown on Figure 25. Figure 26 shows a 

comparison of the recommended channel versus the District's proposed design in 
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the cut. In the turning basin, it would be beneficial for the channel to 

extend south an extra 40 ft. This would cause the channel to be near the 

Mid-Atlantic Shipping Terminal. Also, a widener should be introduced entering 

the turning basin. The 100-ft measurement was made along the alignment of the 

proposed flare into the turning basin. This flare occurs over a distance of 

750 ft. If the channel were rotated slightly so that the channel is 30 ft to 

the south of the proposed channel alignment at the entrance to the cut, this 

would be a great benefit to the pilots both when subjected to the flow of the 

old Salem River on inbound runs and in setting up for the anticipated currents 

on the outbound runs. However, there is no need to make this channel 180 ft 

wide; 150 ft would be sufficient if aligned correctly. The channel at 

Sinnickson's Landing, on the other hand, is not adequate at 180 ft. A 250-ft 

channel is recommended at this location. As shown on Figure 27, the majority 

of these areas of deepening already have depths of 12 ft or greater. This is 

the dredged channel plus naturally deep water in the turning basin and at 

Sinnickson's Landing. It is not anticipated that these channel widenings 

wouldincrease dredging volumes significantly. Figure 28 shows the proposed 

tracklines in.the recommended channel. In most cases, the recommended channel 

contains the tracklines with adequate clearance on either side. 

37. The recommended channel has a southern boundary 550 ft from the tower 

supporting the overhead power line. As shown on Figure 29, the restricting 

air clearance would be 95 ft. The maximum air draft is set by the pilots at 

85 ft. The existing channel provided a 100-ft clearance giving an extra 15-ft 

air clearance above that maximum air draft limit. The recommended channel 

provides only 10 ft of clearance. The design ship Tajo with a ballast draft 

of 11 ft would require that the height of the power cable be 104 ft. Thus, 

the present channel air clearance at 100 ft is not satisfactory for this ship 

in a ballast condition. The design ship will have to come into Salem with a 

heavier ballast load than normal. However, loaded design ships will be able 

to clear in the recommended channel. 

38. On the turn plot (Figure 30), the turn widener at Sinnickson's Landing 

has been enlarged to 350 ft. This is shown on Figure 31 to be in water of a 
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depth of 12 ft or greater. The channel then returns to 180 ft. The turn 

heading toward the Delaware River has been widened to a constant width of 

250 ft; however, the bend wideners have been removed (Figure 30). The channel 

then flares down from 250 ft to 150 ft over a distance of 1,900 ft and remains 

at 150 ft. Figure 32 shows the ship track plots of the existing channel 

deepened to 18 ft MLW. All tracklines are enclosed in the envelope of the 

recommended channel with sufficient clearance for most runs. The runs of the 

existing channel deepened were used since the pilots used about 450 ft in the 

turn in the proposed channel. As previously discussed, their unfamiliarity 

with the channel conditions caused them some confusion. 

39. Figure 33 shows the channel returning to 180 ft over a distance of 

2,600 ft. It remains at 180 ft until a flare at the intersection of the 

channel with the deep water at the Delaware River. At the intersection the 

width is 280 ft; the change was over a distance of 2,000 ft. Again, Figure 34 

shows that in most of this area the depth is already greater than 12 ft; in 

some places the natural depths are as much as 40 ft. Figure 35 shows the 

track plots of the proposed channel in the recommended channel. In the reach 

that flares from 150 ft to 180 ft, there is insufficient clearance on the west 

side of the channel. In the proposed channel condition, the pilots had this 

area to work with. However, Figure 36 shows that with the tracks of the 

deepened existing channel there is adequate clearance. 

40. Due to limited funding on this study, the conclusions were not as 

definitive as desired. It may be possible to further refine the channel 

design with more testing. Field data should be taken during a spring tide 

event. The TABS-2 model should be verified to these data. Finally, 

simulations should be made with the visual scene showing the normal view the 

pilot would see out of the bridge window while piloting the ship. This 

information could lead to further reduction in the channel dimensions. 

41. Two locations have been identified as possible areas of further 

refinement to the channel. Figure 37 shows the ship track plots of the 

proposed channel runs in the recommended turning basin. This drawing shows 

that it may be possible to decrease dredging costs substantially by decreasing 
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the size of the turning basin. This has not been included in the 

recommendations since the simulated Tajo responded well to rudder commands 

when backing. Further testing will be needed to ensure that a larger turning 

basin is not required for a ship with a more typical backing response. 

42. Further optimization could also address the overhead power line at 

Sinnickson's Landing. If the channel is realigned as shown on Figure 38, not 

only will the air draft be greater but the turn angle at this location will be 

decreased by 5 degrees making this, in general, an easier maneuver. Figure 39 

shows that the air draft with this channel will be over 100 ft. 

43. Also shown on Figure 38 is an alternate turn. The turn is designed to 

approach a single turn instead of two distinct turns. This was done by 

setting the curvature on the inside of the channel approximately equal to the 

steady turning diameter of the ship in shallow water. This was verified as a 

valid approach by comparing it with the latest information on turn widening. 

A cutoff bend of 70 degrees would require a 450-ft width. This is the 

approximate width that would be achieved by creating a cutoff bend (i.e., 

extending the outer edges of the straight reaches until they intersect). This 

turn is thought to be easier to navigate than the recommended turn. In the 

changes shown on Figure 38, the area is shallow and the additional dredging 

cost should not be incurred without evidence that this alignment will not 

cause navigating hazards. Since no available data illustrate this, further 

study is required. 

RECOMMENPATIONS 

44. The following recommendations are made beginning with the turning basin. 

a. The turning basin should be widened on the southeast corner by 40 ft 

(Figure 26). 

b. A 750-ft-long flair on the northwest corner of the turning basin 

should be included to provide a 100-ft wider approach (Figure 26). 
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c. A 150-ft channel should be relocated 30 ft south as the Old Salem /', 

River cutoff entrance is approached (Figure 26). 

d. The channel should be widened to a 250-ft channel at Sinnickson's 

Landing (Figure 26). 

e. The turn widener at Sinnickson's Landing should be increased to 350 ft 

(Figure 30). 

f. The two three-point turns at the turn from the entrance channel should 

be replaced with two turns with no wideners and a 250-ft channel between the 

two turns (Figure 30). 

g. A 1,900-ft flare should be provided on the east side of the south

western turn which would reduce the channel from 250 ft to 150 ft (Figure 30). 

h. A 150-ft wide channel should be provided over most of the entrance 

channel (Figure 30). 

i. A 2,600-ft flare should be provided at the turn immediately above the 

Delaware River to return the channel to a 180-ft width (Figure 33). 

j. A 2,000-ft flare should be provided to bring the channel from a 280-ft 

width at the Delaware River to the 180-ft entrance channel section 

(Figure 33). 

The channel could be further optimized with additional testing, particularly 

in the turning basin (Figure 37), through the power lines and the turn from 

the entrance channel (Figure 38). 

1 Table 
39 Figures 
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/ '· 
Table 1 

Test Conditions 
Pilot 

Test Channel Direction Ship ~ ~ Total 

1 Existing Inbound Bermuda Islander 2 2 4 
2 Existing Outbound Bermuda Islander 2 2 4 
3 Proposed Inbound Tajo 2 2 4 
4 Proposed Outbound Tajo 2 2 4 
5 Existing Deepened Inbound Tajo 2 2 4 
6 Existing Deepened Outbound Tajo 2 2 4 

12 12 24 

* All runs were made with maximum flood tide and a 20-knot wind from the 
south. 
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SALEM RIVER, NJ PED STUDY PHASE 
ECONOMIC APPENDIX 

INTRODUCTION 

This economic appendix presents an analysis of the benefits 
that would result from deepening the Salem River, NJ federal 
navigation project. The Philadelphia District is analyzing 
deepening the Salem River navigation channel from its current 
authorized and maintained project depth of 12 feet to the following 
depths: 14 feet, 16 feet, 18 feet, 20 feet, 22 feet, and 24 feet. 
This range of depths was selected to establish, in conjunction with 
costs, the plan of improvement that maximizes net benefits. The 
economic analysis estimates the benefits that are anticipated to 
result from deepening the channel from 12 feet to the with-project 
condition alternative depths. Benefits will result from the 
decrease in the cost per ton of shipping commodities into or out of 
the port of Salem. These cost savings will occur in two ways: 1) 
a deeper channel depth will allow current vessels to carry more 
cargo, thus apportioning their operating costs over more tons, and 
2) larger vessels with lower costs per ton will be able to call on 
the port. 

In accordance with ER 1105-2-100, Chapter 6, Section 7, the 
application of the nine-step procedure for the estimation of deep
draft navigation benefits has been followed in this economic 
appendix. 

The port of Salem has been in operation only since 1982 and, 
thus, does not provide a lengthy historical record to analyze. A 
total of 258,300 short tons of cargo have been handled by the port 
from 1982 to 1991. There have been a total of 476 vessel movements 
into or out of the port over that same period. 

The major commodities that moved through the port during its 
first ten years included general cargo/containers, grain, 
fertilizer, chemicals, peat moss, perishables, frozen food, scrap 
iron and steel, lumber, wastepaper, wire coils, and fish meal. 
During the first three years, barges were the primary vessel type; 
of particular signifi6ance were grain barge movements. Over the 
next seven years, only one barge shipment occurred, and the 
remainder of vessel trips have been by general cargo/container 
vessels and bulk vessels. Grain movements stopped in 1984 because 
of operational problems with the grain elevator. Funding is 
anticipated in the near future which will be used to repair the 
grain elevator for the purpose of handling storage of bulk 
commodities. 

The benefits calculated in this analysis were based on a 
projection and annualization of commodity flows over the 50-year 
project life, which extends from 1994 through 2044. A number of 
different data sources were referenced (Salem Port Authority, 
Philadelphia Maritime Exchange, Mid-Atlantic and Salem Stevedoring 
(the two terminal operators), the Salem River pilot logs, Voigt 
Mari time, t,·e shipping agent for the line using Mid-Atlantic's 
terminal, waterborne Commerce Statistics Center, and PIERS, a 
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computerized data base of import/export data) . Data from the 
latest available complete calendar year, 1991, has been selected to 
represent the baseline existing condition from which tonnage has 
been projected and benefits estimated. Growth in container traffic 
for Bermuda has been projected for the first 20 years of the 
project life (1994-2014) and then held constant for the remainder 
of the project life. Container traffic to the Azores has been held 
constant at the current contract level. Bulk movements are 
anticipated to grow at 2% per year for the first 20 years of the 
project life based on anticipated growth in income for the study 
'area as reported by OBERS projection service. (Projections of 
future commerce are discussed in detail later in this appendix.) 
Commodity flows will not vary by channel depth. The FY 1992 
Federal discount rate of 8 1/2% was applied for the calculations. 

ECONOMIC STUDY AREA 

This section presents a summary of the commodities (with trade 
routes) which historically have used the Salem River: 
a. Containers 

(1) Salem to Bermuda 
(2) Salem to Azores 
(3) Salem to Jamaica 
(4) Salem to Trinidad 
(5) Salem to Barbados 

b. Grain (originating from southern New Jersey agricultural region) 
(1) Salem to Jamaica 
(2) Salem to Nova Scotia 

c. Fertilizer (destined for use in southern New Jersey agricultural 
region) 

(1) South Carolina to Salem 
(2) Nova Scotia to Salem 

d. Perishables (originating from southern New Jersey agricultural 
region; processed in local irradiation facility; shipped to foreign 
destinations) 

(1) Salem to Trinidad 
(2) Salem to East Germany 
(3) Salem to United Kingdom 

e. Scrap Iron/Steel (used locally in the manufacture of finished 
steel products) 

(1) Nova Scotia to Salem 
f. Lumber (used in local construction industry) 

(1) Brazil to Salem 
g. Fish Meal (used locally) 

(1) Maryland to Salem 
h. Other Miscellaneous Bulk Commodities 

(1) Salem from Trinidad 
(2) Salem from Brazil 
(3) Salem from Mexico 

i. Explosives 
(1) Salem to Australia 
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j. Glass 
(1) Salem to Puerto Rico 

Containers to Bermuda and the Azores are currently the most 
significant commodity and trade routes. The local port operator, 
Mid-Atlantic, in concert with its shipping agent, has carved out a 
successful niche market for moving an aggregation of tonnage to 
Bermuda. Cargo is transported from inland origin points to Salem, 
mostly by truck and in small lots, for shipment on a weekly basis. 
Shipments originate predominantly from the local market radius in 
New Jersey, Delaware and Pennsylvania (al though shipments from 
further origin points such as the U.S. Midwest and Canada are not 
unusual). Types of export cargo include transportation equipment, 
chemicals, electrical equipment, machinery, construction material, 
foodstuffs, consumer durable goods, and hotel products. For the 
Azores trade route, Salem acts as a load center for commerce from 
military installations such as Bayonne, N.J., Mechanicsburg, PA, 
and Norfolk, VA as well as cargo from the private sector. The 
tonnage is destined for the U.S. military base located on the 
Azores. Salem has achieved a niche to handle these small lots 
principally because it has successfully been able to make great use 
of its capability to efficiently and quickly handle tonnage, no 
matter how relatively small the individual lots might be. Bulk 
tonnage is also an important commodity type moving through the port 
for various trade routes: specific examples in 1989-1991 are 
exports of wastepaper to Guatemala and Ecuador, steel coil exports 
to Jamaica, the export of vehicles to Haiti, and the import of 
cocoa butter from Mexico. 

EXISTING CONDITIONS 

The port of Salem is located in Salem County, NJ. As shown in 
Figure B-1 (regional map), the port is located approximately 50 
miles south/southeast of the city of Philadelphia, PA. The port is 
located at almost exactly the same latitude as the Chesapeake and 
Delaware (C&D} Canal. As shown in Figure B-2, the port of Salem is 
located approximately two statute miles inland from the eastern 
shore of the Delaware River, and approximately 5 statute miles from 
where the navigation channel leading to the port branches off from 
the main Delaware River channel. 

The authorized Salem River federal navigation project includes 
an entrance channel and a cutoff (as shown in Figure B-2). The 
project covers a distance of approximately 5 miles (entrance to the 
port of Salem). The authorized and currently maintained channel 
depth is 12 feet mean low water. The authorized and maintained 
width of the entrance channel is 150 feet (approximately 3 miles), 
with the remainder of the channel (approximately 2 miles) having an 
authorized and maintained width of 100 feet. 

EXISTING FACILITIES 
Figure B-3 shows the layout and boundaries of the port of 

Salem. The current berthing facility owned by the Salem Port 
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Authority consists of a wharf 120 feet long and 100 feet wide. A 
work barge measuring 240 feet long and 48 feet wide is moored 
alongside the wharf. Another berth is situated at the Mid-Atlantic 
Shipping property directly downriver from the Salem Port Authority 
facilities. Below is a description of study area facilities. 

A bulk crane located on the crane barge has a 100 ton lift 
capacity. The bulk crane is capable of making six lifts per hour, 
and is equipped with a three cubic yard bucket that can be lifted 
10-12 times per hour. 

Container cranes are leased on an as-needed basis. Three 
capacities of cranes have been used, 22 ton, 65 ton, and 100 ton. 
The cranes are self-propelled and mounted on rubber tires. 

Storage facilities for cargo include a 60, 000 square foot 
transit shed, a 28,000 square foot bulk warehouse, three dry grain 
tanks with a 1,700 ton capacity, and one wet grain tank that holds 
about 220 tons. Additional storage facilities include 190,000 
square feet of open space for storing containers. 

The design capacity of the Port's grain elevator is five 
million bushels, or 125,000 tons, per year. Its storage capacity 
is 85,000 bushels (2575 short tons). Approximately 8,000 bushels 
per hour of grain can be loaded into a ship at port. The Port's 
grain dryer has a capacity of 65 tons per hour, and sits alongside 
the grain storage tank. 

The port has direct rail access via a rail spur of the West 
Jersey Short Line whose usable rail line ends just past the cold 
storage facility. Remnants of the rail spur extend to near the end 
of the Fire Parcel property (see Figure B-3) but would have to be 
reconstructed before being usable. This line is owned by Salem 
County and consists of 18 miles of rail line. The line is operated 
for the county by the West Jersey Short Line Railroad and connects 
to Conrail. The siding in the Port of Salem's boundaries has the 
capacity for ten cars, with additional capacity for 100 railcars 
present in the Short Line's yards which are located about ten 
minutes travel time from the port. The Short Line indicates that 
there is sufficient room available within the port for providing 
additional rail sidings. 

EXISTING VESSEL OPERATING PRACTICES 

PILOT RESTRICTIONS 
Salem is a relatively new port. In 1982-1985, as the port was 

just commencing operations, the pilots did not have experience in 
navigating the channel. The deepest draft of a vessel during 
initial operations was approximately 16 feet. Over time, with 
further experience, the pilots limited the maximum draft of vessels 
under existing conditions to approximately 15.5 feet. The 12 foot 
(MLW) without project condition provides approximately 17. 5 feet of 
depth at high tide. An allowance for two feet of underkeel 
clearance is based on the experience and professional expertise of 
the pilots. The actual operating practice of vessels based on data 
from the pilots logs has been incorporated into the economic 
analysis. 
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TIDAL USE ( 
Vessels currently using the port of Salem operate using the \ 

tide, if necessary, based on the consideration of vessel draft 
versus channel depth. That is, based on discussions with the 
pilots, some ships transit the Salem River navigation channel only 
during periods of high tide. Figure B-4 presents a tidal chart for 
the port of Salem. The tidal fluctuation at Salem is 5. 5 feet, 
meaning that ships using the channel at high tide have 
approximately 17.5 feet of depth with which to work. The time of 
the tidal cycle is approximately 12.4 hours. 

Figure B-4 indicates the tidal "window" that is currently 
available for ships using the Salem channel whose required draft 
(vessel sailing draft plus 2 feet of underkeel clearance) exceeds 
the MLW channel depth. For example, a ship requiring a 17 foot 
channel depth has approximately 2.2 hours during which the channel 
is at least that deep. If the vessel misses its "window" it has to 
wait 10.1 hours for its next opportunity. Similarly, a vessel 
requiring a 16-foot channel depth has a "window" of 4. 2 hours 
during which it could use the channel. 

TUG USE 
The current practice is to use one 525 horsepower tug, with a 

length of 46 feet, draft of six feet, and a beam of ten feet. This 
practice is expected to continue in the future at all potential 
channel depths. On an inbound trip, the tug precedes a ship up the 
Salem navigation channel and then ties onto it at the point where 
the channel width narrows from 150 feet to 100 feet. Until that 
point, the vessel has been proceeding under its own power. The tug 
is then positioned on the starboard side of the ship's bow. When 
the pair reach the turning basin, the tug positions itself 
perpendicular to the keel and turns the ship to the left (i.e., 
counter clockwise, with the bow turning to the left and the stern 
to the right). The ship is rotated 180 degrees until it is facing 
downstream. Turning ships to the left is required because of the 
unique dimensional and tidal characteristics of the port of Salem, 
even though most ships are "right propellered", and turn more 
easily to the right. The ship is then pushed into position with 
its port side next to the wharf. Tug costs are incorporated into 
the transportation cost model. 

The pilots prefer to bring ships up the channel on the flood 
tide as the increasing depth provides more maneuverability for the 
ships. 

EXISTING VESSEL USE 
The number of vessel trips (including backhaul movements) 

historically through the port of Salem is shown in Table B-1. 
Barge movements predominated in 1982-1984. A significant change 
occurred during 1985-1986, in which there were 49 vessel trips, 
only two of which were by barge. In 1987 through 1991, there were 
404 vessel trips through Salem, all of which were by ship. A 
vessel trip is defined as either an inbound or outbound usage of 
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( ! TABLE B-1 
HISTORIC PORT OF SALEM VESSEL TRIPS (INBOUND AND OUTBOUND) 

1982-1991 1) 

VESSEL TYPE AND 
COMMODITY 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 TOTAL 

SHIPS 
CONTAINER (BERMUDA TRADE) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 68 98 94 260 
GENERAL CARGO/CONTAINER 0 0 0 24 21 26 18 0 0 24 113 
BULK COMMOOITIES 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 34 26 16 79 

SUBTOTAL 0 0 26 21 26 18 102 124 134 452 

BARGES 
GRAIN 3 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 
FERTILIZER 0 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 
CHEMICALS 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
SCRAP IRON & STEEL 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

SUBTOTAL 5 4 13 1 0 0 0 0 0 24 

TOTAL 5 4 14 27 22 26 18 102 124 134 476 

SOURCES: PORT OF SALEM, PORTS OF PHILADELPHIA MARITIME EXCHANGE, MID-ATLANTIC, WCSC, PIERS 

1) PRIOR TO 1989, CONTAINERS WERE NOT A MAJOR FACTOR IN SALEM TRAFFIC AND ARE INSEPARABLE FROM 
GENERAL CARGO TRIPS. TRAFFIC IN 1989 MARKED THE BEGINNING OF THE CONTAINER TRADE TO BERMUDA. 
ALTHOUGH THEY ARE REPORTED SEPARATELY FOR 1989, IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT "CONTAINER" TRIPS 
MAY ALSO CARRY GENERAL CARGO TONNAGE AND VICE VERSA. 



the Salem River channel. 

COMMODITY MOVEMENTS-HISTORICAL TONNAGE 

The Salem City Council voted in 1982 to create a Municipal 
Port Authority to oversee the redevelopment of the port area and 
the construction of port facilities. 

The first modern day shipment through the port of Salem 
occurred in May 1982, when 1,500 short tons of soybeans travelled 
by barge down the Salem River channel en route to Norfolk, VA, by 
way of the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal. Four additional barge 
shipments occurred that year, two for soybeans and two for 
chemicals. A summary of historical general cargo/container and 
bulk commodity movement categories from 1982-1991 is given in Table 
B-2. 

Grain shipments comprised the majority of tonnage between 1982 
and 1984. In 1985, the leading commodity, in terms of tonnage, was 
scrap iron and steel imported from Nova Scotia. The second largest 
commodity movement was wastepaper. General cargo amounted to 4, 4 00 
short tons and comprised the third largest commodity volume. 
Also, in 1986, general cargo/containers and lumber comprised the 
two largest commodity groups. Frozen food was the third largest 
commodity. Scrap iron and steel imports were fourth in 
significance. The years 1987 and 1988 were reported as entirely 
general cargo/container movements. The year 1989-1991 showed 
approximately 72% of total tonnage as container movements, with the 
other 28% consisting of bulk movements. Traffic is port to port. 
Table B-3 presents vessel movements by trade route for 1989-1991. 

PORT OPERATIONS 

Two facilities handle tonnage at the port of Salem: 1) Mid-Atlantic 
Shipping and Stevedoring and, 2) Salem Stevedoring (at the Salem 
Port Authority facility). 

MID-ATLANTIC SHIPPING AND STEVEDORING OPERATIONS 
Mid-Atlantic's site selection of Salem, after an extensive search 
of alternative sites was based on three major reasons. The Salem 
location offers excellent access to Interstate 95 and connecting 
interstate highways via the Delaware River Memorial Bridge; it has 
a relatively short navigation channel into the port, thereby 
minimizing maintenance requirements; and the· site gives Mid
Atlantic the ability to use non-ILA stevedoring labor. A number of 
ports along the U.S. east coast were seriously considered for 
relocation of Mid-Atlantic's facilities from Winterport, Maine. 
These sites were eliminated because they were either: too far south 
which would make inland freight charges too expensive, had poor 
inland access, or had high labor charges. Mid-Atlantic serves as 
a "niche" market for moving an aggregation of relatively small 
lots. -The willingness of Mid-Atlantic to accept small amounts of 
tonnage from different shippers and the ability to efficiently 
handle specialty movements, such as transport of horses and odd-
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TABLE B-2 
HISTORIC PORT OF SALEM TONNAGE 

1982-1991 

COMMODITY 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 
1] 

GENERAL CARGO/CONTAINERS 0 0 0 4,400 5,200 32,600 22,600 14,400 

BULK 7,700 6,000 22,300 25. 100 11, 100 0 0 24,800 

TOTAL 2] 7,700 6,000 22,300 29,500 16,300 32,600 22,600 39,200 

SOURCES: PORT OF SALEM, PORTS OF PHILADELPHIA MARITIME EXCHANGE, MID-ATLANTIC, PIERS, WCSC 

1] ALL GENERAL CARGO/CONTAINER TONNAGE MOVED PRIOR TO 1989 WAS ON TRADE ROUTES OTHER THAN BERMUDA; 
ALL GENERAL CARGO/CONTAINER TONNAGE FOR 1989 IS FOR BERMUDA TRADE ROUTE COMMENCED IN APRIL 1989; 
BASED ON SAME RATE OF TONNAGE FOR THIS TRADE ROUTE, PRORATION FOR FULL YEAR= 21,600 

21 STRICTLY BARGE MOVEMENTS 1982-1984, ONLY ONE BARGE MOVEMENT IN BOTH 1985 ANO 1986 
(REMAINDER OF MOVEMENTS IN VESSELS); STRICTLY VESSEL MOVEMENTS 1987-1991 

3] TOTAL TONNAGE FOR 1987-1988 REPORTED BY PORT OF SALEM IS CORRECT, HOWEVER 
BULK TONNAGE MOVED IS NOT CLEARLY SEPARABLE FROM THE GENERAL CARGO/CONTAINER CATEGORY 
IN THE DATA SOURCES. 

1990 1991 

22,900 34, 700 

12,000 12,500 

34,900 47,200 



TABLE B-3 
VESSEL MOVEMENTS BY TRADE ROUTE 
(INBOUND AND OUTBOUND) 1] 

1989-1991 

TRADE RCXJTE 1989 1990 1991 

--------------------------------------------------
BERMUDA 80 98 104 
AZORES 0 0 24 
JAMAICA 0 7 0 
GUATEMALA 6 0 0 
NEW YORK 4 1 0 
FLORIDA 3 4 0 
HONDURAS 2 0 0 
MEXICO 4 0 
COLOMBIA 0 0 
NOVA SCOTIA 2 0 
SAVANNAH 0 3 0 
NORTH CAROLI NA 0 2 0 
NEW ORLEANS 0 1 0 
AUSTRALIA 0 0 2 
BALTIMORE 1 0 0 
HAITI 0 0 1 
ECUADOR 0 0 
CANARY ISLANDS 0 0 
GUYANA 0 0 3 

·· ''ENEZUELA 1 0 
AYMEN ISLANDS 0 0 

TOTAL 102 124 134 

SOURCES: PORTS OF PHILADELPHIA MARITIME EXCHANGE, WCSC, PIERS, MID-ATLANTIC, PORT OF SALEM 

1l MOST MOVEMENTS INVOLVE EMPTY OR INSIGNIFICANT TONNAGE ON BACKHAUL 

LR 



shaped cargo, has been cited as an advantage compared to its 
competitors. Mid-Atlantic management has stated that they will 
provide specialized services on a continuing basis. Shippers are 
attracted because of the personalized handling of commodities, 
competitive service and competitive pricing. 

Bermuda Trade Route. Containerized cargo destined for Bermuda is 
transported to Salem by truck in small lots for shipment on a 
weekly basis, currently using the foreign flag vessel, the "Bermuda 
Islander". Shipments originate predominantly from the local market 
radius in New Jersey, Delaware, and Pennsylvania, although 
shipments from further origin points such as the U.S. Midwest and 
Canada are not unusual. Types of cargo include transportation 
equipment, chemicals, electrical equipment, machinery, construction 
material, foodstuffs, consumer durable goods, and hotel products. 
It is important to note that advertisements in the· Journal of 
Commerce/Royal Gazette that show departures from Montreal, Toronto, 
New York, and Salem are for bill of laden movements for container 
box origination and do not represent the port itinerary of the 
"Bermuda Islander". The "Bermuda Islander" operates strictly port 
to port between Salem and Bermuda. In 1991, 3062 TEUs, containing 
25,800 short tons, were exported to Bermuda. Mid-Atlantic also 
moved 6000 tons of construction material in 1991 using the vessel, 
"Kuinder". This is an intermittent, unpredictable type of cargo to 
Bermuda and has not been included in the quantification of benefits 
for this trade route. However, significant movements of 
construction material are expected to occur in the future. 

Azores Trade Route. A contract to ship 3000 TEUs of containers 
over a two year period for the Dept. of Defense to a military 
installation on the Azores was initiated in April 1991. The Azores 
base is part of the European Rapid Deployment Force which belongs 
to the Military Sealift Command. This contract, using a U.S. flag 
vessel, "Rainbow Hope", is for the containerized shipment of 
groceries, consumer goods, and other supplies. Since Mid-Atlantic 
was successful in obtaining the contract initially, it is 
reasonable that they will be able to successfully compete for 
renewal. From April 19, 1991 through Feb. 12, 1992, 14 trips have 
occurred carrying 1224 TEUs, containing 10, 300 short tons. An 
extrapolation for the full calendar year equates to 1486 TEUs, 
containing 12,500 short tons. 

Potential Future Benef i tting Trade Routes. A new trade route, 
explosives to Australia, is currently moved in planned bi-monthly 
600 ton shipments in chartered 1200-1600 DWT vessels. Two 
shipments have occurred through February 1992. These vessels are 
essentially fully loaded because of the compartmentalization of the 
explosives required for safety purposes. Mid-Atlantic reports that 
it is the only public terminal on the U.S. East Coast which has 
Coast Guard approval to handle the shipment of explosives. Two 
U.S. military terminals: Bayonne, NJ and Sunnypoint, NC, are also 
licensed by the Coast Guard. With a deeper channel, Mid-Atlantic 
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foresees the potential for the use of larger chartered vessels and 
carry general cargo/container cargo as well as the explosives to 
Australia. 

Also, forest products and other bulk commodity imports from 
the Caribbean and South America are considered very possible by 
Mid-Atlantic with a significantly deeper channel, such as 18 feet. 
To make the shipments economical, the channel depth must allow 
shipment sizes of 3000-4000 tons. A yearly total of 40,000 tons is 
viewed as very possible by Mid-Atlantic with a deeper channel. 

SALEM PORT AUTHORITY FACILITY 
Salem Marine Terminal Corp. (SMTC) operated at the port authority 
facilities until July 1991. It was fully operational and made all 
lease payments on time to the Salem Port Authority until its sale 
of assets in July 1991. The assets of the company were sold in 
July 1991 to a joint Canadian interest of two companies, Quebec 
Stevedoring and Empire Stevedoring. Salem Stevedoring (for port 
operations) and Salem Port Development Corp. (for port marketing) 
are subsidiaries of this joint venture. The new company bought the 
21-year lease from SMTC that had been contracted with the Salem 
Port Authority. Other SMTC assets are being acquired under a two
year purchase option. 

Quebec Stevedoring operates at 14 ports on the St. Lawrence 
River. Empire Stevedoring operates at 25 ports in the St. Lawrence 
River, Great Lakes, and U.S. Gulf coast ports. These companies are 
very healthy financially and were reported by Salem Stevedoring to 
have handled approximately 20 million tons of a wide variety of 
commodities (general cargo, breakbulk, grain, container) last year. 
Quebec Stevedoring has a history of developing small ports on the 
St. Lawrence River. One example is the port at Gros-Cacouna which 
is located on the southern shore of the st. Lawrence River about 
10~ miles east of Quebec City. This port is very similar to the 
port of Salem in terms of storage and staging areas. At the start 
in 1984, it originally had only one berth but Quebec Stevedoring 
built a second berth and is currently designing a third berth to 
handle its growth in cargo. 1984 tonnage was reported as 20,000 
metric tons. By 1990, the tonnage was reportad to have reached 
700,000 metric tons. 

Salem Stevedoring is paying monthly lease payments to the port 
authority and has already placed significant operational equipment 
(new crane, etc.) at the port. Planned development of wharf 
improvements, pending permit approval, is scheduled to start in the 
summer of 1992, to coincide with scheduled maintenance dredging for 
the project. A total of approximately $15 million is planned to be 
invested over a two-year time frame, with $7 million of that total 
planned for direct port site development. The proposed new dock 
facilities will be consistent with the improvements previously 
included in the without project condition. In addition, the 
existing 60,000 square foot warehouse will be brought "to code", 
the grain facility will be renovated and used to store bulk 
commodities, and an existing shed facility close to the wharf will 
be removed to allow for the development of increased open storage 
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space for commodities. 
Funding for development will be from a combination of private 

and public sources. Public sources being explored by Salem 
Stevedoring are the U.S. EDA, the Delaware River and Bay Authority, 
and the N.J. Dept. of Community Affairs. 

By N.J. state law, municipal port authorities must use civil 
service labor for loading and unloading vessels. So, the Salem 
yStevedoring operation is conducted at a relatively low labor cost 
port, since ILA labor is not required. 

From July 1991 to March 1992, there have been four movements 
by Salem Stevedoring. The first vessel movement consisted of 1521 
short tons of paper exported to Guatemala by the "Meera" (design 
characteristics: 18 foot design draft, 3300 DWT, length: 335 feet, 
beam: 41 feet). The second vessel, "Blue Crown I" unloaded 551 
short tons of paper from South America. The third vessel, 
"Southern Sky" (design characteristics: 12 foot design draft, 1133 
DWT, length: 218 feet, beam: 34 feet), loaded 1000 short tons of 
vehicles bound for Haiti. Finally, in March 1992, an ocean-going 
tug with two 14 foot draft barges carried a shipment of 5793 short 
tons of glass and steel to Puerto Rico. · 

The activities at the Salem Port Authority facility, to update 
the situation to February 1993, are currently in transition. Salem 
Stevedoring is being replaced as the port operator by the South 
Jersey Port Corporation (SJPC). The SJPC currently operates two 
successful facilities in Camden, NJ: the Beckett Street and 
Broadway Terminals. The expectation is for the SJPC to sign with 
the Salem Port Authority to take over the operations of the 
facility in 1993 and develop the facility similar the plans of 
Salem Stevedoring. To start, the SJPC will become the port tenant 
for one year, with two one-year options to renew the lease. 
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FUTURE PORT IMPROVEMENTS 
Port officials and the individual companies shipping out of 

Salem were contacted to identify planned expansions in port 
facilities and equipment. The facilities anticipated to be in 
place at the port by the base year, 1994, are shown in Table B-4. 
One berth is currently operational and managed by the Salem Port 
Authority under lease to Salem Stevedoring. A second berth, 
constructed by Mid-Atlantic Shipping, became operational in April 
1989, with an additional berth extension planned to be in place by 
1994. Salem Stevedoring is currently arranging for financing to 
build an additional berth on leased port property. Also, the 
company is actively developing plans for construction of another 
berth on additional port property. Thus, the project is expected 
to have a total of four berths available for usage by vessels by 
the project base year. Further, the County of Salem Economic 
Development Authority and Salem Port Authority are working together 
to expand the foreign trade zc~e (FTZ) designation. The potential 
impact of the FTZ has not r _en included in the projection of 
commodities. 

COMMODITY PROJECTIONS 
Estimates of future commodity movements through the Port of 

Salem .... were based on the historical data base of vessel movements 
and tonnage, interviews with the local users and the Salem Port 
Authority, and economic growth projections from a consulting firm 
service. 

Container Exports to Bermuda. No single data source will capture 
traffic for a port in its entirety; errors in reporting and 
collection distort any data base. Also, different sources are 
interested in different measurements, for instance, one may focus 
on TEU's (twenty-foot equivalent units, the standard measure for 
container box size) while another is concerned with tonnage. 
Therefore, figures for Salem were collected from several sources. 

Data collected for Salem indicated that its prorated share of 
the North Atlantic-Bermuda trade was approximately 20%, or 21,600 
short tons in 1989, and 21%, or 22,900 short tons on 1990. 

Projected growth of container traffic was obtained from two 
sources. The DRI/TBS World Sea Trade Service has been used as the 
major source for the projections of export tonnage from the U.S. 
North Atlantic Coast to Bermuda from 1991 through the year 2000. 
Table B-5 presents DRI/TBS projections for the total market in the 
left-hand columns at a 4. 7% per annum growth rate as judged 
acceptable during the feasibility study review process. This 
analysis extrapolates DRI's figures from the year 2000 to the year 
2014 to anticipate continued growth for the first 20 years of the 
project life. Tonnage has then been held constant in the benefit 
analysis for the remaining 30 years of the project life. Specific 
projections for Salem, shown in the right-hand columns, relied on 
a combination of DRI data, Mid-Atlantic data, and data from the 
shipping agent (Voigt Maritime) for the carrier (Bermuda 
International Shipping Ltd. (BISL)) using Mid-Atlantic terminal. 
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Berths 

TABLE B-4 
LOADING/UNLOADING AND STORAGE FACILITIES, 1994 

(ALL CHANNEL DEPTHS) 

-Three berths at the Salem Municipal Port Authority location 
-One berth at the Mid-Atlantic Shipping location (with berth 
extension) 

General Cargo/Container and Bulk 
-88,000 sq. ft. of warehouse covered space 
-190,000 sq. ft. of uncovered space available for staging 
containers 
-Access to unlimited crane capacity on a lease basis. Current 
capacity of 180 tons per hour, and an available 3 cubic yard bucket 
which can be lifted 10-12 times per hour 

Grain 
-Three dry storage tanks holding a total of 1,700 tons 
-One tank holding 220 tons of wet or dry grain 
-Grain dryer with a capacity of 25 tons per hour 
-Stack and reclaim capacity of 200 tons per hour 

Rail 
-Rail facility capable of handling 10,000 tons per month 



F:DRIDBA4A 
TABLE B-5 

COMMODITY PROJECTIONS 
U.S. NORTH ATLANTIC EXPORTS OF CONTAINERS TO BERMUDA 
GRO~TH FOR FIRST 20 YEARS OF PROJECT LIFE (TO YEAR 2014) AT 4.7%/YEAR 

TOTAL MARKET: U.S. NORTH ATLANTIC SALEM: 
ORI/TBS DR I /TBS 

CONTAINER CONTAINER TONS PER CONTAINER CONTAINER TONS PER 
YEAR s. T. TEUS TEU TONS TEUS TEU 
1991 90,080 10,711 1J 8.41 21 25,761 21 3,062 2J 8.41 2J 
1992 94,313 11,214 8.41 29,709 3,533 8.41 
1993 98,746 11, 741 8.41 33,969 4,039 8.41 
1994 103,387 12,293 8.41 38,460 4,573 8.41 
1995 108,246 12,871 8.41 43,298 5,148 8.41 
1996 113,334 13,476 8.41 45,334 5,390 8.41 
1997 118,660 14, 109 8.41 47,464 5,644 8.41 
1998 124,238 14,m 8.41 49,695 5,909 8.41 
1999 130,077 15,467 8.41 52,031 6, 187 8.41 
2000 136, 190 16, 194 8.41 54,476 6,478 8.41 
2001 142,591 16,955 8.41 57,036 6,782 8.41 
2002 149,293 17, 752 8.41 59,717 7, 101 8.41 
2003 156,310 18,586 8.41 62,524 7,434 8.41 
2004 163,656 19,460 8.41 65,463 7,784 8.41 
2005 171 ,348 20,374 8.41 68,539 8, 150 8.41 
2006 179,402 21,332 8.41 71,761 8,533 8.41 
2007 187,833 22,335 8.41 75, 133 8,934 8.41 
2008 196,662 23,384 8.41 78,665 9,354 8.41 
2009 205,905 24,483 8.41 82,362 9,793 8.41 
2010 215,582 25,634 8.41 86,233 10,254 8.41 
2011 225, 715 26,839 8.41 90,286 10, 736 8.41 
2012 236,323 28, 100 8.41 94,529 11,240 8.41 
2013 247,430 29,421 8.41 98,972 11, 768 8.41 
2014 259,060 30,804 8.41 103,624 12,322 8.41 

2015-2044 259,060 30,804 8.41 103,624 12,322 8.41 

AVG ANN TONS 67,200 
11 SOURCE: VOIGT MARITIME 
21 SOURCE: MID-ATLANTIC 
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In 1989, as noted above, Salem had an approximate 20% share of the 
total U.S. North Atlantic market. However, Salem's market share 
increased to 21.2% for the full year of 1990, with the market share 
in the second half of 1990 rising to 24.4%. Also, in late 1990, 
Lloyd Bermuda, one of the two North Atlantic competitors to the 
Mid-Atlantic/BISL/Voigt operation, ceased operations. The Mid
Atlantic market share has continued to increase, reaching 28.7% for 
1991. 

By 1995, Mid-Atlantic is projected by the shipping agent, 
Voigt, to completely split the 25% market share vacated by Lloyd 
Bermuda with its one remaining competitor, Bermuda Container Lines 
(BCL) , which operates out of the port of New York, and reach a 40% 
market share. This projection developed by Voigt is based on the 
reasonable expectation of Mid-Atlantic being able to capture half 
of the open market share as well as in-depth knowledge of the 
promising market conditions for the Bermuda market. The competitor 
operation, BCL, taking a naturally more conservative view of the 
growth potential for a competitor than Voigt, expects Mid
Atlantic 's market share to remain at the 1991 level in the future. 
However, BCL did admit to the potential for Mid-Atlantic to show 
additional market share growth and capture as much as 32 percent of 
the total North Atlantic trade to Bermuda. The figures on Table B-
5 reflect TEU projections using the projected market share, 
converted to short tons using an average of 8. 41 tons per TEU 
(average per TEU from 1991 data). The DRI 4.7% per annum growth 
rate has been used to forecast Salem's TEUs which were then 
converted to tonnage using the aforementioned 8.41 tons per TEU. 
Average annual tonnage for this commodity and trade route is equal 
to 67,200 tons. 

Container Exports to the Azores. For the computation of benefits, 
the tonnage will be held constant over the project life at the 
existing contracted tonnage per year level of 12, 500. Tonnage 
growth is possible but uncertain at this point, so it has not been 
incorporated into the benefit analysis. 

Bulk Movements. Average bulk tonnage per year through the port of 
Salem in 1989-1991 was equal to 16,400 tons. The major commodity 
moved was wastepaper to the Caribbean and Central America. Also 
important were cocoa butter from Central America, and cement blocks 
and construction equipment to the Caribbean. Growth in tonnage, 
applying OBERS, will be at 2% per annum (held constant after year 
20 of the project life). The OBERS projections for the region from 
the U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, 1985 OBERS 
Projections, Volume 2, "Metropolitan Statistical Area Projections 
to 2035", were applied. The most narrowly defined level of 
economic activity and population, the Wilmington, DE-NJ-MD PMSA, 
which includes Salem County, NJ, was used. Application of a 
linkage of bulk commodities with OBERS growth in personal income 
was utilized. This decision was made because total personal income 
was considered a reasonable indicator of bulk commodity growth at 
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Salem. The bulk commodities moving through Salem are indirect 
goods that will ultimately be converted into consumer goods. 
Economic theory holds that consumption is a function of income. 
Thus, using personal income should give a reasonable indicator of 
growth for bulk commodities moving through Salem. Average annual 
bulk tonnage is equal to 21,500 tons. 

Summarv. Commodity projections are anticipated to be the same for 
the without and with project condition channel depths. The port 
plans for additional berths to be available by the project base 
year will significantly increase the port's annual throughput 
capacity and assure that the growth in tonnage can be handled by 
the port users. In order to independently assess the level of 
potential future commodity movements, two ports located on the east 
coast of the U.S. with 24-foot channel depths were contacted (Port 
Royal, SC, and Richmond, VA). Discussions with representatives 
from both ports indicated that they are more heavily oriented 
towards bulk cargo than Salem is anticipated to be. However, the 
annual tonnage of these ports did provide excellent assurance on 
the potential for future tonnage that is projected to pass through 
the port of Salem. For example, Port Royal, in operation for four 
years, has already handled an average of 150,000 tons per year. 
Also, average annual tonnage through the port of Richmond for the 
last four years was 2.5 million tons. By comparison, total average 
annual tonnage through the port of Salem (container and bulk) is 
projected to be 101,200 tons. 

The analysis of commodity projections for Salem was based only 
on existing commodities (with relevant trade routes) that have 
moved through the port historically. As stated, the commodity 
projections will be the same for all depths. No new commodities or 
diversions are included in the quantification of benefits, although 
a list of potential additional commodities were identified in the 
economic investigation and are discussed in the Risk and 
Uncertainty Analysis section of this economic appendix. There will 
not be a throughput capacity constraint over the project life. This 
was determined by comparing projected tonnage to the capability of 
the port to handle this amount of tonnage over the project life. 

WITH PROJECT CONDITION 
The project improvements studied consist of MLW channel depths 

of 14 feet, 16 feet, 18 feet, 20 feet, 22 feet, and 24 feet, with 
interpolation for one-foot increments as necessary. This range was 
selected to bracket the optimum channel depth. The with-project 
condition designed channel width will be sufficient to fully 
accomodate one-way ship traffic for the projected design vessels. 
The turning basin will also be enlarged as required to handle the 
dimensions of the design vessels. Berth depths will be 
sufficiently deeper than the channel depth to assure no constraint 
on vessel loading and unloading because of the tidal range. 
Commodity projections will be the same as for the 12 foot (MLW) 
without project condition channel depth. 

The benefits from the proposed with project condition 
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alternatives are defined as the transportation cost savings that r-
would result primarily because of the following factors with a I 
deeper channel: 
-Ships will be loaded more fully, thus spreading costs over a 

larger load 
-Cost savings will be achieved since larger ships of fer economies 

of scale in shipping costs 
The only benefits claimed for the proposed project are savings 

in transportation costs based on the assumption that with and 
without project condition tonnage moving through Salem are the 
same. Benefits are not claimed for savings in labor costs. The 
savings in labor costs by using non-union labor is reflected in the 
without project condition and is assumed to be the same under 
future with and without project conditions. No benefits for 
tonnage diverted from other ports is claimed. The largest vessel 
size anticipated to use the project is 5000 DWT. 

FLEET CHARACTERISTICS, COSTS AND OPERATIONS 

Overview. A fleet is influenced by many factors. The criteria for 
selecting ship sizes include the volume of trade, distance of 
transport, controlling depths at both the loading and discharge 
ports, and cargo handling and storage facilities. Generally, the 
most efficient vessel size for any trade route tends to be one of 
the largest, if not the largest, ship that can be accomodated on 
that route. So, as the Salem River is deepened, a shift to a 
larger chartered vessel size is projected in order to take 
advantage of cost efficiencies provided by the deeper navigational 
channel. The selected vessel size per channel depth was based on 
transportation costs per ton as a criteria. 

As the channel becomes deeper, commodities would move by 
larger vessels. This assumption for the channel deepening is based 
on traditional navigational vessel operating decisions. As stated 
in Step 5 of ER 1105-2-100, Chapter 6, Section 7, "Transportation 
costs with a plan should reflect any efficiencies that can be 
reasonably expected such as use of larger vessels, increased load 
reductions in transit time and delays, etc." 

The primary sources for vessel information included the two 
companies operating facilities on the Salem River, the Corps' 
Institute for Water Resources (and its consultant from the 
University of Michigan, whose position paper is described below), 
DRI/McGraw-Hill, Port of Salem officials, and the pilots 
association. Additional sources of information included shipping 
companies and ship brokers using the port of Salem. The fleet 
distributions will not shift over the project life. 

Position Paoer. The following presents a summary of the position 
paper, An Evaluation of Vessel Characteristics and Operations for 
Salem River, NJ Navigation Project, developed for the Philadelphia 
District by Dr. A.N. Perakis, Associate Professor, Department of 
Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering, University of Michigan. 
Dr. Perakis was recommended as a consultant by the Institute for 
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Water Resources (IWR) based on the success of the August 1991 
report that Dr. Perakis developed for that Corps office, An 
Evaluation of the Institute for Water Resources Vessel Cost 
Estimation Procedures. 

The position paper developed technical and cost data for eight 
vessel classes (1500, 2500, 3000, 3500, 4000, 4500, 5000, and 6000 
DWT) for foreign flag and U.S. flag containerships. The IWR annual 
vessel data on ship costs and characteristics covers a wide range 
of ship sizes, but unfortunately, no information is provided for 
container vessels of less than 12, 000 DWT, (which covers al 1 
current and future vessel use of the Salem River project). 

Dr. Perakis used two major sources to develop the position 
paper: 1) the FY 1992 IWR data developed for vessels greater than 
12,000 DWT, and 2) the Fairplay computerized world shipping 
database (1989 edition). The relevant vessels in the latter source 
were analyzed to obtain dimension, fuel cost, and newbuilding price 
information. Fairplay had two large general cargo files (each with 
more than 2000 vessels) and a smaller containership file. Dr. 
Perakis developed the database as follows: 1) each general cargo 
file was separated into vessels with and without container carrying 
capability, and 2) the original container file was combined with 
the two general cargo files with container capability to finalize 
the overall container vessel file. 

The resulting large file was then separated into eight groups 
corresponding to the DWT classes of interest for Salem River. For 
example, the first group considered containerships from 1000-2000 
DWT (centered at 1500 DWT), the second from 2250-2750 DWT (focusing 
on 2500 DWT), etc, to the eighth and last from 5500-6500 DWT (keyed 
to the 6000 DWT vessel class) . Statistical analyses were then 
performed for each group, deleting obvious outliers and developing 
average values for dimensions, newbuilding price, horsepower, and 
fuel consumption data, etc. The results were not always smooth 
functions of DWT, hence, smoothed values via regression were 
developed. Finally, Dr. Perakis applied a new formula for the TPI 
immersion factor, which in the opinion of his colleagues at the 
University of Michigan who specialize in ship · design, gives 
superior results to the U.S. Maritime Administration-provided 
formula used to date by IWR. 

Regarding future trends in the small containership category, 
no major changes in the technical characteristics of ships are 
anticipated by Dr. Perakis. Fuel efficiency of new vessel power 
plants could be somewhat better as compared to current average 
fleet fuel consumption. Speeds could go up or down by small 
amounts as oil prices fluctuate. 

Tables B-6 and B-7 present estimated foreign flag and U.S. 
flag container ship data, using regression analysis, for the vessel 
sizes pertinent to the Salem River navigation project. This data 
was applied in the transportation cost analyses for the Bermuda and 
Azores trade routes. The two tables follow the presentation format 
used by IWR in its development of annual vessel operating costs and 
characteristics for larger vessel classes. 
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TA'3.LE- \S-G 
ESDMTED RJREIGN FLAG CONT.Mtet SltlPOPERATING 005TS 

TEU 
DWT 
Mlchinay 

RepbcemeM Cost·1991 
CJR--20yn 
Riced Annual C.plUI Co9ts 

W..ges, Benetlt$. Hd Subshtella 
Stoia and S~llH 
r.t.intenanc:e ind Rep1ir 
Insurance 
Other 
Adninlstntloll 
F1lfell "-al ()peratmg Costs 

Total Annual Fi.ct c.o.ts 
Toail Dally FbedCosts (350 Glys) 

0.ltt Fuel cmts 
AtSu 
~Port 

0.ly Total Cost 
AtS.a 
'9 Port 

Houdy COit (24 hrsfday) 
At Sea 
In Fwt 

SNpO.~-•..,...t 
o.w 
lllP (Fl) 
8-m(FT) 
lnft (FT) 
Bloc:t Coefficiimt 
1""'*9ion FactGf {TPI) 
Horsepowtr 
Speed 
Fuel Contumptloa (Tonaldmy) 

At S.. (FOIMOO) 
.. Port (f<llMX>) 

(,,,---. 

\_ / 

9Z 
l,SOO 

Cinel 

$8.4'.U,19!t 
0.10S671 

Sl!90,93l 

S70S,lS1 
$104,326 
$35.665 

$134,130 
$16,677 

'248.917 
$1,244,937 

$2,135,870 
S&,102 

Sl,200 
$JU 

$7,302 
$6,668 

Sl04 
S278 

239 
39.2 
I l.1 
0.66 
17.2 

1957 
11.8 

tl.3 
1.4 

130 148 
2,SOO 3,000 

Diesel Diesel 

S9,191,738 $'9,531.007 

$971,934 $1,012.435 

$720,938 $7Z8,832 
$112,460 $116,527 

S59,317 $71,142 
$142,319 S146.4U 

$27,796 S33,J5S 
R65,707 $274,067 

Sl,128,537 Sl,370,337 

Sl,J00,471 sz.112.n1 
Si,573 $6,llOI 

$1,319 SJ.469 
Sl23 S328 

$7,952 SS.277 
$7,139 $7,)74 

$331 $345 
$297 $307 

256 26S 
0.1 .f5J) 
1S.O 16.0 
0.66 0.66 
20.1' 22.S 
l110 1177 
12.4 12.5 

9.9 10.7 
1.S 1.S 

167 18S 204 223 zoo 
3,SOO 4,000 4,SOO S,000 6,000 

Dinll Diesel Dinel mese• llie$el 

S9,!Hi4,276 S10,347.S45 S10,730,814 $1 l.114,083 $11,880,622 

s•.os.?,935 $1,093,435 Sl.133,936 Sl,174,436 S1,2S5,417 

$736,,725 S744.619 $752.512 $760.406 S776,193 
S120,S94 $124,661 $128.7l8 $132,796 Sl-40,930 

S82,968 $94,794 $1()6.619 Sl 18,<f45 Sl42.096 
$150,SOB $154,602 SlSS,696 St6l,791 S170,!HSO 

$38,914 $44,473 $50,032 SSS,591 $66.110 
RIZ.427 $290,787 $299,147 S307,S07 $324,227 

$1,412,136 Sl,453,936 $1,49S.736 S1,S37,536 $1.621,135 

$2,,465,071 52,547,372 S2,6l9,672 Sl,711,972 SZ,87&.sn 
$7,043 $7,278 $7,513 $7,748 $8,219 

St,5S8 Sl,648 S1.7l8 Sl,827 $2,007 
SU! Sl38 Sl4l $3411 $358 

$8.601 $8,926 S9,251 S9.S7~ $10.2ZS 
$7,609 Sl.845 S8,080 $8,llS Sl!,78' 

S3S8 S37l SUS $)99 S426 
S317 SJZ7 S337 $)46 Sl66 

274 282 291 300 317 
47.0 .... , .50.9 52.8 56.7 
17.0 18.0 18.9 19.9 Z1.t 
0.6.5 o.n o.u 0.65 0.64 
24.2 ZS.9 27.7 29.4 32.t 

3514 3991 439' 4804 5611 
12.9 13.2 13.S 1J.7 14.) 

11.S 12.2 13.0 n.a 15.4 
1.5 1.6 l.6 1.6 1.7 
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ESDfA TED US RAG CONTAINER SflP Ol'lltATING COSTS ·DOMESTIC TRADE 

TEU 92 JlO 148 167 185 204 223 260 

owr 1,500 2.500 3,000 1.500 4.000 4,~o S,000 6,000 
NKimery Oieslel Ole11el Diesel Diesel Diesel OfoiiRI Di"""I Diesef 

Replacement Cost·1991 S32.284.230 Sl4.482.904 S35,S99,474 $36.726,979 $37,865,010 $39,013, 168 $40,171.059 S42.~14,498 

Cflt ..- 20 yrs 0.105671 
Filed Annual Cap!tal Costs '3,411,501 S3,643,M3 $3,761,832 S.3.880,977 14.001,234 S4.122,56l $4,244,916 $4,492,549 
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--F 
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Ii" 
DoiillyTolalCost 
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c .... 
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TRANSPORTATION COST AND SAVINGS ESTIMATION 

Container Benefits: Exports to Bermuda. 
(~ 

A transportation cost .. ) 
model was developed to analyze the actual operating practices of 
outbound container vessels to Bermuda (determined from the sailing 
drafts recorded in the Salem River pilot logs for the last fully 
available calendar year, 1991). Vessel movements on this trade 
route are port to port. The current Foreign Flag container vessel 
used on this trade route is the "Bermuda Islander", with a design 
draft of 16.33 feet, design deadweight tonnage of 2650 short tons, 
length of 262 feet, and beam of 43 feet. Using 1991 data, 49% of 
vessel movements have operated making full channel use, 32% have 
operated 1. 5 feet lightloaded, and 19% have operated 2. 5 feet 
lightloaded. The transportation cost model adjusted the design 
draft of lightloaded vessels to analyze the constraint of actual 
vessel operating practice versus channel depth on the cost of 
tonnage being moved. Thus, for example, 1.5 feet of lightloading 
is equivalent to a 1.5 foot reduction of vessel design draft, or a 
1.5 foot operational constraint in the transportation cost model. 

Table B-8 presents the transportation cost model for the 
unconstrained movements. Vessel classes are estimated to load to 
65 .1% of the design TEU carrying capacity (including TEU box 
weight) applying the average per trip for 1991 for the "Bermuda 
Islander" . This percentage nets out carrying capacity tonnage 
that must be allocated for ballast, fuel, freshwater tanks, stores, 
and crew. Based on historical movements, the average weight per 
container box is estimated to be three tons, and the average cargo 
carried per box equal to a weight of 8.41 tons. Taken together, 
the 65.1% cargo capacity utilization and the cargo weight per box 
determine the cargo tonnage on board for given drafts. 

Vessel classes analyzed in the benefit analysis range from 
1500 DWT to 5000 DWT. 
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' LOADED VESSEL OPERATING PRACTICE F:VCTPFF2 TABLE B-8 
AP~LYING.DR. PERAKIS (UNIV. OF MICHIGAN NAVAL ARCHITECTURE) POSITION PAPER FOR VESSEL DATA 
TRANSPORTATION COST MODEL 
SALEM RIVER 
65.1% CARRYING CAPACITY APPLIED BASED ON 1991 USAGE OF BERMUDA ISLANDER 

Foreign Flag Container Vessels: 

VESSEL/CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS 
Design Deadweight Tonnage (tonnes) 

Vessel Carried Tonnage Capacity (S.T.) 
Design Draft 

Irrrnersion Factor (Tonnes/Inch) 
Tidal Allowance 

Required Keel Clearance 
Required Channel Depth 

Shut Out Tonnage to Port (By Depth) 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 

Cargo Tonnage (S.T.)-Net Box Wgt 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 

OCEAN .VOYAGE PARAMETERS 
Cruising Speed (Statute MPH) 

Cruising Speed (Nautical MPH) 
Hourly Operating Cost at Sea 

CARGO TRANSFER COSTS 
In-Port 

In·Port Waiting Hours 
In-Port Transfer Hours 

Hourly In-Port Operating Cost 
In-Port Cargo Transfer Cost 

In-Port Waiting Time Cost 

Dockage 
Vessel Length 

24 Hour Dockage Fee 
Days in Port (Rounded) 

Dockage Costs 

Wharfage Fee per Net Ton 

Wharfage Costs 
12 

VESSEL CLASSES: 
1500 2500 
1076 1794 
13. 1 15 .0 
17.2 20.7 
5.5 5.5 

2 2 
15. 1 17 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

793 1322 
793 1322 
793 1322 
793 1322 
793 1322 
793 1322 
793 1322 

13.6 
11 .8 
$304 

9 
11 

$278 
$2,941 
$2,502 

239 
$478 

$478 

$1.25 

$992 

14.3 
12.4 
$331 

9 
18 

$297 
$5,236 
$2,673 

256 
$512 

1 
$512 

$1.25 

$1,653 

3000 
2153 
16.0 
22.5 
5.5 

2 
18 

97 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

1515 
1587 
1587 
1587 
1587 
1587 
1587 

14.5 
12.6 
$345 

9 
21 

$307 
$6,495 
$2,763 

265 
$530 

1 
$530 

$1.25 

$1,894 

3500 
2512 
17.0 
24.2 
5.5 

2 
19 

313 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1621 
1851 
1851 
1851 
1851 
1851 
1851 

14.8 
12.9 
$358 

9 
25 

$317 
$7,825 
$2,853 

274 
$548 

1 
$548 

$1.25 

$2,026 

4000 
2870 
18.0 
25.9 
5.5 

2 
20 

558 
112 

0 
0 
0 

0 

0 
0 

1705 
2033 
2116 
2116 
2116 
2116 
2116 

15.2 
13.2 
$372 

9 
28 

4500 
3229 
18.9 
27.7 
5.5 

2 
20.9 

811 
334 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

1782 
2134 
2380 
2380 
2380 
2380 
2380 

15.5 
13.5 
$385 

9 
32 

$327 $337 
$9,224 $10,695 
$2,943 $3,033 

282 
$564 

1 
$564 

$1.25 

$2, 131 

291 
$582 

1 
$582 

$1.25 

$2,228 

5000 
3588 
19.9 
29.4 
5.5 

2 
21.9 

1114 
608 
101 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1824 
2197 
2570 
2645 
2645 
2645 
2645 

15.8 
13. 7 
$399 

9 
35 

$346 
$12,200 
$3, 114 

300 
$600 

1 
$600 

$1.25 

$2,279 
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14 $992 $1,653 $1,983 $2,314 $2,542 $2,668 $2, 746 
16 $992 $1,653 $1,983 $2,314 $2,645 $2,975 $3,212 
18 $992 $1,653 $1,983 $2,314 $2,645 $2, 975 $3,306 
20 $992 $1,653 $1,983 $2,314 $2,645 $2, 975 $3,306 
22 $992 $1,653 $1,983 $2,314 $2,645 $2, 975 $3,306 
24 $992 $1,653 $1,983 $2,314 $2,645 $2, 975 $3,306 

Total In-Port Costs 
12 $6,913 $10,074 $11,682 $13,252 $14,862 $16' 538 $18, 194 
14 $6,913 $10,074 $11,772 $13,540 $15,273 $16, 977 $18,660 
16 $6,913 $10,074 $11,772 $13,540 $15,376 $17,285 $19, 127 
18 $6,913 $10,074 $11,772 $13,540 $15,376 $17,285 $19,220 
20 $6,913 $10,074 $11,772 $13,540 $15,376 $17,285 $19,220 
22 $6,913 $10,074 $11,772 $13,540 $15,376 $17,285 $19,220 
24 $6,913 $10,074 $11,772 $13,540 $15,376 $17,285 $19,220 

In-Port Travel Costs 
Tidal Delays 

Avg. Hrs. of Maxilllllll Tidal Delay 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
Avg. Feet of Tidal Delay Per Depth 

12 3 .1 5.0 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 
14 1.1 3.0 4.0 5.0 5.5 5.5 5.5 
16 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 4.9 5.5 
18 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 2.9 3.9 
20 0.0 o.o o.o 0.0 0.0 0.9 1.9 
22 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
24 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Avg. Hrs. of Tidal Delay Per Depth 
12 3.20 4.90 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 
14 1.60 3.10 3.90 4.90 6.00 6.00 6.00 
16 0.00 1.50 2.30 3.10 3.90 4.80 6.00 
18 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.50 2.25 3.00 3.80 
20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.40 2.10 
22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
24 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Delay for Tide: 
Operating Cost at Sea $304 $331 $345 $358 $372 $385 $399 

Operating Cost at Port $278 $297 $307 $317 $327 $337 $346 
Tidal Delay Costs 

12 $890 S1,455 $1,842 $1,902 $1,962 $2,022 $2,076 
14 $445 S921 S1I197 $1,553 $1,962 $2,022 $2,076 
16 so $446 S706 $983 $1,275 $1,618 $2,076 
18 so so $0 $476 $736 $1,011 $1,315 
20 so so $0 $0 $0 $472 $727 
22 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
24 so $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 

Pilotage 
Vessel Length 239 256 265 274 282 291 300 

Vessel Beam 39 43 45 47 49 51 53 
Vessel Draft 13.1 15 16 17 18 18.9 19.9 

Pi lotage Units 93.21 110.08 119.25 128. 78 138.18 148.41 159 
Delaware River Pilot Fee $1,230 $1,453 S1 ,574 $1, 700 $1,824 $1,959 $2,099 

Tug Costs 
\ 

~) 
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Number of Tugs Used 1 
Tug Rate $650 $650 $650 $650 $650 $650 $650 

Tug Costs $650 $650 $650 $650 $650 $650 $650 

In-Port & Cargo Transfer Costs 
12 $9,683 $13,633 $15,748 $17,503 $19,298 $21, 169 $23,019 
14 $9,238 $13,098 $15, 193 $17,443 $19,709 $21 ,608 $23,485 
16 $8, 793 $12,623 $14, 702 $16,872 $19, 125 $21,512 $23,952 
18 $8, 793 $12, 177 $13,996 $16,365 $18,586 $20,905 $23,284 
20 $8,793 $12, 177 $13, 996 $15,889 $17,850 $20,366 $22,696 
22 $8,793 $12, 177 $13,996 $15,889 $17,850 $19,894 $21, 969 
24 $8,793 $12, 177 $13,996 $15,889 $17,850 $19,894 $21, 969 

TOTAL COST AND COST PER NET CARGO TON BY TRADE ROUTE: 

Bermuda 
Total Cost: 12 1 Channel Depth $55,742 $64,956 $70, 159 $74, 193 $78,389 $82,606 $87, 161 

14 1 Channel Depth $54,852 $63,887 $69,048 $74, 071 $79,211 $83,485 $88,094 
16 1 Channel Depth $53,963 $62,937 $68,066 $72,930 $78,043 $83,291 $89,027 
18 1 Channel Depth $53,963 $62,046 $66,653 $71,916 $76,964 $82,078 $87,691 
20 1 Channel Depth $53,963 $62,046 $66,653 $70,965 $75,493 $81,000 $86,514 
22 1 Channel Depth $53,963 $62,046 $66,653 $70,965 $75,493 $80,056 $85,061 
24 1 Channel Depth $53,963 $62,046 $66,653 $70,965 $75,493 $80,056 $85,061 

Cost Per Ton: 12 1 Channel Depth $70.26 $49.12 $46.30 $45.77 $45.98 $46.35 $47.80 
14 1 Channel Depth $69. 14 $48.32 $43.51 $40.01 $38.95 $39.12 $40. 10 
16 1 Channel Depth $68.02 $47.60 $42.90 $39.40 $36.89 $34.99 $34.64 
18 1 Channel Depth $68.02 $46.92 $42.01 $38.85 $36.38 $34.48 $33. 16 
20 1 Channel Depth $68.02 $46.92 $42.01 $38.33 $35.68 $34.03 $32. 71 
22 1 Channel Depth $68,02 $46.92 $42.01 $38.33 $35.68 $33.63 $32. 16 
24 1 Channel Depth $68.02 $46.92 $42.01 $38.33 $35.68 $33.63 $32.16 

Distances to Ports-Nautical Miles 
Bermuda 706 

\5' c. 



The tidal allowance is 5.5 feet with required underkeel clearance 
of 2 feet. Shut-out tonnage is determined by netting out ( 
constrained tonnage (based on the immersion factor) from the 
available channel depth in comparison to the average vessel 
carrying capacity utilization of 65.1%. Cargo tonnage carried nets 
out from the calculation the weight of the TEU boxes that hold the 
commerce. Cruising speeds (in knots) used were provided by IWR's 
contractor. Loading, dockage, wharfage, and tug costs are based on 
coordination with representatives of the Salem River facility. 
Operating costs at sea and in port applied a regression model 
developed by IWR's contractor. Tidal delays are defined based on 
the channel depth, vessel characteristics, range of tide, and 
underkeel clearance. Pilotage costs, obtained from coordination 
with the local pilots, are calculated applying vessel design 
characteristics for length, beam, and draft. The round trip trade 
route distance was taken from the publication, Distances Between 
Ports (Dept. of the Navy) . Total transportation costs are a 
summation of the total costs for a round-trip movement. 
Backhauling is a very insignificant part of the operations for this 
trade route. Ships to Bermuda are not always loaded to cubic 
capacity. Transportation costs per ton are determined by dividing 
total transportation costs by the amount of tons carried for each 
channel depth and vessel class. Total trip costs from the model 
appear reasonable when compared to revenues per box obtained from 
the shipping line on the Bermuda trade route. The tariff rate 
assessed by the shipping line averages $1700 per box, which 
translates into total revenues for an average 1991 trip of 
$110,700. The transportation cost model estimated a combination of 
water transport and port costs of approximately $65,000 for this 
vessel size for the current 12 foot channel. 

The transportation savings model for unconstrained vessels, 
Table B-9, incorporated the cost per ton data from Table B-8, the 
most efficient chartered vessel size by channel depth, and the 
commodity projections from Table B-5. Average annual cumulative 
transportation savings, by channel depth, are displayed in the last 
row of the table. 

Tables B-10 and B-11 represent comparable transportation cost 
models to Table B-8. The impact of 1.5 and 2.5 foot constraints on 
actual operating practice have been incorporated into these models. 
The greater the constraint, the less tonnage that is carried per 
channel depth. 

Tables B-12 and B-13 are comparable transportation savings 
models to Table B-9. However, the transportation costs per ton and 
selected vessel class per depth differ in order to incorporate the 
shift in operational cost efficiencies between vessel classes due 
to the actual operating practice constraints. 

Container Benefits: Exports to the Azores. A similar 
transportation cost model was developed to analyze the actual 
operating practice (based on the 1991 Salem River pilots logs) of 
outbound U.S. Flag container vessels to the Azores. The current 
vessel used on this trade route is the "Rainbow Hope", with a 
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SALEM RIVER 
TOTAL TRANSPORTATION SAVINGS 
TRADE ROUTE: CONTAINERS-BERMUDA 

TABLE B-9 
DISCOUNT RATE= 8.5% 

FULLY LOADED VESSELS, MOST EFFICIENT CHARTER VESSEL SIZE PER CHANNEL DEPTH 
APPLYING HISTORIC TONNAGE ANO COMMODITY PROJECTIONS F:ORIOBA4A 

12 FEET: 12 FEET: 
PCT. AVG 

OESOIJT OF FLEET $/TON 
1,500 0.0% $70.26 
2,500 0.0% $49.12 
3,000 0.0% $46.30 
3,500 100.0% $45.77 
4,000 0.0% $45.98 
4,500 0.0% $46.35 
5,000 0.0% $47.80 

TOTAL SHORT TONS (1991) 11 25 I 761 100.0% 
11 SOURCE: MIO-ATLANTIC SHIPPING CORP 

CUMULATIVE SAVINGS 

TOTAL 
TRANS COSTS 

$0 
$0 
$0 

$1, 179,081 
$0 
$0 
$0 

$1, 179,081 

F:TSTPFF2 
PRICE LEVEL= MARCH 1992 

14 FEET: 
AVG 

$/TON 
$69.14 
$48.32 
$43.51 
$40.01 
$38.95 
$39.12 
$40.10 

% OF 
TOTAL FLEET 

$/TON 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 

100.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 

100.0% 

TOTAL 
TRANS COSTS 

$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 

$1,003,391 
$0 
$0 

$1,003,391 
$175,690 
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16 FEET: 
AVG 

$/TON 
$68.02 
$47.60 
$42.90 
$39.40 
$36.89 
$34.99 
$34.64 

(-~ 

I 'c , 

% OF 
TOTAL FLEET 

$/TON 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 

100.00% 

100.0% 

TOTAL 
TRANS COSTS 

$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 

$892,361 

$892,361 
$286,720 

18 FEET: 
AVG 

$/TON 
$68.02 
$46.92 
$42.01 
$38.85 
$36.38 
$34.48 
$33.16 

% OF 
TOTAL FLEET 

$/TON 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 

100.00% 

100.0% 

TOTAL 
TRANS COSTS 

$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 

$854,235 

$854,235 
$324,846 

20 FEET: 
AVG 

$/TON 
$68.02 
$46.92 
$42.01 
$38.33 
$35.68 
$34.03 
$32.71 

% OF 
TOTAL FLEET 

$/TON 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 

100.00% 

100.0% 

TOTAL 
TRANS COSTS 

$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 

$842,642 

$842,642 
$336,439 
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22 FEET: 
AVG 

$/TON 
$68.02 
$46.92 
$42.01 
$38.33 
$35.68 
$33.63 
$32.16 

) 

~--Cl ( (_c,.JT.) 

% OF 
TOTAL FLEET 

$/TON 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 

100.00% 

100.0% 

TOTAL 
TRANS COSTS 

$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 

$828,474 

$828,474 
$350,607 

24 FEET: % OF 
AVG TOTAL FLEET 

$/TON $/TON 
$68.02 0.00% 
$46.92 0.00% 
$42.01 0.00% 
$38.33 0.00% 
$35.68 0.00% 
$33.63 0.00% 
$32. 16 100.00% 

TOTAL 
TRANS COSTS 

$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 

$828,474 

$828,474 
$350,607 
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AVG ANN 

GROYTH/YR 
PREDICTED TONNAGE: PERIOD FOR PERIOD 

1991 25 I 761 
1994 38,460 1991-1994 14.29% 
2001 57,036 1994-2001 5.79% 
2011 90,286 2001-2011 4.70% 
2014 103,624 2011-2014 4.70% 
2031 103,624 2014-2031 0.00% 
2044 103,624 2031-2044 0.00% 

PRESENT PRESENT PRESENT PRESENT PRESENT PRESENT PRESENT 
CUMULATIVE WORTH WORTH WORTH WORTH WORTH WORTH WORTH 

TRANS TRANS TRANS TRANS TRANS TRANS TRANS TRANS 
COSTS COSTS COSTS COSTS COSTS COSTS COSTS COSTS 

YEAR 12 FT SPPW,8 1/2% 12 FT 14 FT 16 FT 18 FT 20 FT 22 FT 24 FT 
1994 $1,760,314 1.00000 $1,760,314 $1,498,017 $1,332,254 $1,275,334 $1,258,027 $1,236,874 $1,236,874 
1995 $1,862,236 0.92166 $1,716,347 $1,460,601 $1,298,979 $1,243,480 $1,226,605 $1,205,980 $1,205,980 

'.) 1996 $1,970,060 0.84946 $1,673,478 $1,424,120 $1,266,534 $1,212,421 $1, 195,968 $1,175,859 $1,175,859 
7 1997 $2,084, 126 0.78291 $1,631,679 $1,388,550 $1,234,900 $1, 182, 139 $1,166,096 $1, 146,489 $1, 146,489 

1998 $2,204,797 0. 72157 $1,590,925 $1,353,868 $1,204,056 $1,152,612 $1, 136,971 $1, 117,853 $1, 117,853 
1999 $2,332,455 0.66505 $1,551, 189 $1,320,052 $1, 173,982 $1,123,824 $1, 108,573 $1,089,933 $1,089,933 
2000 $2,467,504 0.61295 $1,512,445 $1,287,081 $1, 144,660 $1,095,754 $1,080,884 $1,062,710 $1,062,710 
2001 $2,610,373 0.56493 $1,474,668 $1,254,934 $1,116,070 $1,068,385 $1,053,887 $1,036, 166 $1,036, 166 
2002 $2,761,513 0.52067 $1,437,836 $1,223,590 $1,088, 194 $1,041,700 $1,027,564 $1,010,286 $1,010,286 
2003 $2,921,405 0.47988 $1,401,923 $1, 193,028 $1,061,014 $1,015,682 $1,001,899 $985,052 $985,052 
2004 $2,610,538 0.44229 $1, 154,603 $982,560 $873,835 $836,500 $825,149 $811,274 $811,274 
2005 $2,733,233 0.40764 $1, 114, 165 $948, 148 $843,231 $807,204 $796,249 $782,861 $782,861 
2006 $2,861,695 0.37570 $1,075, 144 $914,941 $813,698 $778,933 $768,362 $755,443 $755,443 
2007 $2,996, 195 0.34627 $1,037,489 $882,897 $785,200 $751,652 $741,452 $728,985 $728,985 
2008 $3, 137,016 0.31914 $1,001, 153 $851,975 $757, 700 $725,327 $715,484 $703,454 $703,454 
2009 $3,284,455 0.29414 $966,089 $822, 136 $731, 163 $699,924 $690,426 $678,817 $678,817 
2010 $3,438,825 0.27110 $932,254 $793,343 $705,556 $675,411 $666,245 $655,042 $655,042 
2011 $3,600,450 0.24986 $899,604 $765,557 $680,845 $651,756 $642,911 $632, 101 $632. 101 
2012 $3,769,671 0.23028 $868,097 $738, 745 $657,000 $628,929 $620,394 $609,963 $609,963 
2013 $3,946,845 0.21224 $837,693 $712,872 $633,989 $606,902 $598,666 $588,600 $588,600 
2014 $4, 132,347 0.19562 $808,355 $687,905 $611,785 $585,647 $577,699 $567,985 $567,985 
2015 $4, 132,347 0.18029 $745,027 $634,014 $563,857 $539,766 $532,442 $523,489 $523,489 
2016 $4, 132,347 0.16617 $686,661 $584,345 $519,684 $497,481 $490, 730 $482,478 $482,478 
2017 $4, 132,347 0. 15315 $632,868 $538,567 $478,972 $458,507 $452,285 $444,680 $444,680 
2018 $4, 132, 347 0. 14115 $583,288 $496,375 $441,448 $422,588 $416,853 $409,844 $409,844 
2019r--~4. 132,347 0.13009 $537,593 $457,488 $4QV'f,5 $389,482 $384 I 196 $377, 736 $377,736 ~\ 

2020\, ~ • 132. 34 7 0.11990 $495,477 $421,648 $3{ 11 $358,969 $354,098 $348, 144 $348, 144 _ _, 
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2021 $4, 132,347 o. 11051 $456,661 $388,616 $345,614 $330,847 $326,357 $320,870 $320,870 

2022 $4, 132,347 0.10185 $420,886 $358, 171 $318,538 $304,928 $300,790 $295,733 $295, 733 
2023 $4, 132,347 0.09387 $387,913 $330, 112 $293,583 $281,040 $277,226 $272,565 $272,565 
2024 $4, 132,347 0.08652 $357,524 $304,250 $270,584 $259,023 $255,508 $251,212 $251,212 

2025 $4, 132,347 0.07974 $329,515 $280,415 $249,386 $238,731 $235,491 $231,531 $231,531 
2026 $4, 132,347 0.07349 $303,700 $258,447 $229,849 $220,028 $217,043 $213,393 $213,393 
2027 $4, 132,347 0.06774 $279,908 $238,200 $211,842 $202, 791 $200,039 $196,676 $196,676 
2028 $4, 132,347 0.06243 $257,980 $219,539 $195,246 $186,904 $184,368 $181,268 $181,268 
2029 $4, 132,347 0.05754 $237, 769 $202,340 $179 ,950 $172,262 $169,924 $167,067 $167,067 
2030 $4, 132,347 0.05303 $219,142 $186,489 $165,853 $158,767 $156,612 $153,979 $153,979 
2031 $4, 132,347 0.04888 $201,974 $171,879 $152,860 $146,329 $144,343 $141,916 $141,916 
2032 $4, 132,347 0.04505 $186, 152 $158,414 $140,885 $134,865 $133,035 $130, 798 $130,798 

2033 $4, 132,347 0.04152 $171,568 $146,004 $129,848 $124,300 $122,613 $120,551 $120,551 

- 2034 $4, 132,347 0.03827 $158, 127 $134,566 $119 ,675 $114,562 $113,007 $111,107 $111,107 ... 
2035 $4, 132,347 0.03527 $145,740 $124,024 $110,300 $105,587 $104, 154 $102,403 $102,403 ,, 
2036 $4, 132,347 0.03251 $134,322 $114 ,307 $101,659 $97,315 $95,995 $94,381 $94,381 
2037 $4, 132,347 0.02996 $123,799 $105,352 $93,695 $89,692 $88,474 $86,987 $86,987 
2038 $4, 132,347 0.02761 $114, 101 $97,099 $86,355 $82,665 $81,543 $80, 172 $80, 172 
2039 $4, 132,347 0.02545 $105, 162 $89,492 $79,589 $76, 189 $75, 155 $73,891 $73,891 
2040 $4, 132,347 0.02345 $96,923 $82,481 $73,354 $70,220 $69,267 $68, 103 $68, 103 
2041 $4, 132,347 0.02162 $89,330 $76,020 $67,608 $64,719 $63,841 $62,767 $62,767 
2042 $4, 132,347 0.01992 $82,332 $70,064 $62,311 $59,649 $58,840 $57,850 $57,850 
2043 $4, 132,347 0.01836 $75,882 $64,575 $57,430 $54,976 $54,230 $53,318 $53,318 
2044 $4, 132,347 0.01692 $69,937 $59,516 $52,931 $50,669 $49,982 $49, 141 $49, 141 

CUMULATIVE PRES WORTH: TRANS COSTS $40,156,689 $34, 173, 105 $30,391,691 $29,093,201 $28,698,389 $28,215,842 $28,215,842 
CRF, 50 YRS 0.0864630 0.0864630 0.0864630 0.0864630 0.0864630 0.0864630 0.0864630 
AVG ANN CUMULATIVE TRANS COSTS $3,472,068 $2,954,709 $2,627,757 $2,515,485 $2,481,349 $2,439,626 $2,439,626 

AVG ANN CUMULATIVE TRANS SAVINGS (MARCH 1992) $517,359 $844,311 $956,582 $990,719 $1,032,441 $1,032,441 

AVG ANN CUMULATIVE TRANS SAVINGS (APRIL 1990) $482,095 $786, 763 $891,382 $923, 192 $962,070 $962,070 



TABLE B-10 F:VCTPFF3 
APPLYING DR. PERAKIS (UNIV. OF MICHIGAN NAVAL ARCHITECTURE) POSITION PAPER FOR VESSEL DATA 
TRANSPORTATION COST MODEL 
SALEM RIVER 
65.1% CARRYING CAPACITY APPLIED BASED ON 1991 USAGE OF BERMUDA ISLANDER 
ACTUAL OPERATING CAPACITY: 1.5 FT CONSTRAINT 

VESSEL/CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS 
Design Deadweight Tonnage (tonnes) 

Vessel Carried Tonnage Capacity (S.T.) 
Design Draft 

llllTiersion Factor (Tonnes/Inch) 
Tidal Allowance 

Required Keel Clearance 
Required Channel Depth 

Shut Out Tonnage to Port (By Depth) 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 

Cargo Tonnage (S.T.)-Net Box Wgt 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 

OCEAN VOYAGE PARAMETERS 
Cruising Speed (Statute MPH) 

Cruising Speed (Nautical MPH) 
Hourly Operating Cost at Sea 

CARGO TRANSFER COSTS 
In-Port 

In-Port Waiting Hours 
In-Port Transfer Hours 

Hourly In-Port Operating Cost 
In-Port Cargo Transfer Cost 

In-Port Waiting Time Cost 

Dockage 
Vessel Length 

24 Hour Dockage Fee 
Days in Port (Rounded) 

Dockage Costs 

Wharfage Fee per Net Ton 

Wharfage Costs 

Foreign Flag Container Vessels: 

VESSEL CLASSES: 
1500 
735 

11 .6 
17.2 
5.5 

2 
13.6 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

0 

542 
542 
542 
542 
542 
542 
542 

13.6 
11.8 
$304 

9 
7 

$278 
$2,008 
S2,502 

239 
$478 

1 
$478 

$1.25 

2500 
1383 
13.5 
20.7 
5.5 

2 
15.5 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

1020 
1020 
1020 
1020 
1020 
1020 
1020 

14.3 
12.4 
$331 

9 
14 

$297 
S4,038 
$2,673 

256 
$512 

1 
$512 

$1.25 

3000 
1706 
14.5 
22.5 
5.5 

2 
16.5 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1258 
1258 
1258 
1258 
1258 
1258 
1258 

14.5 
12.6 
$345 

9 
17 

$307 
$5, 148 
$2,763 

265 
$530 

$530 

$1.25 

\Co f' 

3500 
2031 
15.5 
24.2 
5.5 

2 
17.5 

0 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1497 
1497 
1497 
1497 
1497 
1497 
1497 

14.8 
12.9 
$358 

9 
20 

$317 
$6,329 
$2,853 

274 
$548 

1 
$548 

$1.25 

4000 
2356 
16.5 
25.9 
5.5 

2 
18.5 

223 
0 

0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

1573 
1737 
1737 
1737 
1737 
1737 
1737 

15.2 
13.2 
$372 

9 
23 

$327 
$7,573 
$2,943 

282 
$564 

1 
$564 

$1.25 

4500 
2680 
17.4 
27.7 
5.5 

2 
19.4 

453 
0 
0 

0 
0 

0 

0 
0 

1641 
1975 
1975 
1975 
1975 
1975 
1975 

15.5 
13.5 
$385 

9 
26 

$337 
$8,875 
$3,033 

291 
$582 

1 
$582 

$1.25 

5000 
3005 
18.4 
29.4 
5.5 

2 
20.4 

734 
228 

0 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

1673 
2047 
2215 
2215 
2215 
2215 
2215 

15.8 
13.7 
$399 

9 
30 

$346 
$10,217 
$3, 114 

300 
$600 

$600 

$1.25 

u 
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12 $677 $1 ,274 $1,572 $1,872 $1 ,966 $2,051 $2,092 
14 $677 $1,274 $1,572 $1 ,872 $2, 171 $2,469 $2,558 
16 $677 $1,274 $1,572 $1,872 $2, 171 $2,469 $2,768 
18 $677 $1 ,274 $1,572 $1 ,872 $2, 171 $2,469 $2,768 
20 $677 $1,274 $1 ,572 $1 ,872 $2, 171 $2,469 $2,768 
22 $677 $1,274 $1 ,572 $1'872 $2, 171 $2,469 $2,768 
24 $677 $1,274 $1 ,572 $1 ,872 $2, 171 $2,469 $2,768 

Total In-Port Costs 
12 $5,666 $8,497 $10,013 $11,601 $13,046 $14,541 $16,023 
14 $5,666 $8,497 S10,013 S11,601 $13,251 $14,958 $16,489 
16 $5,666 $8,497 $10,013 $11,601 $13,251 $14,958 $16,699 
18 $5,666 $8,497 $10,013 S11,601 $13,251 $14,958 $16,699 
20 $5,666 $8,497 $10,013 $11,601 $13,251 $14,958 $16,699 
22 $5,666 $8,497 $10,013 $11,601 $13,251 $14,958 $16,699 
24 $5,666 $8,497 $10,013 $11,601 $13,251 $14,958 $16,699 

In-Port Travel Costs 
Tidal Delays 

Avg. Hrs. of Maximun Tidal Delay 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
Avg. Feet of Tidal Delay Per Depth 

12 1.6 3.5 4.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 
14 0.0 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.4 5.5 
16 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.4 4.4 
18 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.4 2.4 
20 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 
22 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
24 0.0 0.0 a.a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

g. Hrs. of Tidal Delay Per Depth 
12 1. 70 3.50 4.50 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 
14 0.00 1.80 2.70 3.50 4.50 5.90 6.00 
16 0.00 0.00 0. 70 1.80 2.70 3.40 4.40 
18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.70 1. 70 2.60 
20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.60 
22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
24 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Delay for Tide: 
Operating Cost at Sea S304 $331 S345 $358 $372 $385 $399 

Operating Cost at Port S278 S297 S307 $317 $327 $337 $346 
Tidal Delay Costs 

12 $473 $1,040 $1,382 $1,902 $1,962 $2,022 $2,076 
14 so $535 $829 $1,110 $1,472 $1,988 $2,076 
16 so so $215 $571 $883 $1,146 $1,522 
18 so $0 $0 $0 $229 $573 $900 
20 so $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $208 
22 so so so $0 $0 $0 $0 

24 $0 so so $0 $0 $0 $0 
Pilotage 

Vessel Length 239 256 265 274 282 291 300 
vessel Beam 39 43 45 47 49 51 53 

Vessel Draft 11.6 13.5 14.5 15.5 16.5 17.4 18.4 
Pi lotage Units 93.21 110.08 119. 25 128.78 138. 18 148.41 159 

Delaware River Pilot Fee S1,230 S1,453 $1,574 $1,700 $1,824 $1,959 $2,099 
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Tug Costs ( 
Number of Tugs Used 1 

Tug Rate $650 $650 $650 $650 $650 $650 $650 
Tug Costs $650 $650 $650 $650 $650 $650 $650 

In-Port & Cargo Transfer Costs 
12 $8,019 $11,640 $13,619 $15,853 $17,482 $19' 172 $20,348 
14 $7,546 $11,135 $13,066 $15,061 $17, 197 $19,556 $21,314 
16 $7,546 $10,600 $12,452 $14,522 $16,608 $18,713 $20,970 
18 $7,546 S10,600 $12,237 $13,951 $15,954 $18, 140 $20,348 
20 S7,546 S10,600 $12,237 $13,951 $15,725 $17,567 $19,656 
22 $7,546 $10,600 $12,237 $13,951 $15,725 $17,567 $19,448 
24 S7,546 $10,600 $12,237 $13,951 $15, 725 $17,567 $19,448 

TOTAL COST AND COST PER NET CARGO TON BY TRADE ROUTE: 

Bermuda 
Total Cost: 12' Channel Depth S52,414 $60,970 S65,900 $70,892 $74,756 $78,612 $82,818 

14' Channel Depth $51,469 $59,961 $64,795 $69,307 $74, 186 $79,379 $83, 751 
16 1 Channel Depth $51,469 S58,891 $63,567 $68,229 $73,009 $77,694 $83,064 
18' Channel Depth $51,469 $58,891 $63, 137 $67,088 $71,701 $76,549 $81,818 
20 1 Channel Depth $51,469 $58,891 $63, 137 $67,088 $71,243 $75,403 $80,434 
22' Channel Depth $51,469 $58,891 $63, 137 $67,088 $71,243 $75,403 $80,019 
24' Channel Depth $51,469 $58,891 $63, 137 $67,088 $71,243 $75,403 $80,019 

Cost Per Ton: 12' Channel Depth $96.73 $59.80 $52.40 $47.35 $47.54 $47.90 $49.49 
14' Channel Depth $94.99 $58.81 $51.52 $46.29 $42. 71 $40. 19 $40.92 
16 1 Channel Depth $94.99 $57. 76 $50.54 $45.57 $42.03 $39.34 $37.51 \ 

18 1 Channel Depth $94.99 $57.76 $50.20 $44.81 $41.28 $38.76 $36.94 
20' Channel Depth $94.99 $57.76 $50.20 $44.81 $41.02 $38.18 $36.32 
22' Channel Depth $94.99 $57.76 $50.20 $44.81 $41.02 $38.18 $36.13 
24' Channel Depth $94.99 $57.76 $50.20 $44.81 $41.02 $38. 18 $36.13 

Distances to Ports-Nautical Miles 
Bermuda 706 
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Ai·,., ING DR. PERAKIS (UNIV. OF MICHIGAN NAVAL ARCHITECTURE) POSITION PAPER FOR VESSEL DATA 
TRANSPORTATION COST MODEL 
SALEM RIVER 
65.1% CARRYING CAPACITY APPLIED BASED ON 1991 USAGE OF BERMUDA ISLANDER 
ACTUAL OPERATING CAPACITY: 2.5 FT CONSTRAINT 

Foreign Flag Container Vessels: 

VESSEL/CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS VESSEL CLASSES: 
Design Deadweight Tonnage (tonnes) 1500 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 

Vessel Carried Tonnage Capacity (S.T.) 508 1109 1409 1711 2014 2313 2616 
Design Draft 10.6 12.5 13.5 14.5 15. 5 16.4 17.4 

lnrnersion Factor (Tonnes/Inch) 17.2 20.7 22.5 24.2 25.9 27.7 29.4 
Tidal Allowance 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 

Required Keel Clearance 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Required Channel Depth 12.6 14.5 15.5 16.5 17. 5 18.4 19.4 

Shut Out Tonnage to Port (By Depth) 
12 0 0 0 0 0 215 481 
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cargo Tonnage (S.T.)·Net Box Wgt 

12 374 818 1038 1261 1484 1547 1573 
14 374 818 1038 1261 1484 1705 1928 
16 374 818 1038 1261 1484 1705 1928 
18 374 818 1038 1261 1484 1705 1928 
20 374 818 1038 1261 1484 1705 1928 
22 374 818 1038 1261 1484 1705 1928 
24 374 818 1038 1261 1484 1705 1928 

OCEAN VOYAGE PARAMETERS 
Cruising Speed (Statute MPH) 13.6 14.3 14.5 14.8 15.2 15.5 15.8 

Cruising Speed (Nautical MPH) 11.8 12.4 12.6 12.9 13.2 13.5 13. 7 

Hourly Operating Cost at Sea $304 $331 $345 $358 $372 $385 $399 

CARGO TRANSFER COSTS 
In· Port 

In· Port Waiting Hours 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
In-Port Transfer Hours 5 11 14 17 20 23 26 

Hourly In-Port Operating Cost $278 $297 $307 $317 $327 $337 $346 
In-Port Cargo Transfer Cost $1,387 $3,238 $4,250 $5,331 $6,472 $7,661 $8,895 

In-Port Waiting Time Cost $2,502 $2,673 $2,763 $2,853 $2,943 $3,033 $3, 114 

Dockage 
Vessel Length 239 256 265 274 282 291 300 

24 Hour Dockage Fee $478 $512 $530 $548 $564 $582 $600 
Days in Port (Rounded) 1 1 1 1 1 

Dockage Costs $478 $512 $530 $548 $564 $582 $600 

Wharfage Fee per Net Ton $1 .25 $1 .25 $1 .25 $1 .25 $1.25 $1.25 $1.25 

Wharfage Costs 
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12 $468 $1,022 $1,298 $1,577 $1,855 $1,933 $1,967 1 
/ 

14 $468 $1,022 $1,298 $1,577 $1,855 $2, 131 $2,410 
16 $468 $1,022 $1,298 $1,577 $1,855 $2. 131 $2,410 
18 $468 $1,022 $1,298 $1,577 $1,855 $2, 131 $2,410 
20 $468 $1,022 $1,298 $1 ,577 $1,855 $2, 131 $2,410 
22 $468 $1,022 $1 ,298 $1,577 $1,855 $2, 131 $2,410 
24 $468 $1,022 $1,298 $1 ,577 $1,855 $2, 131 $2,410 

Total In-Port Costs 
12 $4,835 $7,446 $8,841 $10,309 $11,834 $13,209 $14,575 
14 $4,835 $7,446 $8,841 $10,309 $11,834 $13,407 $15,019 
16 $4,835 $7,446 $8,841 $10,309 $11,834 $13,407 $15,019 
18 $4,835 $7,446 $8,841 $10,309 $11,834 $13,407 $15,019 
20 $4,835 $7,446 $8,841 $10,309 $11,834 $13,407 $15,019 
22 $4,835 $7,446 $8,841 $10,309 $11,834 $13,407 $15,019 
24 $4,835 $7,446 $8,841 $10,309 $11,834 $13,407 $15,019 

In-Port Travel Costs 
Tidal Delays 

Avg. Hrs. of Maximun Tidal Delay 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
Avg. Feet of Tidal Delay Per Depth 

12 0.6 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 
14 0.0 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.4 5.4 
16 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.5 2.4 3.4 
18 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 1.4 
20 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
22 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 
24 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 

Avg. Hrs. of Tidal Delay Per Depth 
12 0.80 2.70 3.50 4.50 6.00 6.00 6.00 
14 0.00 0.70 1.80 2.70 3.50 4.40 5.90 
16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.70 2.80 2.60 3.40 
18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.60 2.70 
20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
24 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Delay for Ti de: 
Operating Cost at Sea $304 $331 $345 $358 $372 $385 $399 

Operating Cost at Port $278 $297 $307 $317 $327 $337 $346 
Tidal Delay Costs 

12 $222 $802 $1,075 $1,427 $1,962 $2,022 $2,076 
14 so $208 $553 $856 $1, 145 $1 ,483 $2,041 
16 so so $0 $222 $916 $876 $1, 176 
18 so $0 so so $0 $202 $934 
20 so so so $0 $0 $0 $0 
22 so $0 so so so so $0 
24 so $0 so $0 $0 $0 $0 

Pi lotage 
Vessel Length 239 256 265 274 282 291 300 

Vessel Beam 39 43 45 47 49 51 53 
Vessel Draft 10.6 12.5 13.5 14.5 15.5 16.4 17.4 

Pilotage Units 93.21 110.08 119 .25 128.78 138.18 148.41 159 
Delaware River Pilot Fee $1 ,230 $1 ,453 $1,574 $1,700 $1,824 $1,959 $2,099 
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:ists 
Number of Tugs Used 1 

Tug Rate $650 $650 $650 $650 $650 $650 $650 
Tug Costs $650 $650 $650 $650 $650 $650 $650 

In-Port & Cargo Transfer Costs 
12 $6,937 $10,350 $12, 140 $14,085 $16,270 $17,840 $19,400 
14 $6,715 $9, 756 $11,618 $13,515 $15,453 $17,499 $19,809 
16 $6,715 $9,549 $11'065 $12,881 $15,224 $16,892 $18,944 
18 $6,715 $9,549 $11,065 $12,659 $14,308 $16,218 $18, 702 
20 $6,715 $9 ,549 $11,065 $12,659 $14,308 $16,016 $17,767 
22 $6,715 $9,549 $11,065 $12,659 $14,308 $16,016 $17,767 
24 $6,715 $9,549 $11,065 $12,659 $14,308 $16,016 $17,767 

TOTAL COST AND COST PER NET CARGO TON BY TRADE ROUTE: 

Bermuda 
Total Cost: 12 1 Channel Depth $50,252 $58,392 $62,942 $67,357 $72,334 $75,949 $79,924 

14 1 Channel Depth $49,807 $57,204 $61,898 $66,216 $70,699 $75,266 $80,741 
16 1 Channel Depth $49 ,807 $56,788 $60,793 $64,948 $70,241 $74,053 $79,011 
18 1 Channel Depth $49,807 $56,788 $60,793 $64,504 $68,410 $72' 705 $78,526 
20 1 Channel Depth $49,807 $56,788 $60, 793 $64,504 $68,410 $72,301 $76,658 
22 1 Channel Depth $49,807 $56,788 $60,793 $64,504 $68,410 $72,301 $76,658 
24 1 Channel Depth $49,807 $56, 788 $60,793 $64,504 $68,410 $72,301 $76,658 

Cost Per Ton: 12 1 Channel Depth $134.31 $71. 41 $60.62 $53.40 $48. 73 $49.10 $50.79 
14' Channel Depth $133. 12 $69.95 $59.61 $52.50 $47.63 $44. 14 $41 .88 
16 1 Channel Depth $133.12 $69.44 $58.55 $51.49 $47.32 $43.43 $40.98 
18 1 Channel Depth $133.12 $69.44 $58.55 $51.14 $46.09 $42.64 $40. 73 
20 1 Channel Depth $133.12 $69.44 $58.55 $51. 14 $46.09 $42.41 $39.76 
22' Channel Depth $133.12 $69.44 $58.55 $51. 14 $46.09 $42.41 $39. 76 
24 1 Channel Depth $133.12 $69.44 $58.55 $51.14 $46.D9 $42.41 $39.76 

Distances to Ports-Nautical Miles 
Bermuda 706 
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SALEM RIVER 
TOTAL TRANSPORTATION SAVINGS 
TRADE ROUTE: CONTAINERS-BERMUDA 

TABLE B-12 
DISCOUNT RATE= 8.5% 

1.5 FOOT CONSTRAINT, MOST EFFICIENT CHARTER VESSEL SIZE PER CHANNEL DEPTH 
APPLYING HISTORIC TONNAGE AND COMMODITY PROJECTIONS F:DRIDBA4A 

12 FEET: 12 FEET: 
PCT. AVG 

DESDWT OF FLEET $/TON 
1,500 0.0% $96.73 
2,500 0.0% $59.80 
3,000 0.0% $52.40 
3,500 100.0% $47.35 
4,000 0.0% $47.54 
4,500 0.0% $47.90 
5,000 0.0% $49.49 

TOTAL SHORT TONS (1991) 1] 25 ,761 100.0% 
1J SOURCE: MID-ATLANTIC SHIPPING CORP 

CUMULATIVE SAVINGS 

TOTAL 
TRANS COSTS 

$0 
$0 
$0 

$1,219,783 
$0 
$0 
$0 

$1,219,783 

F:TSTPFF3 
PRICE LEVEL= MARCH 1992 

14 FEET: 
AVG 

$/TON 
$94.99 
$58.81 
$51.52 
$46.29 
$42. 71 
$40.19 
$40.92 

% OF 
TOTAL FLEET TOTAL 

$/TON TRANS COSTS 
0.00% $0 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 

100.00% 
0.00% 

100.0% 

$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 

$1,035,335 
$0 

$1,035,335 
$184,449 
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16 FEET: 
AVG 

$/TON 
$94.99 
$57.76 
$50.54 
$45.57 
$42.03 
$39.34 
$37.51 

% OF 
TOTAL FLEET 

$/TON 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 

100.00% 

100.0% 

TOTAL 
TRANS COSTS 

$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 

$966,295 

$966,295 
$253,488 

18 FEET: 
AVG 

$/TON 
$94.99 
$57.76 
$50.20 
$44.81 
$41.28 
$38.76 
$36.94 

% OF 
TOTAL FLEET 

$/TON 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 

100.00% 

100.0% 

TOTAL 
TRANS COSTS 

$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 

$951,611 

$951,611 
$268, 172 

20 FEET: 
AVG 

$/TON 
$94.99 
$57.76 
$50.20 
$44.81 
$41.02 
$38. 18 
$36.32 

% OF 
TOTAL FLEET 

$/TON 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 

100.00% 

100.0% 

TOTAL 
TRANS COSTS 

$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 

$935,640 

$935,640 
$284, 144 
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22 FEET: X OF 
AVG TOTAL FLEET 

$/TON 
$94.99 
$57.76 
$50.20 
$44.81 
$41.02 
S38.18 
$36.13 

~ 
( 
\ 
'~-__./ 

$/TON 
o.oox 
o.oox 
o.oox 
o.oox 
o.oox 
o.oox 

100.00X 

100.0% 

TOTAL 
TRANS COSTS 

$0 
$0 
$0 
so 
so 
so 

$930,745 

$930,745 
$289,038 

24 FEET: 
AVG 

$/TON 
$94.99 
$57.76 
$50.20 
$44.81 
$41.02 
S38.18 
$36.13 

X OF 
TOTAL FLEET 

$/TON 
o.oox 
o.oox 
o.oox 
o.oox 
o.oox 
o.oox 

100.00% 

TOTAL 
TRANS COSTS 

$0 
$0 
$0 
so 
so 
so 

$930,745 

$930,745 
$289,038 
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AVG ANN 

GROWTH/YR 
PREDICTED TONNAGE: PERIOD FOR PERIOD 

1991 25, 761 
1994 38,460 1991-1994 14.29% 
2001 57,036 1994-2001 5.79% 
2011 90,286 2001-2011 4.70% 
2014 103,624 2011-2014 4.70% 
2031 103,624 2014-2031 0.00% 
2044 103,624 2031-2044 0.00% 

PRESENT PRESENT PRESENT PRESENT PRESENT PRESENT PRESENT 
CUMULATIVE WORTH WORTH WORTH WORTH WORTH WORTH WORTH 

TRANS TRANS TRANS TRANS TRANS TRANS TRANS TRANS 
COSTS COSTS COSTS COSTS COSTS COSTS COSTS COSTS 

YEAR 12 FT SPPIJ,8 1/2% 12 FT 14 FT 16 FT 18 FT 20 FT 22 FT 24 FT 
1994 $1,821,081 1.00000 $1,821,081 $1,545,707 $1,442,635 $1,420,712 $1,396,867 $1,389,560 $1,389,560 
1995 $1,926,522 0.92166 $1,775,596 $1,507,100 $1,406,602 $1,385,227 $1,361,978 $1,354,853 $1,354,853 
1996 $2,038,067 0.84946 $1,731,247 $1,469,458 $1,371,469 $1,350,629 $1,327,960 $1,321,013 $1,321,013 
1997 $2, 156,071 0.78291 $1,688,006 $1,432,755 $1,337,214 $1,316,894 $1,294,791 $1,288,018 $1,288,018 
1998 $2,280,908 0. 72157 $1,645,844 $1,396,969 $1,303,815 $1,284,002 $1,262,451 $1,255,847 $1,255,847 

)' 1999 $2,412,972 0.66505 $1,604, 736 $1,362,077 $1,271,249 $1,251, 931 $1,230,919 $1,224,480 $1,224,480 
2000 $2,552,683 0.61295 $1,564,655 $1,328,057 $1,239,497 $1,220,662 $1,200, 174 $1, 193,896 $1,193,896 
2001 $2,700,484 0.56493 $1,525,574 $1,294,886 $1,208,539 $1,190,174 $1, 170, 198 $1, 164 ,076 $1,164,076 
2002 $2,856,842 0.52067 $1,487,470 $1,262,543 $1, 178,353 $1, 160,447 $1,140,970 $1,135,001 $1, 135,001 
2003 $3,022,253 0.47988 $1,450,318 $1,231,009 $1,148,921 $1, 131,462 $1, 112,472 $1, 106,652 $1, 106,652 
2004 $2,700,655 0.44229 $1, 194 ,460 $1,013,841 $946,234 $931,855 $916,215 $911,422 $911,422 
2005 $2,827,585 0.40764 $1, 152,627 $978,333 $913,094 $899,219 $884, 127 $879,501 $879,501 
2006 $2,960,482 0.37570 $1, 112,258 $944,069 $881, 115 $867,726 $853, 162 $848,699 $848,699 
2007 $3,099,625 0.34627 $1,073,303 $911,004 $850,256 $837,335 $823,281 $818,975 $818,975 
2008 $3,245,307 0.31914 $1,035, 713 $879,098 $820,477 $808,009 $794,448 $790,292 $790,292 
2009 $3,397,836 0.29414 $999,439 $848,310 $791, 742 $779,710 $766,624 $762,613 $762,613 
2010 $3,557,535 0.27110 $964,436 $818,599 $764,012 $752,403 $739, 774 $735,904 $735, 904 
2011 $3,724, 739 0.24986 $930,658 $789,929 $737,254 $726,051 $713,865 $710, 131 $710, 131 
2012 $3,899,801 0.23028 $898,064 $762,264 $711,433 $700,623 $688,863 $685,260 $685,260 
2013 $4,083,092 0.21224 $866,611 $735,567 $686,517 $676,085 $664, 737 $661,260 $661,260 
2014 $4,274,997 0.19562 $836,260 $709,805 $662,473 $652,406 $641,456 $638, 100 $638, 100 
2015 $4,274,997 0.18029 $770,746 $654. 198 $610,574 $601,296 $591,204 $588, 111 $588, 111 
2016 $4,274,997 0.16617 $710,365 $602,948 $562 I 741 $554, 190 $544,888 $542,038 $542,038 
2017 $4,274,997 0. 15315 $654,714 $555,712 $518,655 $510,774 $502,201 $499,574 $499,574 
2018 $4,274,997 0.14115 $603,423 $512, 177 $478,023 $470, 759 $462,858 $460,437 $460,437 
2019 $4,274,997 0.13009 $556, 151 $4 72. 053 $440,575 $433,880 $426,597 $424,366 $424,366 
2020 $4,274,997 0.11990 $512,581 $435,072 $406,060 $399,889 $393, 177 $391, 121 $391, 121 
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2021 $4,274,997 0. 11051 $472,425 $400,988 $374,248 $368,561 $362,375 $360,480 $360,480 
2022 $4,274,997 0. 10185 $435,415 $369,574 $344,929 $339,688 $333,987 $332,239 $332,239 
2023 $4,274,997 0.09387 $401,304 $340,621 $317,907 $313,076 $307,822 $306,211 $306,211 
2024 $4,274,997 0.08652 $369,865 $313,936 $293,002 $288,550 $283,707 $282,223 $282,223 
2025 $4,274,997 0.07974 $340,890 $289,342 $270,048 $265,944 $261,481 $260, 113 $260, 113 
2026 $4,274,997 0.07349 $314, 184 $266,675 $248,892 $245,110 $240,996 $239,735 $239,735 
2027 $4, 274, 997 0.06774 $289,571 $245,783 $229,394 $225,908 $222, 116 $220,954 $220,954 
2028 $4,274,997 0.06243 $266,885 $226,528 $211,423 $208,210 $204,715 $203,645 $203,645 
2029 $4,274,997 0.05754 $245,977 $208,782 $194,860 $191,899 $188,678 $187,691 $187,691 
2030 $4,274,997 0.05303 $226,707 $192,426 $179,594 $176,865 $173,897 $172,987 $172,987 
2031 $4,274,997 0.04888 $208,947 $177,351 $165,525 $163,009 $160,273 $159,435 $159,435 
2032 $4,274,997 0.04505 $192,578 $163,457 $152,557 $150,239 $147,717 $146,945 $146,945 

2033 $4,274,997 0.04152 $177,491 $150,652 $140,606 $138,469 $136, 145 $135,433 $135,433 
2034 $4,274,997 0.03827 $163,586 $138,850 $129,591 $127,621 $125 ,479 $124,823 $124,823 
2035 $4,274,997 0.03527 $150,771 $127,972 $119,438 $117,623 $115,649 $115 ,044 $115,044 - 2036 $4,274,997 0.03251 $138,959 $117,946 . $110,081 $108,409 $106,589 $106,031 $106,031 

0 2037 $4,274,997 0.02996 $128,073 $108,706 $101,458 $99,916 $98,239 $97,725 $97,725 

--0 2038 $4,274,997 0.02761 $118,040 $100, 190 $93,509 $92,088 $90,543 $90,069 $90,069 
2039 $4,274,997 0.02545 $108,792 $92,341 $86, 184 $84,874 $83,449 $83,013 $83,013 
2040 $4,274,997 0.02345 $100,269 $85,107 $79,432 $78,225 $76,912 $76,510 $76,510 
2041 $4,274,997 0.02162 $92,414 $78,440 $73,209 $72,097 $70,887 $70,516 $70,516 
2042 $4,274,997 0.01992 $85, 174 $72,295 $67,474 $66,449 $65,333 $64,991 $64,991 
2043 $4,274,997 0.01836 $78,502 $66,631 $62,188 $61,243 $60,215 $59,900 $59,900 
2044 $4,274,997 0.01692 $72,352 $61,411 $57,316 $56,445 $55,498 $55,207 $55,207 

CUMULATIVE PRES WORTH: TRANS COSTS $41,542,915 $35,261,029 $32,909,709 $32,409,615 $31,865,653 $31,698,955 $31,698,955 
CRF, 50 YRS 0.0864630 0.0864630 0.0864630 0.0864630 0.0864630 0.0864630 0.0864630 
AVG ANN CUMULATIVE TRANS COSTS $3,591,925 $3,048,774 $2,845,472 $2,802,233 $2,755,200 $2,740,787 $2, 740, 787 

AVG ANN CUMULATIVE TRANS SAVINGS (MARCH 1992) $543, 151 $746,453 $789,692 $836,725 $851, 138 $851, 138 

AVG ANN CUMULATIVE TRANS SAVINGS (APRIL 1990) $506, 130 $695,575 $735,867 $779,694 $793, 125 $793, 125 

(-~ 
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SALEM RIVER 
TOTAL TRANSPORTATION SAVINGS 
TRADE ROUTE: CONTAINERS-BERMUDA 

TABLE B-13 
DISCOUNT RATE= 8.5% 

2.5 FOOT CONSTRAINT, MOST EFFICIENT CHARTER VESSEL SIZE PER CHANNEL DEPTH 
APPLYING HISTORIC TONNAGE AND COMMODITY PROJECTIONS F:DRIDBA4A 

12 FEET: 12 FEET: 
PCT. AVG 

DESD\JT OF FLEET $/TON 
1,500 0.0% $134 .31 
2,500 0.0% $71.41 
3,000 0.0% $60.62 
3,500 0.0% $53.40 
4,000 100.0% $48.73 
4,500 0.0% $49.10 
5,000 0.0% $50.79 

TOTAL SHORT TONS (1991) 11 25 I 761 100.0% 
~ 11 SOURCE: MID-ATLANTIC SHIPPING CORP 
' 
? 

CUMULATIVE SAVINGS 

TOTAL 
TRANS COSTS 

$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 

$1,255,334 
$0 
$0 

$1,255,334 

F:TSTPFF4 
PRICE LEVEL= MARCH 1992 

14 FEET: 
AVG 

$/TON 
$133. 12 
$69.95 
$59.61 
$52.50 
$47.63 
$44.14 
$41.88 

% OF 
TOTAL FLEET 

$/TON 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 

100.00% 

100.0% 

TOTAL 
TRANS COSTS 

$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 

$1,078,871 

$1,078,871 
$176,463 
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16 FEET: 
AVG 

$/TON 
$133.12 
$69.44 
$58.55 
$51.49 
$47.32 
$43.43 
$40.98 

(~ 

~ 

% OF 
TOTAL FLEET TOTAL 

$/TON TRANS COSTS 
0.00% $0 
0.00% $0 
0.00% $0 
0.00% $0 
0.00% $0 
0.00% $0 

100.00% $1,055,686 

100.0% 

$1,055,686 
$199,648 

18 FEET: 
AVG 

$/TON 
$133.12 
$69.44 
$58.55 
$51.14 
$46.09 
$42.64 
$40.73 

% OF 
TOTAL FLEET 

$/TON 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 

100.00% 

100.0% 

TOTAL 
TRANS COSTS 

$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 

$1,049,246 

$1,049,246 
$206,088 

20 FEET: 
AVG 

$/TON 
$133.12 
$69.44 
$58.55 
$51.14 
$46.09 
$42.41 
$39.76 

% OF 
TOTAL FLEET 

$/TON 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 

100.00% 

100.0% 

TOTAL 
TRANS COSTS 

$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 

$1,024, 257 

$1,024, 257 
$231,076 
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22 FEET: 
AVG 

$/TON 
$133.12 

$69.44 
$58.55 
$51.14 
$46.09 
$42.41 
$39.76 

\ 
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% OF 
TOTAL FLEET TOTAL 

$/TON TRANS COSTS 
0.00% $0 
0.00% $0 
0.00% $0 
0.00% $0 
0.00% $0 
0.00% $0 

100.00% $1,024,257 

100.0% 

$1,024,257 
$231,076 

24 FEET: 
AVG 

$/TON 
$133.12 
$69.44 
$58.55 
$51. 14 
$46.09 
$42.41 
$39.76 

% OF 
TOTAL FLEET 

$/TON 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 

100.00% 

( \ 

TOTAL 
TRANS COSTS 

$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 

$1,024,257 

$1,024. 257 
$231,076 
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AVG ANN 
GROWTH/YR 

PREDICTED TONNAGE: PERIOD FOR PERIOD 
1991 25,761 
1994 38,460 1991-1994 14.29% 
2001 57,036 1994-2001 5.79% 
2011 90,286 2001-2011 4.70% 
2014 103,624 2011-2014 4.70% 
2031 103,624 2014-2031 0.00% 
2044 103,624 2031-2044 0.00% 

PRESENT PRESENT PRESENT PRESENT PRESENT PRESENT PRESENT 
CUMULATIVE WORTH WORTH WORTH WORTH WORTH WORTH WORTH 

TRANS TRANS TRANS TRANS TRANS TRANS TRANS TRANS 
COSTS COSTS COSTS COSTS COSTS COSTS COSTS COSTS 

YEAR 12 FT SPPW,8 1/2% 12 FT 14 FT 16 FT 18 FT 20 FT 22 FT 24 FT 
1994 $1,874, 156 1.00000 $1,874, 156 $1,610, 705 $1,576,091 $1,566,476 $1,529,170 $1, 529, 170 $1,529, 170 
1995 $1,982,669 0.92166 $1,827,345 $1,570,474 $1,536,725 $1,527,350 $1,490,976 $1,490,976 $1,490,976 
1996 $2,097,466 0.84946 $1,781,704 $1,531,249 $1,498,342 $1,489,201 $1,453,736 $1,453,736 $1,453, 736 
1997 $2,218,909 0.78291 $1,737,202 $1,493,003 $1,460,918 $1,452,006 $1,417,426 $1,417,426 $1,417,426 

O' 
1998 $2,347,384 0. 72157 $1,693,812 $1,455,712 $1,424,429 $1,415,739 $1,382,023 $1,382,023 $1,382,023 
1999 $2,483,298 0.66505 $1,651,506 $1,419,353 $1,388,851 $1,380,378 $1,347,504 $1, 347, 504 $1,347,504 

-\ 2000 $2,627,081 0.61295 $1,610,256 $1,383,902 $1,354, 162 $1,345,901 $1,313,847 $1,313,847 $1,313,847 
2001 $2,779,189 0.56493 $1, 570, 037 $1,349,336 $1,320,339 $1,312,284 $1,281,031 $1,281,031 $1,281,031 
2002 $2,940,104 0.52067 $1,530,822 $1,315,634 $1,287,361 $1,279,507 $1,249,035 $1,249,035 $1,249,035 
2003 $3, 110,336 0.47988 $1,492,587 $1,282, 773 $1,255,206 $1, 247, 549 $1,217,838 $1,217,838 $1,217,838 
2004 $2,779,364 0.44229 $1,229,272 $1,056,473 $1,033,769 $1,027,463 $1,002,993 $1,002,993 $1,002,993 
2005 $2,909,994 0.40764 $1,186,219 $1,019,472 $997,564 $991,478 $967,865 $967,865 $967,865 
2006 $3,046,764 0.37570 $1,144,674 $983,767 $962,626 $956,753 $933,968 $933,968 $933,968 
2007 $3,189,962 0.34627 $1, 104,584 $949,312 $928,912 $923,245 $901,257 $901,257 $901,257 
2008 $3,339,890 0.31914 $1,065,899 $916,065 $896,378 $890,910 $869,693 $869,693 $869,693 
2009 $3,496,865 0.29414 $1,028,568 $883,981 $864,985 $859,708 $839,233 $839,233 $839,233 
2010 $3,661,218 0.27110 $992,544 $853,022 $834,690 $829,598 $809,841 $809,841 $809,841 
2011 $3,833,295 0.24986 $957,782 $823, 146 $805,457 $800,543 $781,478 $781,478 $781, 478 
2012 $4,013,460 0.23028 $924,238 $794,317 $777,247 $772,506 $754, 108 $754, 108 $754, 108 
2013 $4,202,092 0.21224 $891,868 $766,498 $750,026 $745,450 $727,697 $727' 697 $727,697 
2014 $4,399,591 0.19562 $860,632 $739,653 $723,757 $719,342 $702,211 $702,211 $702,211 
2015 $4,399,591 0. 18029 $793,209 $681 ,707 $667,058 $662,988 $647, 199 $647, 199 $647, 199 
2016 $4,399,591 0. 16617 $731 ,068 $628,302 $614,800 $611,049 $596,497 $596,497 $596,497 
2017 $4,399,591 0. 15315 $673, 796 $579,080 $566,636 $563, 179 $549,767 $549' 767 $549,767 
2018 $4,399,591 0.14115 $621,010 $533,714 $522,245 $519,059 $506,697 $506,697 $506,697 
201?----'t4'399' 591 0.13009 $572,359 $491,903 $4~~ ·~2 $478,395 $467,002 $467 ,002 $467,002 

, -..'\ 

202~ .+' 399' 591 0.11990 $527,520 $453,366 $4~. .24 $440,917 $430,417 $430,417 $430,417 
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0.11051 $486, 194 $417,849 $401(870 $406,375 $396,697 2021 $4,399,591 $396,697 $396,697 

2022 $4,399,591 o. 10185 $448, 105 $385, 115 $376,838 $374,539 $365,620. $365,620 $365,620 

2023 $4,399,591 0.09387 $413,000 $354,944 $347,317 $345, 198 $336,977 $336,977 $336,977 

2024 $4,399,591 0.08652 $380,645 $327, 138 $320, 107 $318,155 $310,578 $310,578 $310,578 

2025 $4,399,591 0.07974 $350,825 $301,509 $295,030 $293,230 $286,247 $286,247 $286,247 

2026 $4,399,591 0.07349 $323,341 $277,889 $271,917 $270,258 $263,822 $263,822 $263,822 

2027 $4,399,591 0.06774 $298,010 $256, 119 $250,615 $249.,086 $243, 154 $243, 154 $243, 154 

2028 $4,399,591 0.06243 $274,664 $236,054 $230,981 $229,572 $224, 105 $224, 105 $224, 105 

2029 $4,399,591 0.05754 $253, 146 $217,561 $212,886 $211,587 $206,548 $206,548 $206,548 
2030 $4,399,591 0.05303 $233,314 $200,517 $196,208 $195,011 $190,367 $190,367 $190,367 
2031 $4,399,591 0.04888 $215,036 $184,809 $180,837 $179,734 $175,453 $175,453 $175,453 
2032 $4,399,591 0.04505 $198,190 $170,331 $166,670 $165,653 $161,708 $161,708 $161,708 

2033 $4,399,591 0.04152 $182,664 $156,987 $153,613 $152,676 $149,040 $149,040 $149,040 

2034 $4,399,591 0.03827 $168,354 $144,688 $141,579 $140,715 $137,364 $137,364 $137,364 
2035 $4,399,591 0.03527 $155,165 $133,353 $130,487 $129,691 $126,603 $126,603 $126,603 

2036 $4,399,591 0.03251 $143,009 $122,906 $120,265 $119,531 $116,685 $116,685 $116,685 

r- 2037 $4,399,591 0.02996 $131,806 $113,278 $110,843 $110, 167 $107,543 $107,543 $107,543 
2038 $4,399,591 0.02761 $121,480 $104,403 $102, 160 $101,536 $99 I 118 $99 I 118 $99, 118 

2039 $4,399,591 0.02545 $111,963 $96,224 $94, 156 $93,582 $91,353 $91,353 $91,353 
2040 $4,399,591 0.02345 $103,192 $88,686 $86,780 $86,251 $84, 197 $84,197 $84, 197 

2041 $4,399,591 0.02162 $95, 107 $81, 738 $79,982 $79,494 $77,601 $77,601 $77,601 
2042 $4,399,591 0.01992 $87,657 $75,335 $73, 716 $73,266 $71,521 $71, 521 $71,521 

2043 $4,399,591 0.01836 $80,790 $69,433 $67,941 $67,526 $65 I 918 $65,918 $65,918 
2044 $4,399,591 0.01692 $74,460 $63,993 $62,618 $62,236 $60,754 $60,754 $60,754 

CUMULATIVE PRES WORTH: TRANS COSTS $42,753,669 $36,743,765 $35 '954 I 142 $35 I 734 I 803 $34,883,765 $34,883,765 $34,883,765 
CRF, 50 YRS 0.0864630 0.0864630 0.0864630 0.0864630 0.0864630 0.0864630 0.0864630 
AVG ANN CUMULATIVE TRANS COSTS $3,696,610 $3, 176,976 $3, 108, 703 $3,089,738 $3,016, 155 $3,016, 155 $3,016, 155 

AVG ANN CUMULATIVE TRANS SAVINGS (MARCH 1992) $519,634 $587,907 $606,872 $680,455 $680,455 $680,455 

AVG ANN CUMULATIVE TRANS SAVINGS (APRIL 1990) $484,216 $54 7, 836 $565,508 $634,076 $634,076 $634,076 



design draft of 16 feet, design deadweight tonnage of 2048 tons, 
length of 295 feet, and beam of 45 feet. The "Rainbow Hope" had a r-
1991 average TEU capacity utilization per trip of 64.6%, which has 
been applied in the transportation cost model for the range of 
vessel classes. The average cargo weight per box in 1991 was 8.62 
tons, and 92% of vessel movements operated making full channel use, 
and the remaining 8% operated 1.5 feet lightloaded. 

Table B-14 presents the transportation cost model for the 
unconstrained movements, and Table B-15 presents the model for 
vessel movements with a 1. 5 foot constraint. The two 
transportation savings models for these operating practices are 
then shown in Tables B-16 and B-17. 

Bulk Benefits. This benefit estimation has applied, as a base, 
average tonnage at the 1989-1991 level for total bulk movements 
through the port of Salem (with 2% per annum growth for the first 
twenty years of the project life). The transportation cost model 
has applied the feasibility report methodology for bulk vessels 
with the updated tonnage data. The transportation savings model 
incorporates the most efficient vessel size per channel depth with 
the operating costs per ton for the bulk vessel classes. Since 
bulk benefits are based on intermittent historic movements as well 
as speculative future movements, this category has not been used in 
the economic optimization as a determining factor to define the 
optimum depth. The average annual bulk benefits by channel depth 
are estimated as follows: 
12 to 14 feet: $ 89,600 
12 to 16 feet: $110, 900 ( 
12 to 17 feet: $116,300 
12 to 18 feet: $121,600 
12 to 19 feet: $125,400 
12 to 20 feet: $129,100 
12 to 22 feet: $136,100 
12 to 24 feet: $145,800 

LEAST-COST PORT ANALYSIS FOR BERMUDA TRADE ROUTE 

Costs of Shipping out of the Port of Salem versus the Port of 
New York/New Jersey Under Existing Conditions (Bermuda Trade 
Route). The primary and most substantial cost differential between 
the ports is for stevedoring. Stevedoring costs were calculated 
from the annual reports of the two shipping agents that handle 
shipments from the U.S. North Atlantic region to Bermuda. In 1990, 
7,043 boxes moved out of the Port of New York/New Jersey at the 
cost of $919 a box. In 1991, 7,649 containers moved out of New 
York. During 1990, 2,489 boxes moved out of the Port of Salem at 
the cost of $540 a box. In 1991, 3,062 containers moved out of 
Salem. The difference in stevedoring costs between the two ports 
continues to rise, as wage increases were built into labor 
contracts at the Port of New York/New Jersey. Stevedoring costs in 
Salem are among the lowest in the Northeast. 

17 



F LOADED VESSEL OPERATING PRACTICE F:VCTPUS2 TABLE B-14 
AP,~fING DR. PERAKIS (UNIV. OF MICHIGAN NAVAL ARCHITECTURE) POSITION PAPER FOR VESSEL DATA 
TRANSPORTATION COST MODEL 
SALEM RIVER 
64.6% CARRYING CAPACITY APPLIED BASED ON 1991 USAGE OF RAINBO\.i HOPE 

U.S. Flag Container Vessels: 

VESSEL/CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS VESSEL CLASSES: 
Design Oeadweight Tonnage (tonnes) 1500 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 

Vessel Carried Tonnage Capacity (S.T.) 1076 1794 2153 2512 2870 3229 3588 
Design Draft 13.1 15.0 16.0 17.0 18.0 18.9 19.9 

Inmersion Factor (Tonnes/Inch) 17.2 20.7 22.5 24.2 25.9 27.7 29.4 
Tidal Allowance 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 

Required Keel Clearance 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Required Channel Depth 15.1 17 18 19 20 20.9 21.9 

Shut Out Tonnage to Port (By Depth) 
12 0 0 96 310 553 805 1105 
14 0 0 0 0 111 331 603 
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cargo Tonnage CS.T.)-Net Box Wgt 

12 793 1322 1516 1623 1708 1787 1830 
14 793 1322 1587 1851 2034 2136 2200 
16 793 1322 1587 1851 2116 2380 2571 
18 793 1322 1587 1851 2116 2380 2645 
20 793 1322 1587 1851 2116 2380 2645 
22 793 1322 1587 1851 2116 2380 2645 
24 793 1322 1587 1851 2116 2380 2645 

OCEAN VOYAGE PARAMETERS 
Cruising Speed (Statute MPH) 13.6 14.3 14.5 14.8 15.2 15.5 15.8 

Cruising Speed (Nautical MPH) 11.8 12.4 12.6 12.9 13.2 13.5 13.7 
Hourly Operating Cost at Sea $972 $1,021 $1,045 $1,070 $1,094 $1, 118 $1, 143 

CARGO TRANSFER COSTS 
In-Port 

In-Port Waiting Hours 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
In-Port Transfer Hours 11 18 21 25 28 32 35 

Hourly In-Port Operating Cost $935 $977 $998 $1,019 $1,040 $1,061 $1,082 
In-Port Cargo Transfer Cost $9,891 $17,225 $21, 115 $25, 152 $29,338 $33,671 $38, 153 

In-Port Waiting Time Cost $8,415 $8,793 $8,982 $9, 171 $9,360 $9,549 $9, 738 

Dockage 
Vessel Length 239 256 265 274 282 291 300 

24 Hour Dockage Fee $478 $512 $530 $548 $564 $582 $600 
Days in Port (Rounded) 1 1 1 1 

Dockage Costs $478 $512 $530 $548 $564 $582 $600 

Wharfage Fee per Net Ton $1.25 $1.25 $1.25 $1.25 $1.25 $1.25 $1.25 

Wharfage Costs 
12 $992 $1,653 $1,895 $2,028 $2, 135 $2,234 $2,287 

\ :r A 



14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 

Total In-Port Costs 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 

In-Port Travel Costs 
Tidal Delays 

Avg. Hrs. of Maximun Tidal Delay 
Avg. Feet of Tidal Delay Per Depth 

12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 

Avg. Hrs. of Tidal Delay Per Depth 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 

Delay for Tide: 
Operating Cost at Sea 

Operating Cost at Port 
Tidal Delay Costs 

Pi lotage 

Tug Costs 

12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 

Vessel Length 
Vessel Beam 

Vessel Draft 
Pi l otage Uni ts 

Delaware River Pilot Fee 

$992 
$992 
$992 
$992 
$992 
$992 

$19,776 
$19,776 
$19,776 
$19,776 
$19,776 
$19,776 
$19,776 

6 

3. 1 
1. 1 
o.o 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

3.20 
1.60 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

$972 
$935 

$2,992 
$1,496 

$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 

239 
39 

13.1 
93.21 

$1,230 

$1,653 
S1,653 
$1 ,653 
$1,653 
$1,653 
$1,653 

$1 ,983 
$1 ,983 
$1,983 
$1,983 
$1,983 
$1,983 

S2,314 
$2,314 
$2,314 
$2,314 
$2,314 
$2,314 

$2,543 
$2,645 
$2,645 
$2,645 
$2,645 
$2,645 

$2,670 
$2, 975 
$2,975 
$2,975 
$2 '975 
$2, 975 

$28, 183 $32,521 $36,899 $41,396 $46,036 
$28,183 $32,610 $37, 185 $41,804 $46,472 
$28,183 $32,610 $37, 185 $41,906 $46,777 
$28, 183 $32,610 $37, 185 $41,906 $46,777 
$28,183 $32,610 $37, 185 $41,906 $46,777 
$28,183 $32,610 $37,185 $41,906 $46,777 
$28,183 $32,610 $37, 185 $41,906 $46,777 

6 

5.0 
3.0 
1.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

4.90 
3.10 
1.50 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

$1,021 
$977 

$4,787 
$3,029 
$1,466 

$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 

6 

5.5 
4.0 
2.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

6.00 
3.90 
2.30 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

$1,045 
$998 

$5,988 
$3,892 
$2,295 

$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 

6 

5.5 
5.0 
3.0 
1.0 
o.o 
0.0 
0.0 

6.00 
4.90 
3.10 
1.50 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

$1,070 
$1,019 

$6, 114 
$4,993 
$3,159 
$1,529 

$0 
$0 
$0 

6 

5.5 
5.5 
4.0 
2.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

6.00 
6.00 
3.90 
2.25 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

$1, 094 
$1,040 

$6,240 
$6,240 
$4,056 
$2,340 

$0 
$0 
$0 

6 

5.5 
5.5 
4.9 
2.9 
0.9 
0.0 
0.0 

6.00 
6.00 
4.80 
3.00 
1.40 
0.00 
0.00 

$1, 118 
$1,061 

$6,366 
$6,366 
$5,093 
$3, 183 
$1 ,485 

$0 
$0 

256 265 274 282 291 
43 45 47 49 51 
15 16 17 18 18.9 

110.08 119.25 128.78 138.18 148.41 
$1,453 $1,574 $1,700 $1,824 $1,959 

$2,750 
$3,213 
$3,306 
$3,306 
$3,306 
$3,306 

$50, 778 
$51,241 
$51, 704 
$51,797 
$51,797 
$51, 797 
$51, 797 

6 

5.5 
5.5 
5.5 
3.9 
1.9 
0.0 
0.0 

6.00 
6.00 
6.00 
3.80 
2.10 
0.00 
0.00 

$1, 143 
$1,082 

$6,492 
$6,492 
$6,492 
$4, 112 
$2,272 

$0 
$0 

300 
53 

19.9 
159 

$2,099 

( I 
\.__,) 
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Number of Tugs Used 1 1 

Tug Rate $650 $650 $650 $650 $650 $650 $650 
Tug Costs $650 $650 $650 $650 $650 $650 $650 

In-Port & Cargo Transfer Costs 
12 $24,648 $35, 073 $40, 734 $45 ,363 $50, 110 $55,011 $60,019 
14 $23, 152 $33,315 $38,726 $44,528 $50,518 $55,447 $60,482 
16 $21,656 $31,752 $37, 129 $42,694 $48,436 $54,479 $60,945 
18 $21,656 $30,286 $34,834 $41,063 $46,720 $52' 569 $58,657 
20 $21,656 $30,286 $34,834 $39,535 $44,380 $50,872 $56,818 
22 $21,656 $30,286 $34,834 $39,535 $44,380 $49,386 $54,545 
24 $21,656 $30,286 $34,834 $39,535 $44,380 $49,386 $54,545 

TOTAL COST AND COST PER NET CARGO TON BY TRADE ROUTE: 

Azores 
Total Cost: 12' Channel Depth $465,938 $486,616 $500,960 $510,266 $519,422 $528,899 $542,030 

14 1 Channel Depth $462,946 $483,099 $496,945 $508,596 $520,237 $529,771 $542,956 
16' Channel Depth $459,954 $479,972 $493,752 $504,927 $516,073 $527,836 $543,882 
18 1 Channel Depth $459,954 $477,041 $489, 161 $501,666 $512,641 $524,016 $539,306 
20' Channel Depth $459,954 $477,041 $489, 161 $498,609 $507,961 $520,621 $535,628 
22' Channel Depth $459,954 $477,041 $489, 161 $498,609 $507,961 $517,650 $531,083 
24' Channel Depth $459,954 $477,041 $489, 161 $498,609 $507,961 $517,650 $531,083 

Cost Per Ton: 12 1 Channel Depth $587.28 $368.01 $330.47 $314.47 $304. 13 $295.98 $296.21 
14' Channel Depth $583.51 $365.35 $313.18 $274. 73 $255.76 $248.03 $246.78 
16 1 Channel Depth $579.74 $362.98 $311. 17 $272.75 $243.93 $226.77 $231 .58 
18 1 Channel Depth $579.74 $360.77 $308.28 $270.99 $242.30 $220.16 $203.93 
20 1 Channel Depth $579.74 $360.77 $308.28 $269.34 $240.09 $218. 73 $202.54 
22 1 Channel Depth $579.74 $360.77 $308.28 $269.34 $240.09 $217.49 $200.82 
24' Channel Depth $579.74 $360.77 $308.28 $269.34 $240.09 $217.49 $200.82 

Distances to Ports-Nautical Miles 
Azores 2529 



TABLE B-15 F:VCTPUS3 
APPLYING DR. PERAKIS (UNIV. OF MICHIGAN NAVAL ARCHITECTURE) POSITION PAPER FOR VESSEL DATA 
TRANSPORTATION COST MODEL 
SALEM RIVER 
64.6% CARRYING CAPACITY APPLIED BASED ON 1991 USAGE OF RAINBOIJ HOPE 
ACTUAL OPERATING CAPACITY: 1.5 FT CONSTRAINT 

VESSEL/CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS 
Design Deadweight Tonnage (tonnes) 

Vessel Carried Tonnage Capacity (S.T.) 
Design Draft 

Irrmersion Factor (Tonnes/Inch) 
Tidal Allowance 

Required Keel Clearance 
Required Channel Depth 

Shut Out Tonnage to Port (By Depth) 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 

Cargo Tonnage (S.T.)-Net Box Wgt 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 

OCEAN VOYAGE PARAMETERS 
Cruising Speed (Statute MPH) 

Cruising Speed (Nautical MPH) 
Hourly Operating Cost at Sea 

CARGO TRANSFER COSTS 
In-Port 

In-Port Waiting Hours 
In-Port Transfer Hours 

Hourly In-Port Operating Cost 
In-Port Cargo Transfer Cost 

In-Port Waiting Time Cost 

Dockage 
Vessel Length 

24 Hour Dockage Fee 
Days in Port (Rounded) 

Dockage Costs 

Wharf age Fee per Net Ton 

Wharfage Costs 

U.S. Flag Container Vessels: 

VESSEL CLASSES: 
1500 
727 

11.6 
17.2 
5.5 

2 
13.6 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

0 

539 
539 
539 
539 
539 
539 
539 

13.6 
11.8 
$972 

2500 
1369 
13.5 
20.7 
5.5 

2 
15.5 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

1016 
1016 
1016 
1016 
1016 
1016 
1016 

3000 
1690 
14.5 
22.5 
5.5 

2 
16.5 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

1254 
1254 
1254 
1254 
1254 
1254 
1254 

3500 
2012 
15.5 
24.2 
5.5 

2 
17 .5 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

1493 
1493 
1493 
1493 
1493 
1493 
1493 

4000 
2334 
16.5 
25.9 
5.5 

2 
18.5 

221 
0 

0 

0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

1568 
1732 
1732 
1732 
1732 
1732 
1732 

4500 
2655 
17.4 
27.7 
5.5 

2 
19.4 

450 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

1636 
1969 
1969 
1969 
1969 
1969 
1969 

14.3 14.5 14.8 15.2 15.5 
12.4 12.6 12.9 13.2 13.5 

$1,021 $1,045 $1,070 $1,094 $1, 118 

9 
14 

9 
17 

9 
20 

9 
23 

9 
26 

$977 $998 $1,019 $1,040 $1,061 

9 
7 

$935 
$6,722 
$8,415 

$13,234 $16,681 $20,280 $24,014 $27,860 
$8,793 $8,982 $9, 171 $9,360 $9,549 

239 
$478 

$478 

$1.25 

256 
$512 

$512 

$1.25 

265 
$530 

$530 

$1.25 

274 
$548 

$548 

$1.25 

282 
$564 

1 
$564 

$1.25 

291 
$582 

1 

$582 

$1.25 

5000 
2977 
18.4 
29.4 
5.5 

2 
20.4 

729 
226 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

0 

1668 
2041 
2208 
2208 
2208 
2208 
2208 

15.8 
13.7 

$1,143 

9 

29 
$1,082 

$31,861 
$9, 738 

300 
$600 

1 

$600 

$1.25 
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12 $674 $1,270 $1 ,567 $1 ,866 $1 ,959 $2,045 $2,085 
14 $674 $1, 270 $1 ,567 $1,866 $2, 165 $2,462 $2,551 
16 $674 $1,270 $1'567 $1,866 $2, 165 $2,462 $2,761 
18 $674 $1, 270 $1,567 $1,866 $2, 165 $2,462 $2,761 
20 $674 $1,270 $1,567 $1 ,866 $2, 165 $2,462 $2,761 
22 $674 $1,270 $1 ,567 $1,866 $2, 165 $2,462 $2,761 
24 $674 S1,270 S1,567 $1,866 $2, 165 $2,462 $2,761 

Total In-Port Costs 
12 S16,289 S23,809 $27, 760 $31,865 $35,897 $40,036 $44,284 
14 S16,289 S23,809 S27,760 $31,865 $36, 102 $40,453 $44 I 750 
16 S16,289 S23,809 $27,760 $31,865 $36, 102 $40,453 $44,960 
18 S16,289 S23,809 $27,760 $31,865 $36, 102 $40,453 $44,960 
20 S16,289 S23,809 S27,760 $31,865 $36, 102 $40,453 $44,960 
22 S16,289 S23,809 $27,760 $31,865 $36, 102 $40,453 $44,960 
24 $16,289 $23,809 $27,760 $31,865 $36, 102 $40,453 $44,960 

In-Port Travel Costs 
Tidal Delays 

Avg. Hrs. of Maximum Tidal Delay 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
Avg. Feet of Tidal Delay Per Depth 

12 1.6 3.5 4.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 
14 0.0 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.4 5.5 
16 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.4 4.4 
18 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.4 2.4 
20 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 
22 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
24 o.o o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

.... Hrs. of Tidal Delay Per Depth 
12 1. 70 3.50 4.50 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 
14 o.oo 1.80 2.70 3.50 4.50 5.90 6.00 
16 0.00 0.00 0.70 1.80 2.70 3.40 4.40 
18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.70 1. 70 2.60 
20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.60 
22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
24 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Delay for Tide: 
Operating Cost at Sea $972 S1,021 $1,045 $1,070 $1,094 $1, 118 $1, 143 

Operating Cost at Port S935 S977 S998 $1,019 $1,040 $1,061 $1,082 
Tidal Delay Costs 

12 S1,590 S3,420 $4,491 $6, 114 S6;240 $6,366 $6,492 
14 so S1, 759 S2,695 $3,567 $4,680 $6,260 $6,492 
16 so so $699 $1,834 $2,808 $3,607 $4,761 
18 so $0 so $0 $728 $1,804 $2,813 
20 $0 so so $0 $0 $0 $649 
22 so so so $0 $0 $0 $0 
24 so so $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 

Pilotage 
Vessel Length 239 256 265 274 282 291 300 

Vessel Beam 39 43 45 47 49 51 53 
Vessel Draft 11.6 13.5 14.5 15.5 16.5 17.4 18.4 

Pilotage Units 93.21 110.08 119.25 128.78 138. 18 148.41 159 
Delaware River Pilot Fee S1,230 S1,453 S1, 574 $1 ,700 $1,824 $1,959 $2,099 
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Tug Costs 
Number of Tugs Used 1 1 

Tug Rate $650 $650 $650 $650 $650 $650 $650 
Tug Costs $650 $650 $650 $650 $650 $650 $650 

In-Port & Cargo Transfer Costs 
12 $19, 759 $29,332 $34,475 $40,329 $44,611 $49,011 $53,525 
14 $18, 169 $27,671 $32,678 $37,781 $43,256 $49,322 $53,991 
16 $18, 169 $25,912 $30,682 $36,049 $41,384 $46,669 $52,469 
18 $18, 169 S25,912 $29,984 $34,215 $39,304 $44,866 $50,522 
20 $18, 169 $25,912 $29,984 $34,215 $38,576 $43,062 $48,358 
22 $18, 169 $25,912 $29,984 $34,215 $38,576 $43,062 $47, 708 
24 $18, 169 $25,912 $29,984 $34,215 $38,576 $43,062 $47,708 

TOTAL COST AND COST PER NET CARGO TON BY TRADE ROUTE: 

Azores 
Total Cost: 12 1 Channel Depth $456, 160 $475,132 $488,442 $500,197 $508,423 $516,899 $529,042 

14' Channel Depth $452,981 $471,811 $484,849$495,102 $505,714 $517,521 $529,974 
16 1 Channel Depth $452,981 $468,293 $480,857 $491,638 $501,970 $512,216 $526,931 
18' Channel Depth $452,981 $468,293 $479,460 $487,969 $497,810 $508,609 $523,035 
20' Channel Depth $452,981 $468,293 $479,460 $487,969 $496,354 $505,001 $518,707 
22 1 Channel Depth $452,981 $468,293 $479,460 $487,969 $496,354 $505,001 $517,409 
24 1 Channel Depth $452,981 $468,293 $479,460 $487,969 $496,354 $505,001 $517,409 

Cost Per Ton: 12' Channel Depth $845.99 $467.68 $389.65 $335.11 $324.34 $316.00 $317.17 
14' Channel Depth $840.10 $464.41 $386.78 $331.69 $292.02 $262.78 $259.70 
16 1 Channel Depth $840.10 $460.95 $383.60 $329.37 $289.86 $260.09 $238.59 
18 1 Channel Depth $840. 10 $460.95 $382.48 $326.91 $287.46 $258.26 $236.83 
20' Channel Depth $840.10 $460.95 $382.48 $326.91 $286.62 $256.43 $234.87 
22' Channel Depth $840.10 $460.95 $382.48 $326.91 $286.62 $256.43 $234.28 
24' Channel Depth $840.10 $460.95 $382.48 $326.91 $286.62 $256.43 $234.28 

Distances to Ports-Nautical Miles 
Azores 2529 



SALEM RIVER 
TOTAL TRANSPORTATION SAVINGS 
TRADE RWTE: CONTAINERS-AZORES 

TABLE B-16 
DISCWNT RATE= 

FULLY LOADED VESSELS, MOST EFFICIENT CHARTER VESSEL 
APPLYING HISTORIC TONNAGE 

DESDWT 
1,500 
2,500 
3,000 
3,500 
4,000 
4,500 
5,000 

12 FEET: 

TOTAL SHORT TONS (1991) 11 
1] SOURCE: MID-ATLANTIC SHIPPING CORP 

CUMULATIVE SAVINGS 

12,500 

8.5% 

SIZE PER CHANNEL DEPTH 

12 FEET: 
PCT. AVG 

OF FLEET $/TON 
0.0% $587.28 
0.0% $368.01 
0.0% $330.47 
0.0% $314.47 
0.0% $304.13 

100.0% $295.98 
0.0% $296.12 

100.0% 

TOTAL 
TRANS COSTS 

$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 

$3,699,750 
$0 

$3,699,750 

F:TSTPUS2 
PRICE LEVEL= MARCH 1992 

14 FEET: 
AVG 

$/TON 
$583.51 
$365.35 
$313.18 
$274. 73 
$255. 76 
$248.03 
$246.78 

% OF 
TOTAL FLEET 

$/TON 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 

100.00% 

100.0% 

TOTAL 
TRANS COSTS 

$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 

$3,084,750 

$3,084,750 
$615,000 
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16 FEET: 
AVG 

$/TON 
$579. 74 
$362.98 
S311.17 
S272. 75 
$243.95 
$226.77 
$231.58 

( 
'- --

% OF 
TOTAL FLEET TOTAL 

$/TON TRANS COSTS 
0.00% so 
0.00% so 
0.00% so 
0.00% so 
0.00% $0 

100.00% S2,834,625 
0.00% 

100.0% 

$0 

$2,834,625 
$865, 125 

18 FEET: 
AVG 

$/TON 
$579.74 
$360.77 
S308.28 
S270.99 
$242.30 
$220.16 
$203.93 

% OF 
TOTAL FLEET 

$/TON 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 

100.00% 

100.0% 

TOTAL 
TRANS COSTS 

so 
so 
so 
so 
so 
so 

$2,549, 125 

$2,549, 125 
$1,150,625 

20 FEET: 
AVG 

$/TON 
$579. 74 
S360.77 
$308.28 
S269.34 
$240.09 
$218.73 
$202.54 

% OF 
TOTAL FLEET 

$/TON 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 

100.00% 

100.0% 

TOTAL 
TRANS COSTS 

so 
so 
so 
so 
so 
so 

S2. 531,750 

$2,531,750 
$1, 168,000 
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22 FEET: 
AVG 

$/TON 
$579.74 
$360.77 
$308.28 
$269.34 
$240.09 
$217.49 
$200.82 

-
.) 

-1 

~--\l Cl~~,) 

% OF 
TOTAL FLEET TOTAL 

$/TON TRANS COSTS 
0.00% $0 
0.00% $0 
0.00% so 
0.00% so 
0.00% $0 
0.00% $0 

100.00% $2,510,250 

100.0% 

$2,510,250 
$1,189,500 

24 FEET: % OF 
AVG TOTAL FLEET 

$/TON $/TON 
$579.74 0.00% 
S360.77 0.00% 
$308.28 0.00% 
$269.34 0.00% 
S240.09 0.00% 
$217.49 0.00% 
$200.82 100.00% 

( 

TOTAL 
TRANS COSTS 

$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
so 
$0 

$2,510,250 

$2,510,250 
$1, 189,500 
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AVG ANN 
GROWTH/YR 

PREDICTED TONNAGE: PERIOD FOR PERIOD 
1989 12,500 
1994 12,500 1989-1994 0.00% 
2001 12,500 1994-2001 0.00% 
2011 12,500 2001-2011 0.00% 
2014 12,500 2011-2014 0.00% 
2031 12,500 2014-2031 0.00% 
2044 12,500 2031-2044 0.00% 

PRESENT PRESENT PRESENT PRESENT PRESENT PRESENT PRESENT 
CUMULATIVE l.JORTH l.JORTH l.JORTH l.JORTH l.JORTH l.JORTH 1.JORTH 

TRANS TRANS TRANS TRANS TRANS TRANS TRANS TRANS 
COSTS COSTS COSTS COSTS COSTS COSTS COSTS COSTS 

YEAR 12 FT SPP\.1,8 1/2% 12 FT 14 FT 16 FT 18 FT 20 FT 22 FT 24 FT 
1994 $3,699,750 1.00000 $3,699,750 $3,084,750 $2,834,625 $2,549, 125 $2,531,750 $2,510,250 $2,510,250 
1995 $3,699,750 0.92166 $3,409,908 $2,843,088 $2,612,558 $2,349,424 $2,333,410 $2,313,594 $2,313,594 
1996 $3,699,750 0.84946 $3,142,772 $2,620,357 $2,407,887 $2, 165,368 $2, 150,608 $2, 132,345 $2, 132,345 
1997 $3,699, 750 0.78291 $2,896,564 $2,415,076 $2,219,251 $1,995,731 $1,982, 128 $1,965,295 $1,965,295 

,j 1998 $3,699,750 0.72157 $2,669,644 $2,225,876 $2,045,393 $1,839,383 $1,826,846 $1,811,332 $1,811,332 

-I 
1999 $3,699,750 0.66505 $2,460,502 $2,051,499 $1,885, 154 $1,695,284 $1,683, 729 $1,669,430 $1,669,430 
2000 $3,699,750 0.61295 $2,267,744 $1,890,782 $1, 737,469 $1,562,474 $1,551,824 $1,538,645 $1,538,645 
2001 $3,699,750 0.56493 $2,090,086 $1,742,657 $1,601,354 $1,440,068 $1,430,252 $1,418, 106 $1,418, 106 
2002 $3,699,750 0.52067 $1,926,347 $1,606, 135 $1,475. 903 $1,327,252 $1,318,205 $1,307,010 $1,307,010 
2003 $3,699,750 0.47988 $1,775,435 $1,480,309 $1,360,279 $1,223,273 $1,214,935 $1,204,618 $1,204,618 
2004 $3,699,750 0.44229 $1,636,345 $1,364,340 $1,253,713 $1, 127,441 $1,119,756 $1,110,247 $1, 110,247 
2005 $3,699,750 0.40764 $1,508,153 $1, 257, 456 $1, 155,496 $1,039, 116 $1,032,033 $1,023,269 $1,023,269 
2006 $3,699,750 0.37570 $1,390,002 $1, 158,946 $1,064,973 $957,711 $951, 183 $943, 105 $943, 105 
2007 $3,699,750 0.34627 $1,281, 108 $1,068,153 $981,542 $882,683 $876,666 $869,221 $869,221 
2008 $3,699,750 0.31914 $1, 180, 745 $984,473 $904,647 $813,532 $807,987 $801, 126 $801, 126 
2009 $3,699,750 0.29414 $1,088,244 $907,348 $833,776 $749,799 $744,689 $738,365 $738,365 
2010 $3,699,750 0.27110 $1,002,990 $836,265 $768,457 $691,059 $686,349 $680,520 $680,520 
2011 $3,699, 750 0.24986 $924,415 $770,752 $708,256 $636,921 $632,580 $627,208 $627,208 
2012 $3,699,750 0.23028 $851, 995 $710,370 $652,770 $587,024 $583,023 $578,072 $578,072 
2013 $3,699,750 0.21224 $785,249 $654,719 $601,632 $541,036 $537,348 $532,785 $532,785 
2014 $3,699,750 0. 19562 $723, 732 $603,428 $554,499 $498,651 $495,252 $491,046 $491,046 
2015 $3,699,750 0.18029 $667,034 $556, 155 $511,059 $459,586 $456,453 $452,577 $452,577 
2016 $3,699, 750 0.16617 $614,778 $512,585 $471,022 $423,581 $420,694 $417, 122 $417, 122 
2017 $3,699,750 0.15315 $566,615 $472,428 $434, 122 $390,398 $387,737 $384,444 $384,444 
2018 $3,699, 750 0.14115 $522,226 $435,418 $400, 112 $359,813 $357,361 $354,326 $354,326 
2019 $3,699, 750 0.13009 $481,314 $401,307 $368,767 $331,625 $329,365 $326,568 $326,568 
2020("-~ ,699. 750 0.11990 $443,608 $369,868 $339-''8 $305,645 $303,562 $300,984 $300,984 
202~- ,699, 750 0. 11051 $408,855 $340,892 $31:\ 1 $281,701 $279. 781 $277,405 $277,405 
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2022 -s3, 699 ,750 0.10185 $376,825 $314, 186 $288~711 $259,632 $257,862 $255,673 $255,673 
2023 $3,699, 750 0.09387 $347,304 $289,573 $266,093 $239,292 $237,661 $235,643 $235,643 
2024 $3,699,750 0.08652 $320,096 $266,887 $245,247 $220,546 $219,043 $217, 183 $217. 183 
2025 $3,699,750 0.07974 $295,019 $245,979 $226,034 $203,268 $201,883 $200, 168 $200, 168 
2026 $3,699,750 0.07349 $271,907 $226,709 $208,326 $187,344 $186,067 $184,487 $184,487 
2027 $3,699,750 0.06774 $250,606 $208,948 $192,006 $172,667 $171,490 $170,034 $170,034 
2028 $3,699,750 0.06243 $230,973 $192,579 $176,964 $159, 140 $158,056 $156, 713 $156, 713 
2029 $3,699,750 0.05754 $212,878 $177,492 $163, 100 $146,673 $145,673 $144,436 $144,436 
2030 $3,699,750 0.05303 $196,201 $163,587 $150,323 $135, 183 $134, 261 $133, 121 $133, 121 
2031 $3,699, 750 0.04888 $180,831 $150, 772 $138,546 $124,592 $123,743 $122,692 $122,692 
2032 $3,699,750 0.04505 $166,664 $138,960 $127,693 $114,832 $114,049 $113,080 $113,080 
2033 $3,699,750 0.04152 $153,608 $128,074 $117,689 $105,835 $105,114 $104,221 $104,221 

2034 $3,699,750 0.03827 $141,574 $118,040 $108,469 $97,544 $96,879 $96,057 $96,057 
2035 $3,699,750 0.03527 $130,483 $108,793 $99,972 $89,903 $89,290 $88,531 $88,531 
2036 $3,699,750 0.03251 $120,261 $100,270 $92, 140 $82,859 $82,295 $81,596 $81,596 
2037 $3,699,750 0.02996 $110,839 $92,415 $84,921 $76,368 $75,848 $75,204 $75,204 

~ 
2038 $3,699,750 0.02761 $102,156 $85, 175 $78,269 $70,385 $69,906 $69,312 $69,312 
2039 $3,699,750 0.02545 $94, 153 $78,502 $72, 137 $64,871 $64,429 $63,882 $63,882 
2040 $3,699,750 0.02345 $86,777 $72,352 $66,486 $59,789 $59,382 $58,877 $58,877 
2041 $3,699,750 0.02162 $79,979 $66,684 $61,277 $55, 105 $54, 730 $54,265 $54,265 
2042 $3,699,750 0.01992 $73,713 $61,460 $56,477 $50,788 $50,442 $50,014 $50,014 
2043 $3,699,750 0.01836 $67,938 $56,645 $52,052 $46,809 $46,490 $46,096 $46,096 
2044 $3,699,750 0.01692 $62,616 $52,208 $47,974 $43,142 $42,848 $42,484 $42,484 

CUMULATIVE PRES YORTH: TRANS COSTS $53, 137. 569 $44,304,646 $40,712,232 $36,611,745 $36,362, 197 $36,053,404 $36,053,404 
CRF, 50 YRS 0.0864630 0.0864630 0.0864630 0.0864630 0.0864630 0.0864630 0.0864630 
AVG ANN CUMULATIVE TRANS COSTS $4,594,434 $3,830, 713 $3,520, 102 $3, 165,561 $3,143,985 $3, 117,285 $3, 117,285 

AVG ANN CUMULATIVE TRANS SAVINGS (MARCH 1992) $763,721 $1,074,332 $1,428,872 $1,450,449 $1,477, 148 $1,477, 148 

AVG ANN CUMULATIVE TRANS SAVINGS (APRIL 1990) $711,666 $1,001, 106 $1,331,480 $1,351,586 $1,376,466 $1,376,466 
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SALEM RIVER 
TOTAL TRANSPORTATION SAVINGS 
TRADE ROUTE: CONTAINERS-AZORES 

TABLE B-17 
DISCOUNT RATE= 8.5% 

1.5 FOOT CONSTRAINT, MOST EFFICIENT CHARTER VESSEL SIZE PER CHANNEL DEPTH 
APPLYING HISTORIC TONNAGE 

12 FEET: 

DESDWT 
1,500 
2,500 
3,000 
3,500 
4,000 
4,500 
5,000 

TOTAL SHORT TONS (1991) 11 
1] SOURCE: MID-ATLANTIC SHIPPING CORP 

(' 
\__ .. 

CUMULATIVE SAVINGS 

12,500 

12 FEET: 
PCT. AVG 

OF FLEET $/TON 
0.0% $845.99 
0.0% $467.68 
0.0% $389.65 
0.0% $335.11 
0.0% $324.34 

100.0% $316_00 
0.0% $317.17 

100.0% 

TOTAL 
TRANS COSTS 

$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 

$3,950,000 
$0 

$3,950,000 

;~. 

F:TSTPUS3 
PRICE LEVEL= MARCH 1992 

14 FEET: 
AVG 

$/TON 
$840. 10 
$464.41 
$386.78 
$331.69 
$292.02 
$262.78 
$259.70 

% OF 
TOTAL FLEET 

$/TON 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 

100.00% 

100.0% 

TOTAL 
TRANS COSTS 

$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 

$3,246,250 

$3,246,250 
$703,750 

--/ 
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16 FEET: 
AVG 

$/TON 
$840. 10 
$460.95 
$383.60 
$329.37 
$289.86 
$260.09 
$238.59 

% OF 
TOTAL FLEET TOTAL 

$/TON TRANS COSTS 
0.00% so 
0.00% so 
0.00% so 
0.00% so 
0.00% so 
0.00% so 

100.00% $2,982,375 

100.0% 

$2,982,375 
$967,625 

18 FEET: 
AVG 

$/TON 
$840.10 
S460.95 
$382.48 
$326.91 
$287.46 
$258.26 
$236.83 

% OF 
TOTAL FLEET 

$/TON 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 

100.00% 

100.0% 

TOTAL 
TRANS COSTS 

so 
so 
so 
so 
$0 
so 

$2,960,375 

S2,960,375 
$989,625 

20 FEET: 
AVG 

S/TON 
$840. 10 
$460.95 
$382.48 
$326.91 
$286.62 
$256.43 
$234.87 

% OF 
TOTAL FLEET 

$/TON 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 
0.00% 

100.00% 

100.0% 

TOTAL 
TRANS COSTS 

so 
so 
so 
so 
$0 
so 

$2,935,875 

$2,935,875 
Sl,014, 125 
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22 FEET: % OF 
AVG TOTAL FLEET TOTAL 

$/TON $/TON TRANS COSTS 
$840. 10 0.00% $0 
$460.95 0.00% $0 
$382.48 0.00% $0 
$326.91 0.00% $0 
$286.62 0.00% $0 
$256.43 0.00% $0 
$234.28 100.00% $2,928,500 

( 
\__ 

100.0% 

$2,928,500 
$1,021,500 

24 FEET: % OF 
AVG TOTAL FLEET 

$/TON $/TON 
$840.10 0.00% 
$460.95 0.00% 
$382.48 0.00% 
$326.91 0.00% 
$286.62 0.00% 
$256.43 0.00% 
$234.28 100.00% 

TOTAL 
TRANS COSTS 

$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 

$2,928,500 

$2,928,500 
$1,021,500 

' ---' 
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AVG ANN 
GROWTH/YR 

PREDICTED TONNAGE: PERIOD FOR PERIOD 
1989 12,500 
1994 12,500 1989-1994 0.00% 
2001 12,500 1994-2001 0.00% 
2011 12,500 2001-2011 0.00% 
2014 12,500 2011-2014 0.00% 
2031 12,500 2014-2031 0.00% 
2044 12,500 2031-2044 0.00% 

PRESENT PRESENT PRESENT PRESENT PRESENT PRESENT PRESENT 
CUMULATIVE WORTH WORTH WORTH WORTH WORTH WORTH WORTH 

TRANS TRANS TRANS TRANS TRANS TRANS TRANS TRANS 
COSTS COSTS COSTS COSTS COSTS COSTS COSTS COSTS 

YEAR 12 FT SPPIJ,8 1/2% 12 FT 14 FT 16 FT 18 FT 20 FT 22 FT 24 FT 
1994 $3,950,000 1.00000 $3,950,000 $3,246,250 $2,982,375 $2,960,375 $2,935,875 $2,928,500 $2,928,500 
1995 $3,950,000 0.92166 $3,640,553 $2,991,935 $2,748, 733 $2,728,456 $2,705,876 $2,699,078 $2,699,078 
1996 $3,950,000 0.84946 $3,355,348 $2, 757, 544 $2,533,394 $2,514,706 $2,493,895 $2,487,630 $2,487,630 
1997 $3,950,000 0. 78291 $3,092,487 $2,541,515 $2,334,926 $2,317,702 $2,298,520 $2,292,746 $2,292,746 

..J 1998 $3,950,000 0. 72157 $2,850,218 $2,342,411 $2, 152,005 $2, 136, 130 $2, 118,452 $2, 113, 130 $2, 113, 130 
1999 $3,950,000 0.66505 $2,626,929 $2, 158,904 $1,983,415 $1,968,784 $1,952,490 $1,947,586 $1,947,586 

:) 2000 $3,950,000 0.61295 $2,421, 133 $1,989,773 $1,828,032 $1,814, 547 $1,799,530 $1,795,010 $1,795,010 
2001 $3,950,000 0.56493 $2,231,459 $1,833,892 $1,684,822 $1,672,394 $1,658,553 $1,654,387 $1,654,387 
2002 $3,950,000 0.52067 $2,056,644 $1,690,223 $1,552,832 $1,541,377 $1,528,620 $1,524,780 $1,524,780 
2003 $3,950,000 0.47988 $1,895,525 $1,557,809 $1,431, 181 $1,420,624 $1,408,867 $1,405,328 $1,405,328 
2004 $3,950,000 0.44229 $1,747,027 $1,435,769 $1,319,061 $1,309,331 $1,298,495 $1,295,233 $1,295,233 
2005 $3,950,000 0.40764 $1,610, 163 $1,323,289 $1,215,724 $1,206,756 $1, 196,769 $1, 193,763 $1, 193, 763 
2006 $3,950,000 0.37570 $1,484,022 $1,219,622 $1, 120,483 $1,112,218 $1, 103,013 $1, 100,242 $1, 100,242 
2007 $3,950,000 0.34627 $1,367,762 $1, 124,075 $1,032,704 $1,025,086 $1,016,602 $1, 014. 048 $1,014,048 
2008 $3,950,000 0.31914 $1,260,610 $1,036,014 $951,800 $944,779 $936,960 $934,607 $934,607 
2009 $3,950,000 0.29414 $1, 161,853 $954,852 $877,235 $870,764 $863,558 $861,389 $861,389 
2010 $3,950,000 0.27110 $1,070,832 $880,048 $808,512 $802,548 $795,906 $793,907 $793,907 
2011 $3,950,000 0.24986 $986,942 $811,104 $745,172 $739,675 $733,554 $731,711 $731,711 
2012 $3,950,000 0.23028 $909,624 $747,561 $686,795 $681, 728 $676,087 $674,388 $674,388 
2013 $3,950,000 0.21224 $838,363 $688,996 $632,991 $628,321 $623, 121 $621,556 $621,556 
2014 $3,950,000 0.19562 $772,685 $635,020 $583,401 $579,098 $574,305 $572,863 $572,863 
2015 $3,950,000 0. 18029 $712, 152 $585,272 $537,697 $533,731 $529,314 $527,984 $527,984 
2016 $3,950,000 0.16617 $656,361 $539,421 $495 ,573 $491,918 $487,847 $486,621 $486,621 
2017 $3,950,000 0. 15315 $604,941 $497, 162 $456,750 $453,380 $449,628 $448,499 $448,499 
2018 $3,950,000 0.14115 $557,549 $458,214 $420,967 $417,862 $414,404 $413,363 $413,363 
2019 $3,950,000 0.13009 $513,870 $422,317 $387,988 $385,126 $381,939 $380,980 $380,980 
2020 $3,950,000 0.11990 $473,613 $389,232 $357,593 $354,955 $352,018 $351, 133 $351, 133 
2021 $3,950,000 0. 11051 $436,510 $358,739 $329,579 $327, 148 $324,440 $323,625 $323,625 
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2022 $3,950,000 0. 10185 $402,313 $330,635 $303,759 $301,519 $299,023 $298,272 $298,272 
2023 $3,950,000 0.09387 $370,796 $304, 733 $279,962 $277,897 $275,597 $274,905 $274,905 
2024 $3,950,000 0.08652 $341,747 $280,860 $258,030 $256, 127 $254,007 $253,369 $253,369 
2025 $3,950,000 0.07974 $314,974 $258,857 $237,816 $236,061 $234, 108 $233,520 $233,520 
2026 $3,950,000 0.07349 $290,299 $238,578 $219. 185 $217,568 $215,767 $215,225 $215,225 
2027 $3,950,000 0.06774 $267,557 $219,888 $202,014 $200,524 $198,864 $198,364 $198,364 
2028 $3,950,000 0.06243 $246,596 $202,661 $186, 188 $184,814 $183,285 $182,824 $182,824 
2029 $3,950,000 0.05754 $227,277 $186,785 $171,602 $170,336 $168,926 $168,502 $168,502 
2030 $3,950,000 0.05303 $209,472 $172, 152 $158, 158 $156,992 $155,692 $155,301 $155,301 
2031 $3,950,000 0.04888 $193,062 $158,665 $145, 768 $144,693 $143,495 $143, 135 $143, 135 
2032 $3,950,000 0.04505 $177,937 $146,235 $134,348 $133,357 $132,254 $131,921 $131,921 
2033 $3,950,000 0.04152 $163,998 $134, 779 $123,823 $122,910 $121,893 $121,587 $121,587 

2034 $3,950,000 0.03827 $151,150 $124,220 $114,123 $113,281 $112,344 $112,061 $112,061 
2035 $3,950,000 0.03527 $139,309 $114,489 $105,182 $104,406 $103,542 $103,282 $103,282 
2036 $3,950,000 0.03251 $128,395 $105,520 $96,942 $96,227 $95,431 $95, 191 $95, 191 
2037 $3,950,000 0.02996 $118,336 $97,253 $89,348 $88,689 $87,955 $87,734 $87,734 
2038 $3,950,000 0.02761 $109,066 $89,634 $82,348 $81,741 $81,064 $80,861 $80,861 

_j 2039 $3,950,000 0.02545 $100,521 $82,612 $75,897 $75,337 $74, 714 $74,526 $74,526 
2040 $3,950,000 0.02345 $92,647 $76, 140 $69,951 $69,435 $68,860 $68,687 $68,687 

~ 2041 $3,950,000 0.02162 $85,389 $70, 175 $64,471 $63,995 $63,466 $63,306 $63,306 
2042 $3,950,000 0.01992 $78,699 $64,678 $59,420 $58,982 $58,494 $58,347 $58,347 
2043 $3,950,000 0.01836 $72,534 $59,611 $54,765 $54,361 $53,911 $53, 776 $53, 776 
2044 $3,950,000 0.01692 $66,851 $54,941 $50,475 $50, 103 $49,688 $49,563 $49,563 

CUMULATIVE PRES \JORTH: TRANS COSTS $56, 731, 778 $46,624, 186 $42,834,288 $42,518,313 $42,166,433 $42,060,510 $42,060,510 
CRF, 50 YRS 0.0864630 0.0864630 0.0864630 0.0864630 0.0864630 0.0864630 0.0864630 
AVG ANN CUMULATIVE TRANS COSTS $4,905,200 $4,031,267 $3,703,581 $3,676,261 $3,645,836 $3,636,678 $3,636,678 

AVG ANN CUMULATIVE TRANS SAVINGS (MARCH 1992) $873,933 $1,201,619 $1,228,939 $1,259,363 $1,268,522 $1,268,522 

AVG ANN CUMULATIVE TRANS SAVINGS (APRIL 1990) $814,366 $1,119,716 $1,145,174 $1, 173,525 $1, 182 ,060 $1, 182 ,060 
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Dockage fees at Salem have both a tangible and intangible 
advantage over New York/New Jersey. The terminal fees in New 
York/New Jersey are set by the Port Authority and are inflexible. 
These fees and any other incremental charges from the terminals 
themselves are passed on to the shippers. In Salem, dockage fees, 
which average $200/day, are approximately $1300/day less expensive 
than in New York/New Jersey. 

Another incidental cost advantage of Salem over New York/New 
Jersey is line running charges. The charge for linemen in New York 
costs about $500, more than triple the cost per call over Salem at 
$150. Wharfage fees are marginally greater at the Port of New 
York/New Jersey than at the Port of Salem. 

Other costs such as fuel and provisions are virtually 
identical. Costs of customs and other federal agency inspections 
are identical at both ports. 

Another cost incurred originates from the costs of trucking 
into the ports. The shipping of goods to Bermuda is almost 
entirely a one way market - exporting to Bermuda. It is well 
recognized in the industry that the costs of trucking goods into 
the ports can have substantial impacts on the quantity of goods 
being exported out of a port. The best way to handle this problem 
is to find shippers near the port of origination. Presently about 
half the goods going to Bermuda come from the New York/North Jersey 
area, and about half come from Philadelphia, Maryland, Delaware, 
and even farther south in Virginia and the Carolinas. Goods corning 
from the latter area can be trucked at lower cost into Salem, which 
is 8 miles from the Delaware Memorial Bridge, than into New 
York/New Jersey, which is an additional 125 miles from the bridge. 
The round trip differential is obviously even greater. Conversely, 
goods corning from the former area can be shipped into the Port of 
New York/New Jersey at lower cost than into Salem. A shift in 
suppliers and manufacturers of the exports could significantly 
impact the relative costs of operating out of the two ports, but at 
the present time the difference is minimal. 

The only real cost disadvantage at the port of Salem is the 
pilotage costs. Vessels are required to have a Salem River pilot 
and a Delaware River pilot. The costs of the pilots are $1300 in 
and out and $1900 in and out, respectively. The average number of 
trips for the vessels travelling to Bermuda, historically, has been 
49 per year. The pilots operating out of the Port of New York/New 
Jersey charge $1,570. The required use of tug boats at Salem is 
also a slight disadvantage of the Port of Salem versus the Port of 
New York/New Jersey. While the cost per tug is cheaper at Salem 
than New York/New Jersey, tugs are primarily used only during 
inclement weather for the latter. Due to the narrower channel at 
Salem, tugs must be used during each trip. 

Table B-18 presents a cost comparison of operations per trip 
through Salem and New York. The cost per box is less expensive 
through Salem. 

RESULTS OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
For the economic optimization, average annual costs developed 
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TABLE B-18 
COSTS OF OPERATIONS PER TRIP 

SALEM VS NEW YORK 
CONTAINER EXPORTS TO BERMUDA 

NEW YORK SALEM 

Stevedoring $143,364 $35, 100 

Pilotage 1570 3200 

Tugs 263 1/ 650 

Line Running 520 150 

Dockage 1500 200 

Wharfage 7355 5330 
--------- ---------

Total $154,572 $44,630 

Boxes/Trip ( 1991) 156 65 

Cost/Box $991 $687 

1/ $1,050 per tug charge 
Tugs used only in adverse weather, 
about 25% of the trips. 

2/ Trucking costs per box considered 
comparable for the two ports. 

( ' 

'\ ) 
~/ 
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for the feasibility report have been annualized applying the 8 1/2% 
discount rate and an April 1990 price level in Table B-19. Table 
B-20 presents average annual benefits, average annual costs, and 
the economic optimization for the project. Average annual benefits 
have been deflated from a February 1992 price level to an April 
1990 price level to match the price level for costs. Average 
annual benefits for containers to Bermuda and the Azores have been 
determined by taking a weighted average of the transportation 
savings quantified in Tables B-9, B-12, B-13, B-16, and B-17 based 
on an apportionment of the fleet for actual operating practice 
constraints (i.e., 49%: unconstrained, 32%: 1.5 foot constraint, 
and 19%: 2.5 foot constraint for Bermuda; 92%: unconstrained, 8%: 
1.5 foot constraint for Azores). Bulk benefits are based on 2% 
growth in tonnage per annum for the first 20 years of the project 
life applying the existing 1989-1991 level as base tonnage. The 
optimal channel depth plan (at an 8 1/2% discount rate) is 18 feet, 
with a benefit-cost ratio (BCR) of 1.7 and net benefits of 
$902,000, with both container and bulk benefits included. With 
bulk benefits deleted, the project remains optimized at 18 feet, 
has a BCR of 1.6, and net benefits of $780,000. A multiport 
analysis is not necessary for Salem because of the procedure 
applied in the study. Salem must be recognized as a "niche" market 
which has targeted a specific strategy for bringing certain 
commodities through the port. The analysis has only evaluated 
commodities that have historically moved through the port and are 
expected to continue to do so in the future. The actual movement 
of these commodities through Salem at the present time clearly 
delineates the economic viability and cost competitiveness of Salem 
versus other competing ports. An increase in berths and facilities 
at Salem will continue to increase the capability of the port to 
handle the same commodities at an increased level of tonnage. No 
new commodities, diversions, or induced tonnage are claimed in the 
analysis, which precludes the need to undertake a multiport 
analysis for the movement of commerce through the port of Salem. 
Based on tonnage projections, the port/landside facilities will be 
sufficient to handle projected throughput capacity. However, a 
detailed analysis, as outlined in an above section, has analyzed 
the Bermuda trade route to compares costs of Salem and the 
competing North Atlantic port. 

RISK AND UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS 
A risk and uncertainty analysis was conducted to vary the key 

parameter of tonnage growth to determine the impact that this would 
have on project justification. A breakeven analysis of growth in 
tonnage for the selected plan was accomplished, and potential new 
tonnage as a result of the project is also discussed. 

A. NO GROWTH IN TONNAGE OVER PROJECT LIFE 
Transportation savings have been quantified with tonnage held 

constant at the level for year one of the project, 1994 
(containers= 51,000 tons and bulk= 17,400 tons). The results are 
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TABLE B-19 F:SALCA 
SALEM RIVER COST ANNUALIZATION 1), 2) 
DISCOUNT RATE= 8.500% 
PRICE LEVEL= APRIL 1990 

12 FT 14 FT 16 FT 17 FT 18 FT 19 FT 20 FT 22 FT 24 FT 

FIRST COST: 
PROJECT $0 $4,330,000 $7,071,000 $8,914,000 $9,974,000 $14,493,000 $17,747,000 $23,431,000 $26,736,000 
ASSOC. COSTS $0 $164,000 $222,000 $239,000 $266,000 $276,000 $299,000 $398,000 $452,000 

SUBTOTAL $0 $4,494,000 $7,293,000$9,153,000 $10,240,000 $14,769,000 $18,046,000 $23,829,000$27,188,000 
INT DURING CONSTR 2) $0 $156, 102 $253,327 $317,935 $355,693 $513,011 $626,840 $827,716 $944,393 
TOTAL $0 $4,650,102 $7,546,327 $9,470,935 $10,595,693 $15,282,011 $18,672,840 $24,656,716$28,132,393 
CRF 0.086463 0.086463 0.086463 0.086463 0.086463 0.086463 0.086463 0.086463 0.086463 

AVG ANN FIRST COSTS $0 $402,062 $652,478 $818,885 $916,135 $1,321,329 $1,614,510 $2, 131,894 $2,432,411 

MAINTENANCE COSTS: 
DREDGING CYCLE-YEARS 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
PROJECT $1,394,000 $1,905,000 $1,909,000 $2,060,000 $2,215,000 $2,557,000 $2,865,000 $3,438,000 $3,794,000 
ASSOC COSTS $0 $88,000 $81,000 $86,000 $92,000 $91,000 $89,000 $90,000 $103,000 

TOTAL $1,394,000 $1,993,000 $1,990,000$2,146,000 $2,307,000 $2,648,000 $2,954,000 $3,528,000 $3,897,000 
SFF 0.220288 0.220288 0.306539 0.306539 0.306539 0.306539 0.306539 0.306539 0.306539 

AVG ANN MAINT COSTS $307,081 $439,034 $610,013 $657,833 $707, 185 $811,715 $905,516 $1,081,470 $1, 194,582 
AVG ANN COSTS (12 FT) $307,000 
CUMULATIVE AVG ANN COSTS $841,000 $1,262,000 $1,477,000 $1,623,000 $2, 133,000 $2,520,000 $3,213,000 $3,627,000 

CUMULATIVE AVG ANN COSTS $534,000 $955,000$1,170,000 $1,316,000 $1,826,000 $2,213,000 $2,906,000 $31. '"\,000 
(NETTING OUT 12 FT AVG ANN COSTS) 

1) INCLUDES MITIGATION, REPLACEMENT, AND NAVIGATION AID COSTS 
2) SOURCE FOR COST ESTIMATES: MAY 1991 SALEM RIVER INTERIM FEASIBILITY REPORT 
3) NINE MONTH CONSTRUCTION PERIOD; FIRST COST APPORTIONED UNIFORMLY 

EXAMPLE: 
INTEREST DURING CONSTRUCTION CALCULATION 
MONTH 1- $1,137,778 1.06310 
MONTH 2- $1,137,778 1.05590 
MONTH 3- $1,137,778 1.04874 
MONTH 4-
MONTH 5-
MONTH 6-
MONTH 7-
MONTH 8-
MONTH 9-

TOTAL 

$1,137,778 
$1,137,778 
$1, 137,778 
$1, 137,778 
$1,137,778 
$1, 137, 778 

$10,240,000 

1.04163 
1.03458 
1.02757 
1.02060 
1.01369 
1.00682 

( 18 FEET): 
$1,209,567 
$1,201,375 
$1, 193,232 
$1, 185, 147 
$1,177,118 
$1,169,142 
$1, 161 ,221 
$1, 153,353 
$1,145,539 

$10,595,693 TOTAL INV. COST 
$10,240,000 MINUS FIRST COST 

$355,693 INT. DURING CONSTR. 
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ABLE B-20 
SALEM RIVER ECONOMIC OPTIMIZATION F:SAABTEMP 
HIGHEST NET BENEFIT DEPTH FOR EACH SENSITIVITY NOTED BY ASTERISK 
APPLYING TRANSPORTATION COST MODEL WITH IMPACT OF ACTUAL OPERATING PRACTICES 
CONTAINER: BERMUDA AND AZORES TRADE ROUTES 
BULK: AVERAGE BULK TONNAGE THROUGH SALEM 1989-1991 WITH 2% GRO\JTH FOR FIRST 20 YEARS OF PROJECT LIFE 
COST ESTIMATES BY DEPTH FROM MAY 1991 FEASIBILITY REPORT 
DISCOUNT RATE= 8.5% 
PRICE LEVEL= APRIL 1990 

CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE 
CHANNEL AVG ANN AVG ANN BENEFIT-COST NET 
IMPROVEMENT BENEFITS COSTS RATIO BENEFITS 

12 TO 14 FT $1,300,000 $534,000 2.4 $766,000 
12 TO 16 FT $1,834,000 $955,000 1.9 $879,000 
12 TO 17 FT $2,026,000 $1,170,000 1. 7 $856,000 
12 TO 18 FT $2,218,000 $1,316,000 1. 7 $902,000 * 
12 TO 19 FT $2,253,000 $1,826,000 1.2 $427,000 
12 TO 20 FT $2,289,000 $2,213,000 1.0 $76,000 
12 TO 22 FT $2,343,000 $2,906,000 0.8 ($563,000) 
12 TO 24 FT $2,352,000 $3,320,000 0.7 ($968,000) 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS: BULK BENEFITS DELETED, SALEM STRICTLY A CONTAINER PORT: 

CHANNEL 
IMPROVEMENT 

12 TO 14 FT 
12 TO 16 FT 
12 TO 17 FT 
12 TO 18 FT 
12T019FT 
12 TO 20 FT 
12 TO 22 FT 
12 TO 24 FT 

CUMULATIVE 
AVG ANN 

BENEFITS 

$1,210,000 
$1,723,000 
$1,910,000 
$2,096,000 
$2, 128,000 
$2,160,000 
$2,207,000 
$2,207,000 

CUMULATIVE 
AVG ANN BENEFIT-COST 

COSTS RATIO 

$534,000 2.3 
$955,000 1.8 

$1,170,000 1.6 
$1,316,000 1.6 
$1,826,000 1.2 
$2,213,000 1.0 
$2,906,000 0.8 
$3,320,000 0.7 

NET 
BENEFITS 

$676,000 
$768,000 
$740,000 
$780,000 * 
$302,000 
($53,000) 

($699,000) 
($1, 113,000) 

IC 12 

CONTAINER 
BENEFITS 

$1,210,100 
$1,722,800 
$1,909,550 
$2,096,300 
$2,128,000 
$2, 159,700 
$2,206,600 
$2,206,600 

CONTAINER 
BENEFITS 

$1,210, 100 
$1,722,800 
$1,909,550 
$2,096,300 
$2, 128,000 
$2, 159,700 
$2,206,600 
$2,206,600 

BULK 
BENEFITS 

$89,600 
$110,900 
$116,250 
$121,600 
$125,350 
$129, 100 
$136, 100 
$145,800 



-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
BERMUDA AZORES 
AVG ANN BENEFITS FOR ACTUAL OPERATING PRACTICE: AVG ANN BENEFITS FOR ACTUAL OPERATING PRACTICE: 

F:TSTPFF2 F: TSTPFF3 F:TSTPFF4 F:TSTPUS2 F:TSTPUS3 
FULL 1.5 LIGHT 2.5 LIGHT FULLY LOADED 1 .5 FT LIGHT 

12 TO 14 FT $482,095 $506, 130 $484,216 12 TO 14 FT $711,666 $814,366 
12 TO 16 FT $786,763 $695 I 575 $547,836 12 TO 16 FT $1,001,106 $1, 119,716 

12 TO 18 FT $891,382 $735,867 $565,508 12 TO 18 FT $1,331,480 H, 145, 174 

12 TO 20 FT $923, 192 $779,694 $634,076 12 TO 20 FT $1,351,586 $1,173,525 
12 TO 22 FT $962,070 $793, 125 $634,076 12 TO 22 FT $1,376,466 $1I182, 060 
12 TO 24 FT $962,070 $793, 125 $634,076 12 TO 24 FT $1,376,466 $1, 182,060 

PERCENTAGE OF CONTAINER OUTBOUND FLEET SAILING DRAFTS(SOURCE:1991 SALEM PILOT LOGS): 
BERMUDA AZORES 
FULL: >15 FT 49.0% >15 FT 92.0% 
1.5 LIGHTLOAOED: 14 FT 32.0% 14 FT 8.0% 
2. 5 LI GHTLOADED: 13 FT 19.0% 13 FT 0.0% 

TOTAL 100.0% TOTAL 100.0% 



as follows: 

Channel 
Depth Increment 
12-14 feet 
12-16 feet 
12-18 feet 
12-20 feet 
12-22 feet 
12-24 feet 

Container 
Trans Savings 

$1,029,000 
$1,459,000 
$1,808,000 
$1,855,000 
$1,890,000 
$1,890,000 

Bulk 
Trans Savings 

$ 73,000 
$ 90,000 
$ 99,000 
$105,000 
$110,000 
$118,000 

Total 
Trans Sav 

$1,102,000 
$1,549,000 
$1,907,000 
$1,960,000 
$2,000,000 
$2,008,000 

BCR 
2. 1 

1. 6 
1. 4 
0.9 
0.7 
0.6 

With no growth in container and bulk tonnage over the project 
life, the project would optimize at 16 feet. 

B. NO GROWTH IN TONNAGE BEYOND THE EXISTING YEAR 
Transportation savings have been quantified with no growth in 

tonnage beyond the level of the existing year, 1991 (containers= 
38,300 tons, bulk= 16,400 tons). The results are as follows: 

Channel Container Bulk Total 
Depth Increment Trans Savings Trans Savings Trans Sav BCR 
12-14 feet $ 932,000 $ 69,000 $1,001,000 1. 9 
12-16 feet $1,318,000 $ 85,000 $1,403,000 1. 5 
12-18 feet $1,653,000 $ 93,000 $1,746,000 1. 3 
12-20 feet $1,692,000 $ 99,000 $1,791,000 0.8 
12-22 feet $1,725,000 $104,000 $1,829,000 0.6 
12-24 feet $1,725,000 $112,000 $1,837,000 0.6 

With no growth in tonnage beyond the existing year level, the 
project would optimize at 14 feet. 

C. GROWTH IN CONTAINER TONNAGE TO THE YEAR 2000 
Transportation savings have been quantified with growth in 

container tonnage to the final year projected by ORI/TBS, the year 
2000, or 67,000 tons. Bulk tonnage has been allowed to grow at 2% 
per annum for the first twenty years of the project life. The 
results are as follows: 

Channel Container Bulk Total 
DeQth Increment Trans Savings Trans Savings Trans Sav BCR 
12-14 feet $1,138,000 $ 90,000 $1,228,000 2.3 
12-16 feet $1,618,000 $112,000 $1,730,000 1. 8 
12-18 feet $1,982,000 $122,000 $2,104,000 1. 6 
12-20 feet $2,039,000 $129,000 $2,168,000 1. 0 
12-22 feet $2,082,000 $136,000 $2,218,000 0.8 
12-24 feet $2,082,000 $146,000 $2,228,000 0.7 

With growth in container tonnage only to the year 2 ooo 
(covering the first six years of the project life), the project 
depth would optimize at 18 feet. 

D. BREAKEVEN ANALYSIS 
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Growth in tonnage through year 2 of the project life is 
required to remain above the breakeven point of economic 
optimization for the selected 18 foot plan. 

E. INDUCED TONNAGE 
Additional commodities were identified during the study 

investigation that could potentially move through Salem over the 
project life based on discussions with Port of Salem officials, 
shippers, and local industries. The potential commodities and 
trade routes are as follows: 
a. Rolled Newsprint (for needs of local newspapers) 

(1) New Brunswick, Canada to Salem 
b. Polyvinyl Chloride (used as a raw material by local plant to 
make vinyl resilient floor coverings) 

(1) Canada to Salem 
(2) Chile to Salem 

c. New Perishables (originating from southern New Jersey 
agricultural region; processed in local irradiation facility; 
shipped to foreign destinations) 

(1) Salem to Trinidad 
(2) Salem to United Kingdom 
(3) Salem to Brazil 

d. Wood Pulp (for local paper needs) 
(1) Georgia to Salem 
(2) Chile to Salem 
(3) Sweden to Salem 

e. Cement Clinker (raw material used to make building products 
locally) 

(1) Spain to Salem 
f. Bauxite (raw material used by local plant in the manufacturing 
of rubber, plastics) 

(1) Jamaica to Salem 
g. Magnesium Oxide (raw material used by local plant to make 
magnesium oxide hybrid slurry for utility systems) 

(1) Greece to Salem 
(2) United Kingdom to Salem 
(3) Mexico to Salem 

h. Copper (raw material used by local plant for mineral processing) 
(1) Canada to Salem 
(2) Chile to Salem 

i. Zircon (raw material used by local plant for mineral processing) 
(1) Brazil to Salem 

j. Epsom Salt (raw material used by local plant for mineral 
processing) 

(1) Mexico to Salem 
k. Furniture (Swedish furniture manufacturer has distribution 
warehouse situated near port) 

(1) Sweden to Salem 
1. Aluminum Oxide 

(1) Jamaica to Salem 
m. Containers 

(1) South America to Salem (diverted from Miami as destination 
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port) 

If this tonnage were to become reality in moving through 
Salem, total benefits for the project would be higher than the 
benefits as quantified for the commodities in Table B-20. However, 
due to the speculative nature of these potential commodities, they 
were not included in the benefit analysis. 

RESULTS OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS-SELECTED PLAN 

Average annual benefits and average annual costs for the 18-
foot selected plan have been developed, at an October 1992 price 
level, applying the 8 1/2% discount rate. Table B-21 presents the 
results, with a benefit-cost ratio of 1.7. 
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TABLE B-21 
SALEM RIVER ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FOR 18 FOOT DEPTH SELECTED PLAN 

A) COST ANNUALIZATION 1) 
DISCOUNT RATE= 
PRICE LEVEL= 

FIRST COST: 
PROJECT 
ASSOC. COSTS 

SUBTOTAL 
INT DURING CONSTR 2) 
TOTAL 
CRF 

AVG ANN FIRST COSTS 
MAINTENANCE COSTS: 

8.500% 
OCT 1992 

12 FT 

so 
so 
so 
so 
so 

0.086463 
so 

DREDGING CYCLE-YEARS 4 
PROJECT S1,496,000 
ASSOC COSTS SO 

TOTAL S1,496,000 
SFF 0.220288 

AVG ANN MAINT COSTS 3) S330,000 

CUMULATIVE AVG ANN COSTS (OCT 92) 
AVG ANN COSTS (NETTING OUT 12 FOOT W/0 PROJECT CONDITION) 

1) INCLUDES MITIGATION, REPLACEMENT, AND NAVIGATION AID COSTS 
2) NINE MONTH CONSTRUCTION PERIOO;FIRST COST APPORTIONED UNIFORMLY 
3) W/0 PROJECT CONDITION MAINTENANCE COSTS FRC»4 FEASIBILITY REPORT 

INTEREST DURING CONSTRUCTION CALCULATION 
MONTH 1- S1,156,889 1.06310 
MONTH 2- S1,156,889 1.05590 
MONTH 3- S1,156,889 1.04874 
MONTH 4- S1,156,889 1.04163 
MONTH 5- S1,156,889 1.03458 
MONTH 6- S1,156,889 1.02757 
MONTH 7- S1,156,889 1.02060 
MONTH 8- S1,156,889 1.01369 
MONTH 9- S1,156,889 1.00682 

( 18 FEET): 
S1,229,883 
S1,221,554 
S1,213,274 
S1,205,054 
S1,196,889 
S1, 188, 780 
S1,180,726 
S1,172,726 
S1, 164, 781 

F:SALCA92B 

18 FT 

S9,535,000 
san,ooo 

S10,412,000 
S361,668 

s10,m,668 
0.086463 
S931,524 

3 
S2,414,000 

S100,000 
S2,514,000 

0.306539 
sno,639 

S1,702,000 
S1,372,000 

TOTAL S10,412,000 s10,m,668 TOTAL INV. COST 
S10,412,000 MINUS FIRST COST 

B) ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
AVG ANN BENEFITS (OCT 92) 
AVG ANN COSTS (OCT 92) 
BCR 
NET BENEFITS 

S2,380,000 
S1,372,000 

1.7 
S1,008,000 

S361,668 INT. DURING CONSTR. 
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1.0 Utilities - There are no known utilities within the 
project limits that would be effected by construction of the 
project. 

2.0 Channel Alignment and Geometry - The shape and 
alignment of the channel were based on ER 1110-2-1461, WES's 
ship simulator model, and recommendations from the Pilots of 
Salem River and the study Sponsor. Turning basin geometry was 
determined using EM 1110-2-1613. The total of the main stem, 
bend widening and turning basin quantities for the Federal 
navigation channel is shown on Table 1. 

3.0 Non-Federal Requirements - Table 2 is a summary of the 
Non-Federal dredging requirements. The depths for Berths 1 thru 
4 are based on anticipated vessel usage with continuous tidal 
operation. 

4.0 Quantity Development - All quantities were developed 
using soundings from January 1991 Salem River Survey. 
Quantities, including the main stem, bend widening and turning 
basin, were computer generated using the "DREQUA" program 
average end method. 

5.0 Planned Improvements - With project planned 
improvements funded by Non-Federal means, include deepening of 
existing berth areas. 
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TABLE 1 

TOTAL FEDERAL PROJECT QUANTITIES 

ITEM INITIAL DREDGING 

Required Dredging 690,527 CY 

Overdepth Dredging 246,038 CY 

TOTAL 936,565 CY 

SAY 936,600 CY 

TABLE 2 

NON-FEDERAL QUANTITIES 
22 FOOT DEPTH - INITIAL DREDGING 

BERTH AREA REQUIRED OVERDEPTH TOTAL 

No. 1 12,191 CY 1,618 CY 13,809 CY 

No. 2 30,108 7,015 37,123 

No. 3 28,008 3,463 31,471 

No. 4 11,931 2,844 14,775 

TOTAL 82,238 CY 14,940 CY 97,178 CY 

SAY 97,200 CY 
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TABLE 3 

TOTAL FEDERAL AND NON-FEDERAL 
PROJECT QUANTITIES - INITIAL DREDGING 

Federal Project 936,600 CY 

Non-Federal 97,200 CY 

TOTAL 1,033,800 CY 

TABLE 4 

MITIGATION QUANTITIES 

Planting 

Excavation 

Creation 
Restoration 

3 

17. 2 AC 

41,301 CY 
30,460 CY 
71,761 CY 
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Holo Mo. SB-1 I OtVlllON INIJTAL.L.ATION llHl!l!T l 
DRILLING LOG NAO ' ' · PDO 

01' l SHl!l!TS 

1. PROJl!CT 10. 11%1! AND TYl'll 01' BIT 
SALEM RIVER 11. 1.1""' .., .. r""" --- ...... _ ... •""'•"'' 11111- •-

2. LOCATION (Coorrtln•t•• or $te110ft) MSL 
N 271 420 E 1770 790 IZ. MANUl'Ac;TURl!R'S DESIGNATION 01' CfllLL 

J. ORll.l..ING AGl!NCY s & H 40C NATIONAL FOUNDATION ENG. 
u. TOTAL. NO. o~ ova... \ 0t•Tu111eao ~ UNDt8TUllleao 

'· HOLi: NO. (Ae ahown on ••lftn4 tJll•\ •URDEN IAMPLlll TAICllN 6 
and tile m.W.0 ! SB-1 

s. NAME 01' DRll..Ll!R 1-. TOTAL NUM•ER CORIE •OXlll 

J'IM RALSTON 11. 11.l!VATION GROUND WATllR 

t. DIRECTION 01' HOL.11 1 •TAlllTl:O ICOM~l.l:TCD 
II. DATii HOL.11 29 APR 1985 i 29 APR 1985 (X]va .. TICAL. O•NCL.IN&D O&a. fl'ROM YIUllTo 

17. l!L.l!VATION TOP 01' HOLi! -12 
7. THICICNl!SS 01' OVERBURDl!N 

11 •. TOTAi. CORI! Rl!COVl!RY l'OR BORING ... 
I. Dl!PTH DRILi.ED INTO ROCK II. SIGNATURI! OF INSPECTOR 

9. TOTAL DEPTH 01' HOLi! 12, 0 I TRB 

CLAUll'ICATION OP' MATllRIAU 'I. CORI! BOX OR IUMARKS 
El..l!VATION DEPTH 1..l!GEND (Doa.,tptlOlll Rl!COV• SAMPL.11 (Drlll"'4 ,.., ..... ,.,. lo••· depth o/ 

ERV NO. ww•lh.rlnc. •to., II •l•nJlloanU . b c 4 • f • - ..... 
- WATER DEPTH 12' I-- -- ,_ 

- -- -- -- I-- -- -- ..... - -- -1 - 1-. - -- -- -- = --12 0 - Top 0, 3 I SANO & gravel -- -- silty, black 2-8 -- -- S-1 -- CLAY, sandy, fine to med. -- ,_ 
- rust colored 11-1• I-- --14 2- I--- SAME AS S-1 12-25 --- S-2 -- -- 39 lOC -- 0-:2°! -- -- -- I--16 4 - I-- SAME AS S-1 lO-.t;t I-- s-3 -- CL I-- 35-64 -- -- -- -- -- --18 6 - - -- SAME AS S-1 13-23 -- - -- \ 

S-4 
..... - -- 39 10( -- - ..... - 0.4 -- -- --20 8 - -- SAME AS S-1 5-19 -- -- -- S-5 -- -- 35 100 -- -- ""'Q.4"" -

-22 10 ...:::.. --- SAME AS S-l 9-20 -- -- S-6 -- ..... - 20-34 I-- -- ..... - I-- --24 12 - I-- -- -- -- ,....__ 
- .... - .... - I-- -- --- -- -- -- -- --- -- ..... - I-- .... 

ENG FORM 18 36 
M 7 AR I 

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARIE OlllOL.l!TI!. 
PROJl!CT 

SALEM RIVER 
I HOLE NO. 

SB-1 



Holo No. SB-4 

!DIVISION 
DRILLING LOG NAO 

, INllTAl.1.ATION 
POO llHIHT l 

01' 1 SH•ETS 
I. PllOJl!C:T 

SALEM RIVER 10. llZI! AHO TYN Ot' •IT 
11. "'" u• r...,... --- .. ~ ._.,. •""'•" i.icr-•-

:Z:·:l.:OC::N:A:T:2:r:~:·:(S:oonl:7:Q:~:~··:·~•~o~E:S:•~r:~:6:9~~~4~5~Q~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~1Z'"."°'M~IA~N~U""'l'M~A:~-::~~U"'ll:-.:ll"'R"''"'l"°'D"'ll~S~l~G~N~A~T"'l~O~N~O""'l'-:Dll~l~l.~l.--------1 
J. DRILi.iNG AGl!NC:Y S&H 40C 

i.,....,.,.,.,,N..,A:-":cT:-.:I:-0-:N,.,....A_L..,...F_o_u_N_o.,.A_T_,.I_O_N=-E:rN-G_. _________ ---i u. TOTAi. NO. 01' OVl!R- I "'aTUl .. &Q 
4. ~L.:,:~;,,e1town .. ••'""' Utl•! SB-i aURDEN IAM,.t.&I TAKaN, . 6 

! UNDllTU"•&D 

"s'"."°'N"°A'°'M""l!::-:o"'l' .... D"'R"'l,...l."°l."'l!"R,_------'------------1 •'- TOTAi. NUM•l!R C:ORI! BOKl!S 
JIM RALSTON 11. 111.llVATION GROUND WATllR 

I. OIRl!C:TION 01' HOl.I! I IT AIOTllO I COW .. 0..l<Tl<O 
ll. DATii HOl.1! J29 APR 1985 ' 29 APR 1985 GXJ Vl< .. TICAO.. QINCO..INl<Q ------ 0 ... 1. l'ROW Vl<IOT, t---------..._ _______ _,:..._ _______ -1 

t---------------------------il7. 111.l!VATION TOP' 01' HOl.I! -19 
7. THICKNESS 01' OVERBURDEN 1---------------------------i 11 •. TOT Al. CORI! Rl!C:OVERY l'OIO BORING 
I. Ol!PTH CRILi.ED INTO ROC:K 

".-.-T_O_T_A_l._O_E_P_T_H_O_l'_H_O_l._1! _____ 1_2_.-o-,----------11t.llGNAT~;:ol'INIP1!C:TOR 

Rl!MARKS 
1!1.l!VATION Dl!P'TH 1.l!Gl!ND Cl.AISll'IC:ATION 01' MATl!RIAU 

(De.al'lpflonl 

4 

°'CORI! BOK Oii 
Rl!COV• SAMP'l.11 

l!RY NO. 
• f 

(DrUIU., 1m-. _,.,. lo••• ,,._,. o/ 
...u.r1,.... •to., Jf .,,nJtlo.mnd 

----- ----- -----19 0 ----- -----21 2------ -----23 4 - ----- -----25 6------ -----27 8------ ---
-29 10-= ----------31 12 ----- ----- --------------

ENG FORM 18 36 
MAA 71 

CL 

WATER DEPTH 19' 

CLAY, dark grey, soft 
organ ids 

SAME AS S-1 

SAME AS S-1 

SAME AS S-1 

-

\ 

PUSH 

2' 

'WR 

l' 

·ptTSH 

~ 

PUSH 
2 I. 

~l t ".:! t: 
.,.... --~ -, 

PUSH - 2 I 

S-1 

S-2 

S-3 

S-4 

-------.--------1----+---1 
SAME AS S-1 

---·· SAME AS S-1 

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARIE 08SOl.llTll. 

f'T',.AN!LUCl!NT) 

WR 
-1-,-

S-5 

PUSH 
--1-,--

PUSH ---- S-6 2 I 

PllOJl!CT 
SALEM RIVER 

• 

I HOLE NO. 
SB-2 

-t-----------
=1 
----------..... -..... -· t--------...... --------------...... ---t---------------------------..... ..... ----------------

( ', 
.-...._../ 



Helo Mo SB-3 I DIVISION IN•' "LL·ATION ISHllllT l DRILLING LOG NAO ?DO OP' l SHllllTS 
1, l'ROJECT 10. SIZE AND TYl'll OP' •IT SALEM RIVER 

t 1. "" 'UM """"" •'-• , ... ,_.,. enw•n ·----2. LOCATION (Comd•411•• or j1aUon) MSL 
N 270 600 E 1768 360 12. MANUP'ACTURllJll'S DllSIGNATION OP' DfOILL 

J. DRILLING AGllNCY s & H 40C 
NATIONAL FOUNDATION ENG. 

''· TOTAL NO. 011' OVE... I CM•TU ... •llD ! UNOllTUN:8&0 
4. HOLE NO. (A• ahown on ••'""4 lltla I •URDICN SAMPLES TAKEN 4 

Mt11111 ...... .- I SB-3 
s. NAME OP' DJlllLLIEJll I'- TOTAL NUM•ICR COJlllE •O>CIEI 

JIM RALSTON IS. ELICVATION GJllOUND WATER 

I. DIRECTION OP' HOLi! ! ITA .. TSO ICOM~L.•T&D 
II, DATE HOLE j 29 APR 1985 : 29 APR 1985 (XJ V& .. TIC AL. OINCL.INl:O O&G ... NOM V&llllT, 

17. ELEVATION TOI' OP' HOLi! -15 
7. THICKNESS OP' OVERBURDl!N 

II .. TOTAL COJllE JlllECOVEJllY P'OR BORING ' I. Dl!PTH DJlllLLED INTO ROCK 
11. SIGNATUJlll! OP' INSPECTOJll 

t. TOTAL DEPTH OP' HOLE 7.5' TRB 
CLAUIP'ICATION OP' MATERIALS 'COJlll llO>C OJll JllEMA .. KS 

ILl!VATION Dl!PTH Ll!Gl!ND (DH.,lptlon/ RECOV• SAMl'LIC (Drlllf.n4 tine, .. ,er lo••• depfll ol 
l!JllY NO. ....11terlnf• ate.., II •l•nlllcand 

• b • d • f ' - WATER DEPTH 15' ._ 
- ._ 
- .... - '--- ..__ 
- -- -- -- -- -- -- --- =1 -15.0 0 - Top 0. l' Sl!!l'iill!'!sll.Ad§l'kb:lUlt -- -- with organids 10-19 -- --- CLA'! and sand, red rust S-l -- brown, sand fine to 37-66 .... - ..... - med. ..... - ..... 2 - -· ··-------·---·--- --- ..__ 
- CLAY, sandy, dark red 12-43 ..... - brown, sand fi-ne to·· s-2 ..... - CL ..... - med. sand 100 .... - '--- ~ ..... - ..... - ..... - ..... 4 - ------ -;---·- ..__ - SAME AS S-2 I-- 14-25 '-- I-- S-3 

..._ 
- ..__ - 63 100 '--- --· '--- 0.4 '-- ...... 

6 - ------ ---·- 1--- SAME AS S-2 16-29 ...... - I-- S-4 ....... - 100 ...... - o:-;;-
..__ - '--

7;5 = --- -- -- -- -- -- -- '--- -- ...... - '-- '--- '--- -- '--- ..... - ..... - - '--- ..... - ..... - I-- I-- ,___ 
- '--- ...... - ...... - .... - ,___ - ....... - '--- I-- '--- ,___ 
- '-- '-- ..... - '--- '---- ..... - '--- ..... - ..... - -- -- -- -- -

ENG FORM 18 36 PROJECT I HOLE NO. 
PREVIOUS l!DITIONI ARIC OUOLltTI. SALEM RIVER SB-3 MAR 71 



Holo Mo SB-4 . I DIVISION INS'"'"L""ON ISHIEIET l 
DRILLIMG LOG NAO -. POO 01' l SHIEIETS 

1. PROJECT 10. llZE AND TYPE 01' •IT 

SALEM RIVER 11 • ..,_ w- -~ --- - •n""'•n l IGI- I#~ 

2. 1.0CAT10N (Coordln•t•• or Station) MSL 
N 270 399 E 1767 515 12. MANUl'ACTURIER'I DUIGNATIOH 01' Di.ILL 

3. DRILLING AGENCY s & H 40C NATIONAL r'OUNDATION ENG. 
''· TOTAL.. NO. 0,. ova... l Ol8TUfte&o l UNOt8TURe&o 

'· HOL.IE NO. (Ae ehown on ........ 1111•1 •URDllN IAMPLl:I TAICIEH 5 
and Ill• nunb.0 ! SB-4 

s. NAME 01" o .. u .. L..l!'.1' 1', TOTAL NUN•llR CORIE •OXH 

JIM RALSTON 1L IELIEVATION GROUND WATIER 

6. DIRECTION 01' HOLE I IT A .. TKO ICOMPL.l:Tl:O 
1•. DATIE HOLIE I 25 APR 1985 25 APR 1985 (XJ VK .. TIC AL. OINCL.IN&O OK•• .... OM V&fltT. 

17, IELllVATION TOP 01' HOLi! -14 
7. THICKNESS 01' OVERBURDEN 

11, .TOTAL CORI! "'ECOVl!RY l'Of'I 110.,ING ' a. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCIC 
II. SIGNATURE 01' INSPECTOR 

t. TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE 10.0 TRB 

CLASSll"ICATION 01" MATl!RIAU 'CORIE BOX Of'I REMA"' KS 
ELEVATION Dl!PTH Ll!Gl!ND (Dee ... ll><lonl Rt:COV• SAMPLE (DHll'"' tm.e., -•• lo••• .,,,It el 

!RY NO. ... u.r1-. ate... JI •'4Ntloand 

• b • 4 . I • - ,_ 
- WATER DEPTH 14' I-

- ._ 
- ,_ 

- -- ._ 
- ,_ 
- I-- ..... - -- ..... - ,_ 
- - . - ,_/ 

-14 0 - Top 0.2' SANOKssityyb~acH, -- I-- some gravel 9-18 ._ 
- "-- S-1 ....__ 
- CLAY, sandy, rust-red med. 32-39 .... - I-- sand ._ 
- 1--

-16 2- -- - ...._ 
- CLAY, sandy 2.0' 3, 5 I 17-23 

.... - - ..... - some sand 3. 5 I - 4. 0. S-2 
,_ 

- 1--- rusty red 51-88 ....... - alternating layers 
,_ 

- ...._ 
- clay and yellow and 

,_ 
4-= 

...._ 
-18 _ _.br..Q.W.ILSanJL__ ___ ....__ 

- CL SAME AS s-2 8-27 I-- ,_ 
- sandy S-3 I-- ..... 

- 37-56 ....... - '-- ._ 
- -- '---20 6 - -· -- SAME AS S-3 12-26 

._ 
- I-- S-4 

._ 
- 1--- 33-35 -- -- -- -- --22 8 - -- SAME AS S-3 8-14 -- -- - S-5 -- --- 17-25 '--- ._ 
- -- -- I-

-24 10 - -- I-- ._ 
- '--- -- -- -- -- ,_ 

- -- '-- ._ 
- ,_ 
- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- .... 
- ,_ 
- -- '-- '--- -- '-- ,_ 
- ,__ 

- I-
- ,_ 
- ,_ 
- I-- ,_ 

ENG FORM 18 36 PROJECT I HOLE NO. 
P"'l!VIOUS EDITIONS ARIE OHOLETI!. SALEM RIVER SB-4 MAR 71 



Hele Me. SB-5 
I DIVISION - INITAL.LATION ISHllET l 

DRILLING LOG NAO PDO 01' l SHllllTS 

1. l'llOJECT 10. llZ:I! AND TYl'S 01' BIT SALEM RIVER 
11. """ "' .. 'V'I' - .. ~ •nvwn 1.1a- • ~ 

2. LOCATION (CoordJn•t•• or ~t•ion) MSL 
N 270 183 E 1766 778 12. MANUl'ACTUlll!ll'S Dl!SIGNATION 01' °"ILL. 

S. OlllLL.ING AGllNC:Y s & H 40C 
NATIONAL FOUNDATION ENG. u. TOTAL NO. OI" ove:,... \ 0t•Tu .. eco l UHDl8TUllla&O 

4. HOL.I! NO. (Ae .shown on dr•lftft4 Utfe l •UllOllN IAMl'L.IU TAKllN 5 -"'·-Ml ! SB-5 
5. NAMI! 01' DlllLLl!ll 1.a. TOTAL. NUN•Ell COllll IOXll:I 

JIM RALSTON 11, 111..llVATION GllOUNO WATlll 

e. DllU:CTION 01' HOLi! 1 aTA .. T&D ICOMP\..ST&D 
11, DATE HOLi! j 24 APR 1985 i24 APR 1985 i3i V& .. TIC:Al. D•NC~IN&O O&O. fl'"OM Y&lllT. 

17, ELEVATION TOP 01' HOL.E -14 
7. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN 

fl .. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY 1'011 BORING ' a. DEPTH CAIL.LEO INTO ROCK 
11, SIGNATUAI! 01' INSPl!CTOA 

I, TOTAL DEPTH 01' HOLE 9.5' TRB 
CL.AUll'ICATION 01' MATElllAL.1 '4 COAi! BOX Oii REMARKS 

ELIEVATION DEPTH Ll!Gl!ND (DeH•Q>flonl AllCOV• SAMPLE (Drmu., rm. .. ... , ... loH. depth ol 
EllY NO. .,...,,...,,... eta., II •lfnllloand 

• b • 4 . I • - .... - WATER DEPTH 14' .... - -- .... 
- ....._ 
- .... 
- ._ 
- I-- .... - ....._ 
- .... - .... 
- =.1 -14 0 -
- .... 
- SAND, rust colored, 4-7 I-- fine to med. trace s-1 

._ 
- ..... - clay,occ. gravel 12-13 -- -- -- ._ 
- ._ 

-16 2 - - -·. ·--- . - ··- ·-·· -·-·-·· -- - - ~ - CLAY, rust colored ._ 
- I-- l.!.:"1C~1 sandy, fine ·.to rned, ~7-16 .... - ._ 

- layer-a brown, green S-2 .__ 
- yellow sand ~7-22 

.__ 
- .._ 
- .__ 
- .._ 

-18 4- -SAME-As-s=-2 - .__ 
- .... - SC grades gradually into 9-13 .... - I .... 
- fine to med. sand some S-3 .... 

- ~ - clay lll-30 .... - .__ 
- .... 
- .._ 

-20 6 - - ·-· ·-------· -·--··- ...._ 
- CLAY, sandy, rust colored 16-17 

.._ 
- ._ 
- layers Of brown, - gree1 S-4 

._ -- y.ellow sand 19-29 ....._ - .... - ._ 
- .... - .... 

-22 8 - ------ ....._ 
- SANO, clayey, rust colored 8-17 .... 
- ._ 
- fine to med. S-5 I-- 27 

.__ 
- ...._ 
- ._ 

-23.5 9. 5- -- .... - ~ - .... - ..... - ._ 
- ._ 

- .__ 
- ._ 
- .... - .... - ._ 

- ...._ 
- .... - .__ 
- .__ 
- .__ 

- ...._ 
- .__ 
- .... 
- .... - .... - ~ 

- ... 
- I-- ,_ 
- ,_ 

- I--- ..... 
- ._ 
- ._ 
- - -- I--- .... 
- .... - .__ 
- .... 

ENG FORM 18 36 
MAR 71 

PAEVIOUS EDITIOMI AA& ONOL.KTE. 
l'AOJECT 

SALEM RIVER 
I HOLE NO. 

SB-5 



Hele Mo. SB-6 I OIVlllOM INITAL.L.ATION ISHE&T l 
DRILLING LOG NAD PDO 01" l SH&llTS 

1. PROJECT 10. SIZE AND TYl'IE 01" BIT 
SALEM RIVER ''· "'" u• r"'" &L&V"' ,.., .. ~"""•" t 1•• t# ~ 

2. LOCATION (Coordjn•t•• ar St.tlrg' MSL 
N 269 956 E 175 756 12. MANUl"A<;TURER'S DESIGNATION 01" DAIL.L. 

J. DRIL.L.ING AGENCY s & H 40C 
NATIONAL l"OUNDATION ENG. u. TOTAL. NO. 0,. OVl!:ft- l at•Tu .. acc ~ UNDl8TUt11aco 

4. HOLE NO. (Aa Mown an cfl'e'""41! lltl• I OURDEN SAMPL.ES TAKllN 6 
.n111J1•.....o• I SB-6 

s. NAME 01" DRIL.L.ER 1'- TOTAL. NUMBER CORE OOlCES 

JIM RALSTON 11. IEL.IEVATION GROUND WATIER 

6. DIRECTION 0,. HOLE ! 9TA .. TCO JCOM~\.&TCD 
I .. DATE HOL.E j 24 APR 1985 i 24 APR 1985 [X) VCtllTICAL. QINCL.INCD OCO. tr .. OM Y&lllTo 

17. IL.llVATION TOP 01" HOL.I -14 
7. THICKNESS 01' OVERBURDEN 

11 •. TOTAL. CORI RECOVERY l"OR BORING 'l 
I. DEPTH DRIL.L.ED INTO ROCK 

11. SIGNATURE 01" INIPICTOR 

I. TOTAL. DEPTH 01' HOL.E 10.0' TRB 
CL.ASlll"ICATION 01" MATERIAL.I 'l CORI BOX DA REMARKS 

EL.EVATIOH DEPTH L.EGEND (DH..,,,..lonl RECOV• SAMPL.& (DrUI,,.,_ tmer, _,.,. loae, .,,,,,. ol 
IRY NO. .. .,,_,,..._ •tc., II •l""IJa•nd 

• ~ . 4 . I ' -- WATER DEPTH 14' 
--- ----- -----14 0 -- PUSS NO. rec. outside Of 
- l. 2 s-1 spoon GREEN clay, trace -- sand trace gravel - 2-~ ----16 2- --- -SAND-;-ITiiin:o-me~gree"i'1 - S-2 - some clay 3-3 - ---- sandy - CLAY, green and rust 2-4 - colored S-3 ----18 4-- SAND, :t:l!_IJ~Y, ::fiae; to:-.nied-. - 5-4 -- rust colored S-4 - 6-7 - -----20 6 - -
- SAME AS S-4 but some CLAY, 7-11 -- occ clay layer S-5 - 8-13 - -----22 8 - ···-- ·---------- SP SAND, fine to course. trace 4-19 - clay - S-6 

- 22-16 -----24 10 ----- ----- -· ----- ----- ---------- ----
ENG FORM 18 36 PROJECT I HOL.E NO. 

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARll OUOL.l!Tlt. SALEM RIVER SB-6 MAR 71 
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DRILLING LOG 
I OIYlllOM 

NAO 
1. ""0JltCT 

.~~.-l. .• ·~! .......... -. 

llllJTAL.l.ATIOll 
. :owJ, 

PDO 
10. llZ& AHO TY"K OP •IT 

HoloHo. 

SALEM RIVER 11. '"' ru• ·- --- ·-- •n..,.,. 1••-•-
62~. ~Lo~c-A~T~10-N~rc-.....,~~~.~,~ •• -o~r~s~,.~,on1;.;...,..----------1 MSL 
l.,.....,N;;,..,;.2:,:6:,;9:,.,,,.:5:,.:;,l,:;,0==---'E::_.::l..:7..:.6..:.4;__8;.4,:..;;.5 _________ -112. llANUl'ACTU"&"'I OUIGNATIOM 01' Olllll.L 
J. O"ILLING AGl:NCY S & H 40C 

1-.....;N;.::A:..;;.T;I:;O:..:N:;.A.;.;L:_.:.F.:O~U:..:N:.:D:.:A:..:T.:...:I.:O:..:N:.....:E:.:N:.;.G;..;... ----------! lJ. TOTAL NO. 01' OVE"· I "'ITUf .. 1:0 
'· ~L~,!'~:.-- - dr•- 1111•! S

8
_

7 
•u .. Ol:N IAll"LH TAKl:N 6 

I. NAME 01' O"ILLI!.. I'- TOTAL NUll•I! .. CO"E •OKEi 
JIM RALSTON , .. &Ll!VATION G .. OUNO WATI! .. 

S8-7 

llM&&T l 
OP l 'IM&&TI 

l UNDt8TU"e&D 

I. DIRECTION OP' HOLi! ! •TA .. T&D I COM~L&T&D 
11.0ATCHOLI! j 24 APR 1985 i 24 APR 1985 

~-~ __ v_"_"_T_•_c_•_L __ CJ_•_N_c_L_•N_"_o ____ :::::::_-:_-_o_•_o_._~_ .. _o_w_v_"_"_T-4. ~=·7=·=E=L.=E=V==A=T=•o=N==T=O=,.==O=l'~=H=O=L.=E======-==1=3=·=s::===============~ 
~7:.;._T,_H..:•C:..:K.:.N..:.E::.S::.S:....:O.:."_o.:.v,;,.:E_A..:B..:U..:.A..:0:..E:.N,_ ____________ --! ••.. TOTAL CO .. E AECOVE"Y l"O .. BORING 
I. DEPTH OAILLEO INTO ROCK It SP 
~.-.-T_O_T_A_L_O_E_P_T_H_O_l'_H_O_L_E ___ l_0_.-0-,-----------l''·S•a;:Ju" Oii' IN ECTOR 

l!LEVATIOM 

0 

-13. 5 

-15.5 

-17.5 

-19.S 

-21. 5 

-23.5 

Olt .. TH LEGEND CLASSll'ICATION OP' llATE9'1AL.S 
(D••wlplJ.,) 

0 

2 

4 

6 

6 

10 

b 

----- ---------- ----
----- ----

c 4 

WATER DEPTH 13.5 1 

SANO, clayey, fine to med. 
tan, occ. gravel 
grades into sandy 
clay 

- "--· -- SAN~Tayey~-fine to-course
-+---•----'oc.:c,"c"-'-' _'3.£.. a_v_~_l __ ---··- CLAY, sandy, light grey - - sand is very fine ---- - ·-· .. ·- -- .. - - -----·- ·---·· ·-- ----------- -----------· ---------
---------- -
--- --------------

CL CLAY, light grey-tan some 
fine sand at top 
trace at bottom 

- SAM!: AS. s-·4 ·-·-- ·-
no sand to 6.5 
SANDY at bottom 

-· --- ·- -------- -
SAND, clayey, fine to 

course some gravel 
green 

" CO"I! BOIC 09' "l!COY• SAll,.L& 
E"Y NO. 

• f 

3-5 
S-1 

6-4 

S-2 
12-7 

5-4 S-3 

5-6 
S-4 

4-3 

l:'Ul:iH 

l.'!l' s-s 

5 -6 -o. 3' 

10-9 
S-6 

17-21 

PROJl!CT 

.. l!llAAKS 
(DrlltJn4 1-.-. -ter JoH. deptll o/ ...u.n,.. eta., JI•'•"'"""" 

I 

ENG FORM 18 36 PREVIOUS !OITIONI ""IE 09501.&TI!. MAR 71 SALEM RIVER I HOLE NO. 
S8-7 

fTRANSLUCl!:NT) 

..... ..... ..... 
'--'-..... ..... 
'..__ 
'
'-

~i 
.._;, ..... ...... 
t: 
--..... --..... .... 
'...... 
1--

...... ..... 
..__ ..... ..... ..... ..... ....._ ..... 
1-..... ...... ..__ ..... ..... 
1-..... ..__ 
,__ 
..... ..... ..... ..__ ..... ..... ..... -------... ..... 
'-
1-

.... 
1-..... ..... -..... ..... ..... ..... 
L

'.._ 
'.... 



',. .. Holo Mo. SB-8 I DIVISION IN• 1 ALLA TION ISHllET 1 DRILLING LOG NAO PDO Oft 1 SH&l!TS 

I. "lllOJECT 10. SIZE AND TY~ Qft llT 
SAf.EM RIVER 11. ""' u• r_... --- ·~ ·-~ ....... _ ....... , ... _ • ~ 

Z. LOCATION (l;;-ilrlafH or Sr•lonl , MSL 
N 269 062 ~ El 763' 884 IZ. MANUl"ACTUllllElll'S DUIGNATION 01' CMILL 

J. DRILLING AGIENCY S & H 40C 
NATIONAL FOUNDATION ENG. 

11. TOTAL. NO. OP' OVCR• l Ot8TUR•tD i UNDISTU .. ••O 
'· HOLi: NO. (Ae ahown on ....... tlll•t OUROIEN aAM,.LH TAKIEN 5 

and u .......... SB-8 
!I. NAME 01" DRILLER 14. TOT AL NUMOIER CORIE BOXIES 

JIM RALSTON II. IELIEVATION GROUND WATt:R 

e. DIRECTION 01" HOLIE j ITA .. Tao !CO ..... l.STSD 
II. DATE HOLIE I 23 APR 1985 i 23 APR 1985 IX] V& .. TICAL. QINCl.INCD o••· ~ .. ow va .. T. 

17. ELEVATION TOP 01" HOLE -16.5 
7. THICKNESS 01' OVERBURDEN 

II •. TOTAL CORI! Rl!COVl!RY l"OR BORING " I. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK 
It, SIGNATURE 01" INSPIECTOR 

9. TOTAL Dl!PTH 01" HOLi! 8, QI TRB 

CLAllll'ICATION Oft MATIERIAU 'II COAi! BOX OR Al!MAAKS 
l!\.EVATION Dl!PTH Ll!GIEND (Deeu11Hlanl Al!COV• SAMPLIE (DrUIU14 um-. ,..,. lo••· depfll ot 

l!RY NO. .,..,,.,.,,,., etc., U •l•n.lllc•nd 

• ~ c d • I • -- WATER DEPTH 16.5' ------------16. 5 0 - CLAY, aiternat1ng iayers -- of light brown and 1-2 
- blue grey at top, all - - blue S-1 - at bottom 2-4 - grey 
--18.5 2 - - SAND, c:layey, lt. brown S-2 -- fine ·to med. --- SAME AS S-1, blue-gry 10-11 -- S-3 - CL 13-15 --20.5 4 - -- CLAY, blue-grey top Q, 4 I 2-3 - dark with S-4 - grey occ. - thin layers of•very 2-3 -- fine light grey sand ---22.5 6 - - SAME AS S-4, - dark grey 1-2 - s-s -- 3-4 -----24.5 8 ---------- ------ --------------- ----- ---------

ENG FORM 18 36 
MAR 71 

PREVIOUS l!DITIONI ARIE OBIOLETIE. 
PROJl!CT 

SALEM RIVER 
I HOLE NO. 

SB-8 
tT'qA.N.'U.llCF.NT) 

----I-..... -..... ----::: i 
..... -...... 
~ 
I-...... -I--I----I---...... -...... .__ 
I--..... --..... -...... -.__ -I--...... ----..... -..... -..... ---....._ 
..... ..... -..... ..... --I-...... --
'-.__ --..... --..... ---
'---------'-
'------

I \ 
\ I 
~./ 



Hele Ne. SB-!I I DIYlllQOI INST AL.L.AT10N. llHllllT l 
DRILLING LOG NAO 

·~ l . i . ~ •·. :t• . .. POO 01' 1 IMllllTS 

I. Pllo..lllC:T 10, llZll. AND TY1"1: 01' •IT 
SALEM RIVER 11. W" w• r--.. ---·· .. ·-·· •nvw" , .... •-

Z. L.OC:ATION (C ___ or lt•lonJ . MSL 
N 269 189 E 1762 929 IZ. llANUl'AC:TUAllll'I DUIGNATION 01' 0.-IL.L. 

J. ORIL.LING AGENCY s ' H 40C 
NATIONAL FOUNDATION ENG. 

"· TOTAL NO. 01' ov~"- i ICM•TU .. ••o ! UNOllTV .. •CO 
•· HOL.11 NO. (A• •hoMI on 6*0'""4 Utlel 

SB-9 
•UllDllM IAllPL.lt:S TAKllN 3 

-m • ...-od ! 
S. NAM! 01' DAIL.L.l!A 1'- TOT AL. NUM•Elll C:OAll 90lClt:S 

JIM RALSTON II. llL.l!YATION GROUND WATllA 

I. OIAl!C:TION 01' HOL.ll I ITA"T•O fCOM~L&T•O 
II, DATll HOL.ll 23 APR 1985 i 23 APR 1985 {XJ V&lllTICAl. ~INCl.INSO oao. ~ROM VClll:T. 

17, 11.IYATION TOP Ofl' HOL.I -17.5 
7. THICKNESS Otr OVl!1'8U"Ol!N 

II •. TOTAL. C:Olll Al!C:OYllllY l'OA •OAING ' I. Ol!PTH OAIL.L.l!D INTO AOC:K 
II, SIGNATUAI! 01' INSPIC:TOA 

t. TOTAL. Dl!PTH 01' HOL.I! 6.0' TRB 
C:L.ASSll'IC:ATIOM 01' MATllllAL.1 'C:DAI BOlC OA Al!MAAKS 

l!L.l!YATIOH Dl!PTH L.l!Gl!ND (De•ulllfl.v Al!C:OY• SAMPL.I (DrUIU., tilR-. _, ... loee, .,,,,. ol 
EllY NO. ....,,_,,,.._ etc., II el,,Ullo.altl) . b c 4 • f • - I-

- WATER DEPTH 17.5' -- -- I-- ..__ 
- ..... - I-- .... - -- ..__ 
- ._ 
- I-- ..... 

-17.5 - .... I 
0 - CLAY, dark grey some med. ..... - sand 

.. 
PUSH ..... - S-1 -- CL - --r;- ~ - >--- '-- ..... - I-

-19.5 2 - ..... - ..__ 
- SANO, fine to med., dark '-- very poor rec. ..... - brown and black, 2-3 .... - SP .... - trace fines S-2 1--- 1-1 .... - .... - I-- ..... 

-21. 5 4 - .__ 
- CLAY, light grey, some sand .... - WR .... - --1-,- .... - S-3 ..... - .__ - PUSH 

..... - I-- ,_ ..... - l' .... 
-23.5 6 - '-- I-- '-- -- ..__ 

- .... - I-- .... 
- -- ..__ 
- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ..... - ._ 

- .__ 
- ..... 
- ..... - -- -- '--- I-- ..... - ..... - .... - -- -- -- -- -- -- . -- '-- -- '-- .__ 
- .... - .... - .... - .... 

EMG FORM 18 36 PAOJEC:T I HOLE NO. 
'°'AR 71 

PAl!VIOUS l!DITIDMS Allll OHDL.llTE. SALEM RIVER SB-9 



, 

Hele Me. SB-iu 

I OIVlllOM 
DRILLING LOG NAO PDO 

1, "1110.llECT IO. llZIE ANO TYl'I! Of' llT 
SALEM RIVER 11.1.,,., ..,. r-. a1.& ..... ,_ .. ,..,..,,, ... ,._ • ._._. 

~:Z.,_,L_o_c~A~T~,-o-N-rc~°""'--....,--.. -0-,-,~,-.. -,....,-------------------.-.~ · MSL 
..,,...=N.,,...,2_6-9-_3 __ 2,..2-=,,...._E_l_7_6_1_9_9_1 ________ --t l:Z. ""'sNU~ACHTU4ROIEcR'I OUIGNATIOM ~ ORILL 
J. ORILLING AOIENCY m 

NATIONAL FOUNDATION ENG. 
...,....,.,.,,..,.,=-:-,.,,.--:-:-----.,.-~,-,.,.,,-,--------------11~ TOTAL. NO- 0,. ov1:... 1D1•Tulll•CD 
._HOLE NO. (Ae --on••- 1111•1 '•UROIEN IAM,.Lltl TAXIEN 4 

andUI•-• J SB-10 
t-J.,-,N"°A'°'M"°IC::-:O°'P'=-=o"'R'"'1'""L'"L""ll"'R:------_. ________________ --t , .. TOT AL NUM•IER CORE •oxltl 

JIM RALSTON Ill. IELIEVATION GROUNO WATIER 

llHIEltT, l 
Of' l IMIEIETS 

! "'NDI a TU Ill a&D 

I. OIRIECTION 0,. HOLi: llTAllllT&O I COM~'-&T&O 
te. OATIE NOLIE 23 1985 ' 23 1985 IXJ Vlt:l•TICAL. QINCL.INED ,....,....,....,....,...._ DEQ, "'ROM VERT, 1-,....,....,...._,....,....,....,...._._ __ A_P_R __ ,.... _ _._: ___ A_P_R __ ,....-f 

17. IELIEVATION TO,. Of' HOLE -16 
7. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN 

1-------------,....,....,....,....,....,....,....,....,....,....,....,....,....-ill •. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY f'OR BORING 
... _._o_E_P_T_H_D_R_1_L_L_E_o_1N_T_o_R_o_c_x _________________ --t 11. llGNATURC 0 I' INIPECTOR 

t. TOTAL OEPTH OF HOLE 8, 0 1 TRB 

ILEVATION LEG ENO CLAallP'ICATION OP' MATUIAU "CORE aox OR REMARKS OIE,.TH (DHerlpC- lllECOV• IAM,.LIE (DrUIJn4 , ..... _,.,. lo••• depth ol 
UY NO. ....U.rlft&, •lo.. II e'4tUIAoMll> 

• b • 4 • I • - WATER DEPTH 16 1 -- -- -- -- -- ,_ 
- -- -- -- -- -- -- - . - _, 

-16 0 - CLAY, dark grey, occ. layers PUSH- -- of fine to med. light . - ··-·- s-1 -- -- grey sand 1-1 ..... - ,__ 
- -- CL ,_ 
- ,_ 

-18 2 - -- ,__ 
-

CLAY, dark grades into -- grey -- alternating·layers of ~USH-3 -- P.Bo:- S-2 -- clay and sand -- -- -- 7-6 -
-20 4 ...::. --- SANO, fine. to med., - light 3-10 --- grey, some·clay S-3 -- -- 120-14 -- -- -- ..... - --22 G- ,__ - SAND, fine to med., clayey 5-4 -- ,_ 

- SC dark grey and black S-4 -- -- 2-1 -- -- -- -
-24 8 - -

- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ..... - ,_ 
- ,_ 
- -- ,__ 
- -- ,_ 
- -- --- ,__ - --- ..... - ,._ 
- ,_ 

- >-- -- ,._ 
- ..... - -- -- -- -- --- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -

EHGFORM]836 PREVIOUS EOITIONI ARIE OlllOL.IETIE. 
PlllOJIECT I HOLE NO. 

MAR 71 SALEM RIVER SB-10 
(TRANILUCISNT') 

\, \ ___ ) 



HeleM.. SB-22 

DRILLING LOG 
OIVISIOM 

NAO 
lll&&T. l 
01' l" Nl&&TS 

I, ""o.!&C:T ; . 
SALEM RIVER 

2.. li.OCAT10N ( OCll'llat••• O• ,,.,,..., 

N 260 900 E 1754 840 
J. 0 .. 11 .. 1.IHG AG&HC:Y 

,._TOTAL. NUM•Ell CCIII llOXl:S 
II. 1:1.llVATION GllOUHO WATlll 

•. DIRECTION 01" HOLE 11. DATC HOL& 8TA .. TSD I co .. 1.•T•D 

IKJ YK .. TIC .... 0 INCL.INKD ------ DKQ ..... D .. y ... T ........ _______ _._2_6 __ A_P_R_l_9_8_s_ ... : ... 2_6_A_P_R_l_9_8_s_-I 
t--------------------------117. &LEVATIOH TOI' 01' HOl.E -12 
7. THICKNESS 01' OVERBURDEN 1-------------------------lta .. TOTAL COllE AECOVEllY l'O .. llO .. ING 
I. DEPTH OAILLEO INTO ROCK 

1-,-. _T_O_T_A_L_O_E_P_T_H_O_F_H_O_L_E ___ ..,1_0,...,-0,,....,.'-----------i If, llGT";~Ulll OI" INll'l:CTOll 

llUIAllKS 11.EVATION DEPTH l.EGltNO Cl.AUll"ICATION 01" MAT&ftlAl.I 
(Deew/fXi-J 

"CCIII •ox °" lllC:OV• IAMl'I.& 
lllY NO. 

(DrUIJn4 tiln-, _,_ lo••• depl/I el 
....,....,_ eto., II •1.,Ull-.,., 

-12 0 

-14 2 

-16 4 

-18 6 

-20 8 

-22 10 

ENG FORM 18 36 
MAA 71 

4 

WATER DEPTH 12' 

CLAY and sand ayers 
alternating, 1 1 :1~'< '" tr-.u 

dark grey, sand fine 
to med. 

CLAY, grey, soft sticky 

CL 
CLAY, grey-blue rrey 

occ, thin ayers 
of fine light grey 
sand toward bottom 

SAME AS S-3 

SAME AS S-3 

PllEVIOUS llOITIOHI ARll ONOLl:TI:. 

(TRANSl.UCvtT) 

• I 

l ' 

l ,,. 
PUSH 

WR 
-1-,-

PUSH 

WR 
OTii' 

PUSH 

PUSH 

l'llOJ&CT 

S-1 

S-2 

S-3 

S-4 

s-s 

STA 4+060 
20' R of C: 

SALEM RIVER 
HOLE NO. 

SB-22 



I Ot JN INST Al.I.A T10f I IM&&T I DRILLING LOG .._ NAO n.iO OJ' I SH&ETS 
1. PlllOJECT 10. SIZE AND TYl'I: OJ' •IT J" "~ 1 ; > 

., ____ 
Salem River 11. """""UM'"'""" ..... ·- a"°"" r-ns.m - ~ 

z. LOCATION re_.,, ...... •• s, ... ,.,., MSL 
N 2f\9 411 R 171\1 221 12. llANUl"ACTUlll&lll'I DUIQNATIOM 011' OfllL.L. 

J. DRILL.ING AGENCY S+H 40 C 
National Foundation Eng. IJ. TOTAL. NO. QI' OVElll· I .... TUl .. &O \ UNOtlTUfll:••O 

'· HOL~ NO. (Aa .Mown on dra ...... 11tl•I SB-11 
•UlllDEN SAll,.L.IS TAKEN j 4 

•ttd tll• nwnbed ~ 

!. NAM&: 0,. ORILL..!:R 1'. TOTAL. NUN•Elll COlllE BOXES 

Jim Ralston 15. l!L!:VATION G .. OUND WATEJll Tidal 
e. OllllECTION 01' HOL.E !8TA .. TKO ICOM~L•T•O 

II. OATE HOL.t: 123 Aor 1985 :23 Apr 1985 CXJ Vll .. TICAL OtNCLINllO o•Q. Jl'flllOM V 111'T. 

12.0 17. !L.EVATIQN TOP OJ' HOL.I! -12 
7. THICKNESS o,.- OVERBURD!N 

II. TOT AL. COR! R!COV!RY ,.-OR BORING ' I. DEPTH DAIL.LIED INTO ROCK - It. SIGNATU!lt: g,.- INIPt:CTOll 

t. TOT4L. DEPTH OJ' HOL.! 12 .0 t T~R 

IL.!VATION DEPTH L.t:Gt:NO CL.ASSll"ICATION QI' llATllllAL.S 'COii! 80)( 011 !llllA!IKS 
(DHorlpllanJ lll!COV• IAll .. L.I (DrlllU.. , ..... _,.., loH, d.,,,11 •I 

lllY NO. ....,,...,,... •la., ll •llnlllo•ttd . b • d . , . 
- -- -- ,_ 
- -- -- -- WATER DEPTH J 2 I STA 15+280 

,_ 
- -- .. 45' s of 4:, -- ,...... 
- -- -- -- >-- -- >-- ..... - -I - .... 

-12.0 0 -- SP SAND, silt and Push-2 -- some ,_ 
- weathered, soft rock s-1 ..... - -- fragment w/black -- .... 
- mica flakes 3-6 -- .... 
- -2 -- -- CLAY, sandy, light grey-tan 8-10 -- S-2 -- -- CL -- 12-8 -- -- -- ,_ 

4- ..... - -- 5-9 No Rec. In two at temps -- wash looks -- same ,_ 
- as S-2 --- -- 5-8 ,_ 
- ..... - -6 

,..._ 
- -- 16-13 " " -- -- -- -- ..... - 20-17 ..... 
- -8~ 

..... -- ..... 
- -- -- 9C SAND, fine to 16-14 -- coarse, ,..._ 
- clayey, light S-3 -- ..... - brown 20-17 -10_: ..... -- -- SAND, fine to coarse 4-12 -- -- clayey, rust colored S-4 I-

- ,..._ 
- 13-16 -·- -I - ...... - --24 .0 12 - Bottom of hole -- -- -- I-

- ,..._ 
- .... - i-
- ~ 

- i-

- ~ - ~ - ~ --- ----
ENG FORM 18 36 P!IOJICT I HOLE NO. 

PRl!VIOUS EOITIONS A .. E oaSOl..l.TI.. RIVER SB-I I ' M4R 71 SALEH 
(TRANSZ.UC/INT) 



Holo Mo I Oil N INSTALLATION ISHl:l:T I DRILLING LOG NAD PDO 011' I SHl:l:TS 

t, '"llOJl:CT tO. SIZE ANO TY .. 011' BIT 2" So lit Spoon 
Salem River 

11. "" ... "' ... -~ ~--·~ •nvw" t 1v- --~ 

2. L;OCATION (<•-lnacH or St•,_, MSL 
N 269 243 E 1760 056 12. MANUl'ACTUlll:ll'S Ol:SIGNATION 01' OlllLL 

J, OlllLLING AGENCY S+H 40 c 
National Foundation Eng. 11. TOTAL NO. 0,. 0\11!.... I DllTU .. •l:O \ UNOllTU .. 8&0 

•· HOL.E NO. (Ae .,__,on ......... tltlel SB-12 
8UROl:N SAM,.Ll!S TAKEN\ 4 

and IJI• ,,..._, l 
14. TOTAL NUM•l!R CORI! IOJCl!S S. NAMI! 011' ORILLl!ll 

Jim Ralston 11. l!Ll!VATION GROUND WATER Tidal 
&. DIRECTION 011' MOL I! \ITA .. T&O !C:OM•L.&Tl:O 

II. OATI! HOLi! j 22 Aor 1985 :z2 Aor 1985 (]lvl:,.TICAL. OtNCL.INCD 011:0, lll'"OM Yl:lllT, 

17. l!Ll!VATION TOP 01' HOLi! -13 
10.0 7. THICl<Nl!SS 01' OVl!RIURDl!N 

ti. TOTAL CORI: Rl!COVl!llY l'OR BORING " I. 01!,.TH ORILLl!O INTO ROCK - ti. SIGNATURE 01' INSPECTOR 

I. TOTAL Ol!PTH 01' HOLi! 10.u TRB 
CLASSIP'ICATION OP' MATERIALS °'CORI! IOJC OR l'll!MARl<S 

l!Ll!VATION Ol:PTH Ll!Gl!NO (Doocrlpll..U Rl!COV· SAMPLE (Drllllnf tmte. _,., loH, "-Pell ol 
l!RY NO. wwetMrinf, •tc.., If •llnltlc•,_, 

• b • d . f I 

- ..... 
- ..... - -- .... 

- -- -- .... - WATER DEPTH 13' STA 14+000 .... -
~ 25' s of t ._ 

- .._ 
- .... 
- ,._ 
- ..... - .. -: -- - .._ 
- >-- -- -- -

-13.0
1 0 -- ..... - Pu•h No Rec. ..... - Wash - med. brown sand ..... - -- -- ..... 

- ..... - ..... 
2-= -.._ 

- ..... - Alternating layers of 8-9 -- ._ 
- grey CLAY and light S-1 ...... 

- .._ 
- grey fine SAND 8-12 ..... - ._ 
- ...... - ..... 

4- -- Alt~Tnating very thin WOH-1 ...... - CL .... 
- layers of dark grey ...... - s-2 -.:.... & CLAY and light grey -- fine SAND 2-6 ..... - ;l· very ...... .... SP --· -6- -- -- CLAY, dark grey occ. WOH -- very -- thin layers of very WOH s-3 -- -- fine light grey SAND -- 2-3 -- -- -8- -- s-3 3-5 -- Same as -- ,,/- .... 
- S-4 ,._ 

- -- 8-10 
...... 

- ..... 
- -I - --23.0 10 - -- Bottom of hole -- -- -- ---- ---- -- ...... 
- -- .... 
- ,._ ._ - -- - ..... 
- I---- -- -- _, 
- ..... 
- -- ... 

- .. 
- .. 
---

ENG FORM 18 36 PROJECT I "~'.:E ~~· j PREVIOUS l:OITIONS ARI! 08SOLl:TI!. ~-1--
n.!. ____ 



Holo Mo I CIVl.alON INSTALLATION !'HEIT I DRILLIHG LOG NAD PDQ o,. I SHEETS 
l. PROJECT 10. SIZI! ANC TYPI! opr llT 2" Split Spoon 

Salem River tt. ...... u• _..... ___ ...... . .. ~Hw•" 1 i G• or -&.J 

2. l..OCATION (Coordln•t•• or St.cJon) MSL 

"' 268 510 E 1759 420 lZ. MANU .. ACTUlll!ll'S Cl!SIGNATION 0 .. ClllLL 
J. ClllLLING AGENCY S+H 40C 

National Foundation Eng. 
'J, TOT AL. NO. 0,. OV£ ... I OllTUlll•IEO j UHOISTUlll•ao 

•· HOL..E NO. (Ae •ho"'" on dre'llrln• tlllel BUAOENSAMPLES TAKEMl 8 
•nd "'• nwnb.0 ; SB-13 

S. NAMI! 0 .. ClllLL.1!11 14. TOT AL NUMllt:ll COllt: llOXt:S 

Jim Ralston lS. t:Lt:VAT10N GllOUNC WATt:ll Tidal 
6. C1Rt:CTION 0 .. HOLE ! STA" TED I COMP\.,ETl:O 

II. CA Tt: HOLE i OS May 1985 :os May 1985 cgv&"TICAL. D•HCL.IHED 01:0. ~"OM v•l'T. 

17. l!Ll!VATION TOP 0 .. HOL.t: -12 7. THICKNESS 01" ove:ASURCl!N 12.0' 
II. TOT AL COllt: llt:COVt:llY .. 011 BORING ' I. Ct:PTH CRILL.EC INTO llOCK - lt. SIGNATURI! OF INSPl!CTOR 

t. TOTAL OEPTH OF HOL.t: IL.U TRB 

CLASSl,,ICATION 0 .. MATl!lllAL.S 'COllt: llOX 011 Al!MARKS 
l!Lt:VATION Ol!PTH LEGl!NC (Deectlptlon) Rt:COV• SAllPL.1! (Drllllnf ,., .. w.el•r loH, dtJPtlt ol 

EllY NO. ..,.,,_,,"'• •tc., ii •i4nlflcend 

• b c d . I a 
- ...... - ...... 
- ...... 
- ...... - ...... - ...... - ...... -
~ 

...... - .... - WATER DEPTH 12 I STA 12+980 ...... -
10' oftG_ 

...... - s ...... - .... - ...... - ..... - I-- ~ ..... - -- ...... 
-12' 0 ..... - -- SANO, tine to med, tl.'ace eu.h-2 Pool.' Rec. Gl.'avel ..... - fine• blocks spoon I-- ,_ 

- 3-5 S-1 -- I-- ..... 
- -- ~ 

2 - ..... 
- Same as S-1, No gravel S-2 ..... 
- .....--- .... - SP 3-.5 ..... - ..... 

- ..... - SAND, very fine, grey, .... - ..... - some clay, blue-grey 8-11 S-3 ..... 
- .... 

4 - - .... - Same S-3 11-9 .... - as -- Occ. small gravel S-4 ..... - 10-13 
...... 

- -- ..... 
- ..... - ...... - ...... 

6 - Same as S-3, fine to coarse ...... - SAND s-s -- -- I 10-9 - -- \ ...... 
- SC ...... - SAND, fine to med., clayey 

...... 
- 12-18 S-6 -- -- ...... 

8 ...... 
- fine - SAND, 

...... 
to very coarse ...... - trace fines 7-14 S-7 -- ...... 

- Top 0.5' Fine Sand ...... 
- ...... 
- 15-17 ...... 
- -- .. -10- SP ...... 
- S-7 7-15 -- Same as -...., -- -- ; -- 20-25 S-8 -- -- -- -

-24. 12 - ...... 
- Bottom of hole --- -- --- - -- ..... 
- -- -- -- -, 
- I-
- -- .... 

- .. 
-

I ---
ENG FORM lA H PROJECT I HOLE NO. 

,... ......... ,,....,, .. F'nlTl(''>H"i A.RF. nfll'i(")LP'TI! 
~ ' o' 1""0- I '1 



Hele Me. 

DllLLIMG LOG I !XVII lllSTM.I."""" llllCaT l 

""' PDO Of' 1 ..... Tl 
I. NOJa"T 10. llZC AllD TY" Oii' 81T 2" Split Spoon 

Salem River ,11. "'"''"· PV" • ._ -··-- ... ·---_..,. 
iz. """'""TIOll ........ MC::T 

N 267 560 E 1 758 960 IZ. llANUl"ACTUIU:WI OaaoONATloot - ""II.I. 
J. DRll.1.1110 AO•llC'f' C::+H &nr. 

National Foundation Enir. IJ. TOTAi. NO. 01" OVElt- I CIOITU••U> ~ UNCHITUaaaa .. ~ .. :.:~~----,,.'·\ SB- 14 
8URDEN IAll .. \.ES TAKEN 6 

I 1'- TOTAi. NUll8ER CORI 80Xll L NAiii 01" Otllll.L.11' 

Jim Ralston II. El.IVATION GROUND WATER Tidal 
L DIRECTION 01" HOl.I! flTA•TltD !C0-1.ltTltD 

O•HCl.INKO 
11. OATI HOl.I! 104 May 1985 04 Mav 1985 c:::!JvC,.TICAI. DS8. '°"°"' YCRT. 

7. THICKNESS 01' OVl!R8UROl!N 10.0 
17. EL.l!VATIOll TO" 01" HOl.I -14 
11. TOTAi. CORE Rl!COVIRY '°" 80RING " I. DIPTH ORll.L.ID INTO ROCK 
It. SIGNATURE 01' lllS .. ECTOR 

I, TOTAL. Dl!l'TH 01' HOl.I 10. 0 TRB 
CL.AISll"ICATION 01" llATPIAU 'JI CORIE •ox°" Rl!llARKS 

11.IVATIOll Dl!l'TH L.IGl!ND <D .. .,_.,_ Rl!CDV· IAlll'l.I (Dru/.., ,..,., -· ro ... .,.,, a/ 
l!R'f' NO. ...,,.rfniL •tc., II el,,Ullcand 

• ~ c 4 • I • - ..... 
- ...... 
- ...... - ..... - WATER DEPTH 14' STA 11+930 --- ...... - 15' E of <t.. ...... 
- ..... -v ..... - --- ..... - ..... - ..... - ..... - --- ..... - ...... - ..... 

-14' - ..... 
0 ..__ 

- ..... - SAND, fne to med, clayey 6-7 ...... - ..... 
- brown, occ. dark grey S-1 ...... 

- clay layer 7-8 
..__ 

- i.-- i.-- ... - .... 
2- --- i.-- SC Same as s-t 16-12 ._ 

- clay S-2 
...... - No layers ..... - 10-20 --- ... - ..... - ..... - ... 

4- --- i.-- Same as S-2 5-4 S-3 .... 
- .... - i.-

- 2-1 
.__ 

- .... - ...... - CLAY, blue-grey S-4 -- ..... 
6- --- ..... - Same as S-4 but 1-1 ...... 

- -- with occ. very thin ...... - CL layers of very fine S-5 -- -- light grey sand 1-2 .... 
- ...... 
- ...... 

8- ---- 1-2 
..... 

- Same as s-s ..._ 
- S-6 .... 
- ..... 

- 2-3 --~ 
...... 

- ..... 
- ..... 
- ..... 

-24 I 10 - -- Bottom of hole -- -- ...... 
- --- -- -- -- -- ...__ 
- ..... 
- -- .... 
- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ...... 
- .... i - .... I - -- ..... 
- .... - ..... 
- ..... 

EMG FORM 18 36 l'ROJl!CT I HOLE NO. .1 l'Rl!VIOUS IDITIONI AR• 0910l.ET•. SALEM RIVER SB-14 MAA 71 



Hole He 
I 01\ .ON INST ALLA T10h ISHllT 1 DRILLIHG . .LOG NAD PDO 01' l SHllTS 

I. l'llOJl!CT 10. SIZI! ANO TYN 01' lllT 2" So lit Sooon Salem River 11. DA. \,II• I"""'".:;.,.,,,.. ,..," -··-- .... u---
Z. LOCATION (C--.. o• ll•lon) MSL 

N ?U. 750 E 1758 4AO IZ. MANUFACTUlll!ll'S Ol!SIGNATION OF OflllLL 
/ 

l. DRILLING AGl!NCY S+H 40C N».tio..,al Fo•mdation EntZ u. TOTAL. NO. Oii' ovg,.. I 011Tu,.•so 1 UHOtlTVtll•&D 
4. HOLC flCO. (Ae .,___,Oft ....... tltl•! IUlllOl!N SAMl'Ll!S TAKEN j 8 •nd Ill• ,..,_._, \ SB- 15 
S. NAME 01' OllllLLEll 1'. TOTAL NUMllElll COlllE BOXES 

Jim Ralston IS. !L!VATION GAOUNO WAT!ll Tidal 
6. DIRECTION OF HOL! !ITAtllT&O ICOM~t..&TllO 

~VIEJll:TICA.1.. DINC\..INE.O 
16. OAT! HOLE i 04 May 1985 04 May 1985 OIEQ. "JllOM YIEllll!T, 

7. THICKNESS OF OVERBUROl!N 10.0 
1'7. l!L.EVATIOH TOP 011' HOl..lt -13.5 
11. TOTAL CORI! R!COVl!AY FOlll l!IORING " I. O!l'TH OlllLLEO INTO ROCK 
It. SIGNATUR! OF INSl'l!CTOR 

I. TOTAL OEl'TH OF HOLE 10.0 TRB 

!L!VATION CLASSll'ICATION 01' MAT!llllALS ... CORI! 80)( OR lllEMAl'IKS 
O!l'TH LEG!NO (Deecrlptlon) R!COV· SAMl'LE (Drill~ t*" .. w.ter lo••· tleptlt ol 

EllY NO. -.atMf'l111t. •tc.., U •l•nlllcand 
0 b c d . f g 

- -- -- -- WATER DEPTH 13.5' STA ll+oOO. -- -- 40' W of ci;. -- -- -- -- -- -- f4·' -- ;~ -- ? -- ( . ·: 
" -- -- -- -

' - --13.5 0 -- CL CLAY, dark, soft 2-3 -- grey v. -- trace sand S-1 -- -., -- -- SAND, fine to med., some 3-3 -- fines, light brown S-2 -- -- -2- 1--- SP -- -- Same as S-2 4-2 -- -- S-3 -- 3-6 -- -- -- -
4 -- -

~y and sand, green and 6-7 Poor - Rec. -- grey, gravel Z..''~·zc. S-4 Wash - fine clayey sand= -- SC blocks spoon 9-11 -- .. , ·' -
\- ·. -;:= -c;'' --6 -- SAND, fine to 9-8 -- coarse, -- trace fines, brown 5-5 -- -- SP 11-lC -- -- -- -- -8- Same as S-5 ,.__ 
-

........... s-6 -- / CLAY, brown 3-5 -- ~ -- i----o- -- CL CLAY, dark grey, altemat- -- -- ting very thin layers 3-8 s-a -- of very fine sand -I - --23.S 10 - Bottom of hole -- ...... - -- -- -- -- --· -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- I-
- -- -· - -- -- --- .. 

- ~ 

----
E~~.!~~M 18 36 PRl!VIOUS IEOITIONS Alltl! 09SOL.l!TE: 

PROJECT 
SALEM RIVER lg§:.H0

· 
' 



OIVI • • T 
DllLLJMG LOG NAD tW l SMHTI 

••..U 
020 

t:-=,,....,,,..,,.,....,~_,.----,..--.,,,-T-----------1n· TOTAi. NO. oir OVl:R- l"'ITUl .... O ._ ':!L:,:~:.,,-- -·•-1111•\ 16 •UROl:N IAMfll.11 TAKIEN 

"s.'""""N"'A"'M"=1E"'o""ir:-::11t11=1L""'L""'1!111="-----_._----------ll._ TOTAi. NUM•IER CORIE 90XH 

Jim Ralston ... ILIVATION GROUND WATIER Tidal 

! UINOllTUlll•KD 

1. OIRl:CTION 01' NOLIE II. OATI HOLIE J ITA .. TIEO 

ClD v1<,.T1c "'" On•c'-'"'"o ----- oae. ,.,._ VIE"T· 1--------...._,.0.::4_,,Ma..._."-'1'"""8,,.___,_= ....... ....,"-'"-"'1.&.-1 
t-7-. -T-H-IC_K_N_l!_S_S_O_l'_OV_l!_R_BU_R_D_IE_N_-1'"'2"".-0----------111. ELEVATION TOfl oir HOl.IE -12 
t-------------------------111 .. TOTAi. CORIE RECOVERY l'OR •ORING 
.... _. _o_e:_P_T_H_o_R_1_L_L_e:_o_1_NT_o_R_o_c_11...,....-..,,...,,.......,,.---------l "' SIONA TURI! oir INSPl!CTOR 
I. TOTAL Ol!PTH 01' HOLi! 12.0 TRB 

REMARKS 
IEl.l!VATION Dl!PTH Ll!Gl!NO CLAUll'ICATION 01' MATl!lllAU 

<o .... .,....i 
" CCR IE •ox °" RIECOV• SAMflLIE 

l!llY NO. (DrUI"" r•-. -rw loN, ..,,_ ol 
__,.,.,,_. •tc., U •1.,Utlc•,., 

4 

WATER DEPTH 12' 

-12 I 0 
CLAY, dark grey very soft 

CLAY and sand, very fine 
sand, light blue grey 
clay 

2 
Same as S-2 

4 
Same as S-2 

6 
CLAY, sand top 0.1' 

blue-grey, stiff 

8 
Same as S-5 but 

with occ. sandy 
layers in top l.O' 

Same as S-5 

-24 
I 

Bottom of hole 

ENG FORM 18 36 PREVIOUS EOITIOMI ARIE 09'01.ETE. MAR 71 

I 

8-7 
S-2 

6-6 

4-5 
S-3 

4-7 

7-6 
S-4 

7-7 

1-2 
S-5 

2-5 

1-2 
s-6 

4-8 

2-4 
S-7 

6-9 

PROJECT 
SALEM RIVER 

STA 9+945 
35' W off:, 

HOLi NO. 
SB-16 

' 



I. 

DllLLIMG LOG 
DIVIS 

NAD 

~-==;:;,;:;,.:,.,,~,..:;,_;,;,..:....:;..:_=~------------l'z. lllAllUll'A TURIR'S D SIGllA IOll CW DRIL.L. 
S. DRILL.Ille AelllCY S+H 40C 

t':"""""N"'a~t;.:i::;o;,;n:;a;:;l~F:,.o=u;::n~d~a;.;:t~i:.:o;.:n:,..;E;;;n;:.;g:r-;.. _________ -1"· TOTAL. 110. 011' OYlll- , .... TUl ... O 

._ MOL.IE 110 (Ao.,.._••- 1111• SB- 17 euRDIEll SAM"L.H TAIClll , 5 .,..,,,.~ ! 
l-:S.:-:ll:-:A"'111"'11:'"0:-ll'::-:D::R"°1L'"'.L.'"'P=-----...J.-----------l 1._ TOT AL. NUM81R CORI 80XH 

Jim Ralston , .. IEL.IYATIOll GROUllD •ATIR Tidal 

Siii T 

Of' l SllllTI 

! UNOl8TUlllt8KO 

•• DIRECTION OP' HOLE ••• OATS: HOLK J ITAllltTSO I co..-1.llTCO 

1XJ va1n1c AL. D tNCL.•N•o ------ oae. "'"°'" va10T. 1---------'-..::0...;4_.;.Ma='-1""9'-8"'-5"'"-_.i_.;.0_4_.;.Ma='---'-19;;...;;..8;;.5-4 
~7-.-T-H-IC_IC_N_IE_S_S_O_ll'_O_V_E_R_l_U_R_D_IE_N __ l~O:-.~o----------l~•-7_·_•_L._E_v_ .. _T_•0_11_T_o_ .. _ 0_,._H_o_L._IE _ __;;;,.a;:...., ________ -4 
~------------------------111. TOTAL. CORIE RICOVIRV ll'OR 80RING 
1-'-·_o_._ .. _T_" __ oR_•_L._L_E_o_1_11_T_o_111_0_c_oc __ ,..,......,.. ________ -i 11, SIGllATURIE 011' INS .. ECTOR 
I. TOTAL DIE .. TH 011' HOLE 10.0 

IL.IEVATION DIE .. TH Ll!GEND 

.. 

-14
1 

2 

4 

6 

8 

-241 10 

CLASSlll'ICATIOll 011' lllATERIALS ro .. .,..,,_, 
4 

WATER DEPTH 14 1 

CLAY, very soft dark grey, 
t~c:c·.1and 

SAND, clayey, fine to med 
trace gravel, light 
grey-tan 

SAND, clayey, fine to med. 
brown and green clay 
layers 

SAND, clayey, fine to med. 
brown, occ thin clay 
layers 

SAND, fine, light brown 
trace fines 

Bottom of hole 

EHG FORM 18 36 l'IOIEVIOUS IDITIOlll ARI OelOL.ITI. 
MAA 71 

" CORI •ox °" llll!COY• SAlll"L I 
ERV NO. 

• f 

5-10 

S-2 
11-9 

4-4 
S-3 

7-7 

13-14 
S-4 

13-13 

11-25 
S-5 

3-13 

18-19 

"ROJICT 
SALEM RIVER 

RIElllARICS 
(DrUllnf tme, _,_ lo••• dept1' ol ....ri .... •tc.. " •l.,Ullc:.tc> 

STA 8+960 
45' W of 4:, 

Poor Rec. 

No Rec. 

• 

MOL.It NO. 
SB-17 

. \ 

\ / 
"--~ 



- lfeleMe. 

DRILLING LOG 
IUIVl•h 

NAD 
1•11T-LAT1-

1:HT I PDO Cit' 1 SMnn 
I ............. T 

IO. llZIE MID'"'" Cit' .. T ?" <: ... 1 • ~ "----Salem River 11 • .., .. -.,. ....... ---· ... ··--~ .. 1•- _ __,, 
12. L-- 1-(--.. •"I-- MSL 

tJ ?"~ n,;n • 170:7 nAn l:l. llAMUl"ACTUlllUI'• DUIONATI- .,.- DllllLL 
J. DllllLLIMO AOIEMCY S+H 40C National Foundation Eng. 

n. TOT AL MO. ol" ova111- I oenu1 .. ao ~ UNO .. Tu .. ••o 
4. HOLIE NO. (Ae -- - • ....., 1111•1 SB-18 

•UlllDIEM IAlll'LH TAICIEM 7 _,,,._.. l 
L HAlll! 01" DllllLLIElll 14. TOTAL NUll•IElll COllllE 90XIEI 

Jim Ralston IL IELIEYATIOM GlllOUMD •ATIElll Tidal 
L Dlllll!CTION 01" HOLIE I ITAATaO I c..-L.aTao 

1•. DATI! HOLIE I 'tn • -- '""c : >tn •-p 1na.c: tt) Vl:llltTIC AL. QINCL..INl:D OSe. tr"OM Y&RT. 

7. THICICHl!SS 01" OYl!lll•UlllDt:N 10.0 
17. l!LIEYATION TOI' 01" HOLIE - 13 

- 11. TOTAL COllllE llll!COYIElllY l"Olll 901111NG ' I. DEPTH DllllLLt:D INTO lllOCK 
II. llGNATUllllE 01" INIPl!CTOlll 

t. TOTAL DEPTH 01" HOLIE 10.0 TR~ 

CLAall"ICATION 01" llATl!llllAU 'COllllE •ox Olll lllt:llAllllCS 
ILl!YATION Dl!PTH Ll!Gl!ND ro ... .,,. llll!COY. IAllPLI 

(Drlll"" ·- -- ,._ .... , l!lllY NO. _,,,._ ., ... 11 •'•""'...,_, 
• .. c 4 • I I 

- ..... - ..... - -- '-- WATF.R DEPTH 13 .5 1 STA 7+945 -- 45' W of -- -- p .... - '-- '--- -- ~ -- -- ~ -- ....._ 
- ·-;r: --- -- -I - ---13.5 0 -- i-- Cl CLAY, dark grey, very soft <:-1 ..... - I\ trace sand ./ 3-4 ..... - -- ..__ 
- SC SAND, clayey, med. to coarse S-2 ..... - ..... - grey-green 4-14 .... - ..... 

2 '--- .... - CLAY, sandy, med to coarse 27-16 ..... - gravel, dark S-3 .... - some ..... - Cl. red, green brown '--- 11-12 .... - '-- .... 
4 - .._ --- SAND, clayey, fine to coari1e 13-9 .... - .... - .._ 

- SC rust colored S-4 ..... - 9-4 '--- - ..... - .... 
. -- - ..... -- ,. c -

6 - CT. Ct.AY, layered, rad and tan -- .... - .... - CT..AY and SAND, ned to coarse 10-11 .._ 
- S-6 

.... 
- & occ. gravel, brown '--- and rust .... 
- .... - SP 9-11 ..... 

8 - ..... ....._ - SAND, fine to Med., brown ..... - ~ - some clay 4-4 .._ 
- .... - SC S-7 --- .... - 4-5 .... - ..... 

-23. 5' 10 - ..... 
- Rottom of hole . -- i-- '-- '-- '--- .._ 
- ..... 
- I-- -- '--- i-

- .... 
- .... 
- ..... 

- .__ 
- .... 
- .... 
- .._ 

' - .... 
- ...__ 
- .._ 
- ..... 
- I-- ..... 

- i-

- .... - .._ 
- b -

Et!~ !~~M 18 36 
PlllOJIECT IHO~~ ~~ ~-PllllEYIOUI IEDITIONI AllllE 0-LIETIE. - - . 



Hole Me. 
lllOVIS ••• ALL""""' 

DllLLING LOG NAD i,_ J 
llNSllT I 

M I SHSSTS 
1 ..... o.iscT 10. llZS MO TVN M •IT 2" Sol it Spoon 

Salem River 11. """ u• ~..,..Kl.a ...... ·-..... ~...,.. .. •Ji•••_, 
Z. L""'"TIOll , ___ w s,.,,_, MSL 

N 263 260 E I 756 640 1Z. llA.,.Ul'ACTU"l!lt"S O&a1GNATION OP lllllLL 
S. O"ILLINO AOSNCV S+H 40C 

National Foundation Eng 
U. TOTAL 110. 01' OVl!ll- I "'ITUl .. llO ~ UH019TU•a&O 

4. :L:,:!.:::,,.,,_._. - ...... 1111•; SB-19 ·•U,.01!11 IAlll'Ll!I TAKl!ll 8 

L NAiii! 01' DlllLLP 14. TOTAL llUll•S" CO"I! llOXl!S 

Jim Ralston IL IELl!VATION G"OUllO WATI!" Tidal 
•. ouu:CTIOll 01' HOLi! ! IT AlltTl:O I ~0::'-n•r. II. OATI! HOLi! I 30 Apr 1985 : Apr 985 (XI V&lltTICAL. D•NC:l.IN&O O••· ll'"Olrl Yl:lllT. 

17. l!Ll!VATIOM TOI' 01' HOLi! -12 
7. THICKlll!SS 01' OVl!IHUi.Dl!H 12 .0 

II •. TOT AL COllS i.l!COVl!"Y "°" llOi.1110 ' I. Dl!l'TH Oi.JLLl!D INTO "OCK - 19. SIGHATUi.I! 01' INSl'l!CTO.. 

t. TOTAL Ol!l'TH 0,. HOLi! I? n TI~ 

CLASSll'ICATIOll 01' llATUIAU 'COiii! •ox°" i.l!llAi.KS 
SLl!VATION Ol!l'TH Ll!Gl!ND ,o .. .,,,,.,..., i.l!COV• SAlll'LI! <Dru1,,., rt.-. -'• Io••· ..,.,. ol 

ERY NO. ....,_,.,,...., era., II el,,Ullc.nd 

• ~ c 4 • I ' - -- -- -- -- -- WATER DEPTH 12 I STA 7+030 -- --
~ 

45' W of l -- ---V -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -
-12' - -0 --- CL CLAY, dark ii;rey, very soft S-1 -- -- grades gradually 4-6 I-- -;nt'n' -- SAND, med. to coarse, SOl!le 10-9 ~ -- I-- brown clay -- -2 - ,._ 

- Sa111e S-2 but -- as I-- SC trace clay 5-10 -- -- s-3 -- -- 32-27 -- I-- -4 -- SAND, med. 4-6 -- to coarse -- Loose I-- -- SP 7-9 S-4 ----- -- -- -- -6 -- sr. SAND and !Irey clay S-5 -- -- 4-4 - -- -- CLAY, lay'!red S-6 -- gr.ey, -- -- 3-3 -- -- -
R- -- CLAY, grey-blue grey 1-2 -- -- layered -- CL -- 2-3 S-7 -- -- I-- -- -10-:: --- Same as S-7 2-4 -- -- -- 5-5 s-s -- -- -- -

-2l1
1 12 - -- Bottom of hole -- I-- -- -- ,._ 

- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- i.-
- -- -- -- -

EH~~!~~M 18 36 l'"OJl!CT I HOLE NO. it Pi.l!VIOUS l!DITIONI A"ll 09IOLllTS. 



......... 
DRILLING LOG 

YI ' ... T I 
<WI IMUTW 

I. CT 

Salem River 

•· Dl"'lrCTION 01" HOLi! t•. DATC HOLi[ I IT A"'TEO I CO-LET CO 
00 YC"' TIC... D INCL.INllO ------ o••· ..... _ y ..... T ...... _______ _,_2_6_A..:.p_r_l_9_B_5 _ __.:_2_6_A.;.p_r_1_9_B_5_-I 

l------------------------l17. l[Ll[VATION TOI" 01" HOLi[ 
7. THICICNl!SS 01" OVIUHU"'Dl!N 12. 0 t-------------------------111. TOTAL COfll[ "'ECOVlr"'Y l"Otll eD"'ING 

-12 

... _._o_,_ .. _T_H_o_ ... _•_L_L_E_D_•_N_T_o_ ... _0_c_ic ____________ --i ... SIGNATURE 01" INSl"l[CTOR 

t. TOTAL Dl!l"TH 01" HOLE TRB 

"'UIARICS 
l[Ll!VATION Dlrl"TH Ll!GEND CLASlll"ICATION 01" MATERIAU ro .. .,.,,..,, 

'ICOtlllE IOX OR 
RIECOV• IAMl"LC 

llRY NO. 

' 
(J>ral"" •- -- lo ...... A ol ...... ......... , .. , "••.,VllMnd 

4 

WATER DEPTH 12' 

CLAY, dark grey, very soft 
CLAY, green and rust, 

some fine to med. 
sand 

Sat'le as S-2, sandy 

CLAY and SAND, alternating 
layers, rust and yellow 
fine to med. 

4 
Same as S-4 with 

occ. 
CLAY 

layers of green 

6 
& Slll'le as S-4 

CL 

8 
Same as S-4 

No green clay 

10 
5Ame u S-4 

top 0.5' Red Ct.AY 
some sand 

-24
1 

12 

Bottom of hole 

~~- !C?~M 18 36 l"Rl[VIOUS l[DtTtONI ARC omoLIETC. 

WOR-2 

4-7 

s-s 

9-14 

6-8 

9-10 

5-10 

17-38 

13-53 

56-92 

3-8 

16-28 

l"ROJIECT 

S-1 

S-2 

S-4 

s-s 

S-6 

S-7 

S-8 

STA 6+120 
60' E of' 

HOLE NO. 



......... 
I ""'"'c... •••"ALLA'n- llMl:l:T I DltLLIMG LOG NAD PDO O~ I SMl:l:TS 

I. ~OJl:CT 10. SIZI: AMO TY" M •IT 2" Sol it Sooon 
c:,,1-- Diu•.- 11 • .., ... ,..._ ._.. --- - ....... -- .. ·---~ 

i2. LOCATIOM (~Mor.,,.,_ MSL 
N 261 720 F. I 755 500 IZ. lllANu,. ..... ,u ....... Dl:SIGNATION 0,. Di.ILL 

S. O .. ILLING AGENCY S+H 40C 
NRt l.onal Foundation Tlnv.. u. TOTAL NO. 01' ovr:... lOtaTU"••o l UNCMITU,_8&0 

'· HOLi: NO. (Ae .,__, ......... tltl•! •U .. Ol!N SAlll,.Ll!S TAICl!N , 5 
Mtdttl•....... i SB-21 

s. NAllll! O~ O .. ILLP ,._ TOTAL NUlll•I:" CO .. I: llOXH 

.T il'l Ralston 11. l!Ll!VAT10111 o"ou1110 wATI!" Tidal 
t. 01 .. l!CTION 0,. HOLi! ! ITA"T&O )COtdll..CT&O 

r::jv&lltTICAL.. 
11. OATI: HOLi! 126 Apr 1985 ; 2.S Apr 1985 QtNCt.INl:O O&a. fJlltOM VClltT. 

17. l!Ll!VATION TO .. 0~ HOLi! -13 7. THICICNl!SS 01" OVl! .. IU .. Olt:N 10.0 
II. TOTAL COtll! .. l:COYl! .. Y ,.Of! 90 .. ING ' I. Dl!"'TH D .. ILL.l!D INTO .. OCIC - tt. SIGNATU .. ! 0,. INl,.l!CTO" 

t. TOTAL. 01!,.TH O~ HOL.lt: 1n n TRB 
CLAlll,.ICATION O~ lllATlt: .. IAU 'COt!lt: llOX Of! lllt:lllAlllCS 

l:L.!VATION DIE"'TM L!Gl!NO 10 .. .,...,,_ lll!COV• SAlll .. LI! (DrUI"" , ... ., _,_ to ... .,,,,. ol 
lt:llY NO. .._,.,.,,.._ •to.. II •'lftltJcand 

• ~ c ~ • I • - -- -- I-- ..... 
- ,__ 
- WATER DEPTH 13' STA 5+110 ..... - JO' W of t I-- -- -- ~ 

......_ 
- -- ..... - ..... - ..... 

- 1--- ..... - I-- - ...... 
I - ..... 

-13.0 0 -- CL CLAY, dark 1oft WOR S-1 ...... - grey, very I-- ...... - I-- SAND, clayey, very fine 10-16 S-2 
......_ 

- ..... - grey ..... - -- -?. - 1--- SC SAND, med. to coarse, clayey llJ-:.!4 -- at top, trace at S-3 ..... - ..... - bottom, occ. gravel -- 28-37 ,__ 
- ..... 
- ..... 
- -- ..... 

4 ,__ 
- 7-18 No Rec. -- Wash - Clean Sand ..... 
- ..... 
- . ..... 

- ,__ 
- 36-54 -- ..... - -

6 - -- -- SAND, fine to coarse -- 11-29 -- brown, gravel S-4 -- occ. -- SP -- 55-40 -- -- -- -8 - -- -- Same as S-4 10-15 -- S-5 -- ...... 
- ......_ 
- 27-42 ...... 
- ...... 
- I-

I - ...... 
-23.0 10 - I-

- Bottom of hole ...... 
- -- -- 1--

- -- I-..... -- -- --- ...... -- ..... 
- -..... - --- ..... - ..... -- -- -- 1--

' - -..... -- -- .. - I-

- ..__ 
- ..... 
- -- ..... 
- -

EHG FORM 111 -:u. •••u1ru1• S'P"ll'T'lft.Mll a•9"il'lll.cftl ll'T• 
"'"OJl!CT I H~~I! ,"?· J - . 



SECTION 3 

COST ESTIMATE 

A. BASELINE ESTIMATE 

B. MCACES ESTIMATE 



0 

0 

0 



A. BASELINE ESTIMATE 

(October 1992 Price Level escalated to mid-point 
of construction, October 1994) 



0 

0 

0 



SALEM RIVER, PEW JERSEY 
BASELINE COST ESTIMATE 
PROJECT COSTS 
PRICE LEVEL: OCTC>BER 1994 

TOTAL 
ACCOUNT ESTIMATED u,..T PROJECT 

CODE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY u,..T PRICE AMOUNT CONTINGENCY COST 

06.·.·.· FISH AND WILDl.IFE FACILITIES 
06.03.·.· WILDLIFE FACILITIES ANO SANCTUARIES 17.2 AC $63,362.21 $1,089,830 $272,458 $1,362,288 

·········-------···----·-----------·-··········· ················-·····---
06.·.·.· TOTAL, FISH ANO WILDl.IFE FACILITIES $1,089,830 $272,458 $1,362,288 

12.·.·.· NAVIGATION, PORTS• HARBORS 
12.01.·.· PORTS 
12.01.01.· MOSlLIZA TION, DEMOSlLIZA TION ·-················· J06 L.S. M05,245 $81,049 M86,294 

ANO PREPARATORY WORK 
12.01.16.· PIPELll'E DREDGING 936565 C.Y. $5.62 $5,263,495 $1,315,874 $6,579,369 

··················--·····-··············------·· ··········-----·········-
12.01.·.· TOT AL, PORTS $5,668,740 $1,396,923 $7,065,663 

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS $6,758,570 $1,669,381 $8,427,951 

30.·.·.· PLANNING, ENGINEERING ANO DESIGN $541,125 $0 $541,125 

31.·.··· CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT $486,000 $0 $486,000 
•OOoHooooo•oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo ······--·······-········· 

SUBTOTAL H,785,695 $1,669,381 $9,455,076 

01.·.·.· LANDS ANO DAMAGES 
01.02.·.· ACQUISITIONS ------------------- JOB L.S. $16,815 $2,296 $19,111 
01.03.·.· CONOEMNA TION ------------------- J06 L.S. $791 $108 $899 
01.05.·.· APPRAISALS ------------------- J06 L.S. $2,918 $397 $3,315 
01.06.·.· RELOCATION ASSISTANCE ------------------- J06 L.S. •1.220 $167 $1,387 
01.11.·.· WETLAND MITIGATION -----------·-···--- J06 L.S. $5,424 $665 $6,089 
01.18.·.· REAL ESTATE PAYMENTS ··················· J06 L.S. $1,029 $234 $1,263 
01.19.·.· REAL EST A TE RECEIPTS ············------- J08 L.S. $813,122 $157,271 $970,393 .. • 

HOOOOOOHHHOOoOoooooooooooooOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOo ·················----··· 
01.·.··· TOTAL, LANDS AND DAMAGES $841,319 $181, 138 $1,002,457 

09.·.··· CHANNEL AND CANALS 
09.01.·.· CHANNELS 
09.01.13.· TRAFFIC CONTROL 
09.01.13.02NAVIGATION AIDS IN WATER ·········-·······-- J06 L.S. $18,485 M,121 $20,806 

·······················---·-·----······--······- ooO••••••e••o•eoeOOHO-• 

09.·.··· TOTAL, CHANNELS ANS CANALS $16,485 $4,121 $20,806 

TOT AL PROJECT COSTS $8,643,499 $1,834,640 $10,478,139 

(ROUNOEDI $8,644,000 $1,835,000 $10,479,000 



06.-.-.-
06.03.-.-

06.-.-.-

12.-.-.-
12.01.-.-
12.01.01.-

12.01.01.-

12.01.16.-
12.01.16.-

12.01.-.-

30.-.-
30.-.-

31.-.-
31.-.-

01.-.-
01.02.-
01.03.-
01.05.-
01.06.-
01.11.-
01.18.-
01.19.-
01.19.-

01.-.-

09.-.-
09.01.-
09.01.13.-

FISH ANO WILDLIFE FACILITIES 
WILDLIFE FACILITIES ANO SANCTUARIES 

TOTAL, FISH ANO WILDLIFE FACILITIES 

NAVIGATION, PORTS & HARBORS 
PORTS 
MOBILIZATION, DEMOBILIZATION 
AND PREPARATORY WORK !PROJECT) 
MOBILIZATION, OEM OBI LIZA TION 
ANO PREPARATORY WORK !ASSOCIATED) 
PIPELINE DREDGING IPROJECTI 
PIPELINE DREDGING !ASSOCIATED} 

TOT AL, PORTS 

TOT AL CONSTRUCTION COSTS 

PLANNING, ENGINEERING AND DESIGN !PROJECT} 

SALEM RIVER, NEW JERSEY 
BASELINE COST ESTIMATE 
PROJECT COST SUMMARY 
PRICE LEVEL: OCTOBER 1994 

PLANNING, ENGINEERING AND DESIGN !ASSOCIATED} 

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT !PROJECT} 
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT IASSOCIATEOI 

SUBTOTAL 

LANDS ANO DAMAGES 
ACQUISITIONS 
CONDEMNATION 
APPRAISALS 
RELOCATION ASSISTANCE 
WETLAND MITIGATION 
REAL ESTATE PAYMENTS 
REAL ESTATE RECEIPTS !PROJECT) 
REAL ESTATE RECEIPTS !ASSOCIATED} 

TOTAL, LANDS ANO DAMAGES 

CHANNELS AND CANALS 
CHANNELS 
TRAFFIC CONTROL 

09.01.13.02NAVIGATION AIDS IN WATER 

09.-.- TOTAL, CHANNELS ANO CANALS 

TOT AL PROJECT COSTS 

!ROUNDED} 

ESTIMATED TOTAL 
COST CONTINGENCY COST 
---··-------·- ------------·-----------

•1,088,830 •272,468 •1,362,288 
--·------------- -·----------------·---

•1,089,830 •272.468 •1.362,288 

*406,246 •81.049 *486,294 

*42,047 •8,408 •60,466 
•6.263,486 •1,316,874 •6.679,369 

•646, 140 •136,636 •682,676 
--------------

•6,256,827 •1,641,867 •7,788,784 

•7,346,757 •1,814,325 *8, 161,082 

•641, 125 to •641, 125 
•87,475 •24,369 •121,844 

*486,000 to *486,000 
•64,883 •16,246 t81,228 

*8,636,340 •1,864,940 t10,381,280 

•16,815 •2.286 t18, 111 
$781 •1oa •898 

*2,918 •397 •3,316 
•1.220 t167 $1,387 
•6,424 t666 t6,088 
t1,028 t234 t1,263 

•813, 122 t167,271 t970,393 
•39,476 •7.637 $47, 113 

··-------------··---------------------------
•880,796 $168,776 $1,049,670 

$16,486 M,121 $20,606 
--------------------

$16,486 M,121 $20,606 

*8,433,620 $2,027,836 $11.461.466 

$9,434,000 $2,028,000 $11,462,000 



SALEM RIVER, NEW JERSEY 
BASELINE COST ESTIMATE 
ASSOCIATED COSTS 
PRICE LEVEL: OCTOBER 1994 

TOTAL 
ACCOUNT ESTIMATED UNIT PROJECT 

CODE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UNIT PRICE AMOUNT CONTINGENCY COST 

12.-.-.· NAVIGATION, PORTS• HARBORS 
12.01.·.· PORTS 

12.01.01.- MOBILIZATION, DEMOBILIZATION -··--- JOB L.S. M2,047 $8,409 •60,466 
AND PREPARATORY WORK 

12.01.18.- PIPELINE DREDGING 97178 C.Y. •6.62 •646, 140 •136,636 •692.676 
--------

12.01.·.· TOTAL, PORTS •688, 187 •144,944 '733, 131 

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS •688, 187 •144,944 '733, 131 

30.-.•. - Pl.ANNING, ENGINEERING AND DESIGN •97,476 '24,369 •121,844 

31.-.-.· CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT •64,983 •18,248 •81.229 
---·----- --···--·----- ------

SUBTOTAL '760,646 •186,669 '936,204 

01.-.-.· LANDS AND DAMAGES 
01.19.·.· REAL ESTA TE RECEIPTS ------ JOB L.S. •39.476 '7,837 M7,113 

---------·-·---- -----
01.-.-.· TOTAL, LANDS AND DAMAGES •39,478 '7,837 '47,113 

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS •790, 121 •193, 198 '983,317 

(ROUNDED) '790,000 $193,000 •983.000 
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B. MCACES ESTIMATE 
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Salm, Nj > Sheet of 

*************************************************************************************************************************** 
PIPELINE DREDGE ESTIMATE 

A BID ITEll I 2 
YARDAGE ESTIMATE 

PROJECT SALEll RIVER · HYO DREDG • 18 1 

2 LOCATION SALEll, NJ INVIT. NO. > 

3 DESCRIPTION OF WORK INITIAL DREDGING; DISPOSAL AREA · KILLCOllOOIC 

PRICE LEVEL - OCT 1992 

4 EXCAVATION REMARK$ 

A. REQUIRED m,765 C.Y. 4,104,000 s.f. of Dredging Area 

B. PAY OVERDEPTH + 260,978 C.Y. 

C. fllAX. PAY YARDAGE • 1,033, 743 c. y. (YARDAGE USED ON BID FORM) 

D. O.D. NOT DREDGED 0 C.Y. 

E. NET PAY YARDAGE • 1,033, 743 c. y. (YARDAGE USED TO FIGURE UNIT PRICE PER C.Y.) 

F. NON·PAY YARDAGE + 507,700 C.Y. 3.3 Average feet of overdigging 

G. GROSS YARDAGE • 1,541,443 C.Y. (YARDAGE USED TO FIGURE PRCOUCTION TIME & COST) 

Esti .. ted by: Jose Alvarez 31 Aug 1992 Checked by: 



~, 

( ) 

Sale111, Nj > Sheet of 

*************************************************************************************************************************** 
PRCEUCTIOll WORK SHEET 

B BID ITEM I 2 
PIPELINE DREDGE TIME 

*************************************************************************************************************************** 
REMARKS 

1 SIZE OF DREDGE •••• PIPELINE ••.•••••• > 27 INCH 

2 POWER OUTPUT •••••• MAIN PlJIP •••••••• > 4,000 HP Chart i 1 blised on 4000 Horsepowr. 

3 MAXIMUM LINE LENGTH 36,000 L.F. 

4 AVERAGE LINE LENGTH 26,000 L.F. Actual Pipeline 

5 llUMSER OF BOOSTERS IN LINE Each Booster is 4200 Hor1epowr. 

6 PROOUCTI ON ••••••••• C BASED Oii) •••••• > 27,000 L. F. 26,000 L.F. + 1000 E~iv. feet of pipe. 

A. CHART PRODUCTION 710 C.Y./HR Adjusted Chart is bliled on 8200 Total Hor1epowr in line. 
......................... 

B. BOOSTER FACTOll JI 0.9 10X LOSS IN Pl.M'ING TIME PER BOOSTER 
-----·-····· 

C. MATERIAL FACTOll JI 1.55 (Ill> >• 2.0 > SAND >• 0.7 > ROCK) 

------------
D. BANK FACTOll JI 1. 1 10.14 FT. AVERAGE BANK HEIGHT 

------------
E. OTHER FACTOll JI 0.9 

------------
F. NET PRODUCTION • 980 CY/HR 

G. OPERATING HRS/DAY JI 16 

------------
H. OPERATING DAYS/MONTH JI 28 

------------
I. CUBIC YARDS/MONTH • 439,201 

J. DREDGE TIME 3.51 MONTHS 1,541,443 C.Y.(GROSS) DIVIDED IY 439,201 C.Y./MOllTH 

K. CLEANUP + 0.35 MONTHS 10X ADDITIONAL DREDGING TIME 

7 TOTAL DREDGE TIME .. 3.86 MONTHS 267,766 Pay c.y. per .:>nth 

Esti111ated by: Jose Alvarez 31 Aug 1992 Checked by: 



Salem, Nj > ShNt of 

*************************************************************************************************************************** 
PRCOUCTIOll WORK SHEET 

c BID ITEM ti 2 
EXCAVATION COSTS 

*************************************************************************************************************************** 
REMARKS 

1 PLANT OWNERSHIP COSTS $71,086 PER MO 

2 OPERATING COSTS + $646,343 PER MO 

3 PIPELINE COSTS BASED ON SAND DETERMINED IY MATERIAL FACTOll Oii SHEET I, ITEM 6 D. 

A. FLOATING PIPELINE + $53,600 PER MO a,ooo LIN. FEET a 16.70 PER L.F./MO 

B. SUSMERGED PIPELINE + $79,200 PER MO 18,000 LIN. FEET a $4.40 PER L.F./MO 

C. SHORELINE + SO PER MO 0 LIN. FEET a S3.00 PER L.F./MO 

D. PARTIALLY UTILIZED PIPELINE + $23,500 PER MO 10,000 LIN. FEET a S2.35 PER L.F./M0(501 OF RATE) 

4 BOOSTER(S) + $156,000 PER MO 1 BOOSTERS a 1156,000 EACH 

5 SPECIAL COSTS + $70,000 PER MO 

6 TOTAL MONTHLY COST .. $1,099,729 

7 DREDGE TIME x 3.86 MO 

8 SUBTOTAL .. $4,245,637 

9 ADOITIOllAL COSTS + SO L.S. 

10 SUBTOTAL • $4,245,637 

11 OVERHEAD 12.01 + $509,476 SUBTOTAL···> $4,755,113 
---·······--

12 PROFIT 10.01 + $475,511 SUBTOTAL···> $5,230,624 Pl8'Tling Esti .. te 
···------··· 

13 BOND 1.01 + $52,306 

·-----------
14 NET PAY YARDAGE COST • $5,282,930 

15 NET PAY YARDAGE I 1,033, 743 CY FRCJI SHEET A, ITEM 4 E. 

16 UNIT COST • S5.11 PER CY 

17 MAX PAY YARDAGE x 1,033,743 C.Y. FRCJI BID SCHEDULE (SEE SHEET A, ITEM 4 C.) 

18 TOTAL DREDGING COST • 15,282,427 FOR BID SCHEDULE 

Estimated by: Jose Alvarez 31 Aug 1992 Checked by:----



Sal•, Nj > Sheet of 

*******************************************************************************•******************************************* 

MONTHLY OWNERSHIP & OPERATING COSTS 

*************************************************************************************************************************** 

REMARKS 

1 CURRENT FUEL PRICE SO. 7'S /GAL 

2 AVERAGE PLANT USEAGE 7 MO/YR 

3 CURRENT INTEREST RATE 8.37'5 X /YR 

4 MENU ITEM SELECTED ••••••••••••••••• > 27 II DREDGE Plaming Esti•te 

4,000 HP MAIN PIN CHART HORSEPOWER 

5 DREDGE COSTS •••••••••••••••••••••• > S71,086 IMO PLANT OWNERSHIP COSTS 

+ 1646,343 IMO OPERATING COSTS S305,137 IMO PAYROLL) 

• S717,429 /MO TOT. DREDGE COSTS (AVE. CREW RATE• S28 .85 /MANllClJR 

INCLlJ>ING FRINGE BENEFITS & TAXES) 

6 BOOSTER INFORMATION 4,200 HP PlMP MOTOR 

7 COST PER BOOSTER S156,000 IMO CINCLll>ES LABOR, OPER. & OWNERSHIP) 

8 Nl.918ER OF BOOSTERS x (MOBILIZATION & DEMOB. INFORMATION) 

9 TOTAL BOOSTER COST • S156,000 IMO (MOBILIZATION & DEMOB. INFORMATION) 

10 FLOATING PIPELINE 8,000 LIN. FEET i S4.90 PER L.F./MO <MU> RATE)• S39,200 PER MONTH 

11 SUBMERGED PIPELINE + 24,000 LIN. FEET i S3.40 PER L.F./MO CMU> RATE) • S81,600 PER MONTH 

12 SHORELINE + 4,000 LIN. FEET i S2.10 PER L.F./MO (MU> RATE) a S8,400 PER MONTH 

13 TOTAL PIPELINE • 36,000 LIN. FEET (MOBILIZATION & DEMOB. INFORMATION) S129,200 PER MONTH 

Esti .. ted by: Jose Alvarez 31 Aug 1992 Checked by: 



Sale111, Nj > 

>DREDGE SIZE = 27 in. pipeline 

>ANNUAL X = 4.731875 x >LI FE ,. 30 yrs >SAL V a 

PIPELINE COSTS PER L.F. PER MONTH 

TYPE OF MATERIAL P\MPED 
PIPELINE ~ SAND ROCK 

FLOATING S4.90 $6.70 S10.40 
SUBMERGED S3.40 S4.40 S7. 10 
SHORELINE S2.10 S3.00 S4.90 

LOOSE SANO 1700 GR/L 
LOOSE SANO 1900 GR/L 

STANDARD DREDGE PRCX>UCTIDll BASED Dll PIPELINE LENGTH 

5,500 L.F. OF PIPE 
11,000 L.F. OF PIPE 
15,500 L.F. OF PIPE 

BANK FACTORS 

BAlllC HEIGHT 

FACTOR NA 

PLANT OWllERSH IP 

1500 C.Y. PER HOUR 
980 C.Y. PER HOUR 
420 C.Y. PER HOUR 

2 

0.43 0.55 

3 

1. 1 
1 

D.65 

4 

Sheet of 

>MAIN P\J4P a 4,000 H.P. 

10X >USE = 7 worki119 1110nths per year 

MATERIAL FACTORS 
.. ---------------

DESCRIPTION lllPLACE DENSITY FACTOR 

IU> ' SILT 1200 GR/L 3 
IU) ' SILT 1300 GR/L 2.5 
1U> ' SILT 1400 GR/L 2 

CCM'ACTED SAND 2000 GR/L 0.9 
STIFF CLAY 2000 GR/L .5· .7 
COMPACTED SHELL 2300 GR/L .4·.6 
SOFT ROO: 2400 GR/L .3·.5 
BLASTED ROO: 2000 GR/L .2·.3 

5 6 7 9 

0.78 0.9 1.1 1.1 

--------------- TOTAL DEPRECIATION A INTEREST B CFC c 
NO. VALUE S RATE X AMCUIT S RATE X AMOUNT S RATE % NO.INT S 

DREDGE 1 S5,DOO,DOO 3.00 S150,000 4.73 S236,594 3.79 S189,275 
TUGS 2 S500,DOO 4.50 S22,500 4.79 S23,958 4.24 S21,200 
DERRICK BARGE 1 $120,000 4.50 S5,400 4.79 S5,750 4.24 s5,oaa 
WORK BARGE 2 S200,000 4.75 S9,500 4.60 S9, 191 3.68 S7,352 
FUEL/WATER BARGE $110,000 4.75 S5,225 4.60 SS,055 3.68 S4,044 
YARD ECIUIPCMISC.) LS $80,000 10.00 sa,ooo 4.61 S3,687 3.69 S2,950 
CREW/WOlllCBOA T 1 S75,000 9.50 S7,125 4.79 S3,594 4.24 S3, 180 
SKI FF 11/MOTOR 2 S16,000 7.92 S1,267 4.73 $757 3.78 S606 
------------ ------------ ------------

TOTALS A• S209,017 B• S288,584 C• S233,694 

BID ESTIMATE A + B • S497,601 per year divided by 7 .anths/year:o S71,086 per lllOrtth (Bid Est.) 
------------------------------------

'4CX). ESTIMATE A + C a S442,712 per year divided by 7 .anths/year= $63,245 per llOnth (Mod. Est.) 
------------------------------------

Esti11111ted by: Jose Alvarez 31 Aug 1992 Checked by: ----



Salem, Nj > Sheet of 

>DREDGE SIZE s 27 in. C~ it ... 6 & 14) 

OPERATING COSTS 

PAYROlL (24 HR OPR) NO. RATE 
-------------------
PROJECT NGA 

SUPERINTENDENT 
CAPTAIN per month 
CHIEF ENGR. • 
CIVIL ENGll. • 
OFFICE NGR 
OFFICE PERSONNEL • 

AIOJllT 

SJ,000 
S2,800 

S1 ,800 

BOOSTER 

PLANT 

EST. TOTAL PLANT 
FUEL 
WATER, LUBE, SUPPLIES 

4,200 HP 

DREDGE WEARCP\JIP,PIPE,OJTTER> 
REPAIR & DRYDOCK 
YARD COST 
INSURANCE 

S156,000 

5 ,800 HP 
S80,4a5 
SJ0,000 
S85,000 
S95,800 
$17,770 
$19,830 

LAY UP $12,320 
SUBTOTAL .... 

TAXES,INS.,FRINGES •••••• 

MANAGEMENT PAYROLL ••••• > 

LEVEIUWI 
WATCH ENGINEER 
DREDGE MATES 
TUG MASTERS 

TUG MATES 
MAINTENANCE ENGINEERS 
EQUIPNEllT OPERATORS 
WELDERS 
OILERS 
DEUHANOS 

ELECTRICIAN 
GENERAL Dl.M' FOREMAN 
DI.IQ> FOREMAN 
YARD AND SHORE MEii 

CREW TOTAL (3 SHIFTS) 

WAGES (UNION) 
l«lRIC 56 HRS /W. 
PAY 64 HRS /W. 4.34\K.S/...0 
TAXES,INS.,FRlllGES •••••• 

S7,600 
40.51 S3,081 

+PAYROLL COSTS •••.•••••• > 
PLANT COSTS •••••••••••• > S341,205 

S305, 137 
S10 ,6111 per W/f//O 

3 S18.91 
3 S18.03 
2 S16.61 
2 S17.50 

3 $14.49 
s11.n 

3 S19.00 
2 S17.50 
2 $14.85 

12 S14.31 
$17.50 

1 S17.n 
2 $16.34 
6 S14.31 

42 MEii 

$186,027 
52.51 S97,748 

S56.73 
S54.09 
S33.22 
S35.00 

S43.47 
SO.DO 

S57.00 
S35.00 
S29.70 

sm.n 
$17.50 
s11.n 
S32.611 
S85.86 

Cllot bued 
S669.74 per hour 

************************************ 
IOITHLY OPERATING COSTSa S646,343 
************************************ 

Taxes, insur11nee rd fringes on labor: 
Cbued on Decision lll.lliler 91-llY) 

Social Security 
Wor~1 1 CC111penSation 
State Un8111plo.,_,,t Ce111p. 
Federal Unellplo-,.ent Ce111p. 
Fringes... S3. 75 per hour 

8 paid hol. 1.91 
on O.T.) 8.0Xvacation 

TAXES,INS.,FRINGES •••••• CREW ••• 

7. 7% 
8.41 
6.21 
0.81 

20.61 

7.0X 

52.SX 
·(BENEFIT DIFEREllTIAL) 12.0X 

TAXES,INS.,FRlllGES •••••• MANAGEMENT.. 40.51 

CREW PAYROLL ••••••••••• > $294,456 per W/fllO Cave. gross crew Wate s S28.85 per Mrilour> 
+ llAllAGEMEllT PAYROLL ..... > S10,6111 per W/f//O 

PAYROLL COSTS •••••••••• > $305,137 per W/f/IO 

Estilll8ted by: Jose Alvarez 31 Aug 1992 Checked by:----
I 
\ / , __ ,/ 
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***************************************************************************** .. ************************************•··--··· 
PRCX>UCTION WORK SHEET 

p BIO ITEM I 2 
PRCX>UCTION FACTOR aJIPUTATIOllS 

************************************************************************'*************************************************** 

PRCX>UCTION FACTORS FOR A 27 • DREDGE 

STANDARD DREDGE PRCOUCTIOll BASED ON CHART HORSEPOWER 

UP TO 
AT 
AT 

5,500 L.F. OF PIPE 
11,000 L.F. OF PIPE 
15,500 L.F. OF PIPE 

1,500 C.'f ./HR 
980 C.'f./HR 
420 C.'f./HR 

Ch•rt Horsepower frOll infor1111tion sheet • 4000 
Tot•l Av•il9ble HorsepolH!r • 4000 

NUllber of Boosters • 1 
Booster H.P. frCll infor1111tion sheet • 4200 

2 0.43 
(Tot•l Av•il9ble Horsepower+ 

Nl.llber of Boosters x Booster H.P.) / Ch•rt H.P) • 
Chrt Adjuat..nt FKtor 

4 0.65 
(4000 H.P. + 1 Booster(s) x 4200 H.P.) I 4000 H.P •• 

2.05 Ch•rt Adjuat11ent F•ctor (C.A.F.) 

ADJUSTED DREDGE PRCOUCTION CHART BASED ON C.A.F. 

UP TO 
AT 

AT 

11,275 L.F. OF PIPE 
22,550 L.F. OF PIPE 

31,775 L.F. OF PIPE 

27,000 L.F. OF PIPE 
710 CY/HR 

MATERIAL FACTOR CllOSEN • 1.55 SAND 
Cll.ll >• 2.0 > SAND >• 0.7 > ROCK) 

PIPELINE COSTS PER L.F. PER MONTH 

TYPE OF 
PIPELINE 

FLOAT ING 
SUBMERGED 
SHORELINE 

II.I) 

S4.90 
$3.40 
S2. 10 

MATERIAL Pl.WED 
SAND 

S6.70 
S4.40 
$3.00 

1,500 C.Y./HR 
980 C.'r ./HR 

420 C.Y./HR 

ROCK 

$10.40 
S7. 10 
S4.90 

5 

9 

MENU ITEMS: 

!WIK FACTORS 10.14 FT. AVERAGE BANK HEIGHT 
1 • 1 BANK FACTOR 

0 IU) 

1 SAND 
2 ROCK 

FRiii 
CHART 

!WIK 

INTERPOLATIONS 

0 

3 

0.78 

6 

7 

a 

1.1 

FACTOR 
NA 

0.55 

0.9 

1.1 

MENU ITEMS: 

FRiii CHART 
IF 

(ti.nit<1) 

C1<•bllnlc<2> 

(2<•bllnic<3) 

(3<sbllnt<4) 

C 4<-mnlt<5 > 

(5<•ti.nit<6) 

( 6<sbllnlc < 7) 

(7cabllnlc<8) 

(8<=bwllc<9) 

(9<zb9nk) 

0 810 ESTIMATE 
1 MOD. EST IM. 

USE 

llA 

llA 

1.4068 

1.264 

1.4482 

1.3968 

1.314 

1.314 

1.1 

1.1 

MENU ITEM AUTlllA Tl CALL 'f CHOSEN: 
CO 11.0,1 SAND,2 ROCK> 1 SAND 

FLOATING 
SUIHERGED 
SHORELINE 

$6.70 PER L.F./NO 
S4.40 PER L.F./MO 
$3.00 PER L.F./MO 

Esti1111ted by: Jose Alvarez 31 Aug 1992 Checked by: 
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............................................................................................................................ 

0 M08 & DEMOB BIO ITEM I 

*************************************************************************************************************************** 

27 • Dredge 

MOllLIZATIOll DEMOB IL I ZA Tl Oii 

I DAYS $/DAY TOTAL I DAYS $/DAY TOTAL 

1. PREPARE DREDGE FOR TRANSFER 3 x S11,380 • S34, 141 3 x S12,005 • $36,016 
--------- --------- ---------

2. PREPARE PIPELINE FOR TRANSFER 5 x S4, 701 • S23,504 5 x S4,926 • S24,629 
--------- .......................... ---------

3. TRANSFER ALL PLANT 200 MILES 
a 100 •i les/day • 2 x S30,412 • S60,824 2 x S30,412 • S60,824 

4. MAR I NE INSURANCE L.S. • S1,500 L.S. • S1,500 

5. PERMANENT PERSONNEL & MISC. L.S. • 1842 L.S. • SIS42 

6. PREPARE DREDGE AFTER TRANSFER 2 x S11,924 • S23,848 2 x S11,299 a S22,598 

7. PREPARE PIPELINE AFTER TRANSFER 2 x S4,926 • S9,852 2 x S4,701 • S9,402 

8. OTHER • so L.S. (CLEANUP) a S16,763 

SUI TOTAL SUBTOTAL 
MOllLIZATIOll S154,512 DEMOB I LIZA Tl Oii s1n,s75 

9. SUBTOTAL MOllLIZATIOll & DEMOBILIZATION • S327,086 

10. OVERHEAD 12.0X + S39,250 1366,336 <··SUBTOTAL 
--------- --------------------

11. PROFIT 10.0X + S36,634 S402,970 <··UTOTAL PlarYling Esti11111te 
--------- --------------------

12. 80llO 1.0X + S4,030 
........................... 

13. TOTAL MOllLIZATIOll & DEMOBILIZATION • S407,000 

Esti .. ted by: Jose Alvarez 31 Aug 1992 Checked by: 



Sale111, Nj > of 

*****************************************************************************••············································ 

E MOB & DEMOB BIO ITEM ti 

*************************************************************************************************************************** 

27 • Dredge 

1. PREPARE DREDGE FOR TRANSFER MOBILIZATIOll DEMOB I LIZA TI Oii 

25 lllen a 8 hr/day refurbishing a S28.85 per hour • s5,no ss,no 

Sl.q)l i es & SMl l tools a S91 /day S91 S91 

Support eqJipment with operators i S500 /day S500 S500 

Plant ownership 

Basic plant S71,086 /month 

Booster(s) S51,480 /month a S156,000 x 33X) 

S122,566 /month divided by 30.42 days/month • S4,029 S4,029 

Fuel (plant idle) i S990 /day S990 S990 

Slbsistence 25 .,, a S25.00 per day • S625 

COST PER DAY $11,380 S12,005 

2. PREPARE PIPELINE FOR TRANSFER MOBILIZATIOll DEMOB IL I ZA Tl Oii 

9 .,, a 8 hrs/day a S28.85 per hour • s2,on 

9.,, a 8 hrs/day i S28.85 per hour • s2,on 

Sl.q)l ies & s.all tools i S500 /day S500 S500 

Pipeline ownership S129,200 /month 

divided by 30.42 days/month x SOX • S2, 124 S2, 124 

Slbsistence S25.00 per day = S225 

COST PER DAY S4,701 S4,926 

Esti111ated by: J~e Alvarez 31 Aug 1992 Checked by: 



Salm, Nj > Sheet of 

************************'*************************************************************************************************** 

MOB ' DEMOB BID ITEM I 

*************************************************************************************************************************** 

27 w Dredge 

3. TRANSFER PLANT MOBILIZATION DEMOBILIZATION 

13 lllen/Shift (2·12 hour shifts/day) i S28.85 per .mour • S9,001 

Plant ownership per day • S4,029 S4,029 

Pipeline ownership per day • S2, 124 S2, 124 

Plant costs S341,205 /.:>nth (Operating costs •inus payroll) 

divided by 30.42 days/.onth x SOX • SS,608 SS,608 

SI.Cs i st ence 26 _, a S25.00 per day • S650 S650 

Towing vessel(s): 750 H.P. Rental Tug i 

S6,000 per day (tONing) 

S3,000 per day (return to port) 

S9,000 per day x 1 tONing vessel(s) • S9,000 S9,000 

COST PER DAY S30,412 $30,412 

4. MARINE INSURAllCE S1 ,500 each tON (MOB ' DEMOI) 

5. PERMANENT PERSONNEL ' MISC. MOBILIZATION DEMOBILIZATION 

3 _, a 8 hrs/day a S28.85 per hour i 1 DAY S692 S692 

Travel Expenses SSO per _, S150 $150 

Local hi re a so /day so 
--------- -----------

TOTAL S842 S842 

EstiM8ted by: Jose Alverez 31 Aug 1992 Checked by: 

I I 
\_J 
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*************************************'***'*****************************************************************************'****** 

G MOB & DEMOB BID ITEM I 

*************************************************************************************************************************** 

27 w Dred;e 

6. PREPARE DREDGE AFTER TRAJISFER MOB I LI ZA Tl Oii DEMOBILIZATION 

25 men i 8 tlrs/day i S28.85 per hour • S5,770 SS, 770 

Support equipinent wittl operators i ssoo /day S500 S500 

Plant ownership per day :s S4,029 S4,029 

Fuel (plant idle) i S1,000 /day S1,000 S1,000 

Subsistence 25 .,, i S25.00 per day • S625 
--------- -----------

COST PER DAY S11,924 S11,299 

7. PREPARE PIPELINE AFTER TRANSFER 

9 llll!n i 8 hrs/day i S28.85 per tlour • S2,077 S2,077 

Pipeline ownerstlip per day • S2, 124 S2, 124 

Sl.i:lsistence 9 .,, i S25.00 per day• S225 

Support equipinent with operators i S500 /day ssoo ssoo 

COST PER DAY S4,926 S4,701 

Esti11111ted by: Jose Alvarez 31 Aug 1992 Checked by: 
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*************************************************************************************************************************** 
PIPELINE DREDGE ESTIMATE 

A BID ITEM I 2 
YARDAGE ESTIMATE 

*************************************************************************************************************************** 

1 PROJECT SALEM RIVER · HYO OREOG · 18 1 

2 LOCATION SALEM, NJ INVIT. NO. > 

3 DESCRIPTION OF WORK MAINTENANCE DREDGING; DISPOSAL AREA • KILLctlllOOK 

CYCLE: 3 YEARS 

4 EXCAVATION REMARKS 

A. REQUIRED 188, 100 c. y. 4,000,000 s.f. of Oredvine Area 

B. PAY OVEROEPTH + 0 C.Y. 

C. MAX. PAY YARDAGE • 188, 100 c. y. (YARDAGE USED ON 810 FORM) 

D. O.D. NOT DREDGED 0 C.Y. 

E. NET PAY YARDAGE • 188,100 C.Y. (YARDAGE USED TO FIGURE UlllT PRICE PER C.Y.) 

F. NON·PAY YARDAGE + 103,700 C.Y. O. 7 Average feet of overdigging 

G. GROSS YARDAGE • 291 ,800 c. y. (YARDAGE USED TO FIGURE PRCOUCTION TIME ' COST) 

Esti .. ted by: Jose Alvarez 31 Aug 1992 Checked by: 
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*************************************************************************************************************************** 
PRCDUCTION WOllK SHEET 

B BID ITEM II 2 
PIPELINE DREDGE TIME 

************************************* ........................................................................................... . 

REMARKS 

1 SIZE OF DREDGE: •.• PIPELINE ••••••••• > 27 INCH 

2 POWER OUTPUT •••••• MAIN PUMP ..•••••• > Chart is based on 4000 Horsepo...r. 

3 MAXlll.J4 LINE LENGTH 36,000 L.F. 

4 AVERAGE LINE LENGTH 26,000 L.F. Actual Pipeline 

5 NUMBER OF BOOSTERS IN LINE Each Booster is 4200 HorsapoNar. 

6 PROOUCTION ••••••••• CBASED ON) •••••• > 27,000 L.F. 26,000 L.F. + 1000 Equiv. feet of pipe. 

A. CHAU PROOUCTIOll 710 C.Y./HR Adjusted Chart is based on 11200 Total Hor1apo1Mr in tine. 

( B. BOOSTER FACTOR x 0.85 151 LOSS IN PUMPING TIME PER BOOSTER 

C. MATERIAL FACTOR x 3 IU) CIU> >• 2.0 > SAND >• O. 7 > ROCIO 

D. WK FACTOR x 0.43 2 FT. AVERAGE WK HEIGHT 

E. OTHER FACTOR x 

F. NET PRCDUCTION • 771 CY/HR 

G. OPERATING HRS/DAY x 16 

H. OPERATING DAYS/MONTH x 211 

I. CUBIC YARDS/MONTH • 348, 70ll 

J. DREDGE TIME 0 .114 MONTHS 291,llOO C.Y.CGROSS) DIVIDED BY 348, 708 C. Y ./MONTH 

IC. CLEANUP + o.oa MONTHS 101 ADDITIONAL DREDGING TIME 

7 TOTAL DREDGE TIME • 0.92 MONTHS 204,349 Pay c.y. per .:>nth 

Esti .. ted by: Jose Alvarez 31 Aug 1992 Checked by: 



Selem, Nj > Sheet of 

*************************************************************************************************************************** 
PRCX>UCTIOll WORK SHEET 

c BID ITEM fl 2 
EXCAVATION COSTS 

*************************************************************************************************************************** 
REMARKS 

1 PLANT OWNERSHIP COSTS S79,0llS PER MO 

2 OPERATING COSTS + S657,891 PER MO 

3 PIPELINE COSTS BASED Oii ~ DETERMINED BT MATERIAL FACTOR Oii SHEET B, ITEM 6 D. 

A. FLOATING PIPELINE + S39,200 PER MO 11,000 LIN. FEET a S4. 90 PER L. F • IMO 

B. SUBMERGED PIPELINE + S61,200 PER MO 111,000 LIN. FEET a S3.40 PER L.F./MO 

C. SHORELINE + SO PEit MO 0 LIN. FEET a S2.10 PER L.F./MO 

D. PARTIALLY UTILIZED PIPELINE + S17,333 PER MO 10,000 LIN. FEET a S1.73 PER L.F./MO(SOI OF RATE) 

4 BOOSTER(S) + S156,000 PER MO 1 BOOSTERS a S156,000 EACH 

5 SPECIAL COSTS + S59,000 PER MO 

6 TOTAL MONTHLY COST • S1,069,709 

7 DREDGE TIME x 0.92 MO 

II SUBTOTAL • S984,650 

9 ADDITIONAL COSTS + SO L.S. 

10 SUBTOTAL • S984,650 

11 OVERHEAD 12.0X + 1118,1511 SUBTOTAL···> S1,102,ll08 

------------
12 PROFIT 10.0X + 1110,2111 SUBTOTAL···> S1,213,0ll9 Planning Esti,..te 

------------
13 80llO 1.0X + S12, 131 

------------
14 NET PAY YARDAGE COST • S1,225,220 

15 NET PAY YARDAGE I 1118, 100 CY FRIJI SHEET A, ITEM 4 E. 

16 UNIT COST • S6.51 PER CY 

17 MAX PAY YARDAGE x 11111, 100 c. y. FRIJI BID SCHEDULE (SEE SHEET A, ITEM 4 C.) 

18 TOTAL DREDGING COST • S1,224,531 FOR BID SCHEDULE 

Esti .. ted by: Jose Alverez 31 Aug 1992 Checked by: 

( 

I 

I ' 
\.__./ 



Sele11, Nj > of 

****************************************************************************************************************** ... ******* 

NOMTHLY OWNERSHIP 'OPERATING COSTS 

*************************************************************************************************************************** 

RENARICS 

1 CURRENT FUEL PRICE $0.95 /GAL 

2 A VE RAGE PLAllT USEAGE 7 MO/YR 

3 CURRENT INTEREST RATE 10 X /YR 

4 NENU ITEM SELECTED ••••••••••••••••• > 27 II DREDGE Plennine Esti•t• 

4,000 HP NAIN PIMP CWT HORSEPOWER 

5 DREDGE COSTS •••••••••••••••••••••• > S7'9 I 085 /ttO PLAllT a.llERSHIP COSTS 

+ S657,891 /ttO OPERATING COSTS S295,223 /ttO PAYROLL) 

• S736,976 /ttO TOT. DREDGE COSTS CAVE. CREW RATE• S27. 93 /IWlllOOR 

lllCLLOING FRINGE BENEFITS ' TAXES) 

6 BOOSTER INFORMATION 4,200 HP P\JI> MOTOR 

7 COST PER BOOSTER S156,000 /MO (INCLLOES LABOR, OPER. 'OWNERSHIP) 

8 ~R OF BOOSTERS x (MCllLIZATION ' DEMOB. INFORMATION) 

9 TOTAL BOOSTER COST • S156, 000 /ttO (MCllLIZATION ' DEMOB. INFORMATION) 

10 FLOATING PIPELINE 8,000 LIN. FEET i S4.90 PER L.F./MO CMll> RATE) • S39,200 PER MONTH 

11 SUBMERGED PIPELINE + 24,000 LIN. FEET i S3.40 PER L.F./MO (llJD RATE) • S81,600 PER MONTH 

12 SHORELINE + 4,000 LIN. FEET i S2.10 PER L.F./MO CMll> RATE)• S8,400 PER NOMTH 

13 TOTAL PIPELINE • 36,000 LIN. FEET (MCllLIZATION ' DEMOS. INFORNATION) S129,20D PER MONTH 

Esti111111ted by: Jose Alverez 31 Aug 1992 Checked by: 



Salem, Nj > 

>DREDGE SIZE • 27 in. pipeline 

>AllllUAL X • 5.65 x >LIFE • 30 yrs >SALV • 

PIPELINE COSTS PER L.F. PER MONTH 

TYPE OF MATERIAL PUIPED 
PIPELINE II.I) SAllO ROCK 

FLOATING S4.90 S6.70 S10.40 
SUBMERGED S3.40 S4.40 S7.10 
SHORELINE S2.10 S3.00 S4.~ 

LOOSE SAllD 1700 GR/L 
LOOSE SAND 1900 GR/L 

STANDARD DREDGE PRODUCTION BASED ON PIPELINE LENGTH 

5,500 L.F. OF PIPE 
11,000 L.F. OF PIPE 
15,500 L.F. OF PIPE 

BANK FACTOllS 

BANK HEIGHT 

FACTOll llA 

PLANT OWNERSHIP 

1500 C.Y. PER llClJR 
980 C.Y. PER HOUR 
420 C.Y. PER llClJR 

2 

0.43 0.55 

3 

1.1 
1 

0.65 

4 

Sheet of 

>NAiii P\N • 4,00D H.P. 

10X >USE • 7 workil"l9 lllOnths per year 

MATERIAL FACTOllS 
----------------

DESCRIPTION lllPLACE DENSITY FACTOll 

II.I) & SILT 1200 GR/L 3 
II.I) & SILT 1300 GR/L 2.5 
II.I) & SILT 1400 GR/L 2 

cal>ACTED SAND 2000 GR/L 0.9 
STIFF CLAY 2000 GR/L .5·. 7 
cal>ACTED SHELL 2300 GR/L .4· .6 
SOFT ROCIC 2400 GR/L .3-.5 
BLASTED ROCIC 2000 GR/L .2-.3 

5 6 7 8 9 

0.78 0.9 1.1 1.1 

--------------- TOTAL DEPRECIATION A INTEREST I CFC c 
llO. VALUE S RATE X NIOlJIT S RATE X AIOJllT S RATE X AIOJllT S 

DREDGE 1 S5,000,000 3.00 S150,000 5.65 S282,500 4.52 S226,000 
TUGS 2 S500,000 4.50 S22,500 5.n S28,606 4.24 S21,200 
DERRICK BARGE 1 S120,000 4.50 S5,400 5.n S6,865 4.24 S5,088 
WORK BARGE 2 S200,000 4.75 S9,500 5.49 S10,974 4.39 S8, 77'9 
FUEL/WATER BARGE S110,000 4.75 S5,225 5.49 S6,036 4.39 S4,828 
YARD EQUIP(MISC.) LS S80,000 10.00 S8,000 5.50 S4,402 4.40 S3,522 
CREW/WORKBOAT 1 S75,000 9.50 S7,125 5.n S4,291 4.24 S3, 180 
SKI FF 11/MOTOll 2 S16,000 7.92 S1,267 5.65 S904 4.52 S723 
------------ ------------ ------------

TOTALS A• S209,017 •• S344,578 Cz S273,320 

BID ESTIMATE A + I • S553,595 per ye1r divided by 7 months/ye1r• S79,085 per lllOnth <Bid Est.) 
------------------------------------

Na>. ESTIMATE A + C • 1482,338 per ye1r divided by 7 months/ye1r• S68, 905 per month (Mod. Est.) 
------------------------------------

31 AUSI 1992 Checked by:----



Salee, Nj 

>DREDGE SIZE ~ 

OPERATING COSTS 

PAYROLL C24 HR OPR) 

PROJECT NGR 
SUPERINTENDENT 
CAPTAIN 
CHIEF ENGR. 
CIVIL ENGR. 
OFFICE MGR 
OFFICE PERSONNEL 

SUBTOTAL •..• 
TAXES,INS.,FRINGES •••••• 

MANAGEMENT PAYROLL. •••• > 

LEVERMAll 
WATCH ENGINEER 
DREDGE MATES 
TUG MASTERS 

TUG MATES 
MAINTENANCE ENGINEERS 
EQUIPMENT OPERATORS 
WELDERS 
OILERS 
DECKHANDS 

ELECTRICIAN 
GENERAL DlW FOREMAN 
DlW FOREMAN 
YARD Alll SHORE MEN 

27 in. (menu ite1111 6 l 14> 

NO. RATE 

per 8Dnth 
II 

II 

II 

LAY UP 

33.'l"X S2,564 

> 

AMQJNT 

$3,000 
S2,800 

S1,800 

$7,600 

+PAYROLL COSTS •••••••••• > 

S10, 164 per 'tl/90 

3 $18.85 S56.55 
3 S18. 15 $54.45 
2 S16.76 S33.52 
2 S17.63 $35.26 

3 $14.83 S44.49 
S17.89 so.oo 

3 S19.00 $57.00 
2 $17.63 $35.26 
2 $15.18 $30.36 

12 $14.65 S17'5 .80 
S17.63 S17.63 

1 $17.89 S17.89 
2 $16.50 S33.00 
6 $14.65 $87.90 

S12,320 

S295,223 

Sheet of 

BOOSTER 4,200 HP S156,000 

PLANT 

EST. TOTAL PLANT 
FUEL 
WATER,LUIE,SUPPLIES 

5,800 HP 

DREDGE WEARCP\MP,PIPE,CUTTER> 
REPAIR & DRYl>OCIC 
YARD COST 
I NUANCE 

PLANT COSTS ••.••••••••• > S362,668 

S101,948 
S30,000 
SJJS,000 
S95,800 
S17,770 
S19,830 

........................................ 
MONTHLY OPERATlllG COSTS• $657,891 
... ****** ............................... . 

Tues, insurance Ind fringes on labor: 
(based on Decision NUl!Oer 88·FL·0196) 

Social Security 
Woric.n • 1 CC111p91"1Sa t i on 
State ~lo)'llent CQlllJ). 
Federal Unlllple>yment CQlllJl. 
Fringes... S2. 71 per hour 

7. 7'X 
7.5% 
6.2% 
0.8% 

14. 7'X 
Cllot bued 8 paid hol. 1.9X 

CREW TOTAL (3 SHIFTS) 

WAGES (UNION) 
WORK 56 HRS /'rlt. 
PAY 64 HRS /W. 4.34W.S/lllMO 
TAXES,lllS.,FRlllGES •••••• 

42 MEii S679. 11 per hour on O.T.) 8.0Xvacation 7.0% 

TAXES,lllS.,FRINGES •••••• CREW ••• 45. 7'X 
·CBEllEFIT DIFEREllTIAL) 12.0X 

S188,630 
45.7'% $86,266 TAXES,lllS.,FRlllGES •••••• MAllAGEMEllT.. 33.'l"X 

CREW PAYROLL ••••••••••• > $285,059 per 'tl/'/1111) Cave. gross cre11 'tlage = $27.93 per menhour) 
+MANAGEMENT PAYROLL ••••• > $10,164 per 'tl/90 

PAYROLL COSTS •••••••••• > S295,223 per 'tl/90 

Esti .. ted by: Jose Alvarez 31 Aug 1992 Checked by:----



S•lm, Nj > of 

************************************************************************************************************************* ... 
PRCX>UCTION WORK SHEET 

p BID ITEM I 2 
PRCX>UCTION FACTOR COMPUTATIONS 

*************************************************************************************•··--································· 

PRCX>UCTION FACTORS FOR A 27 M DREDGE 

STAMDARD DREDGE PRCX>UCTION BASED ON CHART HORSEPOWER 

UP TO 
AT 
AT 

5,500 L.F. OF PIPE 
11,000 L.F. OF PIPE 
15,500 L.F. OF PIPE 

1,500 C.Y./HR 
980 C.Y./HR 
420 C.Y./HR 

Ch•rt Horsepower from info,...tion sheet • 4000 
Tot•l Available Horsapo11er • 4000 

Nuitler of Boosters • 1 
Booster H.P. fr09 info,...tion sheet • 4200 

2 0.43 
(Total Available Horsepower+ 

Nuitler of Boosters x Booster H.P.) I Chart H.P) • 
Chart AdjustMnt Factor 

4 0.65 
(4000 H.P. + 1 Booster(s) x 4200 H.P.) I 4000 H.P. • 

2.05 Chart Adjust11ent Factor (C.A.F.) 

ADJUSTED DREDGE PRCX>UCTION CHART BASED ON C.A.F. 

UP TO 
AT 

11,275 L.F. OF PIPE 
22,550 L.F. OF PIPE 

31,775 L.F. OF PIPE AT 

27,000 L.F. OF PIPE 
710 CY/HR 

MATERIAL FACTOR CHOSEN • 3 II.I) 

(Mll> >• 2.0 > SAND >• 0.7 > ROCIC) 

PIPELINE COSTS PER L.F. PER MONTH 

TYPE OF MATERIAL PLllPED 
PIPELINE II.I) SAND 

FLOATING S4.90 16.70 
SUIMERGED S3.40 S4.40 
SHORELINE S2. 10 S3.00 

1,500 C.Y./HR 
980 C.Y./HR 

420 C.Y./HR 

ROCK 

S10.40 
S7. 10 
S4.90 

8AlllC FACTORS 2 FT. AVERAGE !WIK HEIGHT 
0.43 !WIK FACTOR 

5 

9 

MENU ITEMS: 
0 MLO 
1 SANO 
2 ROCK 

llAllK 
0 

3 

0.78 

6 

7 

8 

1.1 

FROM 
CHART 

FACTOR 
NA 

0.55 

0.9 

1 .1 

INTERPOLATIONS 
FROM CHART 

IF 

(bank<1) 

( 1 <•bank <2) 

(2<•bank<3) 

C3<abank<4> 

(4<abanlc<5) 

(5<•bank<6) 

(6<=bank<7) 

C7<•bank<8) 

(8<abank<9) 

(9<•barik) 

MENU ITEMS: 
0 BID ESTIMATE 
1 MOD. ESTIM. 

MENU ITEM AUTOMATICALLY CHOSEN: 
(0 IU>, 1 SAN0,2 ROCK) 0 II.I) 

FLOATING 
SUBMERGED 
SHORELINE 

S4.90 PER L. F ./MO 
S3.40 PER L.F./MO 
S2.10 PER L.F./MO 

USE 

NA 

NA 

0.43 

0.45 

0.39 

0.42 

0.5 

0.5 

1.1 

1.1 

Esti .. ted by: Jose Alv•rez 31 Aug 1992 Checked by: 

'. 
' / 



S11le111, Nj > Shfft of 

**************************************************************************************** ....................................... . 

D MOB ' DEMOB BID ITEM I 

*************************************************************************************************************************** 

27 • Dredge 

MOBILIZATIOll DEMOB I LIZA TI Oii 

I DAYS S/DAY TOTAL I DAYS $/DAY TOTAL 

1. PREPARE DREDGE FOR TRANSFER 3 x S11,459 • S34,37! 3 x S12,D84 • S36,253 --------- --------- ---------

2. PREPARE PIPELINE FOR TRANSFER 5 x S4,635 • S23, 173 5 x S4,860 • S24,298 
--------- --------- ---------

3. TRANSFER ALL PLANT 200 MILES 
a 100 •iles/dly • 2 x S30,741 • S61,482 2 x S30,741 • S61,482 

4. MARINE INSURANCE L.S. • S1,500 L.S. • S1 ,500 

5. PERMANENT PERSONNEL & MISC. L.S. • $820 L.S. • S820 

6. PREPARE DREDGE AFTER TRANSFER 2 x S12,003 • S24,006 2 x S11,37! • S22,756 

7. PREPARE PIPELINE AFTER TRANSFER 2 x S4,860 • S9,719 2 x S4,635 • S9,269 

8. OTHER • so L.S. (CLEANUP) = S15,630 

SUI TOTAL SUBTOTAL 
QILIZATIOll S155,07! DEMOB I L I ZA Tl ON S172,008 

9. SUBTOTAL MOBILIZATIOll & DEMOBILIZATIOll • S327,086 

1D. OVERHEAD 12.DX + S39,250 S366,336 <-·SUBTOTAL 
--------- --------------------

11. PROFIT 10.DX + S36,634 $402,970 <-·SUBTOTAL Plll'l'lil"lll Esti .. te 

--------- --------------------
12. BOND 1.DX + S4,030 

---------
13. TOTAL llOBILIZATIOll & DEllOBILIZATIOll • S407,DOO 

Esti11111ted by: Jose Alvarez 31 Aug 1992 Checked by: 



Sal•, Nj > Sheet of 

****************************************************************** .. ******************************************************* 

E MOB ' DEMOB BID ITEM I 

******************************************************************************* .. ****************************************** 

27 " Dredge 

1. PREPARE DREDGE FOR TRANSFER MOBILIZATION DEMOBILIZATION 

25 111en i 8 hr/day refurbishing i S27.93 per hour • SS,586 SS,586 

S1.q1lies ' -ll tools i S91 /day S91 S91 

S~rt ~ii;aertt with oper•tors i ssoo /day ssoo ssoo 

Plant ownership 

Basie plant S7'9,D85 /1111nth 

Booster(s) S51, 480 /1111nth i S156,000 x 331) 

S130,565 /1111nth divided by 30.42 days/1111nth • S4,292 S4,292 

Fuel (plant idle) i S990 /day S990 S990 

Subsistence 25 ..,, i S25. 00 per day • S625 

COST PER DAY S11,459 S12,D84 

2. PREPARE PIPELINE FOR TRANSFER MOB I LI ZA Tl Oii DEMOB IL I ZA Tl Oii 

9 _, i 8 hrs/day i S27.93 per hour • S2,011 

8 hrs/day i S27. 93 per hour • S2, 011 

S1.q1l ies ' -11 tools i S500 /day ssoo ssoo 

Pipeline ownership S129 ,200 /llllnth 

divided by 30.42 days/1111nth x SOX • S2, 124 S2, 124 

Slbsistenee S25. 00 per day ,. S225 

COST PER DAY S4,635 S4,860 

Esti1111ted by: Jose Alv•rez 31 Aug 1992 Cheeked by: 

( ) 
'.___/ 



Sell!lll, Nj > Sheet of 

............................................................................................................................... 

MOB 'DEMOB BID ITEM # 

............................................................................................................................. 

27 N Dredge 

3. TRAMSFER PLANT MOllLIZATIOll DEMOB I LIZA Tl Oii 

13 llet'l/shift C2·12 hour shifts/cllly) i S27.93 per mmour • sa,114 sa,714 

Plant 01onership per cllly • S4,292 $4,292 

Pipeline Oln!rship per cllly • 12, 124 12, 124 

Plant c:osts S362,668 /.onth (Oper•ting c:osts •iru1 peyroll) 

divided by 30.42 clllys/.onth x SOX • SS ,961 SS,961 

Slbsistenc:e 26 ..,, i S25.00 per cllly • S6SO S6SO 

Towing vessel(s): 750 H.P. Rent•l Tug i 

S6,000 per dlly Ctowil'lll) 

13,000 per cllly (retum to port) 

19,000 per cllly x 1 tOlifil'lll vesHlCs> • 19,000 19,000 

COST PER DAY S30,741 $30, 741 

4. NARINE INSURAllCE $1 ,SOO eedl tow (MOB ' DEMOB) 

s. PERMANENT PERSONNEL ' MISC. MOllLIZATIOll DEMOllLIZATIOll 

3..,, i 8 hrs/cllly i 127.93 per hour i 1 DAY $670 $670 

Travel Expenses SSO per~ 11SO 11SO 

Loc•l hire i so /cllly so 
--------- -----------

TOTAL '820 '820 

Esti .. ted by: Jose Alv•rez 31 Aug 1992 Checked by: 



Salem, Nj > Sheet of 

********************************************************************************************************** ..... *************** 

G MOB & DEMOB BID ITEM I 

*************************************************************************************************************************** 

27 • Dredge 

6. PREPARE DREDGE AFTER TRANSFER MOBILIZATION DEMOBILIZATION 

25 .,, a 8 hrs/day i S27.93 per hour • SS,586 S5,586 

Support ~ipaient Nith operators i S500 /day S500 S500 

Plant oi.iership per day • S4,292 S4,292 

Fuel (plant idle) i S1,000 /day S1,000 S1,000 

si.a. i st ence 25.,, a S25.00 per day • S625 --------- -----------
COST PER DAY S12,003 S11,378 

7. PREPARE PIPELINE AFTER TRANSFER 

8 hrs/day a S27.93 per hour • S2,011 S2,011 

Pipe l i ne oi.iersh i p per day • S2, 124 S2, 124 

Sl.bsi stence S25.00 per day • S225 

Sl.q)Ort ~i paient Ni th operators ii ssoo /day S500 S500 

COST PER DAY S4,860 S4,635 

Estilllllted by: Jose Alvarez 31 Aug 1992 Checked by: 
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FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
•• PROJECT OWNER 51.MMARY · LEVEL 4 •• 

QUANTITY IJOM CONTRACT OTHER ESCAL.ATN OWN FURN CONTINGll 

01 Lands and Oa111ages 

01.02 Acquisitions 

01.02.02 By Local Sponsor 

01.02.02.01 Mappinv 6,no 0 0 0 1,008 
01.02.02.02 Title Evidence 2,715 0 0 0 407 
01.02.02.03 Negotiations 2,880 0 0 0 432 
01.02.02.04 Condenlat ion 1,935 0 0 0 290 

------·-· --------- --------- ··-----·- ................ 
By Local Sponsor 14,250 0 0 0 2, 138 

01.02.03 By Govt On Behalf Local Sp 

01.02.03.01 Mapping 225 0 0 0 34 
01.02.03.02 Title Evidence 150 0 0 0 23 
01.02.03.03 Negotiations 450 0 0 0 68 
01.02.03.04 Condemllt ion 225 0 0 0 34 

--------- --------- ·-------- -------·- .................. 
By Govt On Behalf Local 1,050 0 0 0 158 

--------- --------- ............ --------- ---------
Acquisitions 15,300 0 0 0 2,295 

01.03 Condes\at ion 

01.03.02 By Local Sponsor 

01.03.02.01 Contract Costs 1.00 EA 165 0 0 0 25 
01.03.02.02 Acilin Costs 480 0 0 0 n 

---------
.................. .................. --------- ...... --- .... 

By Local Sponsor 645 0 0 0 97 

01.03.03 By Govt On Behalf Local Sp 

01.03.03.02 Acilin costs 75 0 0 0 11 
................. ... ... .. . .. .... .. .. ................... .. ................. .. -...... -...... 

By Govt On Behalf Local 75 0 0 0 11 
-- .............. .. -............... .. ...... .. .. .. .. .. .................. .. ................. 

C~tion no 0 0 0 108 

01.05 Appraisals 

01.05.03 By Local Sponsor 

01.05.03.01 Contract Costs 3.00 EA 990 0 0 0 149 

TIME 10: 15:59 

Sl.llMARY PAGE 

SIOH TOTAL CST UNIT 

0 1,n8 
0 3, 122 
0 3,312 
0 2,225 

.................. ................ 
0 16,388 

0 259 
0 173 
0 518 
0 259 

--------- .. --- .......... 
0 1,208 

--------- .................. 
0 17,595 

0 190 189. 75 
0 552 

.................. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... -.. 
0 742 

0 86 
.. .. .. -- ........ ................... 

0 86 
............... ---------

0 828 

0 1, 139 379 .50 

LABOR IO: RG1H92 EQUIP IO: RG0191 Currency in OOLLARS CREW IO: TWTF92 UPI IO: RG0191 
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01.05.03.02 Aciain Costs 

By Local Sponsor 

01.05.04 By Govt On Behalf Local Sp 

01.05.04.02 Adllin Costs 

By Govt On Behalf Local 

Appraisals 

01.06 Pl 91·646 Assistance 

01.06.02 By Local Sponsor 

01.06.02.02 Aalin Costs 

By Local Sponsor 

01.06.03 By Govt On Behalf Local Sp 

01.06.03.02 Acbin Costs 

By Govt On Behalf Local 

PL 91·646 Assistance 

01.11 Disposals ·Mitigation Area 

01.11.02 By Local Sponsor 

01. 11.02.01 Mafll)ing 
01.11.02.02 Title Evidence 
01.11.02.03 Negotiations 
01.11.02.04 Appraisals 

By Local Sponsor 

01.11.03 By Govt On Behalf Local Sp 

01.11.03.02 Adllin Costs 

By Govt On Behalf Local 

Disposals · Mitigation 

** PROJECT OWNER Sl.MMARY · LEVEL 4 ** 

QUANTITY~ CONTRACT OTHER ESCALATN OWN FURN CONTINGJI 

1 ,440 o o 0 216 

2,430 0 0 0 365 

225 0 0 0 34 
............. ............. .............. .. . -...... -.... ............. 

225 0 0 0 34 
................ ............... ............. .. ........ ............. 

2,655 0 0 0 398 

960 0 0 0 144 

960 0 0 0 144 

150 0 0 0 23 

150 0 0 0 23 

1' 110 0 0 0 167 

2,240 0 0 0 336 
905 0 0 0 136 
960 0 0 0 144 
330 0 o 0 so 

............ . -............. .. .. . . . .. .... . ............... ............... 
4,435 o o o 665 

500 0 0 o o 
.. .. ... .. .. .. .. ... .............. - ................... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ................ 

500 0 0 o 0 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ... .. .. .. -.... .... -..... -...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .... -.......... 

4,935 0 0 0 665 

TIME 10:15:59 

Sl*ARY PAGE 2 

SI OH TOTAL CST UNIT 

0 1 ,656 

0 2,795 

0 259 
.............. . ................ 

0 259 
.. .... -- ........ . .... .. .... . .. .. 

0 3,053 

0 1, 104 

0 1, 104 

0 173 

0 173 

0 1,277 

0 2,576 
0 1,041 
0 1, 104 
0 380 . ........... .. .............. 
o s. 100 

o 500 
.. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. --.............. 

0 500 
.. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. ................. 

0 5,600 

LABOR JO: RG1H92 EQUIP JO: RG0191 Currency in DOLLARS CREW 10: TWTF92 UPB JO: RG0191 



<ri 19 Fee 1993 U.S. Anny Cor-ps of E"9ineers 
PROJECT SRNPNJ: Sal .. River Navigation Project · Ne111 Jersey 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
** PROJECT OWNER ~y • LEVEL 4 ** 

QUANTITY UOM CONTRACT OTHER ESCALATN OWN FURN CONTINGJI 

01.18 Real Estate Payments 

01.18.01 Land Payments 

01.18.01.03 By Govt On Behalf Local 936 0 0 0 234 
................. -- .............. -- -- ......... -......... -- . ·-------· 

Land Payments 936 0 0 0 234 
................... ............... --------- --------- ................ 

Real Estate Payments 936 0 0 0 234 
................ --------- ............. --------- ................ 

1.00 EA 25,656 0 0 0 3,867 
................ ................. --------· --·------ -·-------

Sale11 River Navigation 1.00 EA 25,656 0 0 0 3,867 

TIME 10:15:59 

51.MW!Y PAGE 3 

SIOH TOTAL CST UNIT 

0 1, 170 
................. .. ............... 

0 1, 170 
................... .. ............... 

0 1, 170 
................ ................ 

0 29,523 29523 

--------- .............. 

0 29,523 29523 

LABOR JD: RG1 H92 EQUIP ID: RG0191 Currency in DOLLARS CREW ID: TWTF92 UPB JD: RG0191 



~ri 19 Fee 1993 

01 Lands and Damages 

01.02 Ac~isitions 

01.02.02 By Local Sponsor 

01.02.02.01 Happing 

01.02.02.01.01 Contract Costs 
01.02.02.01.02 Acillin Costs 

Happing 

01.02.02.02 Title Evidence 

01.02.02.02.01 Contract Costs 
01.02.02.02.02 Acillin Costs 

Title Evidence 

01.02.02.03 Negotiations 

01.02.02.03.02 Acillin Costs 

Negotiations 

01.02.02.04 C~tion 

01.02.02.04.01 Contract Costs 
01.02.02.04.02 Acillin Costs 

C~tion 

By local Sponsor 

U.S. AMltY Corps of Engineers 
PROJECT SRNPNJ: Sal .. River Navig1tian Project New Jers..,, 

FOR OFFICIAL use ONLY 
•• PROJECT OWNER SUMMARY · LEVEL 5 •• 

QIJAJITITY UOM CONTRACT OTHER ESCALATN OWN FURN CONTINGll 

3.00 EA 5,280 0 0 0 7'92 
1,440 0 0 0 216 

--------- ................ .............. ............. ............... 

6,no 0 0 0 1,008 

3.00 EA 1, 755 0 0 0 263 
960 0 0 0 144 

...................... ......... ... ... .... -·--- .... -... ... .................. ..................... 
2,715 0 0 0 407 

2,880 0 0 0 432 

2,880 0 0 0 432 

1.00 EA 495 0 0 0 74 
1,440 0 0 0 216 

...................... ....................... ...................... ..................... ......................... 

1,935 0 0 0 290 
..................... ................... ..................... ..................... ........................ 

14,250 0 0 0 2, 138 

01.02.03 By Govt On Behalf Local Sp 

01.02.03.01 Happing 

01.02.03.01 .02 Acillin Costs 225 0 0 0 34 
..................... ... -.......... -.. - ........................ . ....................... ... ..................... 

Happing 225 0 0 0 34 

01 .02.03.02 Title Evidence 

TIME 10:15:59 

~y PAGE 4 

SIOH TOTAL CST UNIT 

0 6,on 2024.00 
0 1,656 

... ...... .. ... . ... -... ..................... 
0 7,n8 

0 2,018 6n.75 
0 1. 104 

... ................. ... ................... 
0 3, 122 

0 3,312 

0 3,312 

0 569 569.25 
0 1,656 

... .. .. ..... .. ... ... ... -............. -... 

0 2,225 
....................... .. .................... 

0 16,388 

0 259 
.... .. .. ... -... -- . ................. 

0 259 

LABOR 10: RG1H92 EQUIP ID: RG0191 Currency in DOLL.ARS CREW ID: TWTF92 UPB ID: RG0191 



Fri 19 Feb 1993 U.S. AMll'f Corps of Engineers 
PROJECT SRNPNJ: S•leai River N•vig•tion Project New Jersey 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
•• PROJECT OWNER SUMMARY · LEVEL 5 •• 

QUANTITY lJQI CONTRACT OTHER ESCALATN Ol.W FURN CONTINGN 

01.02.03.02.02 Acilli n Costs 150 0 0 0 23 
.. -.............. ............... ................... ................. .. ............... 

Title Evidence 150 0 0 0 23 

01.02.03.03 Negotiations 

01.02.03.03.02 Acilli n Costs 450 0 0 0 6IS 
................ ................ --------- --------- ---------

Negot i •ti ona 450 0 0 0 6IS 

01.02.03.04 CondeBNltion 

01.02.03.04.02 Adllli n Costs 225 0 0 0 34 

------··· --------- ·-------- --------- ............... 
CondeBNltion 225 0 0 0 34 

.............. --------- .............. .............. ............... 

By Govt on Beh•lf Lo 1,050 0 0 0 158 
............... --------- --------- ··-----·- ............... 

Acquisitions 15,300 0 0 0 2,295 

01.03 C~tion 

01.03.02 By Loul Sponsor 

01 .03.02.01 Contr•ct Costs 

................. ................ ................ ............... ................. 

Contr•ct Costs 1.00 EA 165 0 0 0 25 

01.03.02.02 Amin Costs 

--------- --------- --------- ............... --.. ·-- ...... 
Achin Costs 480 0 0 0 72 

.............. -·-··---· --------- ............. ---------
By Local Sponsor 645 0 0 0 97 

01.03.03 By Govt On Behalf LOC•l Sp 

01.03.03.02 Amin Costs 

.................. .............. --------- --------- ................. 

Aanin Costs 75 0 0 0 11 

--------- .. ... ... .. .. ---.. .................. ................. -.... -........ -
By Govt On Behalf Lo 75 0 0 0 11 

................... ---.. --...... .. -- ...... --... .................. .................. 
C~tion 720 0 0 0 108 

TIME 10:15:59 

SUMMARY PAGE 

SI OH TOTAL CST UNIT 

0 173 
. ........ -...... .. -... -....... -

0 173 

0 518 
--· ........... .. ................. 

0 518 

0 259 
--------- ................. 

0 259 

-------·· ---------
0 1 ,208 

--------- .................. 
0 17,595 

.............. ................ 

0 190 189.75 

--------- .......... -· .... 
0 552 

--------- ..................... 
0 742 

.. .. .. .. ... ... ... .. .. ................... 
0 86 

--- ........ - ....... -- .... -.. 
0 86 

.................... ............... -....... 
0 828 

LABOlt ID: RG1H92 EQUIP ID: RG0191 Currency in DOLLARS CREW 10: TWTF92 UPB 10: RG0191 \ / 

) 
~-



<ri 19 Fee 1993 U.S. AMll'f Cor;:. of Engineers 
PROJECT SRNPNJ: S•l111 River N•vig•tion Project N~ Jersey 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
** PROJECT OWNER su.cARY · LEVEL 5 ** 

QUANTITY UOM CONTRACT OTHER ESCALATN OWN FURN COllTINGll 

01.05 Appraisals 

01.05.03 By Local Sponsor 

01.05.03.01 Contract Costs 

Contract Costs 3.00 EA 990 0 0 0 149 

01.05.03.02 Aanin Costs 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Adllin Costs 1,440 0 0 0 216 

--------- .............. --------- --------- ---------
By Loe•l Sponsor 2,430 0 0 0 365 

01.05 .04 By Govt On Beh•l f Loe•l Sp 

01.05.04.02 Acinin Costs 

--------- --------- --------- ................ ............... 

Adllin Costs 225 0 0 0 34 

--------- --------- ............... ............... ---------
By Govt On Behelf Lo 225 0 0 0 34 

--------- --------- ................ ............... ................. 
2,655 0 0 0 398 

01.06 PL 91·646 Assistance 

01.06.02 By Loul Sponsor 

01.06.02.02 Adllin Costs 

............... ................. --------- ................ ................... 
Amin Costs 960 0 0 0 144 

................ ............... ............... ............... ............. 

By Loeel Sponsor 960 0 0 0 144 

01.06.03 By Govt On Ben•lf Loe•! Sp 

01.06.03.02 Amin costs 

Aanin Costs 150 0 0 0 23 

TIME 10:15:59 

S\MIARY PAGE 6 

SIOH TOTAL CST UNIT 

0 1. 139 379 .so 

............. ............ 
0 1,656 

----····· ............ 
0 2,795 

---------
............. 

0 259 
................. ................. 

0 259 

--------- . ............ 
0 3,053 

................ ... ................. 
0 1, 104 

---------
. ................. 

0 1, 104 

0 173 
.................................................... ·-------- --------- ................................. . 

By Govt 0n Benalf Lo 150 0 0 0 23 0 173 

LABOR ID: ~G1H92 EQUIP ID: RG0191 Currency in DOLLARS CREW ID: TWTF92 UPI ID: RG0191 



•ri 19 Feb 1993 U.S. AMllY Corps of Engineers 
PROJECT SANPNJ: S.1111 River N•vig•tion Project Net.1 Jersey 

FOR OFFICIAL USf ONLY 

PL 91 ·646 Assistance 

01.11 Disposals· Mitig•tion Area 

01.11.02 By Local Sponsor 

01.11.02.01 Mapping 

01.11.02.01.01 Contract Costs 
01.11.02.01.02 Aawin Costs 

Mapping 

01.11.02.02 Title Evidence 

01.11.02.02.01 Contr.c:t Costs 
01.11.02.02.02 Adlin Costs 

Title Evidence 

01. 11 .02.03 Negotiations 

01.11.02.03.02 Adlin Costs 

Negotiations 

01.11.02.04 Appraisals 

01.11.02.04.01 Contract Costs 

Appraisals 

By Local Sponsor 

01.11.03 By Govt On leh•lf Local 

01.11.03.02 Acnin Costs 

Aanin Costs 

By Govt On Behalf 

Sp 

Lo 

Disposals . Mitigati 

** PROJECT OWNER su.IAJIY · LEVEL 5 ** 

QUANTITY UOM CONTRACT OTHER ESCALATN a.II FURN COllTINGN 

1,110 0 0 0 167 

1.00 EA 1,760 0 0 0 264 
480 0 0 0 n 

................ --------- ·-------- . --.. ----- ---------
2,240 0 0 0 336 

1 .00 EA sas 0 0 0 88 
320 0 0 0 48 

--------· --------- --------- ------·-- ----·----
90S 0 0 0 136 

960 0 0 0 144 

·-------- ·-------- ............ --------- .. ............... 
960 0 0 0 144 

1.00 EA 330 0 0 0 so 
................ ................. ............ ................. ............... 

330 0 0 0 so 
................ ................ .. .... .... .. --- ................. .................. 

4,435 0 0 0 665 

.................. .. .. .. .. .... .. -- .. .. .. .. .. . .... ... .... .. .. ... .. .. .. . ................. 
500 0 0 0 0 

..................... . .. . .. .. .. .. -.. .. . . . .. -....... .. . .. .. .. ..... ... ... -.............. 
500 0 0 0 0 

... .. -............... . -- ............. .. .. . . .. . .... . .............. ....... -.......... 
4,935 0 0 0 665 

TIME 10:15:59 

su.IAJl Y PAGE 7 

SIOH TOTAL CST UNIT 

0 1,277 

0 2,024 2024.00 
0 5S2 

............... ............... 

0 2,S76 

0 673 6n.75 
0 368 

--------- .................. 
0 1,041 

0 1. 104 
.................. -- ............. 

0 1, 104 

0 380 379.50 
................. .. ............... 

0 380 
................. .. ........ -- .... 

0 5, 100 

................. .... .. ... .. .. .. .. 
0 500 

....... .. .. ... .. -. ...................... 
0 500 

. ................. ........................ 

0 5,600 

LAIOll ID: RG1H92 EQUIP ID: RG0191 Currency in DOLLARS CREW ID: TllTF92 UPI ID: RG0191 
( ') 

'-__/ 



Fri 19 Feb 1993 u.s. Al'WI'( Corps of En;ineers 
PROJECT SRNPNJ: Sal .. River N•vig•tion Project New Jersey 

FOR OFFICIAL USE OllLY 
•• PROJECT OWNER SUMMARY · LEVEL 5 •• 

QUANTITY lJOM CONTRACT OTHER ESCALATN OWN FURN COllTINGN 

01.18 Real Estate P1yt11ents 

01.18.01 Land Pa'fllll!ntS 

01.18.01.01 By Govt 

01.18.01.02 By Local Sponsor 

01.18.01.03 By Govt On Behalf Loc•l 

By Govt On Beh•lf Lo 0 0 0 234 

01.18.01.04 Review of Local Sponsor 

-··-··-·· ............ .............. .. .. -. -· ..... .............. 

Land P1ymnts 936 0 0 0 234 
............... ............... ............... .. ................ .... -........... 

Real Est•te P•)'lllents 936 0 0 0 234 
...... ........... ................ ................. .......... .... .. .. .. . ...... ... .. .. 

1.00 EA 25,656 0 0 0 3,1167 
................ ............. . .. ............. ................. ................ 

S•l .. River N•vig•ti 1.00 EA 25,656 0 0 0 3,1167 

TIME 10: 15 :59 

~y PAGE 8 

SI OH TOTAL CST UNIT 

0 1, 170 

................ ............... 

0 1. 170 
................. .. ................. 

0 1, 170 
.................. . ............. 

0 29,523 29523 
................... . ............... 

0 29,523 29523 

LABOR 10: RG1H92 EQUIP 10: RG0191 Currency in DOLLARS CREW 10: TWTF92 UPS 10: RG0191 



Ttiu 18 Feb 1993 U.S. Arwy Corps of EreinMrs 

PROJECT 93$11111: SALEM RIVER-loETLAllDS MITIGATICll - Wetlmnd Creetion/Restormtion 

SAlEM R I VER -ll:T l..Ajl) II IT I GA Tl Cll 

SALEM RIVER-loUIMDS MITIGATICll 

Wetl.-.d cr .. tian/Restoration 
93UIM 

Codes of AcCCU'lta includld 
06._._._ Fian&wildlife Facility 

Deai"'9d By: 80RIS S. 

EatiMted By: BORIS S. 

Pr1P9red By: SOlllY M. 

Date: 09/D1/92 
Eat Construction Ti•: 365 Daya 

llCACES GOLD EDITIOll 
~ GG.D Copyright (C) 1985, 1988, 1990, 1992 

by Building Syat- Deai_,,, Inc. 
Release 5.20J 

TIME 14:19:51 

TITLE PAGE 

I ' 

~j 



Thu 18 Feb 1993 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 

No Detailed Estiinate ••• 

. No Backl.J) Reports ••• 

u.s. Arwv Coll!S of Engirwers 
PIOJECT 93SR\ll: SALEM RIVER·IETLMDS MITIGATIOll • Wetlrd Cr•ticn/Rntornian 

SAlEM RIVER·WETL.AND MITIGATIOll 

SLMWY REPORTS SUIMMY PAGE 

PROJECT CWNER Sl.JllARY LEVEL 4 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 

PROJECT CWNER SUt!ARY • LEVEL 5 ••••••••••• , ••• , ••••••••• ,, •••••••• , •••• , •• 2 

* * * END T AILE OF COllTENTS * * * 

TIME 14:19:51 

CONTENTS PAGE 



Thu 18 Feb 1993 U.S. Arwy Corps of Ef'41h_,.. TIME 14:19:51 

PROJECT 93SR\IM: SALEM RIVER·lo£TLAMDS MJTIGATIOll • Wetllnd Creeticn/Restoraticn 
SA1.EM IUVER·lo£Tl.All) MJTIGATIOll Sl.MMARY PAGE 

... PROJECT a.llER Sl.MMARY · LEVEL 4 ** 

QUANTY UCJI CONTRACT CONTINGll P,E 'D SIOH/s&A TOTAi. CST UNIT COST 

06 Fish an::I Wildlife Facilities 

06.03 Wildlife Facilities' SrctU1ry 

06.03.01 Mobil izaticn, Dembi l izaticn an::I 

Mobil izaticn, Dmobil iuticn Ind 50,000 12,500 0 0 62,500 

06.03.73 Habitat Ind Feeding Facilities 

06.03.73.02 Site Work 911,656 227,914 0 0 1,139,570 

H.tiitat and Feecli1'41 Facilities 911,656 227,914 0 D 1, 139,570 

06.03.99 Aaaociated 6-ral It-

06.03.99.02 Site Work 30,000 7,500 0 0 37,500 

Associated General ltt111 30,000 7,500 0 0 37,500 

Wildlife Facilities' SrctU1ry 991,656 247,914 0 0 1,239,570 

Fish and Wildlife Facilities 1.00 EA 991,656 247,914 0 0 1,239,570 1239570 

SAi.EM R I VER ·WETl.All>S MIT I GA Tl ON 1.00 EA 991,656 247,914 0 0 1,239,570 1239570 



Thu 18 Feb 1993 u. s. Arfllf Co'1)a of El"4iJiMers TIME 14: 19: 51 
PROJECT 93SR"': SALEM lllVD·IETL.WOS MITIGATIOll • Wetlrct Creeticn/ltestoruian 

SALEM lllVEll·loULAll> MITIGATIOll 2 
.. PROJECT OlillEll 51.MMARY • LEVEL 5 •• 

OJAllTY LOI CXlNTRACT CXlNTlllGll P ,E ' D SIOH/s&.\ TOTAL CST UlllT COST 

06 Fish and Wildlife Facilities 

06.03 Wildlife Facilities' S1netl.9ry 

06.03.01 Mobilization, De.lbilizatian and 

Mobil izatian, De.lbi l izatfan and 50,000 12,500 0 0 62,500 

06.03.73 Habitat Ind Feeding Facilities 

06.03.73.02 Site work 

06.03. 73.02.01 E.xcavatatian, Wetllnd Cre11tian 41302 CY 330,410 82,603 0 0 413,013 10.00 
06.03.73.02.02 E.xcavatatian, Wetllnd Restoratio 30460 CT 426,39'. 106,599 0 0 532,993 17.50 
06.03.73.02.03 Pl.,ti1"41 17.20 AC 154,852 38,713 0 0 193,565 11253.76 

.............. ............. ............ ··-····-- ---------
Site Work 911,656 227,914 0 0 1,139,570 

Habitat Ind Feeding Facilities 911,656 227,914 0 01,139,570 

06.03.99.02 Site WOrk 

06.03.99.02.01 Monitorirv Pl., 30,000 7,500 0 0 37,500 

Site Work 30,000 7,500 0 0 37,500 

30,000 7,500 0 0 37,500 

Wildlife F..:ilftfH & s.nctuary 991,656 247,914 0 0 1,239,570 

Fish and Wildlife Facilities 1.00 EA 991,656 247,914 0 0 1,239,570 1239570 

SALEM RlllER·liETLAllDS MITIGATIOll 1.00 EA 991,656 247,914 0 0 1 ,239 ,570 1239570 



Fri 19 Feb 1993 U.S. Antty Corps of Engineers 
PROJECT SALRIV: PED PROJECT, SALEM RIVER, N.J. ·ACTIVITY COST AND SCHEDULE 

PED PROJECT, SALEM RIVER, N.J. 
ACTIVITY COST AND SCHEDULE 

Designed By: U.S. ARMY COllPS OF EllGINllERS 
EstiMted By: JOSE ALVAREZ 

Prepared By: STERLING H. JOHNSON 

D1te: 01/24/91 

M C A C E S G 0 L D E D I T I 0 N 
COllpOser GOLD Copyright (Cl 1985, 1988, 1990, 1992 

by Building Systems Design, Inc. 
Rele1se 5.20J 

TIME 07:19:01 

Tl TLE PAGE 



Fri 19 Feb 1993 

TABLE OF COHTENTS 

No Detailed Estimate ••• 

No Backup Reports ••• 

U.S. A""f Corps of Ef'l9ineers 
PROJECT SALRIV: PED PROJECT, SALEM RIVER, N.J. • ACTIVITY COST AND SCHEDULE 

SLMIARY REPORTS SLMIARY PAGE 

PROJECT OWNER SUMMARY • LEVEL 2 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
PROJECT OWNER SUMMARY • LEVEL 3 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 

* * * END TABLE OF CONTENTS * * * 

TIME 07: 19:01 

CONTENTS PAGE 



Fri 19 Feb 1993 U.S. A,,.,, Corp& of Engineers 
PROJECT SALRIV: PED PROJECT, SALEN RIVER, N.J. · ACTIVITY COST AND SCHEDULE 

30 Plaming, Engineering ' Design 

30.01 Plaming 
30.02 Engr & Design Prior to 1 Oct 89 
30.04 Environaent·R99ulatory Activity 
30.06 General Design Ne11111randul (GDN) 
30.07 Feature Design Nemorandull CFDNl 
30.08 Plans end Specifications 
30.10 Engineering During Construction 
30.13 Cost Engineering 
30.14 Const-Supply Contract Award Acty 
30.20 Project Management 

** PROJECT OWNER St.filCARY · LEVEL 2 ** 

QUANTY LOI CONTRACT CONTINGN ESCALATN 

98,000 0 0 
5,000 0 0 

67,000 0 0 
122,000 0 0 
28,000 0 0 
70,000 0 0 
-r.i,000 0 0 
10,000 0 0 
5,000 0 0 

45,000 0 0 

TINE 07: 19:01 

Sl.MWIY PAGE 

OTHER TOTAL COST UNIT 

0 98,000 
0 5,000 
0 67,000 
0 122,000 
0 28,000 
0 70,000 
0 -r.i,000 
0 10,000 
0 5,000 
0 45,000 

·---------- ----------- ----------- ----------- -----------
Plaming, Engineering ' Design 525,000 0 0 0 525,000 

31.01 Construction Nanag.-nt 400,000 0 0 0 400,000 

Construction Management (S,I) 1.00 EA 400,000 0 0 0 400,000 400000 

PED PROJECT, SALEN RIVER, N.J. 925,000 0 0 0 925,000 



Fri 19 Feb 1993 U.S. Arwy Corps of Engineers TIME 07: 19:01 
PROJECT SALRIV: PED PROJECT, SALEM RIVER, N.J. · ACTIVITY COST AllD SCHEDULE 

** PROJECT OWNER SIMMARY • LEVEL 3 ** 

30 Plaming, Engineering I. Design 

30.01 Plaming 

30.01.01 Without Project Conditions 
30.01.02 Study Management 
30.01.03 Econanic Analysis 

Plaming 

30.02 Engr I. De&ign Prior to 1 Oct 89 

30.02.09 Real Estate 

Engr I. Design Prior to 1 Oct 89 

30.04 Environnent·Regulatory Activity 

30.04.01 Enviromental Analysis 
30.04.02 Cultural Resources 
30.04.03 Cheiaical Testing 
30.04.04 Fish and Wildlife 
30.04.05 Environnental AssesSlllent 
30.04.06 Coordination for Env. AssesSllent 
30.04.07 Water Quality Certification 

Environnent·Regulatory Activity 

30.06 General Design Meamranckn (GDM) 

30.06.01 Ship SillLllation 
30.06.02 Surveys 
30.06.03 Verify Disposal Areas 
30.06.04 Shoaling Study 
30.06.05 Grouidwater Analysis 
30.06.06 Design Analysis 
30.06.07 Prepare for E2 Meeting 

30.07 Feature Design Meamrancill (FDM) 

30.07.01 Draft OM 
30.07.02 Final DM 

Feature Design Me11111randull <FDM) 

QUANTY l.Q CONTRACT 

7,000 
70,000 
21,000 

98,000 

5,000 

5,000 

8,000 
25,000 
7,000 

15,000 
8,000 
2,000 
2,000 

CONTlllGN 

0 
0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

·----·-·--- ----·------
67,000 0 

50,000 0 
20,000 0 
6,000 0 

10,000 0 
5,000 0 

25,000 0 
6,000 0 

............ ............ 
122,000 

20,000 
8,000 

28,000 

0 

0 
0 

0 

ESCALATN 

0 
0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

-----------
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

................ 
0 

0 
0 

0 

Sl.llCARY PAGE 2 

OTHER TOTAL COST 

0 
0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

7,000 
70,000 
21,000 

98,000 

5,000 

5,000 

8,000 
25,000 
7,000 

15,000 
8,000 
2,000 
2,000 

----------· -----------
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

................ 

0 

0 
0 

0 

67,000 

50,000 
20,000 
6,000 

10,000 
5,000 

25,000 
6,000 -................... 

122,000 

20,000 
8,000 

28,000 

UNIT 



Fri 19 Feb 1993 U.S. AMrty Corps of Engineers TIME 07:19:01 
PROJECT SALRIV: PED PROJECT, SALEM RIVER, N.J. · ACTIVITY COST ANO SCHEDULE 

** PROJECT OWNER SlJllMARY · LEVEL 3 ** 

30.0S Plans and Specifications 

Plans and Specifications 
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PROJECT SRNPNJ: Set .. River M•vigetion Project Neto Jersey 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
** PllOJECT OWNER Sl.lelARY · LEVEL 5 ** 

QUANTITY UOM CONTRACT OTHER ESCALATN OWN FURN COllTINGN 

01.05 Appraisals 

01.05.03 By Local Sponsor 

01.05.03.01 Contract Costs 

Contract costs 3.00 EA 990 0 0 0 149 

01.05.03.02 Acinin costs 

............ --------- ---.......... --------- ........ -...... 
Acillin Costs 1,440 0 0 0 216 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ···------
By Loc•l Sponsor 2,430 0 0 0 365 

01.05.04 By Govt On Benelf Loc•l Sp 

01.05.04.02 Acillin costs 

Adlin Costs 225 0 0 0 34 

By Govt On Behalf Lo 225 0 0 0 34 

Appraisels 2,655 0 0 0 398 

01.06 PL 91·646 Assistance 

01.06.02 By Loc•l Sponsor 

01.06.02.02 Aanin costs 

.............. --------- --------- .............. . .. . .... . . .. -
Acinin Costs 960 0 0 0 144 

--------- ............ ................ ............. . .... . ..... .. ... 

By Loc•l Sponsor 960 0 0 0 144 

01.06.03 By Govt On Beh•lf Local Sp 

01.06.03.02 Aatlin Costs 

................ .... . .. .. .. .. .. .. ............ ................ .............. 

Acinin Costs 150 0 0 0 23 
............... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. -............... .. . .. .. ... . ... -.. ............... 

By Govt On Bell•lf Lo 150 0 0 0 23 

TllE 10:15:59 

S\.MCAa Y PAGE 6 

SIOH TOTAL CST UNIT 

0 1, 139 379 .so 

. ............. ................ 
0 1,656 

--------- ---------
0 2,795 

0 259 

0 259 

0 3,053 

............. ................. 
0 1, 104 

--------- ............... -
0 1, 104 

............... .. ...... "' ......... 
0 173 

........... ................. 
0 173 

LABOR IO: RG1H92 EQUIP 10: RG0191 Currency in DOLLARS CREW 10: TWTF92 UPI 10: RG0191 
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PL 91·646 Assistance 

01.11 Oisposels · Nitigetion Aree 

01.11.02 By Local Sponsor 

01 .11 .02.01 Napping 

01.11.02.01.01 Contract Costs 
01.11.02.01.02 Acilin Costs 

Napping 

01.11.02.02 Title Evidence 

01.11.02.02.01 Contrect Costs 
01.11.02.02.02 Adlin Costs 

Ti tie Evidence 

01.11.02.03 N99otietions 

01.11.02.03.02 Adlin Costs 

N990ti1tions 

01.11.02.04 Appraisels 

01.11.02.04.01 Contrect Costs 

Appraisals 

By Locel Sponsor 

01.11.03 By Govt On Behelf Locel Sp 

01.11.03.02 Acilin Costs 

Acilin Costs 

By Govt On Behalf Lo 

Disposals · Nitigati 

** PROJECT OWNER Sll!MAllT • LEVEL 5 ** 

QUANTITY UCJll CONTRACT OTHER ESCALATN OWN FURN CONTINGN 

1, 110 0 0 0 167 

1.00 EA 1, 760 0 0 0 264 
480 0 0 0 n 

................... ----·-··- --------- --------- -------·· 
2,240 0 0 0 336 

1.00 EA 585 0 0 0 ea 
320 0 0 0 48 

---·----- ·-------- ........... -------·- ---------
905 0 0 0 136 

960 0 0 0 144 

960 0 0 0 144 

1 .00 EA 330 0 0 0 50 

330 0 0 0 50 

4,435 0 0 0 665 

500 0 0 0 0 

500 0 0 0 0 

4,935 0 0 0 665 

TIME 10: 15 :59 

Sll!MAllT PAGE 7 

SIOH TOTAL CST UNIT 

0 1,2n 

0 2,024 2024.00 
0 552 

····----- .......... 
0 2,576 

0 673 6n.75 
0 368 

--------- ---------
0 1,041 

0 1I104 

0 1, 104 

0 380 37'9.50 

0 380 

0 5, 100 

0 500 

0 500 

0 5,600 

LABOll ID: RG1H92 EQUIP ID: RG0191 Currency in DOLLARS CREW ID: TWTF92 UPI ID: RG0191 
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PROJECT SRNPNJ: Sal .. River Navi;ation Project New Jersey 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
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TIME 10: 15:59 

Sl.*AAY PAGE 8 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
QUANTITY IJCJ4 CONTRACT OTHER ESCALATN OWN FURN CONT!NGM SI OH TOTAL CST UNIT 

01.18 Real Estate Payinents 

01. 18.01 Land Paynients 

01. 18.01 .01 By Govt 

01.18.01.02 By Local Sponsor 

01.18.01.03 By Govt On Behalf Local 

By Govt On Behalf Lo 936 0 0 0 234 0 1, 170 

01.18.01.04 Review of Local Sponsor 

····----· .............. .............. --------- --------- --------- ................. 
Land Pay!llents 936 0 0 0 234 0 1, 170 

............... ............... ................ --------- .............. ................. . ............ 
Real Estate Payments 936 0 0 0 234 0 1. 170 -- ............. -------·- ............. --------- .............. --------- ·--------

1.00 EA 25,656 0 0 0 3,867 0 29,523 29523 

--------- ............... ................. ................. ................. ............... . ......... ---
1 .00 EA 25,656 0 0 0 3,867 0 29,523 29523 

LABOR IO: RG1H92 EQUIP IO: RG0191 Currency in DOLLARS CREW ID: TWTF92 UPB IO: RC0191 
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SAL.EM RI VER ·loU L.AMD I! IT I GA Tl Oii SlMMARY PAGE 
.,. PROJECT OlillER SlMMARY · LEVEL 4 •• 

CIUANTY UCJI CONTRACT COllTINGll P,E 'D SIOll/s&A TOTAl CST UlllT COST 

06 Fish and Wildlife Fecilities 

06.03 Wildlife Fecilities' Senc:t1.9ry 

06.03.01 Mobilizetian, D..ibilizetian and 

l!obi l izetion, D.otii l izetion end 50,000 12,500 0 0 62,500 

06.03.73 Hebitat end Feeding Facilities 

06.03.73.02 Site Work 911,656 227, 914 0 01,139,570 

Hebi.tet end Feeding Fec:il ities 911,656 227,914 0 01,139,570 

06.03.99 Associated 6-r•l It-

06.03.99.02 Site Work 30,000 7,500 0 0 37,500 

Associated Generel lt811 30,000 7,500 0 0 37,500 

Wildlife Facilities' Senc:tl.9ry 991,656 247,914 0 0 1,239,570 

Fish end Wildlife Fecilities 1.00 EA 991,656 247,914 0 0 1,239,570 1239570 

SAL.EM R I VER ·WE Tl.ANDS Ill Tl GA Tl Cll 1.00 EA 991,656 247,914 0 0 1,239,570 1239570 



Thu 18 Feb 1993 U.S. A,,.,, Corps of E1""41iMeMI TINE 14:19:51 

PllOJECT 93SRllM: SALEM RIVER·IETLAllDS NITIGATIOll • Wetland CrHtion/Restoratian 
SALEM RIVER·lo'ETLMD NITIGATIOll SUl4MY PAGE 2 

*" PROJECT Ol.llER SlJIJl.ARY • LEVEL 5 •• 

QUAllTY UCJI CONTRACT COllTINGll P,E 'D SIOH/s&A TOTAL CST UNIT COST 

06 Fish and Wildlife Facilities 

06.03 Wildlife Facilities' Sanctu.ry 

06.03.01 llobilizatian, De.>bilizatian and 

llobil i zati an, De.>bil i zat i an and 

06.03.73 Habitat and Feeding Facilities 

06.03.73.02 Site Work 

06.03.73.02.01 Excavatatian, Wetland Cre.tion 41302 CY 

06.03. 73.02.02 Excavatation, Wetland Restoratio 30460 CY 

06.03.73.02.03 Planti1"41 17.20 AC 

Site Work 

Habitat and Feeding Facilities 

06.03.99.02 Site Work 

06.03.99.02.01 Monitori1"41 Plan 

Site Work 

Wildlife Facilities' s.nctuary 

Filh and Wildlife Facilities 1.00 EA 

SALEM RIVER-IETLAllDS MITIGATION 1.00 EA 

50,000 12,500 

330,410 82,603 
426,394 106,599 
154,852 38, 713 

.......... --- ...... --
911,656 227,914 

911,656 227,914 

30,000 7,500 

30,000 7,500 

30,000 7,500 

991,656 247,914 

991,656 247,914 

991,656 247,914 

0 0 62,500 

0 0 413,013 10.00 
0 0 532,993 17.50 
0 0 193,565 11253.76 

·-------- ............ ··---·-·· 
0 0 1,139,57'0 

0 0 1,139,57'0 

0 0 37,500 

0 0 37,500 

0 0 37,500 

0 0 1,239,57'0 

0 0 1,239,57'0 123957'0 

0 0 1,239,57'0 1239570 
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** PROJECT OIJNER SlleCARY • LEVEL 3 ** 

30 Plaming, Engineering & Design 

30.01 Plaming 

30.01.01 Without Project Conditions 
30.01.02 Study Management 
30.01.03 Economic Analysis 

Planning 

30.02 Engr & Oe9ign Prior to 1 Oct 89 

30.02.09 Real Estate 

Engr & Design Prior to 1 Oct 89 

30.04 Environnent·Regulatory Activity 

30.04.01 Environnental ANlysis 
30.04.02 Cultural Resources 
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··--··-···· ----------· 
67,000 0 
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20,000 0 
6,000 0 

10,000 0 
5,000 0 

25,000 0 
6,000 0 

........... ·----------
122,000 0 

20,000 0 
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··--···-··- ------·-··· 
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0 0 28,000 
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INCREMENTAL ANALYSIS OF FISH AND WILDLIFE MITIGATION 

The proposed plan of improvement for the Salem River Federal 
navigation project consists of widening and deepening the 
existing channel through hydraulic dredging operations. All 
material dredged for initial construction and a 50-year 
maintenance program would be placed in the existing Killcohook 
dredged material disposal site. Widening the channel would 
result in the loss of 3 acres of estuarine intertidal emergent 
wetlands and 8.6 acres of shallow water habitat. The dominant 
species of vegetation within the area of impacted wetlands is 
common reed (Phragmites australis). 

Wetland and aquatic habitats in the vicinity of the Salem River 
have been designated as a focus area for waterfowl habitat 
protection under the 1986 North American Waterfowl Management 
Plan. The Salem River is located on the Atlantic Flyway and 
provides a valuable stopover location for thousands of 
migratory waterfowl annually. The area is censused each year 
in early January to monitor waterfowl populations. Maj or 
species utilizing the area include Canada geese, black duck, 
mallard, American widgeon, scaup, bufflehead and tundra swan. 
The North American Waterfowl Management Plan targets 11,500 
acres of wetland habitats in the vicinity of the Salem River 
for protection. The plan states: "A diversified complex of 
high-quality freshwater and brackish wetlands composed of wild 
rice, arrow arum, and salt marsh cordgrass makes the area a 
high-priority ecosystem for black ducks, mallards, teal, 
widgeon, pintail, and Canada geese. Important wetlands in need 
of protection along the Salem River include: Mannington, Pine 
Island, Kate Creek, Stoney Island, Supawna, Mill Creek, 
Elsinboro, Money Island, Abbott's and Fenwick Marshes." 

Investigations of the 3 acre wetland site to be impacted during 
construction have led to the determination that the site is not 
used by waterfowl for nesting purposes. The wetland banks 
along the river are steep, and the area is vegetated with dense 
stands of common reed. The site does however provide valuable 
cover habitat for resting and feeding waterfowl during 
migrations. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service used black duck 
and snowy egret as indicator species to evaluate the habitat 
value of the wetland site. Based on these evaluations, the 
Service classified the wetland site as resource category III 
habitat, relative to their 1981 mitigation policy. Category 
III habitat is defined as habitat of high to medium value for 
fish and wildlife resources, which is relatively abundant on a 
National or State basis. The Service recommends that loss of 
category III habitat be mitigated by replacement either in-kind 
or out-of-kind with no net loss of habitat value. 

The 3 acre wetland site is part of a larger wetland island 
located along the channel. The banks of the island are 



utilized as dens by muskrats. The Service reports that during 
the 1986/1987 trapping season the island yielded 600-700 
muskrats. The Service has indicated that the island can 
sustain a yearly harvest of 1,000-1,200 muskrats. 

As previously stated, implementation of the proposed plan of 
improvement for the Salem River navigation channel would result 
in the loss of 3 acres of estuarine intertidal emergent 
wetlands and 8. 6 acres of shallow water habitat. These 
wetlands and shallows would be lost through excavation due to 
the need to widen the channel. The primary attribute of 
wetlands within the project area is the resting and feeding 
habitat provided for migratory waterfowl. Based on the value 
placed on wetlands within the Salem River area under the North 
American Waterfowl Management Plan, it is important to maintain 
wetland acreage in order to maintain waterfowl carrying 
capacity. As such, the selected unit of measurement for this 
analysis is the acre. 

The primary mitigation objective associated with the proposed 
Salem River project is to replace 3 acres of wetlands and 8.6 
acres of shallow water habitat and their waterfowl and aquatic 
habitat values. 

Wetland replacement can be accomplished by either creation or 
restoration of wetlands through the excavation of uplands and 
existing wetlands or filling in aquatic habitat. Aquatic 
habitats in the vicinity of the project area, (including the 
8. 6 acres of shallow water habitat being lost in this project), 
have been documented as valuable spawning, nursery and foraging 
habitat for a number of fishery species of commercial and/or 
recreational importance. For this reason it was determined 
that the shallows lost during construction of this project 
should be compensated through mitigation. In addition, it was 
determined that filling of aquatic habitat to create wetlands 
in the vicinity of the project area was not a desirable 
alternative because of the additional impacts that would be 
incurred. 

Construction of wetlands from uplands (wetland creation) would 
entail excavation and grading to achieve site elevations 
sufficient to support wetland vegetation. Aspects of the plan 
would include acquisition, excavation and grading, and 
planting. Activities necessary for achieving the desired 
surface elevations and planting vegetation are viewed as 
dependent features of a single mitigative action. Both steps 
are required to construct an ecologically functional system. 

Wetland restoration would entail the excavation and grading of 
a wetland, which has been degraded by monotypic stands of 
common reed (Phragmites australis) , to achieve site elevations 
sufficient to support desirable wetland vegetation while at the 
same time keeping the common reed from thriving. The aspects 
of this plan also includes acquisition, excavation and grading, 
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and planting. 

Through coordination with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
and the National Marine Fisheries Service it was determined 
that the mitigation for the 3 acres of estuarine intertidal 
emergent wetlands, which would be lost during this project, 
should be accomplished through the in-kind replacement of 
habitat with a 1:1 replacement ratio. It was also determined 
that the mitigation for the 8.6 acres of shallow water habitat 
could be accomplished by either wetland creation on a 1: 1 
replacement ratio or wetland restoration on a 2:1 replacement 
ratio. 

Based on these recommendations and further coordination with 
the U. s. Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Marine 
Fisheries Service a suitable intertidal mitigation site within 
the Federally owned Supawna Meadows National Wildlife Refuge 
was identified (refer to Plate 9). The site is adjacent to a 
series of channels which branch off of the Delaware River. 
These channels will be utilized to carry water into the 
mitigation site when construction is completed. The site 
grades down from upland areas to wetland areas dominated by 
common reed, to the branches of the channel. Within this site, 
3 alternatives were investigated that would adequately fulfill 
the mitigation requirements for this project. The first plan 
consisted of doing all wetland creation, a total of 11.6 acres, 
and included excavation and grading, as well as the planting of 
several plant species. The second plan, which is the selected 
plan for this project, consists of doing a combination of 
wetland creation and restoration for a total of 17.2 acres of 
mitigation. The third plan consisted of doing 3 acres of 
wetland creation to compensate for the 3 acres lost and 17.2 
acres of wetland restoration as mitigation for the shallow 
water habitat being lost. The mitigation site picked in 
Supawna Meadows National Wildlife Refuge has the capability of 
accommodating any of these three plans. Due to the fact that 
the cost of wetland creation per acre is more than double that 
of wetland restoration, since more material must be excavated 
per acre, the difference in cost between the three plans is not 
great. Of these three plans, the first plan (creation of 11.6 
acres of wetlands) would be the cheapest to construct 
($1,092,044) because it requires the least number of acres. 
This plan however would impact the cultural resources found in 
some of the upland areas and would also require the destruction 
of several acres of cultivated clover fields which are managed 
by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to benefit wildlife in 
the area. In addition, although this plan would not result in 
11.6 acres of high quality wetlands, it would not address the 
issue of controlling the common reed. Without some control of 
the common reed on the site, it would eventually take over the 
newly created wetlands. The second plan (6 acres of wetland 
restoration and 11.2 acres of wetland creation) would produce 
a total of 17.2 acres of high quality wetlands while at the 
same time ridding the site of some of the common reed which is 



present. This plan is slightly more expensive ($1,239,570) 
than the first plan but it is situated in such a way that no 
impacts to the clover fields or cultural resources will occur. 
The third plan (3 acres of creation and 17.2 acres of 
restoration) would product 20.2 acres of high quality wetlands 
while destroying common reed on the site. This plan would be 
the most expensive ($1,318,740) and was not selected for this 
reason and because it was felt that the more wetland creation 
that was accomplished the better it would be in terms of an 
overall increase of wetland acreage at the Supawna Meadows 
site. Even though plan number 2 is slightly more expensive 
than plan number 1, it will have the greatest environmental 
benefit since it will provide 17. 2 acres of high quality 
wetlands without impacting either the cultural resources or the 
clover fields on the site. In addition, it will eradicate 11.2 
acres of common reed from the site. Based on these facts, plan 
number 2 was selected to mitigate wetland and shallow water 
habitat impacts that would result from implementing the 
proposed plan of improvement for the Salem River navigation 
channel. 



SALEM RIVER MITIGATION PLAN 

Project: The project requiring the proposed mitigation is the 
Delaware River Comprehensive Navigation Study, Salem River, Salem 
County, Salem, New Jersey. The proposed plan of improvement for 
the Salem River navigation channel consists of widening and 
deepening the existing channel through dredging operations. This 
action will result in the loss of 3 acres of estuarine intertidal 
emergent wetlands and 8.6 acres of shallow water habitat. 

Based on information and recommendations received from a site 
survey conducted by Environmental Resources, Inc. (1992), and 
coordination with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and National 
Marine Fisheries Service, the following mitigation plan was 
developed. 

Mitigation Size and Location: The mitigation site is to be 
constructed on a 17.2 acre section of the Supawna Meadows 
National Wildlife Refuge, Salem, New Jersey (Figure 1) . The 
mitigation will be accomplished through the creation of 6.0 acres 
of estuarine intertidal emergent wetlands from existing uplands 
and the restoration of 11.2 acres of wetlands from existing 
wetland areas which are presently dominated by monotypic stands 
of Phragmites australis. 

Tide Information: The mean high water elevation at the proposed 
site is 4.0 feet n.g.v.d. The tidal range in this area is 5.5 
feet using the mean low water datum and 5.6 feet using mean lower 
low water datum. A time correction of 10 minutes (for high tide) 
can be added to the predictions for Reedy Point, Delaware 
(nearest NOAA station), to obtain tide information for the 
mitigation site. Some of the existing channels on site will be 
modified and new channels constructed, if necessary, in order to 
carry water to the site to properly inundate the wetlands that 
will be created and restored. 

Water Salinity: On May 18, 1992, the salinity of the water at 
the proposed mitigation site was measured at 1.0 part per 
thousand (ppt). Somewhat higher salinities can probably be 
expected at the site, depending on weather conditions and the 
time of the year. For this reason, it was determined that 
brackish tolerant emergent plantings should be used at this 
location. Based on site investigations which observed only 
brackish to somewhat freshwater emergent plant communities in the 
vicinity of the mitigation area, it was determined that plantings 
tolerant of salinities between at least 1 and 5 ppt. should be 
used for this project. 



Plantinqs: Based on the salinity tolerances discussed above, the 
following plants meet the criteria for planting on this site: r~ 

Peltandra virginica 
Scirpus pungens 
Spartina cynosuroides* 
Acorus calamus* 
Scirpus validus* 
Hibiscus moscheutos* 

Arrow arum 
Common threesquare 
Big cordgrass 
Sweet flag 
Soft stemmed bulrush 
Marsh hibiscus 

*These plants will be located at the higher elevations near 
mean high water along the edge of the mitigation site. 

The above mentioned plants will be planted in a 3' X 3' planting 
grid with the Peltandra virginica being the most prominent 
species planted, especially in areas where the elevation will be 
lowered to 2.5'. 

Excavation and Grading: It will be necessary to excavate 
approximately 71,761 cubic yards (cy) of material from the 
proposed mitigation site to create and restore the desired 17.2 
acres of wetlands. In order to create wetlands from uplands, 
approximately 41,301 cy of material will have to be removed to 
bring this portion of the site to the desired elevation of 2.9 
feet n.g.v.d. In this area plantings of Scirpus pungens (common 
threesquare) and Scirpus validus (soft stemmed bulrush) will be 
done. The wetland restoration will require the excavation of 
approximately 30,460 cy of material to bring the elevation to 2.5 
feet. This area is being graded to a lower elevation to help 
eliminate the presence of Phraqmites australis by eliminating the 
dense root mats which reach depths of at least 18 inches or more 
in this location. In addition, the lower grade will allow a 
greater inundation of water which should prevent re-establishment 
of the Phraqmites australis after the mitigation is complete. 
This elevation is also within the middle growing range of 
Peltandra virginica (arrow arum), which means that it should grow 
quite well under these conditions. 

A transitional edge with a 4:1 slope will be created between the 
emergent wetlands and the adjacent uplands. From the lower 
design grades to slightly above the mean high water line, species 
such as Spartina cynosuroides (big cordgrass), Acorus calamus 
(sweet flag), Scirpus validus (soft stemmed bulrush) and Hibiscus 
moscheutos (marsh hibiscus) will be planted. The abrupt slope 
along the wetland/upland transitional edge will help to limit the 
invasion of the Phraqmites australis. To further minimize this 
possible invasion, the herbicide "Rodeo" (glyphosate), will be 
sprayed on the areas to be restored for two consecutive years 
prior to excavation. Spraying will occur when there is maximum 
sugar transport through the leaves and stems into the rhizomes. 
This takes place when the plant is in full flower (late summer to 
early autumn) . 
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Site Plan: As stated previously, 17.2 acres of wetlands will be 
created and restored to mitigate for the 3 acres of wetlands and 
8.6 acres of shallow water habitat that will be lost during the 
modifications to the Salem River navigation channel. Through 
coordination with the National Marine Fisheries Service and the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service it was determined that wetland 
creation will be done on a 1:1 replacement ratio while the 
wetland restoration will be done on a 2:1 replacement ratio. 
Based on these ratios it was determined that 6.0 acres of 
creation will be done at a 1:1 ratio (6.0 acres total) and that 
5.6 acres of restoration will be done at a ratio of 2:1 (11.2 
acres total). 

Due to the existing topography of the Supawna Meadows National 
Wildlife Refuge, the mitigation site will be split into two 
sections. One section will consist of 5.0 acres of created 
wetlands and 4.8 acres of restored wetlands. The other section, 
located to the south of the first section, will be made up of 6.4 
acres of restored wetlands and 1.0 acre of created wetlands 
(Figure 2). The site was split into these sections to help to 
maximize the benefits gained from the mitigation and to avoid the 
cultural resources and cultivated clover fields, which the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service maintains, on the site. 

Monitorina: A post-planting monitoring plan will be conducted 
twice yearly, once during the month of June and then again during 
the month of September. These sampling dates will allow for the 
documentation of both the annual and the perennial components of 
the plant communities. The post-monitoring plan will continue 
for a minimum of 5 growing seasons following the completion of 
all wetland creation and restoration activities. It is required 
that the site attains a minimum vegetative coverage of 85% of the 
disturbed area after the first complete growing season. Failure 
to achieve this survival rate will require the arrangement of a 
meeting with the involved agencies to examine the causes of 
failure and develop a remediation plan. 

If the annual monitoring reveals that the Phraqmites has begun 
to re-invade the mitigation site steps will be taken to bring the 
spread of the common reed under control. The most feasible 
method of suppressing the re-establishment of Phragmites would be 
the use of herbicide (Rodeo) spot treatments on invading plants. 
These spot treatments would be based on a mid-summer evaluation 
of the extent of Phraqmites recruitment. Spot treatments would 
be directed to avoid any mortality of planted and desirable 
voluntary species. These spot treatments will be conducted 
annually until desired wetland vegetation attains vigorous growth 
and complete cover (>85% cover) during the 5-year monitoring 
period. If herbicide spot treatments for Phraqmites control are 
ineffective other control methods such as mowing, plowing or 
cutting, will be evaluated and put into use as necessary. 
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United States Department of the Interior 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

IN REPLY REFER TO: 

FP-92/196 

Robert L. Callegari, Chief 
Planning Division 
U.S. Army Corpe of Engineers 
Wanamaker Building 
100 Penn Square East 

Fish and Wildlife Enhancement 
927 North Main Street (Bldg. DI) 

Pleasantville. New Jersey 08232 

Tel: 609-646-9310 
f'AX: 609-646-0352 

August 14, 1992 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107-3396 
ATTN: Environmental Resources Branch 

Dear Mr. Callegari: 

Thie responds to your letter of July 24, 1992, requesting Fish and Wildlife 
Service (Service) comments on the proposed mitigation plan for the Delaware 
River, Comprehensive Navigation Study, Salem River, New Jersey, 
Preconstruction, Engineering, and Design Project. The selected plan for 
improving navigation on the Salem River includes widening the existing 
navigation channel from the current width of 100 to 150 feet to a channel 150-
feet-wide over the entire 5-rnile length of the channel. The channel would 
also be deepened from the current authorized depth of 12 feet below mean low 
water to 18 feet below mean low water. The selected plan also provides for a 
495-foot-wide turning basin opposite the berthing area at the Port of Salem, 
and bend widenin9. The proposed project would result in the loss of 3 acres 
of estuarine intertidal emergent wetlands, and 8.6 acres of shallow water 
habitat. 

To mitigate unavoidable adverse impacts to wetlands and shallow water habitat, 
the Army Corps of Engineers (Corpe) proposes to create 8.4 acres of estuarine 
intertidal emergent wetlands from uplands, and to enhance 6.4 acres of 
degraded wetlands dominated by common reed (Phragmites communis). The 
proposed mitigation site is located on the Supawna Meadows National Wildlife 
Refuge. Service biologists visited the proposed project site and the proposed 
mitigation site on August 15, 1991. Additional visits to the proposed 
mitigation site occurred on August 20, 1991, and May 18, 1992. 

The following comments are provided as planning aid in accordance with a 
Fiscal Year-1991 scope-of-work agreement between the Service and the 
Philadelphia District, Corps of Engineers. This correspondence provides 
technical assistance only and is not the document required of the Secretary of 
the Interior pursuant to Section 2(b) of the Fish and Wildlife Coordination 
Act (48 Stat. 401, as amended; 16 u.s.c. 661 et seq.). 
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Pursuant to the National Wildlife Refuge System Administration Act of 1966 (SO 
CFR Part 29.21), the Corps' use of the proposed mitigation site will require a(-~\ 
special use permit from the Service. The information submitted via this . 
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formal request for a special use permit will be used to determine whether the 
proposed use is compatible with the purposes for which the refuge was 
established. Application for the special use permit should be made to the 
refuge manager at the following address: 

Walter Ford, Assistant Refuge Manager 
Supawna Meadows National Wildlife Refuge 
R.D. #3, Box 540 
Salem, New Jersey 08079 
(609/935-1487) 

The mitigation plan submitted to this office provides a narrative description 
of the proposed mitigation project. This description includes existing and 
proposed elevations on the mitigation site; existing and proposed vegetation 
on the mitigation site; the tidal range of the mitigation site; salinity of 
the water that would feed the proposed mitigation site; and, a proposed post
planting monitoring plan for the mitigation project. The mitigation plan also 
includes a site map showing the general boundaries of the mitigation site. 

The Service has .reviewed this information and supports the conceptual design 
for the proposed mitigation site. The following recommendations are provided 
to improve the chances of successfully implementing the proposed mitigation. 

1. Provide detailed site plans depicting at least the following: existing 
and proposed contours; mean high and mean low water lines; areas of 
proposed plantings, by species, including densities; locations of 
monitoring wells; and, locations of any tidal ditches. 

2. Revise the proposed monitoring plan to specify a goal of 85 percent 
areal coverage of planted herbaceous species, or other desirable 
hydrophytic vegetation, after five g;owing seasons. Specify that 
failure to achieve this goal will require an evaluation to determine the 
cause of the failure, and appropriate remedial action. 

3. Revise the proposed monitoring plan to include quantitative methods to 
document encroachment of common reed on the mitigation site, and to 
remove common reed should it occur. Specify that if common reed is 
determined to be a persistent problem after five years, it will be 
necessary to evaluate the cause of the problem and take appropriate 
remedial action. 

4. Provide annual summary reports of information obtained through the post
planting monitoring program to the Service for a period of five years 
following the completion of initial plantings. 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this project and all efforts by 
the Corps to accept a shared responsibility to ensure adequate protection of 
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our Nation's living resources. Should you have any questions regarding these 
comments, or require further technical assistance, please contact Peter 
Benjamin of my staff. 
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Robert L. Callegari, Chief 
Planning Division 
Philadelphia District 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Wanamaker Building 
100 Penn Square East 
Philadelphia PA 19107-3390. 

Dear Mr. Callegari: 

, UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administrmtion 

NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SER\llCE 
Habitat and Protected 

Resources Division 
Sandy Hook Laboratory (~ 
Highlands, New Jersey 07732 

August 14, 1992 

The National Marine Fisheries Service has reviewed the Salem 
River Mitigation Plan. The plan is designed to compensate for 
the loss of 3 acres of estuarine, intertidal, emergent wetlands 
and 8.6 acres of shallow water habitat that would result from the 
widening and deepening of the Salem River channel in Salem 
County, New Jersey. The mitigation will consist of the 
construction of 8.4 acres of estuarine, intertidal, emergent 
wetlands from uplands (1:1 ratio) and the restoration of 6.4 
acres of wetlands (2:1 ratio) which are presently dominated by 
monotypic stands of reed (Phragmites sp.) at the Supawna Meadows 
National Wildlife Refuge in Salem County, New Jersey. The 
mitigation plan appears to provide the necessary compensation for 
the habitat loss that will result from the channel improvements. 
However, we request that a control plan for Phragmites, and 
additional information concerning the post-planting monitoring of 
the mitigation site be provided as part of the mitigation plan. 

According to th~ excavation and grading section of the mitigation 
plan, a 4: 1 slope is planned for the transitional area between, .... 
the uplands and the mitigation area. The purpose of the steep 
slope is to help limit the invasion of Phragmites into the 
mitigation site. We recommend that a control plan also be 
developed to eliminate any Phragmites that invades the site. 

The plan should also be more specific about the goals of the 
mitigation plantings. The monitoring section of the plan states 
that the site shall attain a "minimum vegetative coverage 
survival" of 85% of the disturbed area after one complete growing 
season. The phrase "minimum vegetative coverage survival" is 
ambiguous. Is the goal of the planting to achieve 85% survival 
of the planted species, or 85% coverage? We recommend that 85% 
coverage, including volunteer wetland species other than 
Phragmites, be required. 
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The Salem River Mitigation Plan appears to provide adequate 
compensation for the wetland and shallow water habitat loss 
associated the widening and deepening of the Salem River. 
However, we request that additional information detailing the 
post-planting monitoring of the site and a Phragmites control 
plan be provided as part of the mitigation plan. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. If you would like to 
discuss this project, please contact Karen Wurst at (908) 872-
3015. 

cf: EPA, Region II 
FWS, Pleasantville 

Sincerely yours, 

~~4/ 
st-;nl~W. Gorski 
Assistant Coordinator 
Habitat Program 

NJ Land Use Regulation Element 
NJ Div. of Fish, Game & Wildlife 

K.Wurst:908-872-3015:8/14/92:kmw 



TELEPHON~(302l739-5685 

September 22, 1992 

Mr. Michael Swanda 
Archaeologist 

STATE OF DELAWARE 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

DIVISION OF HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL AFFAIRS 

HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICE 
15 THE GREEN 

DOVER e DE e 19901-361 1 

Environmental Resources Branch 
Philadelphia District, Corps of Engineers 
100 Penn Square East 
Philadelphia, PA 19107-3390 

Dear Mike: 

!'"AX: (302) 739 - 5660 

This letter is a follow up to our September 21 phone conversation regarding my 
review and comments on the August 1992 draft report entitled Aquatic Cultural 
Resources Investigation, Salem Cove - Delaware River, Salem County, New Jersey 
and New Castle County, Delaware. As I indicated, the report provides suffi
cient information for us to conclude there are no significant submerged 
resources in the project area which lies in Delaware's jurisdictional waters. 
Such a conclusion will complete our formal Section 106 review for this 
project. 

I, however, must advise you that the draft report does not meet the Standards 
for Preservation Planning, Identification and Archaeological Documentation as 
found in Secretary of the Interior's Standards and Guidelines for Archeology 
and Historic Preservation (48 FR 44716) and, as such, we cannot accept it as a 
final document. I have prepared a list of comments that should be conveyed to 
the consultant for making the necessary revisions. I have also enclosed 
copies of the evaluation forms which we use when reviewing reports against the 
Secretary's Standards. These should also be forwarded to the consultant for 
his consideration. My comments are as follows: 
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1. A location map of the entire project which delineates the DE/NJ 
boundary is needed. Appropriate USGS Quad sheets would suit. 

2. The report fails to cite, reference or excerpt relevant information 
from our three State Plans. The consultant must use these as a basis for all 
discussions on historic contexts and property types. 

3. There is no discussion on the prehistory of the project area or the 
potential for any property types to be present from the specific time periods 
represented therein. 
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Letter to Swanda 
September 22, 1992 
Page Two 

4. The discussion on background history and the subtopics included 
therein are n~t always complete in the sense that the subject matter may have 
some historic relevance into the 20th century. For example, the discussion on 
the shipping industry stops circa 1880. Also, there is no discussion on 20th 
century naval history of the area. If possible property types which represent 
that aspect of our history may be present, this context must be established as 
a frame of reference. 

5. The importance of non-shipping economies are not discussed. 
Specifically, the small-scale 'watermen economy' is ignored yet the possibil
ity of finding submerged resources associated with this aspect of our history 
is very real. 

6. 'Fixed' resources such as piers, which are important property types, 
are not djscussed in any fashion within an historic context or in the discus
sion ''4.0 Potential Submerged Cultural Resources Types" yet the recommendation 
section nqtes the possibility of just such a property being present. All of 
the small shallow draft vessels which are noted as potential resources need to 
have a more detailed 'property type' discussion. Moreover, this property type 
discussion must also be linked with an historic context. 

7. The success and adequacy of the research, field methodology and 
analysis and interpretation of data contained within this investigation are 
inferred rather than stated. Additionally, how the results of this investiga
tion reflects on the respective State Plans is absent. If there is a need to 
revise or modify any of the State Plans, this should be spelled out. Criti
cism of the State Plans provides opportunities for modification. Without 
these comments, we have no way of knowing how or where improvement is needed. 

After considering these comments, please do not hesitate to contact me if you 
wish to discuss any of them. I look forward to receiving a revised report for 
review. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
Archaeologist 

Enclosures 



State of New Jersey 
Department of Environmental Protection and Energy 

Scott A. Weiner 
Commissioner 

Natural and Historic Resources 
Division of Parks and Forestry 
Office of New Jersey Heritage 

CN404 
Trenton. NJ 08625-0404 

Tel. # 609-292-2023 
Fax.# 609-292-8115 

October 23, J.992 

Lt. Colonel R. F. Sliwoski 
District Engineer 
u. s. Army Corps of Engineers 
100 Penn Square East 
Philadelphia, PA 19107-3390 

Dear Colonel Sliwoski: 

;;:;JT>es F. Hall 
ksff: t;Jr; t &,,-; ,-;; issioner 

As Deputy State Historic Preservation Officer for New 
Jersey, in accordance with 36 C.F.R. Part 800: Protection of 
Historic Properties, as published in the Federal Register, ... / 
2 September 1986 (Volume 51, Number 169, pages 31115-31125 ), 
I am commenting officially upon the project designated below: 

NATIONAL HISTORIC PRESERVATION ACT OF 1966 as amended 

SECTION 106: SHPO Consultation and Comments (.12. CFR Part 800) 

PROJECT TITLE: Salem county, New Jersey [+ New Castle County, 
Delaware) 

Salem River [+ Delaware River, Salem Cove] 
Channel Widening and Deepening, Delaware 

River, Elsinboro Pbint to New Jersey 
Route 49 Bridge 

Water Resources Act of 1986, P.L. 99-662, 
Section 859 

Delaware River Comprehensive Navigation Study 

FEDERAL AGENCY: Philadelphia District 
U. s. Army Corps of Engineers 

New jersey Is an Equal Opportunity Employer 
Recyded Paper 



I. 800.4 Identifying Historic Properties 

Basing myself on a letter from J. Lee Cox Jr., Di~sctc~
Dolan Research, Incorporated, Philadelphia to Michael s~~~d~ 1 
September 16, 1992, I am of the opinion that Target IV 7-2~9 
in the Salem River, does not meet National Register ~f 5is
toric Places Criteria of Eligibility. 

This completes review of submarine cultural j~Es0~~c~s 
for the project. 

NLZ/vs 

Sincerely, 

A/()l_(.,~l-~l~1L . 
N:Jcy L Zer e"" 
Deputy ta~~Historic 
Preservation Officer 

c: Mr. Robert Callegari, Planning Division 
Mr. Michael Swanda, Environmental Resources 

Code#92-1746 

Disk#6A:\J92-17 





DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS 

LIGHTHOUSE ROAD WETLAND MITIGATION SITE 

SUPOWNA MEADOWS WILDLIPE RBPUGB 

PENNSVILLE, SALEK COUNTY, NEW JBRSEY 

June 1992 

Prepared for: 

Environmental Resources Branch 
Philadelphia District 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
100 Penn Square East 

Philadelphia, PA 19107-3390 

Prepared by: 

Environmental Resources, Inc. 
One Plaza East, Suite 319 
Salisbury, Maryland 21801 

(410) 548-5320 

ERI Project No. 154A001 



INTRODUCTION 

Environmental Resources, Inc. (ERI), was contacted in April 

1992 by the Philadelphia District Corps of Engineers and 
requested to provide design recommendations for a proposed 
wetland mitigation site. The site is part of a U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service refuge area located east of Lighthouse Road 
(Salem County Route 632) and along an unnamed tidal tributary 

approximately one mile north of Mill Creek. 

The proposed wetland mitigation site consists of mainly upland· 

agricultural fields and wetland areas dominated by monotypic 
stands of Phragmites australis. Due to the degraded ·condition 

of these wetlands by virtue of Phragmites australis growth and 

the li:mi ted nature of tidal action throughout this area, 

restoration of portions of these existing wetlands will be 

considered for mitigation purposes. 

In this report ERI will provide guidance with regard to the 

elevations necessary for establishment of desirable emergent 
wetlands. Sui table species for planting of the wetland 
mitigation site and a suggested concept plan sized to provide 

the necessary wetland mitigation credit (±20 acres) will be 

provided. 



METHODOLOGY 

ERI reviewed existing maps of the site provided by the 

Philadelphia District. These included aerial photography, 

National Wetlands Inventory maps, USGS Delaware City 

topographic quadrangle, and a tract survey by the U.S. Fish & 
Wildlife Service. The Fish & Wildlife survey plan showed and 

corresponded with various survey transects as shown by a 1" = 
100 1 scaled survey plan with elevations along these transects 
as prepared by the Corps of Engineers, dated January 1992. 

After review of mapping resources, ERI conducted an intensive, 

2-day, on-site investigation both at the site and throughout 
the surrounding area on May·18 and 19, 1992. Near predicted 
normal mean high tide events were forecast for these days. 

Weather conditions prior to and during these days were dry and 

calm, so the confidence in actual measured tide ranges was 
excellent. 

ERI sampled the height of mean high water events on May 18 

and 19, 1992. The area of focus for wetland creation and 
restoration was also evaluated for design considerations. 
Wetland vegetation communities at the site were also reviewed 

in an effort to understand site conditions and make 
recommendations. 

As the emergent wetlands of Supowna Meadows Wildlife Refuge 

were degraded by monotypic stands of Phragmites australis with 

little other emergent wetland species found, other off-site 
locations in the project vicinity were investigated with 
regard to types of wetland vegetation and their elevation 
ranges in relation to mean high water. These areas included, 
but were not limited to, Fort Mott State Park, Salem River at 
Salem, and Hancocks Bridge at Alloways Creek. 
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DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS 

All reported results and recommendations are based upon 

elevation bench marks provided by the Philadelphia District. 

The bench mark utilized for our study and, therefore, the 

bench mark to be used for a future marsh creation and 

restoration was obtained from Corps' survey notes dated 

26 January 1992 entitled "Baseline, Bench Run" for their 

Wetland Reclamation Project Survey. The bench mark is a 

P.K. nail set at the base of Utility Pole Number 30636 which 

is located between Station 17+00 and 22+00 on the Corps' 

survey. The bench mark elevation is 12.29 feet n.g.v.d. 1929. 

Tide study Results - Based upon our investigation of two near 

normal mean high water predicted tides at the site; ERI would 

confirm a mean high water elevation at this site of 4.0 feet 

n.g. v·. d. 

The high tide of 18 May 1992 had an observed elevation of 

3.53 feet. This tide was predicted to be 0.4 foot below a 

normal mean high tide event, thus, the correct mean high water 

elevation is 3.93 feet. 

The high tide of 19 May 1992 had an observed elevation of 

3.63 feet. This tide was predicted to be 0.5 foot below a 

normal mean high tide event, thus, the corrected mean high 

water elevation would be 4.13 feet. 

Averaging the two data points a result of 4. 03 feet is 

achieved, which for our purposes is reasonably rounded off to 

4.0 feet. 

The tidal range of the project is 5.5 feet using the mean low 

water datum and 5.6 feet using mean lower low water datum. 
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A time correction of 10 minutes (for high tide) can be added 

to the predictions for Reedy Point, Delaware (nearest 

NOAA station), for the project site. 

ERI also established the elevation of a PVC plastic pipe set 

along the creek edge of the Corps' study transect located at 

station 22+00. The elevation of the top of the pipe is 

6. 31 feet. The elevation of any tide can be obtained by 

subtracting the height difference between the observed water 

elevation and the top of the PVC pipe. 

water Salinity - A water sample collected at high tide on 
18 May 1992 at the creek edge within the proposed wetland 

mitigation site, transect at Station 22+00, was 1.0.part per 
thousand. Depending on weather conditions and time of year, 

somewhat higher salinities should be expected. Accordingly, 

brackish tolerant emergent plantings should be used at this 

location. This is confirmed by our site investigations which 

concluded that brackish to only somewhat freshwater emergent 
plant communities occur at and upstream of ·the Salem power 
plant and Alloways Creek (Hancock Bridge) portions of the 

Delaware River estuary system then upstream to Fort Mott. 

More typical common freshwater species exemplified by 
Sagitarius latifolia (duck potato) appear to be absent from 

the project area. Therefore, plantings tolerant of salinities 

between at least 1 and 5 ppt. should be used for this project. 

Emergent Wetland Plantings - we recommend the following plant 
list for primary emergent wetland planting. All species are 

reasonably available from commercial nurseries. 

Peltandra virginica* 
Scirpus pungens1 

Spartina cynosuroides2 

Acorus calamus2 

Scirpus validus2 

Hibiscus moscheutos2 

* Found at project site 

Arrow arum 
Common threesquare 

Big cordgrass 

sweet flag 
Soft stemmed bulrush 
Marsh hibiscus 



1 Found at Fort Mott State Park 
2 Plant at higher elevation near mean high water along edge of 

wetland mitigation site 

The following secondary plantings of emergent wetlands which 

could be considered are: 

Scirpus robustus3 

Typha angustifolia4 
Salt marsh bulrush 

Narrow-leaved cattail 
3 Can be used along with common threesquare, however, may not 

be generally commercially available, special order 
4 can be used along edges of the wetland mitigation site 

bordering common threesquare, however, may not be 
desirable due to invasive nature 

For economy, some planting of Spartina al ternif lora (salt 
marsh cordgrass) could also be done. This plant· is found 

above the Delaware Memorial Bridge; however, as water salinity 

declin.es it appears to be excluded by more freshwater-loving 

species. Its benefit is that of having a wide range of 

suitable elevation (elevation ±1.3 to 3.4 feet) requirements 

and lower plant material cost. In some cases it can also be 

established by seeding. 

Emergent Wetland Grading - Recommendations for grading of the 

proposed restoration and creation areas within the proposed 

wetland mitigation site require careful consideration, 

especially due to the need to eradicate Phragmites australis. 

Excavation of the site to the lowest possible elevation will 

improve success toward this goal by maximizing the time of 

tidal inundation and removal of existing root mat. However, 
when considering the cost of earthmoving and spoil disposal, 

the amount of excavation must be reduced as much as possible. 

Vigorous monotypic coverage of Phragmites australis occurs 
within the proposed mitigation site at elevations between 

3.0 and 5.7 feet. Within areas of Phragmites australis near 

elevation 4.0 feet and above, a dense root mat 18 inches or 
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greater in depth generally occurs. 

hairs extend to a even greater depth. 

Of course, finer root 

ERI also looked at the elevation at which Phragmites australis 

declined in vigor along the swales and creek edges as shown by 

the Corps' survey. A marked change or absence of Phragmites 

australis occurred at about elevation 2.0 feet and below. 

ERI also noted the occasional occurrence of Peltandra 

virginica at elevations between 2.7 and 2.5 feet {depth of 

swale along Station 22+00 transect) where density of 

Phragmites australis declined. 

ERI also conducted design and elevation studies at ~ site on 

the Salem River along Route 47 just northwest of Salem. This 

location provided the opportunity to study an emergent wetland 

area which had a variety of elevations and other wetland types 

not dominated by Phragmites australis. In addition, this 

location had the same tidal range, time and duration 

characteristics and relative position along the estuary system 

as the proposed wetland mitigation site. 

The lower elevational limit of Phragmites australis at the 

Salem site was 3.3 feet. However, this was along a sloping 

bank. This fact is mentioned as it is evident that excavation 

of Phraqmites australis at the proposed mitigation site would 

need to be well below this elevation. 

Our grading recommendation for the balance of the wetland 

mitigation proposed for restoration would be the establishment 

of a relatively flat grade, excavated to elevation 2.25 feet 

n.g.v.d. with a tolerance of ±0.25 feet. Areas proposed for 

wetland creation {agricultural fields) can have a somewhat 

higher grade. Excavation to this depth would accomplish 

several goals within proposed restoration areas. First, a 

significant amount of Phragmites australis root mat would be 

removed. The finish grade, based upon both on-site 
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observation and the Salem River site, would be at a level at 

which the occurrence of Phragmites australis is either absent 

or at a low vigor. 

In regard to establishment of desirable emergent wetland 

plantings, an elevation of 2. 25 feet is middle range of 

Peltandra virginica (arrow arum). Furthermore, this plant is 

recommended to be the primary species planted within the 

mitigation site. While this plant was found at a low 

elevation of 1.3 feet and a high elevation of 3.4 feet, use of 

its mid-range elevation will afford the most vigorous growth. 

On portions of the site being excavated from upland 

agricultural field, the problem of existing Phragmites 

rhizomes will not occur. In these areas a somewhat higher 

finish grade would be acceptable. We would recommend a 

relatively flat elevation of 2.9 feet n.g.v.d. ±0.25 feet. In 

these zones plantings of Scirpus pungens (common threesquare) 

and Scirpus validus (soft stemmed bulrush) are suggested. 

ERI recommends a relatively steep transitional edge between 

emergent wetlands and adjacent uplands ( 4: 1 slope). From 

lower design grades to slightly above the mean high water 

line, species such as big cordgrass, sweet flag, soft stemmed 

bulrush and marsh hibiscus should be used. An abrupt slope 

along the wetland/upland transitional edge will serve to limit 

the invasion by Phragmites australis. We also suggest that a 

10-foot-wide channel to a minimum depth of elevation 1.0 foot 

n.g.v.d. be located around the perimeter of the wetland 

mitigation site for similar reasons. 

As previously mentioned, Spartina alterniflora could also be 

used within all the elevational ranges recommended; however, 

over time this species may be replaced by plant species more 

favoring the freshwater end of the brackish water spectrum. 
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ERI would also suggest consideration that existing Phraqmites 

australis areas to be restored be treated with a herbicide 

application of Reodo prior to excavation. Treatment is 

ideally done in late August, early September. Once treated, 

the Phragmites australis would be left until after the end of 

the growing season (about 1 November) before excavation was 

begun. It should be recognized that, because of the well

established nature of Phraqmites australis areas to be 

restored, every measure possible 

reestablishment should be undertaken. 

to restrict its 

Mitiqation Site Design - A concept sketch plan for a possible 

design of the wetland mitigation site was prepared as part of 

this study. This concept plan is enclosed with th~s report. 

The plan is at approximately 1-inch = 200-foot scale. As the 

plan is a compilation of various photo-reduced or enlarged 

plans, ·scale is approximate. 

This wetland mitigation site location is 

presented to ERI by Corps' representatives. 

as generally 

The goal of 

achieving 20 acres of mitigation credit through a combination 

of wetland creation (upland to emergent wetland yields 

1: l credit) and wetland restoration (Phragmites australis 

wetland to emergent wetland yields 2: l credit) is demonstrated 

by the concept plan. 

A summary of various acreage provided by the concept plan is 

as follows: 

Area Type 

Uplands 
(mainly agricultural fields) 

Uplands 
(wooded) 

Phragmites 
(mainly degraded wetlands) 

8 

Acreage 
of Emergent 

Wetlands 
Constructed 

13.1 

1.4 

11. 5 

Mitigation 
Credit 

13.1 

1. 4 

5.7 



Existing tidal channels 
within site 

Phragmites and ponded area 
noted as very wet * 

0.4 

~ 

28.5 

0 

__ o_ 

20.2 

* The portions of this area may be sufficiently wet to remain 

undisturbed as per the Corps' survey. Potential additional 
credit could be obtained by restoration of all or portions of 
this area. However, no excavation of this site is presumed by 

the concept plan. 

ERI has estimated that a project site approximately 28. 5 acres 
in size is needed to accomplish the project goal. A very 

rough estimate of earthwork volume over the site is 

200,000 cubic yards. 

The average earthwork volume generated on a per acre basis by 

the concept plan for wetland creation (uplands to wetlands) is 

approximately 9, 500 cubic yards. The average earthwork volume 
generated on a per acre basis for wetland restoration is 
approximately 6,000 cubic yards. 

Considering the cost effectiveness of any design approach, 

recognize that restoration is two times the planting cost of 

creation. Planting cost of eighteen thousand dollars per acre 

of emergent wetlands (assuming a 2' X 2' plant grid 
throughout) should be used for budget purposes. A 3' X 3' 
planting grid would reduce this cost by a factor of one half. 

In addition, while restoration results in a lower per acre 
earthwork volume, only 2:1 credit is provided. In comparison 
with creation, the per acre earthwork volume for restoration 

should be doubled (i.e., 12, ooo cubic yards per acre of 
I ' 

credit). Restoration earthwork will also be more complicated ~ 

and costly, likely requiring special excavation methods such 
as drag lines and mat roads for trucks. 
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Considering this information the cost/benefit with regard to 
creation versus restoration is cleai;ly weighted toward wetland 
creation from uplands. Accordingly, our proposed concept plan 

is weighted to using creation. Any final design could be 

weighted further in favor of creation. such an approach could 

be developed by relocation of the existing farm road and 

expanding creation further to the north. 

As part of our design ERI also suggests several tidal channels 
be part of the design. As earlier discussed one channel 

should be around the perimeter of the site. This would aid in 

controlling debris accumulation and phragmites invasion. The 

channel should be at least 10 feet wide at its base with 
3:1 side slopes with a minimum depth to elevation 1.0 foot 
n. g. v. d. ERI would also propose a central channel constructed 
in part by using the already existing channel leading to the 

"very wet area." 

The creek providing tidal flow to the downstream point 

mitigation area is approximately 30 feet wide with a depth to 

elevation minus 1.2 feet as shown by the Corps' survey. ERI 
roughly estimates about 9.3 million gallons of water will be 
required to inundate the mitigation site to the level of mean 

high water. 

The Corps should give some thought to the capacity of the 

existing creek toward complete filling of the wetland 

mitigation site over the period when tide rises between 

elevation 2.25 feet and elevation 4.0 feet. While we do not 
feel this should be a problem, some investigation into this 
issue is likely warranted. 

Finally, a presently unknown, but major, factor in determining 
the feasibility and cost of this project will be the issue of 

spoil disposal methodology and location. 
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* The portions of this area may be sufficiently wet to remain 
undisturbed as per the Corps• survey. Potential additional 
credit could be obtained by restoration of all or portions of 
this area. However, no excavation at this site is presumed by 
the concept plan. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Philadelphia District (Corps) retained The Greeley-Polhemus 

Group, Inc., to conduct an assessment (literature survey) of the area surrounding the Salem River near the 

City of Salem, Salem County, New Jersey to identify sources with the potential to contribute pollutants to the 

stream. The Corps is conducting a feasibility study to investigate the adequacy of the authorized channel 

dimensions of the Salem River waterway in Salem County New Jersey. 

The scope of this investigation included documentary research into the historical use of the project 

area surrounding the Salem River, to identify potential sources that may be suspected of introducing 

contaminants into the study area. This investigation included the use of aerial photographs and site plans of 

the project area from previous years to identify the historical use of the site, a visual site inspection of the 

project area, review of Federal and state environmental databases, review of New Jersey Pollutant Discharge 

Elimination System (NJPDES) records to identify facilities with state permits to discharge wastewater to the 

Salem River, review of New Jersey Hazardous Waste Management Program recorqs to identify sites in the 

project area undergoing hazardous waste remediation, and a title search of selected properties in the project 

area. The following sections present the results of the investigations of these areas. 
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2.0 SITE DESCRIPTION 

2.1 STUDY AREA DESCRIPTION 

The Corps of Engineers' Salem River Study addresses a study area surrounding the Salem River in 

Salem County, New Jersey, a tidal stream entering the Delaware River at mile 60, about 40 miles south of 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (Figure 1). The study area includes portions of six municipalities in Salem County: 

the City of Salem, Elsinboro Township, Lower Alloways Creek Township, Mannington Township, Quinton 

Township, and Lower Penns Neck Township. 

2.2 VISUAL INSPECTION OF PROJECT AREA 

The Salem River project area was visually inspected to identify sources that may have the potentiaf 

to contribute pollutants to the stream. The project area includes residential, commercia~ and industrial 

facilities located throughout the six municipalities. The City of Salem contains the majority of residential 

developments although some additional residential areas are located outside of the City's corporate limits 

along the Salem River and along the major streets/roads exiting the City. Commercial facilities are located 

throughout the City and along the major roads in and outside the City. Major industrial facilities are located 

along the Salem River and Fenwick Creek in and outside of the City. 

A list of the facilities in the project area which appear to have potential to contribute pollutants to 

the Salem River is shown in Table 1. The facility number is keyed to the facility location shown in Figure 2. 

NUMBER 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

TABLE 1 
FACILITIES IN PROJECT AREA 

FACILl1Y APPROXIMATE LOCATION 

Sand Quarry u/s on Fenwick Creek off Quaker Neck Road 

Dump/Landfill Keasbey Street 

Erdner's Busy Comer - Warehouse Hubbell Avenue 
Previously: H.J. Heinz Co. Warehouse 

Salem City Milling Company 

Railroad Siding Hubbell Avenue 

Mannington Mills Mannington Mills Road 
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TABLE l (con't.) 

6 Mannington Mills Landfill Mannington Mills Road 

7 Tri-County Oil Terminal Route 45 

8 National Freight, Inc. Hancock Street 
Previously: Salem Gas Light Co. 

Salem Gas Works 

Atlantic City Electric Substation 
Previously: Substation and Salem Hancock Street 
Coal, Ice & Storage Company, 

William H. Dunn & Co. Lime Kiln, 
Ayers & Jones Canning Factory 

10 Anchor Glass Container Corporation Route 49/Griffith Street 
Previously: Anchor Hocking Glass Corp. 

Salem Glass Works 

11 Abandoned Industrial Building Route 49/Griffith Street 
Previously: H.J. Heinz Company 
Hiles & Hilliard Canning Factory 

12 Falcon Power, Inc. Route 49/Griffith Street 

13 Currier Systems, Inc. Route 49/Griffith Street 
.. 

14 Amoco Oil Terminal Front Street 
Previously: American Oil Company 

F. H. Lloyd Flour Mill 

15 Salem Stevedoring Corporation Tilbury Road 
Previously: Congoleum Nairn, Inc. 

Steam Boat Co. Freight 
Starr Brothers Canning Facility 

Salem Oil Cloth Works 

16 Wire Pro Industries Front Street 
Previously: Congoleum Nairn, Inc. 

17 Salem Wastewater Treatment Plant Tilbury Road 

18 Aluchem, Inc. (custom metal processing) Front Street & Salem River 
Previously: Gaynor's Glass Works 

Pardessus & Gaynor Glass Blowers 

19 PSEG Nuclear Training Center Salem Road 

20 Warren Crane Service 
(equipment storage yard) Penns Grove Salem Road 

21 Marlboro Machine Co., Inc. Penns Grove Salem Road 
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FIGURE 2: SALEM RIVER PROJECT AREA FACILITY LOCATION MAP 
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3.0 FEDERAL A.i~D STATE DATABASE REVIEW 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

A review of Federal and state computer databases was performed to identify sources with the potential 

to contribute pollutants to the Salem River. The Federal databases that were reviewed are shown on the 

following table. 

DATA SOURCE 

National Priorities List (NPL) 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability 

Information System (CERCLIS) 
Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) 

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act Notifiers (RCRA) 
Nuclear Facilities 

Open Dumps 

The National Priorities List (NPL) or Superfund is EPA's list of the most serious 'uncontrolled or 

abandoned hazardous waste sites identified for possible long-term remedial action under Superfund. The 

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Information ~ystem (CERCLIS) List 

is a compilation by EPA of known or suspected uncontrolled or abandoned hazardous waste sites which the 

EPA has investigated, or is currently investigating for a release or threatened release of hazardous substances 

pursuant to the Compreh.c:nsive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980. The Toxic 

Release Inventory (TRI) contains information on the annual estimated releases of toxic chemicals to the 

environment. Data includes maximum amount stored on-site, the estimated quantity emitted into the air, 

discharged into bodies of water, injected underground, or released to land, methods used in waste treatment 

and their efficiency, and data on the transfer of chemicals off-site. The Resource Conservation and Recovery 

Act (RCRA) Notifiers are those sites which have filed notification forms with the EPA in accordance with 

the RCRA requirements regarding their generation, storage, transportation, treatment, or disposal of 

hazardous waste. 

The state environmental databases that were reviewed to identify sites of concern in the project area 

are shown in the following table. The sites included in the state databases are those sites located in zip code 
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areas that fall within a one-mile radius of the approximate centerpoint of the project area. The state database 

includes sites both within and outside the project area. The number of sites in the state database that are 

within the project area are shown below. 

DATA SOURCE 
State RCRA 
DWR Pollution Investigation 
Pollutant Discharge 
Hazardous Waste Sites 
Landfills 
Lust 

APPLICABLE SITES 
32 
21 
16 
3 
8 
9 

The state RCRA List includes those facilities that filed a notification form with the state regarding 

their generation, storage, transportation, treatment or disposal of hazardous waste. The Division of Water 

Resources Ground Water Pollution Investigation in New Jersey List identifies facilities where investigations 

have or are currently being performed to identify ground-water pollution. The New Jersey Pollutant Discharge 

Elimination System (NJPDES) List identifies facilities that discharge pollutants into the national or state 

waters. The Haza,rdous Waste Sites List identifies known and suspected hazardous sites in the project area. 

The Landfills List identifies facilities that handle solid waste in the project area. The Leaking Underground 

Storage Tank (LUST) List identifies facilities in the project area with known leaking underground storage 

tanks. 

Summary Reports of environmental databases were also reviewed. The E}>A Facility Index System 

(FINDS) database is a compilation of any property on-site which the EPA has investigated, reviewed or been 

made aware of in connection with its various regulatory programs. The Emergency Response Notification 

System (ERNS) database identifies sites in the project area that have initiated an emergency response action. 

The sites or facilities within the project area included in each of these Federal and state databases 

are identified in the following sections. 
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3.2 CERCLIS 

A search of the 1991 CERCLIS database identified 3 sites within the zip code areas surrounding the 

project area. The sites include: 

FACILITY OR SITE NAME STREET ADDRESS OR LOCATION 

Mannington Mills, Inc. 
Salem Coal Gas 

AKA Salem Gas Light Company 
Salem Gas Works 

Gayner Glass Works 

3.3 TRI 

Mannington Mills Rd. 
Fifth & Howell Sts. 

Front and Broadway 

Mannington Township 
Salem 

Salem 

The Toxic Release Inventory Summary Report identified 2 facilities within the zip code areas 

surrounding the project area that release toxic chemicals to the environment. The sites include: 

FACILITY OR SITE NAME 

Mannington Mills, Inc. 
Aluchem, Inc. 

STREET ADDRESS OR LOCATION 

Mannington Mills Rd. 
62 Front St. 

Mannington Township 
Salem 

Data contained in the TRI for the Mannington facility is presented below: 

Mannington Mills, Inc. 
Substances Released: Butyl Benzyl Phthalate 

Sodium Hydroxide (Solution) 

Data on the substances released from the Aluchem facility were not provided in the TRI list. 

3.4 RCRA SITES 

A review of the RCRA database indicates that 46 sites are within the zip code areas surrounding the 

project site. Thirty-two of these sites are located within the project area. The sites include: 

FACILITY OR SITE NAME 

The Sherwin-Williams Co. 
Sunoco Service Station 
Sunoco Service Station 
Mannington Mills 
Anchor Hocking Corp., Plant 6 
Wire Pro, Inc. 

STREET ADDRESS OR LOCATION CITY 

318-320 E. Broadway 
Rts. 540, 541 & 45 
Market & Griffith Sts. 
Mannington Mills Rd. 
83 Griffith St. 
23 Front St. 
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Salem 
Mannington Twp. 
Salem 
Mannington Twp. 
Salem 
Salem 



South Jersey Colonial Nurseries 
Salem Machine Co. 
Salem High School 
Frank H. Wheaton III, 

c/o Salem Cargo Corp. 
Salem Amoco 
K. Jang Cleaners 
New Jersey Bell Telephone Co. 
New Jersey Bell Telephone Co. 
Salem Central Office 
PSE&G Nuclear Training Center 
Salem Port Authority 
Salem Operations 
F. Bell Chevrolet, Inc. 
Nippon Chevrolet 
Bosco Cleaning Services, Inc. 
Keen's Auto Repair, Inc. 
Vineland Construction 
Salem Auto Mall 
Joe & Sandy's Country Store 
Mannington Twp. Board of Education 
Swedesboro NJ Repeater Station 
Quinton Rep. Sta. 
T.E. Warren, Inc. 
Butch's Paint on Wheels 
Butch's Paint on Wheels 
LS. Smick Lumber 

Rt. 45, Salem-Woodstown 
25 W. Broadway 
Walnut Street Rd. 

45 Griffith St. 
1 Front St. 
204 Griffith St. 
Lower Alloways Creek Necks Rd. 
Lower Alloways Creek Necks Rd. 
86 W. Broadway 
244 Chestnut St. 
62 Front St. 
5th St. 
197 Woodstown Rd. 
197 Woodstown Rd. 
Nuclear Generating Station 
352 E. Broadway 
5 Hancock St. 
197 Woodstown Rd. 
986 Main St. 
45 Woodstown Rd. 
Rt. 49 
Bridgeton Salem Pk. 
Rt. 49 
Salem-Quinton Rd. 
Rt 49, Salem-Quinton Rd. 
Rt. 49 

3.5 NEW JERSEY DWR POLLUTION INVESTIGATIONS 

Mannington Twp. 
Salem 
Salem 

Salem 
Salem 
Salem 
Salem 
Salem 
Salem 
Salem 
Salem 
Salem 
Salem 
Salem 
Salem 
Salem 
Salem 
Salem 
Salem 
Salem 
Quinton 
Quinton 
Quinton 
Quinton 
Quinton 
Quinton 

Review of the New Jersey Division of Water Resources Ground Water Pollution Investigation 

database indicates that 64 sites in Salem County have or are currently undergoing investigations to identify 

the presence or extent of ground water pollution. Twenty-one of these sites are located in Salem, Elsinboro, 

Lower Alloways, Mannington and Quinton Townships in the vicinity of the project area. No sites were 

identified in Lower Penns Neck Township. The table included below identifies the site name, address, 

township, lead NJDEPE Program Unit and the Program in which the investigation is located. 

FACILITY OR SITE NAME 

Presidente Rivera Spill 
South Jersey Rad. Contam. 
Elsinboro Twp. Sanitary 

Landfill 

LOCATION/ADDRESS 

Delaware River 

Sinnickson Landing Rd. 
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TOWNSHIP 

Elsinboro 

BFO 
SBRE 
BGWDC 

PROGRAM 

BFO 
A-280 
NJPDES 



Leisure Arms Complex Lower Alloways 
Creek 

PSE&G Hancock's Br. P.O.Box 236 Lower Alloways 
Gen. Station Hancock's Bridge Creek 

PSE&G Hope Creek Lower Alloways 
Gen. Station Creek 

Mannington Twp. Sanitary Mannington Mills Rd. Mannington 
Landfill 

Green Valley Mobile Home Pk. Quinton 
Quinton Landfill Quinton 
Quinton Twp. SWDA RD #2 Schepps Valley Quinton 
Quinton Twp. SWDA S. Burden Hill Rd. 

Blk 34, Lt. 30 Quinton 
Atlantic Electric 17-25 Fifth St. Salem 
Bader Property Salem Salem City 
Hassler & Davis Sanitary Keasbey & Grant Sts. Salem City 

Landfill 
Mannington Mills, Inc. Mannington Mills Rd. Salem City 
Mid-Atlantic Shipping & 

Stevedoring 128 Tilbury Rd. Salem City 
S. Jersey - Salem City Salem City 
Salem City Sanitary Tilbury Rd. Salem City 

Landfill 
Salem Machine Corp. 25 W. Broadway St. . Salem City 
Salem Water Dept. Salem City 
Coastal Oil Property Griffith & Market Sts. Salem 

DATABASE LEGEND: NJ Department of Environmental Protection and Energy Program Unit 

BFO: Bureau of Field Operations 
SBRE: Southern Bureau Regional Enforcement 
BGWDC: Bureau of Groundwater Discharge Control 
BSDW: Bureau of Safe Drinking Water 
BUST: Bureau of Underground Storage Tanks 
BCM: Bureau of Case Management 
BEECRA Bureau of Environmental Evaluation and Cleanup Responsibility Assessment 

3.6 NJPDES 

BSDW A-280 

BUST UST 

BGWDC NJPDES 

BGWDC NJPDES 

BSDW A-280 
BFO BFO 
BGWDC NJPDES 

BGWDC NJPDES 
BUST UST 
BFO BFO 
BGWDC NJPDES 

BGWDC NJPDES 

BGWDC NJPDES 
BCM ENF 
BGWDC. NJPDES 

BEECRA ECRA 
BSDW A-280 
BUST UST 

A search of the NJPDES database identified 16 sites within the project area that have discharge 

permits. The facility name, address, standard industrial classification and discharge category of each site is 

shown below. 

NJPDES: NJ0052400 
Facility: Aluchem Inc. 
Address: 62 Front St., Salem NJ 08079 
SIC: Industrial Inorganic Chemicals 
Discharge Cat: C Thermal Surface Water Discharge 
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NJPDES: 
Facility: 
Address: 
SIC: 
Discharge Cat: 

NJPDES: 

NJ0005151 
Anchor Glass Container Corp. 
83 Griffith Street, Salem NJ 08079 
Glass Containers 
B Industrial/Commercial Surface Water 
C Thermal Surface Water Discharge 
L Indirect Discharge to POTW (SIU) 

NJ0062201 
Facility: Canton Village Sewage Treatment Plant 
Address: Main Street - Canton, Salem NJ 08079 
SIC: NIA 
Discharge Cat: A Sanitary Surface Water Discharge 

NJPDES: 
Facility: 
Address: 
SIC: 

NJ0063428 
Cloverdale Diary Farm 
Woodstown Rd. Salem NJ 08079 
NIA 

Discharge Cat: D Land Application of Residuals 

NJPDES: 
Facility: 
Address: 
SIC: 
Discharge Cat: 

NJPDES: 
Facility: 
Address: 
SIC: 
Discharge Cat: 

NJPDES: 
Facility: 
Address: 
SIC: 
Discharge Cat: 

NJPDES: 
Facility: 
Address: 
SIC: 
Discharge Cat: 

NJ0056481 
Elsinboro Township Sanitary Landfill 
Sinnickson Landing Rd., Elsinboro NJ 
NIA 
0 Landfill-Municipal/Sanitary 

NJ0005614 
Mannington Mills, Inc. 
Mannington Mills Rd., Salem NJ 08079 
Hard Surface Floor Coverings 
C Thermal Surface Water Discharge 
F Landfill-Industrial/Commercial 
I Infiltration/Percolation Lagoon-Industrial 
J Surface lmpoundment - Industrial 
W Oil/Water Separators 
05 Group I - Stormwater Runoff 

NJ0056561 
Mannington Township Sanitary Landfill 
Mannington Mills Rd. Mannington NJ 08079 
NIA 
0 Landfill - Municipal/Sanitary 

NJ0067831 
Mid-Atlantic Shipping and Stevedoring 
128 Tilbury Rd., Salem NJ 08079 
Stevedoring 
F Landfill - Industrial/Commercial 
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NJPDES: 
Facility: 
Address: 
SIC: 

NJ0054909 
Quinton Township Sanitary Landfill 
S. Burden Hill Rd., Quinton Twp. NJ 08072 
NIA 

Discharge Cat: 0 Landfill - Municipal/Sanitary 

NJPDES: 
Facility: 
Address: 
SIC: 

NJ0054917 
Salem City Sanitary Landfill 
Tilbury Rd., Salem NJ 08079 
NIA 

Discharge Cat: F Landfill - Industrial/Commercial 
0 Landfill - Municipal/Sanitary 

NJPDES: 
Facility: 
Address: 
SIC: 
Discharge Cat: 

NJPDES: 
Facility: 
Address: 
SIC: 

NJ0028797 
Salem County Voe. Tech. School 
Rt 45., Woodstown-Salem Rd., Mannington, NJ 08098 
Elementary & Secondary Schools 
A Sanitary Surface Water Discharge 

NJ0072010 
Salem Packing Company 
697 Salem-Quinton Rd., Salem NJ 08079 
NIA 

Discharge Cat: E Land Application Industrial Waste Residuals 

NJPDES:·. NJ0024856 
Facility: Salem Sewage Treatment Plant 
Address: Tilbury Rd., Salem NJ 08079 
SIC: Sewerage Systems 
Discharge Cat: A Sanitary Surface Water Discharge 

NJPDES: 
Facility: 
Address: 
SIC: 
Discharge Cat: 

NJPDES: 

NJ0035742 
Salem Water Treatment Plant, City of 
520 Grieves Pkwy, Salem NJ 08079 
Water Supply 
B lndustriaVCommercial Surface Water 

NJ0076597 
Facility: Service Station (Former) 
Address: Front St & W. Broadway, Salem NJ 08079 
SIC: Candy, Nut & Confection Stores 
Discharge Cat: 07 Underground Storage Tanlc 

NJPDES: 
Facility: 
Address: 
SIC: 
Discharge Cat: 

NJ0075370 
Service Station (Inactive) 
285 Broadway & Olive Dr., Salem NJ 08079 
Gasoline Service Stations 
07 Underground Storage Tank 
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3.7 HAZARDOUS WASTE SITES 

A search of the list of Known and Suspected Hazardous Sites in New Jersey indicates that 20 sites 

are located in Salem County of which 1 site is in Mannington township and 2 sites are located in the City of 

Salem. The balance of the sites are located in Alloway Township (1), Carney's Point Township (3), Elmer 

Boro (1), Oldmans Township (6), Penns Grove Boro (1), Pennsville Township (1), Pittsgrove Township (2) 

and Woodstown Baro (2). The 3 sites in the project area are the following: 

Mannington Mills, Inc. 
Mannington Mills Rd. 
Salem, NJ 

Gayner Glass Works 
Front St. 
Salem, NJ 

Salem Coal Gas, AKA Salem Gas Light Company, Salem Gas Works 
Harwell St. 
Salem, NJ 

3.8 IANDFILLS 

A search of the New Jersey Department of Environment and Energy, Solid Waste Facility Directory, 

indicates 35 facilities in Salem County that are currently operating, are terminated or are not yet open. Eight 

of these facilities are located within the project area. The facility name, location, type of operation, authorized 

waste and status of these sites is shown below: 

Name: Elsinboro Twp. Sanitary Landfill 
Location: Tilbury Rd. Elsinboro Twp. 

Name: Mannington Mills, Inc. Sanitary Landfill 
Location: Mannington Mills Rd., Mannington Twp. 

Name: Mannington Twp. Sanitary Landfill 
Location: Mannington Mills Rd., Mannington Twp. 

Name: Quinton Twp. Sanitary Landfill 
Location: S. Burden Hill Rd., Quinton Twp. 
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Type: Solid Waste Landfill 
Status: Terminated 

Type: Solid Waste Landfill 
Auth. Waste: Dry Industrial Waste 
Status: Not Operating 

Type: Solid Waste Landfill 
Auth. Waste: Municipal (Household, Commercial 

& Institutional Waste), Bulky Waste 
and Vegetative Waste 

Status: Terminated 

Type: Solid Waste Landfill 
Auth. Waste: Municipal (Household, Commercial 

& Institutional Waste), Bulky Waste; and 
Vegetative Waste 

Status: Not Operating 



Name: Quinton Twp. Solid Waste Landfill 
Location: Rd #2, Schepps Valley, Quinton Twp. 

Name: Quinton Twp. Leaf Compost Facility 
Location: S. Burden Hill Rd., Quinton Twp. 

Name: Salem City, Sanitary Landfill 
Location: Tilbury Rd., Salem City 

Name: Mid-Atlantic Shipping & Stevedoring 
Location: Tilbury Rd. Block 97, Lot 9.01 

Salem City 

3.9 LlJS'f 

Type: Solid Waste Landfill (~~~, 
Auth. Waste: Municipal (Household, Commercial 

& Institutional), Dry Sewage Sludge; Bulky Waste; 
and Vegetative Waste 

Status: Not Operating 

Type: Compost Facility 
Auth. Waste: Vegetative Waste 
Status: Operating 

Type: Solid Waste Landfill 
Auth. Waste: Municipal (Household, Commercial 

& Institutional Waste), Bulky W,aste; Vegetative 
Waste; Animal & Food Processing Waste; and Dry 
Industrial Waste 

Status: Not Operating 

Type: Disruption 
Auth. Waste: 
Status: Not Operating 

A search of the Leaking Underground Storage Tank database indicates 9 facilities are located in the 

project area. The facility name, address and municipality are shown below: 

FACILITY OR SITE NAME 

LS. Smick Lumber 
Anchor Glass Corp. 
Atlantic Electric 
Bader Gas Station 
Coastal Mart Inc. #7217 
Heinz Plant 
Mannington School 
Abandoned Service Station 
Coastal Oil Property 

3.10 FINDS DA'fABASE 

STREET ADDRESS OR LOCATION 

Rt. 49 Main St. 
Griffith St. 
17-25 Fifth St. 
W. Broadway & Front St. 
Market & Griffith Sts. 
Griffith St. 
Rt. 45 
Broadway & Oliver Dr. 
Griffith & Market Sts. 

MUNiCIP ALITY 

Quinton Twp. 
Salem 
Salem 
Salem 
Salem 
Salem 
Salem 
Salem City 
Salem Twp. 

The Facility Index System (FINDS) is a compilation of any property or site which the EPA has 

investigated, reviewed or been made aware of in connection with its various regulatory programs. A search 

of the FINDS Site Summary Report for New Jersey for the zip code areas surrounding the project area 
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indicates 66 sites or facilities that EPA has investigated, reviewed or identified. The list of these facilities, 

their location and the EPA program codes is shown in Appendix A A description of the program codes 

follows the facility list. 

3.11 ERNS DATABASE 

A search of the Emergency Response Notification System Database identified two sites in the project 

area that required an emergency response. The sites are identified below: 

P.C. 
169 Locust Ave. 
Oakwood Beach, NJ 08079 

Anchor Glass Containers 
83 Griffith St. 
Salem, NJ 08079 

The Salem County Department of Health was contacted to identify spills or other emergency events 

that have occurred in the project area. Review of the Daily Activity Complaint Log and the Hazardous 

Substances Files for Salem City and Mannington Township for 1992, 1991 and 1990 indicated numerous spills 

or other contamination have occurred or been identified in the project area, most of which occurred at the 

large industrial facilities along Salem River and Fenwick Creek. Records of the spills indicated that many were 

cleaned up on-site. It is not known how many of these spills impacted the Salem River. A listing of the spills 

and contaminated sites identified in the above referenced sources is provided below: 

03/30/90 
05/14/90 
07/17/90 
08/03/90 
08/13/90 
09(24/90 

10/12/90 

01!28/91 

Location 

Salem - Rt. 49 
Salem - Carpenter St. 
Anchor Glass 
Salem - Tilbury Rd. 
Rt. 49 
Public works Dept. 
Salem Co. 
Mannington Mills 

Problem 

Waste oil discharged 
Sewage overflow to Carpenter Street 
Hydraulic fluid spilled and cleaned-up 
Oil tanks partially buried 
Oil spilled 
Gasoline vapor odor 

Emitted carbon monoxide at 140 ppm for 1.5 hours. 
Permit level 100 ppm 

Burkett Property Leaking above ground tanks 
143, 145 & 147 Thompson St. 
Salem River - - 10-gallons hydraulic oil spilled into Salem River 
Mid-Atlantic Terminal Spill contained. 
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02/18/91 

04/06/91 
05121/91 

05122/91 
05124/91 

05128/91 
05128/91 
06/04/91 

07/03/91 
07122/91 

09/12/91 

09/16/91 . 

09123/91 

11/08/91 

11/12/91 
11/13/91 

11/15/91 
12126/91 
01121/92 

02/05/92 

Gravel pit off Dubois 
Rd., Mannington Twp. 
Salem Machine Corp. 
25 W. Broadway St. 

Rt. 45 & Rt. 540 
Heinz Plant 
Griffith Street 
Wire Pro, Inc. 
Anchor Glass 

Salem Machine Corp. 
25 W. Broadway St. 
Gayner Glass Works 
Aluchem 
Anchor Glass 
Wire Pro 
Anchor Glass 

Anchor Glass 
Rt. 49 & Burden Hill 
Rd., Quinton 

Abandoned containers: 2 leaking 55-gallon drums 

Cessation of operation/sale of property; Salem Machine shall 
seal all monitor wells installed for compliance with ECRA. 
Submit abandonment forms to Bureau of Water Allocation. 
Nandelli Produce truck - broken fuel line 
Soil contamination identified during a site 
assessment/investigation 
Contaminated soil identified on-site; petroleum hydrocarbons 
Ruptured hydraulic line on truck; truck on paved area; clean
up performed 
ECRA case Drum storage area clean-up required. 

Abandoned gas underground storage tank 

Hydraulic oil spill 
Contaminated soil 
#2 oil fuel leak corrected and cleaned-up on 6/5. Soil -
clean-up under present ECRA clean-up. 
Monitor wells confirm contamination 
Diesel crankcase oil and hydraulic fluid spill 

Atlantic Electric Spill due to line leak, clean-up performed by Company 
Swedesboro, Woodstown 
Marshalltown Rd. Hydraulic oil spill 
Mannington 
Mannington 

Anchor Glass 
Southland Properties 
385 Broadway & Olive 

Anchor Glass 
Mid-Atlantic Stevedore 
Tilbury Rd. 
Salem Port 
Anchor Glass 
Coastal Mart 
Market & Griffith 
Anchor Glass 

Anchor Glass/Heinz 
South Jersey Gas 
L&J Market, Salem 

Possible hazardous waste on property; trailer with 2 fuel 
tanks stored - 1 diesel, 1 unleaded gas. No spillage 
noted around tanks. Atlantic Electric is renting property 
and using as parking area. 
#6 fuel oil spill; clean-up performed by company 
Total benzene, ethylbenzene, toluene and xylenes 
identified in groundwater. However, considered de minimis 
because of lack of potential receptors in area - levels 
degraded. 
5-gallon release of #6 fuel oil 
#6 fuel oil spill on dock while tanker truck was transferring 
fuel to ship. Clean-up performed. 
- 30-gallon release of fuel oil 
Release of hydraulic oil 
8,000-gallon tank removed; contaminated 
soil to be removed 
#6 fuel oil release due to ruptured pipe filling contained 
within dike area 
Soil and groundwater contamination on-site 
Broken gas meter - gas release to air 
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4.0 HISTORICAL RECORDS 

4.1 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS 

Aerial photographs of the project area were obtained to assess changes in land use in the vicinity of 

the Salem River. Aerial photographs were obtained for five time periods from 1940 to the present. The dates 

of the photographs obtained for the project area are shown below: 

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY DATES 

March 11, 1940 
February 18, 1951 
January 13, 1962 
March 13, 1974 
March 6, 1987 

The aerial photographs are included in this report as Appendix B. 

Review of the aerial photographs of, the area indicate that the City of Salem was extensively 

developed by 1940 and continued essentially the same through the present. Some areas along roads exiting 

Salem developed as residential areas and light commercial/institutional facilities during the period 1940 

through the present. The type of land use in the city remained essentially the same except in areas along the 

Salem River and Fenwick Creek. These areas include the industrial and commercial facilities that were the 

primary employers in the city. 

The 1940 photograph shows the areas along the Salem River and Fenwick Sreek to be extensively 

developed with industrial/commercial facilities. The names and types of these facilities are presented in 

Section 4.2, Insurance Maps. The photographs show the changes in the extent of development in these areas 

over the fifty year period. Comparison of the 1940, 1951, and 1962 photographs show only minor changes in 

most of the facilities along the stream channels. The Gayner Glass Works facility along the Salem River and 

the Anchor Hocking facility along Fenwick Creek show expansion and development of new structures and 

facilities on their sites. Review of the 1974 photographs show additional changes to these facilities as well as 

significant changes to the land bordered by Front Street, Griffith Street, West Broadway and 5th Street. This 

area in the 1940 to 1962 photographs shows residential and commercial facilities whereas the 1974 

photographs shows two large industrial/commercial facilities with surrounding parking areas on the property. 
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Review of the 1987 photograph indicates that larger facilities remained essentially the same with some changes 

to individual structures on the sites. 

4.2 I!\'SURANCE MAPS 

Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps of the project area were obtained to further characterize the historical 

use of the area surrounding the Salem River. Sanborn Maps are prior-use site plans that were originally 

developed for insurance purposes but now represent a documentation of structures and facilities in specific 

areas. A search of available mapping indicated that Sanborn Maps for the project area were prepared in 1885, 

1891, 1896, 1902, 1909, 1915, 1923, 1930 and 1947. The maps developed in 1885, 1930 and 1947 were obtained 

for use in this investigation. These maps are included herein as Figures C-1 through C-36 in Appendix C. 

Development in the project area intensified by 1947 with additional residential, commercial and 

industrial facilities located throughout. Table 2 lists the changes in development and land use, in the project 

area on a street by street basis. The table shows the development in the area in 1885, 1930, 1947 and the 

present (1992). 

Review of the Sanborn Maps shows the area along the Salem River and Fenwick Creek was utilized 

by commercial and industrial facilities as early as 1885. Development of the commercial and industrial 

facilities along the stream channels continued through the period as shown on the 1930 and 1947 maps. 

In 1885 the major facilities in the area included Salem Oil Cloth Works and Starr Brothers Canning 

facility on Broadway; Pardessus & Gayner Glass Blowers on Front Street; Hiles & Hillard Canning Factory, 

H. Lambert Canning Factory and Salem Glass Works, on Griffith Street; and Ayers & Jones Canning Factory 

and Salem Gas Works on 5th Street. The 1930 maps show the Congoleum Nairn Co., Gayner Glass Works 

and F.H. Lloyd facilities on Front Street; H.J. Heinz Co. and Salem Glass Works on Griffith Street; Atlantic 

City Electric, Salem Coal, Ice & Storage Company, and Salem Gas Light Company on 5th Street; and Standard 

Oil Co., Texas Oil Co. and Lippincott Coal Yard on Hancock Street. The Mannington Mills facility on 

Mannington Mills Road is also shown on the 1930 maps. By 1947 the major facilities included Congoleum 

Nairn, Inc., Gayner Glass Works and American Oil Co. on Front Street and Salem River; HJ. Heinz Co. and 

Anchor Hocking Glass Works on Griffith Street; Atlantic City Electric, Salem Coal, Ice & Storage Co. and 
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Salem Gas & Light Co. on 5th Street; Standard Oil Co. on Hancock Street; and Mannington Mills on 

Mannington Mills Road. Several other major facilities are also located within the City away from the Salem 

River and Fenwick Creek. 
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TAUL!~ 2 
CHANGES IN DEVELOPMENT AND LAND USE IN PH.O.JECT AH.EA 

SITE DEVELOPMENT 

LOCATION 1885 1930 1947 Pl{ ES ENT 

Roule 49 & Front St. Vacant Grist Mill/Grain Warehouse F.11. Lloyd Flour Mill American Oil Company Amoco Oil Terminal 
- Gas Station 

- Gas Storage Tanks 
- Oil Pumps 

-Oil/Gas Transfer Station 
- Railrmtd Siding 

Front SI. Abbo11's Albcrney Dairies, Inc. 11..1. I leini. Bunk I louse Aluchcm, Inc. 

Front St. al River Storage Areas W.H. Harris Boat Shop W.11. 1 larris, .Ir. Boat Shop Aluchem, Inc. 
- Lime - Railroad siding - Facility 
- Straw · Boat storage yard 
- Hay 
- Coal 

- Fertilizer 

Front St. & W. Broadway @ River J. Gayner's Bldgs. occupied by: Gayner's Glass Works Gayner's Glass Works Aluchem, Inc. 
Pardessus & Gayner Glass Blowers - Oil Storage - Oil tanks & pumps 

- Furnaces - Machine Shops - Domestic pump house 
- Annealing ovens - Water Tank - Cullel Bins 

- Storage - Storage Facility - Furnace Building 
- Furnaces/ovens - Paint shops 
- Railroad siding - Railroad siding 

Residential Residential Residential 

Front St. (Tilbury Ave) Steam Boat Co's. Freight Congoleum Nairn Co., Inc. Congoleum Nairn, Inc. Wire I'm, Inc. 
South or W. Broadway Starr Brothers Canning Facility - Water tank - Oil tanks Salem Stevedoring Corp. 

- Gasoline used bldg. - Print room - Pump houses - Warehouse 
- Storage/Work rooms - Drying - Paint room 

Salem Oil Cloth Works - Machine rooms - Coal foel 
- 120,000 gal. oil tank -Iron Oil tanks - Chemical Exchangers 
- Brick benzine tank - Paint storage - Railroad siding 

- 85,000 gal. linseed oil tank 
- Coal storage 

- Printing & sizing facility 
- Storage bldgs. 

New Tilbury Rd. @ Salem River Gayner Glass Works Gayner Glass Works Salem Was1ewa1er Treatment l'lanl 
- Storage - Storage facility 

-brick shed 
Fertilizer storage Storage 

Boal Shop Boat yard 
Sewage !'umping Station Sewage !'umping Station 

--~ 
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W. Broadway @ honl S1reel Gas S1a1ion Gas Stalion Vac~1nl 

(Tilhury Ave.) 

Griffith SI. @1 Salem River I liles & I lilliard Canning Factory 11.J. Heinz Co. Canning & Bottling H.J. Heinz Co. Canning & Bollling Anchor (Jlass Container Corp. 
- Storage - Cover reservoir 110,000 gal. - Coal yard 
- Shipping - Filter lanks - Filter tanks 

- Tin Shop/Soldering - Paint house -1 I0,000 gal. reservoir 
- Coal Storage - Factory bldgs. - Oil tanks 

- Gasoline Tanks - Railroad Siding - Propane tanks 
H. Lambert Canning Factory - Factory bldgs. 

- Gasoline Tank - Railroad siding 
- Tin shop 
- Storage 

Griffith St. to Fenwick Creek Salem Glass Works Salem Glass Works Anchor Hocking Glass Corp. Anchor Glass Conlainer Corp. 
3rd lo 5th Ave. Craven Brothers - Furnace - Oil tanks 

- Furnace/ovens - Storage - 200,000 gal. reservoir 
- Storage -Railroad siding - Machine shop 

Bacon & Woodnull - Fuel oil tanks - Paint shop 
Sash & Blind Factory - s1orage - Furnaces 

Residential - iron fuel oil tank - Railroad siding 
Warehouse sheds Salem Sash FaclOIY 

Grain & fertilizer warehouse 

5th St. @ Fenwick Creek Ayers & Jones Canning Factory & Salem Coal Ice & Storage Co. Salem Coal Ice & Storage C'.-0. Allanlic Ci1y l'.lcc1ric Co. 
Bone Mill - Coal Shed - Coal storage yard - Substalion and olher bldgs. 
-Tin shop Atlantic City Electric Co. Atlantic City Eleclric Co. 
- Storage - Subs1a1ion - Subslalion 

-Coal -Coal - Switchyard 
- Gasoline Tank 

Wm. H. Dunn & Co. Lime Kiln 
- Phosphate storage house 

- Kiln 
- Coal Storage 

- Sheds 

Front St. @ Griffith St. Storage facilities Auto repair & Gas station Vacanl 

Front St. @ W. Broadway Avenue Residential Buildings Residential Buildings Residential Buildings Falcon Power, Inc. 
Gayner Glass Works Gayner Glass Works Currier Systems, Inc. 

- Storage facility - Storage facility - Shipping 
- 2 facilities - 2 facililies Vacant 

Gas Station 

W. Broadway @ Front St. Vacant Gas Station 

55 Griffith St. Slaughterhouse Slaughterhouse Residential 

83 Griffith St. Anchor I locking Glass Corp. Anchor (ilas~ Corp. 
- Office & Parking · Office & Parking 
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Cirillilh & 4th St. 

W. Broadway & Slh SI. 

W. Broadway & Chestnut SI. 

New Market & Carpenter 

Howell & 5th SI. 

Hancock, between Market & 5th St. 

Hancock SI. 

Hancock SI. @ Fenwick Cr. 

Fenwick Creek @ Market St. 

Rt 45 @ Fenwick Creek 

43 Ward SI. 

Market & Griffith Sis. 

(~ 

'\.._ 

Salem Glass Works 
Craven Brothers 

- Annealing 
- Ovens 

- Furnaces 
- Storage facilities 

11.D. Hall Salem Iron Foundry 
- Furnace/oven 

- Storage 

Salem Gas Works 
- Iron Gasometer covered w/tank 

- Iron Gasometer 
- Coal storage 

- Retorts 

Salem Glass Works 
- Storage yan.I 

- Railroad siding 
Welding Facility 

Salem Gas Light Co. 
- Gas storage 
- Gas stove 
- Storage 
- Tar well 

- Gas holder tanks 
- Purifying room 

- Retorts 

Junkyard 

Texas Oil Co. Oil Station 
- Oil storage 
- Pump room 

- Oil tanks 

Storage Facilities 
-Com 
- Grain 

- Farmer's Exchange 
C.G. Lippincoll Coal Yard 

- Coal bins 

Garage 
Fam1 Implements 

/- -
I 
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Anchor I locking Glass Corp. Anchor (ilass Conlainn Corp. 
4th S1. Plan! 

- Machine shop 
- Storage bldgs. 

- Furnace 
- Storage yards 

- Railroad siding 

Gas Station 

Salem Electric Co./Allanlic City Commercial 
Electric Co. Building 

Aulo sales & service facility 

Salem Gas Light Co. National l'reighl Inc. 
- Gas slOrage - Abandoned building 
- Coal shed 
- Tar lank 
- Oil lank 
- Furnace 

- Iron/Ash I lopper 
- Gas Tanks 

- Railroad siding 

Standard Oil Co. 
- Gasoline Tanks 
- Oil pump house 

Junkyard 

Texas Oil Co. Oil Station Commercial 
- Oil tanks 

- Pump room 
- Oil storage 

Storage Facilities Commercial 
-Com 
- Grain 

- Farmer's Exchange 
- Coal yard 
- Fertilizer 

Motor Freight Station Vacant 
Warehouse Facility 

Machine Shop Res1de1111al 

l>as Station <ias S1a11011 
<-

,J 



Markel & Grnnl Sis. J.S. Green Carriage Fac1ory Wislar & Woodnull I .umher Salem Lumhcr Co. Com111cn:ial 
- Painl facili1y - S1orage Buildings - Gas slalion 

- Oil slorage - Painls 
- Garage - S1orage 

- Garage 
Gas S1a1ion 

W. Broadway Auto repair ( :ommcrcial 

W. Broadway & Markel SL Furnilure facilily c:ommcrcial 

Chestnut & Hires Aves. (Hedge) Auto storage Auto slorage 

Hires Ave. Plumbing Co. 

New Market @ Hires Ave. Armory Company of NJ Armory Company of NJ 

11 Walnul St. Auto service station Auto repair 

5 Walnut St. Auto service station Auto sales/service 
- Paint facilily 

- Repair 

W. Broadway & Walnul St. Sunbeam Publishing Co. Sunheam Publishing Co. 

E. Broadway & Walnut St. Auto repair 

231 E. Broadway Gas station Gas stalion 

235 E. Broadway Gas station Gas station 

Market & E. Broadway Water tank City water facility City waler facilily 
- 450,000 gal. tank - Water tank 450,000 gals. City & Counly offices 

- Groundwater well/pump 200 gpm 

221 Grant Ave. Auto sales and service/Gas station 

38 Market St. Green Brothers Green Brothers lksidcrllial 
- Coal silos - Coal silos Commercial 

- Farm implements - Farm implements 
- Storage facilities - Storage facililies 
- Railroad siding - Railroad siding 

Hubbell @ Fenwick Creek Salem Supply Co. Canning Factory - Vacant Vacanl 
Coal pile 
- Storage 

- Railroad siding 
Horner Foundry Co. Vacanl 

· Casting room 
- Furnace 

- Machine Shop 
- S1oragc 
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I lubbell & !'ledge Rd. Railroad siding Railroad siding lla1lroail siding 
- Waler lanks - Water tanks 

Hubbell Ave Vacant H.J. Heinz C'..o. Warehouse Erdner's Busy Corner 

Hubbell & Gibbon Aves. Salem City Milling Co. Salem Ci1y Milling Co. Erdncr's Busy Corner 
- Grist mill - Grisl mill 

- Feed storage - Feed storage 
- Storage - Storage 

I lubbell & Grant Aves. Freight House Freight House Railroad siding 
- Railroad siding - Railroad siding 
Passenger station 

Hubbell & Gibbon Aves. Ayers Machine Co. Ayers Machine Co. Vacant 
- Coal bin - Coal bin 

- Paint room - Paint room 
- Boiler - Boiler 

- Cleaning room - Cleaning room 
- Machine shop - Machine shop 

Rt. 45 & Mannington Rd. Sinclair Refining Co. C.G. Andrews Oil Depol 
- Oil tanks - Oil tanks 

Rt. 45 & Mannington Rd. Salem Glass Co. Vacant Vacanl 
- Storage bldg. 

Rt. 45 & Tide Mill Rd. Gas station 

E. Broadway & Elm Gas station 

Keasbey & Quinton Sts. Gas station Gas station 

Keasbey & Quinton Sts. Gas station Gas station 

E. Broadway & York Gas station Gas station 

426 Quinton St. Auto Sales & Service Auto Sales & Service 
- Gas tanks - Gas tanks 

450 Quinton St. Auto Sales & Service Gas station 
- Gas tanks-

450 Quinton St. Vacant Gas station 

Rt. 49 Salem Airport Salem Airpor1 

c~ 
:-, ) 

___. 
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'--- ------ " 

Manni11L ,I Rd. Mannington Mills, Inc. Mannington Mills, Inc. Mannington Mills, Inc. 
- 50,000 gal water tank - A~phalt tanks 

- Machine shop · Oil storage 
- Painl room · Dryers 

- Dryers - Coatings Bldg. 
- Machine shops 

- Linseed oil tanks 
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5.0 HAZARDOUS WASTE SITES IN PROJECT AREA 

5.1 GENERAL 

The NJDEPE. Bureau of Site Assessments was contacted to obtain a listing of known hazardous waste 

sites in the project area that are currently undergoing remediation. The information requested included the 

facility name, type of operation, status of current investigations, location of facility and environmental impact 

for hazardous waste sites in the project area. 

Representatives of the Bureau of Site Assessments identified two sites in the project area for which 

case-files and Site Inspection Reports had been developed to describe the presence of hazardous waste. The 

two sites include Mannington Mills, Inc. facility in Mannington Township and the Salem Coal Gas facility (aka 

Salem Gas Light Company and Salem Gas Works) in the City of Salem. The Site Inspection Reports for both 

sites were reviewed to identify the extent of reported contamination on each site. A summary of the findings 

of each report is provided in the following paragraphs. 

5.2 MANNINGTON MILLS, INC. 

The Mannington Mills, Inc. facility on Mannington Mills Road, Salem County, New Jersey was 

inspected by the NUS Corporation Superfund Division for the U.S. EPA Environmental Services Division. 

The results of that inspection are contained in a Final Draft Site Inspection Report, dated April 27, 1990 and 

are summarized as follows. 

The Mannington Mills facility is located on 328 acres in Mannington Township, Salem County, New 

Jersey. The facility was constructed in 1923, and vinyl floor production and hazardous waste storage began 

in 19S7. Dry waste from the manufacturing processes were disposed of at an 8-acre on-site landfill from 

approximately 19SS until April 1988. Previously chemical wastes generated on-site had been either placed in 

55-gallon drums and pumped to bulk tankers for off-site disposal, or drummed and stored on an asphalt pad, 

according to the Site Investigation Report. Currently, hazardous wastes, including resins, pigments and 

solvents, are stored in either an 8,500-gallon portable trailer tank or in SS-gallon drums; with off-site shipment 

within 90 days of generation. 
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The site contains a series of seven active lagoons that receive noncontact cooling water and 

stormwater runoff. Three additional inactive lagoons are located south of the active lagoons. A surface 

impoundment, inactive since 1985, was used to store sludges from the cleanup of the latex plant operation. 

The surface impoundment has a hypalon liner. The facility has a NJPDES permit for discharge to 

groundwater from the landfill and for discharge to surface water from the active lagoon sites. 

The dry nonchemical industrial waste deposited in the landfill consists of "solid, inert, nontoxic 

discards from the sheet flooring operation" and "does not contain garbage, human or animal waste, liquids, 

oils or grease", according to the Site Investigation Report. However, coliform, volatile organics, chromium, 

lead and phenols at concentrations above permit limits were identified in samples obtained in 1985, 1986 and 

1987 from monitoring wells near the landfill. 

Other potential sources of contamination at the Mannington facility include the primary wastewater 

treatment plant, the hazardous waste drum storage area and the tank storage area. 

During the 1980's, NJDEP personnel collected groundwater samples from monitoring wells near the 

landfill to assure compliance with the facility's NJPDES permit. Results of samples collected from monitoring 

wells, l, 3, 4, and 6 in January 1985, indicate that permit levels were exceeded in several samples for the 

following parameters: hexavalent chromium, iron, maganese, lead, cadmium, phenols, chloride, ammonia 

nitrogen, sodium, and total dissolved solids. 

Results of sampling in January 1990, conducted as part of the Site Inspection Report, indicated the 

presence of low levels of volatile organics in wells 4, 6, and 8 (near the inactive lagoons) and high levels of 

volatile and semivolatile organics in well 11 (near the surface impoundment). Arsenic was detected above 

permit levels in well 12 (near the surface impoundment) and chromium was detected above the Federal 

maximum contaminant level (MCL) for chromium in drinking water in wells 3, 7 (near the inactive lagoons) 

and 12. Water samples collected from the surface impoundment indicated low levels of volatile organics and 

4,4-DDT, and sludge samples from the impoundment indicated elevated levels of volatiles, semivolatiles and 

pesticides. Sludge samples from the westernmost active lagoon contains total xylenes and semivolatiles 

including phthalates and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). 
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5.3 SALEM COAL GAS SITE 

The Salem Coal Gas Site (AKA Salem Gas Light Company or Salem Gas Works) on Howell and 5th 

Streets, Salem, New Jersey was inspected by the NUS Corporation Superfund Division for the U.S. EPA 

Environmental Services Division. The results of that inspection are contained in a Final Draft Site Inspection 

Report, dated September 6, 1990, which describes the previous activities on-site and the known soil and 

groundwater contamination on the property. The results of that investigation are summarized below. 

The Salem Coal Gas Site is located on the northern fringe of the city in a mixed residential/industrial 

area. The site is near Fenwick Creek, which is approximately 500 feet nonh of the site and flows west, past 

the site to join the Salem River. The site is approximately 2 acres in size and comprised of three to four 

parcels of land. The site was previously occupied by Salem Gas Works and later the Salem Gas Light 

Company (SGLC), according to the Sanborn Maps of the area. SGLC operated the site as a coal-gasification 

plant for 91 years until 1945 according to the Site Investigation Report. At an unknown date after 1945, a 

propane-air system was installed to produce natural gas at the site and operated until November 1955. In June / 

1955, South Jersey Gas Company purchased the site and planned to operate the existing propane-air gas 

system until construction of a new natural gas pipeline to Salem was completed; it was scheduled for 

completion in November 1955, according to the Site Inspection Repon. Currently the site is owned by the 

Vineland Construction Company (National Freight, Inc.), block 2, lots 1 and 4; Atlantic City Electric 

Company, block 2, lot 2, and South Jersey Gas Company, block 5, lot 20. 

The actual wastes on site are unknown; however, suspected wastes associated with 19th century coal 

gasification plants include coal tar pitches, volatile organic compounds (VOCs), semivolatile organic 

compounds (SVOCs) and heavy metals such as cadmium, chromium, mercury, and lead according to the Site 

Inspection Report. 

The results of site sampling conducted as part of the Site Inspection Report investigations indicate 

that high concentrations of SVOCs, as well as VOCs, pesticides and heavy metals, such as arsenic, barium, 

chromium, and lead were detected in the surficial and subsurface soils at the site. Visual observations 

indicated the presence of coal tar wastes at the water-table interface (about 13 inches below ground surface) (~ 
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on South Jersey Gas Company property. High concentrations of SVOCs were detected in surficial and 

subsurface soils in samples collected from Vineland Construction Company property. Also the presence of 

one PCB compound was detected in the transformer storage area on the Atlantic City Electric-Salem 

Operations property. 
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6.0 CONCLUSION 

An assessment (literature survey) of the area surrounding the Salem River was performed to identify 

sources with the potential to contribute pollutants to the stream. The assessment included a visual inspection 

of the project area, review of aerial photographs, review of Federal and state environmental databases, 

discussion with agency personnel and a title search of selected properties to identify sources in the project area 

with the potential to contribute pollutants to the stream. The visual inspection of the study area indicated 

that the City of Salem contains the majority of residential developments in the area and that commercial 

facilities are located throughout the City and along the major roads in and outside of the City. Major 

industrial facilities are located along the Salem River and Fenwick Creek in and outside of the City. The 

industrial facilities appear to have the potential contribute pollutants to the stream. 

Several major industrial facilities are located along the Salem River and Fenwick Creek. The facilities 

include the Salem Wastewater Treatment Plant, Salem Stevedoring Corp., Aluchem, Inc., Amoco Oil Terminal, 

Anchor Glass Con_tainer Corp., Atlantic City Electric and Mannington Mills. Other facilities which have the 

potential to contribute pollutants to the stream are also located away from the stream within and outside of 

the City. Several of these facilities have documented releases of contaminants to the soil and groundwater on 

their properties and also to the surrounding surface waters (i.e., oil spills to Salem River). 

Review of the Federal and state environmental databases has identified several facilities in the project 

area where ground or surface water contamination has occurred. The search of facilities in the project area 

identified three known and suspected hazardous waste sites, all of which are on the CERCLIS List; sixteen 

sites that have or are currently undergoing investigations to identify the presence or extent of groundwater 

pollution; one site that releases toxic chemicals to the environment in their production process; thirty-two 

RCRA sites; sixteen NJPDES sites; eight solid waste facilities; and several sites in the project area that have 

had spills or emergencies, some of which have impacted the Salem River. The facilities that are identified on 

more than one of these databases are shown below in Table 3. 
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Mannington Mills, Inc. 

Salem Coal Gas 
AKA Salem Gas Light Co. 

Salem Gas Works 

Gayner Glass Works 
AK.A Aluchem Inc. 

Sunoco Service Station 
AK.A Coastal Mart, Inc. 

Coastal Oil Property 

Anchor Hocking Corp. 

Salem Machine 

LS. Smick Lumber 

Elsinboro Twp. 
Sanitary Landfill 

Mannington Twp. 
Sanitary Landfill 

Quinton Twp. 
Sanitary Landfill 

Quinton Twp. 
Solid Waste Landfill 

Atlantic Electric 

Bader Property 
(Gas Station) 

Mid-Atlantic Shipping 
& Stevedoring 

TABLE 3 
FACILITIES LISTED IN MULTIPLE DATABASES 

Mannington Mills Road 
Mannington 

Fifth & Howell 
Salem 

Front & Broadway 
Salem 

Market & Griffith Streets 
Salem 

Griffith & Market Streets 
Salem 

83 Griffith Street 
Salem 

25 West Broadway 
Salem 

Route 49 
Quinton 

Sinnickson Landing Road 
Elsinboro 

Mannington Mills Road 
Mannington 

South Burden Hill Road 
Quinton 

RD 2, Schepps Valley 
Quinton 

17-25 Fifth Street 
Salem 

West Broadway & Front 
Salem 

128 Tilbury Road 
Salem 
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CERCLIS, TRI, RCRA, 
NJDWR, NJPDES, KSHSNJ, 
SWFD 

CERCLIS, KSHSNJ 

CERCLIS, KSHSNJ, TRI, 
NJPDES 

RCRA, LUST 

NJDWR, LUST 

RCRA, NJPDES, LUST 

RCRA, NJDWR 

RCRA, LUST 

NJDWR, NJPDES, SWFD 

NJDWR, NJPDES, SWFD 

NJDWR, NJPDES, SWFD 

NJDWR, SWFD 

NJDWR,LUST 

NJDWR, LUST, NJPDES 

NJDWR, NJPDES, SWFD 



Salem City 
Sanitary Landfill 

Salem Water Treatment 
Plant 

Service Station 

DATABASE LEGEND 

Tilbury Road 
Salem 

520 Grieves Parkway 
Salem 

NJDWR, NJPDES, SWFD 

NJDWR, NJPDES 

285 Broadway & Olive Drive NJPDES, LUST 
Salem 

CERCL!S: Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Information System 
TRI: Toxic Release Inventory 
RCRA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act Notifiers 
NJDWR: New Jersey Division of Water Resources Ground Water Pollution Investigation 
NJPDES: New Jersey Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 
KSHSNJ: Known and Suspected Hazardous Sites in New Jersey 
SWFD: New Jersey Department of Environment and Energy, Solid Waste Facility Directory 
LUST: Leaking Underground Storage Tank 

Aerial photographs of the project area were obtained for five time periods from 1940 to the present. 

The photographs show the changes in land use in the area since 1940. Most of the residential, commercial 

and industrial facilities in the City of Salem were developed prior to 1940. Changes in some of the 

commercial/industrial areas are documented on the photographs and show an increase in land use of specific 

properties. 

The 1940 photograph shows the areas along the Salem River and Fenwick Creek to be extensively 

developed with industrial and commercial facilities. Comparison of the 1940, 1951and1962 photographs show 

only minor changes to most of these facilities. The Gayner Glass Works facility along the Salem River and 

the Anchor Hocking facility along Fenwick Creek show expansion and development of new structures on their 

sites. Review of the 1974 photographs show additional changes to these facilities as well as significant changes 

to adjacent property across Griffith Street. Review of the 1987 photograph indicates that larger facilities 

remained essentially the same with some changes to individual structures on the sites. 

Review of the Sanborn Insurance Maps for the project area from 1885, 1930 and 1947 identified the 

changes in land use and the intensification of development in the area. Review of the Sanborn Maps show 

the area along the Salem River and Fenwick Creek was utilized by commercial and industrial facilities as early 

as 1885. Development along these stream channels continued through the period· as shown on the 1930 and 

1947 maps. These areas continued as industrial areas throughout the period according to the maps. 
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Review of information maintained by the NJDEPE, Bureau of Site Assessments, indicated that the 

Mannington Mills, Inc. and Salem Coal Gas facilities are undergoing some type of remediation activity due 

to hazardous waste contamination. Various investigations and analyses of the facility have documented ground 

and surface water contamination as well as wastewater spills from these facilities. 

The results of the assessment (literature survey) of the Salem River project area indicates that most 

of the facilities along the Salem River and Fenwick Creek have the potential to contribute pollutants to the 

stream. This area is industrial with several facilities having known soil and groundwater contamination on-site. 

Investigations of the extent of contamination are ongoing at several of these facilities. Several other 

commercial/industrial facilities are also located within and outside the City which have the potential to 

contribute pollutants to the stream. These facilities include gas Stations, oil terminals, storage areas and 

landfills. Some of these facilities have had releases of contaminants to the groundwater, although the impact 

on the Salem River was not identified. 
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02/07/19 

ENVIRONMENTAL RISK INFORMATION CENTER 
FINDS SITE SUHHARY REPORT FOR THE STATE OF NJ 

Page 1 

========================================================================================================;============================================================== 
EPA ID FACILITY 

NJD982723272 BOSCO CLEANING SERVICES INC 

NJ9960009901 CE-SALEM CHANNEL PRJ 

NJ5960014756 CE-SALEM DREDGING 

NJD9818n681 GAYNOR GLASS WRKS 

NJD986586980 GULF SERVICE STATION • FORMER 

NJD980652242 LEISURE ARMS 

NJD980642789 NEW JERSEY BELL TELEPHONE CO 

NJD980647325 NEW JERSEY BELL TELEPHONE CO 

NJD986590578 PHILLIPS PETROLEUM 

NJD000581603 ROSS FOGG OIL 

NJD980649867 SALEM CENTRAL OFFICE 

ADDRESS/CITY 

NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION 
PO BOX 236 C/0 HANCOCKS BRIDGE 
SALEM 

GSA 9600-09901 
SALEH 

GSA_9600· 14756 
SALEM 

FRONT & BROADWAY 
SALEH 

RTE 30 & E MAIN ST 
PENNS GR.OVE 

HANCOCKS BRIDGE 
SALEM 

LOMER ALLOWAY CREEK NECKS RD 
SALEM 

LOMER ALLOWAY CREEK NECKS RD 
SALEM 

FOOT OF LAFAYETTE ST 
NO CITY NAME 

182 HANDCOCKS BRIDGE 
SALEM 

86 W BWY 
SALEM 

ZIP PROGRAM CODES 

08079 01 

08079 

08079 

08079 05 

08079 02 

08079 02 

08079 01 

08079 01 

. 08079 

08079 03 Ol 

08079 01 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PROGRAM COOES: 01 • Hlil>MS 

11 - FFSI 
02 - PCS 03 - CDS/AIRS 
13 • CICS 14 - STATE 

04 - FATES 
15 - PADS 

05 - CERCLIS 
16 - RCRA·J 

07 - DOCKET 
17 - TRIS 

08 - FUR 
18 - cus 

09 - FROS 
19 · NCDB 

10 - SIA 



1)2/07/19 

ENVIRONMENTAL RISK INFORMATION CENTER 
FINDS SITE SUMMARY REPORT FOR THE STATE OF NJ 

Page 2 

======================================================================================================================================================================= 
EPA ID FACILITY 

NJD981084775 SALEM COAL GAS 

NJD100907880 SALEM HIGH SCHOOL 

NJD982531386 SALEM fllJNICIPAL PORT AUTHORITY 

NJD011721354 SOUTH JERSEY COLONIAL NURSERIE 

NJD000705608 SUNOCO SERVICE STATION 

NJD000700534 SUNOCO SERVICE STATION 

NJ8143599001 WILDLIFE REFUGE 

NJD000323998 SALEM WTP, CITY OF 

NJD986602969 MARTS SERVICE INC 

NJD981184419 SALEM OPERATIONS 

'ROGRAM COOES: 01 • HWMS 
11 · FFSI 

02 · PCS 
13 • CICS 

03 • CDS/AIRS 
14 · STATE 

ADDRESS/CITY 

FIFTH & HOWELL STREETS 
SALEM 

WALNUT STREET ROAD 
223 EAST BROADWAY 
SALEM 

WEST BROADWAY SALEM RIVER 
SALEM 

RT 45, SALEM-WOODSTOWN 
RD #1, RT 45, BOX 144 
MANNINGTON TllP 

MARKET & GRIFFITH STS 
SALEM 

RTES 540 541 & 45 
MANNINGTON TP 

KILLCOHOOK 
SALEM 

520 GRIEVES PKY 
SALEM 

PO BOX 73 
SALEM 

5TH ST 
SALEM 

04 • FATES 
15 · PADS 

05 · CERCLIS 
16 · RCRA·J 

07 · DOCKET 
17 • TRIS 

ZIP 

08079 

08079 

08079 

08079 

08079 

08079 

08079 

08079· 

. 08079-0073 

08079-1002 

08 · FUR 
18 . cus 

PROGRAM COOES 

05 

01 

03 

01 

01 

01 

03 

02 

01 

01 

09 - FROS 
19 - NCDB 

10 - SIA 

' 



02/07/19 

ENVIRONMENTAL RISK INFORMATION CENTER 
FINDS SITE SUHHARY REPORT FOR THE STATE Of NJ 

Page 3 

================================================================================================================================================================~====== 

EPA ID FACILITY ADDRESS/CITY ZIP PROGRAM COOES 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
NJD986567212 VINELAND CONSTRUCTION 

NJ0162330625 K. JANG CLEANERS 

NJ0162330591 SALEM AMOCO 

NJ0011297959 VIRE PRO INC 

NJ0000594325 WOODSTOWN GAS & Oil COMPANY 

NJ0012297032 ALUCHEM INC 

NJD012997037 ALUCHEM INC 

NJ0091641902 FOSTER GLASS/ALU CHEM 

NJ0981140247 SALEM PORT AUTHORITY 

NJ0000550202 STAR CITY GLASS CO 

NJD147021869 FRANK H WHEATON Ill C/0 SALEM 

5 HANCOCK ST 
SALEM 

204 GRIFFITH ST 
204 GRIFFITH STREET 
SALEM 

1 FRONT ST 
SALEM 

23 FRONT ST 
SALEM 

1 FRONT ST 
SALEM 

FRONT ST 
SALEM 

62 FRONT ST 
SALEM 

62 FRONT ST 
SALEM 

62 FRONT ST 
SALEM 

62 FRONT ST 
SALEM 

45 GRIFFITH ST 
SALEM 

08079-1017 01 

08079-1043 01 

08079-1047 01 

08079-1047 01 

08079-1047 14 03 

08079-1048 02 

08079-1048 03 

08079-1048 03 

08079-1048 01 

08079-1048 03 

08079-1056 01 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PROGRAM COOES: 01 • HY>MS 

11 • FFSI 
02 • PCS 
13 • CICS 

03 • COS/AIRS 
14 • STATE 

04 • FATES 
15 - PADS 

05 - CERCLIS 
16 - RCRA-J 

01 - DOCKET 
17 - TRIS 

08 - FUR 
18 - cus 

09 - FROS 
19 - NCOB 

10 - SIA 



02/07/19 

ENVIRONMENTAL RISK INFORMATION CENTER 
FINDS SITE SUHMARY REPORT FOR THE STATE OF NJ 

Page 4 

======================================================================================================================================================================= 
EPA ID FACILITY ADDRESS/CITY ZIP PROGRAM COOES 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
NJD002324952 HEINZ H J CO 

NJD980761258 HEINZ USA SALEN NJ PLT 

NJD986590560 SUNBEAM PUBLISHING 

NJ0002385615 ANCHOR HOCKING CORP PL 

NJ0982742835 KEEN'S AUTO REPAIR INC 

NJ0000693325 THE SHERWIN-WILLIANS CO 

NJ0073722977 SALEN MACHINE CO 

NJ0981561459 CITY OF SALEN SEWAGE TREATMENT 

NJ0981173727 ELSINBORO TOWNSHIP SANITARY LA 

NJD981173974 SALEN CITY SANITARY LANDFILL 

'ROGRAN CODES: 

c~ 

01 - Hl.t>NS 
11 - FFSI 

02 - PCS 
13 - CICS 

03 - CDS/AIRS 
14 - STATE 

57 GRIFFITH ST 
SALEN 

GRIFFITH ST 
SALEN 

93-107 5TH ST 
SALEN 

83 GRIFFITH SJ 

SALEN 

352 E BROADWAY 
352 EAST BROADWAY 
SALEN 

318-320 E BROADWAY 
SALEN 

25 W BROADWAY 
SALEN 

TILBURY RD 
SALEM 

TILBURY RD 
SALEM 

TILBURY RD 
SALEN 

04 - FATES 
15 - PADS 

05 - CERCLIS 
16 - RCRA-J 

07 - DOCKET 
17 - TRIS 

08079-1056 

08079-1061 

08079-1093 

08079-1099 

08079-1141 

08079-1184 

08079-1348 

08079-1514 

. 08079-1514 

08079-1514 

08 - FUR 
18 - cus 

02 03 

01 

03 

01 02 13 07 01 01 
03 03 

01 

01 

01 

01 

14 

14 

09 - FROS 
19 - NCDB 

10 - SIA 

-" 
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02/07119 

ENVIRONMENTAL RISK INFORMATION CENTER 
FINDS SITE SUMMARY REPORT FOR THE STATE OF NJ 

Page 5 
=======================================z=•============================================================================================================================= 

EPA ID FACILITY 

NJD000557991 SALEM. CITY OF 

NJD9811l0545 PSE&G NUCLEAR TRAINING CENTER 

NJD002l49256 MANNINGTON MILLS 

NJD98117l750 MANNINGTON MILLS INC SLF 

NJD98117l768 MANNINGTON TOMNSHIP SLF 

NJD0005l129l AllOREWS OIL COMPANY 

NJD986585l47 MANNINGTON TWP 80 OF ED 

NJD982277618 F. BELL CHEVROLET. INC. 

NJD9825l6880 HAPPEN CHEVROLET 

NJD986585214 SALEM AUTO MALL 

ADDRESS/CITY 

TILBURY RD 
SALEM 

244 CHESTNUT ST 
SALEM 

MANNINGTON MILLS RD 

SALEM 

MANNINGTON MILLS RD 
SALEM 

MANNINGTON MILLS RD 
SALEM 

204 WODST<MN RD 
SALEM 

45 WODST<MN RD RTE 
SALEM 

197 WODSTIMI RD 
197 WODSTOMN ROAD 
SALEM 

197 WODSTOMN RD 
197 WODSTOMN ROAD 
SALEM 

197 WODST<MN RD 
SALEM 

ZIP PROGRAM CODES 

08079-1514 02 

08079-1699 01 

08079-2010 02 01 14 14 05 17 
07 03 03 

08079-2010 14 

08079-2010 14 

08079-2027 Ol 

08079-2012 01 

08079-2094 01 

08079-2094 01 

08079-2094 01 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PROGRAM CODES: 01 • H">MS 

11 • FFSI 
02 • PCS 
1l - CICS 

Ol - CDS/AIRS 
14 • STATE 

04 - FATES 
15 - PADS 

05 - CERCLIS 
16 - RCRA-J 

07 - DOCKET 
17 - TRIS 

08 - FUR 
18 - cus 

09 - FROS 
19 - NCDB 

10 - SIA 
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===============================z==============•========•=============================================================================================================== 
EPA ID FACILITY ADDRESS/CITY ZIP PROGRAM COOES 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
NJ0100052604 LOWER ALLOWAYS CREEK TOMNSHIP 967 MAIN ST CANTON 08079-3411 02 

SALEM 

NJD986585305 JOE & SANOYS C(IJNTRY STORE 984 MAIN ST 08079-9439 01 
SALEM 

NJ6360031037 NATL CEMTRY-FINN'S RURAL RCIJTE 3 08079-9803 11 03 
SALEM 

NJ4180000081 US POSTAL SERVICE 120 W BROADWAY 08079-9998 11 03 
SALEM 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~--
PROGRAM CODES: 

c 

01 - HWMS 
11 - FFSI 

02 - PCS 
13 - CICS 

03 - COS/AIRS 
14 - STATE 

04 - FATES 
15 - PADS 

05 - CERCLIS 
16 - RCRA-J 

07 - DOCKET 
17 - TRIS 

08 - FUR 
18 - cus 

09 - FROS 
19 - NCDB 

10 - SIA 

- ~,) 
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Page 1 

===================================·================================================================================================================================== 
EPA ID FACILITY 

NJD982717324 BUTCH'S PAINT ON YHEELS 

NJD981173966 CHARLES S HARRIS 

NJD986576700 I S SMICK LlJtllER 

NJD981173958 Q T SOLID YASTE DISPOSAL AREA 

NJD980649644 QUINTON REP STA 

NJD981173941 QUINTON TOWNSHIP SLF 

NJD986603660 QUINTON TWP SY>A 

NJD980642094 SYEDESBORO NJ REPEATER STATION 

NJD982529232 T E MARREN INC 

NJD048045066 VINELAND TRANSIT MIX CONCRETE 

OGRAM CODES: 01 - Hlil>MS 
11 - FFSI 

02 - PCS 
13 - CICS 

03 - CDS/AIRS 
14 - STATE 

ADDRESS/CITY 

ROUTE 49 SALEM QUINTON RD 
PO BOX 398 
QUINTON 

JERICHO ROAD 
QUINTON TWP 

RTE 49 
QUINTON 

ROAD 12 SCHEPPS VALLEY 
QUINTON TWP 

BRIDGETON SALEM PIKE 
QUINTON TWP OF 

SOUTH BURDEN Hill ROAD 
QUINTON TWP 

GRAVELLY Hill RD 
QUINTON TWP 

RTE 49 
QUINTON 

RTE 49 
QUINTON 

RT. 49 & BURDEN HILL. RD. 
QUINTON TWP 

04 - FATES 
15 · PADS 

05 · CERCLIS 
16 · RCRA·J 

07 · DOCKET 
17 - TRIS 

ZIP ' 

08072 

08072 

08072 

08072 

08072 

08072 

080n 

08072 

080n 

oBOn 

08 - FUR 
18 - cus 

PROGRAM CODES 

01 

14 

01 

14 

01 

14 

05 

01 

01 

14 03 

09 - FROS 
19 - NCDB 

10 - SIA 



FINDS DESCRIPTION 

The FINDS report is a national database which serves as a cross reference, a link 
with other EPA data systems, index on a facility basis to point to media-specific 
EPA databases to acquire additional data. Listed below are the descriptions of 
several databases that are involved in a FINDS report. 

AIRS (Aerometric Information Retrieval System) Facilities which are monitored 
or permitted for air emissions under the Clean Air Act. Includes compliance status 
and enforcement actions. 

CDS (Compliance Data System) Contains compliance information including compli
ance status, agency actions (e.g., inspections), etc. for major sources of the five 
primary air pollutants. 

CICIS (Chemicals In Commerce Information System) Conta'ins chemical 
manufacturers who submitted chemical production information in response to the 
1977 TSCA inventory rule. 

I 

CUS (Chemical Update System) Facilities which manufactured or importe\. 
excess of 10,000 pounds of specific toxic chemicals during the preceding fis.., .... 1 
year. 

DOCKET A national system containing all pertinent information regarding a civil 
or administrative enforcement action taken by EPA or designated state against 
violators of all Federal environmental statues. This can be used to produce reports 
on enforcement actions in a geographical area, a specific statute or media of a 
specific source classification. 

FATES (FIFRA and Section 7 Tracking System) This tracking system is in 
conjunction with the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, Section 7. 
It monitors all corporations or facilities involved with pesticide production. 

FFIS (Federal Facility Information System) Federal facilities that have submitted 
specific environmental project budget plans under Executive Order of 12088. 

FROS (Federal Reporting Data System)A national database containing an inventory 
of public water supplies, type of data collected or monitored and analytical proce
dures. This data can determine whether public water supplies are located in the 
vicinity of hazardous waste or other pollution sources and retrieve specific informa
tion about such supplies. 

H 1S (Federal Underground Injection Control) National database that manages 
in ·mation (such as inventory, permit, inspection, mechanical integrity, and com-
pli -;e enforcement) of underground injection wells. ~; 



HWDMS (Hazardous Waste Database Management System) The HWDMS 
contains data on approximately 180,000 large and small quantity generators. 
Information stored in the database includes: Facility Name, EPA Identification 
Number, Owner, Permit and Closure Action Events, and Other Part A and 8 Permit
ting Information. 

NCDB (National Compliance Database)Pesticides and TSCA enforcement tracking. 

PADS (PCB Activity Data System) This data system provides information on 
PCB generator, storer, transporter, or permitted disposer. 

PCS (Permit Compliance System) PCS is a computerized management informa
tion system for tracking permit, compliance, and enforcement (NPDES) programs 
under the Clean Water Act, the Federal Waster Pollution control Act Amendments 
of 1972, and the Waster Quality Act of 1987. PCS contains information on more 
than 63,000 active water discharge permits issued to facilities throughout the 
nation. The Office of Water Enforcement Protection Agency (EPA) is responsible 
for the operation and maintenance of PCS. 

RCRA-J (Resource Conservation and Recovery Act - J System) Transporters and 
on-site inClnerators of regulated medical waste. 

STATE This particular category in FINDS shows if the facility is regulated by a 
state environmental program. 

SIA (Surface lmpoundment) 
into surface openings. 

Inventory of various liquids that are that are placed 

TRIS (Toxic Release Information System) TRI contains information on the 
annual estimated releases of toxic chemical to the environment. TRI was mandat
ed by Title Ill of the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 
1986, The Inventory contains provisions for the reporting, by industry, on the 
releases of over 300 toxic chemicals into the air, water, and land. 



APPENDIX B 

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE SALEM RIVER PROJECT AREA 

(Enclosed under separate cover) 



APPENDIX C 

SANBORN INSURANCE MAPS 
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ABSTRA.CT 

GAI Consultants, Inc., of Monroeville, Pennsylvania, has recently completed a 
Phase I cultural resources investigation of three parcels located within the S upa wna 
:\1eadows National Wildlife Refuge, Pennsville Township, Salem County, :N"ew Jersey. 
These investigations were conducted for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Philadelphia 
Disrrict, and included a literature review, pedesrrian reconnaissance, and field testing in 
connection with the Salem River Navigation project. The project area includes the 
proposed creation and restoration of wetlands involving approximately 15 acres of tidal 
and upland areas located at the headwaters of an unnamed creek; this drainage empties 
into the Delaware River one mile to the southwest. Investigated portions of the project 
area include three spatially segregated fallow fields (upland areas), measuring 
approximately 9 acres, in addition to an associated nineteenth-century farm complex 
situated to the south of the project area. 

Initially the Phase I study involved documentary research, including a review of 
cartographic sources, cultural resource survey reports, and site record files, as well as an 
on-the-ground surface inspection and excavation of shovel test pits in order to determine 
the potential of the project area for containing archaeological and historical remains. 
Background investigations suggested that both historic and prehistoric sites were located 
within the immediate project vicinity. Geomorphological testing of existing wetlands 
determined that these areas are typical of an Estuarine Type marsh, and were formed as a 
result of recent accumulation of sediments in stream channels and estuarine meanders. 
Consequently, they do not represent potentially habitable surfaces for historic or 
prehistoric sites. 

A total of 183 systematic shovel test pits was excavated throughout the project 
area, resulting in the identification of three prehistoric sites (28-Sa-121 through 123) and 
a diffuse scatter of historic/modern artifacts. The prehistoric sites represent low-density 
plowzonc assemblages of ceramics, lithic debitage, and tools identified in each of three 
respective parcels (Areas A-C). Whereas the prehistoric sites identified in Areas A and C 
(28-Sa-121 and 123) occurred as small, isolated artifact scatters, in contrast, subsurface 
testing in Area B (28-Sa-122) revealed a larger, more spatially extensive artifact 
disrribution. The recovery of a Levanna point from Area A and a cord-marked sherd from 
Area B, tentatively identified as Minguannan, both suggest a Late Woodland cultural 
affiliation for these sites. Except for a concentration of charcoal, burned organic material, 
and a possible ochre fragment, no potentially significant soil anomalies or cultural 
features were identified. 



Based on the identification of three prehistoric sites during the Phase I survey and 1-\. 
the scheduled impacts to these areas, GAI recommends that additional Phase II 
archaeological investigations be conducted. Although nearly all artifacts were recovered 
from plowzone contexts, this does not rule out the possibility of identifying intact 
subsurface features at the sites. Notwithstanding the need for conducting additional 
research to place these sites in their appropriate chronological and functional context, 
based on the anifacts recovered to date it is likely that they represent a series of Late 
Woodland procurement camps associated with the exploitation of wetland and wetland
related resources. Goals of Phase II fieldwork include defining the sites' overall size 
orientation, and chronology; identifying potential areas containing intact cultural 
deposits; anr' ·:possible, determining the temporal and spatial patterning of activities 
represented :e site. Providing answers to these questions will help detennine the sites' 
potential for 1nclusion in the National Register of Historic Places. 

Additionally, a nineteenth-century fann complex containing a farmhouse, well, 
barn/ cottage, large frame barn, garage, and privy is located at the end of the din road, 
adjacent to and south of the project area. Based on the architectural qualities of the 
farmhouse (Vernacular, five-bay, I-house) and large frame barn, in conjunction with its 
association with Samuel Urion, a prominent local public servant, the farm complex is 
considered potentially eligible for nomination to the National Register of Historic Places. 
If at a later date any of the fa.rm buildings or associated grounds are to be impacted, a 
Phase I archaeological survey and additional architectural research is highly , 
recommended. 

I 
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INTRODUCTION 

The following report summarizes a Phase I cultural resources investigation of 
three parcels located within the Supawna Meadows National Wildlife Refuge, Pennsville 
Township, Salem County, New Jersey (Figure 1). The study area measures approximately 
15 acres and consists of tidal ( 6.4 acres) and upland (9 acres) areas, located south of 
Lighthouse Road and west of Fort Mott Road. This study was undertaken by GAI 
Consultants, Inc., of Monroeville, Pennsylvania for the U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, 
Philadelphia District, in connection with the Salem River Navigation project. The 
proposed project calls for the mitigation of shallow and wetland areas lost as a result of 
improvements to the Salem River channel. The study areas are located at the headwaters 
of an unnamed creek that empties into the Delaware River a little over one mile to the 
southwest. The subject of this study includes three fallow fields comprising upland areas, 
which are scheduled to be transformea into estuarine intertidal emergent wetlands, and an 
associated nineteenth-century farm complex situated to their south. Goals of the Phase I 
study were to identify all prehistoric, historic, and historic architectural remains within 
project areas, and to evaluate, if possible, their potential eligibility for nomination to the 
National Register of Historic Places. 

In order to meet the above objectives, the Phase I study consisted of background 
research and field testing. The background study included a review of cartographic 
sources, cultural resource survey reports, and site record files at the Office of New Jersey 
Heritage, Department of Environmental Protection; the New Jersey State Museum; and 
New Jersey State Library, Trenton, New Jersey. In addition, all pertinent information 
including historical maps and county histories were reviewed at the Salem County 
Historical Society in Salem, New Jersey. Moreover, important information regarding the 
history of the farm complex was provided by Robert C. Butcher, Salem County Historian. 
Field investigations included a pedestrian reconnaissance of the entire project area and 
the excavation of shovel test pits throughout the three fallow fields. 

Results of the background study indicate that both prehistoric and historic sites 
have been documented in the immediate project area vicinity. Moreo_ver, the location of 
well-drained landforms adjacent to wetlands and in proximity to the Delaware River 
suggests that there is a high potential for locating prehistoric sites within the project area. 
Historically, this area was settled as early as the seventeenth century, and given the 
location of the farm complex, indicates the potential for identifying additional historic 
archaeological and architectural resources. 

1 
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A total of 183 shovel test pits was excavated during Phase I fieldwork, whic!"l 
resulted in the identification of three prehistoric sites in as many parcels (28-Sa-121 
through 123, i.e., Areas A-C). This includes the recovery of low-density scatters of 
ceramics, lithics, and tools from primarily plowzone contexts. Whereas Areas A and C 
(:28-Sa-121 and 123) revealed a light scatter of prehistoric artifacts, Area B (28-Sa-122) 
yielded a larger, more concenrrated anifact distribution. Diagnostic artifacts recovered 
from Areas A and B; i.e., a Levanna point, and a cord-marked sherd tentatively identified 
as ~linguannan, respectively, indicate a Late Woodland affiliation. Although additional 
Phase II archaeological research is necessary to place the site in its appropriate 
chronological and functional context, based on the anifacts recovered to date, it is likely 
that these sites represent a series of procurement camps associated with the exploitation 
of wetland and wetland-related resources. Except for a concentration of charcoal, burned 
organic material, and a possible ochre fragment, no potentially significant soil anomalies 
or cultural features were identified .• Additionally, a nineteenth-century fann complex, 
located at the southern end of the project area, was also documented during Phase I 
fieldwork; based on the architectural qualities of the farmhouse and barn and their 
association with a prominent local public servant, the farmstead is considered potentially 
eligible to the National Register of Historic Places. 

All work conducted conforms to the letter and spirit of the National Historic 
Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, the regulations of the Advisory Council on 
Historic Preservation (36 CFR 800), the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as 
amended, and Corps of Engineers regulations penaining to Section 106 compliance. In 
addition, all work complies with the Guidelines for Archaeological Investigations 
established by the Office of New Jersey Heritage (McCarthy 1984; amended by the 
Office of New Jersey Heritage 12/10/90), and the Department of Interior's Standards and 
Guidelines for Archaeology and Historic Preservation (1983). 

The following sections present, successively, the environmental setting of the 
project area; a prehistoric and historical overview; results of background research; 
methods and results of archaeological testing; and conclusions and recommendations. 

... 
.) 



PHYSIOGRAPHY 

Th~ project area is situated in Salem County within the Inner Pllin of the Coastal 
Plain Physiographic Province of New Jersey (Figure 2). The Coastal Plain, which 
extends from Cape Cod to Mexico, comprises approximately 60 percent of the total land 
area within the state and generally ranges from sea level to approximately 400 feet above 
sea level (Robichaud and Buell 1973). The Inner Coastal Plain contains sedimentary 
deposits composed of unconsolidated sands, clays, marls, and gravels several hundred 
feet in thickness which date to the Cretaceous Period (136 to 65 million years ago). 
These deposits contain overlying patches of sand and gravel that date to Pleistocene 
interglacial times. 

The Inner Coastal Plain stretches from Long Island Sound to northeastern Virginia 
and forms the boundary between the Coastal Plain and Piedmont physiographic provinces 
(Thornbury 1965; Wolfe 1977). In New Jersey, it occupies a 15-mile wide area along the 
Delaware River that extends from Raritan Bay in the north to Salem County to the 
southwest. It is dissected to a much greater extent than the Outer Coastal Plain. Cuestas, 
or sloping uplands form the geological boundary between the state's Inner and Outer 
Coastal Plain, and as such create a division between the Atlantic and Delaware 
watersheds. Specifically, cuestas represent areas of more resistant sediments, as 
compared to the softer sediments of the Coastal Plain. The level to gently rolling 
topography of the Inner Coastal Plain is related to the erosion of unconsolidated 
sediments which trend toward the southeast These sediments have their origin in both 
marine and nonmarine environments, and demonstrate a series of invasions and 
transgressions by the sea. The terrain within the Inner Coastal Plain varies in elevation 
from the tidewater to approximately 50 feet above mean sea level. Within the project 
area, elevation ranges from sea level to approximately 12 feet above mean sea level. 

Although no portion of the project area was ever covered by Pleistocene ice 
sheets, it has been profoundly affected by the presence and subsequent movement of 
glaCial ice in areas to the north. Pleistocene environments would have been significantly 
colder and wetter than the present Holocene environment (Carbone 1976; Custer 
l 984a:3 l). Lowering of the world sea levels approximately 40,000 years ago resulted in 
the exposure of the continental shelf for a distance of 75~ 100 kilometers from the present 
shoreline. Interglacial periods resulted in the deposition of Pleistocene "yellow gravels," 
which now cap older unconsolidated sediments throughout various areas of the Coastal 
Plain. A dramatic shift in climate occurred at the end of the Pleistocene as the Laurentide 
ice sheet retreated farther to the nonh. With the onset of the Holocene Epoch (10,000 ( 

1 years ago), the climate of the Middle Atlantic region became both warmer and drier. "'-/ 
Rising ocean levels, and the encroachment of salt-water tolerant species and tidal marshes 
have restricted human settlement along the Delaware River and Bay shore. Estimates 
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of changing sea level have been placed at two feet per year for the retreating of barrier 
islands toward the New Jersey mainland (Robichaud and Buell 1973:283; Wolfe 
1977:277,287,306-309). In addition, erosion of coastal areas has to some extent been 
hastened by the construction of man-made jetties during the mid-twentieth century. 

0 

A number of broad estuaries have been formed by the drowning of the lower course of 
the Delaware River after the Pleistocene. Submergence has broken the Inner Plain in to a 
number of peninsular tracks separated by broad estuaries (Thornbury 1965). The bedrock of 
the Inner Plain, close to the Piedmont, near the heads of the Potomac, Chesapeake, and 
Delaware estuaries, consists of the lower Cretaceous Raritan Formation and Potomac Group 
of clays, sands and gravels. (Thornbury 1965; Walker and Coleman 1987). During the late 
Pleistocene the Delaware, Susquehanna, and other nonheastern streams were fed with glacial 
meltwater and sediments. These rivers also entrenched themselves as sea level lowered and 
developed glaciofluvial terraces (~alker and Coleman 1987). In addition, geologically 
ephemeral streams developed on the newly exposed swfaces. Substantial amounts of outwash 
added to the Delaware River and subsequent cycles of erosion have resulted in the formation 
of several Pleistocene terraces (Peltier 1959; Flint 1971). The Pennsauken Formation, thought 
by some to be of Cretaceous age (Jablonski 1972), has been described as being of Illinoian age 
by Flint (1971). At Philadelphia, the Illinoian terrace occurs at 18 m above mean sea level. A 
late Wisconsinan terrace occurs at 6 m above mean sea level and a Holocene terrace occurs a;- , 
3 m above mean sea level. ,, __ 

Loess deposits have been identified in the nonheast United States adjacent to major 
rivers. Thin loess deposits in New Jersey were derived from glacial sediments carried by the 
Delaware River (Foss et al. 1978). Loess deposits occur along the eastern side of Chesapeake 
Bay into the lower Eastern Shore of Maryland, as evidenced by the extensive occurrences of 
Mattapex and other silty soils. During deposition of loess, local sands are apparently mixed 
into the silty materials by wind action and by faunal pedoturbation. Foss and others (1978) 
identified a buried A horizon beneath the loess (radio-carbon dated to 10520 + 240 YBP) 
approximately 37 miles (60 kilometers) southeast of the current study area. Thus, the loess 
deposition dates to the beginning of the Holocene. 

HYDROLOGY 

The study areas are located at the headwaters of an unnamed tidal creek which 
empties into the Delaware River, approximately one mile to the southwest. Extensive 
tidal marshes covered in phragmites are located adjacent to the project areas and between 
these locations and the Delaware River (Figure 1). Other prominent drainages include 
Mill Creek, which is located less than one mile to the southeast of the project area. 
Historically, significant portions of this region were in cultivation owing to banking and 
the construction of ditches, but through natural processes have since been reclaimed by 
marshland. 
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SOILS 

According to the USDA soil survey for Salem County, soils mapped within the project 
area include Mattapex silt loam (MqA) and Tidal Yfarsh (Tm) (Figure 3) tPow!ey 1969). The 
upland Yfattapex soils are formed in a silty loess mantle overlying partially weathered beds of 
coarse sediments. Tidal Marsh soils are mostly organic matter and alluvial silts over beds of 
sand, clay or gravel. 

In order to characterize the soils within the project area, test borings were conducted 
by GAI Staff Soil Scientist David L. Cremeens, Ph.D., on September 16, 1992. Project area 
soils were observed to a depth of one meter below the surface using a stainless steel hand-held 
probe; representative soil profile descriptions for typical upland and Tidal Marsh soils in Area 
A are outlined in Appendix A. 

GAI' s pedological testing indi'cates that the upland soil profile of Area A resembles the 
Mattapex series described in the Salem County Soil Survey (Powley 1969). This profile 
consists of a 77-centimeter (cm) thick mantle of silty locss underlain by a loamy textured 
material. Low chroma mottles at 62 cm indicate that this soil is moderately well drained, 
similar to the Manapex series. In downslope portions of Area A, loamy and sandier textured 
soils occur at shallower depths indicating that the locss mantle is thinner downslope, probably 
as a result of erosion due to cultivation. Alternatively, it may indicate thinner loess deposition 
than on the ridgetop. The mottles also occurred at shallower depths in these downslope 
locations, as the soils graded to somewhat poorly and poorly drained as exemplified by the 

. Othello Series (Powley 1969). 

A similar pattern of upland soils was observed in Areas B and C. In low-lying 
portions of Area B, the silty mantle of locss was over 100 cm thick. The drainage 
characteristics were of a moderately-well drained soil but silt loam textures occurred 
throughout the core sample; this is interpreted as indicating the presence of a gully or stream 
channel that developed prior to the loess deposition. 

Tidal Marsh soils were identified in Area A and exhibited a thin layer of black peat or 
peaty silt overlying a poorly drained, weakly developed mineral soil. The mineral soil had a 
loam A horizon overIYing a gray sandy loam to a sand Cg horizon, which extended to depths 
exceeding 100 cm. Water was encountered between 70 and 80 cm below the surface. The 
Tidal Marsh soils in Area C contained Oi and A horizons with occasional thin silt bands, 
probably resulting from upslope cultivation. The C horizon occasionally had thin bands of 
clay loam. 

Based on the above descriptions, GAI concludes that the landscape at the project area 
is similar to the low salinity Estuarine Type marsh as deseribed by Darmody and Foss ( 1979). 
Estuarine Type marshes were formed as a result of recent accumulation of sediments in stream 
channels and estuarine meanders. The uplands associated with the marsh consist of the 
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.\1attapex soils with an oak-hickory forest cover. Cultivation of these silty soils acce!er:i.~ed :he 
accumulation of sediments in the streams and estuarine meanders. 

The upland landscape in the project area is a !are Pleistocene/early Holocene 
geomorphic surface. Early Holocene Ioess was deposited on a late Wisconsinan terrace 
surface (Peltier 1959; Flint 1971; Foss et al. 1978). The materials comprising the late 
Wisconsinan terrace may be glacial outwash or the eroded and weathered Cret:i.ceous 

sediments of the Inner Coastal Plain. According to Ciolkosz et al. (1989), Coastal Pl:i.in 
soils show a progressive profile development from the youngest (30 ka) to the oldest 
(> 1 :\fa) soils. The sediments in the Tidal Marsh areas are probably younger than early 
Holocene and some of them may date to the historic period. 

\'EGETATION 

Boreal forest communities typified the region during the Pleistocene Epoch 
(10,000 to 2 million years ago), but were gradually replaced by deciduous climax species 
during the early Holocene. Wolfe (1977:173) estimates that between about 9,500 and 
5,750 years ago, oak, hemlock, and beech became the dominant tree species throughout 
New Jersey, replacing the earlier fir- and spruce-dominated parkland. During the 
prehistoric and early historic periods, 'the Inner Coastal Plain of New Jersey was typified 
by a mixed oak forest community containing chestnut, hickory, and pine. The region was 
abundant in highly diverse aquatic and terrestrial biota and biomass including, in part, 
deer, turkey, muskrats, beavers, waterfowl, snakes, and a variety of fish. 

Originally, all of Salem County except for tidal marshes was covered in forests 
(Powley 1969:40). The present tree environment of Salem County, where loamy, fertile 
soils predominate, may include various hardwoods such as oaks, chestnut, yellow poplar, 
hickory, beech and red cedar. In other portions of the county where soils are sandier, 
drier, and less fertile, pitch pine mixed with oak, shon-leaf pine, chestnut, and hickory are 

more common. The dominant trees in swampy areas include Atlantic white cedar, red 
maple, blackgum, and swcetbay magnolia. Wetland areas are presently dominated by 
monotypic stands of phragmites within the project vicinity. Wildlife include various types 
of birds and mammals that frequent wetlands, such as ducks, herons, shore birds, 
muskrats, and beavers, in addition to white-tailed deer, cottontail rabbits, red foxes, 
squirrels, and raccoons. 

CLI~ATE 

The present climate of Salem County may be classified as humid and temperate 
(Powley 1969:82-84); it is strongly affected by coastal factors and the Appalachian 
Mountains situated to the west. Summer temperatures range into the low to mid- 80s 
(Fahrenheit). Winter temperatures do not often go into the single digits, and the snow in 
winter is usually thin; as a result, soils are seldom frozen for long periods. The average 



temperature in January is 24 degrees. Precipitation is relatively well disrributed 
throughout the year with the average being about 40 inches. Rainfall is heaviest during 
the summer months of July and August, and often comes in the form of thunderstorms. 
Coastal storms, together with abnormally high tides. are responsible for flooding low 
areas along the Delaware Bay, Delaware River, and its tributaries. Heavy rainfall, in 
: ;njunction with sandy soils in the area, accounts for periodic erosion and flooding. Wind 

erosion is at its worst in :\'larch, when the wind velocity can approach 15 to more than 25 

miles per hour. 
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CCL rr·RAL SETII~G 

CCL n..:RE HISTORY 

The following section provides a.n 'overview of the prehistory of sou them ~ ew 
Jersey and the history of Salem County and the project area, and is inte:1ded to serve as 
background for the development of expectations for site locations within the project area. 
As such, this discussion focuses more on settlement/subsistence patterns for the various 
periods of New Jersey prehistory than on material culture. 

Paleoindian Period (ca. 12,000 to 8,000 BP.) 

The Paleoindian period begins when humans first entered North America and ends 
with the shift from Pleistocene gla.cial conditions to the warmer Holocene climate. 
Radiocarbon dates recorded at Meadowcroft Rockshelter in western Pennsylvania have 
conservatively placed the site occupation between 10,600 to 12,000 years ago (Adovasio 
et al. 1990); the occupation of the Shawnee-Minisink site in eastern Pennsylvania has 
been placed between 10,000 to 11,000 years ago (McNett 1985). While the exact date of 
human entry into the New World remains obscure, it is generally agreed that people 
arrived from Asia via the Bering land bridge, exposed as a result of Pleistocene 
glaciation. The relative paucity of known sites from this period probably results from 
both a low Paleoindian population density and from the submergence of once-inhabited 
coastlines during the last 12,000 years (Kraft 1977). 

Paleoindian populations subsisted in highly mobile bands of hunters and gatherers 
who inhabited major river valleys and utilized cryptocrystalline lithic materials for most 
of their stone tools. Cryptocrystallines are an extremely fine-grained material that 
provide a high degree of "plasticity" in tool manufacture, maintenance, and recycling 
(Goodyear 1979:5). As such, their use by Paleoindian hunters involved a strategy of 
recycling lithic resources in areas of limited availability (Goodyear 1979; Custer 1984a). 

Paleoindians have traditionally been viewed as having subsisted on a mixed 
regimen of Pleistocene megafauna, such as mastodon, sloth, moose, and giant beaver, and 
on gathering. Most interpretations of the tool kits of the Palcoindians posit an orientation 
toward the procurement and processing of these faunal resources. Recent evaluations of 
the evidence for this type of subsistence base have suggested a more generalized hunting 
and gathering economy (e.g., Meltzer 1988). Investigations at the Shawnee-Minisink Site 
indicate the procurement and processing of seeds, berries and fish reflecting seasonally 
based procurement activities (McNett 1985). The Turkey Swamp site near Freehold, 
New Jersey is associated with various activities that included hunting, tool 
manufacturing, butchering, wood and/or bone working, and cooking (Cavallo 1981). 



Although Paleoindian sites were first identified in the western plains area of the 
Cnited States, greater quantities of fluted Paleoindian projectile points have been 
recovered from areas in the Ntidwest and Southeast (Jennings 1978:27; Hand et al. 1988) . 
.\'umerous early Paleoindian Clovis points have been recovered below the glacial margin 
near the Ohio River, especially in Kentucky, Alabama, and Georgia (Dragoo 1976:9; 
Hand et al. 1988: 12). 

Gardner (1974, 1977) has defined a functional site typology for Paleoindian 
settlement in western Virginia; his categories include quarry sites, lithic reduction 
stations, base camps, base camp maintenance stations, outlying hunting sites, and isolated 
point finds. A high degree of seasonality would have been associated \11ith hunting sites 
and base camps, due to the seasonal fluctuation of edible resources and the concomitant 
changes in carrying capacity of a given location throughout the year. 

Over 200 fluted points have been recovered throughout New Jersey, 15 percent of 
which have been collected within the Inner Coastal Plain (Marshall 1982:31). As of 
1982, 22 fluted points reported for the state were recovered in Salem County (>10%), 
several of which were recovered in proximity to the Salem River, the majority of these 
anifacts are surface finds (Barber 1979:234-235 and Kraft 1977:267, as cited in Marshall 
1982:25-32). More than 70 percent of the total assemblage of New Jersey Paleoind.ian 
points are made of jasper, which is followed in frequency by black chert, gray chert, 
quartz, and quartzite. 

Archaic Period (ca. 10,000 to 3,000 BP.) 

The Archaic period in eastern North America is generally associated with a series 
of adaptations to newly emerging Holocene conditions, which occurred at the end of the 
Pleistocene glaciation. It was marked by a rise in sea level with concomitant changes in 
flora and fauna. The rise in sea level resulted in the raising of the local water table, which 
in turn stimulated the creation of numerous large swamps in interior areas. The shift from 
relatively drier and colder conditions during Paleoind.ian times to a warmer and wetter 
climate during the Archaic period resulted in the reduction of open grassland areas and 
the florescence of mcsic forests of oak and hemlock. These radically al~ered conditions 
led to extinction of many grassland fauna and to their replacement by browsing species, 
such as deer (Custer and Cunningham 1986:16). Cultural changes gradually occurred as 
groups began to adapt to the newly emerged Holocene environment. These adaptations 
included changes in the scheduling of seasonal resource extraction in response to the 
existence of a more diversified resource base. 

The presence of a more generalized Archaic artifact assemblage is representative 
of a shift from the Paleoindian emphasis on the hunting of megafauna to a reliance on 
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more diverse fauna! and floral species. The recovery ofgrinding stones, monars, and "-j 



pestles from Archaic sites all point to an increased emphasis on the exploit:ition of 
vegetal resources during this period. 

Archaic period settlement probably involved a highly mobile lifestyle as bands 
moved across a wide range of environmental settings in pursuit of seasonally restricted 
resources. A functional typology for Archaic sites proposed by Gardner and Custer 
(1978) identifies three types of Archaic settlement: macroband base camps (representing 
habitations of multiple family units in areas of maximum overlap of adjacent 
microenvironments); microband base camps (representing smaller habitations of 
individual family units or a restricted number of families in areas near adjacent 
microenvironments possessing lower carrying capacities); and procurement sites (short
term habitations involved in the extraction of resources from source locations) (Gardner 
1978; Custer 1979, 1980, 1984b). The size and temporal duration of these occupations 
are directly related to the range and .abundance of exploitable resources in a given area. 
In general, New Jersey Archaic sites tend to be small, suggesting shon-term and 
intermittent occupations (Meunier 1982:73). 

Alan Meunier (1979) has recovered a variety of Archaic projecci.le points along 
the drainage divide to the nonh in nearby Gloucester County. In fact, many of the 
drainages in the general region of the project area contain evidence of Archaic period 
settlement (Kraft and Mounier 1982). The excavation of the Harry's Farm site, located 
nonh of Tocks Island in the Delaware River Valley, resulted in the recovery of charcoal 
and a Kirk Stemmed point from a hearth feature located in the subsoil (Kraft 1975, as 
cited in MAAR 1987:20). This and other similar sites in the region may represent the 
movement of small bands of hunter-gatherers from the southeastern United States. 

Late Archaic sites are considerably more common than Early Archaic sites in the 
region. This is most likely a result of environmental changes which led to larger 
population aggregations and more permanent settlements, especially in association with 
wetlands and waterways. Overall, sites from this period tend to be small, suggesting 
shon-term and intermittent occupations, and include those related to the procurement of 
local terrestrial and aquatic resources. The Late Archaic period is represented by a 
variety of stemmed projectile types, including narrow-bladed and broad-bladed forms. 
Late Archaic lithic technology is characterized by intense utilization of argillite, which 
was rarely used by earlier populations who preferred cryptocrystalline stone material. The 
end of the Archaic period, sometimes referred to as the Transitional period, is represented 
by the appearance of soapstone bowls and fishtail points. One of more prominent Late 
Archaic sites excavated in New Jersey is the Savich Farm site located near Marlton in 
Burlington County, nonheast of the project area. This site represents a Late Archaic 
cemetery containing the remains of more than SO cremated skeletons with associated 
grave goods, including Lehigh and Keens-Crispin points, atlatl weights, and adze-like 
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tools (Regensburg 1971; Pinelands Commission 1980:89). Radiocarbon dates place this 
site circa 4300 to 3900 B.P. 

Woodland Period (ca. 3,000 B.P. ro AD. 1700) 

The Wood.land period is traditionally associated with the appearance of ceramics. 
The introduction of ceramics in the Early Woodland, circa 3,000-2,400 B.P., however, 
does not necessarily represent a break with the lifeway patterns established during the 
Archaic. Hunting, gathering, and fishing appear to have concentrated on high-yield 
species, such as deer, nuts, and anadromous fish, characteristic of subsistence 
specialization. Early Woodland groups similarly exploited riverine and coastal areas (e.g., 
bayside marshes), and may also have experimented with Native American cultigens. The 
Coastal Plain offered a variety of exploitable estuarine and marine resources. Although no 
burial mounds have been identified in New Jersey, an Early Woodland site, the 
Rosenkrans site in Sussex County, yielded the remains of 13 cremated and uncremated 
skeletal remains along with copper and shell artifacts (Kraft 1976;26, as cited in MAAR 
1987:22). 

Middle Woodland cultures, circa 2,500 B.P. to A.D. 700, are characterized by 
increasing sedentism and social complexity, reflected in long-distance trade, monuary 
ceremonialism, and mound building. During this period, net-impressed pottery replaced 
the earlier cord-marked variety. Artifacts diagnostic of this period include processing 
tools such as hammerstones, anvilstones, and pestles, and netsinkers reflecting the 
exploitation of fish. 

Archaeological evidence from the Early and Middle Woodland in New Jersey 
appears to support Kinsey's (1974) hypothesis that states that, during this period, 
subsistence patterns involved a spring-through-fall occupation of floodplains and 
shorelines by large groups, in addition to a winter occupation of inland rock shelters 
(Gimigliano ct al. 1980: ill-4). Many Woodland sites have been found along the 
tributaries of the Delaware River. Among the best examples are the Pedricktown Site 
situated in Salem County north of the project area; the Kimble site on Rancocas Creek 
and the Florence site, both of which are located in Burlington County to the nonheast of 
the project area; and the Unami Camp sites on Pennsauken Creek, which are located 
along the boundary of Camden and Burlington Counties north of the project area 
(Gimigliano et al. 1980: ill-5). 

The Raccoon Point site, located along the Delaware River in adjacent Gloucester 
County, represents an intensive Early and Middle Woodland occupation. A number of 
activities were featured at the site, including fish procurement. and the production of 
pottery and stone tools (Kier and Calverly 1957; Williams and Thomas 1982:119-120). 
According to the site analysis, there was an early pottery tradition consisting of the 
manufacture of steatite-tempered ceramics. Other recovered artifacts include net sinkers, 
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hamrnerstones, gorges, drills, bolas, stones, pit features, and projectile points. The site 
was used as both a fishing station a.nd for shellfish gathering and processing. 

The Late Wood.land period, circa A.D. 700 to A.D. 1700, is characterized by the 
appe3.I'a.nce of large villages (some of which are fortified) and a greater emphasis on 
farming. The most prominent Late Woodland sites are situated along major waterways, 
and presumably represent base camps. The investment in larger, more permanent 
agricultural processing and storage facilities near the point of production and 
consumption resulted in a greater degree of sedentism than was required during earlier 
periods. Increasing population growth and density led to effons to intensify agricultural 
production (Custer 1986). In addition to the above, sites of this period also tend to cluster 
along river systems and coastal areas, apparently functioning as temporary or seasonal 
extractive camps.· Late Woodland populations in southern New Jersey probably 
comprised several relatively small ~ands composed of related families that occupied 
recognized territories (Mounier 1982:159). Although there are many similarities among 
Middle and Late Wood.land tool kits, differences exist in several artifact classes (MAAR 
1987:24). Projectile points dating to the Late Woodland period lack stems and are 
composed of either equilateral or isosceles triangular points made of chert, mainly for use 
with the bow and arrow. Moreover, ceramic vessel collars at this stage become more 
prominent and incised geometric designs more dominant 

Contact period settlement in the vicinity of the Delaware River area shows a 
preference for aquatic resources, with the greatest frequency of sites occurring in the 
Outer Coastal Plain (Kraft and Mounier 1982: 168). At the time of European contact, the 
project area was inhabited by various Lenape groups (renamed Delaware) who were 
characterized linguistically as southern Unami or Algonquian speakers (Goddard 
197 8: 214-215). In terms of their artifacts and settlement panerns, the Dela ware were 
quite similar to the Iroquois. The Delaware consisted generally of loosely structured 
autonomous bands living in small, dispersed settlements (Kraft 1974:32; Goddard 
1978:215). During the seventeenth century, a subgroup of the Delawares known as the 
Little Siconese were distributed in the area at the headwaters of Salem Creek, northeast of 
the project area. Moreover, a Minguannan community was located across the Delaware 
River less than 20 miles (32 kilometers) from the project area. 

Archaeological evidence of the Contact period in New Jersey includes village 
sites such as the Abbott Fann National Landmark District located nonh of the project 
area near Trenton; and the National Register of Historic Places Salisbury site. Both of 
these sites have components dating between A.D. 1600-1700 (Williams and Kardas 
1982). Historical records also indicate that additional villages were situated along the 
Delaware River and its tributaries. By the end of the Contact period, the Native 
American population was decimated as a result of European diseases and increased 
warfare. By 1758, the few remaining Delawares in the state, numbering several hundred, 



were placed on the Brotherton Reservation at Indian Mills, located in Shamong Township 
in the Pinelands (Pinelands Commission 1980:103). Unfortunately, evidence of this site 
has yet to be identified. 

HISTORlCAL OVERVIEW 

The proposed project is located in the over-2,000-acre Supawna .\.1eadows 
~ational Wildlife Refuge, Pennsville Township, Salem County, New Jersey. Salem 
County is bordered by the Delaware River to the south and west, and Gloucester County 
and Cumberland County to the north and east. Swedish settlers, expanding their control of 
Delaware Bay from Wilmington (est. 1638), were among the first Europeans to inhabit 
the Salem area. Nearby Fon Elfsborg was established at present-day Elsinboro Point in 
1648, several miles south of the project area. The region later came under the control of 
the Dutch in New Amsterdam in 1655. After the Dutch defeat in 1664, the area became 
part of the British colony of West Jers·ey (Thompson and Dickey 1984:6). 

It is probable that the first European settlement in the immediate project vicinity 
was established by Finnish settlers who crossed to the New Jersey side of the Delaware 
River from New Sweden in circa 1660-1661 (Harper 1978:27). The Finns had previously 
arrived in Delaware (near present-day Wilmington) with Peter Minuit, founder of New 
Sweden, and were looking to escape Swedish persecution. Finnish settlers were attracted 
to the area's fertile farmlands and the transponation access afforded by creeks and the 
nearby Delaware River. Their success in establishing communities in the region is 
attested by such place names as Finns Point and the Finnish River located just west and 
northwest of the project area, respectively. During this time, land.holdings acquired a 
characteristic pattern with long narrow tracts extending from riverbank to riverbank. 

A small group of Englishman from New Haven, Connecticut, established a 
settlement, the New Haven Colony, as early as 1641 along the Salem River. The first 
permanent settlement in the county and the first permanent English speaking colony in 
the Delaware Valley, however, was established at Salem by Quakers headed by John 
Fenwick in 1675 (Cushing and Sheppard 1883:316-321). Fenwick was the first settler to 
negotiate a peace treaty with the local Indians, which was ratified in the shade of a giant 
oak tree known as the Salem Oak. The Salem Oak still stands in the Friends' Burial 
Ground, within the Broadway Historic District in downtown Salem. 

Salem County was created in 1682 and became a legal pon of entry for the colony 
of West Jersey; it was ranked in imponance with Boston and New York. The colony grew 
slowly, however, in part due to competition from settlers among contemporary colonies 
in Pennsylvania, East Jersey, and the town of Burlington, which is located to Salem's 
north. Fenwick's poor relationship with other proprietors and his insistence on 
establishing manorial propriety in an age of popular opposition to feudalism may have 
contributed to the slow growth of the colony (Thompson and Dickey 1984: 8). 
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Funhermore, many of the origin.'.l.l owners of the town lots had also purchased land in the 
councry and moved to a number of dispersed rural settlements to raise families ar.c 
practice farming. 

Despite its slow growth, the town of Salem was incorporated in 1695 (Cushing 
and Sheppard 1883: 377). Its shipping induscry, based on the wharves along ~1arket 
Street, expanded throughout the next century. Shipments were received from 
Philadelphia, New York, Boston and the Caribbean. Merchants specialized in the sale of 
dry goods, groceries, provisions, household goods, and liquors, including ~ew England 
rum, applejack, sherry wine, and aniseed cordial (Cushing and Sheppard 1883: 383). 
Shortly after the Revolutionary War, a ferry service was established between Market 
Street and the Delaware River shore. The City of Salem continued to serve as an 
important depot for imports as well as an outlet for the county's agricultural and 
manufactured products until the late ~ineteenth century. 

In 1820, Col. Robert Johnson, a life-long resident of Market Street, introduced the 
growing of tomatoes, which became one of the county's staple crops. The success of the 
tomato crop was largely due to the sandy soils in the region. Johnson, who is considered 
the father of the tomato industry in the state, also began the county's first agricultural and 
horticultural society in 1826. By the late nineteenth century, Salem supported extensive 
factories devoted exclusively to the canning of tomatoes. One of these was the Fogg and 
Hires Canhouse, which operated in Pennsville from 1887-1925 (Blakely 1991:4). 

Shipbuilding has been an important component of the Salem economy since the 
seventeenth century. Shipbuilding activities have been documented along the Delaware 
River by Swedish settlers in 1644 and by English settlers during the 1670s and 1680s. 

· There were four commercial shipyards in operation along the Delaware River by 1700. 
Several family shipyards were responsible for producing the majority of vessels in the 
Delaware Valley during the early eighteenth century. In the nineteenth century Delaware 
River shipyards were prominent in the production of iron-hulled vessels. During the 
Civil War at least 36 naval vessels were constructed at Delaware Valley yards (Cox 1988: 
6-7). 

The earliest Euro-American shipping in the Delaware River/Bay was associated 
with the seventeenth-century fur trade. During the eighteenth century, trade became 
integrated into a more complex colonial and international system. With the rise of 
Philadelphia as the major commercial port by 1772, smaller ports along the Delaware 
River, like Salem, declined. As a result, Salem became almost exclusively engaged in 
ferrying goods between Philadelphia and other New Jersey ports. Regular steamboat 
service reached Salem during the nineteenth century. Most of Salem's waterborne trade 
was connected with Philadelphia and was associated with the Pennsylvania Railroad (Cox 
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1988: 7-8). The first railroad to reach Salem, the Woodstown-Salem Railroad, was laid i:-i , 
1890 (Salem County Historical Society 1991: personal communication). 

The project area is located in Lower Penns Neck, which along with Upper Penns 
\"eek was originally part of the township known as West Fenwick (Everts and Stewart 
1876:78-79). The name was changed circa 1721 to honor William Penn, one of the 
proprietary management members of Fenwick's Salem Colony. Historically, this area 
contained some of the finest marsh meadows and cattle in the county, and by the late 
nineteenth century contained over 100 fanns. Lower Penns Neck is bounded on the nonh 
by Upper Penns Neck, on the west by the Delaware River, and on the east and south by 
the Salem River. In 1965 the name of Lower Penn's Neck was changed to Pennsville, 
following its principal town located several miles nonh of the project area. 

Given its location, it is easy to sec that water played an important part in the 
history of Pennsville Township. A !erry operated from the town of Pennsville to New 
Castle, Delaware, from the time of its founding until 1951, when the Delaware Memorial 
Bridge was constructed (Blakely 1991:3). Present-day Route 49 was in use by 1810 
following the completion of the Penn's Neck Bridge. Until that time, it was necessary to 
take a ferry into downtown Salem. Although originally conceived in 1800, the Deepwater 
or Salem Canal, extending from the Salem River to Delaware River in the northern 
portion of the township, was not completed until 1872. Its original purpose was to 
provide farmers with an east-west route to transport their crops to such places as 
Wilmington, Delaware; Baltimore, Maryland; and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. However, 
by the time of its completion, other more efficient modes of transportation were available, 
including the railroad; consequently, the canal was never used to its fullest extent During 
the nineteenth and early twentieth century, fishing was an important pan of the local 
economy. The predominant species were sturgeon and shad, with the latter providing 
caviar which was cured and packed for market-

As early as the late eighteenth century, farmers in the area of Pennsville Township 
cultivated the valuable meadows or marshlands located along the Delaware River. 
Marshlands were a valuable source of hay and pasture. Whereas the higher elevations 
provided freshwater marsh grasses for grazing cattle, salt hay was used for packing and 
bedding. The method of diking and draining lands for cultivation began following the 
enacting of legislation which permitted local farmers to incorporate "meadow companies" 
in order to reclaim area swamps. Each affected f armcr was assessed a fee for the 
construction and maintenance of dikes (banks) and sluice gates (ditches). Over 70 
"meadow bank companies" were eventually located in Salem County , the earliest 
established in 1794. These companies managed to reclaim thousands of acres of 
swampland. Meadow bank farming continued until th.~ .1930s when the banks began to 
wash out owing to heavy rains and high tides. Due to the great expense of maintaining U 
the banks and the lack of qualified laborers, bank companies went out of business and the 



banks were never rebuilt. Consequently, wetlands eventually inundated the former r:elds 
and settlements as well as the ro3ds which led to them (Widmer 1964: 138-139; Heite and 
Heite 1986b; Butcher 1992). 

In addition to the above, it should be mentioned that a U.S. government battery 
was planned at Finns Point as early as 1870, west of the project area. Although 
construction of the batteries began in 1875, it was not until 1896, during the Spanish
American War, that the construction of the existing gun emplacements and associated 
buildings was begun. The system of defensive earthworks came to be known as Fort 
~fort, and was part of a master planned defense of the Delaware River that included Fort 
Delaware, located on nearby Pea Patch Island, and Fort DuPont, located on the Delaware 
mainland. Fort Mott was decommissioned after World War II. It should be noted that 
Fort Delaware served as a prisoner of war camp for confederate soldiers during the Civil 
War. Over 2,000 Confederate soldi.ers are buried at Finns Point National Cemetery 
located just north of Fon Mott. 



RESL1. TS OF BACKGROU~D RESEARCH 

. .\RCHAEOLOGICAL SITES 

Although Skinner and Schrabisch (1913:58-59) and Spier (1915:94) do not make 
any specific reference ro Mill Creek or the project area, they do nore rhe location of 
several village sires bordering Salem Cove in Lower Penns Neck, situated several miles 
to the nonh and south of rhe srudy area. Additionally, it is noted generally that many 
anifacts were reponed from rhe Salem vicinity and that "several hatchets" had been 
recovered from the bottom of Salem Creek. Cross (1941) corroborates this information as 
she depicts many sites located along Salem Creek several miles east/southeast of the 
project area. 

As a result of a more recen} cultural resources investigation (Heite & Heite 
1986a), four archaeological sites were previously recorded on the grounds of the 
Supawna Meadows National Wildlife Refuge in the immediate vicinity of the project area 
(Figure 1). Site 28-Sa-67 consists of a scatter of historic trash, including a rim fragment 

... ' _-.; 
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of an eighteenth-century white saltglaze stoneware planer, a pcarlware ceramic sherd, six 
redware ceramics, a mold-blown purplish glass bottle neck, and two green free-blown 
glass fragments. Site 28-Sa-65 represents the location of a demolished nineteenth-century ( 
house located adjacent and east of Area A, on the opposite side of the dirt farm road. 
Anifacts recovered in this area include nineteenth-century glass and pearlware, 
stoneware, and redware ceramics, a button, and a chert prehistoric core. Although this 
general area was resurveyed during Phase I fieldwork, the only evidence identifying the 
site was a small brick scatter. Another identified trash scatter, Site 28-SA-66, contains 
white earthenware, pearlware, and redware ceramics, glass fragments, and three 
prehistoric ceramics. Additionally, a probable Woodland camp site containing prehistoric 
ceramics and a red chert flake (Site 28-SA-68) was also identified to the project area's 
south. Historic/modern artifacts were also recovered at this location, including a pipestem 
fragment, a piece of pink dressed stone, and several redware and whiteware ceramics 
(Heite & Heite 1986a). Two additional cultural loci in this general vicinity include an 
isolated chcn triangular projectile point and six prehistoric ceramics, a fragment of a 
retouched flake tool, six redware sherds, one modem flowerpot fragment, and one cream- · 
colored earthenware sherd, located south of farmstead complex on the edge of the 
wetlands (Heite & Heite l 986a). 

Based in part on the work of Stewart and Cavallo (1983), environmental settings 
which are associated with the location of Late Archaic through Late Woodland sites in 
the Inner Coastal Plain include: (1) river and marsh associations; (2) junctions of rivers 
with streams; (3) association of marsh with second or higher order streams; (4) junctions 
of first or higher order streams; (~) junctions of second or higher order streams with ~) 
extinct or seasonal drainage patterns; (6) high quality lithic resources; (7) drainage 



headwaters, including springhe:ids; lnd (8) drainage divides associated with active or 
extinct drainage heads. The project area's proximity to wetlands, and the Delaware River 
and its tributaries indicate that this region would have provided an arr:iy of potentially 
exploitable resources to prehistoric groups, primarily those dating to the Archaic and 
Wood.land periods. This is supponed by the documentation of several prehistoric sites in 
the immediate project vicinity. 

HISTORlCAL 

Examination of the files at the Office of New Jersey Heritage and New Jersey 
State Museum indicates that there are two sites listed on the National Register of Historic 
Places located within one mile of the project area (Figure 1): Fon Mon and Finn's Point 
National Cemetery Historic District and Finn's Point Rear Range Light (both listed in 
1978). 

Fon Mon is located on the Delaware River at Finn's Point, six miles from Salem 
and a little over one mile southwest of the project area. The federal government acquired 
the land on which Fort Mott is presently situated from John C. Mason in 1838. As early 

,, as 1870, a fort was planned at this location to complement the construction of Fons 
Dupont and Delaware for protecting the mouth of the Delaware River (Chidley 1977a). 

Construction of a permanent battery at the site began in 1872 and was completed 
in 1878. As a result of the impending Spanish-American War, the fort was redesigned in 
1896, attaining its present form. Fon Mott was named for Major General Gersham Mott, 
a Burlington, New Jersey native and veteran of the Mexican and Civil Wars. The fon had 
a regular garrison until 1922, and a caretaker contingent until 1943. The State of New 
Jersey acquired Fon Mott in 1947 and opened it as a state park four years later (Chidley 
1977a). 

Fon Mott represents a fine example of a period fortification complex exhibiting 
early poured concrete construction. The fort consists of a series of batteries laid out along 
a longitudinal axis. It is surrounded on two sides and along the front by an earthen 
rampart capped by a cement parapet under which are ammunition magazines and a power 
plant. Other features include a pill box southeast of the main battery, a calculating room, 
chiefs battery station, observation stand, gun fire control towers, parados, moat, main 
ammunition magazine, headquarters building (a two-story, 1890 Greek Revival 
structure), ordinance building, and officers quaners. 

In 1863 two acres of the Fort Mott property were set aside for use as a cemetery 
for confederate prisoners who had died while interned at nearby Fort Delaware. Presently, 
Finn's Point National Cemetery contains the graves of 2,436 Confederate, 165 Union, and 
144 other soldiers. As such, it represents the largest Confederate cemetery in the North. 

.., 1 -· 
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The cemetery complex contains a Confederate Monument, Union Monument, and a circa ' 
1920 caretaker's house (Chidley 1977a). 

Finn's Point Rear Range Light, erected in 1876-77 by the Kellogg Bridge 
Company, is composed of a wrought iron skeletal tower (115 feet high) resting on a 
masonry foundation. The tower consists of a platform reached by a cast iron spiral 
staircase enclosed by a wrought iron cylinder. A small, round room, which once served as 
the light apparatus, is situated on top of the cylinder and platform. This light, originally a 
fixed beacon kerosene-vapor light, was operated in conjunction with a shoner front range 
light 1.4 miles to the south. The lighthouse is unusual because of its wrought iron 
construction and its status as a rear range light. The lighthouse was restored in 1983 and 
is now part of the Supawna Meadows National Wildlife Refuge (Chidley 1977b; Taylor 
1986). 

In addition to the above, there ·is a total of 10 structures that were recorded as pan 
of the New Jersey Historic Site Inventory within approximately one mile of the project 
area (Figure 1). The Isaac Johnson House, located southeast of the project area, is a 
frame, two-story Vernacular/Federal residence built in two stages during the early 
eighteenth and early nineteenth century. The William Mecum House, located 
north/northeast of the project area, is a brick, two-story, Vernacular Georgian style 
residence, originally constructed in 1737 as a one-story, gambrel-roofed structure. A 
second story and addition were added in the late eighteenth century. The Cornelius 
Copner House, located nonh/nonheast of the project area, consists of a brick, two-story 
Vernacular residence, built in 1740. The Red Shingle House, located directly across 
Lighthouse Road, is a frame, two-story Vernacular house, originally constructed in 1780. 

Additional unnamed historic structures in the vicinity of the project area include a 
frame, two-story Vernacular square plan house, constructed in the late nineteenth century; 
a frame, two-story, Vernacular L-plan house, built in the mid-nineteenth century; two 
adjacent frame, cross-gabeled, two-story Vernacular square plan double houses, 
constructed in the mid-nineteenth century; a frame, two-story, Vernacular L-plan rurn-of
the-cenrury house; a frame, two-story late nineteenth-century Vernacular L-plan house; 
and a brick, three-story, three bay, Vernacular Greek Revival I-house, constructed in the 
mid-nineteenth century. 

Cartographic Data 

Several historic maps were examined for information concerning the history of 
land use and potential for locating historical sites within the project area. The earliest 
identified map of the area was Stansbie and Kelley's 1849 A Map of the Counties of 
Salem and Gloucester, New Jersey (Figure 4). This rendition indicates that the two 
major roads in the project vicinity, Fort Mott Road to the west and Lighthouse Road to 
the nonh, were already present in their current alignment by this time. In addition, the 
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din fann access road extending south from Lighthouse Road and crossing through the 
project area had also achieved its present form by this period. Three unidentified 
structures are depicted along this road in proximity to the three tested parcels; one is 
located adjacent to the nonheastern section of the project area, east of the road, and m·o 
are clustered adjacent to the project area's south, at the apparent terminus of the road. A 
road is depicted between the project area and the Delaware River shore, extending across 
Baldridge's and Mill Creeks, undoubtedly to exploit the rich meadows for the cultivation 
of salt hay. 

The 1861 Lake and Beers Map of the Vicinity of Philadelphia and Camden 
(Figure 5) depicts two of the aforementioned structures. It assigns the southernmost 
occupation, known as "Pleasant Hill," to "S. Urion." This structure is associated with the 
existing nineteenth-century fannstead located adjacent to the southern ponion of the 
project area. "A.B", assigned to the SJ:ructure to the project area's nonheast, appears to be 
the location of Site 28-Sa-65, a demolished nineteenth-century house and trash scatter 
recorded by Heite and Heite (1986a), directly east of Area A. "A.B." may possibly 
represent another property belonging to "A. Bilderback" who is associated with a 
structure located a shon distance east of the project tract. By this period, meadows or 
marshland occupies only a narrow strip directly along the Delaware River waterfront, 
which attests to the success of the many meadow bank companies in operation by this 
time. 

Information provided by Robert Butcher, Salem County Historian, suggests that 
Samuel Urion (''S. Urion") (1818-1884) occupied the farmstead referred to as Pleasant 
Hill directly south of the project a:~a. Urion was a single farmer in 1850 with land 
holdings of $14,000. He was later married to Elisha Wheaton and had an adoptec 
daughter, Rebecca S. Dunham. Samuel Urion was very active in local politics serving 
several posts during the mid to late nineteenth century, including Freeholder (1854-55), 
Justice of the Peace (1869-1883), member of the Lower Penn's Neck Township 
Committee (1869-1877), and Commissioner of Appeal (1872-1877). Upon his death his 
farmstead passed to his wife, Sarah, who continued to manage the farm until sometime 
after 1900. 

The 1876 Everts and Stewart Combination Atlas Map of Salem and Gloucester 
Counties, N~ Jersey (Figure 6) refers to Samuel Urion's propeny as "S. Orion" and is 
said to number 274 acres. Although the above referenced "A.B." structure is no longer 
present by this period, three additional structures are situated directly west of the project 
area. Similar to the 1861 Lake and Beers map, the 1876 rendition depicts marshland only 
along the Delaware River watetfront. 

By 1904, the din farm road traversing the project area had joined a network of 
roads leading to the lighthouse, situated along the nonhern Delaware River shore to the 
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project area's south (Figure 7). This map also provides clues to the recession of the 
marshland as it depicts an extensive network of ditches and banks used to drain the ireJ 
for cultivation. This system of "meadow banking'' resulted in the eventual reclaiming of 
several thousands of acres of swampland for agricultural purposes. 

A comparison of the 1904 and 1951 USGS quadrangles reveals the extensive 
areas south of the project tract that had been inundated by the mid-rv.:entieth century, 
especially along Mill Creek (Figures 7 and 8). As noted earlier, this was a direct 
consequence of the "washing out" of the meadow banks during the 1930s and the 
subsequent flooding of fonner fields, roads, and senlernents. A close inspection of the 
1951 USGS quadrangle clearly indicates the remnants of the roads and ditches which 
once drained this general area. By 1970, the extent of the marshland had significantly 
been increased in this location owing, in part, to the growth of phragmites (Figure 1). 

PREVIOUS ARCHAEOLOGIC.A.L RESEARCH 

Five previous archaeological surveys have been undertaken in proximity to the 
project area (Figure 1). These include the following: Stage I Cultural Resource Survey 
for Proposed Sanitary Facilities in Seven New Jersey State Parks (Rotsch & Morrell 
1979); Preliminary Cultural Resource Reconnaissance Investigation in connection with 
Comprehensive Navigation Study, Delaware River, Delaware and New Jersey (Heite & 
Heite 1986a); Cultural Resource Investigation at New Cut, Salem River, in Connection 
with Proposed Dredging of Salem River, City of Salem, Elsinsboro Township, and 
Pennsville Township, Salem County, New Jersey (Heite & Heite 1986b); Submerged 
Cultural Resources Investigations, Delaware River, Main Navigational Channel, 
Philadelphia, PA. to Artificial Island, NJ. (Cox 1988); and Phase // Underwater 
Archaeological Testing of Anomaly SR OJ, Salem River, Salem County, New Jersey, Final 
Report (Irion 1992). The limited examination of Fort Mott State Park involved a 
background study of site files, historic maps, and early histories of Salem County. 
Conclusions of the study are limited and suggest only that the area of Fort Mott was 
bordered by a wetland environment to its southeast and occupied a higher level in the past 
than at present. 

As previously noted, the Delaware River navigation study (Heite & Heite 1986a) 
resulted in the identification of several archaeological sites located within the immediate 
vicinity of the project area, on the grounds of the Supawna Meadows National Wildlife 
Refuge. The project encompassed thirteen proposed disposal areas along the Delaware 
River, and generally involved pedestrian, windshield. and aerial surveys. The New Cut 
proposed dredge disposal project encompassed a boat and pedestrian reconnaissance, as 
well as shovel testing. Although no significant cultural resources were identified, the high 
ground of the island created by the New Cut was concluded to possess a high probability 
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for containing the remains of early Euro-American settlements (Heite & Heite 1986b: 1 

09-10). 

Founeen locations were considered during the submerged cultural resources study 
in the Delaware River channel, between Artificial Island and League Island (Cox 1988). 
The SUI\ley involved a magnetometer and side-scan sonar analysis of underwater targets. 
Sixty-four targets were identified in the project area, six of which produced a signature 
indicative of significant cultural remains. Phase IT testing of anomaly SR 01 was 
undertaken to assess the nature of a previously identified magnetic target located in the 
Salem River (Irion 1992).The project involved a magnetometer survey for an area 
totalling over 300,000 square feet. The anomaly proved to be a low-intensity disturbance 
with two ridges of positive deflection separated by a low-intensity corridor. A Phase II 
underwater investigation reve;.. .:!d that the target was produced by a natural exposure of 
glacial-borne, iron-bearing cobbles. A modern steel anchor, which was considered to be . 
insignificant, was the only cultural item found in the target area. 

( \ 
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ARCHAEOLOG IC..U. FIELD I:\ v "ES TI GA TIO NS 

FIELD ~1ETHOOOLOGY 

GAI's Phase I archaeological investigation of the Salem River :\avigation study 
area consisted of a pedestrian reconnaissance and the systematic excavation of 183 shovel 
rest pits placed within three parcels located in the west-central portion of the Supawna 
~eadows National Wildlife Refuge (Areas A, B, and C) (Figures 1 and 9). Subsurface 
testing in each of the three upland areas consisted of the investigation of a staggered, 15-
rneter (50-foot) systematic shovel test pit grid (systematic unaligned) across open, 
recently mowed areas; two judgmental shovel probes were also excavated in the wooded 
margins of Area B. Excessively wet locations and areas covered by phragmites (i.e., 
wetlands) were excluded from subsurface testing. Of the total of 183 shovel test pits 
excavated during Phase I fieldwork, iOl were placed in Area A; 28 in Area B, and 54 in 
Area C (Figure 9). 

Fieldwork was conducted from September 17 to September 21, 1992, in the three 
upland areas (ca. 9 acres) scheduled for wetland creation. The goal of Phase I fieldwork 
was to identify the presence, nature, and extent of all cultural resources and/or features 
within the project area that will be subject to impacts, and to evaluate, if possible, their 
potential eligibility for nomination to the National Register of Historic Places. 
Archaeological investigations followed procedures recommended by the Office of K ::- . 
Jersey Heritage Guidelines for Archaeological Investigations (McCanhy 1984; revised 
Office of New Jersey Heritage 12/10/90), and the Department of Interior's Standards and 
Guidelines/or Archaeology and Historic Preservation (1983). 

Shovel test pits (STP) measured approximately 50 x 50 cm (ca. one foot in 
diameter) and were excavated by natural soil stratigraphy, as determined by soil color 
(Munsell) and texture. In all cases, STPs were dug to culturally sterile soils. In several 
locations, the base of shovel test pits were augured in order to penetrate the sandy C 
horizon, which was generally encountered at 80+ cm below ground surf ace. Pleistocene 
surfaces were observed generally at the interface of the B and C Horizons throughout the 
project areas. 

All excavated soils were screened through 1/4-inch hardware mesh. Standardized shovel 
test pit forms containing provenience data, depth of soil horizons, soil descriptions, and a 
list of any recovered artifacts were completed for each excavation. All shovel test pits 
were backfilled at the completion of the excavations. All artifacts recovered from these 
excavations were placed in bags and labeled with appropriate provenience information. 
The locations of all excavations were referenced to available landmarks and noted on 
project area maps with the use of a compass and metric hand tapes. Field conditions 
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and representative soil profiles were recorded with color slides and black-and-white 
prints. 

In addition to the above, a nineteenth-century fann complex located adjacent to 
the southern end of the project area was recorded (Figure 9). This included general 
background research, photo-documentation, architectural description, completion of an 
Office of New Jersey Heritage architectural survey form, and a detennination of its 
potential National Register eligibility. Since this area was not scheduled to be impacted as 
a result of the proposed wetland project, no subsurface testing was conducted in this 
location. 

FINDINGS 

GAI's excavation of 183 shovel test pits resulted in the identification of three 
prehistoric sites (28-Sa-121 through 123) and the recovery of 92 prehistoric and 64 
historic/modern artifacts (Appendices B and C) (Figure 10). Table 1, below, indicates 
that approximately 97 percent of all Phase I prehistoric artifacts were recovered from the 
plowzone; only one pottery sherd and two pieces of debitage were recovered from sub
plowzone contexts. As shown in Table 2, lithic debris included a variety of raw material 
types such as chert, jasper, silicificd. sandstone, quanz, quanzite, and chalcedony. The 
greatest concentration of prehistoric artifacts (55%) occurred in Area B (Site 28-Sa-122), 
the smallest of the three investigated parcels. This included 23 lithic dcbitage, one fire
cracked rock, and 27 pottery sherds. This was followed by Arca C (Site 28-Sa-123) which 
contained one biface, 10 pieces of debitagc, and 19 pottery sherds (33%). Although the 
largest of the three parcels, Area A (Site 28-Sa-121) yielded the lowest number of 
prehistoric artifacts (12%); these include one biface, one Levanna point (Late Woodland), 
eight lithic debitage, and one pottery sherd. 

Table 1: Stratigraphic Distribution of Prehistoric Artifacts. 

Debris Tools Ceramics Totals 

Plowzone 
Sub-Plowzone 
Total 

n % n 
5.12 

2 4.88 0 
41 100 3 

0 
100 

1 
47 

Table 2. Distribution of Raw Material Classes for Debris. 
Yellow/ 

Debris Dark/Gr Grey Light Chert Caram! Jasper 
Chert Chert Chert r 

# 5 1 1 2 4 
Percent 15.4 2.4 2.4 4.9 14.6 9.8 

n % 
.7 

3 3.3 
91 100 

Red 
Jasper 

(heated) 
1 

2.4 
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Table 2. Distribution of Raw ~aterial Classes for Debris. (Cont.) 

Debris Grainy Smth Black/ 
Jasper Jasper Grey 

Chalcny 
# 1 1 3 

Percent 2.4 2.4 7.3 

Onho- Silicified 
Quan quanze Sandstne Total 

8 
20.5 

2 4 39 
5.1 9.8 99.4 

Note: Tables do not include an obsidian
likc flake from STP 89 

A majority (55%) of the 64 historic/modem artifacts recovered during Phase I 
fieldwork consist of ceramic tablewares (n=15), cinders/slag (n=12), and small brick 
fragments (n=8). The remaining d~bris include small quantities of bottle, window, and 
miscellaneous glass, and miscellaneous metal. Fifty-five per cent of all historic/ modem 
anifacts were collected from Area A (n= 35); Areas B and C yielded 10 (15%) and 19 
(30%) historic/modem artifacts, respectively. With one possible exception in Area B, no 
evidence of intact stratified deposits or potentially important historic or prehistoric 
archaeological features was identified. Representative soils identified in the three 
investigated areas are illustrated in Figure 11 and closely resemble the soil types mapped 
for the project area (Powley 1969). The artifact inventory is presented in Appendix B. 
Brief descriptions of the soils and artifacts encountered in the various testing segments 
are presented below. 

Tes ting in Area A 

Area A consists of a relatively flat parcel of fallow land surrounded by a dirt farm 
road to the east. wooded areas to the nonh and south, and phragmites to the west (i.e., 
wetlands) (Photograph 1). As shown in Figure 9, a total of 90 staggered shovel test pits, 
placed at 50-foot intervals, and 11 ancillary STPs were excavated in this area. Soils 
encountered in Arca A were generally consistent across the parcel and closely resemble 
the Mattapex silt loam (MqA) soils recorded by the USDA for the study area (Powley 
1969:24). This included a plowzone which ranged from yellowish-brown (lOYRS/4) to 
brown to dark brown (10YR4/3) silt loam (Figure 11), which generally extended to 
depths of 14 to 30 cm below ground surface (bgs); atypically deep plowzone strata were 
recorded in STPs A3 l and A40, where it extended to depths of 35 and 40 cm bgs, 
respectively. 

The plowzone stratum was underlain by a dark yellowish-brown (10YR4/6) or 
yellowish-brown (10YR5/4 - 5/6, 5/8) silt loam or clay loam B horizon that generally 
extended to depths of 55 to 65 cm bgs. In STP A 73, this stratum extended to the base of 
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Photograph 1: General view of Area A, facing nonh. Photographed by Benjamin 
Resnick on September 17, 1992. 
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excavation at 110 cm bgs. Several shovel test pits (e.g. A7-9) contained a third stratum of'< 
yellowish-brown (10YR5/6) silty clay loam that extended from about 40 cm to the base 
of excavation at 65 cm bgs. This stratum was also observed in augur samples from STPs 
A69 and A39; in the latter unit it extended down to 98 cm bgs. The upper face of the 
sandy C horizon was also exposed in STPs A10-Al2 at depths ranging from 76 to 121 cm 
bgs. Deep probing of STP A50 exposed the yellowish-red (5YR5/8) sandy C horizon at a 
depth of 135 cm bgs. In all cases, excavation extended an additional 25 to 35 cm below 
the deepest point of artifact recovery. As discussed below, all of the prehistoric artifacts 
from Area A were produced from plowzone contexts. As indicated in Appendix B, only 
one brick fragment and two cinders were found below the plowzone (STPs A9, A26, :ind 
A41). 

The recovery of prehistoric artifacts in Area A (Site 28-Sa-121) was mainly 
restricted to locations immediately adjacent to the existing fann access road (Figure 10) . 
(Appendix B). Artifacts from this zone include one prehistoric ceramic, one dark gray 
chert flake, and one yellow jasper flake from STP All (plowzone), and one dark gray 
chert flake from STP A13 (plowzone). An ancillary shovel test pit excavated 16 feet (4.8 
meters) nonh of STP All contained a Late Woodland period Levanna point, made of 
jasper (Figure 12), and two historic ceramics, both of which were produced from the 
plowzone. A second ancillary STP excavated 16 feet (4.8 meters) west of Al 1 yielded , 
one dark gray cortical, chert flake and one jasper flake, also from the plowzone. Of two 
ancillary STPs excavated 16 feet (4.8 meters) north and west of A13, only one contained 
prehistoric artifacts, in the form of one caramel jasper flake and one mollusc shell 
fragment 

In addition to the recovery of prehistoric artifacts near STPs A 11 and A 13, two 
isolated flakes were recovered from the plowzone in STPs Al and A35. Two ancillary 
STPs excavated 16 feet (4.8 meters) to the east and west of STP A35 were sterile. 
Finally, one heat-modified red chert biface was recovered from the plow-zone in STP 
A 73 (Figure 12). Two ancillary STPs excavated to the north and south of the find-spot 
were sterile. 

Comparatively few historic/modern artifacts (n=35) were recovered from Area A 
(Appendix B). These include a thin scatter of 14 ceramic tablewares, four cinder/slag 
fragments, and six small brick fragments. Of these 14 highly fragmented ceramics, seven 
were whitewarc, five were redware, and two were yellowwarc, spanning the period from 
the early nineteenth century through the present The remaining historic/modern debris 
includes small quantities of bottle, window, and miscellaneous glass, miscellaneous 
metal, and coal. 
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Testing in Area B 

Like Area A, Area B consists of a flat, open fallow parcel surrounded by dense 
stands of phragmites and deciduous trees (Photograph 2). As shown in Figure 9, 26 
staggered shovel test pits, placed at 50-foot intervals, and two ancillary STPs were 
excavated in Area B. Soils were generally consistent across the parcel and closely 
resemble the Ytanapex silt loam (MqA) soils recorded by the USDA for this area (Powley 
1969:24). Most soil profiles in Area B consisted of a brown to dark brown (10YR4/3) or 
brown (10YR5/3) silt loam plowzone that generally extended to depths of 20 to 30 cm 
bgs; a relatively deep plowzone was recorded in STP B 1, which extended to 36 cm 
bgs.(Figure 11). 

In general, the plowzone was underlain by a yellowish-brown (10YR5/6 & 5/8) or 
strong brown (7.5YR4/6) sandy silt loam or silty clay loam B horizon that extended to 
depths of 55 to 68 cm bgs. Several Shovel test pits (e.g. B 10, B 11 and 826) contained a 
third stratum of yellowish-brown (10YR5/8 & 516) silty clay loam that extended from 
about 44 cm to the base of excavation at 55-60+ cm bgs. Deep coring of STP B 18 
exposed the strong brown (7 .5YR4/6) sandy C horizon from 81 cm to the base of 
excavation at 97 cm bgs. The upper face of the sandy C horizon was also exposed in STP 
B25 at 45 cm bgs to the base of excavation at 62 cm bgs. In all cases, excavation 
extended an additional 25 to 40 cm below the deepest point of anifact recovery. As 1 

discussed below, nearly all Area B anifacts were recovered from plowzone contexts 
(Appendix B). Only one window glass fragment (STP B12) was recovered below the 
plowzone. 

Phase I shovel testing in Area B revealed a low-density, spatially extensive scatter 
of prehistoric artifacts from the plowzone (Site 28-Sa-122) (Appendix B). As shown in 
Figure 10, 19 of the 28 systematically staggered shovel test pits contained prehistoric 
material ( 68% ). Although no artifact concentrations were identified in this area, there was 
a continuous horizontal distribution of lithics and ceramics across the testing zone. Of the 
51 prehistoric artifacts recovered from Area B, 49 (96%) were collected from the 
plowzone or upper soil horizon contexts. STP B9 contained a small opaque, black 
"obsidian-like" flake from the plowzone, in addition to one quartz flake and one cortical 
jasper flake below the plowzone. Twenty-seven of the 51 prehistoric artifacts (53%) from 
the parcel consisted of pottery sherds, several of which were cord-marked or exhibited 
other surface treatments. Abrasion has reduced the visibility of decoration in most cases. 
Except for one small, grit-tempered broad-band, incised, cord-marked sherd from STP B3 
(plowzone), tentatively identified as Minguannan (Late Woodland) (Figure 12), all Phase 
I prehistoric ceramics were undiagnostic (Griffith and Custer 1985 :5-12; Custer 1987: 13-
27). Lithic debris (22 flakes and one block) constitute the second most frequent artifact 
type, comprising 47% of the prehistoric inventory. Additionally, a single fragment of fire-



Photograph 2: General view of Area B, facing west. Photographed by Benjamin 
Resnick on September 17, 1992. 
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cracked rock was recovered from the plowzone of STP B8, along with one grit-tempered 
pottery sherd. 

Given the widespread distribution of anifacts across Area B, no systematic 
ancillary shovel testing was conducted around the original find spots. However, two 
ancillary STPs were excavated 16 feet (4.8 m) south and west of STP B 1-+, which 
contained an anomalous concentration of charcoal, burned organic material, and a 
possible ochre fragment at the plowzone/B Horizon interface (Photograph 3). ~o 

anifacts were recovered from this soil stain. One of the ancillary STPs (B 14- 16 feet 
south) contained prehistoric artifacts, including one quanz flake and one grit-tempered 
pottery sherd; these artifacts were recovered from the plowzone along with two glass 
fragments. The other ancillary STP contained only one threaded glass finish. Following 
the documentation of the feature, the STP was backfilled. 

A single STP (B25) was excavated in the wooded zone south of Area B, to 
determine whether an intact portion of the site extended into this area. It exhibited no 
evidence of a plowzone and contained an upper intact, but sterile humus which extended 
from the surface to 10 cm bgs. This stratum was underlain by a brown (lOYR 5/3) silt 
loam (A Horizon, 10-35 bgs) which contained one gray chalcedony flake and two grit
tempered prehistoric ceramics. A sterile brown (10YR5/3) silt loam, containing strong 
brown (7.5YR4/6) silt loam mottles and sterile strong brown (7.5YR4/6) silty clay loam, 
was encountered below the A Horizon; it extended to the base of excavation at 62 cm bgs. 

As with Area A, comparatively few historic/modern artifacts (n=lO) were 
recovered from Area B (Appendix B). These include two miscellaneous glass fragments, 
three bottle and one window glass fragment, one lead-glazed redware body sherd, one 
sma: ·rick fragment, and one unidentified concretion. Except for a single window glass 
frag .... nt collected from the B horizon in STP Bl2, all of these anifacts were produced 
from the plowzone. 

Tes ting in Area C 

Area C comprises a large, relatively open fallow field surrounded by deciduous trees and 
phragmitcs (Photograph 4). As shown in Figure 9, 38 staggered shovel test pits, placed 
at 50-foot intervals, and 16 ancillary STPs were excavated in Area C. Similar to Areas A 
and B, soils were generally consistent throughout the parcel and closely resemble the 
Mattapex silt loam (MqA+ MqB) soils recorded by the USDA for this area (Powley 
1969:24). Most soil profiles in Area C contained an uppermost plowzone of yellowish-

,.., 
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Photograph 3: South wall profile of anomalous soil stain in STP Bl4 (plowzone-B 
horizon interface). Facing south. Photographed by Joel S. Dzodin on 
September 19, 1992. 

Photograph 4: General view of Arca C, facing west Photographed by Joel S. Dzodin on 
September 19, 1992. 
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brown (10YR5/4), dark yellowish-brown (10YR4/4), or brown (10YR5/3) silt loam. 
which extended to depths of 21 to 26 cm bgs (Figure 11). A relatively deep plowzone 
stratum was observed in STPs Cl 1 and C31, extending to 31 cm bgs. 

The plowzone was generally underlain by a yellowish-brown (10YR5/6 & 5/8) or 
dark yellowish-brown (10YR4./6) silt loam or silty clay loam B horizon that extended to 

the base of shovel test pits at depths of 55 to 68 cm bgs. Hand-auguring of several STPs 
(i.e., Cl, C9, Cl5, Cl9, C23, C30, C34) exposed two or more underlying soil horizons. 
This includes a light yellowish-brown (10YR6/4) or dark yellowish-brown (10YR4/6) silt 
loam or silty clay loam (70-110 cm bgs) superimposing a dark yellowish-brown 
(10YR4/4) to light brownish-gray (10YR6/2) sandy C horizon, the upper face of which 
was exposed at depths of 79 to 142 cm bgs. In all cases, excavation was extended an 
additional 25 to 40 cm below the deepest point of artifact recovery. As discussed below, 
artifacts in Area C were almost entir~ly restricted to the plow-zone, with the exception of 
a single prehistoric pottery sherd recovered in the B horizon (STP C24). In addition, 
prehistoric artifacts were recovered from the interface of the plowzone/B horizon in STPs 
Cl9, C25, C35, and C37. 

. ' tt 

f) 

A low-density artifact scatter (Site 28-Sa-123), almost exclusively limited to the 
plowzone (99% ), was focused in the northern half of Area C (Appendix B) (Figure 10). 
Eight of the 38 staggered shovel test pits contained prehistoric material (i.e., 21 % ). An 

1 

additional 16 ancillary STPs were excavated around find spots at STPs C23-C26, C34, 
and C37; an ironstone biface was recovered from the plowzone of STP C34 (Figure 12). 
Although a possible flake recovered from STP C23 was later identified as a slag 
fragment, an ancillary shovel test pit placed in the area (C23, 16 feet south) contained a 
prehistoric pottery sherd, one heat-altered chert flake, a cinder, and one miscellaneous 
metal fragment from the plowzone. Twenty of the 30 prehistoric artifacts from the parcel 
(66.6%) consisted of pottery sherds, none of which were diagnostic. Lithic debris (nine 
flakes and one block) represent the second most frequent artifact category and account for 
33% of the Area C prehistoric artifact inventory. 

Comparatively few historic/modem artifacts (n=l9) were recovered from Area C; 
these include five pieces of slag, three cinders. one fragment each of bonle, window, and 
miscellaneous glass. and single specimens of bone, brick, a nail, and a concretion 
(Appendix B). All of this debris was recovered from the plowzone. 



FARM COMPLEX 

As noted earlier a fann complex, associated with Samuel Urion during the mid
nineteenth century, is located at the end of a din road adjacent to the southern portion of 
the project area. It was occupied by the "Hill Brothers" until the early 1960s, who 
operated a slaughter/meat business at this time (Butcher 1992: personal communication). 
The farmstead resembles a variation of a linear, bisected plan, and consists of a 
farmhouse, well, barn/cottage, large frame barn, garage, and privy (Appendix D; Figure 
13 ). 

The farmhouse is a 5x2-bay, two and one-half story, Vernacular, central hall, I
house with two internal end brick chimneys, dormers, and a kitchen lean-to addition, 
located along the east elevation (Photographs S and 6). The aluminum-sided dwelling 
contains an asphalt· shingled, gable roof, two-over-two sash, and cemented stone 
(granite) and brick foundation; the kitchen addition contains a concrete block foundation. 
Enclosed double doors with broken transom lights are located along the north facade of 
the dwelling indicating that it once served as the front of the building. 

A close inspection of the dwelling's basement was conducted in order to help interpret 
the construction sequence of the building. Based on this cursory analysis, it appears that 
the dwelling may have been constructed in three stages. The identification of hand-hewn 
sills beneath two rooms, exclusively in association with a brick floor and cemented stone 
foundation in the dwelling's center, suggests that this is the original structure. This section 
of the building may conceivably date from as early as the eighteenth century. It is also 
imponant to note that the location of a bay window on the northern facade of the structure 
(Victorian addition) corresponds to a brick foundation and concrete floor identified in the 
basement. The kitchen addition is the only part of the house that contains a concrete 
foundation and probably dates to the early twentieth century. 

Two stairways are located in the dwelling; one is situated in the center or original 
pan of the structure and another (spiral-like) staircase is situated at the east end of the 
house, adjacent to the kitchen addition. Although most of the fireplaces are Victorian in 
character, it is worthwhile to note that a fireplace mantel in the attic exhibits punch-and
gouge wo~ popular during the mid-nineteenth century. 



Photograph 5: Nonh and east facades, farmhouse, facing south. Notice kitchen addition 
along east facade. Photographed by Benjamin Resnick on September 17, 
1992. 

Photograph 6: South facade, farmhouse, facing nonh. Photographed by Benjamin 
Resnick on September 17, 1992. 



The large frame barn is a transverse, 3x3-bay, venical plank structure set on l 

concrete pier foundation with corrugated tin roof; in some places, the barn sills are set 
directly on the ground surf ace (Photographs 7 and 8). This structure appears to date to the 
mid-to-late nineteenth to early twentieth century, and is situated at the end of the dirt road 
which traverses the project area, a short distance to the south of the fannhouse. It appears 
that the nonhern elevation of the structure is original, as it contains sockets for floor joists 
and center posts set directly in the ground. Moreover, the nonhwest corner of the 
structure contains a pegged corner post and downbrace. An apparent addition, located to 
the south, contains center posts set into concrete piers and a concrete and cinderblock 
foundation, which also constitute a portion of the siding. Wooden pegs were observed in 
both the original barn section and its addition. Two large doors are located along the 
nonh and east facades of the structure, in addition to an embrasure in the upper gable end 
to accommodate the loft. 

The barn/cottage is a gable-roofed structure that is located directly across from the 
f annhouse, on the opposite side of the dirt road (Photograph 9). The barn, which 
comprises the original structure, is situated in the central ponion of the building. It is 
wooden-pegged in several locations and contains clapboard siding, an asphalt-shingled 
roof, and two large doors positioned along its west elevation. A portion of its interior was 
modified for use as a cooler for the Hill Brothers' meat business (chickens, hogs, turkey), 
sometime in the early twentieth century (Butcher 1992: personal communication). An 
apparent chicken pen is attached to the structure's northern elevation. The cottage is a 
modern residential, lean-to addition, located along the south facade of the structure; it 
contains a concrete foundation, aluminum siding, and a corrugated tin roof. This section 
was constructed to house seasonal employees of the Supawna Meadows National Wildlife 
Refuge. An earlier and smaller lean-to addition, containing a brick chimney at its 
nonheast corner, is situated along the east facade of the structure. 

In addition to the above, a covered well is situated directly behind or south of the 
f annhouse. Located a bit funher to the south is a two-seater, cinderblock privy containing 
a concrete foundation and a sheet tin over plank roof (Photograph 10). The privy was 
apparently used well into the twentieth century; i.e., until the early 1950s (Butcher 1992: 
personal communication). Other structures/features located-within the farmstead include a 
modern aluminum-sided garage, situated between the farmhouse and the large frame 
barn, and two circular concrete pads that ostensibly served as silo foundations. 



. 
Photograph 7: Overview, large frame barn and modem garage, pond in foreground. facing 

northwest. Photographed by Benjamin Resnick on September 17, 1992. 

( 
\ 

Photograph 8: Interior, large frame barn, facing southwest. Photographed by Benjamin \ __ ) 
Resnick on September 17, 1992. 



Photograph 9: West elevation, barn/cottage, facing nonheast. Cottage addition is to right 
of photograph. Photographed by Benjamin Resnick on September 17, 
1992. 

Photograph 10: East and south elevation, cinder-block privy, facing nonhwest. 
Photographed by Benjamin Resnick on September 17, 1992. 
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Sl.TMMARY 

GAI's Phase I archaeological survey of the Salem River !'I avigation Study area 
consisted of a pedestrian reconnaissance of three upland areas (i.e., fallow fields) and the 
systematic excavation of 183 shovel test pits. Based on the recovery of low-density 
plowzone assemblages containing ceramics and lithic debris, three prehistoric sites were 
identified (Sites 28-Sa-121 through 123), one in each field tested. Despite its small size, 
Area B (Site 28-Sa-122) contained the largest number of prehistoric artifacts recovered 
during Phase I fieldwork. This includes 23 pieces of lithic debitage, one fire-cracked 
rock, and 27 pottery sherds. The recovery of a Levanna point from Area A and cord
marked pottery from Area B both suggest a Late Woodland cultural affiliation for these 
sites. Except for a concentration of charcoal, burned organic material, and a possible 
ochre fragment at the plowzone/B horizon interface (STP B 14), no potentially significant 
soil anomalies or cultural features were identified. It should be noted, however, that STPs 
placed in a wooded area near Arca B suggest that an intact portion of the site may be 
present at this location. 
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CONCLUSIO:'.'iS A~TI REC0~1L\.1E~TIA TIONS 

This repon presents a Phase I cultural resources investigation of the Salem River 
:.:avig3.tion Study Area located in the Supawna Meadows National Wild.life Refuge, 
Salem County, New Jersey. This study was undena.ken by GAI Consultants, Inc. of 
Monroeville, Pennsylvania for the U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, Philadelphia District, 
in connection with a proposed wetland creation and restoration project. The proposed 
undenaking calls for the mitigation of shallow and wetland areas lost as a result of 
improvements to the Salem River channel. The mitigation site, located at the headwaters 
of an unnamed creek, includes approximately 15 acres, 9 acres of which are in uplands 
and are to be transformed into estuarine intertidal emergent wetlands. Three fallow fields 
constitute the uplands and it is these areas that were the subject of the archaeological 
study. Geomorphological testing of existing project area wetlands (ca. 6 acres) 
determined that these areas are typical of an Estuarine Type marsh and were formed as a 
result of recent accumulation of sediments in stream channels and estuarine meanders. 
Consequently, they do not represent potentially habitable surfaces for historic or 
prehistoric sites and were not tested. Goals of the Phase I study were to identify all 
prehistoric, historic, and historic architectural remains within the project area that will be 
subject to impacts, and to evaluate, if possible, their potential National Register of 
fiistoric Places eligibility. 

Initially the Phase I study involved documentary research, including a review of 
canographic sources, cultural resource survey repons, and site record files, in order to 
determine the potential of the project area for containing archaeological and historical 
remains. These background investigations suggested that the project area's proximity to 
wetlands, and the Delaware River and its tributaries would have provided an array' of 
potentially exploitable resources to prehistoric groups, primarily those dating to the 
Archaic and Woodland periods. Although cultivation may have altered the integrity of 
sites, a high potential exists for locating potentially significant prehistoric archaeological 
resources. Additionally, the documentation of several nineteenth-century farmsteads 
within the immediate vicinity of the project area suggests the potential for locating 
historic architectural and/or historic archaeological remains. 

The Phase I field testing strategy was implemented following consultations with 
Michael Swanda of the Philadelphia District, and included the examination of three 
spatially segregated fallow fields, measuring approximately 9 acres. These areas were 
investigated via a pedestrian reconnaissance and the excavation of 183 systematic shovel 
test pits. Additionally, a nineteenth-century farm complex located at the southern end of 
the project area was documented. This included general background research, photo
documentation, architectural description, completion of an Office of New Jersey Heritage 
architectural survey form, and a determination of its potential National Register 

:: 1 -. 



eligibility. Since this area was not scheduled to be impacted as a result of the proposed 
wetland project, no subsurface testing was conducted in this location. 

Phase I fieldwork resulted in the identification of three prehistoric sites (one in 
each of the three testing parcels, Areas A, B, and C, Sites 28-Sa-121 through 123). These 
sites were identified on the basis of low-density plowzone assemblages containing lithic 
and ceramic debris. Despite its small size, Area B (Site 28-Sa-122) contained the largest 
number of prehistoric artifacts recovered during fieldwork and included 23 pieces of 
lithic debitage, one fire-cracked rock, and 27 pottery sherds. Diagnostic artifacts include 
one jasper Levanna point from Area A (Site 28-Sa-121) and one cord-marked pottery 
sherd from Area B, tentatively identified as Minguannan; these were recovered from 
plowzone contexts and suggest a Late Woodland period cultural affiliation. Although 
additional Phase II archaeological research is necessary to place these sites in their 
appropriate chronological and functi9nal context, based on the artifacts recovered to date, 
it appears that they may represent a series of procurement camps dating to the Late 
Woodland period. It is likely that they were formerly associated with the exploitation of 
wetland and wetland-related resources such as deer and mast. 

-"" ""< 

In general, few historic/modem artifacts were recovered during the course of 
fieldwork. These include a diffuse historic/modern assemblage containing small r 

'· quantities of ceramics (i.e., whiteware, redware), cinder/slag, brick fragments, bottle, 
window and miscellaneous glass, miscellaneous metal, and coal, which date collectively 
from the early nineteenth century to the present No historic period fearures or potentially 
significant historic cultural deposits were identified during the Phase I archaeological 
survey. These items are likely related to the manuring of the fields; as such, they do not 
represent a historic archaeological site per sc. Therefore, no additional work is 
recommended for the historic/modern component identified within the project areas. 

Except for a possible feature identified in STP Bl4, no potentially significant soil 
anomalies or cultural features were identified in the three study parcels. The soil anomaly 
consisted of an otherwise sterile concentration of charcoal, burned organic material, and a 
possible ochre fragment identified at the plowzone/B Horizon interface. One of two 
ancillary STPs placed in this area contained prehistoric artifacts from the plowzone, 
including one quanz flake, one pottery sherd, and two glass fragments. It is wonhwhile 
to mention that STPs placed in a wooded area near Area B (Site 28-Sa-122) suggest that 
an intact portion of the site may be present at this location. 

In addition to the above a nineteenth-century farmstead, known as "Pleasant Hill" 
was documented during the course of the Phase I survey. It consists of a farmhouse, well, 
barn/cottage, large frame barn, garage, and privy, and is located at the end of the din 
road, adjacent to and south of the project area. Based on the architectural qualities of the 
fannhouse (Vernacular, five-bay, I-house) and large frame barn, in conjunction with its 



association with Samuel Urion, a prominent local public servant during the mid to lJte 
nineteenth century, the fann complex is considered potentially eligible for inclusion in the 
:\"ational Register of Historic Places. If at a later date any of the fann buildings or 
associated grounds are to be impacted, a Phase I archaeological survey and additional 
architectural research is highly recommended. 

In conclusion, based on the identification of three prehistoric archaeological sites 
during Phase I fieldwork, GA! recommends that the U.S. Anny Corps, Philadelphia 

District, avoid proposed impacts to these resources. If this is not feasible, Phase rr 
investigations are recommended. Although nearly all artifacts were recovered from the 
plowzone, this does not rule out the possibility of identifying intact subswface features at 
the site. The goals of the Phase II archaeological investigation include: (1) obtaining a 
larger sample to define the sites' overall size, orientation, and chronology; (2) identifying 
potential areas containing intact cultural deposits; and (3) if possible, determining the 
temporal and spatial patterning of activities represented at the sites. These goals will help 
determine the sites' potential for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places. 
GA! recommends the use of several strategies in evaluating these sites involving a 
combination of surf ace collection, mechanical stripping of the plowzone, and subsurface 
testing including the sampling, profiling, and excavation of possible features. Particular 
attention should be paid to Area B, where a possible feature was identified at the 
plowzone/B horizon interface. 
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APPENDIX A 

REPRESENTATIVE SOIL PROFILES, GEOMORPHOLOGICAL TESTING, 
AREA A 
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SOIL DESCRIPTION BY: D. L. Cremeens 

HORIZON I SOIL COVER 
DEPTH "ATRIX MOTTLING I 
{cm} I I 

Ap Brown (10YI 4/3) 
0·25 

BE Yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) and light 
25·40 yellowish brown (10YR 6/4) 

Bt1 Yellowish brown (10YR 5/6) 
40·62 

Bt2 Yellowish brown (10YR 5/6) with few 
6Z·n pr011inent grayish brown CZ.SY 5/2) 

and light brownish gray (2.5Y 6/Z 
110tt les> 

2BC Strong brown (7.5YR 5/6) with few 
n-100 pr011inent light brownish gray (10YR 

6/2) and few faint strong brown 
(7.5YR 5/8) 11c>ttles 

ADDITIONAL NOTES: 

TEST NUMBER Area A 
1 

TEXTURE I STRUCTURE 
I 

Silt loam Weak, medhn 
gronulor 

SI l t loom Weak, mcdiun 
ploty 

Silt 10&111 Moderate, 
med ha 
subangulor 
block 

Silt loam Modcrete, 
inedi lall 

slbangular 
blocky 

Loam Weak, inediun 
slbangular 
blocky 

GAi CONSULTANTS, INC. , 
EW---·'~EERS, GEOLOGISTS, PLANNERS & ENVIRONMENTAL SPEC( ;:1sTS 
~ 570 BEATTY ROAD, MONROEVILLE, PA 15146 . 

DATE: 
LOCATION: 

I CONSISTENCE I 

Very friable 

frioble 

Friable 
. 

Friable 

Very friable 

Project 90-300-20 

9/19-192 
Salem Wetlands 

BOUNDARY I COMMENTS 

Abrupt, wavy 

Clear Very few, very 
foint brown 
( 10YR 4/J) 
clay films 

Clear Coomon, distinct 
brown 
(7.5YR 4/4) 
cloy films 

Gradual Coomon, distinct 
dark yellowish 
brown 
C10YR 4/4) clay 
films 
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SOIL DESCRIPTION DY: D. L. Cremeens 

HORIZON I SOIL ~O~ER 
DEPTH MATRIX MOTTLING I 
{cm} I 

Oi Black (10YR 2/1) 
0-10 

A Dark gray <5Y 4/1) 
10-lO 

Cg1 Gray (N6/ and 5Y 6/1) 
30-45 

Cg2 Gray (5Y 6/1) with conmon prominent 
45-100 light olive brown (2.5Y 5/4) mottles 

ADDITIONAL NOTES: 

'\ 

TEST NUMBER Area A 
4 

TEXTURE STRUCTURE 

Fibrous peat 

Loam 

Sand 

Sand 

~cok, f inc 
granular 

Single groin 

Single groin 

GAi CONSULTANTS, INC. 
ENGINEERS, GEOLOGISTS, PLANNERS & ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIALISTS 

570 BEATTY ROAD, MONROEVILLE, PA 15146 

Project 90-300-20 

DATE: 9/16192 
LOCATION: Salem Wetlands 

CONSISTENCE I BOUNDARY COMMENTS 

friable 

Non-sticky, 
non-plastic 

Non-sticky, 
nol'l-plostic 

Clcor, 
smooth 

Clcor, 
smooth 

Gradual 

Hony roots 

\later at 7'J cm 
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PHASE I ARTIFACT CATALOGUE - SALEM RIVER 
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Appendix B: Phase I Artifact Catalogue-Salem River Navigation Srudy 

FS# STP Strat Lev Elev (cm) Artifacts 

1 Al PZ 1 0-14 1 dark chert flake 

2 A9 B 3 45-65 l cinder 

3 All PZ 1 0-24 1 dark grey chert flake, cortex 
1 yellow jasper flake 
1 grit-tempered prehistoric ceramic 
1 d.k brown to black interior lead 
glazed redware body 

1 brick fragment 

4 All, 16 feet PZ 1 0-24 1 jasper Lcvanna point 
north 1 plain whitcware bcxiy 

1 unglazed redware sherd 
All, 16 feet 

5 west PZ 1 0-26 1 dark grey chen flake, cortex 
1 jasper flake 

6 Al2 PZ 1 0-22 I polychrome whitcware sherd 
I unglazed redware sherd 
1 brick fragment 
1 slag 

7 A13 PZ 1 0-24 1 dark grey chert flake 
1 plain whiteware sherd 
1 brown to black interior lead glazed 
rcdwarerim 
1 brick fragment 
1 cinder 

Al3, 16 feet 
8 nonh PZ 1 0-21 1 caramel jasper flake 

1 shell 
Al3, 16 feet 

~ 9 west PZ 1- 0-26 1 reddish brown interior lead glazed 
redware body 

10 A2S PZ 1 0-30 1 overglaze decal whiteware sherd 

11 . A26 B 2 24-55 1 brick fragment 

12 A27 PZ 1 0-26 2 brick fragments 
1 concretion 

A27, 16 feet 
13 nonh PZ 1 0-22 1 window glass 

14 A31 PZ 1 ()..35 1 plain whiteware base 
1 clear curved miscellaneous glass 
body 



Appendix B (continued) 

FS# STP Strat Lev Elev (cm) Artifacts 

15 A34 PZ 1 0-32 1 coal 

16 A35 PZ l 0-34 1 black chalcedony flake 

17 A35 PZ 1 0-34 charcoal sample 

18 A37 PZ 1 0-38 1 Rockingham-like glazed 
yellowware sherd 

19 A38 PZ 1 0-35 1 plain whiteware base 

20 A41 B 2 30-57 1 cinder 

., 1 A46 PZ 1 0-23 charcoal sample 

22 A62 PZ 1 0-27 2 brown bottle glass bodies 
1 chalk lump 

23 A64 PZ 1 0-26 1 plain whiteware body 
1 miscellaneous metal 

24 A68 PZ 1 0-31 1 plain yellowwarc base 

25 A73 PZ 1 0-31 1 red chert biface, heat treated I 

I 
\ 

26 A88 PZ 1/2 intc:facc 1 clear curved miscellaneous glass 
at24cm body 

27 Bl PZ 1 0-36 1 grey chalcedony flake, cortex 
1 grit-tempered prehistoric ceramic 

28 B2 PZ 1 0-26 2 grit-tempered prehistoric ceramics. 

29 B3 PZ 1 0-20 1 Late Woodland Minguannan 
cord-marked prehistoric ceramic 

30 B4 PZ 1 0-23 1 grey chert flake, cortex 
1 grainy jasper flake 
1 smooth jasper flake 
2 grit-tempered prehistoric ceramics 

31 BS PZ 1 0-20 2 caramel jasper flakes 

32 B6 PZ 1 0-22 1 jasper flake 

33 B7 ?Z 1 0-28 1 red jasper flake 
1 grit-tempered prehistoric ceramic 

l,; 



Appendix B (continued) 

FS# STP Strat Lev Elev (cm) Artifacts 

34 B8 PZ 1 0-19 1 grit-tempered prehistoric ceramic 
1 fire cracked rock 

35 B9 PZ 1 0-20 1 black obsidian-like glass "flake" 

36 B9 B 2 20-60 1 quartz flake 
1 jasper flake, conex 

37 Bl2 PZ 1 0-25 1 reddish brown lead glazed 
rcdware body 

1 brown to black lead glazed 
rcdware body 

38 Bl2 B 2. 25-55 1 bottle glass body 

39 Bl3 PZ 1 0-28 1 grit-tempered prehistoric ceramic 

40 Bl4 PZIB 1/2 interface 
at26cm 

charcoal sample 

41 Bl4, 16 feet PZ 1 0-27 1 quartz flake 
( south 1 grit-tempered prehistoric ceramic 

1 window glass 
1 miscellaneous melted glass 

42 Bl4, 16 feet PZ 1 0-30 1 clear glass rim, threaded finish 
west 

43 BlS PZ 1 0-23 1 grit-tempc11:d prehistoric ceramic 
1 brick fragment 

44 B18 PZ 1 0-20 1 quartzite flake 
2 grit-tempered prehistoric ceramics 

45 B19 1 0-23 l caramel jasper flake 
2 prehistoric ~cs 

46 B20 PZ 1 0-21 1 silici.tied sandstone flake 

47 B21 PZ 1 0-30 1 silici.tied sandstone flake 
1 light chert flake 
1 quartz flake 
1 grit-tempered prehistoric ceramic 

48 B22 PZ 1 0-27 2 quartz flakes 
1 jasper flake, cortex 
1 prehistoric ceramic 
1 aqua bottle glass body 



Appendix B (continued) 

FS# STP Strat Lev Elev (cm) Artifacts 

49 B24 PZ 1 0-25 1 blocky chert lithic 
8 prehistoric ceramics (incl. 3 grit 
tempered and 1 grog-tempered) 

50 B25 A 2 10-35 1 grey chalce.dony flake 
2 grit-tempered prehistoric ceramics 

51 Cl PZ 1 0-8 1 miscellaneous metal 

52 Cl PZ 1 0-26 1 slag 

53 C2 PZ 1 0-21 1 aqua bottle glass body 

54 cs PZ l 0-23 1 clear curved miscellaneous glass 
r-ody 

55 Cl3 PZ 1 0-27 1 window glass 

56 Cl4 PZ 1 0-23 1 cut nail 

57 C19 PZ 1(2 interface 
at24cm 

2 grit-ten:ipeud prehistoric ceramics 

58 C21 PZ 1 0-22 1 slag 

59 C23 PZ 1 0-14 1 slag 

60 C23, south PZ 1 0-26 1 chert flake, heat treated 
1 prehistoric ceramic 
1 cinder 
1 miscellaneous metal 

61 C24 PZ 1 0-20 1 yellow jasper flake, concx 

PZ 1 20-28 1 prehistoric ceramic 

62 C24 B 2 29-43 1 grit-tempered prehistoric ceramic 

64 C24, cast PZ 1 0-21 1 onhoquartzite flake 
2 grit-tempered prehistoric ceramics 
1 cinder 
1 miscellaneous metal 

65 C25 PZ 1 0-8 1 grit-tempered prehistoric ceramic 

76 C25 PZ 1(2 interface 1 coal 
at26cm 

\_j 



Appendix B (continued) 

FS# STP Strat Lev Elev (cm) Artifacts 

66 C25, west PZ 1 0-24 1 silicificd sandstone flake 
1 prehistoric ceramic 
1 slag 

67 C26 PZ 1 24-26 1 prehistoric ceramic 
1 bone 
1 slag 

68 C26, west PZ 1 0-19 1 dark chert flake, cortex: 
1 prehistoric ceramic 
1 brick fragment 
1 slag 

69 C26,nonh PZ 1 0-8 1 cinder 

70 C32 PZ L 0-29 1 silicificd sandstone blocky 

71 C34 PZ 1 0-26 1 ironstone bif acc, distal end 
2 quartz flakes 
1 prehistoric ceramic 

72 C34, west PZ 1 . 0-25 3 prehistoric ceramics 

73 C35 PZ 1/2 interface 1 quartz flake 
at27cm 

74 C37 PZ 1/2 interface 1 cord-marked prehistoric ceramic 
at 18cm 1 charcoal 

75 C37, east PZ 1 0-22 3 prehistoric ceramics 
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~EW JERSEY STATE MUSEUM 
Bureau of Archaeology 
·as West State Street 

Trenton, N.J. 08625 
( 609) 292-8594 

SI TE NO.: 28- .:..:.<.:.:. 
S f te Name : _ salern ~ t2.a. "'ris s: te :; 1 
Atlas Coordinates: 
11.S.G.S. Coordinates: ~4384490£45461" 
Nat1o~al Rt!giSt~r Status: 
State Reg1sttr Status: 
Date~ 
File: 

County: Salem Municipality: Pennsville 

Loe at ion ( descriptive): Perf od of Site: Late lb:dlard 
I.cx:ated in the Supawna Meada.;s National 
Wildlife Refuge, approx. 600 feet south 
of Lighthouse Road. 

Typ_e of Si te: Li thic scatter of debi tage and. ~ls. 

Cultural affiliation(s} (if known): 

Owner's Name:U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Address:Supa.wna Meada.;s National.Wildlife Refuge, R:>3, Box 540, Salem, NJ 08079 
Phone: (609) 935-1487 ~ 
Attitude toward preservation: 

Tenant's Name: 
Address: 
Phone: 

Surface Features: None Prominent Landmarks: None 

Vegetation Cover: I.ow scrub and brush 

Nearest Water Source: wetlands Distance: circa 100 feet oorth an:1 west of site 

Soi 1 Type :Mattapex (M:iA) 

Stratified {if bown): 

Erosion: No 

-------· 

THREAT OF DESTRUCTION (if known): Scheduled for wetlands creation by Philadeltilia ·District 
United States Arfrr.f Corps of Engineers. 

PREVIOUS WORK (list below): 

By whom Date 

Heite & Heite 1986 
(Preliminary CUltural 
Resource Reconnaissance 

Collection Stored 

in Conjuoction with can
orehensive Navigation Study, 
Delaware River, Delaware and 
New Jersey). (Prehistoric & Historic loci identified during 

Heite & Heite survey in close proximity of 28-SA121 includes 
Recorders tlame: Joel s. Dzodin I GA! Consultants, Inc:. 

Address: 570 Beatty Pd., .MJnroeville, PA 15146 
Phone: ( 412) 856-6400 
Co 11 ec ti on stored: NJ State Museum, Trenton 
Date recorder at site: SeptertDe.r 19, 1992 

Previous Designation 

28-SA-65, 28-SA-66,28-SA-67 & 
28-SA-68) 

(Pleas~ cnmoloto rovorc• cirlo\ 



S··- ~-Af··~A·ic~ PR~r;~~ • '~ pi\:....J.~l" I 11 1w·'.J' ' 

~Ew JERSEY STATE MUSEUM 
Bureau of Archaeology 
·os West State Street 

Trenton, N.J. 08625 
( 609) 292-8594 

s I TE NO. : zs-.s.:..<.:.: 
S 1 te Name; Salen :..e:.:a.-e.s s.:. :e =: 
Atlas Coordinates: 
11. s. G. S. Coordf na tes: ~4 384 J6c:::.; 54 s~c 
Nat1o~al Rl!91St~r Status: 
State Register Status: 
Date~ 
File: 

County: Salan Municipality: Pennsville 

Location (descriptive): Period of Site: Late ~lan::l 
Located in the Supawna. Mi=ad(ftlS National 
Wildlife Refuge, approx. 1800 feet south pf 
Liqhthouse PDad. 

Type of Site: 

Cultural affilfation(s) (if known): Mi.nguannan(tentative) 

Owner's Name: U.S. t:'is.11 arrl Wildlife Service 
Address: SupaW!"'.a '\'>...n.<h·.JS ~rational I'7ilcUife Refuge, RD3, Box 540, Salan, NJ 08079 
Phone: (609) 935-1487 
Attitude toward preservation: 

Tenant's Name: 
Address: 
Phone: 

Surface Features: None Prominent Landmarks: None 

Vegetation Cover: IDw scrub arrl bJ:ush 

Nearest Water Source: Wetlan:is Distance: circa 100 feet 

Soi l Type: Mattapex (~) 

Stratified (if known): 

Erosion: No 

--· 

THREAT OF DESTRUCTI°ON (if known): Scheduled for wetlands creation bv Philadelmia Dist.rid 
united States Arrey Corps ·of Eng~s. _·· ·· 

POEV!OUS WORK (list below): 

Sy whom Date . 
Heite & Heite 1986 

(Preliminary CUltural Resource 
Reconnaissance in Conjun:tion with 
Carlprehensive Navigation Study, 
Delaware River, Delaware an::l Ne.ii 
Jersev) (Prehistoric & Wistoric loci 

Collection Stored 

·identified during Heite & Heite survey 

Previous Designation 

in close oroximity to 28-SA-122 iocludes 28-SA-65, 28-SA-66, 28-SA-67 & 28-SA-68) 
Recorders tlame: ,Joel s. Dzod.il; 

Address: 570 Beatty P.d., _.t-Dnroeville, P2\ 131.i!G 
Phone: (412) 856-6400 

Collection stored: NJ State Museum, Trenton 
Date recorder at site: Seotarber, 1992 

- (Please complete reverse side) 



$17~ R£3:STRA7ICH P~CG;:\A.~ 
~E~ JERSEY STATE MUSEUM 
Bureau of .Archaeology 
·os ~est State Street 

Trenton, N.J. 08625 
(609) 292-8594 

SITE NO.: zg.;;_::.- ~_:~ 

S 1 te Name: Sa.lE!:1 ;.;e':.:.a.. --cs :3.:. :e = J 
Atlas.Coordfnates: 
11.S.G.S. Coordinates: ~4384:.;oE.;5446 
Nat1o~al R.,gist~r St4tus: 
State Re.g1sttr St.atu~: 
Date~ 
File: 

County: Salem Muni ci pa 1 fty: Pennsville 

Location (descriptive): 
Lccaterl in the Supa.wna Meadows National 
Wildlife Refuge, approx. 2200 feet south 
of Lighthouse PDad. 

Period of Site: Late hbooland 

Type of Site: 

Cultural affiliation(s) (if known): 

Owner's Name:U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

(Based on diacrcstic~ 
from nearbv sites 
28-SA-121 & 122) 

Address:Supawna Meadows National Wildlife Refuge, RD3, Box 540, Salem, NJ 08079 
Phone: (609) 935-1487 
Attitude toward preservation: 

Tenant's Name: 
Address: 
Phone: 

Surface Features: None Prominent Landmarks:None 

Vegetation Cover: I.i::M scrub and bnish 

Nearest Water Source:Wetlarr..s Distance: circa 100 feet 

Erosion: No So; l Type: ~·fatt.:inex (~~) 

Stratified (if known): ·------· 
THREAT OF DESTRUCTION (if known): Scheduled for wetlan::ls creation by Philadelohia. Distri< 

. United States Arirrj Corps of Engineers. . 
PREVIOUS WORK (list below): 

By.whom Date Collection Stored Previous Designation 
Heite & Heite 1986 

(Preliminary CUltural Resource 
Reconnaissance in Conjunction with 
Canorehensive Navigation Study, 
Delaware River, Delaware a.rxi New Jersey) 
(Prehistoric & Historic loci identified during Heite & Heite survey 
.in close proximity to 28-SA-123 includes 28-SA-65, 28-SA-66, 28-SA-67, & 28-SA-68) 

Joel s. Dzodin I C'.Af Consul tantc:;, L"iC. 
Recorders tlame: 570 Beatty Rd., M:mroeville, PA 151~( 

Address: 
Phone: (412) 856-6400 
Collection stored: NJ State Museum 
Date recorder at site: Septarber, 1992 

(Please complete reverse side) 
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urF·O~ 
8186 NEW JERSEY DEPARntENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL P:~OTECTION 

OFFICE OF NEW JERSEY HERITAGE 
INDIVIDUAL STRUCTIJRE SURVEY FORM HISTORIC SITES INVENTORY NO 

HISTORIC NAME: Urion/Hill Fa.rm: "Pleasant Hill" COMMON NAME Yerkes !='arm 
LOCATION: Along dirt road, ca.3200 ft. s. of BLOCK/LOT 
Liahthouse Pd., ca.5300 ft. E. of Fort ~tt Pd. c:; 

1 Ml'NICIPALITY Pennsville Townshio COUNTY: .. a an 
USGS QUAD: Delaware City, Del.-N .J. UTM REFERENCES 
OWNER/ ADDRESS: U.S. Fish airl Wildlife Zone/Easting/Northing 
Suoa.T.NT'la ~1ead<:M'S National Wildlife Refuge, RD 3 

DESCRIPTION 

Construction Date: Pre-l949 

Architect: Unknown 

Style: Vernacular 

Number of Stories: 2~ . 
Foi.:ndation: Cerented stone-original; brick. 
Kitchen addition: concrete block. 
Exterior Wall Fabric: Aluminum-siding. 

Source of Date: 1849, 1861, 1876 rraos 

Builder: U~ 

Form/Plan Type; 
House: Central hall, I-house with kitche 
lean-to addition alonq east elevation. 
Farmstead: Variation of a linear, bisect.i 
olan. Bo,.,,/Co1~09t t"~··. 

...-"'.:] ----:~ 

'... ..... ........ I ,,,~::_~~~"°~ ..,._...... ........ ..... 
Fenestration: 5 x 2 bays~ 2/2 sash. ~:~~~ \o 
Roof/Chimneys:Asnha.lt-shingled, crable roof/ :._ .. ) WOO(/ 

\ t+•ll Ff'omt 0...0 internal errl brick chimneys • Donrers • Pmy Born I 
Additional Architectural Description: \_ conmt• / 
Three building ohases: "-. ~ _ .,....-
Han::i-hewn sills beneath ~ roans associated with brick basarent floor airl canented 

granite foundation, aocarently original, may date as earlv as eiqhteenth centurv 
Bav window on oorthern facade associated with concrete basarent floor arrl brick 

<=oundation, Victorian date . 
Kitchen addition with concrete block foumation, early twentieth centurv 
One staircase located in original central part of structure~ amther, soiral, located 

adjacent to kitchen acklition 
i='ireolaces rrostly Victorian: one f ireolace nantel in attic eJ<hibits oonch-an::i-crouge 

techniaue oorular in mid-nineteenth centw:y 

PHOTO Negative File No. B&W Roll 1, Frame Map (Indicate North) 
Delaware Ci tu, ""=l.-N .,T. QuaC 



.. ~nl~G. BOL.,,,,.D.t.RY DE.SCR!PTlO". . .4...-.;o REUTED STRLCTL1'£S 

In addition to far.nhouse, t.1:ere is a well a.rrl several out!Juildi.-:cs, i...;c2:..:c.:.::c 
a barn/c:otta<?"e, large f'rar.e barn, carace, arrl privv (see attached sheets fc:r · 
furt11er descrintion) . 

SURROUNDING ENVIRONMENT: Urban 0 Suburban 0 Scattered Buildings 0 
Open Space 0 Woodland 0 Residential 0 Agricultural ~ ViUage 0 
Industrial 0 Downtown Commerical 0 Highway Commercial 0 Other 0 

SIGNIFICANCE: 

'Ihe farmstead was associated with a orcrninent local oublic servant, Samuel Cr.ion, 
durinq the mid. to late nineteenth century. Structure's location is deoicted on t.11e 
1849 rra.o, and is identified on the 1861 rra.o as "S. Urion" and "PlF>asant Hill". 
Architectural details (e.g., hand-hewn sills) suqgest that the i=a:rrrhouse rra.y date 
as earlv as the eiqhteenth century. 

ORIGINAL USE: Residential/Agricultural PRESENT USE: House abandoned/Su,~ ... ~ ~ 
PHYSICAL CONDITION: Excellent 0 Good [X] ~kO fuorO ~ 
REGISTER ELIGIBILITY: Yes 0 Possible [X] No 0 Part of District 0 
THREATS TO SITE: RoadsO Development 0 Zoning 0 Deterioration 0 

No Threat [XI Other 0 
COMMENTS: 
Area to oorth is orope for wetland creation arrl restoration by the Philadelmia 
District Arr!rf Corps of Engineers. 

REFERENCES: 
Butcher, Robert, Sal.an COunty Historian, 1992 Personal Ccmr.unication. 
Everts & Stewart, 1876, carbirlation Atlas of Salen arrl r;ioucester Counties, New JersE v. 
Lake & Beers, 1861, Mao of the V1ciru.ty of Philadeli::ru.a arrl Ccmrlen. 
Stansbie & Keiley, 1849, Mao of Salen and l';loocester COUnties, New Jersev. 



-~ "!ilO " ·r ___,.. -
'!!' ........ ""~ 

f INVENTORY• 

NEG. FU..!• 

~---------~-

' I / ---
1 f ~::::f:)........... 0 . 

l!":oin f'\) 
rouse 

\ Well 
Privy Ji 

A "' Concrete / 
,. •t.. ~Pods / j 

--------------------~---------------~----------------~===------ESCR.IPTION: 

( 

ENVIRONM.EN'!'Al. 

Residential/Agricultural 

Bl!II.DtNCS 
Large frane barn: 
Transverse, 3 x 3 bay, verical plank, on concrete oier fo1Jl'X3ation, with corruqated 

tin roof 
Sane barn sills set directly on the grourrl surface 
Northern elevation aooears original; contains sockets for floor joists arrl center 

rosts set direct;ly in groun:i. Northwest coner contains oegqed corner r.ost arrl 
dONI'lbrace. 

Aooarent addition, located to the south, contains center posts set into ooncrete 
oiers arrl a concrete and cinderblock foondation 

W::x:lden reqs observed in both original and addition sections 
~ large doors are located alon:;r rx>rth and esat facades 
Embrasure in the upper gable em to ao::DtDdate the loft 
Apcears to date fran mid-to-late nineteenth to early twentieth century 

( ) 
SECONDARY BUILDINGS SURVEY FORM 

SURVEY: _GAI __ eo_nsui ___ tan __ ts_, _r_nc_. ---

DATE: 
11/92 . 

.j 

' J 
• 



~. --
{01'0 %'.,.W Ro a 2, Frame 9 

~R.IP'T'ION: 

ENVIRO~AL 

Residential/Agricultural 

I t'l'v'!YiOR '( • 

NEG. FtU • 

BUILDINGS 
Barn/Cottage: 
Barn is original structure, situated in central p:>rtion of building 
Barn is wcx::rlen-peqged in several locations, oontains cl~d siding, an aSt:halt 

shingled gable roof, arxi b«> large doors along its west elevation 
Barn was rrodi.fied in the interior to serve as a cooler for Hill Brothers' meat 

business in early twentieth century 
Aooarent chicken oen attached to oorthern elevation 
Cottacre is a modem. residential, lean-to ad:iition, located alon; the south 

facade 
Cottacre contains a ooncrete founiation, alum:i.nun siding, arxi a oorrugated tin roof 
An earlier lean-to addition, a:mtaining a brick dti.Imey at its OOrtheast corner I 

is situated alonq the east facade 

' . 
IC 
I: . 
. . . 

• 
I• . 
I ~ 

d 
I • 

1~ 
I ~ 

I~ 

\__), 

SECONDARY BUILDINGS SURVEY FORM 11/92 



-!OTO Frame 9 

I NEC.FILE• 

ESCRLPTION: 

Residential/Agricultural 

BUIL.DINCS 

Wood 
Fro mt! 
Born Ji 
/ 

. 
' . ~ 

r: 
I • ; 
.• 

/- -

, Other structures include a well, m:x3ern aluminum garage, t:wo circular concrete 
pads that ostensibly served as silo foumations. 

STJRVEY: _C"~ __ eo_nsui __ tan_ts___;,_Inc_. __ _ 

SECONDARY BUlU>INGS SURVEY FORM 
DATE: ___ l_l_/~92~·------~----~~ 



HOTO B&W Roll 2, Frame 10 . ......._ I INVENTORY • 

NEC. FILE• 

Residential/Agricultural 

BtJII.DCNCS 

Privy: 
Cirrlerblock, concrete foun;jation, sheet tin over plank roof 
Apcarently used until early 1950s 

SECONDAAY BUILDINGS SURVEY FORM 

StJRVEY: C'"~ Consultants, Inc. 

· 11/92 . 

( 

\__ 

DATE: ~----~~~--~~--~~-
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SCOH or ;"iJU. 

~I l Ct"l.T"1.LU i.!SOt'l.CCS DfVU?Ita'UO. 
~ L '"VD lo\.A VIG.AT I OM ROJ'IC'r 
u~ co°'"'" . f('!'V JD.Sn 

T:-ie t· S. 1.:-11;- Co:-ps of :::.c~r.u:s, ?"::~~&cielphi& ~iatrict, hu prepared. 
plu.& =o ir,..:~ ~ t'l".e Salen: R.ivt: c:~.&.:"'.nel :o be:ter acc:~c• current and 
f.l~• .~.i??!.r.,; ·.raffic fro~ S&:e:;, :\e,. :aruy to th• O.lawere River. ~••• 
plu .. ca:~ for d..~eper.ing the l~ foot !ia.Ji cl'-.a.n:iel to 18 feet, wi~nin.g ••hc:ted 
ch.&Me: £no ~t:::: lo::a:ion.s nc-:: -:o exaed 2a0 fHt in width &rid t'U.r'U.in.g bu1.n 
eon.:~c:icr. 1"'.~ti1•tion fer c:•allo ... · ar-.l vetland a.re&1 lo1: chiriQ.& p't'ojaet 
con.etr..:ceir.r. '. :.:. ·~uC..1 wetl•n~ c:-u.t1cn a'.".d reatotation within a lS a.er• 
?:-oj &et. • r~ :-

n .• ur-·~:·•• ~o be prodC.~d 1J:.der :~i• contract art thou re~ir•d to 
eon<i-...: t a P:1u c :i. cul t~ra:. :-esc·.J:-cu su!"'./ey, 1.nel\.lding bot.h doc.,..ntary &:\d 
fiel~ ir.~•,:it~7~on1. aecorcin~ to the pro:adure1 and tiaetable apec1t1ed 
belov. C".d ~~ :.rr.~sh both &:1 ~nceri~ dr£f: findtn, and • !1n&l profeeaional 
quali t.i u;cr' . Thia 1nvu t.ig-.t!.on ~nvc lvea doc.~ntary ruKrch, 
geoi.orrh~lo1-i-:t. &naly1i1, &!'o·..nd n:.rf&ce !.nspaction, 1ub1'.Jrfaca ta1tinc, 
ar.aly1i1 &nC. 1~r-or: pr•para~io~:. This c::ir1::ract ii to b. accomplilhed ta •tt 
bc:h tbe 1' :!1::: &n~ th• 1pin t o: che N~ :1on£l Historic Pr•Hrvation Act of 
1966. Ad"-:i.5c1 r Council rtgula.t: on1 ( 36 en. 800) and Corp• of £n&1aiaar& ( 
r~g-.ill-ricir:i ';>!.!"t&inir.g to Sr.::t:.or: lCS co~liance. 

·~·hi.. in• .. '..·tiga:1on ll'J.5': ·!~• co~duc:~tc under th• direct 1upervilion of 
q'..1.&l~fi1ij be· -.·_d;.:.&11 who iaett. &t z. mi!".iizi.m, th• appropriat• qu.&li!1cationa 
preur:!ed ~:. "!:..ofauional Q-.a~ifica~iOr:i" (36 CFR. Part 66, Append.ix. C) and h. 
prefonaw~ •it". :-eferenct to ar.i conaiste!'lt vi~h the }'rinciplu and atand&rd. 
containe~ :n "A.:.cheology and Hiator~c Preservation; :he Secr•t.ry of the 
Inter!.or '1 S:.:.-i~rC.S and C1.1idt:i~••". The inva1tigation 1hould be plamiad, 
condl.lcted •nc 1:.J1M1iar1ud accotding ~o t~e 1yat•a of ttatevida •hbtoric 
cor.textF• e•rft~~iahad by the Cffic• of Se• Jeraey Heritage &I part of Tb• Ntv 
Jtr1ev His:.Q.li~ ?r11g;:y1tioc....tJ..in. 

Tht pr~j&:t area 11 • l~.8 1c~• a:c:ion of the Su.paV'n& K•&dow• National 
~ildlif• aefui• located in Ptr-~1ville T~•-n1hip. Salta Co\U'lty, Nev J1r1ey and 
liea approx~~•ly 4 ailes no~thv11t o! Salem City, New Jaraey (•e• L"'\Clo1u.r•a 
1 and 2 j. n,, proj ee t aree cc-n:aiu 8. !.. 1cre1 of upland.a &nd 6. 4 aer•• of 
Yttla~d.i. TI:1c1 area• tx.hibi~ gently r=lling tapo1raphy cone&inin.g aaall 
wooded :ct!, ~•tla.~ds covered 1~ phragn.it11, and once cultivated field.a now 
planted in c;;),.·er·. A !ariutet.d eompleY- containing a hou.se, barn and variou.a 
ancil:ary AT:. jt ;~r•• h locat,.d adjacer.t to the proj•et area. 

( 
\ . 

·- / 



• 2. 

l !! . ~ur _l1yuti&&t1or.1 

A. T~ c ;or.tractor ar.a:: r.or,.:.uc~ ?-.a.SE' t¢IP9cmpfUVhet&;Z 1nto 
ehe .r"i·,i:-ono.•~ -..nd h\JZU.!\ hi.~tcn· of t!-ie ';::eject area. Th• foe~ of the 
research ahc.1.1.: ~ ~• to find !r.fc :tt&t!.o~ t:-.a; i.nd1.catea whet.Mr or net 
prabiato:"ic.; o: tia:.oric 11.t•• :..a:-· or:ce have bun ~ocated in th• project a.rea 
IJ\d vhe:.hu c: L~t auc.h aiter i:.&)' Hill be pruent. nie contractor will 
!!~!JG£_Z_$£P.~~_1ie~ l ."*~.J%!~::-~t~£?;.•.i:.~.~;r;f!_t_1;il ~off P9..i;•ph.>:_~ 
filint99¥~..l1_!.!_tor1c n.~•E-...!.:.• __ .d~·'.lu, ·and ..o~rn-dawlopMnt·'-for.Q 
~rojt.~.#J'.'tt. At 11iniS\..IJI. in.fni:u~!on ;a::-:and dl.l.l'ing dcciaentary reuarcb 
wil~ ~c a.~&;) .. ,~.: to d.eter:ii~e :he follo•~r.g: 

' - ' 

i: 

' . ' 

Th• potant~a: :h6t pre~istoric and/er h1.1toric peric>d 1ite1 
:aa)· enc• ts.v~ b••n pre-un-: in the at'\.U:ty area (•. g. h1.1toric 
up1 uy llhO'a.· stI"Uc~es that vere preHnt ic ~ ·~ area 
a.t one t~) 

Thts likel~he~d tha: &":'.}' s!.tea pruent: ir.~l:i!....E.~L!,2~ld 
still be .?rhint codi~1va_n~~~n~•d_ a.l_~~ 
t~~iM~ .. Ce. g. , al·lin& .. in ·of "liiidi, roa~-oo~~ 
ex~~..-i~f\mata~ia:) that have occurred ovlr the Y•&.:'•i 

'n\e locatior:. d.ucrip:.:.on and 1xunt of previ~ly ~ 
prehhtor1.e a.nd/or hh:c.•ric 1iu1 vithin, or 1-Mdiacaly 
adjacant t~. the &re& u.~der inv•1ti11tion; 

?-. 1 ~· contractor ·.-11:. dev•lo? a ~1111ttbJ>ti'k'n \.l.Sing do<:YMntary 
ruurc:, c.&ta ;eo11orphologict.:. an&lysis, ~'"lnd·u.s• d&ta &nd c~r•ne 1ite 
coriditicQ ir.f ~~21&tion to prodL:e appro~:i•t• 1urface/aub11J.1'face field t\U"V•Y 
1cr1t~g~e1 ~c: :ha investi&•t~on of sps~i!ic project araa1. 

'·. 

.. 
' 

!f archaeol~gica1 reso~rces ar• 1nco\Jr'lt1:1d, cloaer interval 
1hov1l testing w~ll ~e required to clearly e1t~liah 1it• 
bound.&rie5 ~nd the ns:u.re of 1ub1urfac1 d.apo1it1. 

Teacing 11~ t be d~n• :iy 1hove l or tronl. Mo •ch,,.nical 
equip1Mnr h to be uuc, 1.mleu firat cleared, ia writing, 
by the Cct"f ~:. 

All 1hoval ~·~~pica v~ll be.backfilled. Sod, 1.f pr•••nt, 
21U.tt be cat ifull:v re~·1ed and replaced. 



.. 
"" 

acccrdi n~ 

(~\. 

Shovel t'H ~I ~ .. &r be ~~.:a·:attd down to culturally •C•ril I 

101.1' /.. sd~ augu· :u:-· ~. u.ed, if nacuaary, to aztand 
1hov1l te•tJ to t:-ie r_q .. irad depth. 

Soils ucLV~.!t~ !!'011 u:h tut should b. acreened throu.gh 
i/4• har<'t'w&l4 IH&h. 

Soil Hr~!"I ""i~l ha C:cs-.:r~bed with referat'\ca to the K1.ma•ll 
Soil Color 1,nert 

;. · All 1:-iove) ~95!1 ... ill b.;. bac:U'illad the a&M d.ay they are 
excava.~ed 

•, AI1'f areat u::tJ !or 1cre~ni~ of dirt or \1.ud for 1.%%)' oth•r 
purpo•• ~~l~ b• rest~;•~ a.a n.e&r a.a ~tibla to origin£l 
cond.i t ior. 

All ehov,; '-•':1 mllt c• carefully plott•d on & .. p. 0.C&il 
notu vil l 'te ka;.: of &i'l"J f•&tu%H or artifact• d.11co?artd. 

Full d.ocWM:~tAtic.!'l of a~l f)huu of tHtin, h required 1n 
record photc..graph11 a:.d dr&wing.1. All photo1raph.a &DCS 
n.1ativ11 1:.all be 1yste11&t1cally doc,,..ncad a1 ta d&ca 1 

locacSon. va~c&gt point, and •ubject ot the photo1rapb. 
tach siu .:-.all be pr.oto1raphed froa at leut cvo 
viewpoint;. 

All art1fac~\l.ll 11Ater~el1 recovered llUlt be retained Wltil 
thi1 contra~t 11 eomrl•t•. 

Ir. the even: that a 1~te i• identified during Ph&aa l! 
f'ielchtod:. :-he location and bound&tie• of th• 1ita mu.t ba 
claarly dftl~n•ated or· t:SCS 7 .5' $~~~'-..-~-•'PRropri&tely 
acahd,ltc,j_•ct!i~P~wTdi'!ti!;~~J,J!t;.~t•~ti~!,t. ..... _.... 
~~~~ .. ~PO.•J.~~-4~·~il[Sen~fili_!,i:_~~ti:'ie!1r 
~~A:.a..t:~~.Y.,~ot.if..Y.: the· (:orpa ar~~olo&i• F. Al 1 
"":u'feural re•ource• loeattd during thi• iU%V'ey .:i.t be 
dcc:UMnt .. ~ "'·ieh 'blac:\. 6 whit. phocograph1 and color 1lid.e1, 
field not•F L~d r1l1var.~ State ot Mew Jer1ey •it• surf'9Y 
forwu (arehitactur&l and/or archtolo1ical). 

#: 2ini.JNll, cha eontrac tor ···111 record the i~!_t~·~::t&ru7:A 
t~ ~r• following: 

'•. 

"'""'""""""'~""."""" ..... ~~~--· J ·~~...,..,. r~ 
fffi)_i1'£:J~i.f.'r.:&~bi;.c:·~~l:·••=rlf~11)n;nan•ti'" ~-for 

C!~.:::..•tan,_4ir.'..l!iuU4J..~ ?Jd,thin_~ ... t.raaca&d cosplaz. 



( 

·--

... 

E. n.('.. :ontracto:,.":. ~: !'tji.i-tf'¥3!1't~~111'Ra1C&t' #j::l!@~Eliii! 
... , . - -.! t .. ~ - a_r_1i:~~<-A .ta.4l~~~~Ult--•tn&ctiat. hu C. !-M'':!7to 

•t ,_.3!1!)\i!1L.C'F.!.t•r~_1 "fer-~ ht!!'lg ~r.-:-th• -Mation.al -1.aghcer of ~i•l-0~ 
IC .~rtn tar·~ 60). I! e.·_l-:,.ir~: resc.ireu are pruenc vhioh 4o not ... c 

NatT6n& i ... ,:1,.:,er eli&ibil1t)', :h~ :euC'::\i 1~.ol.lld be 1tated. 

r. T• -.i~~;•:_tor ··~1· i!iie~•s itP~isp~_ct-iJ;ij~iiJ•i~ 
...-S-Zlf~~Al#..!!?Uz:cu, P:-oje.:: ~. will b. 01.1tlined 1n a 
Mlti&a:-1t")r, ?1 ..... -. R•?ort (in ~=e~a:H!.:rn), 

"·, T:.c ccntraetC"ot" j;ha · 1 uri~at"::.!., &n a.n.ly11t of all evtd.a~c• 
\J.r.eo·.-e uci er..._.~ •·t. field eval~ t ~on ar.d te s ~ 1rig, includin& L.,y necua&ry 
16.'onn-:e:t-y a:-. ::-see. The ~a1:•sis shou:: be at & level 1u.fficient to d.oci.m.nt 
potent~&: ~ar'.o:~; ~egiatar eligibi:ity. 

3. F:- contractor •h•··1 vuh, s.:n·t, &:1d if nece11ary, lllMl vit.h th• 
approF:-iue s :~ · • aecauion n~ber, &r.y ar:i!act1 recovered du.ring the Ph.at• 
l! ! :~y. !:. •. ~. ltoric artifac .:a arc. to J'- o;oaaniud into Mteri&l typie• and 
f-.....~c:iot'\.41 c:•i~es (e.g., litt.ic tools, de~itage, prahi1toric pottery) and 
ide~tifiecl ·H ?" • temporal &='-1 c..._: :i..ual ~!f!.Hation, if pouible. Hh:oric 
arti!ac ti 'hot~: 'bt. upar6.t•~ ~ ~t'· v&rio~ u.terial gro1.1p1 incll.&ding c•r-h1, 
glas~. attal. f~1.1.nal. &tc. n-.ee• •~ti!•c~• llU.lt be cacalog•d accordtn1 to 
uuh: ia!'l•c ! ~-7 llogiu 1.:.1in@. t:ie clus-'!'y;>e•variety .. thod. All hiltoric 
prover.hncu ~r!'>uld b• uairnt j datt: ra~., .. bane on the pnHnc• of 
Oi&g:-101t.ic J:-:.:!u:ts (e.g., cc:tle tec::.:-.e:ogic:al attri'bu:H, ceruic eyp.1). 
Selected prcvE:,~encaa u.y &ls<· bi tabulated according to fu:tcticm&l cate1orie• 
for mer~ ~t,.:~d analy1e1 of •s1e:l:l&its. All recovered artifact• 1'111 ~ 
procea&•~ ac~~rjing to apprcp~i&:e star• •g•ncy/ll\l.leua C\U'&tion and 1torag• 
stand.lr~J 'f-:i~r c:o~ultatiot· vit'b tht lhY JtrHy State Muaaua conc1rnina 
llini:-.J:r. cu:a.~ '.-::-~ 1tanda?'~ 1s req~ired 

'J '·'":'i"' Contractor sh.:; l~ p:-oviei: :he Corpt with th1 recr-iir•d number of 
c:ipiu. u s~-~c iHtod in Sec :fon Vl belc..,. ef & cir&.ft report and !in.al report 
e£ this fr.-..u:i1ation. A •'Ti~u~. r.£rn·.:l.'le of th• ruult1 of th• doc\811ritary 
and !ii~d 1,n·:e=.:igation.s vi:l bt of sut!!.:ian: 1c:ope a.nd detail to addreu the 
n.at-ur., a~.d pc-:cntial aipi!ic .nc• cf &r~· ?tehhtor1.c or hil:o-ric rt1ourc:11 
•ncou~t•r~ri ·~ th• project ~r~•. 

/>.. - .. :ephon• conu.~t 'e'i.ll t-e :!:.&:rit&in&d with th• DiltTiet 
ar~h1uc:~&i~ TO report work te~fo~ed L~~ ~o d11c1.1.1• any probleai vhich ai&ht 
1.mp@~;:. mee ~- t .-.~. che ac:h•aule. 

~. ~~n j\&.l~ifi•d. m~1ting~ ~!~~ b1 held at the requaat of the 
Contuc.cor c..·· '.J\e Oittrict ar~.huolog1s: The CovernMnt teHtVH ch• rilht 
to 'chedulfl :r.1u·.ting1 vi.th the CC'ntr&CtC': uf)on 24 hou..r nocic1. The Dhtrict 
archuoloah: M'lly vill coor~~nat• mee-:.!.r.g• and any o~h•r interaction with c.M 
State Hi1tc-r :- Pre .. rvatio~ C•f'f!.cer ant!. ~he Adviaory Council on Hiator1e 



C ':1-.; ~on:ractor wLl ~'"':~fy t: • ?"ri!l&d.Alphia D1atrict 1-edi&t•ly 
~fa 'ow.:·ial 1.s Q1 co·.o:.tered. !:..>c a\'a':~on ~-.ill atop 1-Mdi&ttly and all ettort 1 

&I°'.&~:~~ :..i\O..r &i..er. ;o at&::i!.:~z- ~"\'..ilU!". rt;M~M in~ field. Arly louu 
c.a· ... u-1 '-.v d~iir ~· r~ of t~i.• 1s·.::e:· .. :-1:. &r.~:: be fully ~. ruponaibility ot t.."la 
Cor:era· •c·\ 

~l f;.I,} .· ... r.g 1che±olt .-! '..! be &drt:cd to ur.hu aodifild by th• Corpe. 

' rr"" ..iork W"ldtr t~.1~ ccntrac: sr-.~ll start vi thin tvo v1w of 
:fca!?~ ~r ~he s~cice Co P~oc•~i. 

;, D~e:f= Repcrt. 'rt.rt:'! -:op~u ,·f th6 dr&ft report 1h&ll b. dalinred 
:c the C::--;·! \ :.~:;!r, '-yuks c:f i;he s:an o! t.he. contract. Th• dr&ft r•port 
1h1.l! 't.·f' a ;:-o~ :£~ed prod:.ict. &.n~; a~ a:c~u.;., repraaentation of th• content of 
th• !!.r.al a;;:.,_:. n.e ci:-a.ft s:.&ll inc:l\.;.d& a de1cI'ipc1on &.ti.d ine.t'l'r•t&tion of 
tot.a.l 'iu dt.:c Thi d%£ft. uu-.t bi :lu~ cy~ed, c:omplete v1th all tisuz••, 
te.c- .. es. 1.r,~ i. .. c ._ i.or..s of the re;-o:t. Ph-=. :eigr&ph1 &l'\d graphic• •hall l>• 
incluQ..;d t·:i s~=~ d.etailc of si:-&s, !aa~:u. prot1le1, &rt1f&ct1 or od\1r. 
•Vid.6n:1 ot h·..;,;..,n oc:c:.:pa:ior:. P::otegra~hs, plat:••, dravin&•, and oth•r 
g:-a;ibi:.:; s:-i,.1 ·. :.ppe&r ir. :ht s~e a!ze, :cnut:, and general location in th•· 
dra:~ t~pcr: 6i ;hey will &fpe~r in ~he :1nal report. The d.ra!t report will 
b• u,.::,._..,,,: ~- · ·_he Ccrp1 and Le SH?O. A dr&ft report w!.ll not be &cc•pta.ble 
for re'lir..· 1.f .n th! op!.nio':'. :f :he Cc=-?s, it is not a c:oeplet• draft, if it 
hu nc:-: bee-i ;.;--perly •dite·:. ::t if it c:o .. not confor11 :o profH•1on.al 
stui~r~. .::.v .l~ the d.raf-; l "lpcrt no: ~E: a:cepta.bh, a.r.y ad4ition.al co•ta co 
b!'ir1g th~ re~ . ...l!': :o acce-pta'::lt 1:an;iard!> vill be at th• contractor'• own 
82='pC.11S.; 

i... t .r,.;.l R.eport. !h~ ! ine: ra ·: o.': a hall 1ncOf?Crau revi.•v c~nt• 
auhir.1-::e~ :.'-'::·•Contractor b:· :he Cor?s. rne Corp• uy r•qo.&e•t any cb&J\I•• 
necus&ry ;c.; ::t~t contra:~ ct ?refu110-.e: u~uire .. nt1. One reprodu.ciblt, 
\.1.%'\bou:-:d •~~ t~t bc'.Jnd crigin.a'. l~ith blEc~ and white phcto1rapha) and 3 copiaa 
of th• fir~l :•~or~ ir_..t bt s~:!t:ed. A complat• ••t. o! negativ•• ..,,,t al10 
b~ 1W:i11.! tt•d ~· d.at• for d..:livery of tne final report 1a contingent u.pon 
the t!ming o' t":ic revi•._. of t·:~• du:t. novevet, ~lea• ot.h•nriu agreed upon, 
tht> f;~l :e: ··!t copita an d·.:• 30 d.&y& after r•c•i})t of Corp1 review c~nta 
fo:- t!-:w chct· repnr:. 

Dr.aft .. ri~'- fin.i.l coph'> :f the re;:.:i1 t of inva•tigatiON aMll reflect and 
report i:he •· .A·.y1il outlin•:i ~n Requin~ lnvaatigaeion.s. Th•y ah.all N . . 
-prep&ud vi t'. .·eferenca te at J consista-:ir with the princip1u and 1t&nd.ari'-..) 
eont.a!n16 ir. ":'h~ Office o! ~"w Juuy Heritage Guidal1na1 for th• Prep.a.ration 
of C1,;: :u.:1.: .-,1.:JOurce.s M.An.&&H~n~ A.rehaeo!.og!.cal leporta• (Kay. 1990). IU'ict 
adharaoca tc t :1• fora.at re-.u! r•aenu o! t:he Office of ... J•r••Y i•rita.a• 11 & 

pru·•quhltc t':ir ap-prcn&l of t.h• draft. and fi.n.11 rapon. 
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I'.;c.;e:;t_;_ l:;e i:;:-oject ::-i..~.-~:-:.~-q t.·.e pro;.,_;sed ~itiqation ia th• 
·oela· .. ·~r& R.i:e.: Cot:prehe-:-.s.v(.:: ~;.v.:.;ation .:itu~y, Sa.lu River, S&lu 
CO\.::. t,y I sa: ::::.=:' ~ .... J e:-sc: r:-.e j: =; ;:o&ec:. plan 0 t improvua.nt tor 
t.""le sa:a,:j P .. ve:- r.aviga~i.o· cr..!.:-.r.e: ccns:.~ts ot vic:1&:1in; and 

··.~Qep&~in; t~~ existinq. ch:~~el tt::~gh ~~•69inq operations .. Thia 
action '.J!.ll ra&·-:1 t in tr,e los!: o: 3 acres ot estuarine intertidal 
e.r.er;ent •·e·.:.:~n::s a~d 8.6 ~-==~s c:" shalloirr' W'ater ha.bitat. · 

Mitig__a,~i~ize o,:ui L9e~~~;_ ':'h:.· ::d~igation •it• ia to b• 
const~cte~ o;i a l~.'s acr;:: sec~ic:-- of the Supawna Meade'-'• 
Nationel WL.cli.1'e Ra!uge:, Sal~::., :.;e.· .Jerse:r (Fii'.Jre l). Tha 
:.i tis~ tic:1 ·.:i ~l be accc-:.p ~ ished l: .,. t .. ha creation of 8. 4 acre a of ~ 
estiwa=in$ 1.-.tartid.al e::n:r·::er.~ 'Wa":.:a~ds tro: •~i•tinq upland• and i. 
the ras~ora· ... i·~l"l of 6.'6 ~::-es c;! 'til·;.tla:ids trom wetland areaa wbieh 
are p:-e1.:r·1t~ y dc:.inated b:: ~or,.=tJ-7 i: stan~• cf J!hr1cn;it11 · 
austrel is. 

Tide :nt:o;+:r;i ~on: The ~ec.r. hig~ · ... a~er elevation at th• proposed 
site is 4.0 !eet n.q.v.~. 7h& ~!~al range in thi1 area is 5.5 
!eet:. 1,;.si::-.g -:.h._ n::ea.n lc'w' ~c tE:r d.a.~~ a:-1d s. 6 feet ~•int; mean low.er 
lo-.· W'a.ter c.~,t·..lr.l. A ti~i L:rrs::ti::r. cf 10 minlJtes (tor high ti( ' 
can b~ atide~ ~o ~he ~re~ictio~s :~~ Ree~y Point, Delaware ' 
(nea:~s~ Ne;..;. station), t~ c.btai:-. ~::.de informa'tion tor th• 
~itig~tio~ ~i~e. Some cf the exis~in9 channels on ait• will be 
=.o~if ie.d an:: :-,e..., c:ha.nne: s c:-:1struc'tad, it necessary, in order to 
carr'j wat~r t;~ the si";• ":.c: p:-c::;:;er:.J' i:.u.."'ldg.te the watla..nds that 
~ill be cre~~~d and restc~ed. 

Wate; S;;l-:n:.~-~ On M&y u., lS92, -::,. salinity of the Yate2· at 
the prcpcsec :itiqation s~te w~a ~aasured at l.O part per 
thousar.d. ~ o::lei,,·ha.t hi9ha::· sal .:.:ii t !.es can probably be expected at 
the s~ta, depc;ndinq on wea-:her cc:.;;!~tion$ and the time of the 
year. Fo~ ·~~~s reason, it ~as de~e!'lrlined that brackish tolerant 
e~erqen~ pl~~~in9s shoulj ~e used ~~ t.nia location. Ba&ed on 
site investi.q~.tions whiC"~ o~sa!'Ve:. c~ly brackish to aomevbat 
trash•a~er '~crqant plan~ =c::i.m~ni~i•s in the vicinity o~ th• 
::ii tiga ticn' er.t:::a, 1 t wa.s df t:er:.:.na: -;hat plantinli• tolara.nt ot 
sa.l ini ti as t·et.wear. at leaL ~ l and 5 ppt. a.bould b• uaed tor t.h.i• 
prcject. 

Plar.ti~gs: ~c.sad on t."'it- :~lin.:.ty -:.olerances diacuaaed IJ)ove, the 
!ollo"Wir.s pl~r.ts maat tl.e ::rit&ria tor planting on thi• •itai 

P~~tandra virg~~:ca 
Scirpus pun;ens 
s~artina cynos~:u~des• 
Ac:)r-.is ea la.mus* 
Sc1rpu• validus• . 
Hi~~acus moecheu~c~• 

Arrow arwn 
common threeaquare 
Big cordqraaa 
sweet tlaq 
sott atammed bulruah 
Ma1·ah h,il)iaeua 

*T~.clie ;::il ants will l.·• :oc~t.ed at the hiqhar elevation• near 
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;ta a.l:cv" :--:-. :ioi:ej k=:~::. ··•il: l;~ plo.nt~d in a J' x 3' pla.ntinq 
~id "p· it:. t - -.: Pe lta:1¢.:e y_ ;~it,;, r$ cw inq .. ..he moat promi.n&nt 
speci•~ f:a·.<:.:d, esp•=i~l..y ir. t.I'.~ area~ vitll the lowar ,,5' 
&:!.avati o;·. 

·!xcay;ti:;1 :..:_; Grad!ng: ·t ··~ll ::-E necessaey to ~cavat• 
.~approxima~e~.:·'61,443 e\.:.J.·i. ya:-:is (cy) of material trom tha 
· p::-:cposed ~i-:.i~at!.on sit~- '..C c:reatC> ar.d ?."estore the de•irec:l 14. 8 
_acre$ ·c! ·.;&-;:.a:-.=.s. Iri o~·cer to create 'W&tland.e trom upland•, 
apprcxi::att:y 52, l~O. c·y c~ z::.ater:..a.1 -.dll hav• to be ramoved to 
brin; t.J:l~s ~crtion o! the site t= t~~ el•vation ct 2.9 feet 
n.q.v.d. :-. this area ~l::.r.tir.;s ~! Scircus pugent (co-on 
t.hrees~w~=e ~ ar,;i ~~ire;;;:. ·.·a: !C~s ~ iOft st.med bulru•h) vill l>e 
dor.a. The -:c-:lar.d restorf.tior: W'!ll require the axcavat.ion of 
apprcxi~a~e~~ 9,293 cy ot ~ate=ia: to brin; the alavation to '·5 
f~e~. T~i~ ~rea is ~e:~~ ~:aced ~~ a lower elevation to help 
eli~i~~te t~c frase~ca ~: Phr~gp:~~= §UStralia by eliminat.inq t.h• 
dense roe~ =~ts w~ict re~~h d&p~h~ cf at least 18 inch•• or aore 
in thia :cL~~icr.. In ~jc~tio~, the lower qrade ~ill allow a 
grea.":•:' ~ r.~ :-::.at.io:-i o: ••ate= w!':ic:: should help to control the .~.-: 
fi;tagpitf s ~st::-a l u o:-;.:E- the Iti t ic;ation is complete. Thi• 1 

\ 

el2v~tie:-. t. h~o represe:-:o;f tr.& l:ic~:.e gro..,inq ran9• ct Pel~andra 
virgini£f. ~ ~:-:-c..,. aru.::), L"lich r.ie?.::s that it sho~ld qro'ti quit• 
W'el: U'!"'.dE:?" t~'ese condi<:i,:is. 

A i;~~nsiti: :-, .• .!. ecqe W'i-:~ a 4:: !.:.c::?e will l;:)e cr&atad between the 
e:::.e:.-~e:'"',"':. "'-:-=.. .a:ids and t.h\: ad~ .:iCE:::-.": :.ipla:'lds. Frei: the lever 
desi~n ;~ate~ to sli9h~l~ a~cva ~~a mean hiqh water line, species 
such as i; is- .;ord;ras&, s-.:eet !la:.~, soft. stemmed ~ulrush and marsh 
hi~itcus ~~l~ be pla~ted The ~==~~t alope along th• 
·,;etland/1.!p~ a id transi t.!.:):-.al e~ge ;dll help to limit the invaaion 
of t~.e ;]·,;~ g:;ii ~•s 1ust; a..:.li. Tc ~'.Jrther minimize thia poaaible 
1nva:.io6'. C:.f:• herbicide- ::.odec wi:l t.a sprayed on the areas to be 
restored p~!~r to exca~a:io~. 

site Plan: .\s stated ~r~vio~sly.. 14. 8 acres of w•tlanc!a will De 
created a~~ restored t:. ~itic~t~ tor the 3 acres cf vetland• and 
e. 6 acre~ ~! shallo\; •·i',t~r. habit=t that will be loat durinq the 
mo~ificc~i~n; to the S~l£~ Rive~ ~aviqation channel. Throuqh 
c:oordi:ia4:.i.;,:-; 'w'i th the ?;a-:ienei..l ~.!..:' ine Fisheri•• service and th• 
U.S. Fie.!i ar.:l Wildlif~ SGrvice 1:. vas detetinined that wetland 
ere a ~i ::ir. "'·..:,-...:le:! be done i::: a l : 1 ~eplac:e11h&nt ratio vhil• th• 
wetl~nd re~~oration wi:l te done en a 2:1 replacement ratie. 
Based O:i t.-,e;:;e ratios it •·as :ieterminad ~at a. 4 acres ct 
crea~icn w~ll ba "-one at a l:l ratio (8,~ acre• total) and that 
3.2 ~cres ~~ restoration w!l: be done at a ratio of 2:1 (S.4 ~ ~ 
BCTQ' t.·.:..Le .. ' . 

Thts r.itiga-:.!on site wi:.:J l:ie split into two sections with •.5 
aeres of C!",ated watlc.;:c~ :a>:ing ~P one ••cticn and 6.4 acr•• ot 
re~tor~d ~•~lands and 2 ~rea~ o! created wetlands, mea•urinq 1.5 
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W&• ei: 1.:. t ir .; ~ t.,o sect~ .:,r j te he:~ to ::l'1XU1z• t.he ben•t 1 ta 
qained ~rom -:.! e tlitigat!.. .J? and to avoid t.h• cultivated clover 
tielde \:hie? ,..he u.s. r~~} and Wi:j:.1!• Ser-tica maintain• en t.h• 
aita. 

Mopitcrir.q;_ ,\ post-pl a;;':~ :1·~ l:::>ni :.o.:-ihq plan Yill b• ccnd\lcted 
t._.ice ye~~l: ·, enoe duri.:-;q t~• :or.o;..'1 of .J~• and th~n aqain dur1riq 
~t.ha~month:o~ 3epte~er. 7h&s& sa;:;.rlinq dates will allow,for,tbe 

·· 'dQ'c\imantitL .. ?"; Qt both ~.e anri~a.l ar.-1.the perennial cocponent1-o·t 
th• plant C:J~unities. 'l'::t post-::.onitorin9 pla.n will continue 
tor a :minima of 5 qro•::.n-J sea.sons tollowinq th• ecmpletion ot 
all watla.nd creation ar.o r&storaticn activities. It 11 required 
that th• si~G attains a n:r.i~~= Y•~etativa coverage au.rviv1l ot 
sst ot t!l• d!atributad a:z:~& e.fta:- th• tirat ccmpl•t• g'rowinq 
aeaac:-1. F!. il ure t= achitvc th.ia s~rvival rate will raquire the 
arre.n9ament ·t t a meatir1; ·•i th th~ ~nvolvad aqenci•• to exa.minc 
t.he cauaac .-.t failure a:i~ dev~lop a rema..!iation plan. 
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APPENDIXF 

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY FORM 



ANNOTATED EIBLIOGRAPEY 

Author(s): 

:-.:.tle: Phase I C'..:lt·.rral ?..esoc=ces ::-::est.:.::-ati:n o: ; .. ;etlar.d :·'..i.:.ica:.:.c:: .!.r"'"S, 
:::a1em ,-,;,.er '~a,,;_.,,,.;'"''"' ::.,..o..:ect- ·::,,.; __ .;,~e -,., :..;..., ::: ,~ --........ ,. · :_--.· '-' .... \ ='-.!.."' .. \.i ---::..,;;.;i,..._ .... ._ ... ,. ... ___ , _o;;:;..o,_-::i __ .... ___ ..... r.s ..... _, _a .... ~.I __ ,__ __ ~, •• e...; __ 

_ o_,,..,,,....,..., -~ " c·,...,,_,.,, ,. t~,..., ···1,..;1;-= - -=··- .. .. -.~ ,. --..., """'""--~.;. :::L:,.,,'t:.:3.wT'.a .:ea'"'..,.., .• a _c.:a_ .,1_._ __ e :-e __ '::e, '"'er..r'.s·::. __ e .-.~, _,e,.; _ersey 
D:rair.ace Sas in: Coelaware :u~.-er 
CSGS Quad: Jelaw-are City, Siel.-:J.:., ?!":.otc:.r.s:::e:::ed 2.976 
?ro..;ect: ~·ietlanis c::eat.:.on :related to SalE!".1 ~ver channel i..-::::::-c•:e.r-er:':.S . .. 
Level of Survey:?!"'.ase I- backqrour:d researc.':, reconr.aissa-;ce, si":c\·el ':est.:.nc 
C;.ilt'..lral Resources: 183 Shovel 7est ?its e..xca\·ated- :10 s~ati:ied ·:.eocsi:.s 

er i...~t:.ct cult:.iral features. !J::!w density artifact scatters L~ t:.=ee testi~g :ocatic;.s 
led to t:.e desigr.ation of t..11.ree t:re.1-iistoric sites: 28-SA-121 (".:.rea A'' i.:-. :=ecor:); 
28-s.;-122 ( ".:U-ea 3" in re-;:ortl; and 28-SA-123 (".:;re.a C" in reoort). :ias;csC.:.cs 
fran .:..reas _; ar:d 3 include a I.ate 'M:x:xilar:d cord-rriarked Cody st:e:rd, tenatively 
identifie:::i as ~guannan, arrl a Levanna Point. .!.rtifact recovery ......as aL'Xst e.xclusiv1 
li.-:U. te:i to the 9la,.;zone in all thr~ sites. Li t.'riics include:i c::e.rt arrl j asner 
debitage. The low~ensity c.11aracter of artifact distribution suggests t.11at the sites 
recresent a series of I.ate W:x:xilar:d orocurement carnos. 

-Historic artifacts were also recover9d. in all t.11ree- areas, but oone were oarticularlv 
diag'n)stic or significant. Histories were freq:uently recovered Nith orehistorics, · 
reflecting the imoacts of plowing. 

-The Phase I survev also include:i the docurrentation of a nineteenth-centurv farmstead 
known as "Pleasant Hill". It includes a farrmouse, well, barn/cottage, large '· ·;me 

I \ 

barn, garage, ar:d privy. The ~lex is considered potentially eligible for t.":· 
~ational ~ister of Historic Places on the basis of the architectural qualities of 
the farmhouse and for the property's association with Sarruel tirion, a oraninent 
mid to late nineteenth-century public servant. For this reason, it is recarrrended 
t.~at a Phase I archaeological survey and additional architectural research be 
con::ucted before :;ennitting any impacts to t.1ie farmstead. 
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BE~JA .. \fL" RES~lCK 

lead Archaeologist 

AREAS OP SPECAUZATION 

Historical archacolOI)'; 1.1rban and mortuary archaeology. 
Specialized experience in the study of nin_eieenth<entury 
farmsteads and plantations. Regional expertise in 1hc m1d
A1lanuc states, the southeastern Cnitcd States, and Ca!ifom1a. 
. .\nalvs1s and interpretation of historic artifacts, cspec1ally 
ccra~11c:s, and documentary re.search. 

ffitJCATIONAL BACKGROUND 

BA Anthropology 1980 
Cnivc~iry of Maryland 

'.v{A Anthropology/P1.1blic Service Archaeology 1984 
Cruvc~1ry of So1.1th Carolina 

EMPLOYMENT HISI'ORY 

1989-present 
1986-1989 
1984-1986 
1981-1984 

1980-1981 

GAl Consultants 
Louis Berger and Associates, Inc. 
Archaeological Advisory Group 
L'n.ive~ity of South Carolina (graduate 
research assistantship) 
Scientific Research Surveys, Inc. 

PROFESSIONAL EXPEIUP.NCB 

Principal Investigator 

• Phase IA cultural resources investigation of the North 
Branch of !'lewton Creek, Borougbl of Woodlynne and 
Collingswood, C&mden County, NJ. 

U.S. Army Corpe of Enpneers, Philadelpllia Oistric:t 

• Phase IB intensive archaeoiop:al investigations of the MD 
100 wetland mitigation Buckiqbam Tree Nunery and Deep 
Run areas, Anne Arundel and Honrd Counties, MD. 

Maryland Department of Transportation 

• Phase IB intensive archaeological ~tions of MD 228 
wetland mitigation area, Charles County, MD. 

Maryland Department of Tramportatioll 

• Literature search and Phase I an:haeological survey of the 
proposed North Huntin&doo Square, North Huntiqton 
Township, Westmoreland County, PA. 

J. J. Gumberg Company 

• Phase I cultural resources survey ol alipment CPrime, 
Kittannin& By-Paa, State Route 6028, Section 015, 
Armstroo& County, PA. 

Pcnnsytvuia DcpatmcDt ol Transportation 

• Phase U ucbaeokJP:al iJMsdptioas at the Lc&ionvillc site 
(368v33), Hannoay Township, BeaYer County, PA. 

GenCorp 

• Phase I archaeological survey of the access roads to the 
proposed Federal Bureau of Investiption sites, Sim~ and 
Cay Districts, Hamson County, WV. 

Johnson, Johnsoa .t: Roy 

• Environmental assessment - rcsoul"C% report S, proposed 
GPU(DQE 250-mile tnnmtission I.inc, Beaver Falls.-Three
mile Island, PA. 
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GPU 

Phase I C\lltural resou= invcsngauons of Tract :or. (' ,, 
\fa~h Lake project area. Jefferson Town.ship. Bcrl.:s C::i 
P.'\. 

C.S. Army Corps of Enginee~ Ph1ladclph1a D1stnc1 

• Field reconnaissance and background study. :(}.m1ie 
transmtS.Sion line. Cambna and l.adiana counucs, PA. Inte:· 
PO'llo'er of Pennsylvania, Inc. 

• ."ui:haeological survey of the CoMr Reservoir expansion. 
Barr and Cambna 1ownships. Cimbna C::unty, PA. 

l.ater·P~r o( Pennsytvarua. lnc. 

• Literature search and preliminary archaeolog1cal 
recoOllais.sancc of the proposed \fcDowell Shops. Pete~ 
Township, Washington County, PA. 

J. J. Gumbcrg Company 

• Phase IA archaeological assessment of proposed Ahoskie 
Combustion Turbines, Ahoskie, ~C. 

Vuginia Electric P~r Company 

• Stace IA cultural resource in~tiption, Gateway Cathcdra, 
Staten Island, NY. 

John W. Whitehead AlA and Associates 

• St.age IA and Stage IB cultural resources study of proposed 
sewace imptOYemcnts, Wayne Township, Passaic: County, ~

Township of Wayne 

·• Phase IA cultural resources survey, installation of propc1 • 

sewap repJators, Court and Aaderson streets, Hackcn.i. . 
NJ. 

Cinton Bosen Associates 

• Phase IA archaeological assessment of p~ Salem 
County Jail, Salem, NJ. 

County of Salem Board of Qiosen Freeholders 

• Phase I cultural resoul"C% survey, GSA Distribution Center, 
Burtiqton Township, Burlington County, ~J. 

Burlinstoa GSA Partnership 

• Phase I arcbaco1ogica1 assessment of the propolcd 
Submarine Electromagnetic Systems Laboratory, :-la~ 

Underwater Systems Center, New London, CT. 
Nava.I Facilities Engineerin& Command 

• Phase IA archaeoloeical assessment of the Flc.idvan site, 
Jcncy city, NJ. 

U.S. Postal Service 

• Phase IB archaeological investigations of the Exchange 
Buildin&. New Ha¥en, CT. 

Smith Edwards Architects 

• Phase IA ucbaeologicaJ assessment of the Stouts Lane 
Development, South Bnmswick., NJ. 

HCMWlian Entcrprilel 

• Phase IA uchacologica.I assessment of proposed ptiY>o-;' · 
( •, 

facility, Talladega. AL 
Department of Justice 



_ ........ .:u1opcal a=ssment o( proposed ;r.son 

faciilry. Atlanta. GA 
Depanment of Jusucc 

• Phase I testing. Lipari Landfill Supcrfand Offs1tc 
Remediation Area, SJ. 

tJ.S. Anny Cof'!l' of Engineen. Philadelphia Distnct 

• Phase I and II testing. Logan Lane Site. Beaver County. PA. 
Beaver County Corporation for &anomic Development 

Cultural resources investigation o( the Delaware Bay 
Coastline. Sew Jersey-Delaware. 

C.S. Army Corps of Engineen. Philadelphia District 

• Phase I survey of a proposed boat landing facility. '.'vfillville 
Hydrocl((tnc Station. Jefferwn County, WV. 

Allegheny Power Service 

• Cultural resources investigation of the West Branch of 
Shabakunl.: Creek, Ewing Township, Mercer County, SJ. 

C.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Philadelphia Distnct 

• Phase I survey and testing, proposed Ford City Pipeline, 
Armstrong Councy, PA. 

T. w. Phillips Gas and Oil Company 

• Phase I survey and testing. proposed pipeyard in Latimore 
Township, Adams County, PA. 

Texas Eastern Gas Pipeline Company 

• Phase II testing, Heritage Heigbts Site, Howard County,~. 
Maryland Depa.nment of Transportation 

• Phase II testing. Nonhamptoa Plantation s~ quarters, 
Largo, MD. 

Portecn Sullivan Corporation/Malyland Natioaal Capital 
Park and Planning Com.missioll 

Phase I S\ltvey and testing. ptopCllCd federal correctional 
institution, Estill, SC. 

Department of Justice 

• Phases I and II testing at 10 fa.nmte.ads, Fort Drum MilitaJy 
Reservation, Watertown, NY. 

National Park Sex"1ce, Mid-Atlantic Reei<>n 
U.S. Anny 

• Phase I survey, proposed OMV Impectioa Statioo, Wmstoo. 
':'U. 

New Jerxy Department cl Motor Vcllida 

• Phase 1 survey and testiq, ~ulth Square, New Haven, CT. 
City o( New Hawn 

• Phase I testiq. prtlpOICd R.eco Park Mall, Queens, NY. 
Trump Otpnizatioa 

• Phase m rnitiptiYe excavation, Blodc 1192, Wilmington, DE. 
City of Wilminpoa 

Field Supervisor 

• Excavations of the Pio Pico Mamioa State Hiltoric Park, 
Whinier, CA. 

Pio Pico Docents Committee 

• Excavations at the M1.1lbeny Site, Camden, SC. 
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University of South Carolina 

• A.rc!laeo1o~ca1 Rcse.n:n Sc:-.·,: .:c1C~1~: '·IJ:::.~£ P~::1e::. 
Goidpoin1. ~v · · - · 

Buru1.1 of und \fanage:ne~t 

• Phas.e l survey. Cpper Santa Ana Cpstre.am . .\ite:-nJt1,cs 
Scudy. San Bemadino County. CA. 

C.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Los :\ .. 'lgelcs DtSt~.:: 

• San Joaquin Hills Comdor Su?'-ey. Orange County. C.-\. 
County of Orange 

Crew '.'vfemi:'er 

• Excav.itioa of mis.sionized Indian bunals. Sanca Catalina de 
Guale Research Project. St. Cathenne·s [sland. GA. 

American ~useum of :"\atural History 

• Field School in ~onuary Archaeology. Caesares \far.t1ma. 
Israel. 

American School of Orienu.I Research 

• Cultural resourtes reconnaissance. federal \ta1ntenancc 
Dredging Project, Wicomico R.i\-er East, ~D. 

U.S. Anny Cof'!l' of Engineers, &ltimore Distnct 

• Field School in Historical Archaeology, Alexandria, VA. 
Un.iversity of ~aryland 

Puh!iqtpp 

• Author or co-author of more tbu 40 technical reports, and 
~1111 publications in historical an:baeology. 

lfs!Eg 

South Carolina Department of Arcbives and History Survey and 
Planain& Grant 

Pml ... I A!IW!t!w 
Society cl Professiooal AJ1:haeolopts (Field Research and 
Historical Archaeology) 
Society for Hiltorical AJ1:haeology 
Society cl American AJ1:haeolO&Y 
Soutbcutern Archaeological Conference 
Ardiaeoiop:al Society cl South Carolina 
Council Cor Northeast Historical Archaeology 
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JOEL S. DZODIN ~ ~\ 

{,-·, \ 

Senior Archaeologist 
l., .. (,. i 

AREAS OF SPECIALIZATION 

Cultural resource studies, including background research, 
fieidwork su~rvision, and report writing; laboratory analysis of 
archaeological :r.a:ena!s; technical photography and v1deo
graphy, including macrophotography of archaeological 
specimens, HABS/HAER pho1orecordatJons, and the curat1on at 
historic photographic media. 

EDUC.-. TIONAL BACKGROUND 

M.A. 

Doctoral 
Courses 

. l.nthropology 1974 
lniversity of Michigan 

. .\n thropology 1930 
Wayne State University 

Anthropology 
State University of New York at Binghamton 

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY 

1983-present 
1931-1933 

GAi Consultants, Inc. 
Public Archaeology Facility, 

SU NY-Bingham ton 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

Prehistoric Archaeology 

o Principal investigator and/or field director for various 
Phase I and Phase U projects in PeMsylvania, West Virgini&, 
and New York involving prehistoric cultural resources. 
Responsibilities included background research, field 
supervision, data analysis, and report writing. 

o Archaeological Laboratory Director, Public Archaeology 
Facility, SUNY-Binghamton, responsible for the supervision 
and coordination of the laboratory processing, analysis, and 
cura tion of prehistoric artifacu recovered from various 
cultural resource management projecu in New York. 

Historic Archaeology 

o Primary author and editor of a major report dealing with the 
mitigation of over 200 historic features on PitUburgh's 
North Side. Analysis of over •7,000 eighteenth and 
nineteenth century artifacts. 

o Analysis of mortuary artifacts recovered during the 
excavation ot the Swiss-German Voegtly Cemetery (1130-
1360) on Pittsburgh's North Side. . Au1horized artifact 
analysis sections of the Phase m project report. 

o HASS/HAER record&tions, including historic and technical 
research and large-format photography, of fixed and swing
span bridges in Pennsylvania and North Carolina. 

o Principal investigator or field director for various Phase I 
and Phase II projecu in Pennsylvania, West Virginia and New 
York involving liistoric cultural resources. Responsibilities 
included background research, field supervi.Jion, data 
analysis, and report writing. 

o .o\rchaeolog1cal Laboratory Director, Public . .l.rcnaeolo! 
Facility, SL/NY-Binghamton, responsible !or tne coordif'l.I 
t1on of laboratory processing, analysis, and cur a ti on c 
historic artifacts recovered from ~arious C.Jitural resourc 
management proiec:s in ."iew Yori<. 

o Staff excavator at various historic sites in Israel inc!udin 
the byzantine synagogue at Ein-Gedi, Hasmonaean burials a 
Jericho, Tel Dan, '.\'abataean and Byzantine Elus1a, tn 
Byzantine synogogue of Ketzreen, Byzan t•:ie ;xirt1ons a 
Tiberias, and Iron-age Kf'lirbet Hujah . 

Professional Photography 

o HABS-HAER recordations in Pennsylvania 
Carolina, employing a large-format ., iew 
perspective control and image quality. 

and :'-lortl 
camera !o 

o Phase II photographer of architecture, artifacts, anc 
stratigraphy at the eighteenth-century grisl mill ruins a· 
Simpsonville, Maryland. 

o Area Supervisor and staff photographer at tfl4! 
SUNY-Binghamton Qsar~s-Seghir excavation and at other 
northern Morocco sites. 

o Photographic Conservator, University of Michigan Museum 
of Anthropology. Created nigh quality archivaH):.,.,stable 
duplicates of '700 late nineteenth century gV ''?late 
negatives produced by the United States ~k ir:iines 
Commission. Depicting numerous tribal groups, ritual 
activities, and the native flora and fauna of the islands, 
these photographs represent a significant liistorica! 
ethnographic resource. 

PUBLJCA TIONS 

o Author of over 26 cultural resource management reports. 

o Archaeological photographs for publication in six 
international journals and site reports. 

HONORS 

SUNY-Binghamton Southwest Asian and North African Studies 
Fellowship/ Assistantship, 191~12 

Dean's Commendation for maintaining a •.O GPA in the Wayne 
State University Master's Anthropology Program, 1910 

Wayne State University Graduate-Professional 
Scholarship, 1971-10 

GAi CONSULTANTS 
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DRAFT (9/92) 

LOCAL COOPERATION AGREEMENT 

BETWEEN 

THE DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

AND 

CITY OF SALEM PORT AUTHORITY 

FOR CONSTRUCTION OF A NAVIGATION IMPROVEMENT AT 

SALEM, NEW JERSEY 

THIS AGREEMENT is entered into this day of 

------:-- , 1993, by and between the DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
(hereinafter referred to as the "Government"), acting by and 
through the Assistant Secretary of the Army (Civil Works), and 
the CITY OF SALEM PORT AUTHORITY (hereinafter referred to as the 
"Local Sponsor"), acting by and through the Chairman of the Port 
Authority. 

WITNESSETH, THAT: 

WHEREAS, construction of the Salem River, New Jersey 
project, (hereinafter referred to as the "Project", as defined in 
Article I.a. of this Agreement), was authorized by Section 859 of 
the Water Resources Development Act of 1986 (Public Law 99-662), 
subject to section 903 (b) of that Act; and 

WHEREAS, Section 101 of the Water Resources Development Act 
of 1986, Public Law 99-662, specifies the cost-sharing 
requirements applicable to the project; and, 

WHEREAS, Section 221 of the Flood Control Act of 1970, 
Public Law 91-611, as amended, provides that the construction of 
any water resources project by the Secretary of the Army shall 
not be commenced until each non-Federal interest has entered into 
a written agreement to furnish its required cooperation for the 
project; and 

WHEREAS, the Local Sponsor has the authority and capability 
to furnish the cooperation hereinafter set forth and is willing 
to participate in cost-sharing and financing in accordance with 
the terms of this Agreement; 
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NOW, THEREFORE, the parties agree as follows: 

ARTICLE I - DEFINITIONS AND GENERAL PROVISIONS 

For purposes of this Agreement: 

a. The term "Project" shall mean the construction of 
all facilities necessary for the functioning of the project as 
provided for in the Design Memorandum dated September, 1992. 

b. The term "general navigation features" shall mean 
the following project features as generally described in the 
Design Memorandum dated September 1992 and approved by the 
Commander, North Atlantic Division on 1992: A five mile 
long navigation project extending from the Delaware River main 
channel to the Route 49 Highway bridge in Salem, New Jersey. The 
project includes channel deepening to 18 feet below mean low 
water, widening to 150-250 feet, and a 495 foot turning basin. 

c. The term "total cost of construction of the general 
navigation features" shall mean all costs incurred by the Local 
Sponsor and the Government directly related to construction of 
the general navigation features of the Project. Such costs shall 
include, but not necessarily be limited to, continuing planning 
and engineering costs incurred after October 1, 1985; costs of 
applicable engineering and design; actual construction costs, 
including costs of relocations not performed by or on behalf of 
the Local Sponsor; supervision and administration costs; and 
costs of contract dispute settlements or awards, but shall not 
include the value of lands, easements and rights-of-way, and 
suitable borrow and dredged material disposal areas, relocations 
performed by or on behalf of the Local Sponsor, non-Federal 
dredging of public or private channels and berthing areas, and 
aids to navigation. 

d. The term "period of construction" shall mean the 
time from the advertisement of the first construction contract to 
the time of acceptance of the general navigation features of the 
Project by the Contracting Officer. 

e. The term "Contracting Officer" shall mean the U.S. 
Army Engineer for the Philadelphia District, or his designee. 

f. The term "highway" shall mean any highway, 
thoroughfare, roadway, street, or other public or private road or 
way. 

g. The term "relocations" shall mean alterations, 
modifications, lowering or raising in place, and/or new 
construction related to but not limited to, existing: railroads, 
highways, bridges, railroad bridges and approaches thereto, 
pipelines, public utilities (such as municipal water and sanitary 
sewer lines, telephone lines, and storm drains), aerial 
utilities, cemeteries, and other facilities, structures, and 
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improvements determined by the Government to be necessary for the 
construction, operation and maintenance of the general navigation 
features. 

h. The term "fiscal year" shall.mean one fiscal year 
of the United States Government, unless otherwise specifically 
indicated. The Government fiscal year begins on October 1 and 
ends on September 30. 

i. The term "involuntary acquisition" shall mean the 
acquisition of lands, easements, and rights-of-way by eminent 
domain. 

ARTICLE II - OBLIGATIONS OF THE PARTIES 

a. The Government, subject to and using funds provided 
by the Local Sponsor and appropriated by the Congress of the 
United States, shall expeditiously construct the general 
navigation features of the Project (including relocations of 
highway bridges and railroad bridges and approaches thereto), 
applying those procedures usually followed or applied in Federal 
projects, pursuant to Federal laws, regulations, and policies. 
The Local Sponsor will be afforded the opportunity to review and 
comment on all contracts, including relevant plans and 
specifications, prior to the issuance of invitations for bids. 
To the extent possible, the Local Sponsor also will be afforded 
the opportunity to review and comment on modifications and change 
orders prior to the issuance to the contractor of a Notice to 
Proceed. The Government will consider the comments of the Local 
Sponsor, but award of contracts and performance of all work on 
the Project (whether the work is performed under contract or by 
Government personnel), shall be exclusively within the control of 
the Government. 

b. The Government shall operate and maintain the 
general navigation features of the Project. 

c. The Local Sponsor shall provide and maintain, at 
its own expense, any features associated with the Project, other 
than the general navigation features, including assuring dredged 
depths in berthing areas and local access channels commensurate 
with depths in related general navigation features. 

d. The Local Sponsor shall provide to the Government 
all lands, easements, and rights-of-way, including suitable 
borrow and dredged material disposal areas, and perform, or 
assure performance of, all alterations and relocations of 
facilities and utilities (except relocations or alterations of 
highway bridges and railroad bridges and approaches thereto), 
determined by the Government to be necessary for construction, 
operation, or maintenance of the general navigation features. 
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e. To fulfill its obligation to provide dredged 
material disposal areas under this Agreement, the Local Sponsor 
intends to use a Government owned or controlled disposal area. 
The Local Sponsor shall pay, prior to the award of the 
construction contract, a charge presently estimated at $ 0.99 per 
cubic yard for material dredged from the entrance channel for the 
terminal and placed in the Killcohook disposal area. 

f. As further specified in Article VI hereof, the 
Local Sponsor shall provide, during the period of construction, a 
cash contribution equal to the following percentages of the total 
cost of construction of the general navigation features assigned 
to commercial navigation: 

1. 10 percent of the costs attributable to the 
portion of the Project which has a depth not in excess of 20 
feet; 

2. 25 percent of the costs attributable to the 
portion of the Project which has a depth in excess of 20 feet but 
not in excess of 45 feet; and, 

3. 50 percent of the costs attributable to the 
portion of the Project which has a depth in excess of 45 feet. 

g. As further specified in Article VI hereof, the 
Local Sponsor shall repay with interest, over a period not to 
exceed 30 years following completion of the period of 
construction, an additional O to 10 percent of the total cost of 
construction of general navigation features, depending on the 
value of the credit, as calculated under Article IV hereof, of 
items provided pursuant to Article II.d. If the credit allowed 
for such items is less than 10 percent of the total cost of 
construction of the general navigation features, the Local 
Sponsor shall repay a percentage of said total cost equal to the 
difference between 10 percent of the total cost and the 
percentage of the total cost represented by the value of such 
items. If the credit allowed is equal to or greater than 10 
percent of said total cost, the Local Sponsor shall not be 
required to repay any additional percentage of the total cost. 
The Local Sponsor may, at its option, prepay all or a portion of 
this sum any time before or during the period of construction, 
subject to a final determination of such sum at the time of the 
final accounting. 

h. No Federal funds may be used to meet the Local 
Sponsor share of total construction costs under this Agreement 
unless the expenditure of such funds is expressly authorized by 
statute as verified in writing by the Federal granting agency. 

ARTICLE III - LANDS, FACILITIES, AND PUBLIC LAW 91-646 
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RELOCATION ASSISTANCE 

a. The Local Sponsor shall furnish to the Government 
all lands, easements and rights-of-way, including suitable borrow 
and dredged material disposal areas, as may be determined by the 
Government to be necessary for the construction, operation, and 
maintenance of the Project, and shall furnish to the Government 
evidence supporting the Local Sponsor's legal authority to grant 
rights-of-way to such lands. The necessary lands, easements, and 
rights-of-way may be provided incrementally, but all lands, 
easements, and rights-of-way.determined by the Government to be 
necessary for work to be performed under a construction contract 
must be furnished prior to the advertisement of the construction 
contract. 

b. The Local Sponsor shall provide, or pay to the 
Government the cost of providing, all retaining dikes, 
wasteweirs, bulkheads, and embankments, including all monitoring 
features and stilling basins, determined by the Government to be 
necessary for construction, operation, or maintenance of the 
Project. 

c. Upon notification from the Government, the Local 
Sponsor shall accomplish or arrange for accomplishment at no cost 
to the Government all relocations of highways, railroads, storm 
drains, and other facilities, structures, and improvements, 
determined by the Government to be necessary for construction, 

f' · ·· operation, or maintenance of the Project. 

d. Upon notification from the Government, the Local 
Sponsor shall perform or assure performance of all necessary 
relocations of pipelines, cables, and other utilities. Nothing 
herein shall be deemed to affect the ability of the Local Sponsor 
to seek compensation from other non-Federal entities for costs it 
incurs under this paragraph. 

e. The Local Sponsor shall comply with the applicable 
provisions of the Uniform Relocations Assistance and Real 
Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, Public Law 91-646, as 
amended by Title IV of the Surface Transportation and Uniform 
Relocation Assistance Act of 1987 (Public Law 100-17), and the 
Uniform Regulations contained in 49 CFR Part 24, in acquiring 
lands, easements, and rights-of-way for construction and 
subsequent operation and maintenance of the Project, and inform 
all affected persons of applicable benefits, policies, and 
procedures in connection with said Act. 
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ARTICLE IV - VALUE OF LANDS AND FACILITIES 

a. The value of the lands, easements, and 
rights-of-way provided for the general navigation features of the 
Project to be credited towards the additional 10 percent of total 
costs the Local Sponsor must repay pursuant to Article II.g. will 
be determined in accordance with the following procedures: 

1. If the lands, easements, or rights-of-way are 
owned by the Local Sponsor as of the date the first construction 
contract for the general navigation features of the Project is 
awarded, the credit shall be the fair market value of the 
interest at the time of such award. The fair market value shall 
be determined by an appraisal, to be obtained by the Local 
Sponsor, which has been prepared by a qualified appraiser who is 
acceptable to both the Local Sponsor and the Government. The 
appraisal shall be reviewed and approved by the Government. 

2. If the lands, easements, or rights-of-way are 
to be acquired by the Local Sponsor after the date of award of 
the first construction contract for the general navigation 
features of the Project, the credit shall be the fair market 
value of the interest at the time such interest is acquired. The 
fair market value shall be determined as specified in Article 
IV.a.1. of this Agreement. If the Local Sponsor pays an amount 
in excess of the appraised fair market value, it may be entitled 
to a credit for the excess if the Loc~l Sponsor has secured prior 
written approval from the Government of its offer to purchase 
such interest. 

3. If the Local Sponsor acquires more lands, 
easements, or rights-of-way than are necessary for project 
purposes, as determined by the Government, then only the value of 
such portions of those acquisitions as are necessary for general 
navigation feature purposes shall be credited towards the Local 
Sponsor's share. 

4. Credit for lands, easements, and rights-of-way 
in the case of involuntary acquisitions which occur within a 
one-year period preceding the date this Agreement is signed or 
which occur after the date this Agreement is signed will be based 
on court awards, or on stipulated settlements that have received 
prior written approval of the Government. 

5. Credit for lands, easements, or rights-of-way 
acquired by the Local Sponsor within a five-year period preceding 
the date this Agreement is signed, or at any time after this 
Agreement is signed, will also include reasonable incidental 
costs of acquiring the interest, e.g., closing and title costs, 
appraisal costs, survey costs, attorney's fees, plat maps, and 
mapping costs, as well as the actual amounts expended for payment 
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of any Public Law 91-646 relocation assistance benefits provided 
in accordance with the obligations under this Agreement. 

b. The costs of alterations or relocations of 
facilities and utilities incurred by the Local Sponsor for the 
general navigation features that will be credited towards the 
additional 10 percent of total costs the Local Sponsor must repay 
pursuant to Article II.g. of this Agreement shall be that portion 
of the actual costs determined as set forth below, and approved 
by the Government: 

1. Highways: Only that portion of the cost as 
would be necessary to construct substitute highways to the design 
standard that the state of New Jersey would use in constructing a 
new highway under similar conditions of geography and traffic 
loads. 

2. Utilities and facilities: Actual relocation 
costs, less depreciation, less salvage value, plus the cost of 
removal, less the cost of betterments. With respect to 
betterments, new materials shall not be used in any alteration or 
relocation if materials of value and usability equal to those in 
the existing facility are available or can be obtained as salvage 
from the existing facility or otherwise, unless the provision of 
new material is more economical. If, despite the availability of 
used material, new material is used, where the use of such new 
material represents an additional cos~, such cost will not be 
credited to the Local Sponsor's share. 

c. All payments made by the Local Sponsor pursuant to 
Article !I.e. for use of a Government owned or controlled 
disposal area shall be credited toward the 10 percent of total 
costs that the Local Sponsor must repay pursuant to Article II.g. 

ARTICLE V ~ CONSTRUCTION PHASING AND MANAGEMENT 

a. To provide for consistent and effective 
communication between the Local Sponsor and the Government during 
the period of construction, the Local Sponsor and the Government 
shall appoint representatives to coordinate on scheduling, plans, 
specifications, modifications, contract costs, and other matters 
relating to construction of the Project. The Local Sponsor will 
be informed of any changes in cost estimates. 

b. The representatives appointed above shall ·meet as 
necessary during the period of construction and shall make such 
recommendations as they deem warranted to the Contracting 
Officer. 

c. The Contracting Officer shall consider the 
recommendations of the representatives in all matters relating to 
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construction of the Project, but the Contracting Officer, having 
ultimate responsibility for construction of the Project, has 
complete discretion to accept, reject, or modify the 
recommendations. 

ARTICLE VI - METHOD OF PAYMENT 

a. The Local Sponsor shall provide, during the period 
of construction, the percentages of the total cost of 
construction of general navigation features specified in Article 
II.f. of this Agreement. The total cost of construction of the 
general navigation features is currently estimated to be 
$ 9,456,000. In order to meet its share of such costs, the Local 
Sponsor must provide an initial cash contribution currently 
estimated to be $ 946,000. The dollar amounts set forth in this 
Article are based upon the Government's best estimates which will 
reflect projections of costs, price level changes, and 
anticipated inflation. Such cost estimates are subject to 
adjustments based in cost actually incurred and are not to be 
construed as the total financial responsibilities of the 
Government and the Local Sponsor. 

b. In accordance with Article II.e., the Local Sponsor 
shall pay a charge presently estimated at $ 0.99 per cubic yard 
of material deposited into the Killcohook disposal area. Payment 
will be made as part of the required cash contribution described 
below. 

c. The required cash contribution shall be provided as 
follows: At least 90 calendar days prior to the award of the 
first construction contract, the Government shall notify the 
Local Sponsor of the Local Sponsor's estimated share of the total 
cost of construction of general navigation features of the 
project, including its share of costs attributable to the Project 
incurred prior to the initiation of construction. Within 45 
calendar days thereafter, the Local Sponsor shall provide the 
Government the full amount of the required contribution by 
delivering a check payable to "Finance and Accounting Officer, 
U.S. Army Engineer Division, New England" to the Contracting 
Officer representing the Government. In the event that the total 
cost of construction of the general navigation features assigned 
to commercial navigation is expected to exceed the estimate given 
at the outset of construction, the Government shall immediately 
notify the Local Sponsor of the additional contribution it will 
be required to make to meet its share of the revised estimate. 
Within 45 calendar days thereafter, the Local Sponsor shall 
provide the Government the full amount of the additional required 
contribution. 
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d. The Government will draw on the funds provided by 
the local sponsor such sums as the Government deems necessary to 
cover contractual and in-house fiscal obligations attributable to 
the Project as they are incurred, as well as costs incurred by 
the Government prior to initiation of construction. 

e. Upon completion of the general navigation features 
and resolution of all relevant claims and appeals, the Government 
shall compute the total cost of construction of the general 
navigation features and tender to the Local Sponsor a final 
accounting of the Local Sponsor's share of the total costs of 
construction of the general navigation features. In the event the 
total contribution by the Local Sponsor is less than its initial 
required share, the Local Sponsor shall, no later than 90 
calendar days after receipt of written notice, make a cash 
payment to the Government of whatever sum is required to meet its 
initial required share. 

f. In the event the Local Sponsor has made excess cash 
contributions which result in the Local Sponsor's having provided 
more than its initial required share of the cost of construction 
of general navigation features, the Government shall first credit 
the excess to the additional amount the Local Sponsor must repay 
pursuant to Article II.g. of this Agreement. In the event the 
excess cash contribution exceeds the additional amount the Local 
Sponsor must repay pursuant to Article II.g., the Government 
shall, no later than 90 calendar days-after the final accounting 
is complete, subject to the availability of funds, return said 
excess to the Local Sponsor. 

g. The Local Sponsor shall repay the additional amount 
required pursuant to Article II.g. of this Agreement, reduced by 
any excess cash contribution made during the period of 
construction, in equal annual installments over a period of not 
more than 30 years from the completion of the period of 
construction of the general navigation features. Such repayment 
shall include interest at a rate to be determined by the 
Secretary of the Treasury, taking into consideration the average 
market yields on outstanding marketable obligations of the United 
States with remaining periods to maturity comparable to the 
repayment period, during the month preceding the fiscal year in 
which costs for construction.of the Project are first incurred, 
or, in the case of recalculating, the fiscal year in which the 
recalculation is made, plus a premium of one-eighth of one 
percentage point for transaction costs. The interest rate shall 
be recalculated by the Secretary of· the Treasury at five-year 
intervals. Nothing herein shall preclude the Local Sponsor from 
repaying this additional amount in full upon receipt of the final 
accounting. Should this full repayment be made within 90 days 
from receipt of the final accounting, there shall be no charges 
for interest or transaction costs. 
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ARTICLE VII - DISPUTES 

Before any party to this Agreement may bring suit in 
any court concerning an issue relating to this Agreement, such 
party must first seek in good faith to resolve the issue through 
negotiation or other forms of nonbinding alternative dispute 
resolution mutually acceptable to the parties. 

ARTICLE VIII - OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, REPAIR, REPLACEMENT, 
AND REHABILITATION 

a. The Local Sponsor shall operate, maintain, repair, 
replace, and rehabilitate all project features other than the 
general navigation features in accordance with regulations or 
directions prescribed by the Government. 

b. The Government shall operate and maintain the 
general navigation features. 

c. The Local Sponsor hereby gives the Government a 
right to enter, at reasonable times and in a reasonable manner, 
upon land which it owns or controls for access to the Project for 
the purpose of inspection, and, if necessary, for the purpose of 
completing, operating, maintaining, repairing, replacing, or 
rehabilitating the Project. If an inspection shows that the 
Local Sponsor for any reason is failing to fulfill its 
obligations under this Agreement without receiving prior written 
approval from the Government, the Government will send a written 
notice to the Local Sponsor. If the Local Sponsor persists in 
such failure for 30 calendar days after receipt of the notice, 
then the Government shall have a right to enter, at reasonable 
times and in a reasonable manner, upon lands the Local Sponsor 
owns or controls for access to the Project for the purpose of 
completing, operating, maintaining, repairing, replacing, or 
rehabilitating the Project. No completion, operation, 
maintenance, repair, replacement, or rehabilitation of the 
Project by the Government shall operate to relieve the Local 
Sponsor of responsibility to meet its obligations as set forth in 
this Agreement, or to preclude the Government from pursuing any 
other remedy at law or equity to assure faithful performance 
pursuant to this Agreement. 

ARTICLE IX - RELEASE OF CLAIMS 

The Local Sponsor shall hold and save the Government free 
from all damages arising from the construction, operation, and 
maintenance of the Project, except for damages due to the fault 
or negligence of the Government or its contractors. 
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ARTICLE X - MAINTENANCE OF RECORDS 

The Government and the Local Sponsor shall keep books, 
records, documents, and other evidence pertaining to costs and 
expenses incurred pursuant to this Agreement to the extent and in 
such detail as will properly reflect total project costs. The 
Government and the Local Sponsor shall maintain such books, 
records, and documents, and other evidence for a minimum of three 
years after completion of construction of the Project and 
resolution of all relevant claims arising therefrom, and shall 
make available at their offices at reasonable times, such books, 
records, documents, and other evidence for inspection and audit 
by authorized representatives of the parties to this Agreement. 

ARTICLE XI - GOVERNMENT AUDIT 

The Government shall conduct an audit when appropriate 
of the Local Sponsor's records for the Project to ascertain the 
allowability, reasonableness, and allocability of its costs for 
inclusion as credit against the non-Federal share of project 
costs. 

ARTICLE XII - FEDERAL AND STATE LAWS 

In acting under its rights and obligations hereunder, 
~. the Local Sponsor agrees to comply with all applicable Federal 

and State laws and regulations, including section 601 of Title VI 
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Public Law 88-352, and 
Department of Defense Directive 5500.II issued pursuant thereto 
and published in Part 300 of Title 32, Code of Federal 
Regulations, as well as Army Regulation 600-7, entitled 
"Nondiscrimination on the Basis of Handicap in Programs and 
Activities Assisted or Conducted by the Department of the Army". 

ARTICLE XIII - RELATIONSHIP OF PARTIES 

The parties to this Agreement act in an independent 
capacity in the performance of their respective functions under 
this Agreement, and neither party is to be considered the 
officer, agent, or employee of the other. 

ARTICLE XIV - OFFICIALS NOT TO BENEFIT 

No member of or delegate to the Congress, or resident 
commissioner, shall be admitted to any share or part of this 
Agreement, or to any benefit that may arise therefrom. 
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ARTICLE XV - COVENANT AGAINST CONTINGENT FEES 

The Local Sponsor warrants that no person or selling 
agency has been employed or retained to solicit or secure this 
Agreement upon agreement or understanding for a commission, 
percentage, brokerage, or contingent fee, excepting bona fide 
employees or bona fide established commercial or selling agencies 
maintained by the Local Sponsor for the purpose of securing 
business. For breach or violation of this warranty, the 
Government shall have the right to annul this Agreement without 
liability, or, in its discretion, to add to the Agreement or 
consideration, or otherwise recover, the full amount of such 
commission, percentage, brokerage, or contingent fee. 

ARTICLE XVI - TERMINATION OR SUSPENSION 

a. If at any time the Local Sponsor fails to make the 
payments required under this Agreement, the Secretary of the Army 
shall terminate or suspend work on the Project until the Local 
Sponsor is no longer in arrears, unless the Secretary of the Army 
determines that continuation of work on the Project is in the 
interest of the United States or is necessary in order to satisfy 
agreements with any other non-Federal interests in connection 
with the Project. Any delinquent payment shall be charged 
interest at a rate, to be determined by the Secretary of the 
Treasury, equal to 150 per centum of the average bond equivalent 
rate of the 13-week Treasury bills auctioned immediately prior to 
the date on which such payment became delinquent, or auctioned 
immediately prior to the beginning of each additional 3-month 
period if the period of delinquency exceeds 3 months. 

b. If the Government fails to receive annual 
appropriations for the Project in amounts sufficient to meet 
project expenditures for the then-current or upcoming fiscal 
year, the Government shall so notify the Local Sponsor. After 60 
calendar days either party may elect without penalty to terminate 
this Agreement pursuant to this Article or to def er future 
performance hereunder; however, deferral of future performance 
under this Agreement shall not affect existing obligations or 
relieve the parties of liability for any obligation previously 
incurred. In the event that either party elects to terminate 
this Agreement pursuant to this Article, both parties shall 
conclude their activ~ties relating to the Project and proceed to 
a final accounting in accordance with Article VI. of this 
Agreement. In the event that either party elects to defer future 
performance under this Agreement, pursuant to this Article, such 
deferral shall remain in effect until such time as the Government 
receives sufficient appropriations or until either party elects 
to terminate this Agreement. 
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ARTICLE XVII - NOTICES 

a. All notices, requests, demands, and other 
communications required or permitted to be given under this 
Agreement shall be deemed to have been duly given if in writing 
and delivered personally, given by prepaid telegram, or mailed by 
first-class (postage pre-paid), registered, or certified mail, as 
follows: 

If to the Local Sponsor: 

Chairman 
City of Salem Port Authority 
Suite 302, 
Fenwick Plaza 
Sal~m, New Jersey 08079 

If to the Government: 

District Engineer 
U.S. Army Engineer District, Philadelphia 
Wanamaker Building 
100 Penn Square East 

· Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107-3396 

b. A party may change the address to which such 
communications are to be directed by giving written notice to the 
other party in the manner provided in this Article. 

c. Any notice, request, demand, or other communication 
made pursuant to this Article shall be deemed to have been 
received by the addressee at such time as it is personally 
delivered or seven days after it is mailed, as the case may be. 

ARTICLE XVIII - CONFIDENTIALITY 

To the extent permitted by the laws governing each 
party, the parties agree to maintain the confidentiality of 
exchanged information when requested to do so by the providing 
party. 

ARTICLE XIX - SECTION 902 PROJECT COST LIMITS 

The Local Sponsor.has reviewed the provisions set forth 
in Section 902 of P.L. 99-662, as amended, and understands that 
Section 902 establishes a maximum construction cost for the 
project. For purposes of this Agreement, the Section 902 cost 
limit is $ as calculated using October 1990 Price 
Levels and allowances for future inflation. This amount shall be 
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adjusted to allow for appropriate increases for inflation and 
changes in total project cost as provided in Section 902. Should 
this cost maximum be reached, no additional funds may be expended 
on the Project until additional authority is obtained from 
Congress. 

ARTICLE XX - HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES 

a. After execution of this Agreement and upon 
direction by the Contracting Officer, the Local Sponsor shall 
perform, or cause to be performed, such environmental 
investigations as are determined necessary by the Government or 
the Local Sponsor to identify the existence and extent of any 
hazardous substances regulated under the Comprehensive 
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA), 
42 USC 9601-9675, on lands necessary for Project construction, 
operation, and maintenance. All actual costs incurred by the 
Local Sponsor which are properly allowable and allocable to 
performance of any such environmental investigations shall be 
included in total construction costs and cost shared as a · 
construction cost in accordance with Section 101 of Public Law 
99-662. 

b. In the event it is discovered through an 
environmental investigation or other means that any lands, 
easements, rights-of-way, or disposal· areas to be acquired or 
provided for the Project contain any hazardous substances 
regulated under CERCLA, the Local Sponsor and the Government 
shall provide prompt notice to each other, and the Local Sponsor 
shall not proceed with the acquisition of lands, easements, 
rights-of-way, or disposal areas until mutually agreed. 

c. The Government and the Local Sponsor shall 
determine whether to initiate construction of the Project, or if 
already in construction, to continue with construction of the 
Project, or to terminate construction of the Project for the 
convenience of the Government in any case where hazardous 
substances regulated under CERCLA are found to exist on any lands 
necessary for the Project. Should the Government and the Local 
Sponsor determine to proceed or continue with construction after 
considering any liability that may arise under CERCLA, as between 
the Government and the Local Sponsor, the Local Sponsor shall be 
responsible for any and all necessary clean up and response 
costs, to include the costs of any studies and investigations 
necessary to determine an appropriate response to the 
contamination. Such costs shall not be considered a part of 
total costs of construction of the general navigation features as 
defined in this Agreement. In the event the Local Sponsor fails 
to provide any funds necessary to pay for clean up and response 
costs or to otherwise discharge its responsibilities under this 
paragraph upon direction by the Government, the Government may 
either terminate or suspend work on the Project or proceed with 
further work as provided in Article XVI. 
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d. The Local Sponsor and the Government shall consult 
with each other under the Construction Phasing and Management 
Article of this Agreement to assure that responsible parties bear 
any necessary clean up and response costs as defined in CERCLA. 
Any decision made pursuant to paragraph c of this Article shall 
not relieve any party from any liability that may arise under 
CERCLA. 

e. The Local Sponsor shall perform its 
responsibilities under this Agreement, including the dredging of 
berthing areas or access channels, and operation and maintenance 
of any required disposal facilities, in a manner so that 
liability will not arise under CERCLA. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this 
Agreement, which shall become effective upon the date it is 
signed by the Assistant Secretary of the Army (Civil Works). 

THE DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

BY:~~~~~~~~~~~ 
NANCY P. DORN 
Assistant Secretary 
of the Army (Civil Works) 
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CITY OF SALEM PORT AUTHORITY 

BY:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
JOHN D. BURKE 
Chairman, City of 

Salem Port Authority 



CERTIFICATE OF AUTHORITY 

I, , do hereby certify that I am 
the principal legal officer of the City of Salem Port Authority, 
that the City of Salem Port Authority is a legally constituted 
public body with full authority and legal capability to perform 
the terms of the Agreement between the Department of the Army and 
the City of Salem Port Authority in connection with the Project, 
and to pay damages, if necessary, in the event of the failure to 
perform, in accordance with Section 221 of Public Law 91-611, and 
that the persons who have executed this Agreement on behalf of 
the City of Salem Port Authority have acted within their 
statutory authority. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have made and executed this 
certification this day of , 19~-
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SALEM RIVER, NEW JERSEY 
NAVIGATION PROJECT MODIFICATION 

CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING 

The undersigned certifies, to the best of his or her knowledge 
and belief that: 

(1) No Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be 
paid, by or on behalf of the undersigned, to any person for 
influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee of 
any agency, a Member of Congress, an officer or employee of 
Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress in connection 
with the awarding of any Federal contract, the making of any 
Federal grant, the making of any Federal loan, the entering into 
of any cooperative agreement, and the extension, continuation, 
renewal, amendment, or modification of any Federal contract, 
grant, loan, or cooperative agreement. 

(2) If any funds other than Federal appropriated funds have 
been paid or will be paid to any person for influencing or 
attempting to influence an officer or employee of any agency, a 
Member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an 
employee of a Member of Congress in connection with this Federal 
contract, grant, loan, or cooperative·agreement, the undersigned 
shall complete and submit Standard Form-LLL, "Disclosure Form to 
Report Lobbying," in accordance with its instructions. 

(3) The undersigned shall require that the language of this 
certification be included in the award documents for all 
subawards at all tiers (including subcontracts, subgrants, and 
contracts under grants, loans, and cooperative agreements) and 
that all subrecipients shall certify and disclose accordingly. 

This certification is a material representation of fact upon 
which reliance was placed when this transaction was made or 
entered into. Submission of this certification is a prerequisite 
for making or entering into this transaction imposed by section 
1352, title 31, U.S. Code. Any person who fails to file the 
required certification shall be subject to a civil penalty of not 
less than $10,000 and not more than $100,000 for each such 
failure. 

JOHN D. BURKE 
Chairman 
City of Salem Port Authority 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
BALTIMORE DISTRICT, U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 

P.O. BOX 1715 

REPLY TO 
ATIENTIONOF 

CENAB-RE-C (335-2-5c) 

BALTIMORE, MD 21203-1715 

10 September 1992 

MEMORANDUM FOR Commander, Philadelphia District, ATTN: CENAP-EN (Rohn) 

SUBJECT: Updated Real Estate Cost Estimate for the Salem River Navigation 
Project, New Jersey 

1. Reference memorandum, CENAP-EN-MC, 14 July 1992, subject: Real Estate 
Requirements for Salem River, New Jersey. 

2. Subject cost estimate is provided as requested in the above reference: 

a. Lands and Estates: 

Fee: 
3.12 Acres@ $300/Acre 

Contingency (25%) 

b. Estimates Takings (tracts) - 3 

c. Administrative Costs - Local Sponsor 
$3,200/site x 3 

Mapping - 15% 
Title Evidence - 10% 
Negotiations - 30% 
Pre-Condemnation - 15% 
Post-Condemnation - 5% 
Appraisals - 15% 
Relocation Assistance - 10% 

Subtotal 
Contingency (15%) 

Total Administrative Costs 

d. Local Sponsor Contract Costs 

Mapping - 3 x $1,760 
Title Evidence - 3 x $585 
Pre-Condemnation - 1 x $495 
Post-Condemnation - 1 x $165 
Appraisals - 3 x $330 

Subtotal 
Contingency (15%) 

Total LS Contract Costs 

$ 936 
234 

$1,170 

$ 9,600 

$ 1,440 
960 

2,880 
1,440 

480 
1,440 

960 
9,600 
1.440 

$11,040 

$ 5,280 
1,755 

495 
165 
990 

$ 8,685 
1,303 

$ 9,988 



CENAB-RE-C .,/~°"., 
SUBJECT: Updated Real Estate Cost Estimate for the Salem River Navigation 
Project, New Jersey 

b. COE Real Estate Administrative Costs 
$500 x 3 

Mapping - 15% 
Title Evidence - 10% 
Negotiations - 30% 
Pre-Condemnation - 15% 
Post-Condemnation - 5% 
Appraisals - 15% 
Relocation Assistance - 10% 

Subtotal 
Contingency (15%) 

Total Administrative Costs 

$ 1,500 

225 
150 
450 
225 

75 
225 
150 

$ 1,500 
225 

$ 1,725 

Estimated Total Real Estate Costs - $23,923 

3. Mitigation Area (Wetlands) 

a. Land - Federally Owned - 0 

b. Local Sponsor Administrative Costs 
Mapping $ 480 
Title Evidence 320 
Negotiations 960 
Subtotal $ 1, 760 
Contingency (15%) 264 

Total Administrative Costs $ 2,024 

c. Local Sponsor Contract Costs 
Mapping $ 1,760 
Title Evidence 585 
Appraisals 330 
Subtotal $ 2 ,675 
Contingency (15%) 401 

$ 3,076 

d. COE Adminstrative Costs $ 500 

Total Admin for Mitigation $ 5,600 

4. The 01 Code of Accounts format for the Real Estate Costs, excluding 
mitigation, is enclosed for your information. 

5. POC for this action is Michael Hewitt at (410) 962-4648. 

FOR THE COMMANDER: 

Encl ~r---
Chief, Real Estate Division 

CF: 
CENAP-DP-M w/encl 



REAL ESTATE COST ESTIMATE 
SALEM RIVER 

NAVIGATION PROJECT 
NEW JERSEY 

TOTAL 
ACCOUNT UNIT PROJECT 

CODE ITEM QUANTITY UNIT PRICE AMOUNT CONTINGENCY COST 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

01.-.-.-LANDS AND DAMAGES 

01.D.-.-ACQUISITIONS 

01.D.2. -MAPPING 
01.D.2.-LOCAL SPONSOR CONTRACT COSTS 3 EA 1760 $ 5,280 $ 792 $ 6,072 
01.D.2.-LOCAL SPONSOR ADMIN COSTS JOB LS $ 1,440 $ 216 $ 1,656 
01.D.2.-COE ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS JOB LS $ 225 $ 34 $ 259 

01.D.3.-TITLE EVIDENCE 
01.D.3.-LOCAL SPONSOR CONTRACT COSTS 3 EA 585 $ 1,755 $ 263 $ 2,018 
01.D.3.-LOCAL SPONSOR ADMIN COSTS JOB LS $ 960 $ 144 $ 1,104 
01.D.3.-COE ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS JOB LS $ 150 $ 23 $ 173 

01.D.4.-NEGOTIATIONS 
01.D.4.-LOCAL SPONSOR ADMIN COSTS JOB LS $ 2,880 $ 432 $ 3,312 
01.D.4.-COE ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS JOB LS $ 450 $ 68 $ 518 

01.D.5.-CONDEMNATION 
01.D.5.-LOCAL SPONSOR CONTRACT COSTS 1 EA 495 $ 495 $ 74 $ 569 
01.D.5.-LOCAL SPONSOR ADMIN COSTS JOB LS $ 1,440 $ 216 $ 1,656 
01.D.5.-COE ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS JOB LS $ 225 $ 34 $ 259 

SUBTOTAL $15,300 

01.D.9.-CONTINGENCIES $ 2,296 

ACQUISITIONS TOTAL $17,596 

01.E.-.-CONDEMNATION 
01.E.-.-LOCAL SPONSOR CONTRACT COSTS 1 EA 165 $ 165 $ 25 $ 190 
01.E.-.-LOCAL SPONSOR ADMIN COSTS JOB LS $ 480 $ 72 $ 552 
01.E.-.-COE ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS JOB LS $ 75 $ 11 $ 86 

SUBTOTAL $ 720 

01.E.9.-CONTINGENCIES $ 108 

CONDEMNATIONS TOTAL $ 828 

01.F.-.-APPRAISALS 
01.F.-.-LOCAL SPONSOR CONTRACT COSTS 1 EA 165 $ 990 $ 148 $ 1,138 
01.F.-.-LOCAL SPONSOR ADMIN COSTS JOB LS $ 1,440 $ 216 $ 1,656 
01.F.-.-COE ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS JOB LS $ 225 $ 33 $ 258 

SUBTOTAL $ 2,655 

01.F.9.-CONTINGENCIES $ 397 

APPRAISALS TOTAL $ 3,052 



TOTAL 
UNIT PROJECT ACCOUNT 

CODE ITEM QUANTITY UNIT PRICE AMOUNT CONTINGENCY COST 

01.H.-.-RELOCATION ASSISTANCE 
01.H.-.-LOCAL SPONSOR ADMIN COSTS 1 JOB LS $ 960 $ 144 $ 1,104 
01.H.-.-COE ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS 1 JOB LS $ 150 $ 23 $ 173 

SUBTOTAL $ 1,110 

01.H.9.-CONTINGENCIES $ 167 

RELOCATION ASSISTANCE TOTAL $ 1,277 

01.M.-.-REAL ESTATE RECEIPTS/PAYMENTS 
01.M.3.-LAND PAYMENTS 1 JOB LS $ 936 $ 234 $1,170 

SUBTOTAL $ 936 

01.M.9.-CONTINGENCIES $ 234 

REAL ESTATE RECEIPTS/PAYMENTS TOTAL $1,170 




